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Welcome Note

Bridging Science and Application

The reason for the choice of the title for our conference was to strengthen new ways and push for
translation.
New insights naturally lead to open questions which we want to investigate and find solutions. 
However, we have to keep in mind the high goal of this research – to find solutions for people with 
disabilities, end users and not to forget their relatives. This year, the Conference has, besides 
workshops on specific topics one very special side event: The CYBATHLON BCI Series 2019. 
Pilots with physical impairments, who control computer avatars with their thoughts, will 
demonstrate how far brain-computer interface research has come. The BCI race will take place in 
front of a live audience and – challenging for all involved, pilot as well as developing team: far 
away from any lab conditions. As a special keynote, we present Prof. Robert Riener (ETH Zurich, 
Switzerland). He is full professor of sensory motor systems and the initiator of CYBATHLON. With 
his talk he will make a link between the BCI field, his research disciplines and CYBATHLON.

Furthermore, participating teams are invited to present their technologies, methods and algorithms
in form of posters throughout the whole conference – hopefully provoking stimulating discussions.
This 8th Graz Brain-Computer Interface Conference (GBCIC2019) offers the opportunity for 
extensive discussions and exchange of ideas among BCI experts from more than 20 countries. We
received 76 scientific contributions from roughly 250 authors. The scientific contributions have 
been peer-reviewed by at least two reviewers (acceptance rate 87%) and collected in form of open 
access conference proceedings.
For the Conference itself, we have been able to setup a colorful and multifaceted program. We are
very happy that the GBCIC2019 has been officially endorsed by the BCI Society. Further, we are
lucky that outstanding experts in the field, Dr. Damien Coyle (Ulster University, Northern Ireland,
UK), Prof. Moritz Grosse-Wentrup (University of Vienna, Austria), Dr. Robert Gaunt (University of
Pittsburgh, PA, USA), Dr. Mariska Vansteensel (University Medical Center Utrecht, The 
Netherlands), and Prof. Pim Haselager (Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands) accepted
our invitation to present keynote addresses at the Conference.

We hope that this conference contributes towards a strong scientific cooperation among our field,
and we wish all participants an exciting, stimulating and productive Graz BCI Conference 2019!

Gernot R. Müller-Putz
Conference Chair
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Editorial Board

Prof.  Dr.  Gernot  Rudolf  Müller-Putz is  head  of  the  Institute  of  Neural  Engineering  and  its
associated  Laboratory  of  Brain-Computer  Interfaces.  He  received  his  MSc  in  electrical  and
biomedical engineering in 2000, his PhD in electrical engineering in 2004 and his habilitation and
“venia docendi” in medical informatics from Graz University of Technoloy in 2008. Since 2014 he is
full  professor  for  semantic  data  analysis.  He  has  gained  extensive  experience  in  the  field  of
biosignal  analysis,  brain-computer  interface  research,  EEG-based  neuroprosthesis  control,
communication  with  BCI  in  patients  with disorders of  consciousness,  hybrid  BCI  systems,  the
human somatosensory system, and BCIs in assistive technology over the past 18 years. He has
also managed several national projects (State of Styria) and international projects (Wings for Life,
EU Projects) and he recently coordinated the EU Horizon 2020 project MoreGrasp. Furthermore,
he organized and hosted six international Brain-Computer Interface Conferences over the last 13
years in  Graz and chairing  the 8th Conference in  Sept.  2019.  He was also in  the Programm
Committees of the 7th International BCI Meeting 2018, 10th NeuroIS Restreat, ICCHP 2018. He is
Review Editor of Frontiers in Neuroscience, special section Neuroprosthetics, Associate Editor of
IEEE Transactions in Biomedical Engineering and Associate Editor of the Brain-Computer Interface
Journal.  Since August  2019 he is  Speciality Chief  Editor  of  Frontiers in Human Neuroscience:
Brain-Computer Interfaces. He has authored more than 156 peer reviewed publications and more
than 180 contributions  to  conferences which were cited  more than 14300 times (h-index 60).
Recently he was awarded with an ERC Consolidator Grant “Feel your Reach” from the European
Research Council. In May 2017 he received the Ludwig-Guttman Award from the German Medical
Spinal Cord Injury Association (DMGP). In May 2018 he was elected into the Board of Directors of
the International Brain-Computer Interface Society. In May 2010 he received the Science Award
from the State of Styria.

Jonas Christian Ditz is university assistant at the Institute of Neural Engineering (BCI-Lab), Graz
University of Technology, Austria. He received his M.Sc. in Bioinformatics from the Eberhard Karls
University Tübingen in 2018. From 2016 to 2018 he worked as a research assistant at the Max
Planck Insitute for Biological Cybernetics in the Cognition & Control in Human-Machine Systems
group. Currently he is working towards his PhD degree in computer science.

Selina Christin Wriessnegger is assistant professor at the Institute of Neural Engineering (BCI-
Lab), Graz University of Technology, Austria. From 2001 to 2005 she was PhD student at the Max-
Planck-Institute for Human Cognitive and Brain Sciences and received her PhD from the Ludwig-
Maximilians University.  During that time, she spent one year in Rome as research assistant at
IRCCS (Fondazione Santa Lucia), Laboratory for Human Psychophysiology. From 2005 to 2008
she was university assistant at the Karl-Franzens-University Graz, section neuropsychology. From
2009 until May 2016 she was senior researcher at the Institute of Neural Engineering (BCI-Lab). In
2017 she was visiting professor at  SISSA (Scuola Internazionale Superiore di  Studi  Avanzati),
Trieste. Her research interests are subliminal visual information processing, neural correlates of
motor imagery,  novel applications of BCIs for  healthy users, passive BCIs and embodiment of
language acquisition. 
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ABSTRACT: Neurological patients often show 

difficulties in swallowing, so-called dysphagia. Here we 

investigated whether motor imagery of swallowing 

during neurofeedback activates brain areas, which are 

involved in swallowing, and consequently fosters 

neuronal plasticity. Based on findings in healthy 

individuals, we performed a NIRS-based neurofeedback 

training (4 training sessions over 2 weeks) with one male 

stroke patient with dysphagia, in which the patient tried 

to modulate the hemodynamic response over the 

swallowing motor cortex by motor imagery while 

receiving real-time feedback of changes in the NIRS 

signal. Before and after the training, brain activation 

patterns during active swallowing were assessed offline. 

A healthy male control subject performed the same 

training. Both subjects were able to modulate the NIRS 

signal in a desired direction during neurofeedback 

training. The stroke patient also showed changes in 

maladaptive brain activation patterns elicited by active 

swallowing due to neurofeedback training. These results 

indicate the potential value of NIRS-based 

neurofeedback using motor imagery of swallowing to 

treat dysphagia. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Dysphagia, which is a difficulty in swallowing, is a 

common consequence of brain lesions since swallowing 

activates a large network of cortical and subcortical brain 

areas [1, 2]. More than two thirds of stroke patients show 

dysphagia symptoms [3]. Swallowing difficulties are also 

prevalent in neurologic healthy elderly (13.5%-16%) [4, 

5]. Dysphagia often causes chest infection and 

malnutrition and is associated with a slower rate of 

recovery, poorer rehabilitation potential and mortality [6, 

7]. Natural recovery of post-stroke dysphagia can range 

between 6 months and 4 years after stroke onset [3, 8]. 

Here we investigated whether motor imagery of 

swallowing can be used to activate brain areas, which are 

involved in the swallowing process, to foster neuronal 

plasticity. A large portion of brain-computer interface 

(BCI) and neurofeedback (NF) training studies 

successfully showed that receiving real-time feedback 

about the activity in motor brain areas while imagining 

limb movements can be used to foster neuronal plasticity 

and consequently improve motor functions [9–25]. Prior 

near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) studies showed that 

healthy individuals as well as stroke patients generally 

show comparable brain activation patterns during 

executing and imagining swallowing movements [26–

29]. Both tasks lead to the strongest NIRS signal change 

over the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), which is part of the 

swallowing network [1, 28]. Healthy young adults are 

also able to modulate voluntarily the NIRS signal in a 

desired direction during NF training [27, 30]. 

The aim of the present proof of concept study was to 

investigate whether a stroke patient with dysphagia is 

also able to modulate the activity in the swallowing 

motor cortex when imagining swallowing movements 

during NIRS-based NF training. To reveal possible 

neuronal plasticity processes due to NF training, we 

examined brain activation patterns elicited during active 

swallowing before and after NF training, too. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
     Participants: A 70-years old male stroke patient with 

multiple brain lesions in the right hemisphere (4 months 

after stroke) participated in this study during his 

stationary stay in the rehabilitation clinic Judendorf-

Straßengel. The patient showed no psychiatric symptoms 

or cognitive deficits. The patient showed a moderate 

dysphagia at the beginning of the NF training 

(Bogenhauser Dysphagia Score BODS of 3) [31, 32]. 

During his stay in the rehabilitation clinic, he additionally 

received traditional logopedical treatment. Additionally, 

we investigated a 78-years old male subject with no 

neurological deficits and no dysphagia symptoms as 

control subject. Both participants gave written informed 

consent. The study was approved by the Ethics 

Committee of the University of Graz, Austria (reference 

number GZ. 39/25/63 ex 2013/14) and is in accordance 

with the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki. 

     NIRS-based NF training: To assess the NIRS signal 

change (relative concentration changes in oxygenated 

oxy- and deoxygenated deoxy- hemoglobin Hb) over the 

bilateral IFG, a NIRSport 88 system from NIRx Medical 

Technologies (Glen Head, NY) consisting of 8 photo-

detectors and 8 light emitters resulting in a total of 20 

channels was used. The sampling rate was set to 7.81 Hz 

and the distance between the optodes was 3 cm. Both 
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subjects performed four NF training sessions within two 

weeks. The task was to increase deoxy-Hb over the 

bilateral IFG [27, 30] while receiving visual real-time 

feedback (color changes over the bilateral IFG area 

depicted on a three-dimensional head model) of relative 

concentration changes in deoxy-Hb over the bilateral IFG 

when imagining swallowing movements (imagining how 

it feels to swallow saliva). In each NF training session, 

20 feedback trials were performed (each trial lasted 17-

23 s). Pause intervals were presented between the 

feedback trials with a duration of 30 s. 

     Pre-post assessment: Before and after the NF training, 

brain activation patterns elicited by executing 

swallowing movements (swallowing saliva) were 

assessed offline (no real-time feedback was provided). 

Participants performed 10 execution trials with a duration 

of 15 seconds. Between the motor execution trials, a 

variable pause of 28-32 seconds was presented. 

     NIRS data analysis: Relative concentration changes in 

deoxy-Hb during NF training were analyzed as well as 

changes in oxy- and deoxy-Hb during the offline 

measurements (pre-post assessment while executing 

swallowing movements). Data preprocessing included an 

artifact correction (visual inspection by a trained expert 

in NIRS data analysis), band-pass filtering (0.01 Hz high-

pass filter, 0.90 Hz low-pass filter), and baseline 

correction (5 s baseline interval prior to task-onset, 

seconds -5 to 0). The NIRS signal change was averaged 

task-related.  

 

 

 

For statistical analysis of the NF training data, the 20 

feedback trials per session were divided in five blocks 

(B1 – B5) á four trials: the NIRS signal of the first four 

feedback trials (trial 1-4: B1), trial number 5-8 (B2), 

trials 9-12 (B3), trials 13-16 (B4), and the last four trials 

(trial 17-20: B5) were averaged, respectively. For 

statistical comparisons, the NIRS signal was averaged for 

the time interval 5-10 s after task onset (NF task). To 

analyze changes in deoxy-Hb over the NF training 

course, regression analyses were performed (predictor 

variable = block number B1-B5; dependent variable= 

average of deoxy-Hb for second 5-10 after start of the NF 

task). The NIRS signal of the left IFG and right IFG was 

used for statistical analysis. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Both subjects were able to linearly increase deoxy-Hb 

over the right IFG, while deoxy-Hb over the left IFG did 

not change significantly during NF training (Fig. 1). 

During the offline pre-assessment, the stroke patient 

showed a stronger NIRS signal change when executing 

swallowing movements over the right IFG (affected 

hemisphere) compared to the left IFG, while the healthy 

control subject showed a bilateral activation pattern over 

the IFG during the execution task (Fig. 2). After the NF 

training, both subjects showed a bilateral NIRS 

activation pattern during active swallowing (Fig. 2). 

Figure 1: Neurofeedback performance of the stroke patient (upper panel) and the healthy control subject 

(lower panel). Depicted are changes in deoxy-Hb over the five blocks (B1-B5) within one training 

session averaged across all 4 NF training sessions and the results of the regression analysis. 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Here we showed that a stroke patient with dysphagia is 

able to modulate voluntarily the hemodynamic response 

in the swallowing motor cortex by imagining swallowing 

movements and that this NF training leads to neuronal 

plasticity processes in the swallowing motor cortex after 

stroke. 

A stroke patient with dysphagia and a healthy control 

subject were able to increase deoxy-Hb linearly during 

NF training. This indicates that stroke patients with 

multiple brain lesions can learn to modulate voluntarily 

activity in the swallowing motor cortex when imagining 

swallowing movements. Our results are in line with prior 

findings of NIRS-based NF training studies in healthy 

young adults [27, 30]. Kober et al. (2018) used the same 

NIRS-based NF training paradigm as in the present study 

[30]. In this prior study, healthy young adults (mean age 

between 23-27 years) trained to modulate the NIRS 

signal in a desired direction by imagining swallowing 

movements. One group of healthy young adults also 

trained to increase deoxy-Hb over the bilateral IFG, 

comparable to the NF paradigm of the present study. 

Interestingly, the healthy young adults were also able to 

increase deoxy-Hb linearly over the right IFG but not 

over the left IFG, which is in line with the present 

findings in a stroke patient and a healthy elderly control 

subject [30]. As discussed in [30], it might be that 

participants concentrated more on signal changes over 

one hemisphere when receiving visual feedback of 

activation changes over the left and right IFG on a three-

dimensional head model simultaneously, which might 

have caused the observed hemisphere differences. 

When executing swallowing movements, the stroke 

patient showed a more unilateral brain activation pattern 

(stronger activation of the affected right hemisphere 

compared to the left hemisphere) while the healthy 

control subject showed a more bilateral distribution of 

brain activity before the start of the NF training. This is 

in line with prior findings that dysphagia patients often 

show a stronger activation of the affected hemisphere 

during swallowing, while healthy individuals show a 

more bilateral activation [3, 26–28, 33–36]. After NF 

training, the stroke patient showed a bilateral activation 

of the IFG during active swallowing. This activation 

pattern was comparable to the brain activation pattern of 

the healthy control subject [26, 28]. Hamdy et al. (1996) 

also found that the cortical activation of dysphagia 

Figure 2: Activation patterns during the motor execution offline task. Oxy- and deoxy-Hb is depicted separately for 

the stroke patient and the healthy control subject for the 20 NIRS channels. The IFG is marked with a black rectangle 

in the upper left picture.  
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patients becomes more bilaterally distributed with 

recovery of swallowing [36]. Hence, brain activation 

patterns over swallowing motor areas elicited by 

executing swallowing movements seem to “normalize” 

in the stroke patient with dysphagia after NF training. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This first proof of concept study shows that a stroke 

patient with dysphagia can benefit from NIRS-based NF 

training in which motor imagery of swallowing 

movements is used as mental strategy to activate the 

swallowing motor cortex. There is evidence that external 

stimulation or inhibition of the swallowing motor cortex 

using repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation 

(rTMS) leads to recovered swallowing function in 

dysphagia patients [3, 35, 37–39]. With NIRS-based NF, 

dysphagia patients might learn to increase or decrease 

voluntarily the activation level in specific swallowing 

related brain areas, without the need of external 

stimulation such as rTMS [28]. 

Our results indicate that future NF training studies with 

larger samples of dysphagia patients might reveal the 

usefulness of NF training in dysphagia rehabilitation.  
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ABSTRACT: A substantial amount of research has 

demonstrated the accuracy of the Riemannian minimum 

distance to mean (RMDM) classifier for brain-computer 

interface (BCI). This classifier is simple, fully 

deterministic, robust to noise, computationally efficient 

and prone to transfer learning. The use of the geometric 

mean in the Riemannian manifold of symmetric positive 

definite matrices has proved fundamental to obtain these 

characteristics. Recently the general family of power 

means living on this manifold, which includes the 

geometric mean, has been defined. In this article we 

extend the RMDM algorithm in an unsupervised and 

adaptive fashion using a sampling of power means, 

named means field. We show that the resulting 

Riemannian minimum distance to means field 

(RMDMF) classifier features superior performance. Our 

conclusion is supported by the analysis of 17 public 

databases covering two BCI paradigms, for a total of 335 

individuals, using the open-source MOABB (Mother of 

all BCI Benchmark) framework. In order to promote 

reproducible research, our full code is released. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Riemannian geometry is a branch of differential 

geometry that studies smooth manifolds, curved spaces 

with peculiar geometries. In these spaces notions of 

angles, shortest path between two points, distances, 

center of mass of several points, etc., allow to study 

analytic properties of mathematical operators from a 

geometric perspectives, making them accessible to 

intuition [1]. In the field of brain-computer interface 

(BCI) the manifold of symmetric positive-definite (SPD) 

matrices [2] has proved very useful, since multivariate 

electroencephalography (EEG) data in finite time 

windows can effectively be mapped as points onto this 

manifold through the estimation of some form of their 

covariance matrix [3-6]. This approach has led to the 

introduction of classifiers with remarkable characteristics 

as compared to the state-of-the-art [6]; for a formal 

introduction to the SPD Riemannian manifold the reader 

is referred to [2], while for a primer and review of its use 

in the BCI context to [7,8]. 

 

Riemannian classifiers have proved accurate, general and 

robust to noise, largely superior to state-of-the-art 

competitors [9], winning five international BCI machine 

learning competitions in which they have competed [7]. 

In particular, the Riemannian minimum distance to mean 

(RMDM) classifier, while not the most accurate among 

Riemannian classifiers, stands out for its simplicity, 

computational efficiency and universality (it applies to 

all BCI paradigms). It is a fully deterministic and 

parameter-free classifier, thus no parameter needs to be 

tuned by cross-validation or other methods that may 

jeopardize its generalization. Further, it can be easily 

extended to the multi-user scenario [10], has proved 

accurate also in individuals affected by clinical 

conditions [11] and has proved apt to integrate transfer 

learning [12, 13] and adaptation strategies [14], as 

demonstrated by the calibration-less P300-based BCI 

video game Brain Invaders [14-16].  

 

In its non-adaptive (test-training) form, the RMDM 

works as it follows: a training provides a set of SPD 

matrices encoding BCI trials for the available classes. For 

each class a center of mass of the available trials is 

estimated. Finally, in test mode, a BCI trial to be 

classified is encoded in the same way as an SPD matrix 

and is assigned to the class whose center of mass is the 

closest according to a suitable distance function acting on 

the manifold [7]. In adaptive mode instead, the centers of 

mass are initialized by a database of previous users for a 

naive user and/or a database of the same user for a non-

naive user thanks to transfer learning strategies [12, 13], 

then the centers of mass are adapted to the user while the 

BCI is operated [14]. In any case, the good performance 

of the RMDM classifier derives from the adoption of an 

appropriate metric for the SPD manifold. The metric in 

turn determines both the distance function between two 

points and the definition of a center of mass for a cloud 

of points, which is also a function of the distance since it 

is defined as the point on the manifold minimizing the 

dispersion of the cloud around itself [7, 17]. So far, the 

hyperbolic (geometric) distance and the geometric mean 

as a center of mass, which arise adopting the Fisher-Rao 

(affine-invariant) metric, have been preferred, due to a 

number of desirable invariance properties they possess. 

As explained in [7], those are the extension to SPD 

matrices of the usual hyperbolic distance and geometric 

mean for scalars. Simply stated, their use instead of the 

much more common Euclidean distance and arithmetic 

mean has engendered the success of Riemannian 

classifiers dealing with covariance matrices [7, 8].  

 

In [18] the authors have defined a one-parameter family 

of means generalizing to SPD matrices the power means 
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for scalars. Given a set of K scalars {c1,…,cK}, the power 

mean with real parameter h  0 is given by 

    
1

1 hh

kh K k
g c  .  (1) 

As for the scalar power means, the SPD matrix power 

means of [18] (see also [19-21]) interpolate between the 

harmonic mean ( 1)h    and the arithmetic mean 

( 1)h  , while the geometric mean that we have 

discussed corresponds to the limit of h evaluated at 0, 

from either side. This generality of power means is 

appealing in the BCI context; as suggested in [22], in 

EEG data the sensor measurement is affected by several 

noise components and varying the order h one can find 

an optimal mean depending on the signal-to-noise-ratio. 

In [22] we have tested the accuracy of the RMDM 

algorithm using 13 power means with h={±1, ±0.8, ±0.6, 

±0.4, ±0.2, ±0.1, 0} (see Fig. 7 therein). The classical 

RMDM classifier corresponds to the power mean with 

h=0 (geometric mean). We have found that the value of 

h offering the maximum accuracy gravitated around zero, 

but h=0 was optimal only for three out of the 38 tested 

subjects. Instead, the optimal value of h was highly 

variable across individuals. Also, there was a significant 

positive correlation between the maximal accuracy and 

the value of h allowing such maximum. Thus, the higher 

the accuracy, which is an indirect measure of signal-to-

noise ratio, the higher the optimal value of h.  

 

Finding the optimal value of h for a given subject and 

session, as we have done in [22], is a supervised 

procedure. Therefore in seeking the optimal value we roll 

back to the problem of obtaining a classifier that is prone 

to overfitting, that lacks transfer learning and that is not 

capable of adaptation. Let us instead name a means field 

a sampling of power means in the interval h[-1, 1] such 

as the one used in [22]. Then, in this article we propose 

the Riemannian minimum distance to means field 

(RMDMF) classifier. It uses in an unsupervised and 

adaptive fashion all the means in the field for classifying. 

In particular, for a given unlabeled datum, the closest 

power mean, regardless of its class, is found, then the 

MDM is applied using the power means with the value 

of h that corresponds to the closest mean. Such method is 

unsupervised, in that it can be used blindly to any datum 

without any learning and is adaptive, in that the preferred 

value of h is allowed to change during the session.  

 

We employ MOABB (Mother of All BCI Benchmark) 

[9] for testing the RMDMF against the RMDM classifier 

on 17 databases covering two BCI paradigms (motor 

imagery and P300), for a total of 335 individuals. 

MOABB is an open-source framework for objectively 

assessing the performance of BCI classifiers on large 

amount of data. The use of MOABB ensures that exactly 

the same processing pipeline is applied to all databases 

of the same type and that both the cross-validation 

procedure and the Riemannian classifiers operate exactly 

in the same way for all databases, regardless the BCI 

type.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Table 1 reports the main characteristics of the 17 

databases we have used for testing. 12 concerns a motor 

imagery (MI) BCI, five concerns a P300 BCI. For some 

databases several sessions are available, therefore the 

actual number of EEG recordings analyzed is superior to 

the total number of subjects. Also, one may notice that 

the number of electrodes used in the experiments is 

highly variable, ranging from three to 128. 

 
Table 1: Main characteristics of the databases used for the 

analysis. Legend: Ch.=number of channels; Sess=number of 

sessions; Ss=number of subjects. For extended names of the 

databases see Table 2. 

Name Type Ch Trials Sess Ss 
Zhou 2016 MI 14 100 3 4 

BNCI 2014-009 P300 18 4200 1 10 

BNCI 2015-001 MI 13 200  2 or 3 13 

BNCI 2014-002 MI 15 160 1 14 

BNCI 2015-003 P300 10 5400 1 10 

BNCI 2014-004 MI 3 120-160 5 9 

BNCI 2015-004 MI 30 70-80 2 10 

BNCI 2014-008 P300 10 4200 1 8 

Alexandre MI MI 16 40 1 9 

Weibo 2014 MI 60 160 1 10 

Brain Inv 2013a P300 16 480 1 or 8 24 

Cho 2017 MI 64 200 1 49 

EPFL P300 P300 32 800 4 8 

GW 2009 MI 128 300 1 10 

Physionet MI MI 64 40-60 1 109 

Shin 2017a MI 25 60 3 29 

BNCI 2014-001 MI 22 144 2 9 

 

The pipeline for MI databases included: filtering in the 8-

32Hz band-pass region, computing the sample 

covariance matrix for all trials and evaluating the 

classifiers using (5-fold) cross-validation [3]. The 

pipeline for P300 included filtering in the 1-24Hz band-

pass region and then, during (5-fold) cross-validation, 

estimating on the training set a spatial filter specifically 

conceived to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of event-

related potentials (ERPs) [23, 24] retaining the best eight 

discriminative components, filtering all the trials in the 

training and test set using this filter, computing the 16x16 

extended sample covariance matrix used for ERP data [3, 

14] on all trials and finally evaluating the classifiers. 

 

Using these two pipelines we have run statistical tests in 

MOABB to compare the ROC-AUC classification 

accuracy of the RMDMF classifier vs. the RMDM 

classifier for all databases. The power means for the 

RMDMF classifier where computed for h={±1, ±0.75, 

±0.5, ±0.25, ±0.1, ±0.01}. If several sessions for the same 

subject were available, the ROC-AUC score was 

averaged across-sessions to provide a unique score for 

each subject. For each database a paired permutation one-

sided t-test has been carried out, enumerating all raw data 

permutations if the number of subjects was <20, yielding 

in this case an exact test [25,26], otherwise employing 

the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, which basically is 

equivalent to a permutation test performed on the ranked 
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data. The p-values thus obtained for each database have 

been combined using the weighted Liptak combination 

function [26] (also known as Stouffer’s combination 

function when expressed in terms of standard normal 

variables), which is given by 
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where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution 

function, Φ-1 its inverse function, n is the number of 

databases (17 in our case), pi the p-value observed for the 

ith database and wi weights taken as the square root of the 

number of subjects in each database. This returned a 

single p-value for the global one-sided comparison 

RMDMF vs. RMDM. Such p-value is to be interpreted 

as the probability to observe n p-values under the 

Omnibus hypothesis, i.e., given that the null hypothesis 

is true for all of them. Notice that the Liptak combination 

function (2) assumes that the p-values to be combined 

result from all pair-wise independent hypotheses, which 

in our case is verified since all the databases are 

independent. Notice also that this combination function 

is optimal (most powerful) when all tests have the same 

effect size, which, although rarely verified in practice, is 

a desirable property. The effect sizes were also 

determined, akin to meta-analysis studies, computing the 

standardized mean difference (SMD) for each database 

and combining them by the weighted arithmetic average 

using the same weighs as those used for Liptak’s p-value 

combination method. All statistical analysis tools here 

above described are already embedded in MOABB [9]. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Table 2 reports the p-values and SMDs obtained on the 

17 databases along with the combined p-value and the 

average SMD. Figure 1 depicts the SMDs and their 95% 

confidence interval obtained on the 17 databases. One 

can see that for five databases the RMDMF classifier 

significantly outperforms the RMDM classifier. Among 

the remaining 12 databases, in nine of them RMDMF 

tends to perform better than RMDM (as seen by the 

positive SMD or, equivalently, by a p-value smaller than 

0.5), while the opposite happens in three. There is no 

evidence that the RMDM significantly outperforms 

RMDMF for any databases. The weighted average SMD 

was 0.3 and the weighted combined p-value was 

extremely low (p=0,0000377), allowing a firm rejection 

of the Omnibus hypothesis. Notice finally that, as 

expected, the confidence interval for the SMDs tends to 

be inversely proportional to the sample size.  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Using MOABB we have presented results on 17 

databases for a total of 335 individuals. Those results are 

therefore solid and powerful. For doing this we have 

added several databases to MOABB, including one of our 

1 https://sites.google.com/site/marcocongedo/science 

own database on the P300 video-game Brain Invaders 

[14-16] and we will continue this effort. MOABB is an 

ideal framework for testing classifiers objectively and we 

invite the community to contribute to it in terms of 

development and data. More in general, we urge the BCI 

community to promote publications on machine learning 

for BCI where either real on-line accuracy is reported or 

the classifiers are tested on large and diverse data. The 

Python code of this analysis and our data are available 

along with many other contributions1.  

 
Table 2: p-values and standardized mean differences (SMD) 

obtained on the 17 databases along with the combined p-value 

and SMD. Small p-values (underlined for p<0.05) indicate that 

the accuracy is significantly higher for the RMDMF as 

compared to the RMDM.  

Name Type Ss p SMD 
Zhou 2016 MI 4 0,188 0,679 

BNCI 2014-009 P300 10 0,271 0,201 

BNCI 2015-001 MI 13 0,004 0,964 

BNCI 2014-002 MI 14 0,041 0,499 

BNCI 2015-003 P300 10 0,374 0,136 

BNCI 2014-004 MI 9 0,648 -0,120 

BNCI 2015-004 MI 10 0,322 0,150 

BNCI 2014-008 P300 8  0,078 0,659 

Alexandre MI MI 9 0,285 0,182 

Weibo 2014 MI 10 0,023 0,711 

Brain Invaders 2013a P300 24 0,744 -0,132 

Cho 2017 MI 49 0,085 0,259 

EPFL P300 P300 8 0,836 -0,372 

Grosse-Wentrup 2009 MI 10 0,011 0,687 

Physionet MI MI 109 0,109 0,090 

Shin 2017a MI 29 0,052 0,304 

BNCI 2014-001 MI 9 0,010 0,998 

Combination p=0,0000377 0,302 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Standardized mean differences (diamond) and their 

95% confidence interval (horizontal lines) for the 17 databases 

(from top to bottom in the same order as in table 1 and 2). A 

positive SMD value indicate that the accuracy of the RMDMF 

classifier is higher as compared to the RMDM, the opposite for 

a negative SMD value. *= significant p-value (see table 2). 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In this article we have proposed an improvement to the 

Riemannian minimum distance to mean classifier for 

BCIs, leveraging on recent advances on mathematics (the 

definition of power means for symmetric positive 

definite matrices [18-21]) and signal processing (an 

efficient algorithm for estimating them [22]). Comparing 

the proposed RMDMF to the RMDM classifier on 17 

databases using MOABB has yielded an average SMD 

equal to 0.3 and a combined p-value equal to 0,0000377. 

As it can been seen in Table 2, the effect is driven by MI 

databases, whereas for no P300 database the effect is 

significant. We believe this is due to the fact that in our 

pipeline for P300 an optimal spatial filter has been 

estimated during cross-validation, thus the signal-to-

noise ratio for these data has been optimized; under these 

circumstances the benefit of using a means field 

populated by power means is likely lost. If this is 

confirmed by further analysis, the RMDMF classifier 

would prove better apt for working on raw data as 

compared to the RMDM, but of course it can be used also 

on spatially filtered data without losing performance, as 

our analysis suggests. Then the RMDMF, while 

preserving the other desirable properties of the RMDM 

(simplicity, computational efficiency, universality, ease 

of extension to the multi-user scenario, good attitude for 

transfer learning and for adaptation), truly would support 

parameter-free classification pipelines. 

 

The computational cost of the RMDMF as compared to 

the RMDM is increased proportionally to the number of 

means used to populate the means field. Since the 

computational complexity of Riemannian classifiers is 

cubic on the size of the covariance matrices used to 

encode the EEG data, this does not represent a substantial 

additional cost. When the dimension of the covariance 

matrices is high, it can be reduced by well-known 

methods such as principal component analysis or by 

methods inspired by Riemannian geometry [27, 28]. As 

reported in [6], the performance of the MDM drops in 

high dimension, therefore in these situations a 

dimensionality reduction step in practice is necessary. 

The RMDMF may turn more robust than the RMDM also 

with respect to the dimensionality. Further research is 

necessary to verify these hypotheses. 

 

For defining the RMDMF we have found effective a 

‘closest mean’ approach. However, better strategies may 

exist to exploit the richness of the means field, such as, 

for example, pooling and majority voting. Further 

research is therefore needed to find optimal strategies for 

exploiting the Riemannian means fields. Not only the 

strategy can be optimized, but also the definition of the 

means field itself: while in this work we have populated 

the means field with power means, other means not 

belonging to this family may be added to the field, such 

as the log-Euclidean mean and a sample of the α-

divergence means, to which the Bhattacharyya mean 

belongs [29], making the means field even more rich. 
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ABSTRACT: A brain-computer interface (BCI) is an
highly interdisciplinary research topic which involved
psychology, signal processing, machine learning, medi-
cal engineering etc. A steady-state visually evoked po-
tentials (SSVEP) paradigm-based Brain Computer Inter-
face systems are the most promising and reliable commu-
nication systems for people with disabilities on clinical
purposes. This paper proposes the use of Deep Neural
Network models for decoding the data acquired through
visual-based Electroencephalography (EEG). in this pa-
per, we concentrate on two points with the Convolutional
Neural Network The first is decoding of the EEG data
using the raw signal (time domain) and the extracted fre-
quency features of the signal after Fourier analysis. The
second point explored in this paper is the evaluation of the
selection of electrodes on the performance of the Deep
Neural Network models for raw signals (time domain
data). We have also compared the performance of Canon-
ical Correlation analysis of the data with the Deep Neural
Network models.

INTRODUCTION

Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) systems provide direct
communication between the human brain and an external
device. BCI systems are applicable in different areas such
as spellers [1], for operating wheelchairs [2], computer
games, virtual reality and controlling home environment
[3]. BCI systems make use of different types of signals
comprising of slow cortical potentials, P300, sensorimo-
tor rhythms and SSVEPs [1]. SSVEPs are recorded over
the scalp from repetitive external stimulations. SSVEPs
are of the same frequency as of the stimulus. In other
words, looking at an image of frequency 12Hz with 0°
phase angle will generate a signal of the same value and
angle in the occipital region of the brain. High Signal-To-
Noise (SNR) ratio, high Information Transfer Rate (ITR),
little user training and less susceptibility to eye move-
ments are the advantages leading to the usage of SSVEPs
in BCIs over other types of signals [4].
Essentially, a visual BCI has four sections, signal acqui-

sition, signal processing, signal classification, and out-
put device which realizes the selected commands by the
user of BCI indicated by Figure 1. The principal task in

Figure 1: Working of SSVEP-based BCI [8]

this process is signal classification with reliable perfor-
mance in regards to accuracy and response time. A num-
ber of methods for detection of SSVEPs have been used
such as Minimum-Energy Combination (MEC), Canoni-
cal Correlation Analysis (CCA), Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and Power Spectral Density Analysis (PSDA).
These methods would require the data to be refined by
human intervention. The use of Deep Neural Networks
in BCIs has gained popularity due to its robust nature and
the capability of extracting high-level features from the
data without prior knowledge [7][11]. Use of Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) for image classification
and recognition provides high accuracy, automatic fea-
ture extraction with the multiple convolutional layers thus
making it the perfect choice for EEG data. The EEG data
received from a variety of participants having different
features makes CNN an apt solution for classification of
the signals. Despite of high performance of CNN, it has
a necessity to have a large training dataset so that no or
less over-fitting occurs in the model, which is a challenge
in the EEG data, given it’s relatively smaller size.
In this paper, there are two parts of the implementation,
the first is the impact on performance, when giving raw
signal as input and extracted frequency features as input.
The second part compares the performance of the selec-
tion of electrodes and without the selection of electrodes
in the input.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

EEG Dataset: This paper uses data published in [5],
which is recorded using a 40-target BCI speller. The BCI
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speller consists of a 5x8 matrix of 40 characters, out of
which 26 are English alphabets, 10 digits, and 4 sym-
bols. A total number of 35 participants (27 naive, 8 expe-
rienced) participated in the experiment. The experiment
had 6 blocks, each comprising of 40 trials corresponding
to the 40 symbols on the screen. One trial total length is 6
s, with 0.5 s target cue and last 0.5 s was blank. There was
a gap of several minutes between two consecutive blocks
for the participant to rest. The 40 frequencies recorded
are from 8 Hz to 15.8 Hz with an interval of 0.2 Hz. The
whole-head EEG data is recorded using 64 electrodes ac-
cording to the 10-20 system at a sampling rate of 1000Hz
as shown in Figure 2. The recorded data epochs were
downsampled to 250 Hz as the upper limit of the SSVEP
range is 90 Hz. No pre-processing has been performed on
the data. At the end of the experiment, the data available
for each participant is 240 trials i.e. 6 blocks x 40 trials.
Each trial consisted of 64 channels x 1500 time points.

Figure 2: Electrode placement

Canonical Correlation Analysis: Canonical Correla-
tion Analysis is a multivariable statistical method which
finds a correlation between two sets of variables. It was
introduced in the field of EEG analysis by Lin et. al
in [9]. In the case of SSVEP-based EEG signals, there
are two variables, X which is the recorded multi-channel
EEG signal and Y refers to the reference signals. The fre-
quency recognition is obtained by calculating the canon-
ical correlation between multi-channel SSVEP and the
reference signals. The frequency which has the max-
imum correlation value in the reference signals is the
same as the frequency of the multi-channel SSVEP sig-
nal. CCA helps in reducing a large amount of information
into useful information by maximizing the correlation.

Convolutional Neural Network: Recently CNNs have
attained success and popularity in so many different
fields. The different layers of CNN help in dimension-
ality reduction, in turn, reducing the number of training
parameters which will increase the training speed and im-
prove performance. A CNN consists of an input layer,
convolutional layer, activation, pooling layer, and fully
connected layer. Various parameters such as Dropout and
Batch Normalization can be used for further optimization

Table 1: CNN for Time Domain
Layer / Parameter Number / Size
Conv1D 32 filters
MaxPooling1D 2
Dropout 0.5
BatchNormalization -
Conv1D 64 filters
MaxPooling1D 2
Dropout 0.5
BatchNormalization -
Flatten -
Dense 256 filters
Dense 512 filters, 40 output

in the CNN model. The convolution layer slides a fil-
ter of a particular size over the given input to produce a
feature map. As done in any Neural Network, we use ac-
tivation function on the output of the convolution layer
after which we have a non-linear output. The dimension-
ality reduction is performed by the pooling layers, which
extracts useful parameters and thus reduce the number
of parameters to compute and to be learned. This will
also prevent overfitting of the model. There can be such
multiple layers, each comprising of convolution layer, ac-
tivation function, and pooling layer. The last few layers
are fully connected layers which are similar to the regular
neural networks. But before we pass the data from con-
volutional layers to the fully connected layers, we need to
flatten the data as fully connected layers understand only
1-dimensional data. The main part of the training is the
configuration of the above-described layers.
In the past few years, the use of CNN in the area of
SSVEP has increased. In [6], the accuracy of CNN was
69.03% 256 channel SSVEP recordings of 11 subjects,
whereas in [7] the accuracy of CNN classification is as
high as 99.27% for static and 94.03% for ambulatory
SSVEP data of 7 subjects. In these papers, a power spec-
tral density analysis has been performed to extract fre-
quency features and then feed it to the model for classi-
fication. Here in this paper, we will compare the perfor-
mance of the model between such extracted features and
raw signal.

CNN Model for raw signal: The raw signal is in form
of time domain as indicated by 64 channel x 1500 time
points is given as input to the CNN model. To evalu-
ate the performance of the CNN model on the raw signal
as input, we make use of Convolutional Neural Network
in 1 dimension. The structure is described in Table 1, 1
Conv1D layer with 32 filters having ’ReLU’ as activa-
tion function and a Max Pooling layer with size 2. The
second layer comprises of 1 Conv1D layer with 64 filters
having ’ReLU’ as activation function and a Max Pooling
layer with size 2. The Dropout value is taken as 0.5 and
BatchNormalization has been applied. Fully connected
layers of size 256 and 512 have been used. The last fully
connected layer uses Softmax as the activation function
for giving the output. Adam optimization algorithm is
used for updating the network weights in training data.
The training and validation accuracy indicated in Figure 3
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Table 2: CNN for Frequency Domain
Layer / Parameter Number / Size
Conv2D 32 filters
MaxPooling2D 3
Dropout 0.5
BatchNormalization -
Conv2D 64 filters
MaxPooling2D 3
Dropout 0.5
BatchNormalization -
Flatten -
Dense 512 filters, 40 output

shows the learning of the model.

Figure 3: Training & Validation Accuracy - Time Domain

CNN Model for extracted frequency features: Power
Spectral Density Analysis (PSDA) is performed on the
signal before giving input to the CNN model. Here we
use Convolutional Neural Network in a 2 dimensions ma-
trix. The structure is described in Table 2, 1 Conv2D
layer with 32 filters having ’ReLU’ as activation function
and Max Pooling layer with size 3x3. The second layer
consists of 64 filters with ’ReLU’ as activation function
and Max Pooling layer with a filter of size 3. The Dropout
value is taken as 0.5 and BatchNormalization has been
applied. The last layer which is fully connected layer is
of size 512 with Softmax as an activation function. Adam
optimization algorithm is used just like the previous for
updating the network weights in training data. The train-
ing and validation accuracy indicated in Figure 4 shows
the learning of the model.

Figure 4: Training & Validation Accuracy - Frequency Domain

Selection of electrodes: The SSVEP signals decoding
have a much better quality when the electrodes placed

Figure 5: Overall Accuracy of Subjects in both domains

over the occipital and parietal areas are thus removing
other background activities [5]. From the 64 electrodes
shown in Figure 2, the electrodes selected in this paper
are 9 i.e. Pz, PO5, PO3, POz, PO4, PO6, O1, Oz and
O2 which give a better performance in classification of
the signal [5]. The data from those electrodes is selected
for classification. The same model is given two differ-
ent inputs of raw signal (time domain) and the result is
compared to check the performance of the model in both
scenarios. The structure of the model is just the same as
the one described in Table 1. The channel selection is
tested in the case of the time domain.

RESULTS

Comparison of CNN models for raw signal and ex-
tracted frequency features: In our models, we have at-
tained an accuracy of 76.5% in the time domain, 80%
accuracy in the frequency domain. The CNN model with
time domain performs almost as well as the model with
frequency extracted features. The accuracy of the model
in time domain is quite higher in certain subjects than in
frequency domain as shown in Figure 5 indicating that
the extraction of the frequency component is alternative.
The idea behind using CNN models is an automatic fea-
ture extraction and learn the signal specific oscillation in
the hidden layers which is achieved in the model used for
raw signal. From the given data, we have used has 240
trials per subject, the number of samples is quite less for
the model to train in the time domain.

Channel Selection results: The model achieves 76.5%
accuracy when data from only 9 channels is taken into
consideration and achieves 22.5% accuracy without se-
lection of 9 channels. In [5], it is mentioned that utiliza-
tion of electrodes positioned over occipital and parietal
will give better accuracy in classification of the given sig-
nals. Our CNN model verifies that the channel selection
proves beneficial in the classification as shown in Fig-
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Figure 6: Overall Accuracy of Subjects with 9-channel and 64-
channel data

ure 6.
Comparison of CCA with CNN models: The accuracy

of CCA for all the subjects can be compared with the ac-
curacy of CNN models in various conditions. The CCA
model requires hand-crafted data for processing and get-
ting the maximum correlation values. While the CNN
models automatically detect the high-level features with
the help of hidden layers. It can also be observed that
the CCA and CNN give quite similar results on cer-
tain subjects, however as the most successful algorithms
in SSVEP decoding for many years,CCA generated the
overall higher accuracy than the time and frequency do-
main. The CCA and CNN results are shown in Figure 7
and Table 3.

Figure 7: Overall Accuracy of Subjects using CCA

DISCUSSION

Table 3: CCA,time and frequency domain accuracy
Sub\Acc CCA Time Domain Frequency Domain
Subject 1 85 85 77.5
Subject 3 100 57.5 95
Subject 5 100 52.5 92.5
Subject 6 100 60 92.5
Subject 7 97 40 42.5
Subject 9 80 58.5 62.5
Subject 10 100 58.5 80
Subject 11 87 55 62
Subject 12 80 47.5 58.5
Subject 13 87 17.50 35
Subject 14 95 60 90
Subject 17 87 37.5 70
Subject 19 82 45 50
Subject 20 97 58.5 90
Subject 23 82 40 70
Subject 25 100 65 80
Subject 26 100 82.5 85
Subject 29 30 2.5 5
Subject 30 95 12.5 40
Subject 31 100 85 97.5
Subject 33 22 12.5 10
Subject 34 100 70 77.5
Subject 35 100 90 77.5

Mean 87.21 51.02 65.55
Sub\Acc CCA Time Domain Frequency Domain
Subject 2 80 60 90
Subject 4 97 50 97.5
Subject 8 80 78.5 100
Subject 15 97 72.5 98
Subject 16 47 60 62
Subject 18 62 58.5 80
Subject 21 25 60 95
Subject 22 87 82 100
Subject 24 85 60 100
Subject 27 90 77.5 98.5
Subject 28 75 50 98.5
Subject 32 97 90 100

Mean 76.83 65.5 92.90
Sub\Acc CCA Time Domain Frequency Domain
Overall 83.65 56.51 76.30

The evaluation of the CNN model on time and fre-
quency domain with different architectures were per-
formed. from the result, we reconfirmed the method of
electrode selection gave a lot higher accuracy than the
usual data without selection with deep neural networks.
In the time domain data, the CNN model itself learns the
low-level and the high-level features and makes the de-
cision of discarding the unnecessary data unlike in the
extracted frequency features. the CCA was implemented
to compare the traditional algorithm and deep neural net-
works. We conclude two points from the above experi-
ments. The first being that given the raw signal and ad-
justed parameters, CNN can classify the input data with-
out prior feature extraction. Initially, the classification ac-
curacy did not increase as the number of parameters like
Dropout, BatchNormalization, Regularizers were contin-
uously updated and the model’s accuracy was checked.
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The second conclusion is that in a certain kind of data,
the data taken from selected electrodes would assist the
model in better classification than the whole data.

CONCLUSION

Two different deep neural network structure on time and
frequency domain have been put forward and tested in
this paper. The accuracy of the model in the time domain
is quite higher in certain subjects than in the frequency
domain which may indicate that the extraction of the fre-
quency component is alternative. Generally on all sub-
jects, frequency domain show the overall higher accuracy
than the time domain. The traditional CCA algorithm still
achieved the best accuracy in the case of small data on
time domain which is not unexpected. The selection of
channels play an important role in identifying the brain
rhymes. Despite having good accuracy, each of the model
can be further tested and configured to achieve even more
accuracy given more amount of data. Data augmentation
method will be applied for the next round test. 240 trials
per subject is not enough for CNN to learn the features
and also might generate the overfitting problems in the
model. Hence, a reiteration was performed and then se-
lected values for the parameters of regularization to avoid
overfitting. Furthermore, CNNs can be combined with
Recurrent neural network (RNN)to explore Brain physi-
ological data on time domain data as well as on frequency
domain.
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ABSTRACT: 
Non-invasive Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) based 
on motor imagery (MI) tasks represent a valuable tool 
both from a societal and a clinical perspective. 
Nevertheless, performances vary inconsistently across 
subjects and the mechanisms underlying a successful 
skill acquisition is poorly understood. In this longitudinal 
study performed with the electroencephalography 
(EEG), we show that BCI training can be characterized 
by patterns that rely on the neurophysiology. We 
observed that the desynchronization effect increases 
significantly over the sessions within the a and b sub-
bands for subjects who showed a significant 
improvement of their BCI scores. Notably, we observed 
that they also presented a decrease of the functional 
connectivity in regions beyond those targeted during the 
BCI experiments, whereas the subjects who did not 
improve their performances did not show any significant 
change over sessions. Taken together, these results give 
additional insights about the skill acquisition process 
during MI-based BCI trainings.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
Non-invasive BCIs are largely used to produce thought-
provoked action, by exploiting the ability of subjects to 
voluntary modulate their brain activity through mental 
imagery. Despite its societal and clinical applications [1], 
[2], voluntarily modulating brain activity to control a BCI 
appears to be a learned skill [3], [4], based on the 
feedback presented to the user, and, in general, several 
weeks or even months may be needed to reach relatively 

high-performance (> 90 %) in BCI control [1],[15]. 
Furthermore, between 15 and 30 % of the users [6] face 
difficulties in controlling a BCI even after several 
training sessions, eliciting a high inter-subject variability. 
This point shows the difficulty to understand the key-
aspects, or subject-related patterns, of an efficient 
learning process in MI-based BCI more specifically.  
In previous studies, two main types of predictors of MI-
based BCI success have been elicited [7]. The first 
category corresponds to the behavioral or psychological 
predictors. Among them, kinesthetic imagination score, 
mental rotation ability, self-reliance, visuo-motor 
coordination and concentration have shown significant 
correlations with BCI scores [8]–[11]. The second 
category corresponds to the neurophysiological 
predictors. Most of them relied on resting state or pre-
stimulus recordings and are associated with power 
spectra. More specifically, these activations involve 
mainly sensorimotor areas (µ, low a and high q power 
[12], [13]) and the fronto-parietal axis (within the g band 
[14], [15]). 
However, while there is a large number of inter-subject 
comparisons, less longitudinal studies have been 
conducted and little is known about how the 
communication between brain areas may differ during 
the learning process and between subjects.  
In this work, we propose an original approach that aims 
at eliciting patterns that come from functional 
connectivity (FC) of successful learning process based on 
a longitudinal study performed with EEG. We 
hypothesize that the FC changes over the training, 
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involving areas beyond those targeted during the BCI 
experiment, and that the associated properties present a 
specific pattern of learning efficiency.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
     BCI protocol and participants 
Twenty healthy subjects (aged 27.45 ± 4.01 years, 
12 men), right-handed and BCI-naïve, participated in the 
study. It consisted of a longitudinal EEG-based BCI 
training composed by four sessions (i.e. twice in a week 
for two weeks). None presented medical or psychological 
disorders. A written informed consent was obtained from 
subjects after explanation of the study, approved by the 
ethical committee CPP-IDF-VI of Paris. All participants 
received financial compensation at the end of their 
participation. The BCI task consisted of a standard 1D, 
two-target box task [16] in which, to control the vertical 
position of a cursor moving from the left to the right side 
of the screen,  the subjects modulated their brain activity. 
To hit the target-up, the subjects imagined a sustained 
movement of the right hand (MI condition) and they 
remained at rest to hit the target-down (Rest condition). 
Thus, the BCI scores are defined here as the proportion 
of hit targets.  Each session was composed by 6 runs of 
32 trials. Each trial lasted 7 s and consisted of a 1 s of 
inter-stimulus, followed by 2 s of target presentation, 3 s 
of feedback and 1 s of result presentation (Fig 1). At the 
beginning of each session, BCI features (EEG channels 
and frequency) were selected in a calibration phase in 
which the subjects were instructed to perform the BCI 
tasks without any visual feedback. We selected the 
features within the a-b band and localized within the 
motor area contralateral to the movement. The online 
classification was performed with a Linear Discriminant 
Analysis, suited for a two-class paradigm [17]. 
 

 
Fig 1 Experimental design. The different timescales 
(session, run, trial) are presented. 

Following the last inclusion, we selected two groups of 
five subjects each to elicit the most extreme profiles in 
terms of learning process. The selection was based on the 
difference in terms of BCI scores between the first and 
the last session. The five subjects who showed the best 
improvement in terms of BCI scores (aged 
27.40 ± 2.07 years, 4 men) were gathered within the 
Group 1 (G1). The five subjects who improved the less 
(aged 27.60 ± 3.36 years, 1 men) were gathered within 
the Group 2 (G2). 
 
 

     Materials 
EEG signals were collected with a 74-channel BrainAmp 
system (referenced to mastoids signals). Left and right 
electromyogram (EMG) signals were recorded to ensure 
that subjects were not moving their forearm while 
performing the tasks. Recordings were performed with a 
1 kHz frequency sampling and an offline filter applied 
between 0.1 and 300 Hz. BCI sessions were performed 
from EEG signals transmitted via the Fieldtrip buffer 
[18] to the BCI2000 toolbox [19]. 
After the fourth session, individual T1 scans were 
obtained by using a 3T Siemens Magnetom PRISMA. 
The experiment consists in a 15 minute-resting-state task 
to obtain an accurate head model for the source 
reconstruction.  
 
     EEG processing  
After having downsampled the signals to 250 Hz, we 
performed an Independent Components Analysis with 
the Infomax approach [20] using the Fieldtrip toolbox 
[18] to remove potential ocular and/or cardiac artifacts.  
Once the signals epoched and average referenced, we 
performed source reconstruction by computing the 
individual head model with the Boundary Element 
Method (BEM) [21], [22]. BEM surfaces resulted from 
three layers associated with the subject's MRI (scalp, 
inner skull, outer skull) with 1922 vertices each. The 
weighted Minimum Norm Estimate [23] method was 
used to estimate the sources via the Brainstorm toolbox 
[24]. Here, the identity matrix was defined as the noise 
covariance matrix. The minimum norm estimate 
corresponds in our case to the current density map. The 
regions of interest (ROIs) relied on the use of the 
Destrieux atlas [25]. 
To compute the power spectrum density of the signals at 
the source level, we used the Welch method with a 
window length of 1 s and a window overlap ratio of 50 % 
applied during the feedback period that ranges (from 
t = 3 s to t = 6 s) within the individual anatomical space. 
 
     Functional connectivity analysis 
Functional connectivity has already been shown to be a 
valuable tool in the BCI domain [26]–[28]. Here, we 
were particularly interested in eliciting patterns of 
successful learning that rely on FC. Thus, we used the 
imaginary coherence, weakly affected by volume 
conduction and spatial leakage [29], [30], between each 
pair of ROIs. In this study, we used a concise metric that 
could elicit highly connected hubs: the node strength, 
defined as the sum of the connectivity weights of the 
edges linked to each node i. 
 
     Metrics and statistical analysis: 
To take into account the subjects’ specificity, we defined 
our frequency bands according to the Individual Alpha 
Frequency (IAF) [31]. We restricted our study within the 
a-b frequency bands for two reasons. First, because it 
corresponds to the frequency bands targeted during the 
BCI experiments (i.e. modulated during motor imagery 
task). Secondly, because both a and b bands have been 

Day 11 TimeDay 8Day 4Day 1

Session 1 Session 3 Session 4Session 2

Training Testing

1 run

1 trial       

t = 0 s 6 s3 s1 s 7 s
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shown to be involved in learning processes [32], [33]. 
Here, the IAF corresponds to the first peak comprised 
between 6 and 12 Hz. The a1 band ranges from 
IAF – 2 Hz to IAF, the a2 band from IAF to IAF + 2 Hz, 
b1 from IAF + 2 Hz to IAF + 11 Hz and b2 from 
IAF + 11 Hz to IAF + 20 Hz. 
We computed statistical differences among activations 
(i.e. power spectra) recorded in the MI and the rest 
conditions at the subject level via a paired t-test. Statistics 
were corrected for multiple comparisons using the cluster 
approach [24], [34], with a statistical threshold to 0.05, a 
minimum number of neighbors of 2 and a number of 
randomization of 500. Cluster-level statistics are 
obtained by using the sum of the t-values within every 
cluster. Besides the correction for multiple comparisons, 
this method avoids any spatial a priori about areas that 
show a significant desynchronization effect. 
To obtain a single value that takes into account the 
desynchronization effect, we worked with the relative 
power, ∆P, defined as follows: 

Δ𝑃 = 100	×	
𝑃() − 𝑃+,-.

𝑃+,-.
 

where PMI and PRest correspond, respectively to the 
averaged power calculated across the cluster from MI 
and Rest trials. Similarly, we computed the relative node 
strength ∆N as the relative difference in terms of node 
strength between the conditions. 
 
RESULTS 
     Behavioral performances 
G1 showed a significant improvement of the BCI scores 
(one-way ANOVA, F3,12 = 15.1, pFDR = 2.36x10-4) 
whereas the scores obtained by G2 did not show a session 
effect (F3,12 = 0.14, pFDR = 1) (Fig. 2A). These results 
enabled us to check that we did have two groups that 
strongly differed. Notably, this difference became 
prominent from session 3 (Fig. 2A).  
 
     Brain activation 
From the activation perspective, we observed a strong 

decrease of the relative power from session 3 for G1 (Fig. 
2B). Nevertheless, a significant session effect was 
observed only within the a2 band (one-way ANOVA, 
F3,12 = 5.16, pFDR = 0.02). ∆P did not present a session 
effect for G2 both in a2 and b1 frequency bands. Notably, 
this trend is similar to the one previously observed with 
behavioral performances (Fig. 2A). As expected, with the 
practice, the desynchronization effect will increase only 
within G1. This result is in line with [6] where subjects 
with poor performances show fewer significant features 
than the other subjects. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Trends over sessions obtained for G1 and G2. (A) 
BCI performances. (B) Evolution of the relative power 
(∆P) within the a2 band. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.05 (Mann-
Whitney test). 
 
     Brain connectivity  
A way to assess potential differences in terms of 
connectivity is to compare the relative node strength 
values, obtained during the fourth session when the 
behavioral results are the most discriminative between 
the two groups of subjects. First, as shown in Fig. 3 in 
absolute values, the ∆N values were larger within G1 
than within G2, meaning that there was a larger 
discrimination between conditions within G1 than within 
G2 from the FC perspective. Secondly, within G1, the 
strongest negative values of ∆N involved the pre-frontal, 
parietal and occipital areas (bilateral) whereas the 
strongest positive ones were located in pre-and 
postcentral gyri (bilateral) in a1 and a2. Thus, at the  

 
Fig. 3 Averaged relative node strength, obtained during the fourth session, across the subjects from respectively G1 and 
G2 within the a2 band.  
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Fig. 4 Evolution of the relative node strength, averaged across subjects from respectively G1 and G2, over the sessions. 
For each frequency band (i.e. column), we selected the 10 ROIs that discriminate the best the two groups during the last 
session. The only ROI that shows a significant session effect is the subcentral gyrus (central operculum) and sulci left 
within G1 and the b1 band (one-way ANOVA, F3,12 = 4.30, p = 0.03). 
 
end of a successful training, performing a MI task tends 
to engender a lower connectivity, with respect to the Rest 
task, within frontal, parietal and occipital areas and 
engenders higher connectivity in primary somatosensory 
cortex and primary motor cortex. 
To take into account the training effect, we studied the 
evolution of the node strength over the sessions by 
focusing our work on the ROIs that showed the highest 
difference between the groups (Fig. 4). Within the a1 and 
the a2 bands, most of the selected ROIs were located in 
areas involved in visual perception; in the retinotopic 
representation of the peripheral visual field (posterior 
transverse collateral sulcus), the visual attention 
(intraparietal sulcus and transverse parietal sulci), the 
peripheral vision (anterior transverse collateral sulcus) 
and preparation of the movement (inferior occipital gyrus 
and sulcus). Within G1, the ∆N values tended to decrease 
with the training whereas they were stable (or increased 
in the case of the a2 band) within G2. The trends tended 
to be similar to those obtained with ∆P.  

Notably within the b1 band, the selected ROIs are known 
to be involved in the preparation of the movement 
(inferior occipital gyrus and sulcus), and in working 
memory (superior frontal gyrus, superior frontal sulcus). 
Among the selected ROIs some of them belong to the 
salience network (middle-anterior part of the cingulate 
gyrus and sulcus), or to the sensorimotor network 
(subcentral gyrus and sulci, inferior part of the precentral 
sulcus). Once again, within G1, the FC tended to decrease 
over the sessions whereas they are stable within G2.  
 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
Understanding the variations of BCI performances 
between subjects is crucial to improve the reliability of 
BCI systems. To reduce the inter-subject variations in 
terms of BCI performances, different approaches have 
been described, going from the improvement of feature 
extraction [35]  and of the classification algorithm [36] to 
the adaptation to the user’s profile [8]. Another element 
could be the combination of different modalities to take 
advantage of their complementarity in terms of 
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sensitivity towards noise for instance. The present study 
relies on EEG signals only. Nevertheless, it has been 
previously shown that combining for instance EEG and 
magnetoencephalography could strongly improve the 
classification accuracy [37]. 
From the subject-based perspective, one approach 
consists of identifying factors that can influence BCI 
scores to adapt the training to the subject’s profile [7]. If 
psychological and power-based predictors have been 
elicited [7], functional connectivity has been less 
considered so far whereas it has been proved to provide 
reliable monitoring of cognitive function such as working 
memory for instance [38] and to be used as alternative 
features [35]. In a previous study, we demonstrated that 
neurophysiological and FC information could be used as 
predictors of BCI performances [39]. Here, we focused 
our study on the changes at the neurophysiological level 
associated with a successful learning process. For that 
purpose, we used simple metrics to elicit FC behavior 
from longitudinal study. Our results suggest that an 
efficient training is accompanied by a decrease of the FC. 
Notably, as expected, this phenomenon affects areas 
involved in the sensorimotor network but also areas 
involved in the movement preparation and the working 
memory, especially within the b1 band. In the case of 
subjects who showed the weakest improvement, the 
relative node strength tends to remain stable or to 
increase within these areas. Nevertheless, we 
acknowledge that increasing the number of sessions and 
the number of subjects would enable to get a more 
reliable idea of the neural mechanisms underlying the 
learning process, in terms of potential re-organization of 
the brain network but also in terms of learning speed. 
Previous studies reported a lack of learning metric in 
sensorimotor rhythm-based BCI [3] and therefore, a lack 
of evidence of learning. Here, common trends between 
BCI scores, relative power and FC can be elicited. 
Indeed, in the case of G1, after the session 2, BCI scores 
start to increase significantly, accompanied by an 
increase of the desynchronization effect and a decrease 
of the node strength within the a1, the a2, and the b1 
bands. In the case of G2, none of the tested metric 
showed a session effect. Thus, combining power-based 
and FC markers, which rely on separability of brain 
features, to identify learning metrics based on 
neurophysiological information and not only on the BCI 
accuracy could be a tool to better assess individual 
learning.  
 
In this study, by using metrics based on FC we could 
elicit specific patterns that involve regions beyond the 
sensorimotor areas, mainly characterized by a decrease 
of the node strength over a successful training. Further 
experiments and analysis relying on more sophisticated 
methods, based notably on graph theory, will certainly 
help to consolidate this result, and to understand the 
mechanisms underlying the learning process. 
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ABSTRACT: Across- and within-recording variabilities
in electroencephalographic (EEG) activity is a major lim-
itation in EEG-based brain-computer interfaces (BCIs).
Specifically, gradual changes in fatigue and vigilance lev-
els during long EEG recording durations and BCI sys-
tem usage bring along significant fluctuations in BCI per-
formances even when these systems are calibrated daily.
We address this in an experimental offline study from
EEG-based BCI speller usage data acquired for one hour
duration. As the main part of our methodological ap-
proach, we propose the concept of adversarial invariant
feature learning for BCIs as a regularization approach on
recently expanding EEG deep learning architectures, to
learn nuisance-invariant discriminative features. We em-
pirically demonstrate the feasibility of adversarial feature
learning on eliminating drowsiness effects from event re-
lated EEG activity features, by using temporal recording
block ordering as the source of drowsiness variability.

INTRODUCTION

Majority of the limitations for electroencephalography
(EEG) based brain-computer interface (BCI) systems are
caused by across- and within-recording variabilities of
the neural activity. While at one end daily psychological
states or longitudinal motivational factors can influence
BCI performance [1], on the other hand, gradual changes
in fatigue and drowsiness levels during long neural ac-
tivity recordings are also known to have significant influ-
ence on the recorded EEG and hence BCI performances
[2,3,4,5]. Such vigilance state fluctuations over long du-
rations of BCI usage can eventually hinder the neural in-
tent inference and decision making pipelines which are
usually calibrated daily. Hence, they further require up-
dating or re-calibration of the system during long stand-
ing usage. In order to address this infeasibility in brain in-
terface system designs, to the contrary of the significant
amount of work exploring neural indicators of drowsi-
ness levels [6,7,8], we highlight an approach towards
drowsiness-invariant EEG feature extraction.
In this context, deep neural networks offer significant
promise as recently popularized in the form of generic
EEG feature extractors [9,10,11,12,13]. Despite be-
ing mostly investigated in offline studies [14], deep and
complex architectures of such networks are usually as-

sumed to be capable of capturing invariant neural activ-
ity to learn generalizable EEG feature representations.
However going further, there exists a significant line of
work on structured adversarial model training methods
for invariant representation learning in many application
areas of image processing, both for generative model-
ing to learn attribute-invariant encoded latent represen-
tations for data augmentation [15,16,17], as well as for
discriminative models to learn task-distinguishing repre-
sentations which simultaneously conceal some attribute-
specific information [18,19]. In the light of this work,
beyond regularizing conventional EEG feature extraction
pipelines, we explore whether the recent progress in EEG
deep learning architectures could be potentially extended
to discover the underlying nuisance (e.g., drowsiness) in-
variant and BCI task-discriminative neural activity with
structured, adversarial feature learning approaches.
In this study we present and assess the feasibility of ad-
versarial feature learning on eliminating drowsiness ef-
fects (i.e., drowsiness-invariance) from EEG data to op-
erate a BCI. We use experimental data recorded from 19
healthy participants while using an event-related poten-
tial (ERP) based BCI speller, namely the RSVP Key-
board™ [20], in offline copy-spelling mode for five con-
secutive calibration blocks, for a total of approximately
one hour. We use temporal calibration block ordering as
a discretized variable of the source of variability in the
recorded neural activity as supported by concurrently col-
lected introspective measures of boredom and sleepiness
from the participants. Accordingly, we adversarially cen-
sor a conventional convolutional neural network (CNN)
architecture to obtain drowsiness-invariant ERP detection
models. Finally, we present our results regarding the de-
coding performance gains with features extracted via ad-
versarial model training for drowsiness-invariance.

ADVERSARIAL FEATURE LEARNING

We propose discriminative model training under an ad-
versarial learning framework that aims to learn nuisance-
invariant features. Particularly in this application, we aim
to learn an EEG feature extractor that exploits informa-
tion which is ideally independent of the drowsiness levels
of the participant during calibration recordings, as well as
discriminative of the participant’s target versus non-target
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visual stimuli attention (i.e., ERP vs non-ERP). The over-
all purpose is to use such a task-specific invariant EEG
feature extractor where drowsiness levels can fluctuate
arbitrarily (e.g., later courses of the experiment session),
and/or be different than the drowsiness level of the par-
ticipant when the calibration EEG data is being recorded
for model training. Here, we use within-session EEG
recording blocks as a synthetically discretized measure
of drowsiness levels. Based on the application context,
this nuisance variable can vary beyond drowsiness levels,
to calibration session day identification numbers (IDs) or
subject IDs as well. Our notation is as follows:

• {(XXX i, li,bi)}n
i=1: Model training data set,

• XXX i ∈ RC×T : Raw EEG data recorded from C chan-
nels for T discretized time samples at epoch i,

• li ∈ {0,1, . . . ,L− 1}: Class label corresponding to
the EEG epoch for the classification problem,

• bi ∈ {1,2, . . . ,B}: Recording block identification
(ID) number as a source of drowsiness variability.

A regular discriminative CNN architecture can be com-
posed of a convolutional feature extractor (i.e., encoder)
and a subsequent fully-connected output classifier layer
with softmax units which generates an L dimensional
output of normalized log-probabilities across classes.
Specifically, a deterministic encoder f = g(XXX ; µe) with
parameters µe generates feature representations f which
are further used as input by a classifier modeling the like-
lihood pµc(l| f ) with parameters µc to estimate l. Train-
ing of such a CNN is performed by minimizing the cross-
entropy loss (i.e., maximizing the log-likelihood).
Adversarial training of this network will be performed by
censoring the features f to contain as less information as
possible regarding the nuisance variable b. Specifically,
an adversary network modeling the likelihood pµa(b| f )
with parameters µa will aim to recover the recording
block IDs b from the learned features in parallel. How-
ever while training the adversary in parallel to maximize
the log-likelihood for b, the overall objective of CNN will
have an additional adversarial censoring term to force the
encoder to conceal information regarding b in the learned
representations f . During this adversarial training game,
the encoder will ideally learn features that will not be
able to successfully recover b, but will also retain suffi-
cient discriminative information regarding l. The overall
objective function will be as follows:

min
µe,µc

max
µa

E[− log pµc(l| f )+λ log pµa(b| f )], (1)

where the features f = g(XXX ; µe). Note that a higher ad-
versarial weight λ > 0 indicates enforcing stronger in-
variance, hence trading-off with discriminative power of
the features. Here, setting λ = 0 corresponds to train-
ing a regular CNN model. Optimization of the encoder-
classifier and adversary networks based on this objective
were done alternatingly with stochastic gradient descent.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Participants and Data Acquisition: Nineteen healthy
subjects participated in this single-session study (six
male, mean age = 33.42±13.18). Before the experiments,
all participants gave their informed consent after the ex-
perimental procedure was explained to them. This study
was reviewed and approved by the Oregon Health & Sci-
ence University Institutional Review Board (#15331).
During the experiments, a DSI-24 dry-electrode EEG
headset (Wearable Sensing, San Diego, CA) was used for
data recordings. EEG data were recorded at 20-channels
placed on the scalp according to the International 10-
20 system with 300 Hz sampling frequency, Butterworth
bandpass filtered at 1.5 to 42 Hz. Two ear-clip electrodes
were used for reference placed on both earlobes, and FPz
electrode location was used as ground.

Study Design: In this offline study, during the experi-
ments, five consecutive calibration blocks were recorded
while the participants were comfortably sitting on a chair
placed in front of a computer screen and were using
the RSVP Keyboard™, an EEG-based BCI speller that
relies on the rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP)
paradigm to visually evoke event-related brain responses
[20]. Stimuli presentations are performed using twenty-
eight characters including the English alphabet letters,
and two additional symbols for backspace and space.
During calibration block recordings, participants were in-
structed to visually attend to the center of the screen.
Each calibration block constituted of 100 trials and lasted
11 minutes. As a result, pure BCI system usage duration
of each participant was approximately one hour. In each
trial, the task was to attend to a particular target letter
randomly determined at the beginning of the trial. Prior
to each trial, the target letter cue for that trial was shown
on the screen for two seconds, followed by a red cross
presented for one second to indicate preparation for rapid
serial visual presentation. Subsequently, trials included
a series of 15 successive stimuli presentations (includ-
ing the target letter) at a rate of 5 Hz at the center of the
screen. Followed by a blank-screen inter-trial break, the
next trial began with presentation of the new target letter.
For each participant, per calibration block, experimental
data constituted of 1500 stimuli presentations (100 tar-
get, 1400 non-target). EEG recording signal quality was
re-examined between calibration blocks.
After each calibration block, introspective measures of
boredom and sleepiness are obtained based on two self-
rated questionnaires: the 6-item Boredom Questionnaire
[21] and the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) [22].
Fig. 1 presents the questionnaire results, demonstrating
an overall increase in drowsiness and sleepiness levels of
the participants as the experiments progressed. More ex-
perimental analyses on the neurophysiological correlates
and implications of these states were previously studied
based on the same experimental data set in [5].

EEG Data Analysis: EEG signal epochs were ex-
tracted from [0-600] ms post-stimuli time intervals. This
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Figure 1: Normalized values of the documented introspective
measures of boredom and sleepiness throughout the experi-
ment by the 6-item Boredom Questionnaire and the Karolinska
Sleepiness Scale (KSS) questionnaire. Each subjects’ scores
are represented by a pair of dashed blue and solid orange
lines. Black and bold curves indicate the means across subjects.
Greater values indicate higher boredom and sleepiness.

resulted in EEG data matrices of dimensions C=20 chan-
nels times T =180 discretized time samples. As the only
pre-processing step, all trial channels were normalized to
have zero mean and scaled to [-1,1] range by dividing
with the absolute maximum value [12]. No offline chan-
nel selection or artifact correction was performed.

Adversarial Network Architecture: Proposed approach
is applicable to any existing neural network based EEG
feature extraction paradigm. For our demonstrations,
the convolutional encoder we implemented was adapted
from the EEGNet architecture [13]. We modified the ar-
chitecture based on the input representations of our data
set (e.g., sampling rate, number of channels, etc.). We
used 8 temporal convolution units and two depthwise spa-
tial convolution units per each temporally convolved fea-
ture map (i.e., the EEGNet-8,2 convention from [13]).
Convolutional encoder specifications were as follows:

• Input EEG data dimensionality: (20,180)
• Convolution Block 1:

– 8 x Temporal Conv1D (1,90)
– Batch Normalization
– 2 x Spatial DepthwiseConv1D (20,1)
– Batch Normalization + ReLU Activation
– Average Pooling: (1,3)
– Dropout (0.25)

• Convolution Block 2:
– 16 x Spatio-Temporal Conv1D (1,15)
– Batch Normalization + ReLU Activation
– Dropout (0.25)
– Flatten

• Output feature vector dimensionality: (1,240)

Afterwards, the encoder output feature vectors f are used
as input both to a classifier and an adversary network
which were simply constructed as single fully-connected
layers with L and B softmax output units respectively.

Implementation: We analyzed each participant’s data
individually and generated model learning and testing
splits based on their calibration blocks. Specifically, the
last 2 calibration blocks of the recording session was de-
termined as the testing set, and models were trained based
on the remaining first part of the data set (i.e., first 3 cali-
bration blocks). From that part of the data set, we split
10% of the trials (randomly stratified by b ∈ {1,2,3},
l ∈ {0,1} and pooled) as the validation set, and the re-
maining as the training set. This resulted in 4050 train-
ing, 450 validation and 3000 testing epochs.
At this stage we were not interested in investigating an
optimal choice of adversarial regularization weight pa-
rameter λ , and we simply chose various arbitrary val-
ues (λ ∈ {0,0.01,0.05,0.1}) for our pilot demonstra-
tions. An intuitive way to determine is to repeat the model
learning step while observing validation set classifier ac-
curacies since higher adversarial regularization weights
will start to impact discriminative performance.
All analyses were performed with the Chainer deep learn-
ing framework [23]. Networks were trained with 50 trials
per batch for 200 epochs with early stopping based on
validation loss, and parameter updates were performed
once per batch with Adam [24]. Total number of network
parameters to be estimated were 6,160. On average, total
elapsed time for GPU model trainings were 57.0±20.7
seconds for λ = 0 and 57.8±16.5 seconds for λ > 0.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We observe relative contributions of adversarial feature
learning with respect to its non-adversarial counterpart
(i.e., λ = 0) in learning drowsiness-invariant features
from three calibration blocks of data, to utilize the BCI
speller in later phases of the experiments when drowsi-
ness levels further increase based on introspective mea-
surements. After model trainings were complete, three-
class decoding adversary network performances on the
validation set averaged across subjects were observed as
in Tab.1. In the non-adversarial case, an adversary is only
trained in parallel (i.e., with no adversarial loss feedback)
to observe the amount of exploited drowsiness-specific
information (i.e., leakage). High deviations for the non-
adversarial model points to the fact that deep models
can indeed exploit subject- and drowsiness-variant activ-
ity in decoding (up to 93% leakage with a participant).
Stronger adversarial regularization can reduce block ID
decoding accuracies to the 33% chance level.

Table 1: Three-class calibration block identification accuracies
of the adversary network after model training on the validation
set with varying λ values, averaged across subjects.

Adversarial Weight Validation Adversary Acc.

λ = 0 48.8%±13%

λ = 0.01 44.0%±5%

λ = 0.05 39.7%±5%

λ = 0.1 38.2%±4%
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Figure 2: Area-under-the-curve (AUC) values calculated via the ROC curves of target detection on the testing set, for each subject, for
varying values of λ . Regular CNN training corresponds to λ = 0, whereas λ > 0 indicates adversarial feature learning schemes.

An ideal BCI speller classifier would allow high sensitiv-
ity with a low false alarm rate. Hence, using the complete
testing set EEG epoch samples, performance was esti-
mated based on the area-under-the-curve (AUC) values
calculated through the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves. Calculation of the ROC curves were based
on sensitivity for target class detection versus false alarm
rates on target detection. Fig. 1 demonstrates an over-
all summary of the AUCs for each participant’s data with
varying feature learning schemes. The mean bars denote
the average AUCs across participants as 78.6%± 20.7%
with λ = 0, and 80.7%± 20.9%, 79.9%± 20.7% and
80.1%± 20.7% with λ ∈ {0.01,0.05,0.1} respectively.
Both on average and on an individual level, exploiting
drowsiness-invariant features via the adversarial feature
learning framework yields better AUCs than the λ = 0
bars. These differences were also found statistically sig-
nificant by non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
on the null hypothesis of zero median across paired dif-
ferences between non-adversarial and adversarial model
AUCs: λ = 0 versus λ = 0.01 (p < 0.0002), λ = 0.05
(p < 0.002), and λ = 0.1 (p < 0.0004). This finding
strongly relates to the nature of the regular deep learn-
ing frameworks where the models can arbitrarily exploit
nuisance-specific, vigilance based temporal information
to build the classifier. Structured adversarial learning
yields improvements, but in some cases trading-off with
discriminative performance when adversarial censoring
is strong. Cross-validating λ based on the validation set
classifier and adversary accuracies is a feasible option.

DISCUSSION

We present an adversarial invariant representation learn-
ing framework in the context of the recent progress on
EEG deep learning studies. We argue that such an ad-
versarial regularization approach could extend discrimi-
native EEG feature extractors to further censor nuisance-
specific variability in the data. In our pilot experimen-
tal studies, we assess the feasibility of adversarial feature

learning particularly on eliminating drowsiness effects
from event related EEG features extracted via a CNN-
based encoder. Preliminary results demonstrate the fea-
sibility of our approach in learning drowsiness-invariant
representations on decoding performance.
In this work, it is important to highlight that we do not
present a deep neural network model for feature learning
in BCIs, but rather an adversarial regularization scheme
that has not been considered in the EEG deep learning
studies. We demonstrate our approach based on a re-
cent CNN architecture (i.e., EEGNet [13]). Our approach
is applicable to any existing neural network-based EEG
feature extraction paradigm for BCIs. On a broader in-
terpretation, one can explore deep invariant latent rep-
resentation learning by disentangling other specific at-
tributes (i.e., nuisance variables) from the representations
via adversarial censoring such as variables based on cal-
ibration session days, or subject identifiers for across-
subject transfer learning. Recently, we explored a simi-
lar approach using adversarial variational autoencoders in
our preliminary work on subject-to-subject transfer fea-
ture extractor models [25], and for across-recording EEG-
based biometric identification models [26]. Future work
on our approach requires investigating the neurophysi-
ological interpretations of the learned invariant features
within the networks and what it promises for BCIs.
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ABSTRACT: As Brain computer interfaces (BCI’s) at-
tract more attention in the customer market, the need for
easy-to-use headsets increases. In this paper we propose
an optimized fixed montage EEG headset for VEP BCIs
based on covering the most relevant areas on the skull
with simulated large sensors. To obtain large sensors, we
propose to tie (that is short-circuit) multiple sensors and
we simulate the tying by averaging the signals. We show
that a circular center-surround configuration with proper
sensor tying can provide high performance and good ro-
bustness to misplacement of the headset while the num-
ber of required channels can be as few as eight. We also
provide an alternative cheap design requiring only two
channels, which can still achieve acceptable average per-
formance.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, Brain Computer Interfaces (BCIs) have at-
tracted more attention in the general consumer market.
Contrary to current BCIs used in a lab setting, with long
and precise cap fitting, this new group requires short
cap fitting with a robustness against slight displacement
[5]. Therefore, there is an increased need for easy-to-use
headsets.
One way to make headsets easier to use is with a fixed
montage. However, this makes the headset dependent
on the type of brain response expected. Visual evoked
potential (VEP), especially broad band VEP BCIs (BB-
VEP) are found to be the fastest BCIs [1], and therefore
the most suitable to bring to users. The spatial activity
patterns reported for VEP systems clearly show that the
brain response is spatially localized to the occipital lobe
[2, 7]. The full EEG cap can therefore be replaced with
a headset measuring only around the area of interest, re-
ducing the number of channels and simplifying the de-
sign. The reduction in number of channels not only re-
duces amplifier costs, it also reduces computation costs.
This is especially important when the BCI systems need
to be more compact, such as embedded on a chip, or run
on batteries.
One aspect of usability on the consumer market is that the
headset needs to be robust to slight misplacement. This
would imply that we need to measure the significant sig-
nals accurately, even when the EEG sensors might be po-

sitioned at slightly different location. One way to achieve
this without requiring additional channels is simply to use
physically larger EEG sensors spaced further apart. As
moving such a large sensor only has a small effect on the
measured area of the scalp, the output should be insensi-
tive to misplacement. As large sensors are not commonly
available, we suggest to construct such a sensor by elec-
trically tying together multiple sensors into one channel.
In this paper, we simulate sensor tying by means of aver-
aging their signals. Under some conditions, like roughly
similar impedances, such averaging of individual sensor
measurements can be shown, at least to a first approxi-
mation, to give a similar result as physical electrical tying
[6].
In this paper we develop an optimized fixed montage for
VEP BCIs by comparing different montages in a BBVEP
visual speller [7]. Montages are evaluated in terms of
their accuracy for an average and worse subject. Ro-
bustness to misplacement is also evaluated in terms of
the worst case drop in accuracy for a given displace-
ment. We conclude by identifying the ’optimal’ montage
for VEP BCIs which demonstrate reliable performance
whilst maximising ease-of-use in a home setting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design ideas: The average spatial filter of the BB-
VEP speller, found by [7], suggests that the most im-
portant areas for decoding during the BBVEP task is a
classic Laplician-derivation with circular center-surround
shape at the back of the head (Fig.1a). Therefore we pro-
pose a circular design, covering the active area with a
center-surround configuration, an invention described in
[3], with an inner circle and outer ring (Fig.1b). To allow
for the fact that not all subjects have an ideal circularly
symmetric response, like the one captured by the atypical
spatial filter of [7] shown in Fig.1c, we propose differ-
ent ways of breaking each area into sub-regions (Fig.1d).
Thus, to identify the ’optimal’ center-surround montage
we need to identify the correct size for the center and
the ring, the number of sub-regions and the sub-regions
shapes.

Experimental setup: Physically making and evaluat-
ing all possible montages would require excessive sub-
ject recording hours. Thus we evaluated possible mon-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: a: The grand average spatial filter of the BBVEP
visual speller. (Figure adapted from [7]). b: proposed circle
design c: an example of circularly asymmetric spatial filter d:
Breaking the circle design to deal with the possible asymmetric
spatial response.

tages in off-line simulation by averaging the sensor mea-
surements in each sub-region from an off-line experiment
recorded with a high-density EEG system (256 sensors
with 20mm sensor spacing).
Participants were seated at a distance of 60 cm from the
screen. EEG data was recorded with a 256 Biosemi cap
with gel electrodes at a rate of 360 Hz. A Biosemi-active2
amplifier was used and the data was recorded based on a
HQ reference system. The BBVEP speller consisted of
3 blocks of 36 trials. In each block the subject was in-
structed to attend to 36 characters in a random order. The
order was different for each training block but the same
across subjects. Each trial had a length of 4.2 seconds,
with an inter trial time of 0.5 second.

Stimuli: Stimuli consisted of a flickering matrix-layout
keyboard presented at 60Hz. All buttons flickered from
black to white colors according to a Gold code [4]. The
modulated Gold codes ensure small cross-correlations
between flickering patterns. The flickering pattern con-
sists of two event types; long and short flashes.

Participants: 5 healthy adults (age: 37.6 ± 16.6, mean
± standard deviation, 1 female) participated in the study
after having signed written informed consent. All partic-
ipants had normal to corrected-to-normal vision and no
history of epilepsy. The study was approved by and con-
ducted in accordance with the guidelines of the Ethical
Committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences at the Rad-
boud University.

Analysis: To simulate various montages, we consider
each individual measuring point on the skull as one sen-
sor, which in our experiment setting is one of the 256
electrodes. To form one channel covering a wider area
(consisting of multiple sensors), we tie multiple sensors
together by averaging the signals of the sensors.

We apply sensor tying in the circle design in two ways:
1. C-C montage. Two channels comprising of one

filled circle in the middle surrounded by another cir-
cle (ring) which diameter is between 12.5 to 45 mm
larger. Each circle is formed by tying the sensors to-
gether into one channel located in the area covered
by that circle (Fig.2a).

2. CS-CS montage. One filled circle in the middle di-
vided into 4 segments, surrounded by another cir-
cle (ring) which diameter is between 12.5 to 45 mm
larger. The second circle is also divided into 4 seg-
ments and altogether form 8 channels (Fig. 2b)

The resulting signals after sensor-tying were then fed into
our standard BBVEP analysis pipeline, which is given in
[7]. See [7] for detailed information, but in outline this
consisted of; spectral filtering with a pass band of 2-48Hz
followed by model-fitting using CCA to identify subject-
specific spatial filters and pulse responses. During testing
the pulse responses are re-convolved with the stimulation
pattern for each possible output to generate per-output
template responses. The predicted target is then identi-
fied as the output with maximal correlation between the
spatially filtered data and the template response. Accu-
racy, defined as the percentage of trials where the pre-
dicted output was correct, is used in this paper to assess
the performance of a montage.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: example of a:the C-C montage (C1-C3) and b: CS-CS
montage (C1S-C3S). The dashed circles show possible circle
sizes.

To study the effect of circle diameter and find the opti-
mum diameter for the inner (center) and outer (surround)
circles, we vary the sizes within four values. For the
center circle, one of the four following circles is used:
C0 ⌀2mm (a single sensor), C1 ⌀40mm, C2 ⌀65mm, C3
⌀95mm. Similarly, the surround circle has one of the fol-
lowing four sizes: C1 ⌀20mm, C2 ⌀65mm, C3 ⌀95mm
and C4 ⌀120mm (See Fig.2). The step size in circle di-
ameters is of order of the distance between two adjacent
sensors in the Biosemi-256 cap. In the rest of this paper
we use these circle names to address various configura-
tions of each montage. For example C0-C3 is the 2 chan-
nel montage with a single sensor as the center circle and
C3 ⌀95mm as the surround circle. Similarly C1S-C3S is
the 8 channel montage with C1 ⌀20mm as center circle
and the C3 ⌀95mm as the surround one.
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(a) C-C (2 channels) - Average (b) C-C (2 channels) - Worst subject

(c) CS-CS (8 channels) - Average (d) CS-CS (8 channels) - Worst subject

Figure 3: Average and worst performance obtained by simulating the two center configurations with varying center and surround circles.
(The numbers in brackets are the 95% confidence interval)

Furthermore, effects of slight displacement of a headset
are simulated by choosing different center points. We
shifted the center point by two steps horizontally and two
steps vertically. Each step size was almost 20mm (one
sensor on the cap). The simulation was repeated for each
center point by tying the sensors that would be covered
by the circles centered at that position. We take the maxi-
mum performance drop after 20mm shift as the indicator
of the sensitivity to misplacement.
For the analysis presented here 1 second trials are used
to avoid saturation effects where all subjects hit perfect
performance, and hence increase sensitivity to changes
in the montage.

RESULTS

We report the average classification accuracy as well as
the accuracy of the worst subject. The worst subject is
included to show how each configuration works in a chal-
lenging condition.
Figure3 shows the average and worst accuracy, as the per-
centage of correctly typed characters, for the C-C and
CS-CS montages for all the possible center and surround
configurations. The numbers in brackets show the 95%
confidence interval.
In Fig.4 The maximum relative performance drop as a re-
sult of moving the central point by 20mm is visualized for
all the configurations of both C-C and CS-CS montages.

DISCUSSION

As can be seen in Fig.3a and 3b, increasing the surround-
ing circle in size in the C-C montage results in a higher
performance. Increasing the size of the center circle only
decreases the performance. For the CS-CS montage how-
ever, as Fig.3c and 3d indicate, an increase of the center
circle size increases the performance. Moreover, the per-
formance increase as a result of larger surround circle is
less compared to the C-C montage. In this case, both
95mm and 120mm surround circles give similar high per-
formance (to within the 95% confidence intervals).
According to Fig.3a and 3b, the best C-C two channel
configuration in terms of average and worst performance
is when the configuration has a single point center with a
120mm surrounding circle (C0-C4).
The 8 channel configuration (CS-CS montage) as can be
seen in Fig.3c and 3d, shows higher performances with
maxima reached at 95mm center circle and 120mm sur-
round circle (C3S-C4S) for average performance and at
65mm center circle and 95mm surround circle (C2S-C3S)
for the worst subject. The difference in performance,
however, between the 65mm and 95mm center circle and
95mm and 120mm surround circle is not statistically sig-
nificant. The average accuracy obtained using the full
256 channels was 92.49±1.21%. Clearly, the difference
between the performance of our optimal CS-CS montage
(C3S-C4S) and the full cap is insignificant. The same
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(a) C-C (2 channels) - Average (b) C-C (2 channels) - Worst subject

(c) CS-CS (8 channels) - Average (d) CS-CS (8 channels) - Worst subject

Figure 4: % Relative drop in average and worst subject accuracy as a result of 20mm shift of the central point for both C-C and CS-CS
montages (The numbers in brackets are the 95% confidence interval).

holds for the worst subjects performance (78.54±3.95%
obtained by the full cap compared to 76.72±4.06%) of
the C2S-C3S montage

It is clear that the 8 channel configuration is superior to
the 2 channel one, especially for the bad subject. How-
ever, the average performance of the 2 channel configura-
tion is good enough to make such a montage an attractive
option for making a cheap EEG headset.

The difference between the 2 channel C-C montage and
the 8 channel CS-CS one becomes more visible by look-
ing at the sensitivity of each montage to misplacement.
Fig.4 shows the percentage drop in accuracy as the cen-
ter point of each montage moves 20mm away from the
ideal point. The drop reported is the maximum drop
in performance of the four possible displacement direc-
tions. Comparing Fig.4a and 4c shows that the CS-CS
montage is overall less sensitive to misplacement (2.4%
up to 7.2% relative drop in performance depending on
the circle sizes, compared to 7.4% up to 17.97% of the
C-C montage). While the results in Fig.3c indicate that
the best center size for achieving maximum average per-
formance of the CS-CS montage is 95mm (C3), accord-
ing to Fig.4c, there seem to be a slight preference for a
40mm center circle (C1) in terms of robustness to mis-
placement, however, this difference is not statistically
significant. According to Fig.3a, the best result of the
C-C montage is obtained when there is a single electrode
inner-circle (C0) with a far outer circle. However, this ef-
fect is strongly caused by the worst subject. Moreover,

in terms of robustness to misplacement, in this case, the
95mm surround circle (C3) has a slight advantage to the
120mm one.

As illustrated in Fig.4b, the performance of the C-C mon-
tage for the worst subject can drop dramatically by shift-
ing the headset 20mm to the side. However, the CS-
CS montage seem to handle such a condition very well
(Fig.4d). This can be an example of a circularly asym-
metric response due to a non-radial dipole (see Fig1c). In
this case, having very large sensors increases the chance
that a single sensor is placed across the boundary between
the positive and negative components and averages the
signals that need to be kept separate for detection. This
can also explain why the best C-C configuration for the
worst subject is the one with a single point sensor in the
center. By splitting the channels, the risk of cancelling
out the activities reduces and therefore the placement of
the sensors become less difficult. Hence, in this type of
design, on one hand large sensors are desirable since they
save the number of required channels and on the other
hand the sensor should not be too large to mix up differ-
ent activities and cancel them out. The 8 channel CS-CS
montage seem to provide a good trade off.

In short, the 8 channel CS-CS montage seems to provide
a higher average accuracy than the 2 channel C-C mon-
tage. Importantly for a subject with poor performance,
the difference between the CS-CS and C-C montage is
even larger. An further advantage of the 8 channel CS-CS
montage is that it is relatively robust against misplace-
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ment. This robustness increases the usability of a headset
for a consumer. The only disadvantage is the increase in
channel count and associated costs.
In this paper, sensor tying is defined as an offline av-
eraging over the individual signals of the separate elec-
trodes. In future work we will validate the reliability of
this off-line simulation by performing further measure-
ments for the identified best-performing montages with
physical sensor tying in an on-line test. This research
does, however, show the possible benefits of sensor ty-
ing. The robustness against slight displacement, together
with a reduction in the number of channels, would make
a headset more suitable for home users.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we proposed a fixed montage EEG acqui-
sition headset idea for VEP-based BCI with a focus on
home-use customer product design. Our idea was based
on covering the most important areas of the skull with
a few large sensors in an optimal layout. To evaluate
the idea, we did a high density EEG recording and aver-
aged signals from the multiple adjacent sensors to sim-
ulate larger sensors in various layouts. We concluded
that an 8 channel circular center-surround montage with
center size of 95 and surround size of 120mm, results
in maximum average classification accuracy which is al-
most identical to what can be achieved using the full high
density measurements. Such a design also provides very
good robustness to misplacement such that moving it by
20mm causes only 4% relative drop in performance. The
design is also very robust for subjects with asymmetric
spatial responses. We also showed that it is possible to
reduce the number of channels to 2 and still have accept-
able average performance. Even though the placement of
such a headset has to be more accurate, it still makes an
attractive design for low budget devices.
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ABSTRACT: Riemannian methods are currently one of
the best ways of building classifiers for EEG data in a
brain-computer interface (BCI). However, they are com-
putationally complex and suffer from a lack of inter-
pretability. Since the full covariance matrix is used
for each classification, it is not immediately possible to
see what underlying signals are generating the classified
changes in variance. Particularly in a rehabilitation con-
text, where it is essential to control which brain signals
are used for classification, this can be a severely limiting
factor. Further, the requirement to perform a matrix log-
arithm can become prohibitively complex for real-time
computation. In this work, we explore a method for ex-
tracting spatial filters from a solution in the Riemannian
tangent space and compare it against common spatial pat-
terns. We show via comparisons on multiple open-access
datasets that it is possible to generate filters that approach
the performance of the full Riemannian solution while
maintaining interpretability.

INTRODUCTION

One of the major reasons that spatial filtering has en-
joyed decades of popularity within the field of brain-
computer interfacing is its interpretability. In contrast to
most other methods, spatial filters can be directly eval-
uated to see whether they represent sources of brain ac-
tivity or correlated noise sources, which is crucial in the
fields of rehabilitation and neurofeedback. As they serve
the dual purposes of dimensionality reduction and ex-
plainability, there has been a large amount of research
on how to calculate optimal ones for a given task. From
the original paper on common spatial patterns (CSP) [1]
to modern divergence-based approaches [2], hundreds of
manuscripts have been written on how to find them.
In parallel to this development, in the last few years, there
has been an upsurge of interest in methods based on Rie-
mannian methods [3, 4]. By considering the sensor co-
variance matrix as a whole, instead of trying to isolate
particular sources of interest, it is possible to overcome
many of the non-stationarity issues that have plagued ma-

chine learning in EEG, resulting in tangent-space meth-
ods out-performing all others in a recent meta-analysis
[5]. In contrast to the often complex optimization meth-
ods required for modern approaches to spatial filtering,
and the uncertain gains they provide, Riemannian tangent
space methods are amenable to standard machine learn-
ing algorithms, which significantly increases their ease of
use. The downside is that, by using the entire covariance
matrix, it is no longer possible to determine what exact
sources are generating a difference between experimen-
tal conditions. This is of little concern in consumer BCIs,
where the goal of the device is usability for healthy sub-
jects, but in the case of neurofeedback or patient groups,
this is a severely limiting factor. Proof that a brain signal,
and not a correlated physiological signal such as muscu-
lar activity, is the driving force for a BCI is necessary for
these contexts, and so it is not yet possible to use Rie-
mannian methods there.
Our contribution is the following: Based on recent find-
ings [6], we validate a method for decomposing a linear
function in the Riemannian tangent space into a set of
spatial filters. We show in tests on multiple datasets that
these spatial filters approach the performance of the full
Riemannian method and further that they are more robust
than CSP to different numbers of filters used. We also
show associated spatial patterns to validate that the filters
capture relevant brain regions. In summary, our contribu-
tions render Riemannian classification methods applica-
ble to BCIs for rehabilitation and neurofeedback.

METHODS

BCI paradigms commonly influence the amplitude of
brain rhythms. To create better features, spatial filters
have been used to isolate the component of the recorded
signal corresponding to a rhythm of interest. These fil-
ters are often found by maximizing variance differences,
as the variance is a mathematically convenient proxy for
amplitude.
One of the most representative and common data-driven
spatial filters is CSP [1, 7], which is computed by find-
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ing the sources that maximize the variance ratio between
two conditions. CSP has made a great contribution to
the stable increase of BCI’s performance and has over
the years spawned many improved versions, such as filter
bank CSP [8], regularized CSP [9] and divergence-based
CSP [2]. In addition to increased decoding performance,
another important reason behind the popularity of CSP is
its interpretability. By observing the spatial patterns as-
sociated with discovered spatial filters, it is possible to
verify whether they are related to neural or other sources.
Unlike spatial filtering, which uses variance-based fea-
tures, Riemannian methods are based on directly compar-
ing sensor covariance matrices. In this paper, the adopted
Riemannian metric is called the affine-invariant Rieman-
nian metric (AIRM) [10], where the "affine-invariance"
means that the distance between two symmetric positive
definite (SPD) matrices is invariant to the distance after
applying an affine transformation to both matrices [11],
i.e.,

δR(TC1,TC2) = δR(C1,C2) =
∥∥Log

(
C−1

1 C2
)∥∥

F , (1)

where ‖·‖F represents the Frobenius norm, Log(·) means
the logarithm of a matrix, C(.) are SPD matrices, and T
is any affine transformation matrix. While this method
returns a very robust estimate of distance, most machine
learning algorithms require a Euclidean space to work.
This can be done via projecting manifold points onto the
tangent space to a given point.
The tangent space is defined as a real vector space cen-
tered around a reference point on the manifold. In prac-
tice, this point is normally selected as the mean point
across all trials [10]. After fixing the reference point, the
covariance matrices on the manifold are mapped onto this
space using the logarithmic map (Eq. 2) and then vector-
ized into the tangent vectors (TVs).
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where Exp(·) means the exponential of a matrix. Eq. 2
represents the logarithm mapping of C2 from the mani-
fold to the TS based on the point C1 and Eq. 3 shows
the inverse projection, i.e., the exponential mapping. For
the affine-invariant and log-Euclidean metrics, the loga-
rithmic map requires computing the matrix logarithm of
its argument, as a way of mapping the eigenvalues of the
input matrices from the strictly positive space of SPD ma-
trices to a real-valued space. As the tangent space repre-
sents a linearization of the manifold, distances between
points approximate true manifold distances, and geome-
try on the manifold is preserved, which allows for linear
machine learning methods to be used.
A major drawback of this procedure is the difficulty in
interpreting the resulting classifier because the tangent
space embedding cannot be easily linked to any intuitive

physical process. We address this problem by introducing
a procedure to extract spatial filters from a linear function
in the tangent space, which allows for a unified methodol-
ogy in the computation of spatial filters that can also take
advantage of the large body of work on machine learning
in linear spaces.
The procedure can be summarized in three steps: Clas-
sification, spatial filter generation, and filter selection.
For classification, we follow the approach in [12] (linked
to point 2 to point 5 in Algorithm 1, abbreviated as p2
to p5 afterwards) and find the optimal SVM solution
in the affine-invariant tangent space (p6). Though any
algorithm is possible, we chose a regularized SVM as
maximum-margin classifiers can deal well with the high
dimensionality of the tangent space. Once a linear classi-
fier is computed, we project the weight vector in the tan-
gent space back to the SPD manifold via the exponential
map (Eq. 3) (p8 to p9). From here, we compute spatial
filters by taking the solution to the generalized eigenvalue
(GE) problem between the tangent space reference point
and the exponential map of the weight vector (p10).

Algorithm 1 Extraction of Tangent Space Spatial Filters
INPUT: Band-pass filtered raw signal Xi, ∀i = 1, ...,T
OUTPUT: Spatial filter after ordering F

1: procedure I. CLASSIFICATION
2: Ci = XiXT

i ∀i = 1, ...,T
3: Cm = argmin

C∈C(n)
∑

T
i=1 δ 2

R (C,Ci){AIRM mean}

4: Si = LogCm(Ci){Mapping from manifold to TS}
5:
−→
S i = vec(Si){Vectorize the upper triangular matrix}

6:
−→
W = SVM

(−→
S i,yi

)
{Weight vector on the TS}

7: procedure II. SPATIAL FILTER GENERATION

8: Sw = devec
(−→

W
)
{Convert the vector to SPD matrix}

9: Cw = ExpCm(Sw){Mapping from TS to manifold}
10: CwV = CmVΓ{Mapping from TS to manifold}

11: procedure III. FILTER SELECTION

12: X̃i =VT Xi {Filter raw signal using full components}
13:
−→
fi = log(var(X̃i)){Compute the log-variance}

14:
−→
β = LinearRegression

(−→
fi ,yi

)
{Weight vector of

fitted classifier}
15:
−→
id = sort

(∣∣∣−→β ∣∣∣){Sort the absolute value of weight
coeficient in descending order}

16: F = V
[
:,
−→
id
]
{Get the re-ordered spatial filter}

The eigenvectors that solve a GE problem simultaneously
diagonalize both input matrices, which can be interpreted
as finding a space where the weight SPD matrix and the
input SPD matrices are all roughly diagonal. This inde-
pendence means that the logarithm of the matrices in this
space is close to the log-variances of each of the filtered
dimensions, allowing us to approximate the tangent space
linear function as a linear function of the log-variances
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Table 1: Summary of all MOABB datasets with left-hand versus right-hand motor imagery. The dataset marked in red color has only 3
channels and is hence excluded from this analysis.

Dataset Name #Channels #Subjects #Sessions
BNCI 2014-001 22 9 2
BNCI 2014-004 3 9 5
Cho et al. 2017 64 49 1

Munich Motor Imagery 128 10 1
Physionet Motor Imagery 64 109 1

Shin et al. 2017 25 29 3
Weibo et al. 2014 60 10 1
Zhou et al. 2016 14 4 3

in the filtered space. However, the associated eigenval-
ues have no relationship to the linear function, requiring
another criterion in order to determine which of the com-
puted filters are most relevant to classification. In order
to do this, we fit a linear function to the log-variances
of our projected training data (12 to 14) and attempt to
reconstruct the function values of the true tangent space
function. Based on the absolute values of the coefficients
from this regression problem, we rank the GE solution
filters (15 to 16).
To evaluate the performance of our method in a rigor-
ous and reproducible fashion, we adopted the datasets
and framework from the open source benchmark Mother
of all BCI Benchmark (MOABB) in our work [5]. For
simplicity, we choose left- versus right-hand motor im-
agery, which is one of the most common paradigms in
EEG-based BCIs. We restrict our analysis to the α-
and β -bands (8Hz ∼ 32Hz). We use all available chan-
nels except those used for electrooculography (EOG). We
exclude the dataset BNCI 2014-004 from our analysis
(marked in red in Table 1), because this data set has only
three channels.
After bandpass filtering the raw EEG signal, the corre-
sponding covariance matrices are estimated via the em-
pirical covariance estimator. Afterward, the spatial filter
is extracted according to the pseudocode shown in Algo-
rithm 1, and the classifier is fit using the log-variances of
the filtered signal. As for the classification algorithm, we
choose Fisher’s Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for
simplicity. Decoding accuracy is estimated via five-fold
cross-validation within each data set.
Two statistical parameters are utilized to compare our
method against CSP and the full Riemannian approach:
the p-values and the effect sizes. The p-value for the
one-sided test is computed within each dataset, whose
null hypothesis is that the median accuracy of using CSP
is not larger than that of applying the spatial filter de-
signed by us. Effect sizes show the standardized mean
difference (SMD) between the accuracies of the two com-
pared methods. All statistical tests are implemented as
described in [5].

RESULTS

Meta-analysis:
As a spatial filtering technique, the natural comparison

for TS SF is against CSP. Therefore, we compared them
under three typical scenarios: applying very few filters
(for speed), using filters corresponding to half the num-
ber of channels (for the compromise between speed and
accuracy) and using all filters (for accuracy). To ensure
the results are rigorous, the comparison is done across
seven datasets from MOABB [5] (as shown in Table 1).
When merely applying two spatial filters (Fig. 1a), TS SF
is generally better than CSP, but the positive significance
is only present in two datasets: Shin and Munich. After
increasing the filter number to the half the channel di-
mensionality (Fig. 1b), the positive significance appears
in three more datasets Weibo, Physionet and Cho, in ad-
dition to an increased meta-effect. Moreover, the SMD
of data set Munich has increased to 1.5 which implies a
strong effect. Lastly, when using all filters (Fig. 1c), the
effect sizes are lessened in the datasets with significant
performance, except for Weibo.

Classification accuracy w.r.t. the number of applied
filters:
In addition to comparing against CSP, we are also inter-
ested in seeing how well TS SF can approximate the ac-
curacy of the full tangent space classifier, as well as how
this approximation evolves as a function of the number of
filters. Therefore, we choose three representative datasets
Munich, Cho, Physionet and plot their accuracy w.r.t. the
number of applied filters in Fig. 2, showing the tangent
space accuracy as well as an upper bound.
When using data set Munich (Fig. 2a), TS SF (green line)
first outperforms CSP (red line) when the number of ap-
plied filters is less than 16. Afterward, their accuracies
are tied with each other until using more than 40 filters.
Subsequently, TS SF maintains its stable performance,
but the accuracy of CSP starts to decrease.
The information conveyed by Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c is quite
similar to each other. TS SF and CSP perform very
comparably up until around 13 filters are used. After
this point, using more CSP components hurts the perfor-
mance, while the performance stays much more stable
when using more TS SF filters. However, in Fig. 2c, the
accuracy drops when using TS SF at high numbers of fil-
ters.
Overall, the performance of the full Riemannian method
(Full TS, brown line) is always superior to both spatial
filtering methods because the full approach utilizes the
full information decoded in the covariance matrices.
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Figure 1: Meta analysis of accuracy after applying CSP or
TS SF as spatial filter. Parameters: p-value p and SMD are
computed within each dataset. Red ∗, ∗∗ and ∗∗∗ represent
p < 0.05,0.01,0.001 respectively. Grey diamonds signify the
SMD, while grey bars show the confidence interval of the mean.

Spatial patterns:
From Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 we know that TS SF on average
outperforms CSP in terms of accuracy. For a spatial fil-
tering method, however, its interpretation is as crucial as
its classification accuracy. Therefore, we compared the

corresponding spatial patterns of both TS SF and CSP in
order to see what sources were chosen. We choose the
data set Munich because it has the best overall data qual-
ity [5] and highest channel number (128), and plot the two
best filters using both CSP and TS SF. In order to convert
spatial filters into spatial patterns, we use the approach
proposed by [13].
When comparing Fig. 3a and 3b there are some interest-
ing results. First, the spatial patterns from CSP tend to be
more patchy than from TS SF, e.g., S1, S2, S10, in par-
ticular for those subjects noted as having low data quality
[14]. Second, for the subjects who have excellent sig-
nal quality, the spatial patterns from TS SF are highly
consistent with from CSP, e.g., S3, S4, and S6. Third,
when looking at S2, the pattern from TS SF is more inter-
pretable comparing to the patchy pattern from CSP. When
solely focusing on Fig. 3b, it is obvious to see that for S2,
S3, S4, S5 and S6, they represent strong signal sources
surrounding the sensorimotor cortex which is consistent
with this paradigm. This is in contrast to, e.g., S7 and
S10, where CSP clearly picks up ocular artifacts.

DISCUSSION

We show that it is possible to construct spatial filters that
can approximate the performance of tangent space linear
functions, and validate this result on a variety of open-
source datasets. In our simulations, it can be seen that
the TS SF out-performs CSP, in particular in the cases
where the full tangent space function out-performs CSP.
Further, we show in the Munich dataset that the spatial
filters recovered by TS SF are more robust to noisy data
than those from CSP. With these advances, it is possible
to use Riemannian methods in neurofeedback and clinical
work. To evaluate the spatial filter, the first two essential
indicators are the classification accuracy and the quality
of spatial patterns.
From the perspective of performance, TS SF is still im-
perfect. First, as shown in Fig. 2, TS SF is constantly
worse than the full Riemannian methods. Hence, to move
forward, it is important to diminish the approximation er-
ror as much as possible, especially when using very few
filters. The choice of how to determine filter relevance,
though effective, can also be improved. Regularized lin-
ear regression approaches, such as LASSO or ridge re-
gression, may better isolate good filters, or using another
target variable.
The spatial patterns associated with TS SF are robust to
artifacts. As shown in Fig. 3, the reflected neural sig-
nal sources after filtering by TS SF is more reasonable
and interpretable than by CSP, especially for the low-
quality signal. For example, for S2 of the data set Mu-
nich where the percentage of trials contaminated by ar-
tifacts reaches 55% [14], CSP merely collects the arti-
facts whereas TS SF presents the strong sources around
sensorimotor cortex which is consistent with the chosen
paradigm. Nonetheless, for the subjects with high data
quality, TS SF is still as good as CSP (e.g., for S3 and S4,
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(a) Dataset: Munich MI
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(b) Dataset: Cho.
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(c) Dataset: Physionet

Figure 2: Accuracies comparison among three different pipelines and for each number of applied filters, the central line and the error
band are computed across all subjects and sessions. 1. CSP: Choose CSP as the spatial filter and classified by LDA. 2. Full TS: Use
the standard Riemannian classification framework with AIRM without any spatial filtering and classified by SVM. 3. TS SF: Apply the
spatial filters which are extracted from the tangent space and classified by LDA. Error band setting: confidence interval = 68%. Central
line: the mean accuracy. It is not difficult to notice that TS SF has a better and more robust performance than CSP w.r.t. the increase of
the number of applied filters.

where 5.0% and 6.3% of trials are affected by artifacts re-
spectively [14]). Therefore, as far as the interpretability
is concerned, TS SF is more robust than CSP.

As shown in Fig. 2, it is obvious that TS SF is always
more robust than CSP considering the tendency of the
accuracy w.r.t. the filter numbers. However, when focus-
ing at Fig. 2c, we could find an evident fluctuation for TS
SF. Accuracies drop at high numbers of filters in contrast
to the other datasets, and the overall range of mean ac-
curacies is far lower as well. Much of this can likely be
explained by the low data quality of data set Physionet,
which would lead to worse solutions of the initial tangent
space problem that likely translate into poorer spatial fil-
ters. However, it is important to understand what condi-
tions lead to better or worse TS SF solutions, especially
when applying full filters. Also, it should be explored
more that why is TS SF still more robust than CSP to
filter number even when TS SF performs badly.

Usually, the more robust performance demand more com-
plex computation, but this argument does not always
hold. Although TS SF requires a tangent space function
to be computed as an initial step which means the compu-
tation of the filters themselves is far more intensive than
that of CSP, however, in the online application, the proce-
dure is identical: the data is filtered via a linear projection
and then the log variances of the resulting time series are
used as features for a final classifier. When comparing

to the standard Riemannian classification framework, TS
SF leads to an approximation error. However, the com-
putation for online classification would be significantly
reduced, especially with large channel numbers. Given
that the loss in accuracy on average is relatively small,
this may represent a feasible way of using Riemannian
methods in high-dimensional, online settings, and further
of using them to increase the efficacy of clinical neuro-
feedback.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new method to generate spa-
tial filters from the Riemannian classification framework,
Tangent Space Spatial Filters (TS SF), and after com-
paring between CSP and TS SF, we found that TS SF
has better and more robust performance than CSP with
the same computational cost online. By extracting spa-
tial filters, the Riemannian approach becomes more in-
terpretable without much loss of accuracy.
However, we still do not have a strong mathematical ar-
gument for why this simplification works and the inter-
pretation of the weight vector after projection to the SPD
manifold. Nonetheless, the undeniable fact is that the
performance of TS SF reveals to us the potential of in-
terpretable Riemannian approaches in BCIs.
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Figure 3: The spatial patterns of data set Munich associated with applying the first two spatial filters.
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ABSTRACT: The Utrecht NeuroProsthesis system is a 

fully implanted electrocorticographic (ECoG) Brain-

Computer Interface (BCI) that aims to provide 

independent control of a computer to people with 

locked-in syndrome. An incidental finding of the study 

showed that goal-oriented eye movements generated 

patterns of activity in the primary motor cortex (M1) 

that were similar to those elicited by attempted hand 

movement. In order to examine the overlap between eye 

and hand representation in M1 we compared responses 

elicited by both movements using ECoG and electrical 

cortical stimulation in epilepsy patients, and functional 

magnetic resonance imaging in healthy volunteers. 

Results from all modalities showed indications of eye 

movement-related activity in M1, but not consistently 

across subjects. Even though this overlapping 

representation is not a universal feature, the occurrence 

of eye-movement related activity in the M1 hand area 

bears relevance for refining the user-specific accuracy 

of BCI applications in people with severe paralysis, 

especially in cases where eye movements are (also) 

used to communicate. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The aim of the Utrecht NeuroProsthesis (UNP) project 

is to develop viable BCI implants that provide 

individuals with locked-in syndrome (LIS) with a means 

of independent communication (www.neuroprosthesis. 

eu). The UNP implant employs electrocorticography 

(ECoG) arrays placed directly on the surface of the 

cortex. The first UNP participant was implanted with 

electrode strips over the hand region of the sensorimotor 

cortex (SMC) as well as over the dorsolateral prefrontal 

cortex [1]. By attempting to move her right hand, the 

participant is able to generate reproducible patterns of 

brain activity in the SMC. These activity patterns are 

used to extract signal features for generating ‘brain 

clicks’, which the participant uses to independently 

control a spelling program.  

The participant has been successfully using the UNP 

BCI system for communication at home, supplementing 

and at times replacing the eye tracker she uses for 

communication as well. Interestingly, it was found that 

during the use of the eye tracker the goal-directed eye 

movements generated unintentional brain clicks in the 

UNP system. While there are several cortical areas 

associated with eye movements, such as the frontal eye 

field (FEF), supplementary eye field (SEF) and the 

parietal eye field (PEF), none of these are 

conventionally described to involve the primary motor 

cortex (M1) [2]. The observation of these ‘false 

positives clicks’ raised, therefore, the questions whether 

the representation of eye movements in the M1 is a 

universal feature and if there is an overlap between the 

cortical representations of the eyes and hand in this 

region. Answering these questions is important for 

understanding the mapping of cortical activity and 

refining the UNP system in order to improve its 

accuracy by reducing interference. Hence, in this study 

we used three neural signal recording modalities to 

address these questions, namely ECoG, electrical 

cortical stimulation (ECS) and functional magnetic 

resonance imaging (fMRI), all with a separate group of 

participants.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
All participants gave informed consent to participate in 

this research, which was approved by the Medical 

Ethical Committee of the UMC Utrecht in accordance 

with the Declaration of Helsinki (2013). 

 
ECS and ECoG 

The clinical ECS records of 34 epilepsy patients (14 

female, mean age 28.4 ± 11.7) were investigated. 

Reports of eye movement responses elicited by 

electrical stimulation of the SMC using ECoG electrode 

arrays were collected. Mapping was performed by 

applying brief currents to neighboring pairs of 

electrodes using an IRES 600 CH electrical stimulator, 

with similar clinical settings to those described in [3]. 

For each electrode pair, all behavioral responses to the 

stimulation were noted by a trained clinician. Only data 

of patients with an electrode grid coverage that included 

the SMC was used. For the cases where eye movement 

responses were found in or close to the M1 region of 

interest, the associated electrodes were plotted on a 
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reconstruction of the cortical surface and compared to 

the location of ECS hand responses. The localization of 

the electrodes was determined using a combination of 

cortical surface reconstructions based on pre-operative 

structural MRI scans and post-operative CT (computed 

tomography) scans, as described in [4-5]. Additionally, 

in order to provide a comparison and assess the degree 

of overlap between eye and hand representations on M1, 

the ECS results were compared with ECoG activity 

elicited during a hand motor task performed by the same 

patients. For that, ECoG data acquired during the hand 

motor task was filtered to remove 50 Hz noise. 

Channels with extremely poor-quality signal were 

excluded from the analysis. Signed R
2
 values for the 

active versus rest condition in the high-frequency range 

60-130 Hz were plotted on the cortical surface 

reconstructions. The high-frequency band (HFB) was 

chosen as a target for the analysis due to it being part of 

the control signal of the UNP participant [1] as well as 

for its known relevance for cortical activation [6-7].  

 

High-Density ECoG 

Data from one patient (E1, female, 31 years old) 

temporarily implanted with subdural ECoG grids for 

removal of the focus of epilepsy was used. The subject 

was also implanted with a high-density (HD) ECoG grid 

over the sensorimotor cortex (PMT Corporation, MN, 

USA; 4 mm inter-electrode spacing, sampled at 2000 

Hz). We defined an ROI for the M1 hand region based 

on anatomical landmarks. E1 performed one eye 

movement and one finger movement localizer task with 

15 s blocks of rest and active conditions (10 trials in 

total). In the active condition of the eye localizer the 

subject was asked to follow a red circle moving along 

the edges of a square with her eyes. The target circle 

could start in any of the corners of the square and move 

in either clock- or counter-clockwise direction. The 

active trials of the finger localizer consisted of 

continuous finger tapping movements. Data were 

processed in similar way as described in the previous 

section. 

 

fMRI 

Ten healthy (F1-10), right-handed volunteers 

participated in the study (6 female, mean age 26.9 ± 

10.7). The fMRI scanning was carried out using a 7 

Tesla Philips Achieva MRI system (Philips Healthcare, 

Best, Netherlands). Participants performed an eye-

movement task while fMRI data was acquired using an 

Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) sequence. The fMRI task 

employed a different paradigm than the ECoG tasks, in 

that an event-related design was used instead of a block 

design. The participants were instructed to fixate on a 

target at the center of the screen. Once every 10.5 s, the 

target moved upwards, downwards, to the left or to the 

right (32 trials in total). When this happened, the subject 

had to execute a saccade to fixate on the target at the 

new position. Additionally, the subjects performed a 

hand localizer task, from which movement of all fingers 

(against rest) was used to look for overlap between hand 

and eye activation. fMRI data was preprocessed using 

standard protocol and co-registered to the T1-weighted 

anatomical scan of the participant. FreeSurfer 

(https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/) was then used to 

create a surface reconstruction based on the anatomical 

images. First level statistics were carried out using 

SPM12. A custom procedure called CGRID was 

employed to visualize the results and facilitate between-

subject comparisons [8]. CGRID transforms the 

flattened surface reconstructions of the SMC into a grid 

of 84 x 28 tiles with standardized x- and y-coordinates. 

In this grid an ROI corresponding to the M1 hand area 

which consisted of 210 tiles. 

 

RESULTS 

 

ECS and ECoG 

Eye responses to stimulation of M1 were present in 

some subjects. Of the 34 clinical ECS records available 

for analysis, 10 contained reports of eye-related motor 

or sensory responses. Of these, only 3 reports described 

eye-related responses in the proximity of the region of 

interest (Figure 1). One individual had eye responses 

close to M1 but with no overlap with hand movement. 

Two individuals had eye-responsive electrodes exactly 

on M1 and partly overlapping with electrodes that 

elicited hand movement during stimulation. One of 

these subjects (S3) also showed overlapping with 

electrodes that showed significant HFB power changes 

during the finger tapping localizer task. 

 

High-Density ECoG 

For subject E1, multiple electrodes on M1 responded to 

the eye task with high and significant signed R
2
 values 

(Figure 2). Many of these electrodes were located on 

M1, even partly overlapping with electrodes that 

showed increases in HFB activity in response to a hand 

movement task. A total of 7/42 electrodes in the M1 

ROI with signed R
2
 values > 0.25 (p < 0.05) in response 

to the eye task also had HFB increases in response to 

the hand task with at least R
2
 > 0.25 (p < 0.05).  

 

fMRI 

Movement of the fingers elicited clear and recognizable 

patterns of activity in the contralateral SMC, with the 

majority of activity increases in M1 being observed in 

the hand area, located relatively high on M1 (Figure 3). 

While the responses to eye movements were variable, in 

most subjects increases in activity were observed in 

either the hand region or very near it. Furthermore, in 

some subjects, such as F1, F3 and F7, more than 20% 

overlap between the eye and hand activation was 

present, measured as the number of tiles with both eye 

and hand activity out of all active tiles. Even in the case 

of F2, F5 and F6, who had little or no actual overlap, 

distinct regions of eye and hand activation in the ROI 

were present in close proximity to each other. On 

average, out of the total active tiles in the ROIs of all 

participants, 12% had overlap, while 25% were 

exclusively eye-responsive (Figure 4). 
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Figure 2: HD-ECoG grid plotted on a surface reconstruction of the cortex of E1 (Left column). Each electrode is color-

coded with its signed R
2
 values (HFB; 60-130 Hz) during an eye movement task (top-left) or a finger movement task 

(bottom-left). Electrodes that had a significant R
2
 > 0.25 for the eye task, finger task or both were plotted onto the 

surface reconstruction of the subject’s cortex (right). The hand region ROI is outlined by white dashed lines and 

contained 42 electrodes. Of the 20 active electrodes, 35% contained overlap between eye and hand responses. 60% 

were activated exclusively by the hand task, while one electrode (5%) showed an activity increase only during the eye 

task. 

 

Figure 1: Top row - three of the investigated clinical ECS records (coded S1, S2 and S3) contained reports of eye 

responses (sensation for S1, movement for S2 and S3) in response to electrical stimulation of the SMC near the M1 hand 

region. These electrodes are plotted on the cortical surface reconstructions of the specific patients. Pairs of electrodes 

with eye-related responses are connected by blue lines, whereas yellow lines indicate pairs associated with hand 

responses. Electrodes that were associated with both eye and hand responses are coloured green. Bottom row - the 

signed R
2
 values for the 60-130 Hz frequency band from an ECoG hand motor task of the same patients. The electrodes 

of interest (based on the ECS results) are connected by black lines. One electrode of S3 showed both eye ECS responses 

and ECoG responses to a hand task (white arrow). 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Overlap between hand and eye activity 

An incidental finding in the first participant of the UNP 

project showed that goal-directed eye-movements 

elicited similar activity to that elicited during attempted 

hand movement. Here, we used three neural signal 

recording methods to assess whether this finding was an 

isolated case or a general feature of the SMC. Overall, 

we found evidence of eye movement-related activity in 

the M1 hand area, although not consistently across 

subjects.  

 The results of the fMRI study were likely the most 

Figure 3: The complete CGRID maps of all 10 fMRI subjects. Dorsal direction is to the left on the panels. The three 

columns visualize the maps of eye movement activation, contralateral hand movement activation and the overlap 

between the two, respectively. The t-maps to be mapped on the CGRID were normalized between 0 and 1, and 0.6 was 

set as a threshold for a tile to be considered active. Blank tiles in the actual CGRID maps are tiles that were excluded in 

order to conform to the shape of the CGRID. In the overlap maps, the ROI is outlined by dashed lines. The percentage 

of overlapping tiles out of the total number of activated tiles within the ROI is given as a percentage to the right of the 

overlap maps. 
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convincing of the three methodologies and were able to 

demonstrate eye movement-related activity in M1 in 

multiple subjects. However, for a few of the subjects the 

peak t-values for the activity increases in response to the 

eye task were somewhat lower than might be expected, 

resulting in more scattered activation maps, likely due 

to noise. This is largely explained by the fact that event-

related designs elicit shorter neuronal activation and 

result in lower t-values than block designs due to the 

intrinsic slow temporal resolution of the fMRI 

recording. In the future, a block design may be an 

interesting consideration that may further increase the 

robustness of the results obtained. The limited ECS 

outcome could be explained by the fact that the records 

that were investigated were diagnostic recordings, not 

experimental ones. The clinicians making the records 

may not have focused on the eyes as much as, for 

example, on the movement of the limbs. The number of 

subjects implanted with HD-ECoG grids covering the 

region-of-interest and who performed the eye localizer 

task was very limited (one subject). In the future, the 

results of the ECS and ECoG measurements should be 

replicated in more subjects in order to establish the 

prevalence of this finding.  

 

The functional boundary of the FEF 

Literature typically associates the frontal eye fields 

(FEF) with the generation of eye movements. The FEF 

is generally located around the intersection of the 

superior frontal sulcus and the precentral sulcus, which 

is in the proximity of M1. As an area, it is defined by its 

capacity to generate eye movements in response to 

stimulation or to display activity increases during the 

execution of eye movements [9]. Due to this functional 

definition, it does not have strict anatomical boundaries. 

In humans, it is generally described to be located frontal 

to the SMC, with some studies also describing it 

extending to M1 [10-12]. The high degree of variability 

in the localization of eye movement-related responses 

around the area of interest reported by the diverse 

studies (Figure 5) is in line with the results here found 

with ECS, ECoG and fMRI.  

 

Inter-individual variability 

While the small sample size in the current study 

prevents measuring the prevalence of overlap between 

eye and hand representation in M1, the results so far 

strongly indicate that such overlap is present in some 

individuals. If, indeed, the degree of eye representation 

on M1 is something that varies greatly from one person 

to another, it could help explain why it is not discussed 

in literature at large, but it also begs the question why 

such inter-individual variation exists. While disease-

related neurophysiological phenomena and neural 

plasticity induced from BCI feedback training could 

help explain the results of the UNP participant, 

especially when considering that ALS is known to 

influence the arrangement of cortical representations 

[13], the fact that similar results were also found in 

subjects without the condition make this explanation 

insufficient. As such, the presence of eye-hand overlap 

found on the motor cortex in the UNP participant could 

not be explained solely by disease-related changes in 

cortical function representation.   

 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

In this study, we investigated the possible overlap 

between the eye and hand representations in the primary 

motor cortex using three methodologies. Results show 

that eye movements activate patches of M1 very close 

to or overlapping with the hand region. Due to the 

variability of the results, it is proposed that such overlap 

exists in the overall population but its presence and 

extent vary greatly on an individual basis. Based on 

existing literature it is likely that the eye representation 

in question belongs to the FEF extending beyond its 

conventionally defined borders. Further research into 

the phenomenon is encouraged in order to gain an 

understanding of its localization as well as the potential 

effects of eye movements on BCI signal acquisition 

from the SMC. This will help inform the implantation 

procedure for BCI systems in order to avoid false 

positives caused by interference in the signal, therefore 

improving overall accuracy and usability of its 

applications. 
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Figure 4: Percentage of tiles inside the ROI that were 

active during both eye and hand task (out of 210) 

averaged across subjects. From the active tiles, 25% 

were activated by eye movement only and 12% were 

activated during eye and hand movement. 
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Figure 5: Reports of eye movement-related activity in the vicinity of the SMC found in the literature mapped onto a 

standardized MNI brain. Spheres correspond to specific coordinates reported in studies, with red coding for saccades, 

blue coding for smooth pursuit movements and yellow coding for closing and opening of the eye. Striped regions 

correspond to areas reported in the figures or descriptions of each study. The white dashed lines indicate the central 

sulcus as well as the precentral sulcus and superior frontal sulcus.  
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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a wearable Brain-Computer
Interface is proposed. This BCI exploits a non-invasive
single-channel electroencephalogram to measure steady-
state visually evoked potentials (SSVEP) from the user’s
scalp. Dry electrodes are employed. The visual stim-
uli for SSVEP elicitation are presented on the LCD dis-
play of Augmented Reality glasses, and each stimulus
can be associated with a command to actuate. The brain
signals processing is conducted by means of a simple
power spectral density analysis based on an FFT algo-
rithm. Then, the signal features are classified with a Sup-
port Vector Machine. The resulting algorithm requires
a low computational burden, and it was easily imple-
mented in Android. The final BCI system is built with
off-the-shelf components, and it is easily customizable.
This work aims to give a contribution to the development
of BCI systems for applications in daily life.

INTRODUCTION

A Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) is a powerful tool ca-
pable of improving our way of communicating with the
external world [1]. Historically, BCI applications have
been addressed to help people with sever motor disabil-
ities or other medical diseases [2, 3]. However, in the
last decade, other fields have considered the adoption
of a BCI, such as gaming, entertainment, education, or
robotics [4–6], and today we are assisting to a rapid
growth of this technology [7]. Nonetheless, the major-
ity of work on BCI still remains at the level of laboratory
research. The reasons for that are technical limitations,
such as the problem of motion artifacts [8] or the trade-
off between speed and performance of the BCI [9], and
practical limitations, such as costs and wearability [10].
Aiming to build a wearable device to use in daily life,
a non-invasive technique for brain activity measurement
must be considered. Electroencephalography (EEG) is
here taken into account. Indeed, EEG can be inexpen-
sive and safe, while providing a spatial resolution in the
order of centimeters and temporal resolution in the or-
der of milliseconds [11]. Several paradigms there exist
for BCI systems, such as motor-imagery [12, 13], P300
[14], or SSVEP [15–17]. In particular, “steady-state vi-
sually evoked potentials” (SSVEP) are highly reliable in

terms of accuracy and reproducibility [15, 18, 19] and
user training is not mandatory [20, 21]. Hence, a SSVEP-
based BCI is a suitable choice for a practical device.
In the present work, a single differential channel with dry
electrodes is considered for the acquisition of EEG sig-
nals. The resulting BCI is highly wearable and low-cost.
Clearly, this choice has some drawbacks, such as a low
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) if compared to more invasive
techniques, where electrodes implanted inside the scalp
guarantee higher SNR, and few information on brain ac-
tivity due to the employment of a single channel. These
drawbacks are mitigated if SSVEP signals are considered
because they guarantee a good SNR with respect to other
paradigms. However, an SSVEP-based BCI requires vi-
sual stimuli, namely flickering LEDs or icons on a dis-
play. A possible solution is the employment of the LCD
displays of Augmented Reality (AR) glasses. They can
be employed for stimulus presentation without affecting
system wearability. The combination of BCI and AR
platforms is not new. In [22], research solutions were
surveyed, and it was highlighted that most state-of-the-art
systems made use of two VEP-based paradigms, SSVEP
or P300.
In a preceding phase, our research group demonstrated
the feasibility of employing AR glasses in conjunction
with a single-channel electroencephalography to build a
wearable SSVEP-based BCI system. Moreover, the pre-
sented system has been built with components available
off-the-shelf. The aim of the current work is to keep giv-
ing a contribution to the development of BCI systems that
could be employed in everyday life. A particular focus is
on the implementation of an algorithm for SSVEP signal
classification. The reminder of this paper is organized as
follows. The implementation of the system and the classi-
fication algorithm are first described. Then, the results of
a training and evaluation procedure for assessing the per-
formance of the SSVEP classifier are reported. Finally,
the results are discussed and future steps addressed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The architecture of the BCI system is here described,
along with the off-the-shelf components employed for its
implementation. The system of concern is divided into
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three parts, (i) the visual stimuli generator, (ii) the EEG
acquisition, and (iii) the signal processing.
As mentioned in the introduction, the stimulation consists
of flickering icons on the LCD display of AR glasses.
The Android-based “Epson Moverio BT-200” AR glasses
were chosen (Fig. 1). These are relatively low-cost (about
600 e per unit) and provide the necessary characteristics
for stimuli implementation. Notably, the 60 Hz refresh
rate of the display allows for many flickering frequencies
to be set. Two flickering icons were chosen as stimuli,
at nominal frequencies equal to 10.0 Hz and 12.0 Hz, re-
spectively. This choice is based on studies demonstrat-
ing that a good signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved at
these frequencies [15], and this was also confirmed with
some preliminary experiments. The AR glasses were pro-
grammed in Android Studio for the visual stimuli gener-
ation.

Figure 1: Epson Moverio BT-200 AR glasses.

The brain activity, containing the elicited SSVEP signals,
is acquired with a non-invasive electroencephalography.
A single differential channel consisting of two dry elec-
trodes has been employed. These electrodes are placed
on the user’s scalp according to the 10-20 system [23], at
the points "Fpz" and "Oz", as reported in Fig. 2. A third
electrode is also needed as a ground. This electrode is
usually placed on the forehead or ear location, but it can
also be placed on a wrist or a leg [24].

Figure 2: Placement of EEG electrodes in the International stan-
dard framework 10-20 [23] (in black): "Fpz" and "Oz", in the
scalp frontal and occipital region, respectively.

An open source EEG device, which is commercially
available, was employed for the brain activity measure-
ment, i.e. the Olimex EEG-SMT. This is shown in Fig. 3.
Two active electrodes (CH1+ and CH1- respectively), and
a passive electrode (DRL) are depicted too. The active

electrodes differ from the passive one because of some
additional circuitry, based on operational amplifiers, for
high-frequency interference rejection. These two elec-
trodes were placed on the scalp, while the passive elec-
trode was placed on the left wrist. The device and the
electrodes total cost is less than 200 e. It is worth noting
that the unused differential channel (CH2) was connected
to the internal reference voltage as suggested by the EEG-
SMT manual for achieving less noise. Fig. 3 also shows
that some silver pins were soldered on one of the active
dry electrodes. This electrode is placed on the occipital
area (“Oz”), hence the pins aim to overcome the hair in
order to better reach the user’s scalp.

Figure 3: Olimex EEG-SMT and dry electrodes.

The acquired EEG signal is converted from analog to dig-
ital thanks to the micro-controller being part of the EEG-
SMT, and then it is continuously transferred through USB
on a computing unit for elaboration. In this regard, the
sampling frequency was set to 256 Sa/s, the A/D con-
verter has a 10-bit resolution, and the overall gain was
set to 6427 V/V. In the final integrated system, the dig-
ital EEG signal is directly transferred to the AR glasses
micro-processor, where it is elaborated and the SSVEP
signals classified. A command can then be associated to
each class, namely the "10 Hz" class and the "12 Hz"
class. However, to better study the signal processing, the
EEG signal has been first transferred to a PC in order
to be elaborated with MATLAB. After this step, whom
results are reported in the following, the algorithm was
ported in Android. A simple algorithm has been con-
ceived, so that it could results in a low computational
burden. This also means that the computational time
does not affect the response time of the system, which
is limited to some seconds because of the required stim-
ulation/acquisition time. The signal time length is fixed
within the algorithm. This acquisition time can be de-
cided for each subject after an algorithm training phase,
and it was initially fixed at 10.0 s for all the subjects.
The first processing step is a pass-band digital filtering.
The pass-band has been set to (8-28) Hz so that the fre-
quency components at the stimuli frequencies and their
respective second harmonic are not corrupted. Mean-
while, the stop-band tries to reduce the effect of artifacts
on the signal, especially EOG artifacts at low frequen-
cies [25]. Note that, for example, a regression method
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for artifact removal can not be employed aiming to adopt
a single EEG channel. A FIR filter based on the Ham-
ming windowing was designed. The order was set to 100,
which resulted as a good compromise between computa-
tional burden and desired filter performance. The coef-
ficients of the designed filter have been then employed
for filtering in on-line signal analysis. After this step,
the signal is zero-padded to the nearest power or 2 and
transformed into the frequency domain with an FFT algo-
rithm. In particular, the amplitude spectrum correspond-
ing to the (8-28) Hz interval is derived, and the power
spectral density (PSD) in the neighbour of the flickering
frequencies can be calculated as signal features to be clas-
sified. For each stimulus frequency and their second har-
monic, the power density is calculated as the sum of the
squared amplitudes associated to corresponding bin and
some nearest bins:

P( fi) =
1

∆k

n=ki+
∆k
2

∑
n=ki− ∆k

2

A2(n), (1)

where ki is the bin associated to the i-th frequency fi, ∆k
is the number of bins in the neighbour of ki, and A(n)
the amplitude associated to the n-th bin. In principle, ki
is found dividing fi by the spectral resolution. However,
fi has an uncertainty due to the refresh rate frequency,
which is not exactly 60 Hz. Hence, the algorithm auto-
matically adjusts the ki value looking for a peak (i.e. a
maximum amplitude) in the neighbor of its initial value.
This neighbor was chosen as the corresponding of a 0.5
Hz interval. Then, the ∆k for the PSD calculation was
chosen as the corresponding of a 0.2 Hz interval.
The last processing step is the SSVEP classification. In
the present discussion, there are two features to take into
account for each stimulus frequency (corresponding to a
possible SSVEP frequency). The PSD corresponding to
10 Hz and 20 Hz are considered for the 10 Hz flicker-
ing icon, while the PSD corresponding to 12 Hz and 24
Hz are considered for the 12 Hz flickering icon. These
pairs of PSD are classified with a simple machine learn-
ing supervised algorithm, the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [26]. Notably, a linear kernel was adopted and the
SVM model was trained with experimental data from ten
subjects consisting in labeled SSVEP signals. Then, fur-
ther experimental data from the same subjects were em-
ployed for the SVM model evaluation, where the model
is adopted to classify unlabeled signals. The details of
this procedure are presented in the next section.

RESULTS

Ten subjects, 5 males and 5 females between 22 and 29
years old, took part to the experiments. Each subject was
asked to seat on a comfortable chair and limit unneces-
sary movements. Fig. 4 represents one of the subjects
wearing the system. At this moment, the system is still a
prototype, and the electrodes are placed with the help of
tight bands.

Figure 4: A subject wearing the BCI system during the experi-
mental campaign.

In a first phase, signals were acquired for the training of
the SVM model. Hence, the EEG-SMT was connected
to a laptop with MATLAB. The laptop was disconnected
from the AC power. At the beginning of each test, the
raw EEG signal amplitude was checked in the frequency
domain in absence of stimulation. A typical signal mea-
sured after wearing the EEG-SMT transducer is repre-
sented in Fig. 5. In this algorithm training phase, 12
trials were conducted. The brain signal was acquired
for 10.0 s, with few seconds between consecutive tri-
als. The subject could chose the icon to stare at, with
the constraint that he/she had to choose 6 times 10 Hz
and 6 times 12 Hz. The time the user had to stare at the
icon corresponded to the acquisition duration, i.e. 10.0
s. Then, the subject declared the choice to the tester in
order to assign a label to the trial. The features are ex-
tracted for these labeled data as explained in the previ-
ous section, and the labeled features are employed for the
SVM training thanks to the MATLAB function ’fitcsvm’.
The classification accuracy of the trained model was then
evaluated with 12 further trials. Labels were necessary
for these signals too in order to compare the guessed la-
bels with the actual ones. Moreover, several time win-
dows were considered: with less samples of the signals
acquired for 10.0 s, it was possible to analyze the classi-
fication accuracy with latencies from 2 s to 10 s. As al-
ready mentioned, a linear kernel was taken into account.
The employment of a Gaussian ("rbf") kernel was also
attempted, but a lower classification accuracy resulted.
The classification accuracy obtained in the evaluation
phase is reported in Tab. 1 for the ten subjects. It is to
note that, in case of a single subject, one wrongly classi-
fied signal corresponds to an accuracy diminishing equal
about to 8.3% (1/12). The mean classification accuracy
is reported too in Fig. 6, where the accuracy of a random
classifier is highlighted: since two classes (two stimuli)
are considered, the accuracy of such a classifier is 50%.

DISCUSSION

The trade-off between classification accuracy and latency
has been considered. The usual trend is an accuracy di-
minishing when a shorter time window is taken into ac-
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time [s] S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10
2 100.0 100.0 58.3 83.3 91.7 83.3 91.7 91.7 50.0 66.7
3 100.0 100.0 91.7 91.7 100.0 83.3 91.7 91.7 50.0 58.3
4 100.0 100.0 91.7 58.3 91.7 91.7 91.7 66.7 50.0 58.3
5 100.0 100.0 100.0 91.7 91.7 91.7 91.7 75.0 91.7 75.0
6 100.0 100.0 100.0 91.7 91.7 91.7 91.7 83.3 83.3 66.7
7 100.0 100.0 100.0 91.7 100.0 91.7 100.0 75.0 91.7 58.3
8 100.0 100.0 100.0 91.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 83.3 83.3 58.3
9 100.0 100.0 100.0 83.3 100.0 100.0 91.7 100.0 83.3 75.0

10 100.0 100.0 100.0 83.3 100.0 100.0 91.7 100.0 83.3 83.3

Table 1: Classification accuracy of SSVEP signals for each subject (S1-S10) at varying time windows (2 s to 10 s).
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Figure 5: Amplitude spectrum of the raw EEG signal when the
user is not stimulated.

count. In our case, the results of the experimental cam-
paign show that, even with a BCI system built with com-
ponents off-the-shelf and a simple signal processing, the
accuracy is as high as 94% with a latency of 10.0 s, drop-
ping to about 80% at 2.0 s. However, some exceptions in
the accuracy trend are present depending on the subject.
From one side, this could be explained with a varying
attention level of the user during the stimulation time or
the presence of artifacts localized in time, so that a longer
time window is not necessarily better than a shorter one.
On the other hand, these variations also depend on the
adopted algorithm. Hence, it would be necessary to com-
plicate the algorithm while trying to keep the compu-
tational burden low. The algorithm for SSVEP recog-
nition should also be more robust with respect to arti-
facts. Nonetheless, it is worth noting that artifacts rejec-
tion could also be improved by enhancing the mechanical
stability of electrodes placing. This implies that there is
the need of a first level of engineerization for the adopted
prototype.

These results are to be compared with other recent BCI-
based systems proposed in literature. In [27], the em-
ployment of a single-channel BCI is proposed to build
a speller. The user is stimulated for 10.0 s and the re-
ported accuracy is 99.2%. This value was obtained con-
sidering 5 subjects. Another example is a speller based
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Figure 6: Mean classification accuracy of SSVEP signals cal-
culated across 10 subjects at varying time windows.

again on a single-channel BCI and deep neural networks-
based processing [28]. An example of solution integrat-
ing AR glasses and BCI is then reported in [29] for the
control of a quadcopter. This system employs 14 dry
electrodes and 2 reference electrodes, and the achieved
accuracy was 85%, by considering 5 subjects executing
a flight task. Hence, the performance of the system pro-
posed in this manuscript are compatible with state-of-the
art results, though the system was built with off-the-shelf
components.
Regarding the final system, it is possible to directly con-
nect the EEG-SMT to the Moverio BT-200. In the An-
droid application developed for the stimuli generation,
the possibility to acquire the EEG data from USB and
elaborate it was added. This was done to ensure the wear-
ability of the system. However, it has been remarked
there is still the need to investigate better signal process-
ing algorithms prior to the porting of this algorithm in
Android.
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CONCLUSION

A wearable BCI system with off-the-shelf components
has been proposed. The BCI relies on SSVEP signals,
elicited with flickering icons on AR glasses. It is easy to
build such a system with relatively low-cost components
as described within the paper, and applications are fore-
seen in daily life. As an example, the presented device is
currently studied for an alternative communication chan-
nel with sensors in industrial or domotics applications.
An important aspect that was treated is the classification
algorithm. Signal features were extracted with a simple
power spectral density analysis, and the PSD was calcu-
lated, for each icon, at the corresponding flickering fre-
quency and its second harmonic. An experimental cam-
paign was carried out to assess the classification accuracy
for varying latencies. Classification was conducted with
a Support Vector Machine.
Results demonstrated that the minimum stimulation and
acquisition time for the SSVEP signals in our single-
channel BCI can be as low as 2.0 s with mean accuracy
equal to 80%, going up to 90.0% - 100.0% for some sub-
jects. However, the need of further advances has been
highlighted. Future research will deal with the optimiza-
tion of the integrated system, enhancing the mechanical
stability of electrodes placed both on the scalp and on
the wrist, and moving on to wireless solutions to avoid
the cumbersome wires that were needed in this prototype.
An important performance increase is then expected with
an improved algorithm, which should however remain
enough "light" for an on-line EEG signal processing.
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ABSTRACT: Self-paced Brain-Computer Interfaces  

(BCIs) have traditionally relied on sensorimotor activity 

for control. Because some individuals with locked-in 

syndrome (LIS) may not be able to control a 

sensorimotor-based BCI, alternative control strategies 

should be investigated. As part of the Utrecht 

NeuroProsthesis project, two individuals with LIS have 

been fitted with a fully implanted BCI to test feasibility 

of independent home-use and investigate long term 

stability of the BCI control features. Neural activity in 

the UNP system is measured with subdurally implanted 

electrocorticography electrodes from sensorimotor 

cortex and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC). 

Here we present results from the left dlPFC and show 

for the first time that LIS users are able to reliably 

activate the left dlPFC at will by mental arithmetic with 

no training, and that the relevant neural features (high 

frequency band power) are stable until the last 

measurement (161 and 61 weeks after implantation, for 

the two participants). We conclude that dlPFC-based 

control is a viable control strategy.  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Neurodegenerative disease, stroke, or brain injury can  

lead to locked-in syndrome (LIS [1]), characterized by 

an almost complete paralysis, the inability to speak, and 

intact cognition. For the subset of LIS people who 

cannot reliably control traditional augmentative and 

alternative communication (AAC) devices with residual 

movement [2], Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) are 

the most promising option for self-initiated 

communication.  

Many BCI systems rely on neural activity associated 

with mental tasks that can be performed at will and in a 

self-paced manner. Traditionally, self-paced BCI 

control employs signals measured from sensorimotor 

areas, allowing people to control a cursor to type [3-8] 

or control a Windows tablet [9] during research 

sessions. Moreover, as part of the Utrecht 

NeuroProsthesis (UNP) project, an individual with LIS 

due to late-stage ALS was able to control commercial 

AAC software independently and reliably at home [10], 

without any research staff present, by attempting to 

move her hand and thereby generate signal changes in 

the sensorimotor cortex that were converted into brain-

clicks. 

Although sensorimotor-based BCI has proven its 

potential to replace lost function, there may be LIS 

users who cannot reliably control such a BCI. For 

instance, when paralysis starts at young age, motor 

imagery may be difficult [11]. Moreover, cortical 

atrophy due to neurodegenerative disease such as ALS 

[12] and stroke or injury to specific areas may prevent 

BCI control based on those areas. 

For the subset of LIS people who cannot reliably control 

a sensorimotor-based BCI, an alternative self-paced 

control strategy is needed. A promising alternative is to 

employ signals from the  dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

(dlPFC). First, this region can be activated by a number 

of self-initiated tasks, such as mental arithmetic [13-15] 

and random number generation [16-19]. Second, its 

signals can be measured from the brain surface with 

electrocorticography (ECoG), as demonstrated in an 

earlier study from our group [15]). In that study, 

epilepsy patients with temporarily implanted ECoG 

electrodes over their left dlPFC were able to control a 

cursor based on high frequency band (HFB) power 

changes generated by mental serial subtraction.  

Here, we investigated whether people with LIS are able 

to reliably activate the left dlPFC. We report data from 

two participants of the UNP study who were fitted with 

the fully implantable BCI system.  

 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
     Ethics approval: This study was approved by the 

medical ethics committee of the UMC Utrecht and 

conducted according to the declaration of Helsinki 

(2013).  

     Participants: The first participant (UNP1) was a 

woman, 58 years old at time of informed consent 

(September 2015), with late-stage ALS. Her 
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communication was limited to eye tracker control and 

blinking for yes and no, and later to sporadic eye tracker 

control, lip twitches for yes and no, and the UNP system 

for typing. The second participant (UNP4) was a 

woman who was 39 years old at time of informed 

consent (August 2017). A brainstem stroke in 2004 left 

her in a locked-in state. She used head movements for 

control over a switch and joystick, and for yes and no. 

Both participants gave informed consent with a 

dedicated procedure described in [10].  

     Screening and Implantation: A neuropsychologist 

tested mental arithmetic skills prior to implantation. A 

pre-surgical fMRI was done to determine the target 

locations for electrode placement. Based on the fMRI 

results, ECoG strips  (4 electrodes per strip, diameter 

4mm; inter electrode distance 10mm; Resume II ®, 

Medtronic, off-label use) were implanted subdurally 

through burr holes. Leads were tunneled and connected 

to an amplifier-transmitter device (Activa ® PC+s, 

Medtronic, off-label use), which was implanted 

subcutaneously under the left clavicle. fMRI and 

neurosurgery details have been described earlier [10].  

     Task and Data: After implantation, the participants 

regularly performed a count task, while the neural signal 

was recorded with the implanted device. The count task 

was a block-design task, comprising alternating active 

(mental arithmetic) and  rest trials of 15 seconds. 

During active trials, participants had to perform serial 

subtraction for the duration of the trial. For UNP1, task 

length was 2 or 5 minutes, and for UNP4, task length 

was always 3 minutes. Every trial, UNP1 was presented 

with a starting number and step size, and UNP4 with 

just a starting number (i.e. she always used the same 

step size in one run, which was sometimes adjusted 

between sessions when she indicated it was getting 

easier). During research sessions at the homes of the 

participants, an experimenter administered the count 

task regularly to 1) test whether the participants could 

regulate HFB (65-95Hz) power in the left dlPFC using 

mental arithmetic, and 2) test stability of the neural 

signal features. All count task data presented here was 

recorded with the same bipolar pair for each of the 

participants (bipolar pair selection was based on an 

initial evaluation of all bipolar combinations, using the 

count task). Count task data were recorded with the 

implanted device at a sampling frequency of 200Hz, 

with a high pass filter of 0.5Hz. For analysis, raw 

voltage was converted offline into power data for 

frequencies from 1-100Hz in 1Hz bins. The mean HFB 

power (65-95Hz) was calculated for each 15 second 

block. The coefficient of determination (r
2
) between 

those mean values and the block design of the task (a 

binary array) and the respective p-values were 

calculated for each run.  

 

 

RESULTS 

 

UNP1 performed 61 runs of the count task, with the last 

run recorded 161 weeks after implantation. Mean HFB 

power correlated significantly with the task in all runs, 

except for two runs in weeks 41 and 42 (Figure 1A). 

The average r
2
 value was 0.68 ± 0.20.  

UNP4 performed 31 runs of the count task and her last 

run was recorded 61 weeks after implantation. Again, 

HFB power correlated significantly with the task for all 

runs (Figure 1B), except in 3 runs in weeks 6, 35 and 

50. The average r
2
 value was 0.61 ± 0.18. 

Figure 1: r
2
 values calculated between the block-design 

of the count task and the mean HFB power of active and 

rest blocks for both participants. X-axis indicates weeks 

since implantation. Asterisks indicate a significant r
2
 

value. Due to different task lengths (i.e. sample points), 

the significance level of r
2
 values can differ between 

sessions or participants (e.g. UNP1 in week 29 was 

significant, but UNP4 in week 6 was not).  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Both participants were able to activate their left dlPFC – 

as measured by HFB power – by mental arithmetic for a 

period of 161 and 61 weeks (UNP1 and UNP4, 

respectively). They were able to activate their dlPFC at 

will from study start, meaning no training was required 

for volitional HFB power increase with mental 
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arithmetic.  

Importantly, for both participants, HFB was not always 

significantly modulated by the task. Moreover, 

compared to sensorimotor results from UNP1 [10], 

count task r
2
 values were lower (average sensorimotor r

2
 

value was 0.89 ± 0.16; all r
2
 values plotted in [10]). 

However, count task r
2
 values reported here are in the 

same range as count task r
2
 values reported for three 

able-bodied epilepsy patients in [15] (r
2
 = 0.79, 0.53, 

and 0.65). The lower r
2
 in the count task could be 

explained by the fact that a motor attempt strategy is 

more consistent than the use of variable starting 

numbers and step sizes, some of which may be easier 

than others. Varying degrees of difficulty may be 

associated with varying degrees of HFB power increase 

in some trials, and thus, on average, lower r
2
 values. It 

has been shown before that HFB response in left-dlPFC 

varies between different mental calculation trials [15]. 

Moreover, the claim that difficulty may affect HFB 

power modulation is supported by the marked 

difference in difficulty and r
2
 values between UNP4’s 

first (week 6) and following (week 8 and thereafter) 

sessions. In the first session, UNP4 used a fixed step 

size (2) which – she reported - was quite easy. In the 

next session, she switched to a larger step size, which 

resulted in an increase of the r
2
 values in the following 

sessions. 

The dlPFC may provide a useful complement to a 

sensorimotor-based BCI system. We envision users of 

such a system could switch to dlPFC control when 

sensorimotor control does not work optimally, for 

instance due to interference caused by care or passive 

movement of limbs. However, it is currently unclear to 

what extent everyday cognitive tasks would interfere 

with a dlPFC-based BCI. Similar to sensorimotor areas, 

dlPFC-based BCI may work well in some situations, but 

not in others. This topic deserves further investigation. 

Moreover, HFB modulation during mental arithmetic 

(as expressed here by r
2
 values) fluctuates. To what 

extent the relative unruly HFB modulation can be used 

to control a BCI application reliably is unknown.  

The next steps in this avenue of BCI research are 

ongoing in our group, and include using HFB power 

from dlPFC for cursor control and for generating brain-

clicks to control scanning software for communication 

purposes. It is preferable if the mental tasks used for 

BCI control can be performed without cues. Therefore, 

future research should in part focus on training the user 

to activate the left dlPFC without cues, testing which 

tasks work best (e.g. random number generation, mental 

arithmetic, or a combination) and elucidate how this 

training could be optimized. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

These results indicate that the dlPFC may be a viable 

alternative for BCI users, when sensorimotor-based BCI 

is not an option. Future research should confirm the 

feasibility of home use  of a dlPFC-based BCI by a user 

with LIS.  
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ABSTRACT: Error-related potentials (ErrPs) can be used
to improve BCIs’ performance but its use is often with-
held by long calibration periods. We recorded EEG data
of 15 participants while controlling a robotic arm towards
a target. In 30 % of the trials, the protocol prompted an
error during the trial in order to trigger ErrPs in the partic-
ipants. For each participant, we trained an ErrP classifier
using the data of the remaining 14 participants. Each of
these classifiers was tested asynchronously on the data of
the selected participant. The threshold that maximized
the product of the average true positive rate (TPR) and
the average true negative rate (TNR) was τ = 0.7. For this
threshold, the average TPR was 53.6 % and the average
TNR was 82.0 %. These results hint at the feasibility of
transferring ErrPs between participants as a reliable strat-
egy to reduce or even remove the calibration period when
training ErrP classifiers to be used in an asynchronous
manner.

INTRODUCTION

Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are a suitable tool to
help restoring some autonomy to people with severe mo-
tor disabilities [1,2,3]. Most BCIs rely on converting
modulated brain activity of a user (often measured us-
ing electroencephalography (EEG)) into commands of an
external device, such as a robot. Nevertheless, the perfor-
mance of most BCIs is not optimal and, occasionally, the
interface misinterprets the intention of its user and thus
a wrong command is executed. The user’s awareness of
the committed mistake is associated with a neural pattern
named error-related (ErrP), which is also measurable by
EEG [4] .
Incorporating ErrPs’ detection in a BCI can help to im-
prove its performance [5, 6]. A main barrier to its
widespread use is the calibration time necessary to train
ErrP classifiers: many trials are needed to train a clas-
sifier and errors should not occur too often to still be
perceived as so. Two main approaches have been pro-
posed to reduce the training duration of ErrP classifiers,
based on either transferring information between differ-
ent tasks or transferring information between different
participants. Iturrate and colleagues studied the use of
classifiers trained with ErrPs from one observation task
and tested in ErrPs from another observation task, using
latency correction [7,8]. Kim and colleagues studied the

use of an ErrP classifier trained with ErrPs from an ob-
servation task and tested with ErrPs from an interaction
task (and vice-versa) [9,10]. Nevertheless, Ehrlich and
colleagues, did not recommend re-using ErrP classifiers
across different experimental tasks [11]. Kim and col-
leagues also studied the use of an ErrP classifier trained
with ErrPs from several subjects and tested in ErrPs from
another subject [9]. These studies suggest that transfer-
ability of ErrPs is viable in the context of discrete BCIs
(in which all events occur in a discrete way).
Recently, an effort has been made to develop BCI
paradigms that promote a smoother and more intuitive in-
teraction with their users, by relying on continuous con-
trol or actions - continuous BCIs [12,13,14]. In this con-
text, the user’s error awareness can occur at any moment
and is not, necessarily, time-locked to specific events, re-
quiring an asynchronous detection of ErrPs. The exis-
tence of ErrPs in continuous contexts as well as its asyn-
chronous detection has been established [15, 16, 17,18].
Another approach to improve BCIs consists in developing
BCIs that closer resemble end-user applications, in which
users interact with or observe robots [10,19,20,21,22].
In this work, we developed a paradigm in which the user
has continuous control over a robotic arm in a task in
which errors are triggered by the paradigm. We studied
the electrophysiological signature of the ErrPs in this task
and, additionally, investigated the feasibility of using a
generic ErrP classifier trained on the ErrPs of 14 partic-
ipants by testing it asynchronously with data of another
participant.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

EEG recording: We recorded EEG and EOG data at a
sampling frequency of 500 Hz, using BrainAmp ampli-
fiers (Brain Products, Munich, Germany). We used 61
EEG electrodes and 3 EOG electrodes. The EEG elec-
trodes were placed at positions Fp1, Fp2, AF3, AF4, F7,
F5, F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, F6, F8, FT7, FC5, FC3, FC1,
FCz, FC2, FC4, FC6, FT8, T7, C5, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4,
C6, T8, TP9, TP7, CP5, CP3, CP1, CPz, CP2, CP4, CP6,
TP8, TP10, P7, P5, P3, P1, Pz, P2, P4, P6, P8, PO9,
PO7, PO3, POz, PO4, PO8, PO10, O1, Oz, and O2. The
ground electrode was placed at position AFz and the ref-
erence electrode was placed on the right mastoid. The
electrodes were placed above the nasion and below the
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outer canthi of the eyes.
Participants: We recorded 15 right-handed healthy

volunteers (5 female). The participants were, on aver-
age, 23.4±2.5 years old (mean ± std). Participants were
paid 7.50 C per hour and, before the experiment, read
and signed an informed consent form that was previously
accepted by the local ethical committee.

Experiment layout: Figure 1 depicts the layout of the
experiment. Participants sat in front of a table, with their
right hand lying flat on the table, covered by a wooden
structure. On the ceiling of this structure was a Leap Mo-
tion device that tracked their right hand movements (Leap
Motion, San Francisco, USA). On the right of the partici-
pants was a robotic arm (Jaco Assistive robotic arm - Ki-
nova Robotics, Bonn, Germany). On top of the wooden
structure were two violet boxes representing the physi-
cal targets, centred in relation to the home position of the
robot’s hand. Behind the wooden structure was a moni-
tor that displayed information regarding the experiment.
During the trials, the participants could control the posi-
tion of the robot’s hand on an approximately horizontal
plan, by moving their right hand on the table. We consid-
ered robot’s hand displacement to be three times bigger
than the participants’ hand displacement, to reduce the
range of the participants’ movements.

Figure 1: Experimental setup during the pre-trial period. In
this image, the robot is at its home position. The squares on
the screen indicate that, in the next trial, the participant should
move the robot’s hand towards the right target (purple box) on
the wooden structure. The screen also shows the home position
for the participant’s hand (rectangle on the bottom part of the
screen). The text on the screen (not readable in the picture)
states ’Bring your hand to the home position’.

Experiment overview: The experiment consisted of 8
blocks of 30 trials each. Each block contained 21 correct
trials and 9 error trials (70% and 30%, respectively). The
position of the error trials within the block was randomly
generated, using an uniform distribution.

Pre-trial period: During this period, on the upper part
of the screen were displayed two squares, representing
the two targets on the wooden structure. One of the
squares was filled in white, representing the selected tar-
get for the next trial, and the other had no fill. On the
bottom part of the screen was a rectangle representing

Figure 2: Experimental protocol. During the pre-trial period,
the participants can rest for as long as they wish. The pre-trial
period ends and a trial starts, when the participant brings his/her
right hand to its home position (the bottom rectangle). During
the trials, the screen is black. The participants were instructed
to bring the robot’s hand to the selected target (indicated by the
white square). A trial finishes either when the robot reaches the
target or after 6 seconds (if the target was not reached). Af-
terwards (post-trial), the squares reappear on the screen for 1.5
seconds and give feedback regarding hitting the target (a green
square indicates that the target was hit and a red square indi-
cates that the target was not hit). Then the screen turns black
and the robot automatically returns to its home position and a
new pre-trial period starts.

the home position for the participants’ hand. The partic-
ipants’ hand was represented by a dot on the screen. A
new trial started when the participants’ hand entered its
home position. The participants could use the pre-trial
period to rest for as long as they needed. Participants
were instructed to bring their hand to below the home po-
sition, to fixate their gaze on the selected physical target
and to enter the home position when they felt ready to
start a new trial. Participants were also instructed not to
move their gaze during the entire trial duration, in order
to minimize eye movements.

Trials: The aim of each trial was to move the robot’s
hand to the selected target. During the trials, the screen
was black. A trial finished when the robot’s hand was
above the target (hit) or after 6 seconds (no hit). After-
wards, as shown in Figure 2, the two squares from the
pre-trial period reappeared on the screen for 1.5 seconds
and the previously filled square was now filled in either
green (hit) or red (no hit). Then, the screen would turn
black, the robot’s hand would automatically move to its
home position and a new pre-trial period would start.

Error trials: In these trials, the paradigm triggered an
error during the trial. The error consisted on halting
the participant’s control of the robot and adding a 5 cm
upwards displacement to the robot’s hand.The errors oc-
curred randomly when the robot’s hand was within 25 %
to 65 % of the minimal forward displacement necessary
for the robot to hit the target. Participants perceived the
error by noticing the robot stopping and lifting. After
the error happened, the participants could not control the
robot until the trial ended. Participants were instructed to
remain still. The error trials lasted 6 seconds.

Correct trials: In these trials, no error was triggered by
the paradigm. The participants reached the selected target
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in 99.7±0.5 % (mean ± std) of the correct trials. Correct
trials lasted, on average, 2.06± 0.17 seconds (mean ±
std).

Preprocessing the data: The eye movements and
blinks were removed from the EEG data, using the arte-
fact subspace subtraction algorithm [23]. The EEG data
was then filtered between 1 and 10 Hz with a Butterworth
causal filter of order 4.

Electrophysiological analysis: For the electrophysio-
logical analysis, we cut the EEG data in 1.5 s epochs. For
the error trials, we considered the interval [-0.5, 1]s time-
locked to the error onset (0 s). Since correct trials have
no intrinsic onset, we defined a virtual onset, occurring
one second after the start of the trial (at a time-point in
which errors could already occur). For the correct trials
we considered the interval [−0.5,1]s, time-locked to the
virtual onset (0 s).

Asynchronous ErrP classification with a generic clas-
sifier: For every participant we trained an ErrP classi-
fier with two classes (correct and error) using the data
from the remaining 14 participants. In order to train each
of these classifiers, we considered as features for the er-
ror class the amplitudes of all EEG channels at all time
points within the window [0.30,0.75]s after the error on-
set. Similarly, we considered as features for the correct
class the amplitudes of all EEG channels at all time points
within the window [0.30,0.75]s after the virtual onset.
Afterwards, in order to reduce the number of features, we
applied principal component analysis (PCA) to the fea-
ture matrix and kept the components that preserved 99 %
of the data variance. These components were used to train
a shrinkage LDA classifier [24]. Each of these classifiers
was tested asynchronously in the data of the participant
not used for training. For that, we slid a 450 ms window
through the trials, obtaining an output from the classifier
every 18 ms.
For every fixed threshold τ (τ from 0 to 1 in steps of
0.025), we considered an error detection when the classi-
fier’s probability for the error class (pe) was greater or
equal to the threshold τ for two consecutive windows
(pe ≥ τ). As an evaluation metric for the asynchronous
classification, we defined as true negative trials (TN tri-
als) the correct trials in which no error detection occurred.
We defined as true positive trials (TP trials), the error tri-
als in which no error detection occurred before the error
onset and at least one error detection occurred within 1.5
seconds after the error onset. We considered the group
performance to be optimal for the threshold that maxi-
mized the product of the average TPR and the average
TNR.

RESULTS

Figure 3 displays the grand average correct and error sig-
nals at channel FCz (green and red solid lines respec-
tively). The 95 % confidence interval for the average
curves are represented by the shaded green and red areas.
The time-regions in which correct and error signals were
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Figure 3: Grand average correct and error signal at channel FCz
(green and red solid lines, respectively). The shaded areas rep-
resent the 95 % confidence interval for the average signals. The
grey regions represent the time-regions in which correct and er-
ror signals were significantly different (Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests, p < 0.01, Bonferroni corrected).The topoplots for the cor-
rect and error grand average signals are displayed for t =0.354 s
and t = 0.568 s. The time point t = 0 represents the error onset
of error trials and the virtual onset of correct trials

significantly different are represented by grey shaded ar-
eas (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests, p < 0.01, Bonferroni
corrected). Figure 3 displays also the topoplots for the
correct and error grand average signals at the peaks of the
grand average error signal (t =0.354 s and t = 0.568 s).
Figure 4 shows the average true negative rate (TNR) and
the average true positive rate (TPR) (represented with
green and red solid lines, respectively), for all the tested
thresholds in the asynchronous ErrP classification with a
generic classifier. The chance-level TNR and TPR were
calculated by performing the same classification proce-
dure with shuffled training labels. The 95 % confidence
intervals for the average curves are represented by shaded
areas. The threshold that maximized the group perfor-
mance was τ = 0.700. For this threshold, the average
TNR was 82.0 % and the average TPR was 53.6 %.
Figure 5 depicts the individual TNR and TPR of each
participant. It depicts also the threshold that maximizes
group performance (τ = 0.700, grey dashed lines) and
the thresholds that maximizes the individual performance
(blue dashed lines).

DISCUSSION

We developed an experimental task relying on continu-
ous control of a robot towards a target. In 30 % of the tri-
als (error trials), an error was triggered by the paradigm,
causing the participants to loose control over the robot
during the trial. We then studied the electrophysiologi-
cal features associated with the error trials. The peaks
of the error signal occurred at t =0.354 s and t =0.568 s.
Our results are not directly comparable with state-of-the-
art literature because we processed the EEG signal with
a causal filter, causing the N200 component of the ErrP
to shift to around 600 ms. We decided to keep the causal
filter because it depicts the ErrP’s shape in the scenario
of an online ErrP decoder, bringing awareness to the fact
that ERP shapes can be influenced by the filter used to
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Figure 4: Average TNR and average TPR (green and red solid
lines, respectively) for the different thresholds tested in the
asynchronous ErrP classification with a generic classifier. The
chance-level TNR and TPR are depicted with green and red
dashed lines. The shadowed areas represent the 95 % confi-
dence intervals for the average curves. The threshold that maxi-
mizes the group performance is represented with a grey vertical
dashed line.

process the signal.
Afterwards, we evaluated the feasibility of transferring
ErrP information across participants, by training a clas-
sifier with the data from 14 participants and testing it
with the data of the remaining participant in an asyn-
chronous manner (generic classifier). From Figure 4, we
observe that the average TPR is above chance-level for
all the thresholds and that the average TNR is increasing
with the threshold. This points to the feasibility of using
such classifiers as a starting point for an adaptive BCI. In
Figure 5, it is possible to compare the individual perfor-
mance of every participant with the generic classifier. We
observe that participants with higher individual threshold
present minor or negligible drops in performance with the
use of a generic classifier tuned to the group performance
(e.g. participants 1, 2 and 3). On the other hand, partic-
ipants with lower individual threshold can present major
performance drops (e.g. participants 5 and 8). This in-
dicates that the performance of such classifier is still de-
termined by individual characteristics of the participants.
Nevertheless it seemed a suitable option for the majority
of the participants.

CONCLUSION

In this work we showed the feasibility of transferring
ErrP information across participants, by training a clas-
sifier with the data from 14 participants and testing it
with the data of the remaining participant in an asyn-
chronous manner. We then showed that, although the
performance of such classifiers is still dependent on indi-
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Figure 5: Individual TNR and TPR (green and red solid lines,
respectively) for the different thresholds tested in the asyn-
chronous ErrP classification with a generic classifier. The
threshold that maximizes the group performance is represented
with a grey dashed line (τ = 0.7). The threshold that maximizes
the individual performance is represented with a blue dashed
line.

vidual characteristics of the participants, the majority of
them would benefit from such generic approach. There-
fore, we believe that transferring ErrP information across
participants is a viable alternative to reduce the calibra-
tion period in a scenario of asynchronous ErrP classifica-
tion, as a starting point for an adaptive BCI.
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ABSTRACT: In BCI, artifact removal remains an acute 

challenge. Filtering must be efficient in removing 

artifacts while preserving relevant features, e.g. event-

related potentials (ERP) like the mismatch negativity 

(MMN). MMN is a prediction error signal whose 

modulations reflect human perceptual inference and 

learning. Characterizing these subtle processes requires 

fitting non-linear models onto single-trial data. And 

disentangling between alternative models is challenging 

because of a low signal-to-noise ratio. We evaluated four 

methods for online artifact removal. We mimicked online 

data processing using real electroencephalography 

(EEG) data from an auditory oddball paradigm. We 

compared the four approaches with standard offline 

analysis, in their ability to reveal (i) the MMN, (ii) the 

MMN modulations by the manipulation of the 

predictability of a sound sequence and (iii) the most 

likely learning mechanism at play. Artifact Subspace 

Reconstruction (ASR) and Empirical Mode 

Decomposition (EMD) were the most successful. 

Interestingly, they even proved more sensitive than the 

offline analysis, likely because they avoid rejecting trials. 

  

INTRODUCTION 

Brain-computer interfaces (BCI) measure and process 

brain activities for control, monitoring or rehabilitation 

purposes [1]. Whatever the application, an acute 

challenge is to extract reliable features and to translate 

them into meaningful information for the machine, in real 

time. Moreover, the challenge intensifies when brain 

signals are measured by non-invasive methods, typically 

electroencephalography (EEG).  

EEG, compared with other techniques, has a poor spatial 

resolution and is often contaminated with electrical 

activities generated either by endogenous physiological 

sources (such as eye movements) or externally over the 

scalp (line noise) [1]. These artifacts, in addition to 

decreasing the signal quality, directly influence the 

classification performance of EEG-based BCIs [2] and 

may add to other possible reasons why some users are 

unable to control such BCI systems [3]. 

In the last few years, some approaches have been 

investigated to detect and remove artifacts in real-time, 

such as Artifact Subspace Reconstruction (ASR) [4], 

Fully Online and automated artifact Removal for brain-

Computer interfacing (FORCe) [5], online Empirical 

Mode Decomposition (EMD) [6–8], and online 

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [9–11]. 

However, none of these methods can be acknowledged as 

the “gold standard” yet, and to our knowledge, no 

research has been conducted to compare these methods 

with standard offline preprocessing, nor to enable online 

hypotheses testing for optimized cognitive neurosciences 

experiments [12]. Ideally, these filtering methods should 

provide a clean signal that contains the same relevant 

information as if the data would have been processed 

offline.  

The mismatch negativity (MMN) is an automatic evoked 

EEG component that is typically observed during the 

listening of an oddball tone sequence, when subtracting 

the average response to deviant (rare) sounds from the 

average response to standard (frequent) sounds.  This 

negative deflection occurs usually between 150 and 250 

at frontal and central scalp electrodes, even in the absence 

of attention oriented towards the sounds [13,14]. 

The MMN is viewed as a prediction error signal, that is a 

measure of the discrepancy between the expected 

sensation (a standard) and the observed sensory input (a 

deviant). The computation of prediction errors and their 

resolution obey hierarchical predictive coding, where 

cortical processes (higher levels) send predictions to 

lower hierarchical levels. Whenever the current 

prediction fails, prediction errors are forwarded up to 

higher hierarchical levels, following an ascending 

pathway [15].  

Besides, a few offline auditory-based cognitive 

neuroscience studies demonstrated that MMN 

modulations reflect an implicit learning process, such 

that a predictable sequence of auditory stimuli yields a 
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decreased MMN. In other words, the more predictable 

the occurrence of a deviant stimulus, the more reduced 

the prediction error, hence the lower the MMN amplitude 

[14,16]. However, revealing these learning processes 

requires fitting non-linear mathematical models with 

unknown parameters, at the single trial level and for each 

subject independently. It has been shown that online 

adaptive designs could help to optimize the selection and 

fitting of such learning models, at the individual level 

[12]. In this aim in particular, obtaining clean single trial 

data in real-time is highly crucial.  

In this paper, we evaluate and compare the performance 

of ASR, online EMD, online ICA, and FORCe, for online 

artifact correction using real data. In our experiments, we 

mimic real-time data processing. Precisely, we compare 

the performance of those methods with offline data 

processing, evaluating their ability (i) to reveal a 

significant MMN to auditory oddball stimuli; (ii) to 

reveal the more subtle modulation of the MMN by the 

predictability of the sound sequence and (iii) to identify 

the right learning model based on single-trial data fitting. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 Experiment: We used the EEG dataset from Lecaignard 

et al. [14]. These data were obtained in 20 healthy adults 

(10 female, mean age: 25 ± 5 years) who passively 

listened to auditory oddball sequences, where the 

occurrence of deviant sounds was either predictable or 

unpredictable. We implemented the same data processing 

performed in this study and considered it as a standard 

offline approach to compare with the online artifact 

correction methods.  

Data processing: Three of the four online artifact 

correction methods need to be calibrated. ASR requires a 

clean EEG calibration signal, while ICA requires a 

calibration signal that contains the artifact to be removed. 

EMD also requires a clean calibration signal with 

approximately the same window size as the subsequent 

epochs to be preprocessed. FORCe does not need to be 

calibrated. The first 30s of each block of stimulations 

(each subject performed 4 blocks, see [14] for more 

details) were used to calibrate the different methods when 

needed. Those initial segments were not used in the 

subsequent MMN analyses. These signal windows were 

band-pass filtered at 2-20 Hz using the inverse Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) filtering available in the 

EEGLAB software environment [17]. In addition, the 

ASR calibration signal was processed to eliminate eye 

blinks and samples greater than 50 μV, in other words, 

samples that exceeded this threshold were not used for 

ASR calibration. For EMD, only 1s of the 30s of the 

filtered signal were used.  

To compute ICA we used the infomax algorithm from 

EEGLAB. ICA was applied to all electrodes of 

calibration data, and the independent components were 

rejected by visual inspection. 

After calibration, the signal was processed over epochs 

starting 200ms before stimulus onset and ending 500ms 

after. Each epoch was also band-pass filtered at 2-20 Hz 

prior to processing (inverse FFT). As FORCe requires at 

least 1 second until it is capable of removing artifacts, 

specifically for this method, we used epochs starting 1.2s 

before stimulus onset. 

The performance of ASR depends on the choice of hyper-

parameters [18]. Therefore, after empirical testing, with 

the exception of the window size parameters (window 

length = 0.7s, step size = 0.5s and look-ahead = 0.2s), we 

used the default values. 

After applying the different online artifact correction 

methods, we removed the last 200ms from the analysis, 

ensuring that the signals were not contaminated by edge 

artifacts introduced by the filter. Furthermore, we only 

used as feature of interest a specific time windows  from 

160 to 190 ms after stimulus onset (centered on the MMN 

response) and channels (F1, Fz, F2, FC1, FCz, FC2, C1, 

Cz, C2) as in Lecaignard et al. [14], which were found to 

be the most responsive channels. We calculated the 

averaged signal in that spatio-temporal region of interest, 

for deviant and its preceding standard stimuli in order to 

compute the MMN amplitude. 

Models: In this part of the study, we only compared 

the online artifact correction methods that proved able to 

reveal the MMN as well as its modulation by 

predictability. Therefore, we applied a two-tailed t-test to 

test whether the unpredictable and predictable MMN 

amplitudes come from populations with unequal means, 

with a 5% significance level. This proved to be the case 

for ASR and EMD (see below).  The following cognitive 

models were implemented for comparison:  

- a null model (M0) assuming no difference between 

responses to standard and deviant sounds; 

- static (non-learning) models including binary change 

detection (CD), deviant detection (DD) and linear 

change detection (LD) [19];  

- Bayesian learning models (BL) that depend on a 

forgetting parameter τ, meaning that the larger τ, the 

wider the memory [19]. We considered four different 

models of this type, each corresponding to a different 

value of τ: 2, 6, 10, and 100. 

We used the VBA (Variational Bayes Analysis) toolbox 

[20] for our computational model analyses. To reduce the 

number of inversions, the EEG signal was down-sampled 

from 600 Hz to 100 Hz. The VBA toolbox allows to 

reject specific trials in the evolution model. Therefore, 

for the offline method, we consider the same rejected 
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trials as identified in [14], and for ASR and EMD we 

declare the calibration period (the first 30s) of each block 

as rejected trials (as explained before). To find out which 

models outperform the static null model (M0) at a given 

latency, we computed the relative Free-energy (as a 

proxy for relative model evidence) [19]. 

    

RESULTS 

The left upper panel in Fig. 1a displays the grand average 

responses computed offline from the identified 

responsive channels, for the standard, the deviant and the 

MMN. The right upper panel in Fig. 1a shows the MMN 

values computed in the window of interest (160-190 ms) 

for all subjects and all artifact correction methods. Except 

for ICA, all methods revealed a significant auditory 

MMN. 

Fig. 1b summarizes the methods ability to reveal MMN 

modulation by predictability. The left lower panel shows 

the modulation of the MMN obtained offline. The right 

lower panel displays the MMN amplitude for the 

predictable and unpredictable conditions, as obtained 

with each online artifact correction method. The two-

tailed t-test (p < 0.05) showed that, like the offline 

analysis, ASR and EMD proved able to reveal the 

significant modulation of the MMN by predictability. 

Finally, we further investigated whether online artifact 

correction with ASR or EMD would yield the same 

conclusion compared to previous offline analysis, 

regarding Bayesian model selection of perceptual 

learning processes as reflected by single trial 

modulations of auditory evoked responses [21]. Fig. 2 

shows the relative Free-energy (model evidence) of every 

model with respect to the null model (M0). Note that 

models DD and BL10 prevail compared to other models, 

at the latency of the MMN (between 160 and 200ms). 

 

DISCUSSION 

We compared artifact correction methods with offline 

data processing and investigated their abilities to reveal a 

significant MMN, to uncover subtle MMN modulation 

by a contextual manipulation of the sound sequence 

(deviance predictability), and to identify the best 

perceptual model based on single-trial data analysis. 

Artifact correction: We explored four methods for 

online artifact correction on real data, mimicking real-

time data processing.  

In the course of ASR implementation, we noticed that 

noisy channels identified during calibration must be 

excluded. ASR applies Principal Component Analysis 

(PCA) transformation to filter the signal, therefore the 

noise present in the calibration data may be propagated 

to the other channels. Besides, as noise levels (internal 

and external) change throughout the experiment, re-

calibration of the method is advisable. In our study, we 

performed the re-calibration for each new block and new 

EEG file, that is, every 674 stimuli (approximately 10 

minutes of data).  

The FORCe method was designed with the proposal of 

being fully automated, so no calibration period or 

parameter setting is required. However, the function 

requires that at least one second of the signal must be 

filtered. At first, we used the same time window (-200ms 

to 500ms) as for the other methods, but results proved 

worse than when using a 1-second-long window. It is 

worth mentioning that the method preserved the MMN 

waveform, but could not reveal a statistically significant 

modulation by predictability.  

To implement the EMD method, since the channel cluster 

of interest was already well established, we first 

computed the average time series over these channels and 

then applied the correction. We chose this approach to 

avoid processing the intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) for 

all 62 channels, which would require a prohibitive time 

for real-time implementation. Although this could 

decrease the signal quality, since averaging smoothes the 

signal, the results showed that it did not affect the MMN 

response. Hence the numbers of channels must be 

considered when choosing this method. 

ICA showed the worst performance to reveal the MMN. 

Probably because of the simple and rigid manner we 

applied ICA. Indeed, we simply apply the initially 

estimated mixing matrix to all subsequent trials. One 

could imagine updating this matrix or identifying 

whether a given trial needs to be filtered or not, and 

which components should be removed. Furthermore, the 

size of the time window used to decompose the signal can 

be enhanced to better estimate the independent 

components. 

All methods were applied to epoched data. This strategy 

is well suited for ERP analysis and alleviates the 

computational burden.  

The artifact correction methods investigated in this study 

were able to reveal the MMN response. However, ICA 

excessively smoothed the signal waveform, altering the 

main component of the MNN peak between 150 and 

200ms. 

These findings look promising as they open the way to 

reliable online MMN analyses, that could have far-

reaching applications with patients. The MMN has 

indeed long been investigated to assess impaired 

cognitive functions in various clinical populations [22]. 
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Figure 1 - Mismatch Negativity (MMN) (electrodes of interest: F1, Fz, F2, FC1, FCz, FC2, C1, Cz, C2). (a) Grand-

average ERPs elicited by standard, deviant and their difference (MMN) obtained offline; boxplot of MMN amplitudes 

(averaged between 160 and 190 ms) obtained with the different online artifact corrections; (b) Effect of predictability on 

the MMN (offline method); MMN amplitudes for each condition (predictable and unpredictable) and each artifact 

correction approach; the asterisks indicate statistical significance of the modulation by predictability (p < 0.05, two-tailed 

t-test). 

 

 

 
Figure 2 - Relative Free-energy maps.  Relative Free-energy or (log) Bayes-factor values obtained offline (left panel), 

with ASR (middle panel) and EMD (right panel), respectively. In each panel, the relative Free-energy is given for each 

alternative model relative to the null model (y-axis) and for each peri-stimulus time sample in ms (x-axis). Values greater 

than 20 indicate significant evidence in favor of the alternative model. 
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Predictability effect: After this first analysis, we 

investigated the impact of artifact correction on MMN 

modulation. As discussed in other studies [14, 23, 24], 

predictability of the occurrence of a deviant sound yields 

a decrease in prediction error, hence a decrease in the 

MMN amplitude. In other words, the greater the sound 

predictability, the smaller the MMN. 

Results depicted in Fig. 1b shows that FORCe and ICA 

hardly revealed the MMN modulation. Although the 

MMN in the predictable condition was smaller when 

using the FORCe approach, it was not significantly 

different from the one in the unpredictable condition. 

Whereas for the ICA approach, the estimated amplitudes 

were the same in the two conditions. 

Models: The last part of our study was implemented to 

analyze if any learning or non-learning models, based on 

sensor-level signals, could explain the trial-by-trial 

variations in the ERP signals. At the latency of the MMN 

(150 to 200ms), the offline method presented favorable 

results for models DD and BL10, but the DD model took 

longer to stand out and its window of significance proved 

shorter. The Free-energy map for ASR and EMD reveal 

similar latencies of significance. However, the ASR 

approach yielded slightly longer time windows and 

presented larger values compared to the other methods. 

This suggests that ASR was not only able to 

appropriately correct for artifacts but in doing so, it also 

avoided rejecting trials and led a more sensitive analysis, 

better suited to reveal the minutiae of auditory processing 

dynamics. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Our results suggest that ASR and EMD can perform 

accurate online artifact detection and correction, as they 

were able to reproduce the results obtained at the group 

level with classical offline analysis. Interestingly, in 

terms of model comparison, we also note that the 

mimicked online approaches based on ASR and EMD 

yielded more sensitive results than the reference offline 

approach. However, ASR is computationally more 

efficient than EMD. Overall, ASR offers great potential 

for real-time applications, in particular those that would 

exploit adaptive designs in order to optimize hypothesis 

testing or clinical diagnosis at the individual level [12]. 
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ABSTRACT: Understanding the dynamics of brain ar-
eas’ activation during BCI tasks is essential to improve
BCIs performance and features selection when training
a classifier. The role of the cerebellum in the sudden
adaptation of the motor plan in response to unexpected
perturbations in tasks with continuous motor control and
continuous visual feedback has been well reported in the
literature. We recorded EEG data of five subjects to study
the cerebellar activation in tasks requiring a sudden mo-
tor plan update. Using sLORETA inverse source local-
ization method, we observed activation in the cerebellum
at around 200 and 400 ms after the deviation onset. Fur-
thermore, EMG recording and analysis at the level of the
neck could disprove that the activity observed was due to
movement artifacts.

INTRODUCTION

Being able to precisely localize the components of func-
tional networks involved in a given mental task and
knowing the real-time dynamics of brain areas activa-
tion can provide a better understanding of the neural pro-
cesses underlying brain functioning. The information
about the temporal interaction between components of
different neural networks and their specific role in the
processing of mental tasks is essential to obtain a com-
plete comprehension of the brain activity and to be able
to decode it precisely. This information could for exam-
ple be exploited by BCI applications in order to improve
the data acquisition, the processing and, above all, the
feature extraction process used to train a classifier, in-
creasing the performance of the controlled device [1–3].
EEG provides a temporal resolution in the order of the
milliseconds [4]. EEG source localization technique thus
represents a potential tool to study almost in real-time the
dynamics of neural networks involved in mental tasks.
EEG source localization is used mostly to analyze corti-
cal sources formed by groups of pyramidal neuron, since
they are thought to be the main contributors to the gener-
ation of the electrical potential acquired. However, stud-
ies show that it can also be a valid method to investigate
sources in the deeper cerebral structures, such as the cere-
bellum [5–7]. Different studies highlighted the involve-
ment of the cerebellum in continuous performance mon-

itoring [8], in supervised learning during motor tasks [9]
and in the adaptation of motor plan in response to visuo-
motor perturbations [10]. Tseng et al. [10], in a study on
goal-directed arm movements, concluded that the adapta-
tion to visuomotor perturbations depends on the cerebel-
lum and that it is driven by the mismatch between pre-
dicted and actual sensory outcome of motor commands.
EEG evidences of cerebellar role in performance moni-
toring have been reported by Peterburs et al. [8] and by
Wolpert et al. [11], who also hypothesized that in the con-
text of movement coordination, the cerebellum applies
an internal forward-model to predict the sensory conse-
quences of actions. Furthermore, the study on the compu-
tation method of the cerebellum performed by Doya [9]
evidenced that the cerebellum is the specialized organism
for supervised learning based on continuous motor tasks
with continuous feedback. The results of the reported lit-
erature elicited interesting speculations about the cogni-
tive involvement of the cerebellum in tasks with continu-
ous motor control and continuous feedback requiring the
adaptation of the motor plan or the need for more control
on the motor task. The possible activation of the cere-
bellum during this type of tasks could indeed be due to
an attempt performed by the subject to suddenly adapt
the motor plan to an sudden perturbation of the expected
task. At the moment of the perturbation onset, the defined
target-directed motor plan should be quickly interrupted
and updated in order to comply with the new goal; in
this framework the cerebellum could be involved in the
attempt of adapting the motor plan to the mismatch ac-
knowledged through visual feedback. The hypothesis of
the active role of the cerebellum in this framework, if con-
firmed, could represent a novel finding about the involve-
ment of the cerebellum in expectation mismatch tasks.
The aim of this study is thus to use EEG source localiza-
tion to provide insights about the cerebellar involvement
in the processing of continuous motor controlled tasks in
which a mismatch between visual feedback and expecta-
tion is generated, and a sudden change in the motor plan
is required. In addition, this experiment aims to study the
involvement of muscle artifacts in the cerebellum activa-
tion.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Hardware and data acquisition: EEG data were
recorded at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz using BrainAmp
amplifiers and an ActiCap system (Brain Products, Mu-
nich, Germany) with 59 active electrodes (FP1, FP2,
AF3, AF4, F7, F5, F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, F6, F8, FT7, FC5,
FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC4, FC6, FT8, T7, C5, C3, C1,
Cz, C2, C4, C6, T8, TP7, CP5, CP3, CP1, CPz, CP2,
CP4, CP6, TP8, P7, P5, P3, P1, Pz, P2, P4, P6, P8, PO7,
PO3, POz, PO4, PO8,PO9, O1, Oz, O2, PO10), reference
on the right mastoid, the ground electrode in AFz, 3 EOG
electrodes (above the nasion and below the outer canthi of
the eyes) and 2 EMG electrodes (on the skin, on the left
(EMG1) and on the right (EMG2) of the spinal cord; right
above the trapezius). EMG recording have been included
to the experimental paradigm in order to assess the am-
plitude of muscular artifacts generated by the movement
of the arm and the shoulder during the trials at the level of
the neck. In addition to EEG, EOG and EMG channels,
one supplementary channel reporting the coordinates of
a handle of the joystick used in the experiment was ac-
quired.

Participants and experimental environment: Five vol-
unteers (with ages between 22 and 26 years, 3 male, all
right-handed and already experienced in BCI and EEG
recording) participated in the experiment, which took
place in a darkened shielded room. Participants sat on a
comfortable armchair, 1.5 meter away in front of a com-
puter screen displaying the protocol. The right armrest of
the chair was replaced by a table with the joystick. EEG
data of the 5 subjects were acquired while controlling a
cursor on the computer screen with the joystick. The sub-
jects were always able to move the joystick in every di-
rection without dragging the elbow on the table or raising
the shoulder.

Experiment overview: The experiment consisted of 10
blocks of 32 trials each. Between each trial there was a
2.5 s break. Between each block the subject could rest
as long as wanted, since the beginning of the following
block was triggered by pressing a joystick button. 25%
of the trials of every block were deviation trials, while
the resting 75% no deviation trials. For all the subjects
the exact 3D position of the electrodes on the head was
recorded before the beginning of the protocol, using CMS
20 EP system (Zebris Medical GmbH, Isny, Germany).
Before the beginning of the protocol, 2 minutes of EEG
recording of the subject in a complete resting condition
was acquired for every subject.

Trial and task description: As depicted in Figure 1
(top), at the beginning of a trial, 2 equally spaced blue
squares were displayed on the upper part of the screen, at
the same distance from its center. In addition, a black fix-
ation cross was displayed. On the lower part of the screen
there were two circles, one white and one red, vertically
aligned. The white circle was automatically moved by
the protocol, while the red circle represented the cursor
controlled by the subject. The squares, the cross and the

two circles were displayed on a grey area, inside which
the two circles could move. In each trial, one of the
two squares was randomly selected by the protocol as the
target, without informing the subject about the decision.
The two squares had the same probability to be selected
as targets. The subject controlled the cursor through the
joystick, and the displacement of the joystick handle was
directly proportional to the direction of the movement of
the cursor. The task consisted following the white cir-
cle with the cursor controlled by the joystick. The white
circle was directed towards the target. When the white
circle started to move, the subject obtained the control of
the cursor and the trial begun. A trial ended when the
cursor reached the target defined by the paradigm, when
it hit the boundaries of the grey region, or when the time
limit of 15 seconds per trial was reached. The subjects
were instructed to keep their gaze fixed at the fixation
cross and to minimize eye blinking and eye movements.

No deviation trials: In these trials the white circle fol-
lowed a default trajectory, reaching the center of the tar-
get and stopping its movement there (see Figure 1, bot-
tom left). In the presented study, no deviation trials have
been considered valid only if the participant successfully
reached the target. No deviation trials that ended because
of the cursor hit the boundary of the grey region or the
time deadline was reached were not considered in the
analysis.

Deviation trials: In these trials, the target changed in
the middle of the trial. Therefore, the trajectory of the
white circle previously described was subjected to a mod-
ification. At the deviation onset, the white circle deviated
towards the new target. The new trajectory described an
arc of circumference connecting the white circle, at the
deviation onset, and the new target. The deviation on-
set occurred when the white circle was located within the
green semicircles depicted in Fig. 1 (top), which were
invisible to participants. In deviation trials the white cir-
cle initially aimed one target, and then deviated to finally
reach the other target (see Figure 1, bottom right). Also
for deviation trials, were considered in the study only the
trials that ended with the cursor reaching the final target
defined by the white circle.

EEG preprocessing: EEG data was bandpass filtered
between 1 and 10 Hz using an IIR Butterworth filter of
fourth-order with zero phase. Data was resampled to 250
Hz. EEG, and protocol events were imported on Brain-
storm [12] (http://neuroimage.usc.edu/brainstorm). Since
individual MRI scans were not available, to every subject
was attributed the ICBM152 default anatomy [13]. It has
been necessary to define a “virtual onset” for no deviation
trials ("no deviation onset"), computed as the average of
the difference between time of the deviation onset and the
start of the deviation trial and then added to the starting
time of every no deviation trial. EEG and EOG data was
epoched considering the interval [-700, 1200] ms from
deviation and no deviation onset events. Two different
types of epochs were thus extracted: deviation and no
deviation. Epochs containing eye blink events were dis-
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Figure 1: Top: starting condition of every trial. Blue squares:
fixed targets, white circle: moving target, red circle: controlled
cursor, black cross: fixation cross, white lines: default pos-
sible trajectories of the moving target (in no deviation trials),
grey region: area in which the cursor is possible to move, green
semicircular lines: area in which a deviation in the trajectory of
moving target is possible to occur, green rectilinear line: thresh-
old between upper and lower grey areas. Green and white lines
were not visible for the subject during the protocol. Bottom
left: Moment before a successful end of a no deviation trial.
Bottom right: Moment right after the deviation onset in a devi-
ation trial.

carded. On average, the 1% of the trials (deviation and
no deviation) was discarded from every subject. Visual
examination of epochs for bad channels was computed,
and no channels were removed from any subject.

Joystick coordinates analysis: Together with EEG
epochs, also joystick coordinates epochs were extracted.
For Subject 1, the acquisition of the joystick coordinates
was not available. First, individual averages and then
grand averages over 4 subjects of X and Y joystick co-
ordinates have been computed for deviation and no de-
viation condition. Movement Reaction Onset (MRO),
the time in which the subject reacted to the deviation with
a movement of the joystick, has been computed for every
subject as the moment in which the derivative of the X
coordinate in deviation trials changed sign. Then, the av-
erage MRO has been computed by averaging the MRO of
the four subjects.

EMG analysis: EMG channels were highpass filtered
at 1 Hz using an IIR Butterworth filter of fourth-order
with zero phase. Also notch filter at 50 Hz was applied
to eliminate power line noise. All the frequency infor-
mation related to muscular artifacts had been kept. EMG
channels were resampled to 250 Hz. The moving Root
Mean Square (RMS) envelope of EMG channels was then
extracted using a time window of 500 ms. Artifact clean-
ing had been performed using the Signal Space Projection
(SSP) method provided by Brainstorm [14]. EMG epochs
for deviation and no deviation conditions were extracted
in the same way as EEG and joystick coordinates epochs
were.

Scalp level analysis: For every subject, deviation and
no deviation trials were averaged. In order to avoid bi-
ases in the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) in favor of the
condition presenting the highest number of trials (no de-
viation), the same number of epochs were averaged for

every condition. The used trials in the no deviation con-
dition were chosen from a random uniform distribution
from the total number of no deviation trials. On average,
for every subject, 75 epochs were averaged for both con-
ditions.

Source level analysis: EEG source localization brain
imaging was performed with Brainstorm [12]. Since the
focus of the source analysis performed was specifically to
investigate the source activity at the level of the cerebel-
lum, a mixed head model was used to describe the propa-
gation of electrical fields from the cortical surface to the
scalp. Cerebral cortex was modeled using a distributed
source model, while the cerebellum using an uncon-
strained distributed model. The ill-posed inverse prob-
lem was modeled by means of a distributed source model.
Source maps were computed using wMNE (weighted
Minimum Norm Estimates) [15] regularization, and nor-
malized according to sLORETA method [16]. The am-
plitudes of averages for every condition in each subject
were normalized by the Global Field Power (GFP) of the
baseline period [-600, -100] ms before the event (devia-
tion/no deviation) onset. In this way, we normalized the
power of the signal across subjects, eliminating the in-
fluence of possible inherent higher GFP that could bias
the magnitude of source activation. Source analysis on
mixed head model was computed on the subject averages
of both conditions. Then, grand averages over the 5 sub-
jects were computed at source level for the two condi-
tions. It is important to highlight that the GFP normaliza-
tion was computed for every subject only on the condition
averages, and not on the noise covariance matrix used by
sLORETA inverse method. This did not influenced the
final source analysis results, but simply scaled in a con-
sistent way the magnitude of the current density of every
active source.

RESULTS

EMG analysis: In Fig. 2, the grand averages of the
potentials recorded by the two EMG electrodes placed on
the neck, for Deviation and No Deviation conditions are
shown. There is no increase in the EMG activity after
the cursor deviation onset (black line), neither after the
MRO (red dotted line). The only consistent difference is
between EMG1 and EMG2, probably because the EMG2
electrode was placed on the right side of neck and the
joystick was always moved with the right hand.

Scalp level analysis: Fig. 3 presents the grand aver-
ages of the two conditions (Deviation/No Deviation) at
the channels FCz, Cz and Pz. Seven relevant time points
have been chosen as a reference in relation with the De-
viation grand average at FCz: t=0 ms (cursor deviation
onset), t=56 ms (before first small positive deflection),
t=100 ms (first small positive deflection), t=168 ms (neg-
ative peak), t=272 ms (average MRO), t=372 ms (posi-
tive peak) and t=524 ms (negative deflection after pos-
itive peak). The Deviation potential shows a negative
peak around 168 ms, before the average MRO (red dot-
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Figure 2: Grand Averages for the 2 conditions (Deviation/No
Deviation) of the 2 EMG channels. The vertical black line rep-
resents the time onset of the white circle deviation. The dotted
red line represents the average MRO (t=272 ms). The shaded
areas indicate the 95% confidence interval for the averaged sig-
nals.

ted line), and a positive peak around 372 ms, after the
average MRO. No Deviation grand average is mostly flat.

Source level analysis: sLORETA source localization
inverse method has been computed on the grand averages
of the Deviation and No Deviation trials (Fig. 4). The
analysis has been performed on the 7 relevant time points
described before. The analysis showed cerebellar activa-
tion before (lower, t=168 ms) and after (higher, t=372 ms)
the average MRO (t=272 ms). The analysis showed also
activation mainly in the pre-SMA (pre-Supplementary
Motor Area) during the transition between the two peaks.

DISCUSSION

With this experiment we investigated whether the in-
volvement of cerebellum is present in cognitive process-
ing of expectation mismatch during continuous motor
control. The results regarding EMG activation (Fig. 2)
did not show noticeable changes after the movement re-
action onset of the deviation trials. Therefore, this could
disprove the hypothesis that the activation found at the
cerebellar level was due to muscular artifacts when han-
dling the joystick. At the scalp level, the shape of the
Deviation condition grand average resembles the shapes
of the most classic error-related potentials (ErrPs) re-
ported in the literature [17–19], with a broad frontocen-
tral negativity at around 200 ms (ERN component) and
a broad frontocentral positivity at around 400 ms (Pe
component). This can confirm the hypothesis that the
potential generated by the expectation mismatch caused
by a sudden change in the target-oriented motor plan
presents some common features with the ErrPs. The neg-
ative peak happened before the reaction movement on-
set, while the positive one after. Since the Pe compo-
nent is usually associated with conscious awareness of
the expectation mismatch [20, 21], this observation could
show that subjects reacted to the deviation before they
were consciously aware of it. As expected, grand av-
erage of No deviation trials appeared almost flat during

the entire time interval analyzed. Scalp potential distri-
bution reflected the results provided by literature regard-
ing error-related potential scalp analysis [18, 19]. Source
analysis performed on mixed head model with sLORETA
inverse method (Fig. 4) confirmed the hypothesis of cere-
bellum involvement in the processing of expectation mis-
matches. The cerebellum presented activity in correspon-
dence with the negative and the positive peaks in the de-
viation condition, while in the interval between the two
peaks the pre-SMA and ACC (Anterior Cingulate Cor-
tex) areas appeared more active. This could provide valid
insights in relation to the cognitive role of the cerebellum
in reinforcement learning, motor performance monitor-
ing and error in continuous motor task. The fact that the
cerebellum showed remarkable activation even in corre-
spondence of the negative peak, before the MRO, could
confirm the hypothesis that the activity observed was not
due to movement artifacts.

CONCLUSION

This study confirmed the possibility of the involvement
of cerebellum processing in expectation mismatch tasks
with continuous motor control and continuous visual
feedback. Furthermore, the hypothesis of the activation
being caused by movement artifacts could have been dis-
proved. An open question concerns the activation of the
cerebellum in a scenario in which the user is controlling
a cursor only through brain signals and without using any
muscle activation. It would be interesting to assess if in
such a situation the cerebellum would also be involved.
Further connectivity studies could be performed on the
topic in order to assess the physiological reason underly-
ing the described source activity.
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Figure 4: sLORETA source localization computed on the mixed brain surface distributed source model, averaged over the 5 subjects.
This mixed brain model includes cerebral cortex and cerebellum surface. Dipoles orientation has been considered constrained to the
surface of the cerebral cortex and unconstrained to the cerebellum surface. Seven relevant time points have been taken into account (t=0
ms, t=56 ms, t=100 ms, t=168 ms, t=272 ms, t=372 ms, t=524 ms). For every time point analyzed, the grand averages at channel FCz
as been reported as a reference for the cortex views below. The black line indicates the analysed time-points. The dotted red line (t=272
ms) represents the average MRO. Two cerebral and cerebellar cortex surface views for every condition and time point are shown, in
this order: top, back. The source activation level on the surfaces is referred to the same scale for all the conditions. The current density
of source activation is shown without a unity of measure because of the subject-wise normalization performed before computing the
source activity. Nevertheless, this value is proportional to the effective current density.
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ABSTRACT: The goal of the Utrecht NeuroProsthesis 

(UNP) study conducted at the UMC Utrecht is to evaluate 

the usability of a BCI system for communication in 

people suffering from Locked-In Syndrome (LIS): 

people who cannot speak due to a loss of almost all motor 

control.  In the past we demonstrated that a combination 

of High Frequency Band (HFB) and Low Frequency 

Band Sensorimotor cortex (SMC) features can be used to 

provide an individual with LIS due to ALS with a stable 

and robust communication channel. The recent inclusion 

of a second LIS participant in the UNP study, a woman 

who suffered a brainstem stroke, enables us to compare 

SMC LFB and HFB features in people with LIS caused 

by two fundamentally different etiologies. We show that 

while the HFB is a stable feature in both cases, the 

functional stability of the LFB feature is much less in the 

brain stem stroke subject.    

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
It is the goal of the BCI research group at the UMC 

Utrecht to develop and validate devices that will 

provide people suffering from Locked-In Syndrome 

(LIS) with a reliable means of communication that 

works 24/7. People with LIS are quadriplegic, anarthric 

and are generally only able to move their eyes, but they 

are conscious of thought [1]. Having a reliable channel 

for communication has the potential to improve the 

quality of life and the integration into society of these 

individuals [2,3]. 

In a recent report, we demonstrated that a combination 

of High Frequency Band (HFB) (31-100Hz)  and Low 

Frequency Band (6-30Hz) signal changes, as measured 

from the motor cortex using subdural 

electrocorticography (ECoG), can be used to create a 

robust and stable BCI communication channel in an 

individual with  LIS due to late-stage ALS [4]. The 

amplitude changes produced in these frequency bands 

by the participant attempting to move her hand were in 

close agreement with those traditionally associated with 

sensorimotor cortex (SMC) function and the generation 

of movement [5,6].  However, the LIS condition may be 

caused by multiple clinical conditions, including ALS 

and brain stem stroke. Whereas multiple studies using 

EEG [7-8], ECoG [4, 9-10], and intracortical electrodes 

[11-12] have now proven the feasibility of SMC BCI 

control in individuals with severe paralysis, little is 

known about the relation between etiology and SMC 

neuroelectrical signal characteristics and BCI control 

ability. The inclusion and implantation of a second 

participant in the UNP study of an individual who 

suffers from LIS due a to a brainstem stroke provides a 

unique opportunity to compare the LFB and HFB 

features in individuals with different causes of LIS 

[2,13]. The current study analyses cortical electrical 

potentials collected regularly over an extended (> 60 

week) period from ECoG electrodes implanted over the 

SMC while participants performed a standardized 

attempted movement task. Both the functional stability 

of the LFB and HFB features and the spectral 

characteristics of the LFB feature are compared and put 

into the context of the UNP users’ specific clinical 

conditions. We believe that this work can inform the 

development of future SMC-BCI systems that target 

people with LIS.  

 
MATERALS AND METHODS 

 

     UNP Participants: The medical research ethics 

committee of the UMC Utrecht approved the UNP study, 

which was carried out in accordance with the Declaration 

of Helsinki (2013). Participants gave informed consent 

through a dedicated procedure (described in detail in [4]: 

supplementary materials). All work presented here is part 

of this continuing study. The first participant (UNP1), 

data of whom were reported in [4], is a woman who was 

diagnosed with ALS in 2008. She was 58 years old at the 

time of informed consent in 2015. She was put on 

invasive ventilation in 2010 and was living with minimal 

motor control for around 5 years at the time of 

implantation of the UNP in October of 2015. She had a 

score of 2/48 on the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis 

Functional Rating Scale (ALSFRS) [14]. For 

communication she used, and continues to use, an eye 

tracker to type and eye blinks, and (lately) small 

movements of the mouth corner, to answer closed 

questions. In addition, she now uses the UNP system for 

communication on a routine basis. 

The second UNP participant (UNP4) is a woman who 

suffered a brain stem stroke in 2004 and who was 39 

years old at the time of informed consent in August of 

2017. Her motor capabilities are limited to neck 
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movements and facial expressions and she had been 

living with LIS for 13 years at the time of inclusion in the 

UNP study. She uses a head switch to control scanning 

software for typing, and horizontal and vertical eye and 

head movements for answering closed questions. She has 

a score of 17/48 on the ALSFRS. 

     UNP ECoG signal: The primary cognitive strategy 

used to control the UNP device for both subjects is 

attempted movements of the contralateral (right) hand. 

Corresponding ECoG signal changes are recorded using 

subdural electrodes implanted over the ‘hand knob’ of 

the sensorimotor cortex (see Figure 1 of [4] for a 

depiction of the electrode locations in UNP1).  

The implant target location was determined prior to 

surgery using fMRI scans. Subdural electrode strips 

(Resume II®, Medtronic, 4 electrodes each, 4mm 

diameter, 1cm distance, off label use) were implanted 

through burr holes (1cm diameter), over the target areas. 

An amplifier/transmitter device (Activa® PC+S, 

Medtronic, off label use) was placed subcutaneously 

under the clavicle. In addition to the online control 

mode of this device, in which analog filtered spectral 

amplitude signal is relayed to a receiving tablet at 5Hz 

(see [4] Methods for details), the device offers 

transmission of non-filtered ‘raw’ time domain signals 

at 200Hz. This work uses off-line analysis of the time 

domain signal recorded during repeated attempted hand 

movements to create time-locked responses in the 

frequency domain. 

     Attempted hand movement screening task: In order 

to track the functional response of the signal features 

subjects periodically performed a screening task that 

involved making repetitive attempted hand movements, 

or relax, for alternating periods of 15s each. In total 50 

runs consisting of either 10 (17 runs) or 4 (33 runs) 

alternated rest and attempted movement trials were 

performed by UNP1. UNP4 completed 46 runs of the 

task, each with 6 trials of repeated attempted hand 

movements and relaxation.  

     Spectral analysis: The amplitude for each frequency 

bin from 6 to 100Hz (in steps of 1Hz) was computed 

offline for every time sample of each time domain data 

file using the real component of the convolution with a 

complex gabor wavelet (span 4 cycles at fwhm) [15]. 

The LFB and HFB responses over time were then 

computed as the sum of the log of the amplitudes for the 

frequency ranges 6-30Hz and 31-100Hz, respectively. 

These ranges were chosen based on the match to LFB 

and HFB ranges reported in literature [5,6]. 

     Evaluation of  functional response features: Prior 

analysis of data acquired from UNP1 during the 

screening task [16] indicated that attempted hand 

moments produce 3 distinct functional response periods 

in the signal that are well matched to those reported in 

ECoG literature [5,6,17]. The 3 periods are: 1) the 

active period of the task during which the participant 

attempts to move the hand, 2) a 3 second rebound 

period directly following the cue to stop making 

attempted movements.  and 3) the rest period, directly 

following the rebound period, during with participants 

relax and wait for next cue. Based on this knowledge, 

the following 3 expected functional responses were 

quantified: 1) The increase in mean HFB amplitude for 

active trials vs. rest periods, 2) the decrease in mean 

LFB amplitude during active trials vs. rest periods, and 

3) the increase in LFB mean amplitude during the 

rebound periods following active trials, vs. rest periods. 

In the current study, these three functional responses 

were quantified for each task run using the coefficient 

of determination (R-squared) statistic over the mean 

amplitudes of each trail. A significance cut-off of p < 

0.05 was used to determine significance.  

The percentage of task runs with significant responses 

was also computed and used to compare the two UNP 

subjects. However, the fact that only two subjects are 

reported prevents statistical testing of the differences 

between to subjects. 

     Oscillatory signal component analysis: To gain a 

better understanding of the underlying spectral changes 

leading to the LFB and HFB functional responses both 

the spectral content of the active trials and rest periods 

of the screening task and that of separate baseline data 

sets, during which the UNP subjects simply relaxed and 

not concentrated on a task, was analyzed.  

First, the spectral amplitude over time (see section 

Spectral analysis) was computed for 52 and 32 baseline 

data sets of 2-5 minutes each  for UNP1 and UNP4 

respectively. Then the mean amplitude profile (from 4 

to 40Hz) was computed along with the profile of the 

standard deviation. Here we used a slightly broader LFB 

range in order to evaluate if the trends in LFB spectral 

response may have been affected by neighboring 

frequencies beyond the traditional LFB boundaries.  

Next irregular-resampling auto-spectral analysis 

(IRASA) [18] was used to separate the oscillatory 

spectral peaks from the scale-free (or fractal) 

component of the spectra during rest and active periods 

of the attempted movement task.  This procedure allows 

for a direct comparison of the LFB oscillatory profiles 

that corrects for differences in spectra profiles due to 

differences in electrode impedances over runs or signal 

amplifiers between subjects. Again, a range of 4-40Hz 

was used. A 3s moving window with step size of 1s was 

used to divide the data into many time samples of rest 

and active periods. Windows that crossed the boundary 

between active and rest periods or that included data 

from rebound periods were excluded.  

 

RESULTS 

 

As reported earlier [4] the functional stability of the HFB 

and LFB responses of UNP1 was remarkably high. In 

fact, 100% of the runs produced HFB responses that were 

significant at the 0.05 p-value level and 98% of the runs 

had a significant LFB response. In addition to these, the 

LFB rebound response (green points) also presents a 

stable signal feature over the same period (with 90% of 

the runs having a p-value < 0.05).  
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Figure 

1: Functional consistency of the HFB and LFB 

responses of UNP1 and UNP4 over 106 and 61 weeks 

after implantation. A) The R-squared values of the HFB 

response (red dots), LFB response (blue dots) and LFB 

rebound response (green dots) over all task runs for 

UNP1. Runs with significant responses (p-values <0.05) 

are indicated with the red upward pointing triangle, blue 

downward pointing triangle, and green squares for the 

three response respectively. B) The R-squared values of 

the HFB response, LFB response, and LFB rebound 

response over all task runs for UNP4. 

 

In contrast to UNP1, and despite the fact that UNP4’s 

HFB functional response is only slightly less consistent 

(97.8% of runs showing a significant HFB response) than 

that of UNP1, the LFB responses generated by UNP4 

during the screening task were considerably less 

functionally stable (21.7% of the runs have a significant 

LFB response; see Figure 1B). In addition, also the LFB 

rebound functional feature is much less consistent over 

runs (34.8% runs show a significant LFB rebound). 

Importantly, there was no clear trend in improvement in 

these features over time (Figure 1B). 

The lack of significant LFB responses in UNP4 could be 

due to one or both of two phenomena: 1) a weak or 

changing oscillatory component during rest leads to low 

average LFB amplitudes during the rest condition, or 2) 

poor functional regulation of the LFB oscillatory 

component which then leads to mean amplitudes of the 

LFB remaining relatively high during active periods of 

the task. To gain further insight into the LFB signal we 

analyzed the spectral content of the LFB feature during 

the baseline and screening tasks.  

When looking at UNP1’s LFB signal during the baseline 

task (Figure 2A left) the mean spectra show a broad peak 

between 12 and 26 Hz, with the lowest variance within 

and between runs around 25Hz. This same peak can be 

seen in the mixed spectra during rest periods of the 

screening task (blue line Figure 2B left). Indeed, isolated 

oscillatory components are present in the 10Hz to 27Hz 

range of the rest periods (Figure 2C left), with the most 

consistency over runs between 22Hz and 26Hz. This 

oscillatory component is not present during the active 

periods of the task. In addition, there is a smaller distinct 

oscillatory peak around 8Hz that remains present during 

active periods. Overall these results fit with a model of 

LFB activity during rest that is diminished with motor 

cortex activation.   

UNP4 demonstrates a spectral bump from 6Hz to around 

22Hz in baseline runs (Figure 2A right). However, the 

peak of oscillatory activity during rest periods of the task 

is focused between 7Hz and 10Hz and remains present, 

although to a lesser degree, during active periods (Figure 

2B/C right). Thus, while there is evidence of a LFB 

oscillatory peak in the motor cortex of UNP4, this peak 

is constrained to the Mu band (6-12Hz), with the least 

variance at 7-8Hz, and hardly changes during active 

periods. Both the fact that there is a less distinct peak in 

the LFB during rest and the fact that this peak remains 

present to a certain degree during active periods could 

contribute to the decreased functional difference in the 

LFB during attempted hand movements for UNP4. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

In is study we evaluated three distinct functional 

features of the SMC neuroelectrical ECoG signal in the 

context of two BCI users in the LIS state with different 

underlying etiology. Participant UNP1 suffered from 

ALS which is a neural degenerative disease that affects 

both upper and lower motor neurons [19].  UNP4 

suffered from a brain stem stroke, which caused 

extensive damage to the brainstem. While both UNP1 

and UNP4 have a functionally consistent HFB feature 

(present in >97% of attempted movement task runs) the 

work presented here shows a considerable discrepancy 

in both the functional consistency and oscillatory 

content of the LFB features between the participants. 

Here we discuss this result in the context of 1) the 

traditional SMC LFB functional feature reported in 

literature and 2) the reported effects of ALS and stroke 

on these frequency features.  

    Traditional ECoG SMC functional signal features: 

The HFB feature has been shown to be ubiquitous to 

human neocortex [20] and is associated with forcal 

increases in asynchronous neural activity in response to 

executed, imagined or attempted movement [13-23].
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Figure 2: Oscillatory content of the LFB for UNP1 (left column) and UNP4 (right column). A) LFB spectra during 

baseline task. The mean (white lines) spectrum from 4-40Hz is plot for each run. The semi-transparent grey shaded 

regions indicate the plus and minus 1 standard deviation boundaries for each run. B) The mean (over runs) fractal 

spectral profiles for the rest (cyan line) and active (magenta line) periods and the mixed (fractal+oscillatory) spectral 

profiles for the rest (blue line) and active (red line) periods. C) The mean oscillatory profiles over runs of the rest (blue 

line) and active (red line) periods. The blue and red shaded regions indicate the rest and active plus and minus 1 

standard deviation boundaries respectively. 

 

In the case of the UNP1 it was previously demonstrated 

that reliable click-based spelling control was dependent 

on a combination of the HFB feature and an LFB feature 

[4], the spectral range of which (~6-35Hz) is consistent 

with that of the classic LFB spectral feature of motor 

cortex reported in ECoG literature [6,23]. This LFB 

feature overlaps with the Mu-band (6-12 Hz) motor 

rhythm often used in EEG-based motor BCI [24], and 

with other oscillatory features commonly reported in 

EEG and ECoG literature such as the Theta (4-7Hz) [25], 

and Beta (12-30Hz) [26] bands. The common term for 

the observed decrease in amplitude of these bands 

associated with cortical activation is Event Related 

Desynchronization (ERD). While the neuronal 

mechanisms underlying ERD are still being studied and 

may differ for different LFB sub-bands, the functional 

significance generally attributed to ERD is the release of 

inhibitory input on the measured neural population to 

allow cortical processing, which is reflected in the 

increase in HFB amplitudes.  

The results of UNP1 fit with a model of Beta band 

desynchronization during motor cortex activation by 

attempted hand movement. However, there seems to be a 

lack of ERD in the mu-band. This suggests that Beta and 

Mu may have different generative sources that are 

differentially affected by ALS.  

UNP4 shows little evidence of baseline Beta band 

activity suggesting disruption of the generative source for 

Beta band synchronization. The lack of functional 

consistency in the LFB rebound is in agreement with a 

disruption in the Beta band signal generation. Indeed, the 

Beta band has been most closely linked to Event Related 

Synchronization (ERS) after movement offset [27-28]. In 
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addition, attempted movement of the hand hardly affects 

LFB power, suggesting weak functional regulation. 

Although the LFB feature of UNP4 does show evidence 

of Mu activity,  both the functional consistency analysis 

and oscillatory analysis results indicate that there is a 

disruption in the ERD of the Mu band as well. 

     Effects of ALS and Stroke on the LFB functional 

feature: Since ALS and brainstem stroke are 

fundamentally different neural motor afflictions it can be 

expected that the effect of these conditions on the 

functional features of SMC ECoG signal will differ. Here 

we discuss our findings in the context of the relatively 

small body of work addressing LFB (functional) features 

in stroke and ALS.  

One study with 13 individuals who suffered a brainstem 

stroke reported higher levels of resting state alpha band 

(comparable to Mu) throughout the cortex, including the 

central areas [29]. This is interesting in light of our 

finding that there is a Mu oscillatory peak in UNP1 and 

UNP4 that persists during active periods. Both decreased 

Beta band motor ERD [30-31] and decreased Mu band 

ERD [32] have been reported in chronic stroke subjects. 

However, these studies focused on cortical and 

subcortical stroke and did not include any brain stem 

stoke subjects. While the lack of a Beta peak within the 

LFB feature, and persistence in Mu band oscillatory 

activity during active periods are both in agreement with 

this literature, the considerable differences in affected 

areas of cortical and brainstem stroke make it likely that 

other factors underlie the findings presented here than 

those in cortical stroke patents.  

Several studies have addressed the resting state levels of 

LFB amplitudes in LIS ALS subjects. An EEG study 

with 8 LIS ALS subjects [33] and an ECoG study with 

one LIS ALS subject [34] both reported relatively more 

Theta power and less HFB power in baseline activity. 

While we did not specifically test for this effect in the 

baseline signal, a decrease in baseline HFB power could 

contribute to the robustness of the functional increase of 

HFB amplitude over rest period levels in our ALS 

subject. In studies of ALS subjects a decreased ERD 

[35-36] has been reported and correlated to disease 

progression [35].  However, another study reports an 

increase in ERD [37] while two more report no change 

[38-39]. Thus, the reported effects of ALS on ERD are 

inconsistent. In contrast, when reported, ERS has been 

reported to decrease in effect size [38]. However, this 

study included no ALS subjects who had reached the 

LIS stage. Our finding that ERS is very robust in the 

ALS LIS subject may be associated with the far 

progressed stage of the disease, but this topic deserves 

further investigation.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Our results indicate that while the HFB remains a stable 

SMC functional feature in two individuals with LIS with 

fundamentally different etiologies the functional stability 

of the LFB feature is much less in the brain stem stroke 

subject. Although these findings need to be confirmed in 

a larger population, they highlight the need to consider 

individual etiologies when designing SMC based BCIs 

targeted at individuals with LIS. 
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RESONANCE - A BCI FRAMEWORK FOR WORKING WITH MULTIPLE
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ABSTRACT: Resonance is a framework for creating re-
producible BCI experiments with multiple sources of
data processed together. It is a cross-platform tool cre-
ated with C++. It offers ways to create visual environ-
ments using QML and perform data processing with R
and Python. Resonance has proved its work with multi-
ple brain signal capturing devices including EEG, MEG,
Eye tracking and number of other devices. Resonance
framework does not exclude developer from the process
of experiment creation, but it allows to focus on details
of an experiment by using user-friendly languages and
concepts. The framework is actively developed and was
already used for various experiments in several laborato-
ries. All data-processing code is open sources[6][5].

INTRODUCTION

Many novel non-invasive BCIs are trying to achieve max-
imum signal efficiency and accuracy with the help of mul-
tiple tools. That can be data acquiring devices like elec-
troencephalography (EEG), magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), magnetic encephalography (MEG), eye trackers
or stimulators like visual and auditory stimulators, tran-
scranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), electro myostim-
ulation (EMS). Using multiple data source helps under-
standing brain signal deeply and making better interfaces,
however it requires a simultaneous work and a very pre-
cise synchronization between different devices.
There is a number of software tools for performing BCI
experiments[2], and that list is growing[12]. These tools
are created with different programming languages, has
different capabilities and features. Previously, we suc-
cessfully used some of them in experiments[11][1]. How-
ever, for new experiments we were looking for a platform
that would be capable of processing data from multiple
devices simultaneously and online.
Resonance was designed as a framework that can tight
up multiple devices and provide an experimenter with an
ability to design, acquire, view and analyze data in a user-
friendly and unified manner.
The development started in 2014 by an independent team
and to date several experiments have been performed with
the Resonance framework [3][4][10][13].

FEATURES

Resonance was never meant as a tool that excludes a de-

veloper from designing an experiment. Instead it pro-
vides a set of tools and general approach that lowers re-
quirements for knowledge and skills. It allows one to
concentrate on details of experiment instead of low-level
machine interaction details.
Within Resonance system we distinguish following as-
pects of an experiment: data collection, aggregation, pro-
cessing and storage, experimenter feedback loop and sub-
ject feedback loop. We use the term ’loop’ because not
only experimentation system affects subject, but a subject
may also affect experimentation system. Experimenter
can monitor diagnostic data and change settings during
an experiment. The subject can affect experiment in two
different ways: by being a data source (if we measure pa-
rameters, which subject can control) and by changing a
procedure and parameters of an experiment (for example
by pressing a button when one is ready).
Our goal is to provide an experimenter with implemen-
tations for some of these aspects without artificial limi-
tations that simplify creation of the framework but limit
abilities to make complicated experiments.
Resonance provides a set of tools to fulfill requirements
of named aspects:

• Data collection - Resonance implements drivers for
devices. Hence an experimenter has access to all
configuration options and working modes provided
by a device. These options and modes could be
changed during experiment’s execution. It is also
possible to monitor device failures.

• Data aggregation and data processing - Resonance
provides libraries on R[6] and Python[5] that allow
to combine and process data from multiple sources.

• Data storage - Resonance provides a facility to store
data. It uses its own open data format because it
stores every single bit of data produced by the sys-
tem, which allows for example to detect problems
with hardware after an unsuccessful experiment.

• Experimenter and subject feedback loops - Reso-
nance provides libraries for QML to control all as-
pects of an experiment, including handy widgets like
data visualization. In fact, every single UI piece of
Resonance is implemented with QML modules and
is available open source, so if you find any of ex-
isting tools useful you can copy it to your experi-
ment. QML is a declarative language for designing
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user interface-centric applications. Interface’s be-
havior, designed with QML, can be scripted through
JavaScript. The tool is multi-platform: available
on Linux, Windows, MacOS and Android. It uses
video acceleration to produce fast graphical output.
From our experience it is not only possible but also
very easy to implement tempting features like stim-
uli presentation for a single frame at desired time
without any knowledge of how video system works.

It is important to mention that Resonance can be inte-
grated with a third-party software without any limita-
tions.

SYSTEM USAGE EXAMPLE

We will illustrate abilities of the system at the non-typical
BCI experiment performed in Lomonosov Moscow State
University[13]. In this experiment we recorded EEG and
EMG during TMS stimulation. At each run subject per-
formed two types of mental tasks - one of three mo-
tor imagery tasks (experimental condition) and a visual
attention task (reference condition). In EMG analysis,
the amplitude of TMS-evoked motor potentials (MEP)
was measured peak to peak (between negative and pos-
itive phases of potential). Potentials with any signs of
raised muscular activity during preceding 1000 ms inter-
val were rejected manually. MEP amplitudes in exper-
imental condition (motor imagery) were normalized to
mean amplitude of the reference condition (“visual atten-
tion” or “blank screen”) of the same run. The mean of the
subject’s MEP amplitudes during fingers flexing imagery
task minus 100% was used as a corticospinal excitability
increase measure for further analysis.
During TMS measurement online EMG-feedback was
displayed at the right side of the screen as a vertical bar
with a real-time RMS (root-mean-square) value (300 ms
window, 100 ms step)(figure 2). Participants were asked
to find hand position with minimal ongoing EMG am-
plitude and to keep the corresponding bar level constant
during the whole run.
To control quality of TMS stimulation during the exper-
iment EMG responses to stimulation with amplitude and
latency measurements were shown on the experimenter’s
screen. Both EEG and EMG data were recorded for of-
fline analysis.
At the center of subject’s screen was an image indicating
current task. At the right side of subject’s screen was a
bar showing subject’s muscle activity. Value for this bar
was calculated from EMG measures online to help a sub-
ject to reach a muscle relaxation. On a separate screen
an experimenter saw an interface with all parameters of
the experiment. At the right-side column TMS-invoked
motor potentials (MEP) were displayed. Each row con-
tained EMG data, amplitude and latency values for single
stimulation (figure 1).

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1: Part of experimenter’s screen with MEP, latency and
amplitudes measurements. Colors are changed for printing.

Figure 2: Subject screen. Pictogram of a hand represents mental
imagery task cue and bar on the right side shows real-time RMS
of subject’s EMG from forearm muscles.

The framework provides a general data-flow-centric ar-
chitecture, which should fit any possible experiment. In
this approach we distinguish Resonance services: nodes
of data processing and control. Each service can publish
data streams, its own parameters and state (e.g. opera-
tion mode of a service). All communications between
services go through TCP/IP network and services can be
started at the same or different machines. Each service
can discover other services in a local network, receive
data streams, update parameters of other services and
send commands to change state (for example start cali-
bration or recording). This approach makes every service
independent from others, which brings modularity to sys-
tem and helps with debugging and analyzing problems.
In the example above were 5 services -

• an EEG driver

• an EMG driver (EEG and EMG were recorded by
two different devices)

• a service for subject’s screen
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• a service for experimenter’s screen

• a service for EMG data processing using R[9] script
engine

Data from EEG and EMG devices was collected by ex-
perimenter’s service and recorded to a file by standard
Resonance facility. Data from EMG device was also ac-
quired by R script engine. This service was executing R
script to calculate RMS of EMG. This service also gath-
ered myographic data after TMS stimulation to display
results on experimenter’s screen. Subject service was
consuming RMS data from R script engine and stimuli
commands from experimenter’s service. Experimenter
service was responsible for experimentation cycle. It con-
tained a finite state machine to control a stimuli sequence
and UI module to display myographic data. Myographic
data was updated after each stimulation by detecting cor-
responding event in a runtime.

ONLINE AND OFFLINE DATA PROCESSING

Making data processing algorithms is not easy, especially
when you need to model data processing before or af-
ter the experiment. Typical approach to this task is to
provide system with a set of data transformation blocks,
which you can combine to perform required data process-
ing steps. The positive side is that it is relatively easy to
combine and configure such blocks. First problem with
this approach is that experimenter is limited by the num-
ber of kinds of these blocks. Also creating these blocks
requires a good knowledge of the internals of a BCI sys-
tem and a language with which that system is written
(usually C++). Second problem is that it is hard to use
these blocks for offline data processing, as they are highly
integrated with BCI system, while offline data processing
is usually performed by Python, R or Matlab.
Having separate code for online and offline processing
makes experiment development very hard. Achieving
exactly same computational result in computer systems
requires knowledge of how computation is made step-
by-step. This means that a developer of an experiment
must translate online processing to an offline tool or hope
that they will produce results which differ insignificantly.
Achieving equal results for offline and online is not a re-
quirement for every application, but that limits in ability
to detect irregularities or test additional hypotheses post-
hoc. For example if you discover an unusual behavior in
an online experiment it will be difficult to figure out if it
was due to computational errors or anything else.
In order to overcome this problem Resonance provides
a library that can be used for both online and offline data
processing. The data flow is still constructed from blocks,
but these blocks (as well as all data processing) are writ-
ten in a language which is more familiar for experimenter
(R and python for now) and these blocks are not coupled
with the details of online data processing. That means
that you can get exactly same results using data from on-
line experiment, and even more, you can model online

performance of the system offline, using a language you
are familiar with. In fact data processing library is com-
pletely abstract from any Resonance-specific data pro-
cessing, and with minor adaptations could be used with
any system which supports R or python language in run-
time.
Using Resonance library allows not only to execute on-
line and offline processing, but also helps to visualize it.
For example, figure 3 is the automatically generated vi-
sualization of data processing plan for EMG processing
from the example experiment.

Input 1

pipe.spatial

pipe.applyFilter

pipe.applyFilter

pipe.applyFilter

pipe.applyFilter

pipe.applyFilter pipe.eventOnSquareSignal

pipe.windowizer

calcRMS

createOutput

cross.windowizeByEventscross.windowizeByEvents

pipe.transform.windowsToEventspipe.transform.windowsToEvents

cross.combine.events

pipe.transform.event

createOutput

Figure 3: Data processing plan for EMG processing. Argu-
ments for the processing steps are not visualized on this chart.

DATA AGGREGATION AND SYNCHRONIZATION

Data aggregation:
For processing digital signals you can work in two differ-
ent domains - in sample space and in time space.

• Working in sample space means that you quantify
time in your system by a number of samples of the
signal you are processing.

• Working in time space means that you measure your
time by some timer which is not bound with the sig-
nal and that timer has finer resolution than sampling
rate of your signal.

Working in the sample space seems very natural when
you deal with single signal source. But unfortunately,
most of real-world applications never work with the sin-
gle source of the signal. For example - when you present
any stimulus, you have two sources of data - one for EEG
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and another for moments in time when stimulus was pre-
sented. In this situation you usually introduce an addi-
tional channel with event data or some kind of flags. Such
solution works for some applications, but it cannot be
generalized. When you try to work with multiple signals
even if they have same sampling rate you will face the
problem of phase alignment for these signals. Introduc-
ing every new signal source will add at least half of the
period of this signal to time desynchronization (or even
more if the frequencies of signals are not dividable with-
out the remainder). If signals have sampling rates which
are not multiples to each other there is a problem of sub
sampling - when one sample of signal A corresponds to
a variable number of samples of signal B. If you try to
process such signals in parallel you will introduce syn-
chronization deviations, and if you bring the signals to a
common frequency you will introduce phase, amplitude
and spectrum deviations in signal.
Working in time space makes sense if you use timer
with resolution smaller than the minimal period of pro-
cessed signals. In this case applied transformations still
can change timestamps of a samples, but as these times-
tamps are finer than a period of a signal they would not
affect your signal. However, working with timestamps
of the recording device may introduce unnecessary com-
plexity to the calculation process. Recording devices do
not produce data blocks at exact time intervals. For exam-
ple, EEG recording device may show deviations between
timestamps of the blocks which will usually be bigger
than a period of the signal.
Resonance framework provides the following solution to
synchronization problem:

1. an initial timestamp for the signal is averaged from
first few blocks of data

2. timestamps for samples are recalculated from sam-
pling rate

3. during the data processing Resonance also performs
a control, so that there are no delays or deviations in
data retrieval

Synchronization:
Synchronization between signals is very easy when you
work in a time space - you just align closest timings
together and your signals are synchronized, and again,
by this operation you introduce phase deviation which
is smaller than sampling rate, so it is not reflected in
your signal as well. Of course, you need to take into ac-
count that different computers use different timers and
you need to align these timers if you record data with
separate machines. However, if you record data with one
machine you will have access to a very precise timer (tens
of nanoseconds) of the machine, which is enough for any
imaginable signal. You can try to achieve time synchro-
nization among different machines via network, but it is
more precise and reliable to physically connect recording
devices and perform a synchronization based on the same
signal recorded by several devices.

In the example experiment there were 3 time-aligned de-
vices - EEG , EMG and TMS. In order to synchronize
them EEG and EMG were connected to a TMS trigger
channel. TMS sent pulse through this channel each time
a stimulation was performed. By that means we achieved
not only data-synchronization between EEG and EMG,
but also very reliable source of time information when
TMS stimulation was performed. That time information
was used to extract EMG data related to the stimulation,
that was presented on experimenter’s screen.

Performance considerations:
When talking about working in signal or time space we
usually mean working with separate samples. But for
computers calculating separate samples is too inefficient
and introduces a big overhead, so we are forced to col-
lect and process data in blocks. From the other side -
gathering block of samples introduces latency, and you
cannot immediately process collected data. The decision
whether blocks are equal in size or not should be made by
an experimenter, not dictated by a framework. In order
to decide one need to take into account performance re-
quirements of one’s application, the way hardware works
(for example is it capable to return data blocks of vari-
able size) and what data processing algorithms are used
in experiment. Resonance supports blocks of variable
size, and each block has a timestamp of creation and
a timestamp of receiving. That allows monitoring de-
lays in a network or in blocks’ processing. Resonance’s
R and Python open source libraries provide abstraction
over data stream, which is independent of block size and
amount. That allows experimenter to try experiment with
different block size settings in order to achieve required
performance and latency.

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

For the upcoming year there are few big improvements
planned:

• Demo experiments. Currently Resonance distribu-
tive contains only basic signal processing tools. Our
plan is to share some experiments and tools we made
with Resonance. That will provide a basis for other
experimenters to build and reproduce their experi-
ments. In order to achieve that existing implementa-
tions should be reviewed and documented. These
demo experiments will be freely available at the
Resonance website[7], as well as instructions about
how to install and run them.

• Extend support for devices. Currently there are
several recording devices natively supported by
Resonance (actiChamp, NVX and openBCI eeg
recorders, eyelink and eyetribe eyetrackers, neuro-
mep-4 myostimulator) Many other devices could
be connected using fieldtrip[8] protocol, but field-
trip does not allow to control device parameters and
modes. In upcoming year, we will extend native sup-
port for at least EEG, MEG and eyetracking devices,
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and probably implement other popular protocols like
Lab Streaming Layer.

• Code improvements. Resonance claims to be the
system that exactly reproduces experiments. This
functionality is the core of the system and was ex-
tensively tested in simulations and real applications.
Last year there was a big improvement in number
of automated tests for this functionality. These tests
explicitly proof that everything you can do with Res-
onance have exactly the same behavior online and
offline, every time you run application on any ma-
chine. For the upcoming year we have a goal to
completely cover R and python Resonance libraries
with tests.

List of improvements, updates and plans, and other infor-
mation is available on the website of the framework[7].
All source code for online and offline data processing
is freely available on GitHub repositories for R[6] and
Python[5].
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ABSTRACT:
The N400 is an ERP sensitive to the semantic content
of a stimulus, in relation to the active mental context of
a subject. By repeatedly presenting stimuli (i.e., probe
words), we can thus infer information about this context
through decoding of this relatedness response. This can
form the basis of a, so called, semantic Brain Computer
Interface, allowing us to directly identify the concept on a
users mind without spelling out the letters. The usability
of such a BCI depends on how much information can be
extracted from a single presentation, but also on how fast
stimuli can be presented. Here we report results from a
pilot study of an experimental design that aims to deter-
mine the effect of the time between such probes on the
amplitude of this N400. The preliminary results show
that an N400 can still be detected across subjects, even
with stimuli presented at nearly twice the rate (1.7x) used
in one of our previous studies.

INTRODUCTION

The N400 is an Event Related Potential that is more nega-
tive for stimuli that are not related to the person’s current
mental context [1]. It is thought to reflect the (attempt
to) incorporate new semantic information (e.g., from a
stimulus) into this existing context. From a Brain Com-
puter Interface (BCI) viewpoint we may be able to exploit
this activity to infer information about this hidden mental
context. Specifically, we can use the presentation of se-
mantic stimuli (e.g., words) to learn what this active se-
mantic context is, by decoding the N400 from each stim-
ulus presentation, and accumulating information across
presentations. In other words, the user thinks of a spe-
cific concept (we refer to this as the target word), and
the BCI presents multiple consecutive words (referred to
as probes) that may or may not be related to this target,
and combines the information inferred from the brain re-
sponses with knowledge of the relationships between the
probe words and any potential target word, to ultimately
infer the target word.
This requires a ground truth database that tells us which
concepts are or are not related. Such a database can be
built by consulting people on whether concepts are re-
lated, or by asking people what words come to mind for
a given concept (e.g., [2] dutch). However, it is not feasi-
ble to ask about all possible combinations of concepts in

this way. An alternative approach is to use methods from
computational linguistics such as Latent Semantic Anal-
ysis (LSA) or the more recently popular word2vec [3].
These methods learn word representations, in the form of
n-dimensional vectors, from large text corpora, by look-
ing at which words occur together or which words oc-
cur in similar contexts, depending on the method. From
these vector representations, the relatedness of two words
can then be calculated by computing the cosine similar-
ity, i.e., the cosine of the angle between the two vectors.
The advantage of these vector-based methods is that the
relatedness between any two concepts can be measured,
while the methods in which humans are queried result
in sparse databases. Importantly, the relatedness scores
from such vector-space models have been shown to cor-
relate with the strength of the N400 response, at least as
well as the human-elicited association databases [4].

The amount of information that can be extracted about
the initial target word depends on both the accuracy with
which the relatedness can be decoded, and the amount
of stimuli that can be presented in a given time frame.
Previous studies suggested the N400 response has high
variability and can be decoded with only limited accuracy
(50-75% on a binary problem, [5, 6]), making the speed
at which stimuli can be presented particularly relevant.
In the second of these studies, in which we tested the ro-
bustness of this N400 over multiple consecutive probes
after a specific target word, we used a Stimulus Onset
Asynchrony (SOA) of 1350 ms, i.e., presenting a stimu-
lus every 1.35 seconds.

Here we present an experimental design aimed to deter-
mine how much information is lost per stimulus for de-
creasing SOAs. We test an SOA of 1250 (SLOW), an SOA
of 750 ms (MEDIUM) and a 250 ms SOA (FAST). Elicita-
tion of the N400 does not require active semantic analy-
sis on the part of the participant, with N400s also having
been evoked in passive tasks. However, the N400 is gen-
erally stronger in tasks that involve active analysis [7],
while reducing the time until the next stimulus will make
this harder or impossible for participants. On the other
hand a N400 BCI paradigm that does not require an active
task, would be preferable from a user point of view. The
question therefore is how, for a given time-window, the
ability to present more stimuli trades off with a potential
reduction in response amplitude and decoding accuracy
of a single stimulus.
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We report preliminary results of seven participants of a
pilot of this experimental design. While the aim for a full
scale study would be to determine what, if any, decrease
in information transfer rates occurs for faster SOAs, we
restrict ourselves here to validating the experimental de-
sign. Specifically, we use Grand Average ERPs across
subjects to ascertain that the baseline condition (SLOW),
elicits a distinguishable N400 response for related and
unrelated probes, as some experimental parameters have
changed with regard to the previous study (in particular
the participants’ task and the ground truth model). Fur-
ther, we aim to determine for the faster SOAs whether
either of those elicit a detectable N400. Lastly, we eval-
uate the performance of participants on the behavioural
task to determine whether it is suitable as a behavioural
check of the participant’s attention to the stimuli.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In the experiment, participants were presented with a tar-
get word to remember, and then shown multiple consecu-
tive probe words that had a varying degree of relatedness
to this target word. Words were drawn from the 5000
most frequent words in English (Corpus of Contempo-
rary American English [8]). The speed at which these
probe words were presented depended on the condition:

• SLOW: 250 ms stimulus, 1000 ms fixation cross

• MEDIUM: 250 ms stimulus, 500 ms fixation cross

• FAST: 250 ms stimulus, no fixation cross

A behavioural task was added to the experiment to ensure
subjects kept the target word in mind during the presen-
tation of the sequence. After a certain number of probe
words, the subject was prompted to decide whether the
probe word was related or unrelated to the target (see
Fig. 1). A total of a 150 of these trials were presented
across 6 blocks of ~10 minutes each (50 in each condi-
tion).

Participants: Seven participants completed the pilot
study, ranging in age between 20 and 30. Despite the
availability of a large population of native Dutch speaker
at our lab, English was used for the stimuli as there are
more good quality vector-space models available. To
minimise problems with word comprehension in non-
native speakers, participants were recruited who cate-
gorized themselves as "speaking and understanding En-
glish" "Well" or ’Very Well’. In addition, we used LexTale
(Lextale.com [9]), as an objective measure of English vo-
cabulary knowledge. Two subjects scored low on this task
(50-60%); the remaining five all scored above 80%.

Stimuli and Task: To determine relatedness we ob-
tained pre-trained word2vec vectors, trained on a Google
News corpus (GoogleNews-vectors-negative300.bin,
from https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/).
Target words were selected at random from the 5000
frequent words. For each target word, between 1 and 30
probe words were selected of varying relatedness with

the target word. We refer to the combination of a target
word together with all of its probes as a trial.
Trials contained a varying number of probes (between 1
and 30), so that participants could not anticipate when
a behavioural prompt would appear. Each condition
(FAST, MEDIUM and SLOW) was created to have an ap-
proximately equal number of probes per trial, but conse-
quently did not have an equal duration; a trial with 30
probes would last ~10s, ~25 or ~40s, for FAST, MEDIUM
and SLOW, respectively. Every 5 trials, the condition
changed, with the subject being notified of the next pre-
sentation speed. The order in which conditions appeared
was randomized across subjects.
Participants were given feedback on their relatedness de-
cision in the behavioural task. To account for disagree-
ment between the word2vec model relatedness judge-
ments and their own, they received a short explanation
of word-embedding methods, and were tasked to predict
the model’s judgements, rather than reporting their own.
To this end, the continuous cosine similarity scores from
the word2vec model were discretized into three bins: -1
to 0.15, 0.15 to 0.3, 0.3 to 1, labeled ’unrelated’, ’maybe
related’ and ’related’ respectively. If the subjects choice
matched the model’s label, they received one point. To
keep the task straightforward, participants did not have
a ’maybe’ option, instead we customized the points for
this category: they received a point if they predicted a
’maybe’ as related (this suggests they are able to predict
the model well), and half a point if they predicted it as
unrelated (to penalize them less for not recognizing a re-
lationship). Participants were given a 1250 ms window to
respond, and a point was deducted if no choice was made.

Updated design: After three subjects we inspected
ERPs and noted that in the FAST condition, the expected
location of the N400, in time, coincides with the stimulus
response to the subsequent stimulus. To reduce this ef-
fect we added a jitter to the stimulus duration of between
1 and 100 ms. We jittered the stimulus duration, rather
than the fixation cross duration, as, in the base case, the
fastest condition did not have a fixation cross. As, on av-
erage, the SOA was now increased by 50ms we reduced
the fixation cross duration by this amount to compensate
(applicable only to the MEDIUM and FAST conditions).

Analysis:
EEG was recorded with 32 sintered Ag/AgCl active elec-
trodes (BioSemi ActiveTwo, Biosemi, Amsterdam, The
Netherlands), at a sampling rate of 256 Hz. Two addi-
tional electrodes were placed on the mastoids, and four
more electrodes were used to measure horizontal and ver-
tical EOG.
For the analysis the recorded data was loaded and high-
pass filtered at 0.1 Hz (4th order Butterworth filter). Data
was then sliced into epochs with respect to each probe on-
set. These epochs were re-referenced to the two mastoid
electrodes. To ensure any EEG signals were not contam-
inated with eye muscle activity, we regressed the signals
from the EOG out of the EEG channels [10]. The data
was subsequently low-pass filtered at 20Hz. To remove
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Figure 1: Experimental trials. A target word is presented, followed by several probe words. At the end of a trial, the participant is
prompted to determine the relatedness of the most recent presented probe, in relation to the target word. Word2vec cosine similarity
scores of the target and the respective probes are shown for this example trial.

any poorly-connected ’bad’ channels, EEG channels that
had a variance 3.5 standard deviations from the channel
mean variance, were rejected, and replaced by an interpo-
lated channel, using a spherical spline interpolation [11].
Epochs with abnormal activity were identified with the
same 3.5 standard deviations of variance measure and ex-
cluded from further analysis.

RESULTS

Behavioural: Participants were given a behavioural
task to allow us to check that they were keeping the target
word in mind, and attended the subsequent probe words.
We report their scores as a fraction of the maximum ob-
tainable score. Performance on this task can give us an
estimate of their attention to the sequences, but is also de-
pendent on their baseline ability to predict the word2vec
model relatedness judgements. For this reason we in-
cluded a ’wordpair’ baseline task in which participants
received a target with only a single subsequent probe.
The behavioural scores for the three conditions and this
baseline task can be found in Fig. 2.
The figure shows an increase in (median) score for faster
presentation speeds, with participants performing simi-
larly or higher on the fast sequences compared to the
baseline task, but achieving lower scores on the MEDIUM
and SLOW condition. Keep in mind that across the three
conditions sequences were equally long with respect to
the number of probes, and not the duration of the trial in
seconds.

EEG:
To evaluate the suitability of the experimental design we
look at grand average ERPs for each of the three condi-
tions (FAST, MEDIUM and SLOW), contrasting responses
to related and unrelated probes. For this purpose we se-
lect only epochs with probes that were highly unrelated
or highly related according to the model: in the range
[−1,0.1 >, < 0.3,1] respectively. The ranges were cho-
sen so that an approximately equal number of probes
were assigned to the related as to the unrelated averages
(200-250 probes per class). A large portion of stimuli
fall outside this range, but have been included in the ex-
periment to more closely resemble the probe distribution
in a semantic BCI application, where probes could not
be guaranteed to fall on only the ’extreme’ sides of the
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Figure 2: Participant accuracy on the behavioural prediction
task. Score is relative to the maximum obtainable score. Scores
are reported for each of the three speed conditions, plus a ’word-
pair’ condition that served as a baseline task. The grey line
represents the mean accuracy achieved for pressing buttons ran-
domly.

relatedness spectrum, since the true target concept is un-
known.
To test if there was a significant difference between re-
lated and unrelated probes for each condition, we used a
non-parametric cluster-based permutation test (in Field-
trip, [12]). The test was performed on all channels, in the
300-800 ms time range, using a bonferroni corrected one-
sided alpha-level over conditions (α = 0.05/3= 0.0167).
A significant effect was found for both the SLOW and
MEDIUM condition (p = 0.0010 and p = 0.0150, respec-
tively. The Grand Average ERPs across subjects can be
found in Fig. 3. Fig. 3A and Fig. 3B show the average
ERPs for the SLOW and MEDIUM condition. The grey ar-
eas mark the timepoints in the respective significant clus-
ters identified by the permutation test. The average of un-
related probes is more negative around the 400ms range,
as expected for the N400. The ERPs for these two con-
ditions look largely similar in shape, though at the end
of the 1 second window, for the MEDIUM condition, the
(visually) evoked potential to the next stimulus appears
to be visible (750ms SOA).
For the FAST condition (Fig. 3C, no significant cluster
was identified (α = 0.0167, p = 0.0220). In this condi-
tion four stimulus responses can be observed in the 1 sec-
ond window, with the second one corresponding to the
response to the stimulus triggering the ERP. The stim-
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ulus response to these epochs looks similar to those in
the other conditions, but the stimulus response to the next
stimulus co-occurs with the region in which the N400 was
detected in the slower conditions. We introduced the jit-
ter in stimulus duration, of 100ms, noted above, after S03
to reduce this overlap, but have averaged across all par-
ticipants here (S01-S07).
The topographies reflecting the difference between re-
lated and unrelated ERPs, for the three conditions, are
shown in Fig. 3D. The topographies represent the differ-
ence waves (unrelated − related), for (non-overlapping)
periods of 200 ms, starting from 0 s. A negativity across
centro-parietal sites, as expected for a N400, is visible in
the 400-600ms slice, for all three conditions, though less
pronounced for the FAST condition.
To visually investigate the degree of individual variability
in ERP responses, per-subject and condition ERPs plots
are shown in Fig. 4. Multiple channels in the centro-
parietal region are shown. Note that standard deviations
are large and not depicted here. Clearly the subject-to-
subject variability in the responses is large – something
masked by the grand-average responses. S01 shows a
consistent negativity around 400ms for all three condi-
tions. Other subjects also show a negativity in the ex-
pected timerange, though not necessarily across all condi-
tions. S02, on the other end, shows very little of response
that could be interpreted as an N400 at all. For the FAST
condition, we would have expected to see a difference be-
fore and after introducing the stimulus duration jitter, but
any effect is difficult to determine from this data. S06 and
S07, for instance, have small stimulus responses even for
the one stimulus the average was time-locked to.

DISCUSSION

The goal of this preliminary study was to determine (1),
whether the behavioural task was suitable for measur-
ing the degree to which the subject was able to main-
tain attention during the repeated presentations of probes.
(2), whether at the least the baseline condition (SLOW),
elicited an N400, as expected. And (3), to give us a
glimpse of the results we may expect in the full study
with regard to the other two SOAs.
Behaviourally, we see that participants achieved scores
well above chance level (though we did not test signifi-
cance here), and that their performance decreases, rather
than increases for slower presentation speeds. This is not
what we expected, and suggests that the task in its current
state does not benefit from the extra evaluation time of the
probe prior to the behavioural prompt appearing. This
could mean that conscious evaluation in that window is
not important for the task, or that participants are not us-
ing this time for evaluating the relatedness to the original
target (some comments made by participants suggest it is
the latter). Additionally, all participants reported finding
it harder to sustain attention during the SLOW condition,
and some noted that it made them sleepy. This suggests
that the decrease in performance is an effect of reduced
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Figure 3: Grand Average ERPs across 7 subjects, for the central
midline electrode (Cz), for (A), SLOW, (B) MEDIUM and (C)
FAST condition. Gray boxes denote significant clusters identi-
fied by a cluster permutation test. (D) topographies of the dif-
ference waves for each condition (unrelated − related), from
0-200,200-400,400-600 and 800-1000ms respectively.
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attention, however, this may not be intrinsically due to
the SOA of this condition, but simply because the total
accumulated time between the original target and the be-
havioural prompt was larger.
Our grand average ERP results show that a difference be-
tween related and unrelated probes can be identified from
the SLOW condition, in the time range associated with
the N400. This confirms that experimental design is able
to elicit N400 responses, despite the use of non-native
speakers as participants, and the use of the word2vec sim-
ilarity scores as a relatedness measure. However, the am-
plitude difference looks small, and the individual ERPs
also show only small amplitude differences in the N400
range, if at all. Anecdotally, this ERP difference looks
smaller than in our previous study [6](preprint), but this
may also be due to the fact that in the other study the task
explicitly encouraged subjects to evaluate each probe be-
fore a behavioural prompt appeared. Here, we removed
this aspect, as we assumed that the shorter SOAs would
not give a participant an opportunity to do this, but this
potential decrease in N400 amplitude may thus reflect the
difference between an active and passive task (as estab-
lished in other research [7]).
With regard to the other two conditions, we found a sig-
nificant difference for the MEDIUM condition. This is an
encouraging result, though due to the small N we do not
yet have the statistical power to compare the size of this
response to that of the SLOW condition. We find no re-
lated/unrelated difference for the FAST condition, in this
pilot data, but statistical power is also a limiting factor
here.

CONCLUSION

Overall we can conclude that the experimental design is
suitable to answer our question. Furthermore, the ability
to present stimuli at the speed of the MEDIUM condition,
rather than at the SLOW speed, would increase the rate of
stimulation of the potential BCI by 1.7x. The fact that an
N400 could still be detected reliably (across subjects), at
this speed, is thus an encouraging preliminary result.
A full scale study, together with more sophisticated anal-
ysis of single subject data, e.g, regression or classification
analysis and determining the information transfer over
time, will be required to determine, in detail, the trade-
off between accuracy and speed of probe presentation (in
terms of SOA). This in turn will determine the speed with
which a BCI paradigm that exploits the N400 response
can infer the concept on a user’s mind, and hence the suit-
ability of this approach for potential applications.
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ABSTRACT: Timeflux is an open-source framework for
the acquisition and near real-time processing of signal
streams. It can be used to build any kind of brain-
computer interface and neurofeedback application, al-
lowing high performance for both quick prototyping and
final product development. Timeflux has been designed
to be lightweight, easy to use, scalable, and extensible.
It equally suits researchers, companies and neurotechnol-
ogy enthusiasts. Timeflux is developed in Python and re-
leased under the permissive and flexible MIT license. It
is available at https://timeflux.io.

INTRODUCTION

Research on brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) has been
carried out for about half a century, but has been experi-
encing momentum only recently [1]. It is now attracting
researchers—not only in neurosciences, but also in di-
verse disciplines such as engineering and informatics—
as well as private companies and individuals interested in
exploring the frontiers of information technology such as
hackers [2]. For a long time, advances in BCIs have been
hindered by a lack of standardization of data acquisition
protocols, data format and data processing. The poor
availability of large public databases is another factor that
has slowed progress [3]. In Europe, the necessity of in-
troducing standards and sharing data has been pointed out
by several consortia of European projects. For instance,
the integrative project BNCI Horizon 2020 has created
and promoted the first comprehensive repository of pub-
lic BCI databases [4]. Coupling with this, the Mother
of All BCI Benchmarks (MOABB) [5] allows to test the
accuracy of BCI decoders on all available databases in
an objective and easily reproducible way (e.g., see [6] in
these proceedings).
Another factor slowing the progress in BCI research is
the lack of a standard framework for online data acqui-
sition and processing, that is, the software at the very
heart of actual BCI systems. For such a framework sev-
eral characteristics are desirable: it should be easy-to-use,
lightweight, efficient, scalable and extensible. Moreover,
it should encourage exploration, allowing quick prototyp-
ing and testing as well as facilitating the integration with
relevant existing code libraries and external tools, with-

out sacrificing adequacy with the development of reliable
products for the public. In this way, it may suit all actors
of BCI research and development, both within academic
institutions and private companies, allowing global col-
laboration.
Several frameworks for acquisition and real-time pro-
cessing of signal streams have been developed (Tab. 1),
however none of them satisfy all these criteria. Existing
frameworks are either domain-specific—that is, they ap-
ply only to specific neuroimaging modalities— or are dif-
ficult to extend, or else are made available under a restric-
tive license that does not favor at the same time free and
commercial development. For these reasons we hereby
present a new framework, named Timeflux.
Timeflux has been developed in Python, which has be-
come the programming language of choice in the data
science and machine learning communities, thus already
offering a wide panel of code libraries. Python is an ex-
tensible and cross-platform language, characteristics that
have proved essential for its massive adoption. Time-
flux is open-source and is released under the MIT license,
which is very flexible. It is not specific to neuroimaging
or bioelectrical signals, thus it can be used in the more
general context of IoT, as well as in geoscience, control
engineering, algorithmic trading, and more.

DESIGN PRINCIPLES

Based on the considerations above, the following set of
rules has guided the development of Timeflux:

Simplicity of use: The framework should be easy to
learn, to use, and to extend. This implies a clear docu-
mentation, a simple descriptive syntax for pipelines, and
a minimal effort requirement for writing new plugins.

Lightness: In order to ensure stability and friction-
less maintenance, the core should maintain a small foot-
print. Only the essential features belong to the core, ev-
erything else is moved to plugins. This leads to a code-
base that is easy to apprehend.

Agnosticism: The user should not be locked into
a specific paradigm or set of tools. From acquisition
through processing to recording, every step is config-
urable and replaceable.
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Extensibility: The architecture should be based on
plugins. This allows custom node development, integra-
tion with specialized libraries and hardware, and encour-
ages external contributions without depending on base
code merges. In Timeflux, plugins are ordinary Python
modules, with only one required method to implement.

Reusability: Resources should not be wasted by
rewriting common algorithms and structures. Timeflux
relies on industry standards such as SciPy [7] and Numpy
[8] for scientific computing, Pandas [9] for tabular data,
Xarray [10] for multidimensional data, Scikit-learn [11]
for machine learning, and NetworkX [12] for graph pro-
cessing. These tools are well maintained, and many sci-
entists are already familiar with them.

Scalability: Parallelism and concurrency should be
automatically enforced when applicable. Timeflux dis-
tributes computing across CPU cores, threads, and even
hosts.

Efficiency: High-level interfacing should not sacrifice
performance. Sensible choices and careful memory man-
agement allow near real-time processing.

THEORY OF OPERATION

Timeflux is a framework to create pipelines, called appli-
cations. It does not matter if they are mere acquisition
units, signal processing prototypes or complex BCI and
biofeedback solutions. Applications are defined by a set
of processing steps, called nodes, which are linked to-
gether using a simple YAML syntax.
In order to be valid, an application must satisfy the re-
quirements of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [13, 14],
that is, a set of nodes connected by edges, where infor-
mation flows in a given direction, with no internal loop
(Fig. 1). Multiple DAGs are authorized within the same
application, optionally communicating with each other
using one of the available network protocols. DAGs run
simultaneously at their own adjustable rate. Within each
DAG, nodes are executed sequentially according to the
topological sorting of the graph [15].

Figure 1: An example directed acyclic graph (DAG), arranged
in topological order. Circles represent nodes, arrows are edges.
The connection points between nodes and edges are called
ports. Information flows from left to right, at a frequency de-
fined by the graph rate.

Nodes may expect one or more inputs and may provide
any number of outputs. These I/O, called ports, have two
main properties. The data property is either a datetime-
indexed Pandas DataFrame, or an Xarray structure with at
least two dimensions: time and space. The meta property
is a dictionary containing arbitrary keys, which can be
used for example to declare a stream rate or to describe
the context associated with an event.

AVAILABLE NODES

Timeflux comes with a growing collection of nodes, either
available in core or as plugins.

LSL: The Lab Streaming Layer [16] is a transport and
synchronization library compatible with a large range of
EEG equipment. Timeflux is able to handle both input and
output streams.

Publish/Subscribe: The publish/subscribe pattern al-
lows asynchronous messaging between DAGs and/or be-
tween external components. Subscribers express interest
in topics, and receive data matching these topics. There
can be more than one publisher per topic. This protocol
is implemented using the ZeroMQ library [17].

OSC: The Open Sound Control protocol [18] is com-
monly used in media applications. It is useful to create
rich interactive environments.

Epoching and windowing: Several nodes to extract
epochs or to accumulate data from streams are included.

HDF5: The Hierarchical Data Format [19] is a stable
and powerful data storage and query solution. Nodes for
recording and playback are incorporated.

Queries and expressions: A small set of nodes are
available to extract data matching specific criteria and to
execute arbitrary arithmetic operations.

Web User Interface: Visualizing data and sending
events is possible directly within a browser. Fig. 2 is a
screenshot of a typical session. The current implemen-
tation uses the HTML5 canvas object, which runs in the
main thread. A new version taking advantage of the We-
bGL technology is underway. Preliminary tests show that
over a million points can be plotted per second.

Figure 2: Data stream visualization in a web browser (electroen-
cephalographic data in this example).

Digital Signal Processing: Common signal processing
algorithms are already available (for instance, filtering,
FFT, covariance matrix estimation, etc.).

Dejittering: A signal periodicity can deviate from its
nominal rate, or data may be acquired in chunks. Several
mitigating methods are provided.
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Machine Learning: Models can be fitted on epoched
data, and then used to classify or transform new data.
This is made possible by the scikit-learn library.

Branches: The same processing pipelines are often
reused from project to project. Timeflux will provide a
method to define sub-graphs as simple nodes. At the time
of writing, this is still a work in progress.

Device drivers: Plugins for direct integration with pop-
ular open-source hardware, such as OpenBCI [20] and
BITalino [21], as well as proprietary hardware, have been
developed and more will be released in the upcoming
months.

PERFORMANCES

Good practices: Python is a high-level programming
language. While this offers several advantages, it also
implies some trade-offs in terms of efficiency. This is-
sue is mitigated in several ways. Special attention is
paid to avoid memory copy unless absolutely required.
When dealing with numpy-based structures, vectorized
functions (written in C) are used whenever possible. At
the very least, the Pandas apply() function benefits
from low-level optimization. These simple measures help
maintaining good performances for most applications. In
extreme cases, it is possible to speed execution time by
rewriting a node’s critical functions in Cython [22] or by
using Numba [23].

Architecture: Timeflux takes advantage of modern
CPU architecture and distributes the execution of DAGs
across cores. Nodes that require an infinite loop (i.e., de-
vice drivers) run parts of their code into a separate thread,
so the whole graph is not penalized. Demanding applica-
tions can further be optimized by running synchronized
Timeflux instances on multiple computers.

Real-time: Hard real-time is when missed deadlines
are unacceptable and result in system failure [24]. In
most cases, hard real-time is not required, and soft real-
time (also known as near real-time) is sufficient. Timeflux
allows a few tens of milliseconds latency (the latter be-
ing modulated by the graph rate), as long as the incoming
data is timestamped at the point of origin. Time offset
correction is achieved either by using a dedicated com-
munication protocol such as LSL, or by repeatedly syn-
chronizing Timeflux instances using an algorithm similar
to the Network Time Protocol [25], thus ensuring sub-
millisecond precision.

EXAMPLE

As an example we illustrate a simple alpha-
neurofeedback application, which is schematically
represented in Fig. 3. The application consists of three
graphs. In the main one, we assume that the EEG data is
acquired through a LSL inlet. Data is accumulated into
a rolling window, on which the classical Welch’s method
is applied with default parameters [26]. The frequency
bands are then extracted from the periodogram. Finally,

Figure 3: Schematic representation of a basic neurofeedback
application. The three blue boxes constitute the Timeflux appli-
cation. The white boxes are core nodes. The green boxes are
plugin nodes. Yellow boxes indicate external components.

the relative alpha power is sent to an OSC outlet. An
external application receives this data and plays a sound
when the feedback signal crosses a defined threshold.
The other two graphs are not strictly required, but illus-
trate some important principles. The graph containing
the Broker node acts as a proxy. It receives data from
publishers (in our example, the raw EEG stream and
the computed frequency bands) and redistributes it to
subscribers. In the last graph, these two data streams are
aggregated and saved to a HDF5 file.
The whole application is expressed in YAML as follows:
graphs:

# The publish/subscribe broker graph
- id: PubSubBroker

nodes:
# Allow communication between graphs
- id: Broker

module: timeflux.nodes.zmq
class: Broker

# The main processing graph
- id: Processing

nodes:
# Receive EEG signal from the network
- id: LSL

module: timeflux.nodes.lsl
class: Receive
params:

name: signal
# Continuously buffer the signal
- id: Rolling

module: timeflux.nodes.window
class: Window
params:

length: 1.5
step: 0.5

# Compute the power spectral density
- id: Welch
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module: timeflux_dsp.nodes.spectral
class: Welch

# Average the power over band frequencies
- id: Bands

module: timeflux_dsp.nodes.spectral
class: Bands

# Send to an external application
- id: OSC

module: timeflux.nodes.osc
class: Client
params:

address: /alpha
# Publish the raw EEG signal
- id: PublisherRaw

module: timeflux.nodes.zmq
class: Pub
params:

topic: raw
# Publish the frequency bands
- id: PublisherBands

module: timeflux.nodes.zmq
class: Pub
params:

topic: bands
# Connect nodes
edges:

- source: LSL
target: Rolling

- source: Rolling
target: Welch

- source: Welch
target: Bands

- source: Bands:alpha
target: OSC

- source: LSL
target: PublisherRaw

- source: Bands
target: PublisherBands

# Run this graph 25 times per second
rate: 25

# The recorder graph
- id: SaveToFile

nodes:
# Receive data streams from the broker
- id: Subscriber

module: timeflux.nodes.zmq
class: Sub
params:

topics:
- raw
- bands

# Record to file
- id: Recorder

module: timeflux.nodes.hdf5
class: Save

# Connect nodes
edges:

- source: Subscriber:raw
target: Recorder:eeg_raw

- source: Subscriber:bands
target: Recorder:eeg_bands

# Update file every second
rate: 1

COMPARISON WITH SIMILAR SOFTWARE

Several frameworks are currently available for the on-
line analysis of bioelectrical signals (Tab. 1). Choosing
one is a difficult task since it often requires a balance
among a variety of criteria, such as desired character-
istics, performances, extensibility, license, and ease of
use. The characteristics are generally oriented towards
specific applications (e.g., BCI using electroencephalog-
raphy) thus only a few frameworks are versatile enough
to be used with heterogeneous time series and in more
general contexts. The performance is hard to evaluate
without a comprehensive benchmark using comparable

objective metrics and a thorough knowledge of the soft-
ware inner functioning. Regarding extensibility, all open-
source solutions are extensible by nature, but the effort
required to do so varies according to the architecture and
coding experience. Concerning the license, while com-
mercial licensing may incur financial costs and vendor
lock-ins, GPL-derived licenses can in some cases also be
treacherous since they require derivative works to be dis-
tributed under the same copyleft license. The MIT and
BSD licenses—and to some extent, the Apache licence—
are much more permissive instead. In fine, much of these
criteria are intrinsically subjective or difficult to evaluate
objectively.
Timeflux is a modern framework for real-time process-
ing of signal streams. According to the aforementioned
principles we have followed for development, it brings a
well-balanced set of features, delivered under a very flex-
ible license.

DISCUSSION

Although Timeflux is mature enough to be used in produc-
tion, there is still room for improvement. Our roadmap
foresees significant updates in the following areas:

Performances: Extensive benchmarks will be system-
atized to identify bottlenecks.

Scalability: For large projects involving many in-
stances spreading over multiple hosts, mechanisms al-
lowing automatic discovery, load-balancing, fail-over,
and seamless synchronization (possibly using the Preci-
sion Time Protocol [50]), will be implemented.

General usage: We aim for a comprehensive documen-
tation and better development tools. We also intend to
provide turnkey BCI paradigms to accelerate prototyp-
ing.

User Interface: The web interface is currently being
rewritten to significantly increase the number of points
that can be plotted per second, and to introduce special-
ized widgets. In the future, it will be possible to design
pipelines directly from a browser. A JavaScript API for
stimulation presentation will also be available.

Integration: Nodes are being developed to integrate
with more data acquisition devices, stimulation presen-
tation software, and alternative storage solutions.

CONCLUSION

We have presented Timeflux, an open, highly flexible and
actively developed solution that is meant to accelerate the
creation of applications and standardize them. It is natu-
rally suitable for BCI and biofeedback applications.
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Table 1: Comparable frameworks
Name Release year Language License Main domain

BCI++ [27] 2008 C/C++ GPL Closed loop neuroscience
BCI2000 [28] 2001 C++ GPL Closed loop neuroscience

BCILAB [29, 30] 2010 Matlab GPLv2 Closed loop neuroscience
BioEra [31] 2004 Java Commercial Closed loop neuroscience

BioSig [32, 33] 2003 C++ GPLv3 Closed loop neuroscience
BrainBay [34] 2014 Python GPL Closed loop neuroscience

CloudBrain [35] 2007 Python AGPLv3 Acquisition
Falcon [36] 2017 C++ GPLv3 Closed loop neuroscience

Fieldtrip [37] 2003 Matlab GPLv2 Closed loop neuroscience
Gumpy [38, 39] 2018 Python MIT Closed loop neuroscience

Midas [40] 2014 Python MIT Barebone
Neuromore [41] 2015 C++ Commercial Closed loop neuroscience
Neuropype [42] 2014 Python Commercial Closed loop neuroscience

Nipype [43] 2010 Python Apache Neuroimaging
Open Ephys GUI [44, 45] 2011 C++ GPLv3 Extracellular electrophysiology

OpenVibe [46, 47] 2009 C++ AGPLv3 Closed loop neuroscience
PyAcq [48] 2015 Python BSD 3-clause Acquisition

Timeflux [49] 2019 Python MIT Generic time series
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ABSTRACT: An intracortical activity decoding algo-
rithm based on convolutional neural network (CNN) is
proposed for classifying the primate intracortical activity
of motor imagery under a series of movement tasks. An
intracortical brain-computer interface allows the subjects
to continuously drive a mobile robot using its brain activ-
ity from the motor cortex. Under the leave-one-day-out
cross validation, the CNN-based algorithm achieves reli-
able classification performance in all the four movement
tasks, including, Forward, Left, Right, and Stop. Experi-
mental results indicate that the Cohen’s kappa of the two
subjects are both above 0.4. Additionally, the compar-
ison shows that the CNN-based method is significantly
better than the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) which
is a state-of-the-art decoding approach.

INTRODUCTION

Brain–computer interface (BCI), which can provide a
new communication channel to humans, has received in-
creasing attention in recent years [5]. BCI allows one
to control external devices through direct brain activity
recognition by a computer [1]. The use of invasive elec-
trocorticographic (ECoG) signals for BCI applications
draws numerous interests recently [13]. ECoG directly
records signals originating from brain tissues beneath the
electrode surface, thus it has much higher spatial resolu-
tion compared with EEG [18].
Hence, the motor imagery based BCI system is based on
the fact that there will be a change of activation in certain
areas of the brain when a subject imagines movement any
part of their body [9]. For example, when a person imag-
ines moving his/her right arm, there will be a desynchro-
nization of neural activities in the primary motor cortex
of the left brain [12].
In recent years, researchers have increasingly focused on
BCI systems for different practical areas, e.g., brain-wave
controlled robot [6]. Multi-array electrodes implanted in
motor image area can record stable neural activity for
achieving various kinds of objectives in BCI system [8].
With invasive or noninvasive recording method, the BCI
uses the neural activity of the brain to control effectors
such as robotic arm or wheel chair. The core compo-
nents of a BCI system are brain signal acquisition, pre-

processing, feature extraction, classification, translation
and feedback control of external devices [7].
Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a multilayer per-
ceptron with a special topology and contains several hid-
den layers [12]. CNN has been employed to solve certain
computer vision problem, e.g., medical image process-
ing [15]. There is also increasing interest in using deep
CNN for end-to-end neural signal analysis. Brain activity
decoding can be improved by using batch normalization,
dropout and exponential linear units implies which are
generally used in deep learning [14].
In this work, we proposed a CNN-based decoding algo-
rithm classify the intracortical activities in the motor cor-
tex of primate under a series of movement tasks, includ-
ing, “Forward”, “Left”, “Right”, and “Stop”. With the ro-
bust algorithm, the monkey can control the robot in 360
degree using its brain signal. The decoding problem is
transferred into a 4-labels classification problem for an-
notating long-term activity automatically. Since the corti-
cal activity may vary among subjects and the day-to-day
variation may affect the algorithm performance [2], we
constructed a robust subject-specific movement decod-
ing algorithm based on CNN using the leave-one-day-out
strategy.

METHOD

Data acquisition: The dataset used in this work was
collected at A-Star I2R, Singapore, consists of intracor-
tical activities from two healthy monkeys (Macaca Fas-
cicularis) [6]. Figure 1 demonstrates the experimental
procedure. A total of 96-channel multielectrode array
was implanted into the hand/arm region of the left pri-
mary motor cortex. Then, the monkeys were first trained
to control the platform using a joystick. Specific cues
with food stimuli were then given, ordering the monkeys
to move toward a certain direction, which is “Forward”,
“Left”, “Right”, or “Stop”. If the monkey was successful
in the trial, the food would be given as a reward. When
the monkey can handle the robot skillfully to reach the
given targets, the joystick would be disconnected from
the platform. Since the joystick was disconnected, the
monkey can only control the robotic platform using its
intracortical activities. The recorded intracortical activi-
ties were transferred to the computational center for fur-
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Figure 1: Experiment Setup. The implanted array in the hand/arm region records the intracortical activity during the movement
tasks. If the monkey moves in the direction correctly, a food reward will be given. The disconnected joystick is treated as the ground
truth of the moving willing from the monkey.

ther analysis. Only the data of joystick disconnected were
used in the classification problem.
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Figure 2: Examples of the intracortical activities belong to
the four movement tasks.

The intracortical activities were sampled at 12987Hz.
Monkey A provided 6 days’ data with 1-3 sessions in
each day over 10 weeks, depending on how well the mon-
key cooperated with the trainers. Similarly, Monkey B
provided 9 days’ data with 1-3 sessions in each day over
10 weeks. Each session lasted about 350 seconds con-
taining 14-16 moving trials. Figure 2 demonstrates an ex-

ample of the intracortical activity segment for each of the
four movement tasks. Each subfigure is a 500ms single-
channel intracortical activity segment belongs to a certain
movement task. For space sake, only one channel is se-
lected for the illustration.

Preprocessing: The raw data were first filtered through
two FIR filters. From a biophysics perspective, much of
the cortical activity is known as the origins of the local
field potential (LFP). In this work, the intracortical activ-
ity in a low frequency band is treated as the LFP for the
feature extraction.
High-frequency signals have been proved as putative
biomarkers of certain neurological disorder. In BCI sys-
tem, firing rate of the high-frequency brain wave is usu-
ally used as an effective marker for decoding the neu-
ral activity. The intracortical activity in a high frequency
band is used for extracting the firing rate as a component
in the feature matrix.
The features from LFP and high-frequency band are ex-
tracted separately and combine together to construct the
feature matrix. For the CNN-based classification, the fea-
ture matrix is used as the 2D input.
To extract the features from LFP, a 2048-order FIR filter
was used with the pass band at [0.1,128]Hz. To extract
the features from high frequency band, a 256-order FIR
filter was used with the pass band at [300,3000]Hz.
After filtering the signal into low and high frequency
bands, the intracortical activities were divided into multi-
channel segments using a sliding window. The segmenta-
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Figure 3: Segments extracted from long-term multi-channel intracortical activities. The illustration belongs to a “Right” trial.
The time 43.79s is the start cue (cue_start), while the time 49.47s is the end cue of the same trial. The green block is a 500ms slide
window with 400ms overlap. In each step, the slide window will move 100ms while the 96-channel signal inside will be treated as one
intracortical activity segment.

tion process of one “Right” trial is illustrated in Figure 3.
The time 43.79s is the start cue of a right movement task
(cue_start), and the time 49.47s is the end cue of the same
trial. The green block is a 500ms slide window with
400ms overlap. In each step, the slide window moves
100ms while the 96-channel signal inside is chopped as
one cortical activity segment being labelled according to
the movement task. With the same sliding window, all
the trials of the four movement tasks are transferred into
multi-channel intracortical activity segments.

Problem formulation: The purpose of this study
is identifying intracortical activity in motor area trig-
gered by various movement tasks, including, “Forward”,
“Left”, “Right”, and “Stop”.
After the preprocessing, the research problem is trans-
ferred into a 4-label classification problem. Algorithm 1
illustrates the process of the intracortical activity decod-
ing.
In the feature extraction, features based on wavelet
transform and event-related desynchronization
(ERD)/synchronization (ERS) are extracted from
LFP while the firing rate is extracted from the high-
frequency band. Then, the wavelet feature, ERD/ERS,
and firing rate construct the feature matrix.
In the leave-one-day-out cross validation, the feature ma-
trix is treated as a 2D input of the CNN.
Details of feature extraction and CNN-based classifica-
tion will be given in the following subsections.

Wavelet feature: As a powerful time-frequency anal-
ysis toolbox, DWT decomposes a signal into a series of
coefficients and features can be extracted from the coeffi-
cients to represent the properties of the signal. “sym2” is
employed as the mother wavelet here. The decomposition
level is set to 5 producing 5 detail bands and 1 approxi-
mation band. For each band, 9 features as listed below

are extracted to construct the wavelet component in the
feature matrix.

1. Max: the maximum coefficient

2. Min: the minimum coefficient

3. Mean: the average of coefficients

4. STD: the standard deviation of coefficients

5. Skewness: the skewness of coefficients

6. Kurtosis: the Kurtosis of coefficients

7. Energy: the squared sum of coefficients

8. nSTD: normalized STD, ST D
Max−Min

9. nEnergy: normalized energy, Energy
band length

Firing rate: The signals in [300,3000]Hz are used for
spike detection. Spikes are detected using an automated
threshold-crossing criterion selected for each channel.
The threshold (T hr) for spike detection follows the for-
mula [11]:

T hr = 4δn;δn = median{ |x|
0.6745

} (1)

, where x is the filtered signal, and δ is an estimate of the
standard deviation of the background noise.
The spike detection are operated in the negative quad-
rants. Amplitude lower than −T hr will be marked as a
spike. For each channel, the number of spikes is recorded
as the firing rate in the corresponding channel position.

ERD/ERS: An internally or externally paced event re-
sults not only in the generation of an event-related poten-
tial (ERP) but also in a change in the ongoing EEG/MEG
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for CNN-based intracortical
activity decoding
Input: Activities of n Days
Output: Cohen’s kappa. precision, recall, f1-score for
each movement task

1: Initialization: Kappa = zeros((n,1)). precisionAll, re-
callAll, f1-scoreAll = zeros((n,4,3)), zeros((n,4,3)),
zeros((n,4,3))

2: Read intracortical activity datasets
3: Filter data into low and high frequency bands
4: slide data in low and high frequency bands into 500

ms segments with 400ms overlap
5: Extract (wavelet, ERD/ERS, firing rate) features .

feature extraction
6: for day in (1 : n) do . leave-one-day-out cross

validation
7: Set up X_train,Y _train,X_test,Y _test for the ith

day
8: batchSize = 128; inputRows, inputCols = 96, 56
9: lossFun = “sparse_categorical_crossentropy”

10: targetNames = [’Forward’, ’Right’, ’Left’,
’Stop’]

11: model = Sequential()
12: model.add(Conv2D(100, (3,3), strides = (1,1),

input_shape = (inputRows, inputCols,1)))
13: model.add(Activation(actiFun))
14: for epoch in (1 : 10) do
15: model.add(Conv2D(100, (3,3), strides =

(1,1), padding = “same”))
16: model.add(Activation(“ReLU”))
17: model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size = (2, 2)))
18: model.add(Dropout(0.5))
19: model.add(Flatten())
20: model.add(Dense(56))
21: model.add(Activation(“ReLU”))
22: model.add(Dropout(0.25))
23: model.add(Dense(4))
24: model.add(Activation(“softmax”))
25: model.compile(loss = lossFun, optimizer =

“sgd”, metrics = “accuracy”)
26: model.fit(X_train, Y_train, batch_size = batch-

Size, epochs = 50)
27: Y_predict = model.predict_classes(X_test)
28: Kappa[day] = cohen_kappa_score(Y_test,

Y_predict)
29: precisionAll[day], recallAll[day], f1-

scoreAll[day] = classification_report(Y_test,
Y_predict, target_names = targetNames, output_dict
= True)

30: Cohen’s kappa, precision, recall, f1-score =
mean(Kappa), mean(precisionAll), mean(recallAll),
mean(f1-scoreAll)

31: return Cohen’s kappa, precision, recall, f1-score

in form of an event-related desynchronization (ERD)
or event-related synchronization (ERS). In this work,
ERD/ERS are extracted from the intracortical activity as
one component in the feature matrix for the classification.
The ERD/ERS follows the definition in [10] as

ERD/ERS =
A−R

R
×100% (2)

, where A is the power of signal within the frequency
band of interest, R is the power of signal as the preceding
baseline in the reference period. Here the reference signal
is selected from 2.2 to 0.2 second before each movement
cue.

CNN structure: Deep learning is a promising avenue
for big data analysis. Some state-of-the-art deep learn-
ing algorithms, such as deep neural networks and deep
CNN have been successfully applied to image classifi-
cation [4]. Recently, referenced from previous work in
computer vision, CNN has been increasingly employed
for EEG signal classification [14]. Here we use the deep
CNN as the classifier to decode the intracortical activities
under the 4-label movement tasks.
Keras 2.2.4 (https://keras.io/) is used to construct
the CNN network. Details of the network structure are
shown in Algorithm 1.

Leave-one-day-out cross validation: Previous work
proved that motor intracortical spiking activity under dif-
ferent movement tasks are easily-classified in one day.
However, the problem turns into tricky when facing a
inter-day timeline [17]. The mental state, physiological
state, individual difference, etc, may affect the motor cor-
tical activity of the subject [2]. In the real practice, a
re-calibration for classification on each day will be very
time-consuming. Even if the re-calibration can guaran-
tee the prediction performance, ignoring the pre-recorded
signals will be quite a waste, abandoning valuable pat-
terns may exist across days.
Considering the individual and the day-to-day differ-
ences, the subject-specific leave-one-day-out cross vali-
dation is employed for both monkeys. In each step of the
cross validation, the feature matrix of one day is treated
as the test set, while all the left days construct the training
set.

Classification evaluation: Precision, recall, f1-score,
and Cohen’s kappa are employed for the classification
evaluation. Accuracy is not employed here since in daily
real action, it is impossible to make a perfect data bal-
ance of the 4 movement tasks. The majority of one or
more classes may produce a fake high or low accuracy.
In contrast, Cohen’s kappa are much robust than simple
percent agreement.
The definition of Cohen’s kappa is:

k =
po− pe

1− pe
(3)

, where po is the empirical probability of agreement on
the label assigned to any sample (the observed agreement
ratio), and pe is the expected agreement when both an-
notators assign labels randomly. pe is estimated using a
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Table 1: Decoding Performance of CNN on the Two Monkeys.
Monkey A (k = 0.4077±0.1863) Monkey B (k = 0.4754±0.1297)

precision recall f1-score precision recall f1-score
Forward 0.5471±0.1508 0.5017±0.2814 0.4916±0.1972 0.5732±0.1776 0.4640±0.3280 0.4227±0.2016
Left 0.5401±0.2095 0.4065±0.2863 0.4235±0.2162 0.7499±0.2032 0.6719±0.1852 0.6685±0.1376
Right 0.5962±0.2308 0.6832±0.1445 0.5805±0.0966 0.7236±0.1544 0.5442±0,2799 0.5416±0.2028
Stop 0.8271±0.1564 0.5996±0.3142 0.6025±0.2524 0.7179±0.1287 0.7287±0.2235 0.6925±0.1335
Average 0.6276±0.1869 0.5477±0.2566 0.5245±0.1906 0.6912±0.1660 0.6022±0.2542 0.5813±0.1689

Table 2: Decoding Performance of LDA on the Two Monkeys.
Monkey A (k = 0.3288±0.1374) Monkey B (k = 0.4371±0.1281)

precision recall f1-score precision recall f1-score
Forward 0.3287±0.1436 0.2596±0.1803 0.2719±0.1837 0.5632±0.1372 0.3406±0.2621 0.3646±0.2177
Left 0.5830±0.1743 0.5651±0.3044 0.4780±0.2045 0.7693±0.1813 0.5895±0.2846 0.5987±0.2035
Right 0.6184±0.1185 0.4666±0.1869 0.5058±0.1315 0.6614±0.2130 0.5500±0.2715 0.5032±0.1952
Stop 0.6354±0.1577 0.6732±0.2363 0.5957±0.1144 0.6264±0.1178 0.8001±0.2071 0.6751±0.1044
Average 0.5414±0.1485 0.4912±0.2270 0.4629±0.1585 0.6551±0.1623 0.5700±0.2538 0.5354±0.1802

per-annotator empirical prior over the class labels [3]. If
the raters are in complete agreement then k = 1. If there
is no agreement among the raters other than what would
be expected by chance, k = 0.
In this work, Cohen’s kappa is calculated across days in
the leave-one-day-out cross validation. For each subject,
the performance of CNN in each class is evaluated under
precision, recall, and f1-score. Taking class “Forward”
for instance, suppose all “Forward” segments are treated
as “positive”, then, segments belong to “Left”, “Right”,
and “Stop” are clustered into “negative”. Therefore, the
classifier had 4 possible outcomes: 1. True positive (T P);
2. False positive (FP); 3. True negative (T N); 4. False
negative (FN). The definitions of precision, recall, and
f1-score are as follows:

1. f 1− score = 2T P
2T P+FP+FN ;

2. precision = T P
T P+FP ;

3. recall = T P
T P+FN ;

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here we exhibit the algorithm outcomes and briefly give
some heuristics of using the CNN-based intracortical ac-
tivity decoding algorithm.
Table 1 lists the algorithm performance on the two mon-
keys. Cohen’s kappa is calculated across days in the
leave-one-day-out cross validation. The mean± std of
Cohen’s kappa is in the first line. Results indicate that
the decoding algorithm produces Cohen’s kappa above
0.4 on both monkeys leading to a moderate agreement
between the true and the predicted labels of the test data
set. To zoom in each of the four movement tasks, for each
subject, the performance of CNN is evaluated under pre-
cision, recall, and f1- score. The mean± std of the cross
validation is listed corresponding to “Forward”, “Left”,
“Right”, and “Stop”. The last line in Table 1 is the av-
erage values of precision, recall, and f1-score of the two
monkeys.

All the recalls are much higher above the chance level
(25.00%). In most cases, the precision, recall, and f1-
score are close to or even above 50.00%. The recall in
class “Left” of Monkey A gets the lowest value 40.65%,
meaning the decoding algorithm more occasionally la-
belled the positive segments into negative than it per-
forms in the other cases. The high FN also creates the
relatively lower f1-score, compared with that in the other
three classes. Similarly, the f1-score of class “Forward”
on Monkey B is much lower than that in the other classes.
This indicates that the individual difference may affect
the performance of the CNN-based decoding algorithm.
Furthermore, for each subject, the computational results
in the four classes reflect the class difference when strip-
ping one from the others. Taking Monkey B for example,
the decoding algorithm obviously performs much better
in class “Stop” than in “Forward”, “Left”, or “Right”.
The precision and recall are both above 70.00% while the
f1-score is the highest (69.25%) across all the cases. This
suggests that it is relatively easier for the algorithm to
make a distinction for class “Stop” than the other classes
on Monkey B.
For space sake, we do not illustrate the algorithm perfor-
mance of each day in the leave-one-day-out cross vali-
dation. The standard deviation can partially indicate the
day-to-day difference. Both monkeys produce the stan-
dard deviation above 10.00% in all the four movement
tasks, except the f1-score of class “Right” on Monkey A.
This indicates the existence of high day-to-day difference
of the intracortical activity on both monkeys.
For the comparison with the state-of-art method for motor
imagery decoding, Table 2 illustrates the computational
results under linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [16]. In
the same feature space, the CNN-based decoding algo-
rithm generates better overall output than LDA. For Mon-
key A, the average precision, recall, and f1-score got an
improvement at .0862, .0565, and .0616, respectively.
For Monkey B, the average precision, recall, and f1-score
got an improvement at .0361, .0322, and .0459, respec-
tively.
Overall, on both Monkey A and B, the CNN-based de-
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coding algorithm produced stable classification results.
The average recall is much higher than the chance level
while the precision and f1-score are all above 50.00%.
Since the method generates robust performance in over-
coming the day-to-day and the individual differences, it
might be useful in certain BCI system like, brain-wave
controlled robot/wheelchair. It is worth to mention that
the current precision and recall here are not sufficient for
control of the actuator in real practise which leaves much
space for decoding performance improvement. In our
future work, we will modify the CNN structure and try
other classifiers to improve the decoding accuracy.

CONCLUSION

Using multielectrode array implanted in the motor cor-
tex, the BCI system allows the subject to continuously
drive a mobile robot in four directions with intracortical
activity from the motor cortex. In this work, we present
a CNN-based decoding algorithm for classifying the in-
tracortical activities from the motor cortex under a se-
ries of movement tasks, including, Forward, Left, Right,
and Stop. Considering the individual and the day-to-day
differences, we make use of the leave-one-day-out cross
validation to attain more robust and thus generalizable re-
sults. Experimental results indicate the reliable perfor-
mance of the CNN-based multi-label classifier. The Co-
hen’s kappa of the two subjects are both above 0.4. The
average precision, recall, and f1-score of the 4 classes are
all above 50.00%, where the highest is 69.12% and the
lowest is 52.45%. Compared with LDA, the new decod-
ing algorithm yields better classification results. In our
future work, we will modify the CNN structure and try
other classifiers to further improve the decoding outcome.
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ABSTRACT: Brain signals carry rich information about
voluntary upper-limb movements. Accessing this infor-
mation to control an end-effector (upper-limb, robotic
arm, cursor) has been a central topic in brain-computer
interface (BCI) research. To date, non-invasive BCIs
based on kinematics decoding have focused on extract-
ing partial information (i.e, single or highly correlated
kinematic parameters). In this work, we show that low-
frequency magnetoencephalographic (MEG) signals si-
multaneously carry information about multiple kinematic
parameters. Using linear models, we decoded cursor ve-
locity and speed during executed and observed tracking
movements with moderate (0.2 to 0.4) correlation coeffi-
cients (CCs). Comparing the CCs between executed and
observed tracking movements, revealed that the MEG
signals carried more information (0.1 higher CCs) about
velocity and speed during the executed tracking move-
ments. The higher correlations were mainly explained by
increased predictive activity in primary sensorimotor ar-
eas. We could, therefore, show that non-invasive BCIs
have the potential to extract multiple kinematic signals
from brain activity in sensorimotor areas.

INTRODUCTION

Decoding voluntary movement from electrophysiological
brain signals has been a central topic in brain-computer
interface (BCI) research. In recent years, invasive ap-
proaches have demonstrated that individuals who lost
control of their upper-limb could successfully control a
robotic arm [1] or even regain control of their upper-limb
[2]. These invasive BCI systems typically decode vari-
ous movement parameters from spiking rates of neurons
in primary sensorimotor areas [3, 4]. It has long been
assumed that non-invasive functional neuroimaging tech-
niques such as electroencephalography (EEG) and mag-
netoencephalography (MEG) lack the spatial resolution
to decode the kinematics of voluntary movements. How-
ever, it has been shown otherwise by various studies in the
past decade [5–7]. However, the predicted end-effector
position of non-invasive decoders typically has a lower
signal to noise ratio (SNR) compared to the invasive de-
coders. We think that the combined decoding of multiple
kinematic signals could improve the SNR and, thereby,

elevate the performance of non-invasive decoders.
A myriad of non-invasive studies in this field of BCI re-
search has investigated either directional (e.g, velocity,
position) or non-directional (e.g, speed) kinematic sig-
nals in isolation [6, 8–10]. Bradberry et al. were the
first to show that low-frequency EEG signals carried in-
formation about positions and velocities during reaching
movements [11]. Complementary, Waldert et al. showed
that reach direction can be classified from low-frequency
EEG and MEG [12]. Jerbi et al. showed that low-
frequency MEG signals are coupled to hand speed dur-
ing a continuous visuomotor (VM) task [8]. Recent in-
vasive studies using Electrocorticographic (ECoG) sig-
nals demonstrated that velocity and speed can be decoded
simultaneously from low-frequency brain signals in pri-
mary sensorimotor areas [13, 14]. Taken together, we
surmise that velocity and speed can be jointly decoded
from non-invasive M/EEG signals.
We believe that a pursuit tracking task (PTT) is ideally
suited to investigate this question. A PTT is character-
ized by two stimuli - a traget stimulus moving along ran-
dom trajectories and an end-effector (e.g., cursor). The
end-effector is used to track the target stimulus. The
PTT has two favorable properties. First, the kinematics
vary continuously in a frequency range that can be con-
trolled by the experimenter. Second, the target trajecto-
ries can be designed so that specific kinematic signals are
jointly uncorrelated. Using a PTT, we showed that the
low-frequency EEG originating in premotor and primary
sensorimotor areas was preferentially tuned to cursor ve-
locity rather than cursor position [15].
In this study, we investigated the joint decoding of cur-
sor velocity and speed from low-frequency MEG activity
during a two-dimensional PTT. Our paradigm separated
two conditions. In the first condition (execution), partic-
ipants tracked the target with their gaze and a cursor. In
the second condition (observation), participants tracked
the target only with their gaze. This allowed us to ad-
dress two questions. First, can velocity and speed be de-
coded simultaneously from non-invasively acquired brain
activity during voluntary upper-limb movements? Sec-
ond, does the decoding performance change if the upper-
limb is not involved in the tracking task?
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
23 healthy people participated in this study. 5 were fe-
male and 18 male. They were 28.5 ± 2.4 (standard-error
of the mean; sem) years old, had normal or corrected to
normal vision, and self-reported to be right-handed. The
experimental procedure conformed to the declaration of
Helsinki and was approved by the ethics committee of the
Osaka University hospital. We could not complete the ex-
periment for three participants and identified that one par-
ticipant was positioned incorrectly inside the MEG scan-
ner during the offline analysis. These four participants
were excluded from the final offline analysis.
Figure 1a depicts the experimental setup. The partici-
pants were lying in a supine position, with the head rest-
ing on a cushion inside an MEG scanner. A projection
screen fixed in front of their face presented visual stimuli.
We used two visual stimuli, a target and a cursor. The cur-
sor could be controlled by the participants through mov-
ing their right hand’s index finger on a 2D surface. The
tip of the index finger was tracked with a custom optical
motion capture system.
After each participant found a comfortable position for
his/her right arm and hand, the position of the marker was
defined as the resting position. The resting position was
mapped to the center of the screen. Finger movements,
within a 1.5 centimeter radius around the resting position
were mapped to cursor movements within a circle con-
fined by the bounds of a virtual grid. Rightward/forward
finger movements were mapped to rightward/upward cur-
sor movements.
As in our previous study [15], the experimental procedure
consisted of 4 blocks, lasting for about 3 hours in total.
In the first block (10 minutes), the participants could fa-
miliarize themselves with the paradigm. In the second
block, we recorded eye artifacts and resting activity as
described in [16] for about 12 minutes (2 runs; each 6
minutes). During the third block, the main experimental
task was performed. The fourth block at the end of the
experiment was identical to the second one.
Figure 1b outlines the paradigm of the main experimental
task. We investigated a PTT in two conditions. A yellow
target stimulus indicated the beginning of a new trial. Af-
ter 2 s of preparation, the target changed its color to green
(execution condition) or blue (observation condition).
In the execution condition, the participants were asked
to track the target with their gaze and the cursor. In the
first experimental block, each participant trained to mini-
mize the distance to the target and to make smooth cursor
movements.
In the observation condition, the participants would only
track the target with their gaze and keep their finger in the
resting position. In order to achieve similar visual input
and tracking dynamics in both conditions, we replayed
matching cursor trajectories.
The target moved along pseudo-random trajectories,
which were generated from pink noise in the [0.3, 0.6]
Hz band. The horizontal and vertical components of the
target trajectories were independent and identically dis-

preparation cue trackingbreak
2 s 0.5 s 16 s3-4 s

participant controls cursorparticipant controls cursor

computer replays  cursor trajectory

execution

observation

target

cursor

legend

a c

b

Figure 1: Overview of the experiment. a, Experimental setup.
The participants were lying in a supine position inside an MEG
scanner. They moved their right index finger on a 2D surface
to control a cursor on the screen. b, Experimental paradigm.
Each trial started with a 2 s preparation period. The participants
were asked to keep the cursor in the center (i.e, the right index
finger in the resting position). After a condition cue, the tar-
get stimulus moved along a pseudo-random trajectory for 16 s.
In the execution condition (green), the participants tracked the
target with both their gaze and the cursor. In the observation
condition, they tracked the target only with their gaze. c, Topo-
graphic distribution of the 129 MEG sensors used in this study.

tributed. This required the participant to control the cur-
sor in 2 dimensions at the same time. The detailed target
trajectory generation and cursor trajectory replay proce-
dures are presented in [15].
The paradigm consisted of 160 trials (80 per condition;
pseudo-randomly distributed). They were presented in
10 runs (6 minutes each). In between runs, participants
could rest for about 2 to 3 minutes. During the experi-
ment, we tested if the finger was in the resting position
during the preparation (both conditions) and tracking pe-
riods (observation condition). If the position exceeded a
threshold, a trial was aborted. On average, 5.2 trials were
aborted, resulting in 154.8 complete trials.
Neuromagnetic activity was recorded with a 160 channel
whole-head MEG system (MEGvision NEO, Yokogawa
Electrip Corp., Kanazawa, Japan) housed in a magneti-
cally shielded room. For this study, we used the signals of
129 sensors (Figure 1c). Electrooculographic (EOG) sig-
nals were recorded with 4 electrodes placed at the outer
canthi (horizontal EOG) and above/below the left eye
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(vertical EOG). The EOG signals were recorded with a
128-channel EEG system (Neurofax EEG 1200, Nihon
Koden Corp., Tokyo, Japan). MEG and EOG signals
were recorded synchronously at rate a of 1 kHz.
We asked participants to keep their head and shoulder po-
sition fixed during the experiment (blocks 2 to 4). We
additionally monitored the head position inside the MEG
system with five marker coils, attached to the face. Their
position was measured at the beginning of each run.
The custom motion capture and visual stimuli signals
were recorded at 60 Hz using the labstreaminglayer
(LSL) protocol1. We implemented the paradigm in
Python 2.7 based on the simulation and neuroscience ap-
plication (SNAP) platform2. Using pilot experiments, we
determined the delay between the finger and the cursor
movement on the screen. The delays introduced by the
hard- and software added up to 190 ms.
We analyzed the recorded data offline with a custom-
made pipeline that we implemented with Matlab (Mat-
lab 2015b, Mathworks Inc., USA) and the open source
toolboxes EEGLAB [17] (version 14.1.1) and Brainstorm
[18] (version 05-Jun-2018). We first synchronized the
stimuli and MEG signals by aligning impulses captured
by a photodiode. After synchronization, all signals were
resampled to 200 Hz. We estimated the cursor veloci-
ties by applying a Savitzky-Golay finite impulse response
(FIR) differentiation filter (polynomial order 3, 21 filter
taps, zero-phase) to the cursor positions.
To compensate small head movements across runs, we
spherically interpolated the MEG sensors of all runs (10
tracking, 4 eye) to their average position in relation to
the participant’s head. If the maximal distance of any
channel to the average position was larger than 25 mm,
the run was discarded. We discarded 2 runs in total.
The grand-average maximal channel distance across ac-
cepted runs was 5±0.1 mm (sem). After merging the sig-
nals of the tracking runs, we applied high-pass (0.25 Hz
cut-off frequency, Butterworth filter, eight order, zero-
phase) and band-stop (59 and 61 Hz cut-off frequencies,
Butterworth filter, fourth order, zero-phase) filters. To
compensate technical and spatially stationary artifacts in-
troduced by equipment, we applied independent compo-
nent analysis (ICA). In detail, we applied the extended
infomax algorithm to decompose the MEG signals (high-
pass filter with 0.4 Hz cut-off frequency) into indepen-
dent components (ICs) that explained 99.9 % of the vari-
ance. We visually inspected and marked 8.6±0.2(sem)
of 63.5±0.1(sem) ICs for rejection. They were then re-
moved from the 0.25 Hz high-pass filtered signals. We
attenuated eye movement and blink artifacts by apply-
ing the artifact subspace subtraction algorithm [15, 16].
To extract the low-frequency MEG signals, we applied a
low-pass filter to the broadband MEG signals (2 Hz cut-
off frequency, Butterworth filter, sixth order, zero-phase)
and resampled all signals at 10 Hz.
We then epoched the continuous data into 14 s trials,

1https://github.com/sccn/labstreaminglayer
2https://github.com/sccn/SNAP

starting 1.5 s after the condition cue. Trials were marked
for rejection, if (1) the broadband MEG signal of any
sensor exceeded a threshold (±5 fT), (2) had a abnor-
mal probability, variance or kurtosis (≥ (6/4/6) standard-
deviations (stds) beyond the mean), (3) the correlation be-
tween the EOG and the target position signals were im-
probable (≥ 4 stds beyond the mean), or (4) a tracking
error happened (i.e., jerky or no cursor movement). All
criteria combined resulted in rejecting 26.6±0.4(sem) of
154.8 trials.
Cursor velocity and speed were estimated with a sliding-
window, linear regression approach [11, 15, 19]. At sin-
gle lags, a partial least-squares (PLS) estimator was used
to decode a single kinematic signal (horizontal velocity,
vertical velocity or speed) from the pre-processed MEG
signals. Similar to [15], the PLS estimator considered 10
latent components. The model was evaluated using a 10
times 5 fold cross-validation (CV) scheme with the evalu-
ation metric being Pearson correlation coefficients (CCs)
between the recorded kinematic signals and their neural
estimates. We estimated chance level performance by
shuffling the kinematic signals across trials of the same
condition. We then applied 5 fold CV to the shuffled data
and repeated the shuffling and CV evaluation 1000 times.
The weights of the linear regression model can be readily
transformed to patterns [20]. We computed scaled pat-
terns according to [15].
To ease neurophysiological interpretation, we projected
the scaled patterns to the cortical surface of the ICBM152
template boundary element (BEM) head model [21]. We
co-registered the template with the head of each partici-
pant (and the MEG sensors) by manually fitting the tem-
plate head model to digitized head points (50 to 60 points
per participant) in Brainstorm toolbox. OpenMEEG [22]
was applied to compute the forward model for 5011 vox-
els on the cortical surface. sLORETA [23] was used to
estimate the inverse solution for unconstrained sources
at the 5011 voxels. The noise covariance matrix was
estimated using 5 minutes of resting data (similar pre-
processing as the tracking data), recorded during exper-
imental blocks 2 and 4, and applying shrinkage regular-
ization (10% of its largest eigenvalue).

RESULTS
Grand-average results presented here are summarized by
the mean and its standard-error across the 19 participants.
We assessed the participants tracking behavior by com-
puting CCs between the target and cursor position sig-
nals in the execution condition. The CCs peaked at
0.22±0.01 s for the horizontal component and 0.23±0.01
for the vertical component. That is, the target signal lead
the cursor by approximately 225 ms on average. The CCs
at the peaks were 0.90±0.01 (horz) and 0.92±0.01 (vert).
We also assessed the visual tracking behavior in both con-
ditions by computing CCs between the horizontal/vertical
target position and horizontal/vertical EOG signals. In
the execution condition, the CCs were 0.94±0.01 (horz)
and 0.79±0.06 (vert). In the observation condition, they
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were 0.92±0.01 (horz) 0.70±0.06 (vert).
The auto-/cross-correlation curves in Figures 2a-c
demonstrate that during the PTT the three signals of
interest (horizontal/vertical cursor velocity and cursor
speed) were negligibly correlated. The grand-average
cross-correlations were below or equal to 0.1 in both
conditions. Similar auto-/cross-correlation curves in
both conditions show that the cursor trajectories in
observation condition (dashed lines) were similar to the
executed ones (solid lines).
Figures 2d-f show the grand-average CV test-set CCs be-
tween the decoded and recorded kinematic signals for
single-lag, sliding-window, linear regression models. We
decoded the cursor velocities and speed from the MEG
signals of all 129 sensors at lags ranging from [-0.5, 0.5] s
in steps of 0.1 s. The MEG sensor signals lead the cursor
signals for negative lags.
We used the CCs of the shuffled data to test if the ob-
served results were due to chance. We controlled the
false-discovery rate (FDR) at a significance level α =
0.05 for ncomparisons = nmetrics · nlags = 3 · 11 = 33 com-
parisons per subject [24]. The tables at the bottom of
Figures 2d-f list the results.
The horizontal cursor velocity decoding results are sum-
marized in Figure 2d. The decoding model performed
above chance level for all lags and participants in the
execution condition and almost all participants in the
observation condition. The execution condition CCs
were larger than the observation condition ones for all
lags. The paired difference between conditions (exe-obs)
peaked at lag -0.3 s.
The vertical cursor velocity decoding results are summa-
rized in Figure 2e. The CCs were above chance level
for all lags and participants. Compared to the horizontal
velocity results, we observed higher CCs in the execu-
tion condition and similar CCs in the observation condi-
tion. As a consequence, the paired difference was higher
(peaked at lag -0.1 s).
The cursor speed decoding results are displayed in Fig-
ure 2f. All CCs were above chance level in the execution
condition. In the observation condition, the results varied
across lags and ranged from 14 to 18 participants having
CCs above chance level. Compared to the velocities, the
CCs were lower by approx. 0.1 in both conditions. How-
ever, the effect size of condition was comparable to the
velocities (paired difference peak of 0.15 at lag -0.3 s).
To identify the spatiotemporal encoding of information
about cursor velocities and speed, we transformed the
model weights to patterns at the cortical surface. Fig-
ures 2g-i show the grand-average patterns at selected
lags for execution condition (top), observation condition
(middle) and the paired-difference (bottom). The paired-
differences for all three kinematic signals show that
the predictive pattern activity in contra-lateral primary-
sensorimotor (SM1) areas was larger in execution condi-
tion at negative lags. Thus, contra-lateral SM1 activity
carried information about the upcoming cursor velocities
and speed in the execution condition. The difference was

maximal at lags -0.3 to -0.2 s and varied across the signals
of interest (speed > vertical velocity > horizontal veloc-
ity).
We also observed that superior parietal and parieto-
occipital areas carried predictive information about the
three kinematic signals in both conditions (Figures 2g,h
top and middle row). The paired-differences indicate that
the activity in these areas was similarly predictive for
horizontal cursor velocity in both conditions (Figure 2g),
more predictive for vertical cursor velocity in execution
condition (Figure 2h), and less predictive for cursor speed
in execution condition (Figure 2i).

DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated simultaneous decoding of cur-
sor velocity and speed information by means of low-
frequency MEG signals during a PTT. The PTT allowed
us to study continuous, uncorrelated cursor velocity and
speed signals (Figures 2a-c). During executed index fin-
ger tracking movements, contra-lateral SM1 activity was
simultaneously predictive for cursor velocity and speed,
while superior parietal and parieto-occipital activity was
also predictive in observed tracking movements.
Linear, single-lag decoding model performance in terms
of CCs was above chance level for all participants dur-
ing execution condition, and almost all participants dur-
ing observation condition (Figures 2d-f). The range of
CCs is in agreement with the results of previous linear
M/EEG kinematics decoding studies [11, 15, 25].
Comparing the two conditions, we found that the MEG
signals contained more information about the cursor ve-
locities and speed in the execution condition (Figures 2d-
f). The average effect of condition was stronger for the
vertical cursor velocity than for the horizontal one. This
is in accordance with the findings of our previous EEG
study [15].
The differences in the decoder patterns (Figures 2g-i; bot-
tom row) indicate that the activity in contra-lateral SM1
carried more information about the uncorrelated velocity
and speed signals in the execution condition. The dif-
ferences peaked at lags -0.3 s (horizontal cursor velocity;
Figure 2,g), -0.2 s (vertical cursor velocity; Figure 2,h)
and -0.3 s (cursor speed; Figure 2,i) respectively. Since
the difference in decoder CCs in Figures 2d-f were mod-
ulated by these peaks, the activity in contra-lateral SM1
must have considerably contributed to the larger decoder
CCs in the execution condition.
Considered that the cursor movement was the 190 ms
delayed index finger movement, the observed peaks are
plausible in terms of neurophysiology [26]. Simultaneous
decoding of velocity and speed from contra-lateral SM1
has also been demonstrated by recent invasive studies
based on spiking activity [27] and low-frequency ECoG
signals [14]. Inoue et al. observed that the firing rates of
a large fraction of neurons in SM1 were simultaneously
tuned to speed and velocity [27]. Hammer et al. reported
a stronger encoding of end-effector speed compared to
velocity in low-frequency ECoG signals [14]. This in
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Figure 2: Grand-average results of the experiment. Shaded areas indicate the sem across the 19 participants. a, Auto-/cross-correlation
curves for the three metrics of interest relative to the horizontal cursor velocity. b,c, As in a for the vertical cursor velocity (b) and
cursor speed (c). d, CV Test-set correlations between the recorded horizontal cursor velocity and its decoded estimate for execution
condition (solid line), observation condition (dashed line) and their paired difference (dash-dotted line). MEG sensor signals lead the
horizontal cursor velocity signal for negative lags. The table below lists the number of participants whose single-lag decoder CCs were
above chance level. e,f, As in d for the vertical cursor velocity (e) and cursor speed (f). g, Horizontal cursor velocity decoder patterns
for selected lags. We projected the patterns to voxels of a template BEM head model and averaged their norms across participants. h,i,
As in g for the vertical cursor velocity (h) and cursor speed (i).

agreement with our results. I.e, in execution condition,
the speed decoder patterns in SM1 were larger than the
velocity decoder patterns.
The decoder patterns (Figures 2g-i; top and middle rows)
showed also common activity in execution and observa-
tion condition. In both conditions, superior parietal and
parieto-occipital areas were predictive. Their activation
in both conditions is in agreement with findings of our
previous study [15] and also fMRI studies on executed
and observed reaching movements [28, 29].

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we have shown that non-invasive MEG sig-
nals simultaneously carry information about velocity and
speed of executed and observed tracking movements.
Linear, single-lag decoders extracted more information
originating in contra-lateral SM1 during executed track-
ing movements. Whereas superior parietal and parito-
occipital areas were informative in executed and observed
tracking movements.

Despite the encouraging results presented here, further
research is imperative. It needs to be shown that a com-
bined decoding of velocity and speed indeed improves the
SNR of the predicted end-points offline and subsequently
online. Moreover, studies with humans who lost control
of their upper-limb will have to demonstrate whether non-
invasive, decoding of imagined body kinematics has the
potential to improve their quality of life.
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ABSTRACT: The tactile modality for brain-computer 

interfaces (BCIs) is rarely used because of its limitations 

in speed and accuracy. However, non-visual BCI 

paradigms are of great interest as potentially feasible 

options for patients with limited gaze control. For the 

present study, 5 participants navigated a virtual 

wheelchair through a 3D apartment using a 4-class tactile 

BCI in 5 identical sessions.  

Mean P300 amplitude, mean difference between target 

and non-target (MD), and information transfer rate (ITR) 

were calculated for all sessions. Descriptively, 

amplitudes at Fz increased with training, MD or other 

electrode positions showed no obvious changes. Mean 

ITR during the fifth session was more than twice as high 

(8.7 bits/min) as compared to the first (4.0 bits/min). 

Our preliminary results suggest that a previous study by 

Herweg and colleagues [1] can be replicated with respect 

to a training effect. However, we could not yet achieve 

ITRs as high as in [1]. We are currently increasing our 

sample size to 15 participants. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Brain-Computer Interfaces allow for computer-mediated 

communication and interaction with the environment. 

Often based on electroencephalography (EEG), BCI 

systems record brain activity which is then interpreted by 

machine learning algorithms in order to classify the 

users’ intentions. Notably, BCIs rely on brain activity 

and do not require any voluntary muscular movement. 

This independence from muscular activity is what makes 

BCI a promising tool for patients with severe paralysis, 

for example as a consequence of Amyotrophic Lateral 

Sclerosis (ALS) or after brain injury [2,3]. Recently, 

some patients and their caretakers have been using BCIs 

independently at home for a prolonged time [4,5]. 

Still, many BCI systems use visual feedback and 

stimulation and thus, rely on the patients’ ability to 

control eye movements [6] and may face usability issues 

once gaze control becomes limited [7], as in the case of 

later stages of ALS. Because of this limitation, 

alternatives to vision dependent BCIs have become a 

focus of current research. Specifically, auditory and 

tactile event-related potential (ERP)-based BCIs have 

been developed and shown to be feasible options [1,8–

10]. Among these, an auditory BCI using animal sounds 

was tested with motor-impaired patients [10] and a tactile 

BCI was tested within a healthy, elderly sample [1]. In 

both cases, participants were invited to 5 sessions and 

showed major improvements in BCI performance or its 

physiological correlates. This putative training effect of 

prolonged BCI use is one of the main points of interest of 

the present study also designed to replicate previous 

results [1]. 

Hypotheses: We expected that prolonged training with 

our BCI system would lead to increased ERP amplitude, 

MD and ITR. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
     Participants: N=6 healthy participants (5 female) 

were recruited. Participant 3 was excluded due to 

scheduling issues. All reported normal or corrected to 

normal vision and were BCI-naïve. All participants 

received a monetary reimbursement of € 7.50 per hour 

and gave informed consent to the procedure which was 

approved by the ethical review board of the Institute of 

Psychology at the University of Würzburg, Germany. 

     Stimulation: Tactile stimulation was applied via a 

BCI2000-controlled tactor device (C2 tactors; 

Engineering Acoustic Inc., Casselberry, USA) at right 

and left thigh, belly and neck. Tactors were adjusted until 

they were perceived as equally strong at all positions. 

During the experiment, the tactors were activated 

separately and pseudorandomized with equal 

probabilities (25%), and with a frequency of 250 Hz 

each. Stimulus duration was 220 ms, interstimulus 

interval 400 ms. 

Participants were sitting in a chair in front of a monitor 

showing the virtual environment for wheelchair 

navigation and instructed to keep their eyes open and to 

avoid excessive blinking and keep their facial muscles 

relaxed. 

     EEG recording: EEG was recorded (512 Hz) with 12 

passive Ag/AgCl electrodes and amplified using a 

g.USBamp (g.tec Engineering GmbH, Graz, Austria). 

Electrode positions were Fz, FC1, FC2, C3, Cz, C4, P3, 

Pz, P4, O1, Oz, and O2, with ground and reference 

electrodes at the right and left mastoids, respectively. 

Impedance was kept below 5 kΩ. Online filtering was 

performed using a band pass filter between 0.1 and 60 Hz 

and a notch filter between 48 and 52 Hz. 

     Procedure: To investigate training effects, 

participants attended five sessions on separate days, with 

no more than one week in between sessions. 
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During three calibration runs at the beginning of each 

session, participants had to concentrate on each of the 

body positions several times, resulting in a total of 240 

target and 720 non-target epochs. These data served to 

train a linear classifier which was then used for two free 

navigation runs. Here, participants had to navigate a 

wheelchair through a virtual 3D apartment along three 

checkpoints by selecting a direction and then focusing on 

the corresponding body position (i.e. left knee to make a 

left turn). After the first run, starting and end points of 

the course were switched, so that participants had to 

navigate back to the original starting point. One 

successful run required at least 14 commands, however, 

erroneous or misleading commands were also executed 

and had then to be corrected. Thus, a maximum number 

of 22 commands, roughly corresponding to the number 

necessary when assuming the minimum accuracy of 70% 

for sufficient control [11], was allowed before the run 

was terminated. 

To preclude possible ceiling effects like in an earlier 

study from Herweg and colleagues [1], which always 

used 8 stimulus repetitions for one selection, the number 

of repetitions was kept at a minimum for each participant 

and for every session. 

We estimated the number necessary to reach 100% 

classification accuracy via visual analysis and 

predictions from the classifier algorithm. This stimulus 

number was determined for every participant and every 

session and then used for the free navigation task. 

After each session, to assess workload, the NASA TLX 

 

Figure 1: Post-stimulus epochs on sessions 1 (light colours) and 5 (bold colours) at positions Fz, Cz, Pz. 

Target stimuli (red) appear to have elicited a positive deflection in the P300 range. Participant 6 appeared to have a delayed ERP deflection after 
about 450ms. Data was averaged by participant and additionally lowpass-filtered (20Hz, for visualization only).  Positivity up. 
 

 
Figure 2: Grand averages of post-stimulus epochs at Fz, Cz and Pz positions. Target stimuli elicited P300 ERPs at all electrode positions. Descriptively, 

the ERP amplitudes have increased in magnitude from session 1 (light colours) to session 5 (bold colours) at position Fz. Overall, both amplitudes and 
MD appear strongest at Fz and Cz, but ERPs are still visible at Pz. Data was averaged over all participants. Positivity up. 
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[12], and after the first and last session the adjusted 

QUEST [13,14], to assess satisfaction with the device, 

were filled out by the participants (Results not shown 

here). 

     EEG processing: EEG data was band pass filtered 

between 0.1 and 30 Hz and divided into segments of 800 

ms post-stimulus, plus another leading 100 ms that was 

used for baseline-correction. Segments containing values 

exceeding ±150 µV were excluded as artifacts. Target 

and non-target epochs were grouped and then averaged 

separately. This process was performed with 

MATLAB© (v2013b) using functions provided by 

BCI2000 [15] and EEGLab [16]. Using a step-wise linear 

discriminant analysis as implemented in the BCI2000 

package, we built new classification models for each 

session.  

     Data analysis: The use of BCI accuracy (i.e. the 

percentage of correct classifications) as the sole 

comparative measure of performance is not sufficient 

when the number of stimuli differs between groups or 

time points. Thus, we also used the ITR as a dependent 

variable. This ITR, given in bits per minute, is used to 

calculate the amount of information transferred during a 

given time. The number of bits (B) can be calculated with 

equation 1 using the accuracy (P) as well as the number 

of all possible selections (N = 4). 

 
The ITR is then calculated by dividing the number of bits 

by the time necessary for the selection. It is thus directly 

dependent on the number of stimuli repetitions, but also 

takes accuracy into account. 

Additionally, we extracted physiological features (mean 

target amplitudes and mean difference between target 

and non-target) from the EEG data from a time window 

ranged 300-500ms post-stimulus.  

Due to the small sample size, results will be reported 

descriptively. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Wheelchair navigation through the virtual apartment was 

achieved with an average online accuracy of 78.5% 

(sd=14.8). 

Target and non-target epochs from the three calibration 

runs at the beginning of each session are presented in 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Bar plots of dependent variables over the course of the 5 training sessions. Data was averaged over all participants (Error bars represent SE). 
A) Physiological measures, amplitude and MD, split by electrode position. Visual analysis revealed no obvious effects. 

B): BCI performance measures. Online accuracy does not appear to increase with training, while ITR does appear to increase. 
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Figure 1. Visual inspection revealed a positive deflection 

in the P300 range at positions Fz, Cz and Pz (most 

pronounced at Fz) in some (1,2,4) subjects. Participant 6 

had a positive deflection at a latency of around 450 ms. 

Grand averages of these epochs are shown in Figure 2. 

Here, visual analysis again reveals a putative P300 

deflection which was most pronounced at Fz and Cz and 

that appeared to increase with training (Session 1 vs. 

Session 5) at Fz. 

MD at Fz increased from 2.14 to 2.37 µV. At Cz, values 

remained more or less stable (2.88 to 2.81 µV), whereas 

at Pz, values decreased (2.38 to 1.76 µV). Mean 

amplitude at Fz increased from 1.70 to 2.59 µV, at Cz 

from 2.54 to 3.17 µV but decreased at Pz (2.12 to 1.74 

µV). 

Accuracies (P=0.79; sd=0.15) from the navigation task 

were used in conjunction with the respective number of 

stimulus repetitions to calculate the individual 

participant’s ITRs. Averaged online accuracies and ITRs 

are shown in Figure 3. There appears to be a strong trend 

of increasing ITRs, but not accuracies, with session 

numbers. Average ITR was 4.0 and 8.7 bits/min on 

sessions 1 and 5, respectively. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Five participants navigated a wheelchair through a virtual 

apartment with a reasonable level of BCI control. With a 

mean accuracy of 78.5%, participants mostly exceeded 

70%, a number which is considered the low threshold for 

efficient BCI control [11]. Stimulus repetitions for each 

session were kept deliberately low to preclude any 

ceiling effects as experienced in [1], so we expect 

accuracies to be higher when increasing the number of 

stimuli used for a selection, albeit at the cost of speed. 

Descriptively, mean ITR increased substantially over the 

5 training sessions, with session 5 resulting in more than 

double the ITR as compared to session 1. Overall, this 

shows that participants achieved the same accuracy in 

less time (i.e. with fewer stimulus repetitions). We 

speculate that our hypothesis that ITR would increase 

with training might be confirmed. Since stimulus 

repetitions were individually adjusted, average 

accuracies remained consistent over the sessions. 

However, their comparatively [1] low values indicate 

that we set the number of stimuli too low.  

The two physiological variables, mean amplitude and 

MD, did not reveal an overt training effect on the 

individual level, although a trend may be seen, 

specifically at position Fz. Our hypothesis about 

increasing physiological measures is thus far not 

supported. 

The apparent training effect (as seen in ITR increase) 

seems not to be reflected in the physiological measures. 

This may be because traditional analysis struggles to 

accommodate for deviations in individual participants’ 

ERP pattern, e.g. in cases of unusually high latencies or 

inversed polarities. This illustrates the need of machine 

learning approaches that automatically detect spacial and 

temporal features on an individual level and explains 

why an effect of session number is visible on machine 

learning-dependent variables such as ITR, but not in 

static measures such as amplitudes derived from a fixed 

time and position. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

We have again shown that wheelchair control with our 

tactile BCI paradigm is feasible and that training effects 

(as measured via ITR over the five sessions) appear to be 

present. We will continue to recruit more subjects for the 

present study to allow for statistical analysis and to 

investigate whether the results from the study of Herweg 

and colleagues [1] are replicable. So far, all our 

dependent variables remained below the values achieved 

in [1]. 
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ABSTRACT: Transfer Learning is a critical topic of re-
search in the BCI field. Its goal is to reuse data gathered
in a previous session (source session) in order to reduce,
or completely bypass, calibration in a new session (target
session). Although many methods have been proposed to
tackle this problem, little is known about what character-
istics of the datasets should be taken into account in order
to ensure good performance. In this paper, we perform an
exploratory analysis to study the influence of some sim-
ple descriptors of the source and target datasets over the
classification scores obtained with Transfer Learning. We
observe that the discriminability of the data points in the
target session plays an important role in determining how
well the Transfer Learning will work, as opposed to that
of the source session, which has no statistically signifi-
cant role in most cases.

INTRODUCTION

Reducing calibration time is an important challenge in
Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) research [1]. Several
Transfer Learning (TL) approaches have been proposed
in the literature for doing so and most are based on the
idea of reusing data from a previous recording session
of a subject (the source session) to classify the data of a
new session from the same subject or a different one (the
target session). However, reusing data directly from pre-
vious sessions in general yields poor results. This comes
from the fact that the statistical distributions of data from
different sessions (same subject or not) are rarely the
same [1].
A typical TL approach in BCI is to transform the data
points from both the source and target datasets so that
the discrepancy between their statistical distributions is
reduced [2, 3]. In this paper, we match the statistics of
the source and target datasets via the recently proposed
Riemannian Procrustes Analysis (RPA) [2], a method that
adapts the classical Procrustes analysis to a Riemannian
geometry framework.
It is well known that, although any pair of source–target
subjects can go through a Transfer Learning procedure,
some pairs of subjects yield better results in classification
than others. Our main goal in this paper is to investigate
some factors that might explain this variability and how
one could try to predict beforehand (i.e., before doing any
matching of the datasets or classifying the data points) the

“compatibility" between two datasets.
Our exploratory analysis relies on the estimation of lin-
ear models and the study of statistical significance of the
coefficients estimated for those models. We use as ex-
planatory factors the intra-scores for the source and tar-
get subjects (cross-validated classification score using the
subject’s dataset as training and testing dataset), and the
Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD [4]) between the
two datasets, which is a common measure of discrep-
ancy between statistical distributions. We observe that
the intra-score for the target subject plays an important
role in determining how well the Transfer Learning will
work, as opposed to the intra-scores of the source sub-
jects, which plays no statistically significant role in most
cases. We also observe that before doing any transforma-
tion on the data points of the source and target datasets,
the MMD between their statistical distributions plays a
statistically significant role over the performance of the
Transfer Learning. However, once the RPA is applied,
the MMD between the datasets becomes very small and
no longer carries statistical information to describe the
variability of the cross-subject scores. This confirms the
relevance of the RPA method.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section begins with a formal definition of the Trans-
fer Learning problem. Then, we give a brief introduc-
tion to concepts of Riemannian geometry and describe
the RPA method. Finally, we present the statistical tools
used in our exploratory analysis of Transfer Learning as
well as the dataset chosen for our investigations.

Transfer Learning: We formulate the problem of
Transfer Learning by first defining two datasets, the
source (S) and the target (T ) dataset. They are comprised
of couples

S =
{
(CSi , y

S
i ) for i = 1, . . . ,KS

}
,

T =
{
(CTi , y

T
i ) for i = 1, . . . ,KT

}
,

(1)

with CSi and CTi ∈ Rn×n being data points, and ySi and
yTi ∈ {1, . . . , L} their corresponding class labels; KS
and KT are the number of trials in the source and tar-
get sessions respectively. In this paper, the data points
in S and T are not Euclidean feature vectors as is usu-
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ally done, but symmetric positive definite (SPD) matri-
ces, which are used to parametrize the statistics of EEG
multivariate time series [5].
Transfer Learning concerns the case when the statistical
distributions µS and µT , describing the source and target
datasets respectively, are different. In this context, one
might want to train a classifier h using the information in
S and apply it to data points in T (or vice-versa).
A common approach is to define a transformation for the
data points in the target dataset so that their new statisti-
cal distribution is the same as that of the source dataset.
To do so, most algorithms define an optimization proce-
dure that tries to minimize some notion of distance be-
tween the statistical distributions of S and T , such as
the MMD. In [6], a theoretical analysis of the Transfer
Learning problem has shown that methods reducing the
distance between statistical distributions are mathemati-
cally well justified, since they reduce the upper bounds of
the classification error of h in T .

Riemannian geometry of SPD matrices: We denote by
Xk ∈ Rn×T the recording of T samples on n electrodes
of the kth trial of a zero-mean time series and yk the class
associated to Xk. The spatial covariance matrix Ck asso-
ciated to Xk is an n× n matrix estimated as usual by

Ck =
1

T − 1
XkX

T
k . (2)

Covariance matrices are symmetric positive definite
(SPD) and form a manifold P(n). When associated
to a metric, one can define fundamental geometric no-
tions in P(n), such as geodesics (shortest curve joining
two points), distance between two points (length of the
geodesic connecting them), the center of mass of a set of
points, etc. We endow P(n) with the affine-invariance
Riemannian metric, which induces the distance [7]

δ2R(Ci, Cj) = ‖ log(C−1/2i CjC
−1/2
i )‖2F , (3)

for Ci, Cj ∈ P(n). This distance is more natural for
the P(n) manifold as compared to the Euclidean distance
and has been instrumental in several BCI classification
algorithms developed in recent years [5]. The geometric
mean M according to distance (3) of a set of covariance
matrices {C1, . . . , CK} is defined as [5]

M = argmin
X∈P(n)

K∑
k=1

δ2R(X,Ck) , (4)

where the cost function in (4) is the dispersion of the set
of matrices around a matrixX . The above definitions suf-
fice for the intents of this paper. The interested reader will
find a thorough treatment of the subject in the monogra-
phy of R. Bhatia [7] and its applications to BCI in [5].

Riemannian Procrustes Analysis: In this paper, we use
RPA [2] for transforming data points in T so that their
new distribution is as close as possible to µS . RPA works
by considering the distributions of data points in S and T
as shapes in a high-dimensional space. It performs rigid
geometric operations over the ensemble of data points,

(A)

(C)

(B)

(D)

original recentering

stretching rotation

Figure 1: Schematic representation in a 2D Euclidean space
of the rigid transformations involved in the classical Procrustes
Analysis. The black dot represents the origin of the space and
circles in blue and yellow are data points from two classes in a
source dataset. The triangles are data points of a target dataset.
The transformations in RPA are analogous to those in Euclidean
space but applied to data points in the SPD manifold P(n).

such as translation, stretching and rotation, to make their
shapes as similar as possible (see Figure 1 for a visual
representation of these operations). The transformations
in RPA are done respecting the intrinsic geometry of
P(n), which is where the data points of S and T are
defined. The steps involved in this procedure are sum-
marized as follows :

1. Estimate the geometric means of S and T , denoting
them by MS and MT , respectively, and the disper-
sions around the mean of each dataset, denoted by
dS and dT .

2. Re-center the data points in S and T by doing

C
S(rct)
i =M

−1/2
S CSi M

−1/2
S , (5)

C
T (rct)
i =M

−1/2
T CTi M

−1/2
T , (6)

and forming new datasets

S(rct) = {CS(rct)
i } and T (rct) = {CT (rct)

i } .

Note that the geometric mean of these two new
datasets is the Identity matrix.

3. Stretch the dispersion around the mean of the data
points in T (rct) so that it matches the dispersion
around the mean of S (rct) by creating new data points

C
T (str)
i =

(
C
T (rct)
i

)s
, (7)

where we require s ∈ R to verify

s2 = dS/dT . (8)
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4. The last step consists in rotating the matrices from
T (str) around the origin and matching the orientation
of its point cloud with that of S (rct). We have then

C
T (rot)
i = UT C

T (str)
i U , (9)

where U is determined via an optimization proce-
dure that minimizes the distance between the class
means of each dataset after the rotation. Note that
this step is a semi-supervised one, since it requires
knowledge of at least a few labels of the target
dataset for estimating its class means (see [2] for
more details).

Transfer Learning classification: In this paper, when-
ever we want to do a classification task with data points
that live in P(n), we use the Minimum-Distance to Mean
classifier (MDM) [1, 5, 8], which is a generalization of
the nearest-centroid classifier to the space of SPD ma-
trices. It works by first estimating the geometric mean of
the elements of each class in the training dataset (the class
means). Then, it assigns to each unlabeled data point the
class of the nearest class mean according to the δR dis-
tance. In the context of transfer learning, we will always
consider the source dataset S as the training dataset and
the target dataset T as the testing dataset. The classifica-
tion score is simply the average accuracy of the classifier.
In the following analysis, we will consider the results of
Transfer Learning classification on three different cases :

DCT : the source and target datasets are used
directly as training and testing datasets, that is, with-
out any transformation.

RCT : the source and target datasets are both
re-centered and then used as training and testing
dataset.

RPA : the source and target datasets go through
the full RPA procedure (re-centering + stretching +
rotating) and are then used as training and testing
datasets.

For this analysis we will assume that all labels in the tar-
get dataset are available for the estimation of the class
means. In fact, our intent here is not to evaluate the per-
formance of the RPA method in a realistic situation when
only a few labels from the target dataset are available
(this has been done in [2]), but rather to understand how
its performance might be influenced by other factors.

Seriation procedure: Given a dataset, all cross-subject
TL scores are summarized in a matrix S(m), where the
S
(m)
ij element contains the accuracy of the classification

with method m ∈ {DCT,RCT,RPA} using subject i
as target and subject j as source. We use a tool from
combinatorial data analysis named seriation [9] to rear-
range the lines and columns of S(m) in order to make rel-
evant patterns emerge. The rows and columns of S(m) are
sorted in decreasing order of their marginals. The output
of this procedure is a new representation where the pairs

of source-target subjects with the best accuracy are lo-
cated at the top-left region of the matrix, while the worst
pairs are at the bottom-right region.

Statistical analysis procedure: Our quantitative analy-
sis is based on the estimation of linear regression models
to describe the variability on the values of S(m)

ij as de-
fined in the previous subsection. We estimate a different
linear model L(m)

i for each target subject i and method
m. We do this because the cross-subject scores for two
target subjects with the same source subject are statisti-
cally dependent, which would undermine the estimation
of a linear model mixing all scores from all source-target
pairs. Moreover, the results after the RPA method are re-
lated to those for the RCT one, since the latter includes
the former as a processing step.
We define the linear model L(m)

i for target subject i on
method m as :

S
(m)
ij = β

(m)
1,i Si + β

(m)
2,i Sj + β

(m)
3,i η

(m)
ij + ε

(m)
i , (10)

where

• Si (Sj) is the intra classification score of target
(source) subject i (j), obtained via cross-validation
with training and testing datasets coming from the
same subject. Note that since each model L(m)

i is
estimated for one fixed target subject i, Si is a con-
stant in (10) and acts as a scaling for the intercept;
thus, it is not considered as an independent variable
in the statistical analysis.

• Factor η(m)
ij is the MMD between datasets S and T

after the operations of method m, defined as [4]

MMD(S, T ) =
1

K2
S

KS∑
i,j

k(CSi , C
S
j )

+
1

K2
T

KT∑
i,j

k(CTi , C
T
j ) (11)

− 2

KSKT

KS ,KT∑
i,j

k(CSi , C
T
j ) ,

where

k(P,Q) = exp

(
−δ

2
R(P,Q)

2σ2

)
, (12)

for P,Q ∈ P(n) and σ is taken as the median value
of all pairwise distances of elements in S and T . KS
and KT are defined in (1).

• The variable ε(m)
i stands for all residual factors that

are not explained by the linear regression model.

Once the linear models are all estimated, we perform a
set of hypothesis tests for each target subject i. The goal
is to assess the statistical significance of the coefficients
of each model. The first kind of test is a F -test for the
omnibus null hypothesis :

H0 : β
(m)
2,i = β

(m)
3,i = 0 ,

H1 : β
(m)
k,i 6= 0 for at least one k in {2, 3} .

(13)
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This is a standard test used for inspecting whether the
set of independent variables of a linear regression model,
Sj and δij in (10), is statistically significant for explain-
ing at least part of the variability of the dependent vari-
able, S(m)

ij in (10). When the null hypothesis is rejected,
we say that there is enough statistical evidence for con-
sidering that the slope of at least one of the independent
variables is different than zero. In this case, we perform
t-tests for checking which explanatory variable in L(m)

i

is statistically significant. We have :

H0 : β
(m)
`,i = 0 ,

H1 : β
(m)
`,i 6= 0 ,

(14)

for ` ∈ {2, 3}. When the null hypothesis of (14) is re-
jected for β(m)

`,i , we say that there is statistical evidence
for considering it different than zero and so the indepen-
dent variable related to it contributes for explaining the
dependent variable S(m)

ij .
The statistical procedure described above yields two sets
of p-values for each method m ∈ {DCT,RCT,RPA}.
The first set contains the p-values for each F -test on each
target subject i, whereas the second set gathers the p-
values of the t-tests. The results presented in the next
section are based on the analysis of these sets of p-values
and how they are distributed along different source sub-
jects for each method.

Dataset: We carried out our analysis on a publicly
available dataset [10] which we will refer as Cho2017
from now on. The dataset contains recordings of subjects
performing BCI trials following a Motor Imagery (MI)
paradigm with 64 EEG electrodes (sampling frequency
512 Hz) from 52 subjects, each one performing 200 trials
(100 of each class). We filtered the EEG signals in the
8-30 Hz band and each trial was considered as a segment
from 0.5 to 2.5 seconds after the trial onset. We estimated
the spatial covariance matrices using (2). Not all subjects
in Cho2017 display data which can be well discriminated,
so we kept only those with intra-score in terms of AUC
(Area Under the ROC-curve) above chance level; this cri-
terion retains 40 subjects out of the 52 in total.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results of our analysis of
TL via RPA on the Cho2017 dataset. We begin with a
qualitative analysis of the output of the seriation proce-
dure applied to the cross-subject scores. Then, we study
the correlation of each factor defined in (10) with the
cross-subject scores. Finally, we analyse the results of
the statistical hypothesis tests for the linear models Li

and discuss the patterns observed for the whole dataset
(from now on, we will indicate the superscript specifying
the method m only when necessary).

Cross-subject classification accuracy: Figure 2 shows
the output of the seriation procedure on the cross-subject
TL scores for the Cho2017 dataset on the three classi-
fication methods: DCT, RCT, and RPA. We observe

that with RCT and RPA there are more pairs of sub-
jects with high values of cross-subject classification than
with DCT. In particular, we note that for RCT and even
more for RPA there are many target subjects for which
the classification accuracy is high for almost all possi-
ble source subjects. To investigate the possible explana-
tions for this behavior, we compute the Spearman corre-
lation between the average cross-subject score for each
target (i.e., the average value along the rows of matrix S)
and the intra-subject accuracy of the corresponding tar-
get subject. For the RPA method, we obtain a correla-
tion of 0.58 (p < 10−3), for RCT it is 0.44 (p < 10−2)
and for DCT is 0.45 (p < 10−2). We interpret these
results as : subjects that are “good” for classifying their
own data can better receive information from other source
subjects. We also provide a quantitative analysis of the
results. Figure 3 portrays the histograms of all cross-
subject Transfer Learning scores Sij (rows and columns
confounded) for each method. Their means are reported
in Table 1. These results show that the transformations
over the source and target datasets do improve the cross-
subject classification scores on the average for RCT and
greatly do so for RPA.

Table 1: Average values of the cross-subject Transfer Learn-
ing scores and the MMD distance between source and target
datasets for each method.

Method (ηij)avg (Sij)avg

DCT 0.63 0.53

RCT 0.01 0.58

RPA 0.01 0.76

Changes in MMD after each RPA step: We evaluate
how the MMD between each pair of source–target sub-
jects changes after the re-centering step and the full RPA
procedure. Table 1 gives the average values of the MMD
distances for each method and shows that there is a clear
decrease after each transformation. This result is not sur-
prising, since each step of the RPA procedure was con-
ceived exactly to make the distributions of S and T closer
in some sense and the MMD allows for a quantitative as-
sessement of it.

Study of the linear models Li: After exploring the
grand averages of the cross-subject TL scores and how
they relate to a few explanatory factors, we analyse the
linear models Li defined in (10) and estimated on each
target subject i for the three methods of interest : DCT,
RCT, and RPA.
We first plot the p-values of the F -test for each model
sorted in ascending order. Notice that, under the omnibus
null hypothesis for all target subjects, the p-values follow
an uniform distribution, thus, when sorted they will lie on
a straight line. The leftmost plot in Figure 4 shows that
for almost all subjects the variability of the cross-subject
performance is well explained by the linear model esti-
mated for the DCT method and, in a lesser extent, for the
RCT method. For RPA the p-values lie all very close to
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Figure 2: Accuracies of the cross-subject classification for three different Transfer Learning procedures on the Cho2017 database. The
rows and columns of each subplot were reordered using the seriation procedure explained in the text. The grayscale varies from white
(accuracy 0.5) to black (accuracy 1.0).
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Figure 3: Normalized histograms of the cross-subject Transfer Learning scores for the three methods described in the text. The vertical
dashed line indicates chance level.
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Figure 4: p-values of different statistical tests over the linear models Li (each one associated to a target subject i). Each circle represents
the p-value of a given test on a given target subject and the x-axis has been rearranged so that all the p-values are in increasing order.
The leftmost plot represents the results of the F -test of the full linear model Li, whereas the center plot illustrates the p-values for the
t-test of the coefficient β2,i in Li (related to the intra-score of the source subject), and the rightmost plot displays the p-values for the
t-test on the coefficient β3,i in Li (related to the MMD between the source and target datasets).
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a 45 degree line. It is worth remembering that the statis-
tical significance of the coefficient for the intercept, and,
therefore, the influence of the intra-score Si on describ-
ing the values of Sij , is not assessed via the F -test. This
is why we have calculated the Spearman correlation be-
tween the row-averaged Sij and the Si in the previous
sub-section.
The distribution of the p-values in the center plot of
Figure 4 shows that β2,i has no statistical significance in
the linear model Li for any of the target subjects in the
DCT and RPA methods. However, for RCT it does seem
to play a role for some target subjects. What we can con-
clude from these observations is that RPA is able to make
the cross-subject TL score independent of the choice of
source subject (at least in terms of its intra score). As a
consequence, it makes it easier to find “good” source sub-
jects for each target subject, as it was already observed
during our qualitative analysis of Figure 2.
Finally, the rightmost plot in Figure 4 shows that the
MMD between source and target datasets plays a role
in describing the cross-subject Transfer Learning scores
only for the DCT method. This result is comforting,
since it brings evidence to the fact that the operations in
the RPA procedure are capable of factoring out most of
the differences between the statistical distributions of S
and T . As a consequence, we may say that any further
improvement that one might want to do on the Trans-
fer Learning procedure should take into account other as-
pects of the mismatch between datasets besides the MMD
between them.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated the influence of dif-
ferent factors on the variability of cross-subject Transfer
Learning scores in the case when all source and target
labels are known. Our goal has been to assess whether
some basic explanatory variables, such as the intra-score
of the source and target subjects, play any role for de-
termining the scores obtained in the cross-subject clas-
sification. A simple, and yet important, application of
this study is being able to predict beforehand (i.e., before
doing all transformations and then classifying the trials)
which source subject would be the most appropriate for
doing classification on a given target subject.
We have observed that the discriminability of the trials of
the target subjects plays a fundamental role in determin-
ing how the cross-subject Transfer Learning will perform.
On the other hand, the influence of the intra-scores for the
source subjects have proven to be rather limited, as seen
by the lack of statistical significance for the values of β2,i
in most cases. We have also observed that the influence of
the MMD between S and T is not statistically significant
after using RPA to match the two datasets. What we can
conclude from this is that the RPA procedure is capable
of factoring out most of the influence of the discrepancy
between statistical distributions of the source and target
datasets.

It is our opinion that in order to devise new and more
powerful strategies for Transfer Learning it is imperative
to investigate which factors determine its success. The
present study is a little step in this direction. Future work
may include the search for richer models for describing
the variability of cross-subject TL scores. One approach
would be to consider non-linear relations between the ex-
planatory variables as well as adding new factors related
to other features of the source and target subjects.
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ABSTRACT: In the field of brain-computer interface 

(BCI) research, building more intuitive and goal-directed 

BCI systems is a key to breakthrough. “Visual motion 

imagery,” which enables visual imaging of the operation 

of a target is one possible method for application to BCI. 

As a foothold study for applying visual motion imagery 

to BCI, we examined EEG source activity during visual 

motion imagery via comparison with visual motion 

perception. Source activities induced in beta band 

activity in the right posterior cingulate, left precuneus 

and left cuneus, and in low gamma activity in the right 

inferior parietal lobule and supramarginal gyrus were 

significantly higher in visual motion imagery than in 

visual motion perception. These findings identify 

promising brain areas for feature extraction for the 

development of BCI using visual motion imagery. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Brain-computer interface (BCI) technology enables 

direct communication between the brain and a computer. 

When the aim is to control devices such as a computer 

cursor and wheelchair with electroencephalography 

(EEG)-based BCI, most studies have used P300 evoked 

potential, several steady-state visual evoked potentials 

(SSVEPs), and sensory-motor imagery. These 

conventional approaches are well established, but 

technological problems remain. To obtain a P300 or 

SSVEP signal, users must constantly concentrate on 

watching an external stimulus presented on a monitor. On 

the other hand, sensory-motor imagery requires a long 

training time and, because brain signals related to the 

user’s body movement are used to operate devices, 

multiclass control is difficult. In the BCI development, it 

is also important to search for new approaches that are 

more goal-directed and intuitive for users compared to 

conventional methods. 

Visual motion imagery, which involves visualization of 

a target operation is one approach used in recent studies 

[1,2]. Understanding brain source activity is a key for 

practical application of any new BCI approach, and this 

understanding contributes not only to the field of BCI but 

also to the field of neuroscience. However, few studies 

investigated brain activity and mechanism during visual 

motion imagery using EEG.  

In this study, we examined source localization during 

visual motion imagery using exact low-resolution brain 

electromagnetic tomography (eLORETA) and compared 

findings with visual motion perception. Our aim was to 

clarify differences in brain activity between imagery and 

perception. Details regarding the experiment are 

provided in the MATERIALS AND METHODS section; 

Statistical analysis results of the differences in source 

activities between imagery and perception are detailed in 

the RESULTS section. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
     Participants: A total of 18 healthy male subjects 

participated in the experiments. Two participants were 

removed from the final analysis: one due to a technical 

error during recording, and one due to excessive noise in 

the EEG data. Fifteen of the 16 remaining participants 

were right-handed; one was left-handed. The average age 

of participants was 22.9 years (standard deviation, 2.2, 

range, 20-29 years). All participants had normal or 

corrected-to-normal vision. The experimental procedure 

was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the 

Graduate School of Engineering, the University of Tokyo, 

Tokyo, Japan (approval number; KE17-31). All 

participants provided written informed consent prior to 

their participation in this study. 

     Experimental equipment: EEG recordings were 

performed in a shielded room, where participants were 

seated in a comfortable chair approximately 90 cm from 

a 76.2 cm screen (MultiSync LCD-PA302W, NEC Corp) 

with an effective display area of 641 × 401 mm. 

Participants were instructed to relax and refrain from 

excessive body or head movements. They were also 

instructed to fix their gaze on the middle of the monitor. 

     Experimental Procedure: During imagery, 

participants visually imagined the movement of a drone 

in three planes (up/down, left/right, and 

forward/backward) while watching a drone hovering at 

the center position of three-dimensional space presented 

on the monitor. To reduce individual differences in 

imagination and perception, immediately before each 

imagination, participants watched a movie in which the 

same drone moved in one direction (Fig. 1). The three-

dimensional space was displayed at a 32° visual angle in 

width and 20° in height at the center of the monitor. 

Initially, the drone subtended 6.0° in width by 2.5° in 

height, hovering at the center position. It then moved in 
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one direction for 4 s (up/down at 0.83°/s, left/right at 

1.53°/s, forward/backward at 0.51°/s). When the drone 

moved forward or backward, its size was gradually 

reduced to 60% or increased to 140% at a constant speed. 

The movie was presented for 4 s (perception time), the 

fixation point was presented for 1 s, then the hovering-

drone image was presented for 4 s (imagery time) (Fig.2). 

Participants were instructed to reproduce the same 

movement they had observed during the perception time 

in the imagery time of each trial. Six trials defined one 

set, and the order of the six directions in each set was 

random. The entire task consisted of ten sets. 

 

 

Figure 1: Illustration of the movie shown to participants 

 

 
Figure 2: Experimental paradigm 

 

     Data acquisition: EEG signals were continuously 

recorded at a sampling rate of 1 kHz using an EEG 

system (EEG-1200, Nihon Kohden Corp., Tokyo, Japan). 

Electrodes were located at 65 positions according to the 

extended 10-20 system (Fig. 3). Two additional 

electrodes were fixed on the participant’s earlobes (A1, 

A2) as references. 

 

 

Figure 3: The 65 electrode locations of the extended 10-

20 system and two electrodes (A1, A2) on the earlobes 

     Signal preprocessing: Data were analyzed offline 

using MATLAB○R  2016b and EEGLAB (Delorme & 

Makeig, 2004) version 14.1.b. Recorded EEG signals 

were filtered between 1 Hz and 120 Hz using a 3300th-

order finite impulse response filter, and powerline 

fluctuations at 50 Hz were removed using the Cleanline 

EEGLAB plug-in Electrooculographic artifacts due to 

blinks or eye movements and electromyographic (EMG) 

artifacts were removed using the Automatic Subspace 

Reconstruction (ASR) method implemented in the 

‘clean_rawdata’ plugin of EEGLAB [3]. The threshold of 

ASR was set at 15 standard deviations with all the other 

parameters turned off. Single-trial epochs were extracted 

from −500 to 4000 ms relative to stimulus onset. Baseline 

was set as the mean signal 500 ms before onset of an 

perception or imagery period. 

     EEG source localization: The eLORETA was used to 

compute the intracortical distribution of current source 

density from multichannel head-surface EEG data [4]. 

Validation of LORETA for localization agreement with 

multimodal imaging techniques is reported in several 

published studies [5-7]. Further, previous research 

reported that eLORETA performs well in terms of less 

localization error and visibility compared to other low-

resolution techniques (sLORETA) [8]. The head model 

and electrode coordinates were based on the Montreal 

Neurologic Institute average MRI brain (MRI152). 

Solution space was restricted to the cortical gray matter 

(6239 voxels at 5×5×5 mm spatial resolution). 

eLORETA functional images were computed for each 

subject in each of the following 6 frequency bands: delta 

(0.5-3.5Hz); theta (4-7.5Hz); alpha (8-12.5Hz); beta (13-

30Hz); low gamma (30.5-60Hz); high gamma (60.5-

120Hz). Considering differences in brain activity among 

participants, subject-wise normalization was performed 

before statistical analysis. This normalization used total 

power over all frequency bands and over all voxels from 

a participant to unity. 

     Statistical analysis: We used movement in six 

directions to investigate imagined direction classification 

for future BCI applications. However, our aim was to 

clarify differences in brain activity between imagery and 

perception. Hence, we did not distinguish state by 

direction. Thus, for source localization, we used imagery 

time as the period that participants visualized movement 

of the drone regardless of the imagined movement 

direction. Similarly, we used perception time as the 

period that participants watched the movement of the 

drone regardless of the movement direction. The 

differences of cortical source localization between 

conditions were assessed in each frequency band with 

voxel-by-voxel paired t-tests of log-transformed power. 

Randomized statistical nonparametric mapping (SnPM) 

was applied to determine critical probability threshold 

values for observed t-values with correction for multiple 

comparisons over all voxels and all frequencies [9]. A 

total number of 5000 permutations were used to 

determine the significance for each randomization test. 
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RESULTS 

 

Fig. 4 shows differences in brain activity in each 

frequency band between imagery and perception. The 

color becomes redder as brain activity during imagery is 

higher than during perception. The color becomes bluer 

as the brain activity during perception is higher than 

during imagery. In the delta and theta band, activity in 

the frontal lobe was relatively higher during perception, 

and activity over a large area of the parietal and occipital 

lobes was relatively higher during imagery (Fig. 4 (a), 

(b)). In the alpha band, activity in the left frontal lobe and 

parietal lobe, mainly on postcentral gyrus and inferior 

parietal lobule (Broadmann area 2, 3, 40), was relatively 

higher during visual perception, and activity in the left 

occipital lobes, mainly the cuneus and precuneus 

(Broadmann area 18, 23, 31), was relatively higher 

during imagery (Fig. 4 (c)). In the beta band, the activity 

in the right limbic lobe and left occipital lobe, mainly on 

the right posterior cingulate, the left cuneus and the left 

precuneus (Broadmann area 23, 7, 31), were relatively 

higher during imagery (Fig. 4 (d)). In the low gamma 

band, activity in the right parietal lobe and right temporal 

lobe, mainly in the inferior parietal lobule, superior 

temporal gyrus and supramarginal gyrus (Broadmann 

area 40, 39,) were relatively higher during imagery (Fig. 

4 (e)). In the high gamma band, activity in the right 

frontal lobe (Broadmann area 8, 9), was relatively higher 

during visual perception and activity on the right parietal 

lobe and right temporal lobe, mainly on the inferior 

parietal lobule, the superior temporal gyrus, the 

precuneus and the angular gyrus (Broadmann area 40, 39, 

7). were relatively higher during imagery (Fig. 4 (f)). 

Two-tailed t-tests showed significant differences 

between imagery and perception conditions in the beta 

and low gamma band (p < 0.05 for t-values above 5.22, 

corrected for multiple comparisons). Current density in 

the beta band for imagery was significantly higher in the 

right posterior cingulate (Broadmann area 23, 30), in the 

left precuneus (Broadmann area 7, 31) and in the left 

cuneus (Broadmann area 7) compared to perception (Fig. 

5(a), Tab. 1). In the low gamma band, activities in the 

right inferior parietal lobule and right supramarginal 

gyrus (Broadmann area 40), were significantly higher for 

imagery compared perception (Fig. 5(b), Tab. 1). 

 
 

Figure 4: The difference of brain activity between 

imagery and perception in each frequency band ((a) delta, 

(b)theta, (c) alpha, (d) beta, (e) low gamma, (f) high 

gamma). 
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Figure 5: Significant differences in source current density between imagery and visual perception (red-coded and deep 

blue-coded for p < 0.10, | t | > 4.75; yellow-coded and light blue-coded for p<0.05, | t | > 5.22, corrected for multiple 

comparison). (a) Differences in the beta frequency band. (b) Differences in the low gamma frequency band. The color 

becomes yellower as brain activity in imagery is significantly higher than perception, and the color becomes bluer as the 

brain activity in perception is significantly higher than in imagery. 

          

Table 1: Brain areas activated during imagery that are significantly higher than during perception 

t-value is the value of the statistical comparison with p < 0.05 for t-value above 5.22. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

In the present study, we used eLORETA to identify brain 

regions where activation is associated with imagery via 

comparison to perception. Source activities induced in 

the beta band in the right posterior cingulate, left 

precuneus and left cuneus, and low gamma activity 

induced in the right inferior parietal lobule, and right 

supramarginal gyrus was significantly higher for imagery 

than perception.  

There was no significant difference between perception 

and imagery in the alpha band where the signal-to-noise 

ratio is rather high. We speculate that the visual attention 

to the imagined movement of the drone induced the 

decrease in the alpha band activity in the same degree as 

the perceptual movement. 

The precuneus is activated in several visual imagery 

studies using PET or functional MRI [10,11]. In this 

study, we used EEG for data acquisition and were able to 

observe the activity of precuneus induced by visual 

imagery. The precuneus (Broadman area 7,31) is known 

to have intimate interconnection with the posterior 

cingulate (Broadman area 23,31) and selective 

connections with the inferior parietal lobule and 

intraparietal sulcus. The latter is known to be important 

in visuospatial information processing [12]. Further, the 

ventro-dorsal stream, a processing pathway for visual 

information that reaches the primary visual cortex, 

proceeds to the inferior parietal lobule and is related to 

position and movement analysis of an object and to 

conscious of the object [13]. During perception, a 

participant is only watching movement of the drone, but 

during imagery, it is necessary to recall movement of the 

drone and produce a virtual visual image in the brain. We 

speculate that this difference in visuospatial information 

processing load strengthens the brain connection we 

describe above, and consequently, some brain areas, such 

as the posterior cingulate and inferior parietal lobule 

display significantly increased activity during imagery. 

Previous studies have reported that posterior cingulate is 

related to memory recall [14,15]. We used EEG and were 

able to observe the activity of posterior cingulate by 

visual imagery. From this result, we speculate that the 

participants were recalling the movie they watched 

Brain Area 
Broadmann 

area 

MNI coordinate (mm) 
Frequency band t-value 

X Y Z 

Limbic Lobe, Posterior Cingulate 

23 5 -55 15 Beta 6.20 

30 5 -60 10 Beta 5.49 

23 5 -60 15 Beta 5.29 

Parietal Lobe, Precuneus 
31 -15 -70 25 Beta 6.00 

7 -15 -70 30 Beta 5.74 

Occipital Lobe, Precuneus 31 -15 -65 25 Beta 5.82 

Occipital Lobe, Cuneus 7 -15 -75 30 Beta 5.68 

Limbic Lobe, Precuneus 31 -15 -60 25 Beta 5.56 

Parietal Lobe, Inferior Parietal Lobule 

40 50 -55 40 Low gamma 5.59 

40 55 -60 40 Low gamma 5.25 

40 45 -50 40 Low gamma 5.22 

Temporal Lobe, Supramarginal Gyrus 40 60 -55 20 Low gamma 5.30 
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immediately before the imagery period. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

We studied EEG source activity of visual motion 

imagery via comparison with visual motion perception. 

We found brain activity particular to visual motion 

imagery in the posterior cingulate, precuneus, cuneus, 

inferior parietal lobule, and supramarginal gyrus. Based 

on these results, we will analyze functional connectivity 

between brain regions related to visuospatial information 

processing in the future work. In addition, visual motion 

imagery may be a useful new approach to BCI. Therefore, 

we hope to investigate the possibility of classification of 

imagined directions focusing on the brain areas where 

increased activity was observed during visual motion 

imagery. 
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ABSTRACT: The paper presents an algorithm for blinks 

detection from an EOG (electrooculographic) signal. The 

algorithm is based on the analysis of time waveforms 

recorded from Fp1 and Fp2 and is capable to work as well 

in a fix trial length mode as in a free user mode. The paper 

covers the description of the algorithm and its 

verification via an experiment conducted with ten healthy 

subjects. During the experiment the recognition of nine 

blinking schemes was tested: single, double and triple 

blinks with left, right, and both eyes. The recognition rate 

calculated over nine blinking schemes and ten subjects 

was equal to 92%. When analyzing the results across 

different blinking schemes we found that: 1) it was much 

easier to recognize left-right blinks (96%) than both eyes 

blinks (83%); 2) the detection accuracy dropped with the 

increasing number of blinks (98% - single, 91% - double, 

87% - triple blinks) but it was sufficiently high even for 

triple blinks.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Eye blinks have all the features needed to establish a 

successful communication channel. They can be 

precisely characterized for an individual, easily 

modulated or translated to express the intention, and can 

be detected and tracked consistently and reliably [1]. Of 

course, they need some motor control from the user but 

if such control is possible, they constitute a fairly stable 

channel. Comparing to control signals used in nowadays 

BCIs (Brain-Computer Interfaces), the eye blinks 

provide more comfortable communication that SSVEP-

BCI (Steady State Visually Evoked BCIs) and P300-BCI 

(BCI based on P300 component). First of all, they do not 

need any external device that would provide stimulations 

evoking the required brain response. That also means that 

nor flickering light or highlighting objects are constantly 

present at a user visual field. Moreover, since the 

different styles of eye blinks are evoked only at a user 

will, the user can decide when he wants to switch the 

interface from an ‘off’ to ‘on’ state. On the other hand, 

comparing EB-interface (Eye Blink) to MI-BCI (Motor 

Imagery BCI), the first one is much more stable and does 

not require any user training. At this moment both types 

of interfaces provide a comparable number of control 

states (usually no more than 2-4) but this can be easily 

changed with the algorithm described further in this 

paper.  

The papers on eye blink detection usually describe 

recognition systems providing a rather limited number of 

control states, often only 1-4 states, [1-3]. This paper 

aims to propose a recognition algorithm that significantly 

increases this number. The proposed algorithm enables 

the recognition of succeeding blinks of left, right and 

both eyes. Since the algorithm allows to detect different 

number of blinks, the number of control states provided 

by the interface using this algorithm is adaptable. It starts 

from two states, corresponding to single blinks of left and 

right eye but can easily be extended to three, six, nine or 

more by using double, triple, and more blinks. Of course, 

since a single simultaneous blink with both eyes is a 

spontaneous physiological activity, it is usually excluded 

from the set of control states.  

The algorithm is based on the EOG time waveforms 

recorded from two prefrontal contralateral channels. We 

do not use the EOG signal recorded from the standard 

positions, it is from the electrodes located around the eyes 

because we want to ensure the maximum comfort of the 

user using the EB-interface. In the experiment testing the 

algorithm accuracy, all the electrodes were incorporated 

into a forehead band and the users found it a more 

convenient solution than when the electrodes were placed 

around the eyes.  

The paper covers both, the detailed description of the 

algorithm and its experimental verification. The 

experiment described in the paper was conducted with 

ten healthy subjects whose task was to blink according to 

the blinking schemes presented in the computer screen. 

During the experiment the recognition of nine blinking 

schemes was tested: single, double and triple blinks with 

left, right, and both eyes.  

 

RELATED WORK 

 

The eye blinks related signals are predominant in the 

frontal and prefrontal sites on the scalp. Peaks appearing 

in the signal waveform recorded from these areas inform 

that an eye open (negative peak) or eye close (positive 

peak) event took place. Hence, an eye blink event can be 

detected when the positive peak followed by a negative 

deflection in a signal waveform is formed. The 

algorithms on eye blink detection directly or indirectly 

utilize these features. For example, in [4] the kurtosis, a 

statistical coefficient that describes the relative flatness 

of the data distribution, was used to detect the eye blink 
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episodes. The kurtosis is a quite good indicator for eye 

blink episodes because it is positive for peaked data 

distribution (typical for eye blink) and negative for flat 

distribution (typical for noise). As the authors report in 

the paper, they were able to detect single, double and 

triple eye blinks only with kurtosis coefficient calculated 

from the data recorded with one bipolar EEG channel. 

However, the speed of the interface presented in the 

paper was somewhat limited because with these three 

choices one character per minute was selected from a 27-

letters keyboard. The information on the accuracy of the 

proposed solution was not provided.  

The kurtosis concept was also used in [5], where the 

kurtosis coefficient was applied in the RBF classifier. 

The classifiers inputs (calculated from a one-second 

window) were: maximum amplitude, minimum 

amplitude, kurtosis of the present window, kurtosis of the 

previous window, and kurtosis of the next window. The 

authors reported 76% accuracy over the test data. A 

neural classifier was also used in [3], where four control 

states corresponded to left wink, right wink, single blink, 

and double blink were applied to control the wheelchair 

movements. The classifier’s inputs were DWT (Discrete 

Wavelet Transform) coefficients extracted from F7 and 

F8 channels and its sensitivity and specificity were equal 

to 80% and 75%, respectively.  

Much more algorithms on eye blink detection and 

recognition can be found in the papers on eye blink 

artifacts correction [6,7]. However, these algorithms 

usually either deal with the signal in an offline mode, it 

is after the recording was completed, or correct the parts 

of the signal of the given characteristics. While the 

former often need long segments of signal acquired from 

a dense matrix of channels to work correctly (e.g. 

algorithms based on sources detection or trends 

recognition), the latter are not sensitive enough to 

distinguish between succeeding blinks.  

All the papers mentioned so far extracted information 

about the blinking pattern directly from the EOG signal. 

However, this is not the only possibility. Another 

approach is based on visual detection of gaze direction 

and blinking episodes. For example, in [8] a 4-steps 

detection system based on methods for image recognition 

was proposed. The system first detects a face region (with 

Haar-like features), then extracts and eye region (via 

analyzing geometrical dependencies), and finally detects 

and classifies the eye-blinks as spontaneous (shorter than 

200ms) or voluntary (longer than 200ms). Voluntary 

blinks are further classified as long or short and hence the 

algorithm provides two control signals that can be used 

for selecting letters from a virtual keyboard or controlling 

cursor movements on the screen. The authors reported 

the results of the experiment with 49 subjects where the 

average time of entering a single sign was equal to 16.8 

s before the training session and 11.7 s after the training 

session and the accuracy of detecting control eye-blinks 

was equal to 99%. 

 

 

 

RECOGNITION ALGORITHM 

 

The EOG activity is a result of the difference in 

charge between the cornea and the bottom of the eye. If 

this activity is recorded from the forehead electrodes, it 

is positive when the eyeballs go up and negative when 

they go down. Because of the so-called Bell effect 

(eyeballs go in the opposite direction to the eyelids) the 

eyes closure induces positive potential and eyes opening 

– negative potential.  

The eye-blink episode builds upon the phenomenon 

described above and hence has a very specific time 

pattern (Fig. 1a). It starts from a rapid and narrow 

positive peak that is followed by a slightly wider but also 

very deep negative trough. Exactly after the blink 

episode, two more components are formed, first – a 

significantly lower and wider positive component and 

second - a very small and wide negative come-back. 

When two or more blinks are followed one after another, 

the blinking scheme remains the same (one sharp positive 

peak followed by a negative trough) for each blink and 

the two after-blinking components at the end (Fig. 1b). 

  

 

 

Figure 1: EOG signal from Fp1 during left eye blink 

event; a) single blink; b) double blink; non-filtered 

single-trial signals. 

 

The height and width of the peak formed in the time 

course of EOG signal recorded from a single channel 

(preferably located at Fpz position) are the two 

characteristics that can be used to take a decision whether 

the blinking episode occurred or not and to distinguish 

between one, two or more consecutive blinks of one/both 

eyes. However, the algorithm based exclusively on 

counting the number of blinks provides a highly limited 

number of possible control states. This number can be 

increased (by a factor of three) if not only the number of 

blinks but also a blinking eye is detected from the signal. 

Of course, since the blinking scheme is the same for both 

eyes, it would be extremally difficult to distinguish the 

blinking eye from the signal recorded from an electrode 

located between both eyes (Fig. 2). This task is much 

easier when instead of one, two EOG channels are used. 

a) 

b) 
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Figure 3 presents the EOG signal recorded from two 

prefrontal electrodes (Fp1 and Fp2) during a double blink 

of the left eye. As it can be noticed in this figure the 

involuntarily blink of the non-intended right eye is 

characterized by a much smaller amplitude at Fp2 (solid 

line) than the intended blink of the left eye (dashed line).  

 

Figure 2: EOG signal from Fpz during double left eye 

blink (signal between 0-700ms) and double right eye 

blink (signal between 700-1400ms); non-filtered single-

trial signal. 

 

 

Figure 3: EOG signal from Fp1 (dashed line) and Fp2 

(solid line) during double left eye blink; non-filtered 

single trial signal. 

 

The last figure from this section (Fig. 4) presents the 

waveforms recorded from Fp1 and Fp2 during 

simultaneous blinks of both eyes. As it can be noticed this 

time peaks of both waveforms have the amplitude 

significantly greater than the rest of the signal. Usually, 

the amplitude of both peaks is not equal (because of small 

shifts in electrodes montage and also because of 

physiological differences between eyes), however, it is 

always well beyond the ongoing EEG activity.  

 

Figure 4: EOG signal from Fp1 (dashed line) and Fp2 

(solid line) during double both eyes blink; non-filtered 

single-trial signal.  

The algorithm that we propose to use for recognizing 

different eye blinking patterns from the EOG signal starts 

from the calibration session. The calibration session is 

necessary not only because of the subjects’ differences in 

blink characteristics but also because these 

characteristics can be quite different even for the same 

subject in two succeeding experiments. Of course, the 

core of the blinking pattern does not change, the eye-

close event evokes the positive peak and the eye-open 

event – a negative peak. However, the amplitude of the 

peaks in both channels can differ significantly. This what 

evokes this change are small shifts in the electrodes 

montage. Even slight differences in the electrodes' 

localization on the skull can highly suppress or enhance 

the peaks formed for left, right or both eyes. The task of 

the calibration session is to prevent the influence of these 

shifts on the algorithm accuracy. Therefore, the 

calibration session should be performed anytime when 

the user starts his/her work with the interface applying 

the proposed algorithm.  

During the calibration session, the user is asked to 

blink once and twice with each eye individually and with 

both eyes together. Between both series, the user is asked 

not to blink at all. Hence, the calibration session is 

divided into seven segments, following one after another:  

• S1, S2, S3 - single blink with left, right, and both 

eyes, respectively; 

• S4 – no blinking period; 

• S5, S6, S7 – double blink with left, right, and both 

eyes, respectively. 

Assuming that three seconds are allocated to each 

condition, the whole calibration session lasts no more 

than 30 s. The signal acquired during the calibration 

session is used to calculate six parameters that are later 

used as thresholds in the recognition process. The 

description of parameters is presented in Tab. 1. All six 

parameters are calculated as the mean value from the two 

corresponding segments of the calibration session 

mentioned in the table.   

 

Table 1: Parameters calculated from the calibration 

session 

Name  Description Segment 

T1a_c Hight of Fp1 peak corresponding to 

the left eye blink  

S1, S5 

T1b_c Hight of Fp2 peak corresponding to 

the right eye blink  

S2, S6 

T1c_c Hight of Fp1 peak corresponding to 

both eyes blink  

S3, S7 

T1d_c Hight of Fp2 peak corresponding to 

both eyes blink  

S3, S7 

T2_c Distance between peak and the 

consecutive zero crossing point (in 

samples) 

S1, S2 

T3_c Distance between two succeeding 

peaks (in samples) 

S5, S6 

 

The parameters calculated over the calibration session 

are not directly used in the recognition process but first 

are modified to make them far less restrictive. The 
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modification rules are as follows: 

• all four T1_c parameters are modified by a factor 0.5 

(T1=0.5T1_c); 

• T2_c parameter is modified by a factor of 2.0 

(T2=2T2_c);    

• T3 parameter is modified by a factor 2.0 (T3=2T3_c). 

The algorithm is very flexible to the levels of these 

modification factors. It works correctly even if they are 

changed significantly. So far, we tested the algorithm for 

the levels: 0.4-0.6 (for T1s), 1.5-3 (for T2), and 1.5-3 (for 

T3).   

The core part of the algorithm is composed of nine 

steps: 

1. Find the first sample exceeding min(T1a, T1c) in Fp1 

channel and/or min(T1b, T1d) in Fp2 channel. 

2. Record the following samples (starting from the 

sample found in 1 until the signal crosses zero in both 

channels. 

3. Find max(Fp1) and max(Fp2) and the distance 

between the sample of maximum value and the last 

sample from the recorded signal (D1 – distance 

calculated over Fp1, D2 - distance calculated over 

Fp2). 

4. Decide on the eye (left, right, both) and the channel 

(Fp1, Fp2) that will be used in the process of 

searching for succeeding peaks. The decision on the 

eye (left, right, or both) and channel (chosenChannel) 

is taken according to one of two rules. Rule 1 is 

triggered when T1a+T1b > T1c+T1d and is defined 

as follows:  

a) if max(Fp1)>T1a & D1<T2 -> left, Fp1, T1=T1a 

b) if max(Fp2)>T1b & D2<T2 -> right, Fp2, T1=T1b 

c) both: if max(Fp1)>T1c & D1<T2 & 

max(Fp2)>T1d & D2<T2  

o if max(Fp1)>=max(Fp2) -> Fp1, T1=T1c 

o if max(Fp1)<max(Fp2) -> Fp2, T1=T1d 

Rule 2 is triggered when T1a+T1b < T1c+T1d. This 

rule is almost identical to Rule 1. The only difference 

is that condition c is tested before conditions a and b. 

The split into two rules is necessary because there are 

two blinking schemes across the subjects. While most 

subjects blink stronger when using both eyes 

simultaneously, there are also subjects who blink 

stronger when only one eye is used.  

5. If none of the conditions given in 4 is fulfilled, discard 

all the recorded samples and start from 1. In the other 

case set n=1 (n – number of peaks found in the signal), 

discard all the recorded samples and start looking for 

the next peak in the chosen channel (go to 6). 

6. Find the first sample exceeding T1 and record the 

following samples (starting from the this ‘exceeding’ 

sample) until the signal crosses zero.  

7. Find max(chosenChannel) and the distance between 

the sample of maximum value and the last sample 

from the recorded signal (D).  

8. If max(chosenChannel)>=T1 & D<=T2 set n=n+1, 

discard all the recorded samples and start looking for 

the next peak in the chosen channel (go to 6). 

9. If rule given in 8 is not fulfilled or the length of the 

recorded signal exceeds T3 (in a free user mode) or 

exceeds the trial length (in a fixed trial length mode) 

return the number of peaks n and the chosen eye (left, 

right, or both) and start from 1. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
To test the algorithm described in the previous section, 

an experiment with ten healthy subjects (seven men and 

three women) was performed. All the subjects were right-

handed, had normal vision and did not report any mental 

disorders. The experiment was conducted according to 

the Helsinki declaration on proper treatments of human 

subjects. Written consent was obtained from the subject 

before the experiment.  

The detailed scheme of the experiment with one 

subject was as follows. The subject was placed in a 

comfortable chair and the electrodes were applied on his 

head. In front of the subject in an approximate distance 

of one meter an LCD monitor was located. A short sound 

signal announced the start of the experiment. Two 

seconds later the calibration session started. This session 

was performed two times: 1st - to make the subject 

familiar with the sequence of segments; 2nd - to calculate 

the algorithm parameters.  

 During the calibration session a sequence of pictures 

informing the subject of what was his/her task in the 

given segment was displayed (Fig. 5). Each picture was 

present on the screen for three seconds.  

 

 

Figure 5: One of the pictures displayed during the 

calibration session (single blink of the left eye).  

When the first calibration session ended, a picture 

presenting the EOG signal recorded during subject 

actions was displayed on the screen (Fig. 6). The 

experimenter discussed the subject’s mistakes (wrong 

eye or wrong number of blinks) and explained once again 

what was the subject’s task in each segment. Right then 

the real calibration session started.   

Ten seconds after the calibration session the actual 

experiment started. During the whole experiment, a 

picture with nine texts informing the subject about 

his/her task was displayed on the screen (Fig. 7). Every 

three seconds a frame was displayed around one of the 

nine texts. The subject’s task was to blink once, twice or 

three times with left, right or both eyes just as was 

indicated by the text surrounded by the frame. The 

experiment consisted of 36 trials, four trials per each 

blinking scheme.    
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Figure 6: EOG signals recorded during the first 

calibration session with one of the subjects (Fp1 - dashed 

line, Fp2 - solid line).  

 

EOG data was recorded from two monopolar 

channels at a sampling frequency of 250 Hz. Four passive 

gold cup electrodes were used in the experiments. Two 

of them were attached to the subject's skull at Fp1, and 

Fp2 positions according to the International 10-20 system 

[9]. The reference and ground electrodes were located at 

the left and right mastoid, respectively. The impedance 

of the electrodes was kept below 5 kΩ. The EOG signal 

was acquired with OpenBCI amplifier and recorded with 

OpenVibe Software [10]. The whole experiment, 

covering the preparation part, electrodes application, 2 

calibration sessions, the actual experiment, and the after-

cleaning lasted about 20 minutes with one subject. 

 

Figure 7: The tasks’ panel.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The classification accuracy calculated from all 36 trials 

for each subject is presented in Fig. 8 and the last column 

of Tab. 3. As it can be noticed, the accuracy was quite 

high for most of the subjects. For S1, S7, S8, and S9 it 

was even higher than 97%. However, there were also 

some subjects (most of all S6 and S2) that achieved much 

lower accuracy (S6 - 78%, S2 – 83%). Of course, having 

in mind that this accuracy was obtained for 9-classes 

classification, it was still a very good result. To find out 

whether these differences in the classification precision 

were caused by a systematic algorithm error or rather a 

subject specificity, we decomposed the results into 6 

schemes. The three first schemes corresponded to a 

different blinking eye (left, right or both), the next three 

schemes - to a different number of blinks (1x - single, 2x 

- double, or 3x - triple). Each scheme covered 12 of the 

trials from our 36-trial experiment.  

 
Figure 8: Classification accuracy for each subject 

calculated over all 9 blinking schemes.  

 

Figures 9-10 and Tab. 2 present classification 

accuracy obtained for each subject under different 

blinking eye schemes (Fig. 9) and different number of 

blinks (Fig. 10). The first conclusion that should be made 

here is that regardless of the number of blinks, it was 

much easier to recognize left-right blink than both eyes 

blink. While the single eye recognition rate (averaged 

over different number of blinks) was equal to almost 96% 

(for both: right eye and left eye), it was significantly 

smaller (83%) for both eyes (according to paired sample 

t-student test with p=0.05).  

The second observation that can be deduced from 

Tab. 2 and Fig. 10 is that the accuracy dropped with the 

increasing number of blinks from 98% (for single blinks) 

to 91% (for double blinks) and 87% (for triple blinks). 

While this drop was significant when comparing single 

to triple blinks (according to paired sample t-student test 

with p=0.05), it was incidental for single and double or 

double and triple blinks.  

 
Figure 9: Classification accuracy for each subject 

calculated separately for left, right, and both eyes 

condition.  

 
Figure 10: Classification accuracy for each subject 

calculated separately for single, double, and triple blinks.  
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Table 2: Classification accuracy for each subject across 

analyzed number of blinks and blinking eyes (1x, 2x, 3x 

– single, double, and triple blinks; L, R, B – left, right, 

and both eyes). 

  L R B 1x 2x 3x All 

S1 91.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 91.7 97.2 

S2 91.7 75.0 83.3 100.0 66.7 83.3 83.3 

S3 100.0 91.7 75.0 91.7 91.7 83.3 88.9 

S4 100.0 100.0 83.3 100.0 91.7 91.7 94.4 

S5 83.3 100.0 83.3 91.7 91.7 83.3 88.9 

S6 100.0 100.0 33.3 91.7 75.0 66.7 77.8 

S7 100.0 100.0 91.7 100.0 100.0 91.7 97.2 

S8 100.0 100.0 91.7 100.0 100.0 91.7 97.2 

S9 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

S10 91.7 91.7 91.7 100.0 91.7 83.3 91.7 

Mean 95.8 95.8 83.3 97.5 90.8 86.7 91.7 

 

 Finally, we aggregated the results obtained from 

different subjects to find out which of our 9 classification 

schemes was correctly recognized in most cases. The 

aggregated results are presented in Tab. 3. As it can be 

noticed in the table the best detection rate was obtained 

for single right eye blink (100%), then for single and 

double left eye blink (98%), and next for double right and 

single both eyes blink (95%). If instead of the nine 

blinking schemes, only the first four were used 

(excluding single blink with both eyes as spontaneous 

physiological activity), the average accuracy would reach 

exactly 97.5%.  

 

Table 3: The mean classification accuracy for each of the 

nine blinking schemes; results aggregated over all 

subjects. 

 Left Right Both Mean 

1 x  97.50 100.00 95.00 97.50 

2 x 97.50 95.00 80.00 90.83 

3 x 92.50 92.50 75.00 86.67 

Mean 95.83 95.83 83.33  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

As it was shown in the paper, the proposed detection 

algorithm can recognize a quite high number of control 

states with a high detection rate, without any external 

stimulations and with use of a very short (30 s) 

calibration. Therefore, for the users that can still control 

their eyelids muscles, it can provide a good alternative to 

the brain-computer interfaces.  

 The main outcomes from the experiment described in 

the paper are: 1) the overall detection rate calculated over 

nine blinking schemes and ten subjects was equal to 92%; 

2) the detection rate calculated over four best blinking 

schemes was equal to 98%; 3) it was much easier to 

recognize left-right blinks (96% - right eye and 96% - left 

eye) than both eyes blinks (83%); 4) the detection 

accuracy dropped with the increasing number of blinks 

(98% - single, 91% - double, 87% - triple blinks). 

 We believe that the algorithm described in this paper 

might be further improved by enhancing the recognition 

of both eyes’ blinks. Moreover, to formulate more valid 

conclusions we plan to conduct experiments with more 

subjects and a greater number of blinks.  
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ABSTRACT
Broadband code modulated visual evoked potential (BB-
VEP, c-VEP) is the basis of one of the fastest brain-
computer interface (BCI) paradigms. Unlike other sys-
tems, like those based on steady-state visual evoked po-
tential (SSVEP, f-VEP), the stimulus specificity of c-VEP
has not been thoroughly studied yet. One of the impor-
tant stimulus characteristics that can influence both per-
formance and user comfort is the frequency (the bit clock
or frame rate). In this study, we evaluated the effect of
stimuli presented at various frame rates (40, 60, 90 and
120 Hz) on c-VEP using LED lights. Accuracy and ITR
were used to assess the performance and a questionnaire
was used to evaluate the visual comfort. No significant
differences in the performance of different frequencies
were found, so comfort can be the main factor in the de-
sign decision. However, there is a trend for the frame
rates of 40 and 90 Hz to yield a higher accuracy as com-
pared to 60 and 120 Hz.

INTRODUCTION

One of the well-known brain computer interface (BCI)
applications is a speller, in which the user can select a let-
ter and type it on the screen. Different paradigms are used
to develop such BCI spellers, in which the frequency-
modulated visual evoked potential (f-VEP) and the code-
modulated visual evoked potential (c-VEP) have gained
increasing attention due to their high information transfer
rate (ITR) [1].
In an f-VEP-based BCI, the user is presented with visual
stimuli flickering at different frequencies. The attended
stimulus generates steady-state visual evoked potential
(SSVEP) responses over the occipital brain areas at the
same (or harmonics) frequency of the stimulus [2]. A
wide range of frequencies (between 4 and 90 Hz) can be
used to elicit SSVEPs [2, 3]. The lower frequency range
(<20 Hz) induce higher amplitude SSVEP responses
compared to the higher frequency stimuli. However, the
higher frequency stimuli are visually more comfortable
and cause less visual fatigue [4]. Many research groups
have investigated the effect of different frequencies on the
SSVEPs response [5] and on the BCI performance [6].
For example, to compare the accuracies from high and
low frequencies, Won and colleagues designed an experi-
ment using 30 LED lights flickering at different frequen-
cies. In their studies, they achieved higher classification

accuracy using high-frequency stimuli (26-34.7 Hz) com-
pare to the low-frequency stimuli (6-14.7 Hz) [6, 7]. Un-
like the f-VEP, the stimulation frequency of c-VEP has
not been thoroughly studied yet.
In c-VEP, a set of pseudo-random bit-sequences (codes)
is used to modulate intensity of the visual stimuli.
Though many types of codes are used in BCI, the stim-
ulation codes are often a single m-sequence with a dif-
ferent phases, or are constructed as a Gold code fam-
ily generated with a special pair of m-sequences. They
can be run at different stimulation frequencies, we will
call them frame rates, even though we use LED’s and no
video frame is involved. In most of the c-VEP BCI stud-
ies, due to limitations in display refresh rates, 60 and 120
Hz are commonly used in the experimental setups. How-
ever, using the latest monitors with a higher refresh rate,
recent studies investigated the effect of higher stimulation
frequencies on c-VEP [8, 9]. In the study by Gembke and
colleagues, they compared the results of high-frequency
stimulation rates (120 and 200 Hz) with the traditional 60
Hz and found a lower but comparable result in terms of
accuracy and ITR for 200 Hz compared to 60 and 120
Hz. Başaklar and colleagues, examined stimulus presen-
tation rates of 60, 120, 240 Hz and revealed that 120 Hz is
better than 240 Hz for higher number of classes. Never-
theless, to understand the effects of different stimulation
frequencies and their boundaries on c-VEP systems more
research is needed.
In this study, we used modulated Gold codes to investi-
gate the effects of low and high stimulation frequencies
(40, 60, 90 and 120 Hz) in terms of performance and vi-
sual comfort. We used LEDs instead of a monitor to be
more flexible in presenting the stimulation frequencies.
In addition, in order to make the BCI experiment more
practical and pleasant for the participants, water-based
EEG electrodes were used.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants: 10 subjects (age: 31.2 ± 11.71, average ±
standard deviation, 5 male) with normal or corrected-to-
normal vision took part in the experiment. The subjects
agreed voluntarily to participate in the experiment. The
study was approved by and conducted in accordance with
the guidelines of the Ethical Committee of the Faculty
of Social Sciences at the Radboud University. Prior to
the experiment, all subjects read and signed a written
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informed consent.

Experimental design: The visual stimuli were pre-
sented to the subjects using eight RGB LED lights.
Each LED was surrounded by a plastic cylinder to
create a circular target (4 cm diameter, 1 cm inter-target
distance). Then, all LEDs were covered using a light
diffusion sheet to prevent uneven light distribution.
Subsequently, eight small transparent sheets with a
picture of an animal were placed at the center of each
light as shown in Figure 1(A). The LEDs were controlled
by an ARDUINO UNO micro-controller to send the
eight flashing patterns of the modulated Gold codes (See
further, m-Gold codes). During the experiment, subjects
were sitting on a chair in front of the LED box with a
distance of 35 to 50 centimeters. The exact distance was
chosen by each participant for a comfortable view of the
LED box. The experiment consisted of four runs, one for
each frame rate stimuli (i.e., 40, 60, 90, 120 Hz). Each
run consisted of 10 trials of 4.2 seconds at that specific
frame rate with an inter-trial interval of one second. In
each trial, one LED was cued randomly as a target. After
the cue, all LEDs started flashing their own code at the
specific frame rate, for 4.2 seconds. The time course
of one trial is shown in Figure 1(B). The subjects were
instructed to focus their attention to the cued target and
gaze at its center during the stimulation. The stimulation
frequencies were presented to the subjects in a random
order. To prevent visual fatigue, the subjects could take a
short break between each run.

Figure 1: A. Layout design of the LED box, all are blinking at
the same frame rate, but with different bit sequences; B. Time-
course of one trial during the experiment. ITI: Inter trial inter-
val.

m-Gold codes: Gold codes are a set of pseudo-random
bit sequences with minimum cross-correlation and opti-
mal auto-correlation [10]. A set of Gold codes is formed
by XORing a preferred pair of m-sequences of the same
length with a time-lag. Each time-lag yields a new mem-
ber of a Gold code family. An m-sequence is gener-
ated by a special type of linear feedback shift register
(LFSR) that has a longest non-repeating sequence for a
given tap sequence. Although an m-sequences has bet-
ter auto-correlation properties than a Gold code, a set
of m-sequences may have large and unpredictable cross-

correlation values.
In this study, we used a set of Gold codes created with
a 6-bit linear feedback shift register and feedback taps
at positions 6,5,2,1 and at 6,1 (See [10, 11] for the
generation process). In our study, the Gold codes were
modulated with a double bit clock to force a transition
in each bit. These modulated codes (m-Gold codes)
retained the good correlation properties while restricting
the run-length distribution, as a code can be considered
as a series of short (i.e., ‘10’ or ‘100’) and long (i.e.,
‘110’ or ‘1100’) on-off runs, which represent short and
long flashes, respectively (See Figure 2). The family
consisted of 65 codes, each with a 126 bits length. In this
study, we used the first eight sequences of these m-Gold
codes to send to the eight LED lights.

Figure 2: Pulse duration for 4 bits of the first sequence of the
modulated Gold codes in different frequencies. S: short event;
L: Long event.

Recording: EEG was recorded using the Twente
Medical Systems International (TMSi) Porti system with
32 EEG channels and a common average reference at a
sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The EEG data was collected
using seven water-based electrodes located over the
parietal and occipital cortex at CP5, P3, Pz, POz, Oz, P4,
and CP6 according to the international system of EEG
measurement [12]. The ground (GND) electrode was
located over the left temporal site (T7).

Preprocessing: The raw signals were down sampled
to 360 Hz. To be able to create suitable roll-on roll-off
spectral sensitivity the down sampled signals were high-
pass filtered at 2 Hz using a 2nd order Butterworth filter,
and low-pass filtered at 50 Hz using a 4th order Cheby-
shev type II filter with 50 dB stop-band attenuation.
The stimuli presentation and the preprocessing were
implemented online using the BrainStream software
[www.brainstream.nu].

Comfort scores: To assess the visual comfort at each
frame rate, subjects filled out a four-level satisfaction
questionnaire, (with levels: very uncomfortable = 0,
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uncomfortable = 3, comfortable = 7, very comfortable =
10). Participants rated the questionnaire based on their
subjective experience after each run of the experiment.
Thereafter, we calculated the mean score over all subjects
for each frame rate.

Analysis: In the c-VEP, template matching is applied
to identify the attended target. To create a template, we
used a generative model called re-convolution (see [13]
for details). Re-convolution is a method that models the
brain response to a sequence of events (here, m-Gold
codes) as the linear summation of the responses to the in-
dividual events (i.e., short and long flashes, see Figure 2).
The re-convolution method used in [13] has been imple-
mented in two sequential steps. First, it generates tran-
sient responses by performing deconvolution and subse-
quently learns the spatial distribution by means of Canon-
ical Correlation Analysis (CCA). Here, we integrated re-
convolution in the CCA to simultaneously derive both
temporal as well as spatial dynamics of the responses
[14]. Therefore, we defined the CCA as follows:

W,R = argmax
W,R

W>X ·M>R√
W>XX>W ·R>MM>R

(1)

Where, X ∈ Rk·m,c is the concatenation of k single-trials
of m samples and c channels, and m ∈ Rk·m,c is the con-
catenation of k structure matrices of m samples and c
channels. The structure matrix, M, is a design matrix
created for each event type (i.e short and a long flash),
which in the first column, lists a 1 whenever the event
type occurred, and zero elsewhere, and in each subse-
quent column the ones shifts down a row to the length of
the transients (See Fig.5 in [13]). Therefore, M contains
two structure matrices, M = [Ms,Ml ], with Ms the struc-
ture matrix listing a 1 when the short event happened, and
Ml listing 1 whenever the long event happened. Thus, the
CCA derives a spatial filter W ∈ Rc,1 and a temporal fil-
ter R ∈Rl,1 with the responses to the short (Rs ) and long
(Rl ) events, R = [Rs,Rl ]. The CCA does that by opti-
mizing the spatial and temporal filter in such a way that
the correlation between spatially filtered data (W>X) and
the predicted responses (R>M) is maximized. Thereafter,
a template matching can be performed to classify a new
single-trial using W and R as follows:

y = argmax
i
{corr(W>x,R>Mi)} (2)

in which, Mi is the structure matrix for the ith class and
Ti = R>Mi is the predicted responses for stimulus i.

Performance evaluation: To estimate the system per-
formance, we measured the accuracy of the classifier,
the corresponding information transfer rate (ITR) [15], as
well as (correct) symbols per minute (SPM) [16], which
includes the time needed for a backspace to correct mis-
spelled symbols. The accuracy was measured using 10-
fold cross-validation. The maximum correlation between
the spatially filtered data and the generated templates was

used as an indicator of the predicted class. We mea-
sured the ITR (in bits/minute) and the SPM (in sym-
bols/minute) calculated as follows:

IT R = (log2 N +P log2 P+(1−P) log2
1−P
N−1

)∗ (60
T
)

(3)

SPM = (P− (1−P))∗ 60
T

(4)

Where N is the number of classes, P is the detection
accuracy of targets and T is the time needed to convey
each symbol, including both trial time and inter-trial
time (in seconds). The maximum ITR value during the
stimulation time was determined for each subject at each
bit rate, to report as ITR.

Statistics: Since accuracy rates and comfort scores
were not normally distributed, a non-parametric Fried-
man test was performed. This test was used to compare
the result of each pair of frame rate stimuli. The signifi-
cant threshold was set to 0.05.

RESULTS

Comfort scores: Figure 3 shows the score provided by
volunteers about the level of visual comfort regarding dif-
ferent frame rate stimuli. As can be seen, the higher fre-
quencies tend to be more comfortable than the lower fre-
quencies. None of the subjects reported "(very) uncom-
fortable" for the frame rate of 120 Hz and in contrary, no
subjects reported "very comfortable" for the frame rate of
40 Hz. Interestingly, some subjects reported a difficulty
to attend the 120 Hz stimulation because the flicker was
less perceptible compared to the other frequencies.
To determine any significant differences in the comfort
scores due to different frame rate stimuli, we performed
non-parametric Friedman test. The results from Fried-
man test revealed a significant main effect of frame rate
(x2(3) = 17.077, p = 0.001) on comfort scores. Subse-
quent post-hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests
was conducted with a Bonferroni correction, resulting in
a significance level set at p < 0.008. Interestingly, the
results showed only a statistically significant difference
between the frame rates of 40 and 120 Hz (Z = -2.762, p
= 0.006). No significant differences were found between
other pairs of the frame rate stimuli (40 vs. 60 Hz (Z =
-1.801, p = 0.072); 40 vs. 90 Hz (Z = -2.585, p = 0.010);
60 vs. 90 Hz (Z = -1.633, p = 0.102); 60 vs. 120 Hz
(Z = -2.264, p = 0.024); 90 vs. 120 Hz (Z = -1.511, p =
0.131)).

Performance evaluation: In addition to classification
accuracies, Figure 4 also shows the corresponding ITRs
(in bits/min) and the SPM (in sym/min) for the different
frame rate stimuli. In terms of accuracy, the frame rates
of 40 and 90 Hz gained higher accuracy and SPM com-
pared to the 60 and 120 Hz. Looking at the results of the
ITR, the frame rate of 40 Hz leads to the highest ITR of
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Figure 3: Scores of visual comforts provided by subjects for dif-
ferent frame rate stimuli. The error bars represent the maximum
and minimum of the scores. ** p < 0.01.

53.69 ± 7.33 (mean ± SE, in bits/min) and followed by
the frame rate of 60 Hz (50.41 ± 6.75) and 90 Hz (50.03
± 6.52). In comparison, the frame rate of 120 Hz gained
the lowest ITR (37.53 ± 6.89). However, the correspond-
ing Friedman test did not reveal a significant difference
between any pair of stimulation frequencies, neither in
accuracy (x2(3) = 5.76, p = 0.12) nor ITR (x2(3) = 6.45, p
= 0.09).
To inspect the evolving classification performance over
time, we calculated the accuracy for each frame rate,
starting from 0.5 second with time intervals of 0.1
second. The average results are depicted in Figure 5.
As can be seen in this figure, the lower frequencies (40
and 60 Hz) have a tendency for better performance for
short time intervals below 2 seconds as compared to the
higher frequencies (90 and 120 Hz). The performances
then converge close to ceiling performance at 4 second
without significant difference. The frame rate of 120 Hz
has a tendency to the lowest accuracy.

Figure 4: Average accuracy, ITR and SPM over subjects for
different frame rate stimuli. The error bars indicate the standard
errors. The starts show the maximum and the minimum ITR
over subjects. Note: the ITR is calculated based on the maxi-
mum value during the stimulation time at each frame rate with
an inter-trial interval of one second.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Figure 5: Average classification accuracy with respect to time
for all frame rate stimuli. The shaded bars show standard errors.

In this study, we investigated the effect of high and low
stimulation frequencies (40, 60, 90, 120 Hz) on c-VEP in
terms of accuracy and ITR. A family of modulated Gold
codes was used to control the visual stimuli on eight LED
lights. The responses to these m-Gold codes were pre-
dicted by re-convolution and used as templates for a tem-
plate matching classifier. To evaluate the visual comfort,
a questionnaire was filled in by the subjects after each run
of the experiment.

Comfort scores: The results from the questionnaire
showed that most participants favor the higher stimula-
tion frequencies especially 120 Hz while 40 Hz was ir-
ritating for most of the participants. This can be due
to the fact that for high frame rates the stimuli are less
perceived as flicker and this may be less tiring and more
comfortable.

Performance evaluation: In terms of performance,
there was a tendency for 40 and 90 Hz to yield higher
accuracy compared to 60 and 120 Hz and for 90 Hz to
achieve the highest accuracy and SPM. If we assume this
gain will prove to be robust, 90 Hz should be considered
as a good frame rate for c-VEP where traditional 60 and
120 Hz has been used. It is a happy coincidence that in
Virtual Reality goggles 90 HZ is used often as frame rate.
Previous studies have shown that the average accuracy
from 120 Hz monitor refresh rate was slightly higher than
60 Hz [8, 9], however, our results don’t substantiate that.
Although the results about visual comfort showed the
highest score for 120 Hz, some subjects reported a dif-
ficulty to attend the 120 Hz. This can be explained by the
fact that the higher frequencies are less perceivable com-
pared to the lower frequencies which can make it difficult
for subjects to attend.
Our results showed no significant differences in the per-
formance (accuracy and ITR) of different stimulation fre-
quencies. This may be due to the effect of two compet-
ing mechanisms: higher frame rates yield more events
per time unit thus in principle can support higher trans-
fer rates, but the responses to fast events become smaller
thus leading to a weaker discrimination. The fact that the
frame rate does not affect performance much allows for
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choosing 120 Hz, the most comfortable one without loss
of performance. However there was a tendency for 90 Hz
to be better than 120 Hz in terms of accuracy and ITR
that may turn out to make up for somewhat less comfort.
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ABSTRACT: Code-modulated visual evoked potentials
(c-VEPs) BCI are designed for high-speed communica-
tion. The setting of stimulus parameters is fundamental
for this type of BCI, because stimulus parameters have an
influence on the performance of the system. In this work
we design a c-VEP BCI for word spelling, in which it
is possible to find the optimal stimulus presentation rate
per each subject thanks to an adaptive setting parameter
phase. This phase takes place at the beginning of each
session and allows to define the stimulus parameters that
are used during the spelling phase. The different stimuli
are modulated by a binary m-sequence circular-shifted by
a different time lag and a template matching method is
applied for the target detection. We acquired data from
4 subjects in two sessions. The results obtained for the
offline spelling show the variability between subjects and
therefore the importance of subject-dependent adaptation
of c-VEP BCI.

INTRODUCTION

Among the BCIs based on electroencephalographic sig-
nals (EEG), a VEP BCI allows for spelling from a key-
board of flashing characters, by identifying the target
character, which the user is gazing at. Depending on the
specific stimulus modulation design used, current VEP
based BCIs can be distinguished into BCI systems us-
ing frequency modulated VEP (f-VEP), time modulated
VEP (t-VEP) and BCI systems using pseudo-random
code-modulated VEP (c-VEP) [1]. In a c-VEP BCI,
all characters flash according to a predefined pseudo-
random sequence, as a m-sequence [2], circular-shifted
by a character-dependent time lag. For a given character,
the m-sequence evokes a VEP in the EEG of the sub-
ject [3], which can be used as a template. This template
is obtained during a calibration phase at the beginning of
each session. A c-VEP BCI can potentially achieve a very
high-speed communication level, reaching an average in-
formation transfer rate (ITR) of 108± 12 bit/min [3].
The stimulus modulation is crucial to build a high perfor-
mance c-VEP BCI. Many studies investigate the effect of
stimulus specificity on the target flashing modulation, ap-
plying different pseudo-random sequences [4], with dif-
ferent bit length sequences [5]. Isaksen et al. proved that
among different types of code none provided a superior
performance, showing that the "optimal-code" depends

on the subject [4]. Wei et al. [5] explored different stimuli
layout parameters such as the size, color and proximity of
the stimuli, different length sequences and different lags
between adjacent stimuli, providing the best set of pa-
rameters to increase the performance in a multi-target c-
VEP BCI. Aminaka et al. propose a green-blue stimulus
compared with the classical black-white [6], showing that
the chromatic green–blue stimulus can give high result
of accuracy, but not always better than the black-white
color combination. Nazamfar et al. [7] explored differ-
ent color stimulation: black and white, red and green and
blue and yellow, stimulation sequence with three different
bit lengths of 31, 63 and 127 bits but also three different
bit presentation rates of 30, 60 and 110 bps. They showed
that it is possible to find a compromise between high de-
cision rate and subject comfort, using a m-sequence of
63-bit, a presentation rate of 60 bps and red-green for
stimulus color. The stimulus presentation rate is another
important parameter that can influence the system per-
formance. The most common value used for coding se-
quence is 60 Hz. Wittevrongel et al. [8] proposed a study
in which they compare the traditional flashing pattern
frequency of 60 Hz to a faster one at 120 Hz. Apply-
ing a novel decoding algorithm based on spatio-temporal
beamforming, they showed that with a faster stimulation
is possible to increase the performance of the system,
reaching a ITR of 172.87 bits/min. Analyzing these stud-
ies is clear that it is not possible to define an universal
optimal stimulus parameter setting suitable for each BCI
user. In order to obtain a BCI system with high speed
communication that respects the subject’s comfort is nec-
essary to develop a system adaptable to the subject. In
our study we developed a subject-dependent system with
four different stimulus presentation rates of 15 Hz, 20 Hz,
30 Hz and 60 Hz. The objective is to find the optimal
presentation frequency to obtain a pleasant stimulus per
each subject. We demonstrate that the decreasing of the
stimulation frequency does not imply the decreasing of
the system performance showing the importance of the
BCI-user adaptation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Adaptive parameter setting phase:
In a traditional c-VEP BCI with a refresh rate of 60 Hz
and target encoded by binary sequence, each element
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Figure 1: Illustration of the circular-shift process for the stimulus sequence for the first 3 targets. On the left, the stimulus sequences
have a frame rate of 60 Hz (1 frame) and on the right, a frame rate of 30 Hz (2 frames). The figure shows the stimulation sequence for
the target T0, for the target T1, circularly shifted with a time lag τs with respect to T0 and for the target T2, circularly shifted with a time
lag τs with respect to T1. The red dash boxes indicate the time lag τs corresponding to the # frames, listed in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Stimulus parameters set for each two consecutive targets in the adaptive parameter setting phase. The time lag
τs = (2 bits/60 Hz) · # f rames. The length of one sequence ts is computed as ts = (63 bits/60 Hz) · # f rames. The flashing du-
ration of each target is tk = ts ·#stimulus cycles

target1-target2 # frames # stimulus cycles τs ts tk
A - D 1 10 0.033s 1.05 s 10.50 s
A - P 2 8 0.067s 2.10 s 16.80 s
T - I 3 5 0.10s 3.15 s 15.75 s
V - E 4 4 0.13s 4.20 s 16.80 s

of the sequence is flashed on the screen for a time
tb = 16.67 ms, corresponding to the duration of one
frame. We developed a system in which the targets are
encoded by a 63-bit m-sequence, but each element of this
sequence can be flashed for 1, 2, 3 or 4 frames. On a
60-Hz screen, the characters on the virtual keyboard will
thus flash at 60 Hz, 30 Hz, 20 Hz or 15 Hz. In this way it
is possible to flash the target faster or slower and to find
the stimulus pattern most adapted to each subject, while
maintaining a system with high performance. Our proto-
col thus starts with an adaptive parameter setting phase.
In this phase the subject has to focus on the targets of a
word of eight characters, shown in Fig. 2, so the word can
be divided in four pairs of targets and each pair follows
the setting reported in Tab. 1. The flashing rate is thus
changed every two targets. We compare the correlation
between all the VEP responses recorded for each stimu-
lus cycle of the two targets flashed with the same frame
value per each channel c, to detect at which stimulus set-
ting the evoked response of the subject is most prominent.
Let ρc

1 be the averaged correlation of the VEP responses
over the N stimulus cycles of the target 1, ρc

2 the averaged
correlation of the VEP responses over the N stimulus cy-
cles of the target 2 and ρc

12 the averaged cross-correlation
between the N stimulus cycles of the VEP response of
the target 1 and the VEP response of the target 2. Based
on the fact that when the user is gazing at a target, the
specific VEP recorded in the EEG should be the same for
each stimulus cycle of the same target, the expectation
is a high value for ρc

1 and ρc
2 and a low value for ρc

12.
The score λ c evaluates the difference between the auto-
correlation ρc

1 and the cross-correlation ρc
12 per channel

for each parameters setting. The λ c score is computed
following equation (1), where stdc

1 is the standard devia-
tion of the VEP responses over the N stimulus cycles of

the target 1 and stdc
12 is the standard deviation of the VEP

responses over the N stimulus cycles of the target 1 and
target 2.

λ
c =

ρc
1−ρc

12
stdc

1 + stdc
12

(1)

At the end of the data acquisition of this adaptive phase
the score λ per each set of parameters is averaged over
the three best channels, for which ρc

1 is the highest. The
largest score λ is chosen to select the best stimulation
number of frame.

Experimental setup:
The BCI software consists of OpenViBE [9] for signal
acquisition, and a custom keyboard-display control soft-
ware which we developed in C++. This software is run on
a Windows 7 computer with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) proces-
sor. Two different LCD monitors are used: one (DELL
U2711) is used during the acquisition to monitor the EEG
signal quality, and the other (DELL 2709W) is set at
60 Hz with a resolution of 1920x1080 with a NVIDIA
Quadro FX 580 graphic card and it is used for the stimuli
presentation on a virtual keyboard. The keyboard, dis-
played in Fig. 2, is a 4x8 matrix containing 32 charac-
ters: letters sorted alphabetically from A to Z followed
by backspace, symbols "?", "!", "." and numbers 1 and 2.
Each character is placed in a circle with a dark grey back-
ground. Below the matrix of targets a text field shows
the characters of the word that the subject has to gaze at.
Each character of the virtual keyboard flashes according
a binary sequence composed of 0 and 1. If the bit in the
corresponding binary stimulation sequence is 1 the char-
acter flickers in light grey, if it is 0 in black, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. The color combination light grey/black was
chosen instead of white/black, in order to make the con-
trast more comfortable for the subjects. The stimuli are
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synchronized with the refresh rate of the monitor and a
trigger signal is provided by a TCP network connection to
synchronize the stimulus presentation and the EEG data
recordings.

Figure 2: Virtual keyboard. During the stimulation the target is
highlighted in blue below the keyboard.

Participants and data acquisition:
Four healthy volunteers (one male, average age 35, std 5
years) participated in the c-VEP BCI experiment. The ex-
periment took place in our premises at Inria and was ap-
proved by the Operational Committee for the assessment
of Legal and Ethical risks of the institute. All subjects had
normal or correct to normal vision and did not suffer from
epilepsy or other nervous diseases. Each subject took part
in two identical sessions, half a week apart one from the
other, and all of them completed the whole experiment.
All the subjects were c-VEP BCI-naive participants. Dur-
ing the experiment, each subject was seated in a comfort-
able armchair 100 cm away from the computer monitor
placed in a quiet room. During each session the EEG
signal of the subject was recorded from ANT-Waveguard
cap and a Refa8 amplifier (512 Hz sampling rate). To set
the impedance between the electrodes and the subject’s
skin below 10 KΩ, a conductive gel was applied to the
ground (FPz) and to the 12 electrodes placed in positions
Fz, F3, F4, Cz, C3, C4, Pz, P7, P8, Oz, O1, O2. Each
session consisted in 2 phases: the adaptive setting phase
and a second phase in which the subject focuses on im-
posed characters, in which each target flashes according
to the set of parameters found during the adaptive phase.
To avoid the effect of fatigue on the experiment, the sub-
ject was allowed to take a rest of 5 minutes between the
two phases. Each session lasted around 45-60 minutes,
including the time for the experiment preparation (posi-
tioning of the cap and conductive gel injection) and the
time for the data acquisition. During the adaptive set-
ting phase a word of eight characters is displayed on the
screen, below the keyboard. The characters are flashed
following a 63-bit m-sequence and its time shifted ver-
sion by 2 bits [3], an example for the circular shift of the
stimulus sequence can be seen in Fig. 1. The stimulus pa-
rameters, in terms of number of frames and number stim-
ulus cycles, follow the set of stimuli parameters reported
in Tab. 1. Each target, before starting the stimulation,
is highlighted in blue in the virtual keyboard to indicate
to the subject the target position in the virtual keyboard.
This adaptive setting phase lasts around 2 minutes. At
the end of this phase the data collected is processed, as

explained in the subsection Adaptive parameter setting
phase, and the output of the processing gives the best set
of parameters per subject for that session. Moreover the
subject was asked for which value of frame rate the vi-
sual stimulus was more comfortable. Then, during the
second phase, the subject has to focus his/her attention on
the characters of a specific word written below the key-
board. In this phase each target is highlighted in blue
before starting to flash and then all the characters flash
following the set of best parameters computed during the
first phase. Each subject has to spell five different words
(42 characters in total and 10 targets), with a pause of one
minute between each word.

Offline processing:
The EEG data X collected with N stimulus cycles on
c channels, are bandpass filtered between 4 and 22 Hz
with a Butterworth filter of order 4. The canonical cor-
relation analysis (CCA) [10] is applied as spatial filter to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the EEG signal. The
objective of CCA is to find the two transformations WX
and WS which maximize the correlation between the raw
EEG-data X and the desired VEP waveform S [11].

CCA(X ,S) = max
WXWS

W T
X XSTWS√

W T
X XXTWX ·

√
W T

S SSTWS

(2)

To compute S we average over the number of stimulus
cycles N the responses recorded for the first character of
the first word that the subject has to gaze during the sec-
ond phase, we consider only the three best channels cb
selected during the adaptive setting phase and then repli-
cate N times the signal to obtain S [11], in this way X
and S have the same number of stimulus cycles N. Then
WX is multiplied with X to compute the spatially filtered
signal x. For target identification the method of template
matching [3] is used. The reference template T0 is cal-
culated by averaging the signal x of the first character of
the first word over the N stimulus cycles. The templates
of all others targets Tk (k = 0, ...,31) are generated by cir-
cularly shifting the template T0. The duration ts of the
template and the time lag τs between two consecutive tar-
gets depends on the number of frames set for each sub-
ject, as listed in Tab. 1. To detect the attended target we
compute a cumulative correlation per target. We segment
the spatially filtered signal in epochs starting at the ’start’
trigger, sent at the beginning of each stimulus cycles, and
lasting the length of a stimulation sequence, specific to
each subject (see Tab. 3), in order to obtain the epochs xn,
with n = 0, ...,N. To set the N stimulus cycles, the cu-
mulative correlation between the stimulus repetitions is
computed and an arbitrary threshold is fixed at 0.8, con-
sidering the normalized correlation of each subject. Fi-
nally we compute the cumulative correlation coefficient
ρk between each template Tk and the epochs xn, follow-
ing the equation 3.

ρk =
N

∑
n=0

Tk · xn√
Tk ·Tk ·

√
xn · xn

(3)
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Table 2: Average λ score with standard deviation and the frame rate preferred by the subject during the adaptive parameter setting
phase. In bold the maximum λ score corresponding to the frame rate selected at the end of the adaptive parameter setting phase.

subject 1 frame 2 frames 3 frames 4 frames
subject
preference

Session1 S1 0.25±0.05 0.86±0.08 0.69±0.09 0.45±0.03 no preference
S2 1.23±0.12 1.83±0.32 1.60±0.18 1.53±0.08 2 frames
S3 0.43±0.14 0.71±0.06 0.51±0.03 0.34±0.05 2 frames
S4 0.51±0.20 0.61±0.08 0.93±0.15 0.72±0.00 3 frames

Session2 S1 0.32±0.05 0.88±0.08 0.80±0.09 0.36±0.3 no preference
S2 0.56±0.20 1.72±0.13 0.91±0.12 2.41±0.24 4 frames
S3 0.20±0.04 0.84±0.05 0.54±0.17 0.91±0.08 4 frames
S4 0.63±0.09 0.76±0.05 0.56±0.08 0.38±0.05 2 frames

Subject S1 

S
es

si
on

 1
 

S
es

si
on

 2
 

Subject S2 Subject S3 Subject S4 

Figure 3: Correlation curves of the optimal number of frames, listed in Tab. 3, obtained for each subject at the end of session 1 and
session 2. The average auto-correlation per channel ρ1 in green and the average auto-correlation ρ2 per channel in blue. The average
cross-correlation ρ12 is represented in red.

The target k with the largest coefficient ρk is detected as
the attended target ka. The offline spelling accuracy of
each word is computed to evaluate the performance of
the BCI system. Basically, if the detected target ka cor-
responds to the target k at which the subject is gazing at,
then the right character is detected. The number of cor-
rectly detected characters is computed for each word that
the subject has to spell during the second phase. Finally
the accuracy per word is computed as the proportion of
correctly detected characters.

RESULTS

Tab. 2 lists the λ scores obtained per subject and session
as well as the frequency rate preferred by the subject. We
can observe that only for the subject S1, who did not ex-
press a preference, the optimal frame rate is unchanged
between the two sessions. For the other subjects the opti-
mal number of frames changes between one session and
the other. For the subject S2 the largest λ obtained at
the end of the first session is 1.83 ± 0.32 correspond-
ing to 2 frames. If we compare this result with respect
to the results obtained at the end of the second session,

we can notice that for the same number of frames the λ

value is 1.72 ± 0.13, but the largest λ value is reached
for 4 frames, with a value equal to 2.41 ± 0.24. The
same trend can be observed for the other subjects, except
subject S4. Fig. 3 shows the auto-correlation and cross-
correlation curves obtained for each subject for the best
frame rate selected at the end of the adaptive setting pa-
rameter phase. The parameters obtained at the end of the
adaptive setting phase and set for the second phase are
listed in Tab. 3. In Fig. 4 we show the averaged offline
spelling accuracy, over the five words, of each subject
for each session. The accuracy of subject S2 reaches a
good level, 80% ± 15% in the second session and over
74% ± 12% in the first one. We can notice that for
three subjects there is an increase of performance during
the second session, that proves the performance improve-
ment of the subject over several sessions. The accuracy
of the subject S3 achieves 43% ± 18% during the sec-
ond session, compared to 11% during the first session.
Instead, for the subject S4, the performance during the
first session, reaching 56% ± 12% of accuracy, is better
than the one of the second session, with an accuracy of
33% ± 8%.
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Table 3: Summary of the adaptive stimuli parameter setting. Number of frames, number of stimulus cycles and stimulus duration of
the target (tk) per subject and per session.

subject # frames
# stimulus
cycles

tk subject # frames
# stimulus
cycles

tk

Session 1 S1 2 7 14.7 s Session 2 S1 2 7 14.7 s
S2 2 7 14.7 s S2 4 3 12.6 s
S3 2 6 12.6 s S3 4 3 12.6 s
S4 3 4 12.6 s S4 2 6 12.6 s

Figure 4: The box plots report the averaged accuracy over five
words obtained in the offline spelling for each subject and each
session. The session 1 is represented in light blue, session 2 in
blue. The error bar represents the standard deviation.

DISCUSSION

In our study we explored the influence of frequency stim-
ulation on the VEP responses by the development of an
adaptive setting phase. At the end of this adaptive phase
we compute the λ score that can be considered as a per-
formance estimator for a c-VEP BCI system. Indeed if
we compare the largest λ value with respect to the ac-
curacy values reached in the offline spelling, shown in
Fig. 5, we can notice that a largest λ value corresponds
to higher accuracy value per subject. The obtained re-
sults show an important variability, both inter-subject and
intra-subject. Indeed one of the challenges of using BCIs
over extended periods of time is the variation of the user’s
performance from a session to another. There are many
factors that can influence the BCI user’s performance
between different sessions, for example distraction, vi-
sual fatigue, loss of concentration, motivation [12]. All
these factors should be considered to build an high per-
formance BCI. Moreover we demonstrate that decreas-
ing the flashing pattern frequency, the length of a stim-
ulus cycle increases, but it can be compensated by set-
ting a lower number of stimulus cycles. As illustrated in
Tab. 3, the flashing duration of each target is not longer
even when the frame rate is longer than one frame, which
is the most common value of frame rate used in c-VEP
systems. This means that the stimulus duration at dif-
ferent frame rates does not impact the performance of
the system. Our method does not require a long calibra-
tion phase as, for example, other c-VEP BCI in which the

Figure 5: The best λ scores, in bold in Tab. 2, of each subject
with respect to the offline spelling accuracy, showed in Fig. 4.
The session 1 is represented in light blue, session 2 in blue.
The error bar represents the standard deviation. The λ score
increases according to the accuracy.

number of stimulus cycles is around 200 for the reference
target [3, 5] in the calibration phase. During the spelling
phase some systems obtain high value of spelling accu-
racy with only 2 stimulus cycles [3] and others with 40
stimulus cycles [5]. In these systems they reached very
high level of spelling accuracy, but in our case we aim to
develop a method that can reach high value of accuracy,
as we obtain for the subject S2, replacing the traditional
calibration with a shorter adaptive setting phase and find-
ing a compromise on the number of stimulus cycles dur-
ing the spelling phase. The objective is to obtain a system
in which is possible to define the more pleasant stimulus
for each subject, in order to increase the performance of
the system. Tab. 2 proves that the most comfortable frame
rate expressed by the subject is also the one for which
the performance is the highest. This can explain why a
subject that performs well for a frequency rate performed
less well for another frequency rate during the same ses-
sion, demonstrating the need for an adaptive system. It
would certainly be interesting to understand why some
subjects reach a higher accuracy value and others do not,
achieving a mean accuracy lower with respect to other
c-VEP BCI systems [3, 11]. Among many reasons that
can explain this difference, there is the quality of the sig-
nal recorded during the experiments. Fig. 6 shows the
spatially filtered responses for participants with the worst
and the best performance in session 2, in term of accu-
racy (subject S1 and subject S2 respectively). Observing
the VEP responses in Fig. 6 is evident that there is a re-
peatability of the VEP response for the subject S2, for
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Figure 6: The spatially filtered VEP responses recorded at each stimulus cycle overlapped for target k, acquired during session 2 for
subject S1 and subject S2, respectively the subjects that perform worst and best.

whom the accuracy is around 80% and a large variabil-
ity on the responses for the subject S1, who obtains an
accuracy of around 20%. This lack of repeatability can
be due to the inexperience of the subject or also by exter-
nal noise. Future work will be focused on the inclusion
of other variables in the adaptive setting parameter phase,
such as the selection of the stimulus sequence, color stim-
ulus and development of an online early stopping method
to find the optimal number of stimulus cycles per subject.
Finally, to further improve our system, the next step will
be to identify the disturbance factors and find methods to
remove them in the VEP responses, by different applica-
tions of spatial filters, or by modelling the VEP response
and the external disturbances and noise.

CONCLUSION

In a c-VEP BCI, the stimulus strategy applied to flash the
target is fundamental to obtain a high performing BCI.
In this work we parametrized the stimulus modulation
with four different stimulus presentation rates. We de-
veloped an experimental protocol that deploys a prelimi-
nary phase to define the optimal setting of stimulation fre-
quency to tackle the problem of variability inter-subject
and intra-subject. Optimally, these results would help
with the design of a subject-dependent c-VEP BCI with
high communication performance.
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ABSTRACT:
Improving the user performance is one of the major is-
sues in the Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) field. In this
study, the following question is asked: can hypnosis en-
hance the performance of motor imagery based BCI? In-
deed, hypnotic inductions using Ericksonian suggestions
can make the user feel simultaneously more relaxed and
more focused on the mental task, and therefore could be
used to increase performance in BCI. The aim of this
study was to evaluate the impact of an hypnotic condi-
tion on the ERD/ERS patterns during a kinesthetic mo-
tor imagery (KMI) task. To investigate this issue, 19
right-handed healthy subjects performed a KMI of the
right hand during two randomized sessions: in normal
and hypnotic conditions. We analyzed the event-related
(De)-synchronization (ERD/ERS) over the motor cortex
and compared the BCI accuracy during both conditions.
Our results suggest that the state of hypnosis reduces the
ERD phase in the sensorimotor bands, assuming a change
in the activation of the motor cortex during the hypno-
tized state and thus a worst detection of the kinesthetic
motor imagery.

INTRODUCTION

Brain-computer interfaces (BCI) allow end users to in-
teract with a system using modulations of brain activi-
ties which are partially observable in electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG) signals [1]. Originally, BCIs were devel-
oped for medical and therapeutic applications, mainly to
compensate people with severe motor disabilities. Since
several years, BCI progress has been focused essentially
to rehabilitate people with severe neuromuscular disor-
ders who represent a very large number of potential users
in the coming years [2, 3].
Most of these BCIs are based on the modulation of sen-
sorimotor rhythms during a Kinesthetic Motor Imagery
(KMI) task. A KMI is a mental representation which
can be described as the ability to imagine performing a
movement without executing it, by imagining haptic sen-
sations felt during the real movement [4]. Several stud-
ies highlighted the positive effects of KMI practice for
people with neurological disorders [5, 6]. These senso-
rimotor rhythms are characterized i) before and during

an imagined movement, by a gradual decrease of power
in -mainly- the mu/alpha (7-13 Hz) and beta (15-30 Hz)
bands and ii) after the end of the motor imagery, by an
increase of power in the beta band. These modulations
are respectively known as Event-Related Desynchroniza-
tion (ERD) and Event-Related Synchronization (ERS) or
post-movement beta rebound [7, 8].
A KMI is a highly complex task to be performed by users
[9] which makes BCI performance very heterogeneous
between studies [10, 11]. Some authors claimed that ap-
proximately 15% to 30% of users are not able to gain
control of a BCI, a phenomenon sometimes called BCI
illiteracy [12, 13]. In this way, Ang and Guan showed
that 40% of stroke patients can not achieve the critical
BCI accuracy level of 70% and highlighted the critical
issue of developing methods for patients to accomplish
KMI tasks [14].
In order to improve BCI performance and allow a bet-
ter control of KMI, it has been suggested that some of
altered states of consciousness such as mind-body aware-
ness training (MBAT) [15] or hypnosis [16] can be used.
Hypnosis is particularly interesting because several con-
ditions may be induced for patients. For example, hyp-
notic suggestions can make the subject feel more relaxed
and at the same time more focused [17]. Hypnosis is
definable as an altered state of attention, receptivity and
concentration during which the hypnotized person is cap-
tured by a suggestion made by the hypnotist [18, 19].
Although this procedure is already used to reduce pain,
manage stress or manage emotional problems [20], we
can imagine using it to have a direct impact on the BCI
performance, especially by making easier the KMI task
execution.
Despite some studies have already shown the interest of
MBAT for the BCI domain [21], according to our knowl-
edge, no studies investigated the effect of hypnosis on the
EEG signals over the motor cortex and the subsequent
impact for BCI performance. Interestingly, Muller et al.
showed activation differences between hypnotic and nor-
mal states in fMRI for the motor imagery task and sug-
gested that hypnosis enhanced the motor control circuit
engaged in the motor task by modulating the gating func-
tion of the thalamus [22]. Unfortunately, no studies have
yet confirmed their findings and reveal the effect of hyp-
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nosis on the EEG signal of the motor cortex during motor
tasks.
In this study, the following question is asked: can hypno-
sis improve MI-based BCI performance? To investigate
this issue, 19 right-handed healthy subjects performed a
KMI during 2 randomized sessions: in normal and hyp-
notic conditions. We analyzed the Event-related (De)-
synchronization (ERD/ERS) and compared the BCI ac-
curacy for both conditions. Our results suggest that the
state of hypnosis reducees the ERD phase in the beta fre-
quency band and thus a worst detection of the KMI task.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants: 19 right-handed healthy subjects (10 fe-
males; from 18 to 30 years-old with a mean and a stan-
dard deviation of the age of 26.1 years ± 2.8) were re-
cruited for this experiment. This study follows the state-
ments of the WMA declaration of Helsinki on ethical
principles for medical research involving human subjects
[23]. In addition, participants signed an informed con-
sent which has been approved by the ethical committee
of Inria (the COERLE). The subjects had no medical his-
tory and no experience with hypnosis which could have
influenced the task.

Experimental Tasks: The aim of this study was to eval-
uate the impact of an hypnotic condition on the ERD/ERS
patterns during a KMI task. The motor imagery task was
to imagine performing a simple closing movement of the
right hand without executing it [24, 25].

Experimental Environment: The experiment took
place in a confined room and was conducted by two in-
vestigators. The first one assumed the technological pro-
cess of the experiment. The second investigator was
a professional hypnotherapist responsible for instructing
the subjects under both normal and hypnotic conditions.
During the experiment, the subjects were sitting comfort-
ably on a chair, with their right arm on an armrest, their
hand resting on an ergonomic pillow, without any muscu-
lar tension.

Experimental Design: The protocol contained 2 ses-
sions: the normal condition and the hypnotic condition.
The sessions were performed in a counterbalanced order
determined by computerized randomization. For each
session, one run of 8 minutes were performed. During
a run, the subject had to perform the KMI task during
4 seconds, approximately once every ten seconds. A low
frequency beep indicated when the subject had to execute
the KMI task. A high frequency beep indicated the end of
the task. Breaks of a few minutes were planned between
sessions to prevent fatigue of the subject. Before the ex-
periment, the KMI were previously described to the sub-
ject and the subject trained to master them without feed-
back. At the end of each session, participants completed
the same questionnaire based on a Lickert scale to assess
the possible impact of hypnosis on several criteria (esti-
mated time of the experiment, body perception, memory,
detachment, stress, fatigue and motivation).

Figure 1: Description of the induction of the hypnotic condi-
tion. The Kinesthetic motor imagery was performed after the
hypnotic induction composed by a (i) point of fixation, (ii) a
body awareness and (iii) a catalepsy with an arm levitation

Hypnotic procedure: The induction procedure was per-
formed by a professional hypnotist. For each subject, a
standard script based on Ericksonian hypnosis was used
[18]. The Ericksonian hypnosis is characterized by an
indirect suggestion by using metaphors. The hypnotic
condition was subdivided into several stages: (1) the in-
duction process, (2) the suggestion, (3) the progress of
the experiment (KMI executions) and (4) the awakening
(Fig. 1).

Physiological Recordings: EEG signals were recorded
through the OpenViBE platform with a commercial
REFA amplifier developed by TMS International. The
EEG cap was fitted with 32 electrodes re-referenced with
respect to the common average reference across all chan-
nels over the extended international 10-20 system posi-
tions. The selected electrodes ware FC5, FC3, FC1,FCz,
FC2, FC4, FC6, C5,C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6, CP5, CP3, CP1,
CPz, CP2, CP4, CP6, P3, P1, Pz, P2, P4, PO3, POz, PO4, O1,
Oz, O2. These sites ware localized around the primary
motor cortex, the motor cortex, the somatosensory cortex
and the occipital cortex, which allowed us to observe the
physiological changes due to the MI task. An external
electromyogram (EMG) electrode was added in order to
measure the muscle activity. Impedance was kept below
5 kΩ for all electrodes to ensure that background noise in
the acquired signal was low.

Time-Frequency Analysis: To analyze the differences
between both conditions (normal condition vs hypnotic
condition), we performed an event-related spectral per-
turbation (ERSP) between 8-35 Hz. We used a 256
point sliding fast Fourier transform (FFT) window with
a padratio of 4 and we computed the mean ERSP from 1
s before the task to 7 s after the task (Figure 2). ERSP
visualizes event-related changes in the averaged power
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Figure 2: event-related spectral grand average perturbation (ERSP) for MI during normal and hypnosis conditions for electrode C3.
Black lines indicate when the motor task started and finished. A red color corresponds to a strong ERS and a blue one to a strong ERD.
Significant difference (p<0.05) with a False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction are shown in the right part of the figure.

spectrum relative to a 2s-baseline interval took 1 s before
each trial. A permutation test for a significant level of
0.05 with a False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction using
the EEGLAB toolbox was done to validate differences in
terms of time-frequency of this ERSPs [26].

Figure 3: Boxplots showing the distribution of average classifi-
cation accuracies (N=19) for MI in normal and hypnosis condi-
tions.

Feature extraction: We used the efficient Common
Spatial Pattern (CSP) algorithm to extract motor imagery
features from EEG signals [27] via the MNE python libr-
ery [28]. Pairs of spatial filters have been generated and
applied to decompose multi-channel signals into a set of
uncorrelated components that simultaneously maximize
the variance of one class, while minimizing the variance
of the other class [29]. The CSP algorithm has been ap-
plied on the whole set of channels which includes elec-
trodes covering the sensorimotor cortex. The number of
resulting filters equals the number of EEG channels but
for dimensional reduction purpose only the first two pairs

(i.e., four filters) were selected.
Once selected filters W were obtained from band-pass
EEG signals X , a CSP feature vector f can be computed
as follows [30]:

f = log(WXX>W>) = log(WCW>) = log(var(WX))
(1)

Raw signals were filtered by a 4th order Butterworth
band-pass filter using three different frequency ranges (7-
13 Hz, 15-30 Hz and 8-30 Hz) to increase the ERD and
ERS observations. For each frequency range, trials were
cropped from the filtered signals to train two paired CSP
filters in time range from 0 till 3 s to maximize differ-
ences in variance between the two conditions. Finally
we aggregated each 4 features obtained separately for the
three frequency ranges into a 12-feature vector.

Figure 4: Individual accuracy for motor imagery in normal and
hypnosis conditions

Classification: A shrinkage linear discriminant analy-
sis (sLDA) [31] was performed using the Python library
scikit-learn [32]. A leave-one-out validation was used to
better estimate the accuracy on new trials. A leave-one-
out process is K-fold cross-validation with K equal to n,
the number of examples in the set. Thus the classifier
is trained on all examples except one and a prediction is
made for that example [33]. The final accuracy is the
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sum over all models of correct predictions divide by the
total number of examples. We chose to apply a paired
t-test (two-sided) to show the significant difference be-
tween accuracies obtained for each condition (Figure 3,
p-value < 0.05).

RESULTS

Time-frequency analysis: Time-frequency maps dis-
play the signal power evolution and are useful to establish
the frequency and time windows in which event-related
spectral perturbation (ERSP) appears (Figure 2).
During the KMI in normal condition, an ERD appears
400 ms after the first beep and is sustained for 3000 ms
in the mu + beta frequency band (8-30 Hz). Note in par-
ticular that this desynchronization is predominant in the
beta band (18-30 Hz). After the second beep, which rep-
resents the end of the KMI, an ERS appears to reach its
maximum at 6000 ms.
When a KMI is done in hypnotic condition, an ERD is
observable in the lower mu band (8-10 Hz) but not in the
high mu (10-13 Hz) neither in the beta frequency bands.
Interestingly, an ERS is present before the end of the KMI
(at 3500 ms) and is maintained up to 6000 ms.
Comparing both conditions, the ERD disappearance dur-
ing the hypnotic condition is statistically significant at
p<0.05 (with a FDR correction) in the beta band.

Figure 5: Correlogram representing correlations among esti-
mated time of the experiment, body perception, memory, de-
tachment, stress, fatigue and motivation for normal and hyp-
notic conditions and accuracy difference between the normal
and the hypnotic conditions. Correlations with a p-value > 0.05
are considered as not significant and are crossed out. Positive
correlations are displayed in purple and negative ones are in or-
ange. The intensity of the color and the size of the circles are
proportional to the correlation coefficients.

Classification:
In order to check if the hypnotic condition could be use-
ful to improve the BCI performance, we decided to com-
pare the accuracy for both conditions. The classification
between KMI vs Rest was performed under normal and

hypnotic conditions. For both conditions, each trial was
segmented into a motor task period and a resting period
lasting 3 seconds. Figure 3 shows that BCI performance
is significantly better under normal condition compared
to hypnotic condition (76.7±10.2% VS. 70.6±12.7%).
This result is statistically significant at p < 0.05. The in-
dividual results also show the same tendency, except for
5 subjects: 2, 8, 9, 13, 17 (Figure 4).

Correlogram:
Subjects completed a questionnaire with several items to
assess variations between both conditions: fatigue, mem-
ories of the experiment, warmness or freshness during the
experiment, motivation, time estimation of the task, de-
tachment, change in their body perception, heavyweight
or lightweight of their right hand. Figure 5 shows the cor-
relations between these items, to which we have added
the accuracy representing the BCI performance calcu-
lated above. There are some significant correlations (p <
0.05) between some items: Detachment and Time estima-
tion, Detachment and Lightweight of the right hand (RH),
Freshness and Warm, Heavyweight RH and Body percep-
tion, Heavyweight RH and Time estimation. However,
no correlation has been established between the variation
of the different feelings during hypnosis and BCI perfor-
mance.

DISCUSSION

In this discussion section, we consider (i) some study pa-
rameters, (ii) the hypotheses that could explain why hyp-
notic state may impact the ERD and (iii) the suggested
contribution of such information to the BCI domain.

Study design:
This study was initially conducted on 23 voluntary sub-
jects but only 19 of them were included in this article. In-
deed, 4 subjects had anomalously low classification rates
(less than 60%) and a time-frequency map without vis-
ible ERD and ERS. The subjects who participated were
previously selected by the hypnotist as being moderately
hypnotizable. We consider that the selection was well
carried out since we obtain significantly different results
in terms of time estimation, which has already been con-
firmed by another study [34]. The study was carried out
with 32 electrodes, placed only at the pre-frontal, central
and occipital area and it would be necessary to confirm
the results with a full-head montage. Finally, we reported
accuracies using aggregated features from three different
frequency ranges (7-13 Hz, 15-30 Hz and 8-30 Hz). In-
deed, although not statistically significant, from our expe-
rience this method overpass result obtained using features
from one frequency range only. Nevertheless, the results
between the normal condition and the hypnotic condition
were unchanged with a conventional method.

Absence of ERD during the hypnotic state:
Interestingly, the hypnotic suggestion allows to induce
multiple states (e.g. be relaxed while focusing on the feel-
ings usually perceived during a real movement), which
appears to be particularly relevant to the KMI task [17,
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34]. Moreover, after the experiment, a majority of sub-
jects report a more easy way of imagining movement
compared to the normal condition. Despite these posi-
tive feedbacks, our results showed that hypnosis involves
a disappearance of the ERD during the KMI task (Figure
2).
The absence of ERD during hypnosis raises questions.
Indeed, Neuper et al. interpret the ERD during the task
as being related to a motor cortex activation and the ERS
as a deactivation [35]. In this way, the absence of ERD
during the KMI task would be due to a weaker activa-
tion of the motor cortex, as a consequence of the hypnotic
state. This deactivation of the motor cortex could be due
to the increase in automation during hypnosis [36]. Fur-
ther studies had already shown that hypnotic suggestion
can modulate the motor cortex activity [37]. However,
Muller et al. highlighted that hypnosis could enhance the
motor control circuit engaged in motor imagery by mod-
ulating the gating function of the thalamus [22], which is
inconsistent with our results.

Use of hypnosis for BCIs:
ERD disappears with hypnosis can explain why BCI per-
formance has been impacted. Indeed, the BCI classifi-
cation is often based on the ERD phase because it is the
most robust pattern according to the experimental condi-
tions [8], but also to gain time to provide the end-users
with the necessary feedback. If BCI performance was
enhanced by the hypnotic state, as it was shown with the
MBAT [15], the improvement factors would have been
investigated and transferred to the BCI users. For exam-
ple, designing a self-hypnosis session for BCI illiteracy
might be possible. Unfortunately, our average (Figure
3) and individual (Figure 4) results indicate the opposite,
and this prompts us to not recommend using hypnosis for
BCI applications.

CONCLUSION

This work clearly showed that the hypnotic state has an
impact on the EEG through the motor cortex, especially
during a kinesthetic motor imagery task. Our results sug-
gest that this altered state tend to remove the ERD during
the mental task and implied a negative impact on BCI
performance. This prompts us to not recommend using
hypnosis for BCI applications.
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ABSTRACT: There are many technologies being 

developed to assist individuals with severe disability. 

Devices based on human machine interface have been 

used to restore or replace lost movement and 

communication. Unfortunately, these technologies have 

not yet been extensively explored in children with 

severe disability. This paper describes a case study of a 

16 year old patient in a locked-in state with virtually no 

communication. She is unable to move her body and is 

non-verbal. BCI potential was assessed using the 

mindBEAGLE system which utilizes auditory and 

vibro-tactile modalities to evoke a response. Long-term 

monitoring on clinical EEG characterized the 

neurophysiology of the patient including nearly 

continuous generalized discharges. The best 

classification accuracy for auditory and vibrotactile BCI 

was 40%. Higher accuracy (54%) was achieved using 

the motor imagery modality. Clinical neurophysiology 

measures can inform or to some extend predict the 

success of BCI performance of different modalities 

contributing to the user-centered design in BCI 

development.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Being able to communicate is an essential right and 

need of every human being. Imagine being aware of 

your environment, seeing, hearing and feeling 

everything around you, but being unable to move or 

speak to express yourself. Such Lock-in Syndrome 

(LIS) describes patients who are conscious and aware 

but severely paralyzed with complete immobility and 

loss of verbal communication. It can be caused by acute 

injuries (e.g., brainstem stroke, which is the most 

frequent cause of LIS) to chronic causes (e.g., 

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; ALS)[1] that render the 

motor system non-functional[2].  

LIS can be divided into incomplete (some voluntary 

movement in addition to eye movement), classic 

(preserved vertical eye movement and blinking) or 

complete (no voluntary movement). LIS involves loss 

of all voluntary muscle control other than sometimes 

restricted lateral or vertical eye movements. As a result, 

most communication attempts utilize eye movement [3] 

for communication control. For example, eye-gaze 

computers can be controlled by the user’s eye 

movement and be interpreted by a second person given 

the user has good control of eye movements. This kind 

of communication requires the help of a second person 

who needs to be willing and capable of following time-

consuming procedures.  

Brain computer interface (BCI) systems based on 

sensorimotor rhythms and evoked potentials have been 

developed and used to provide such quadriplegic 

patients with potential options for communication and 

control independent of any movement input[4]. BCIs 

have been used by LIS patients to communicate[5,6] 

and even used to navigate a computer[7]. BCIs are also 

used to control devices that have permitted patients with 

spinal cord injury to regain movement[8] and control a 

wheelchair[9]. Virtually all of this progress has 

occurred in adults. 

 

EEG based BCI can use different modalities to evoke a 

response, such as event-related potentials (ERP). The 

most common ones are visual, auditory and vibro-

tactile. Investigation of different modalities of BCI in a 

single LIS patient found that the vibro-tactile modality 

was more effective for communication than visual and 

auditory modalities[10]. Similarly, Guger et al. [11] 

reported that 2/3 LIS patients reached a classification of 

100% using vibro-tactile modality.   

 

Such non-invasive BCI systems typically rely on EEG. 

However, some patients with acquired brain injuries and 

other conditions that may benefit from BCI may also 

have abnormal EEG. Epileptic encephalopathies may 

include frequent pathological generalized discharges 

that are not seizures but may impair cognition and 

awareness[12]. It is unknown if available EEG-based BI 

paradigms can still work in the presence of such 

overlying EEG patterns. 

 

The aim of this paper is to report a case study of 

exploring different BCI modalities and associated event 

related potentials (ERP) and event-related 

desynchronization(ERD) used to establish 

communication in a child with LIS and epileptic 
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encephalopathy and explore how this clinical 

neurophysiology influences BCI performance. 

  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Participant 

This is a single case study of a 16 year old female in 

complete locked-in state following post-operative 

brainstem hemorrhage 3 years prior to the study date. 

Shortly after a complicated operation to remove a large 

brainstem tumor, she incurred a life-threatening 

hemorrhage resulting in central brainstem herniation 

and bilateral injury to pontomedullary regions. She 

suffered a cardiac arrest and secondary hypoxic-

ischemic injury of the deep grey matter (thalamus and 

putamen) without evidence of cortical or other areas of 

injury.  

 

Although there were no clinical seizures, several EEG 

were completed in the first 3 months following the 

injury. These demonstrated intermittent slowing but no 

epileptiform discharges and age-appropriate posterior-

dominant rhythms were often present.  

 

At 13 years old, the child was clinically left in a state of 

complete quadriplegia aside from some very delayed 

small finger movements on the right side on command, 

no reliable eye movements but grossly intact visual 

fields to confrontation, grossly intact hearing based on 

isolated responses to sounds and possible responses to 

commands based on parental interpretation.  

She required tracheostomy but not mechanical 

ventilation and was entirely gastrostomy dependent for 

nutrition.      

After years of trying different communication systems 

including eye gaze devices without success, the 

patient’s family approached the University of Calgary 

Pediatric Brain Computer Interface Laboratory. Three 

years after her injury she and her family were provided 

the opportunity to attempt several different modalities 

of BCI.  

 

BCI Assessment  

 

EEG voltage signals were acquired from the scalp using 

the g.USBamp EEG system (g.tec medical engineering 

GmbH, Austria), with either 8 or 16 active gel-based 

electrodes located according to the preset international 

10-20 system. The system aligned the event EEG with 

event marker, band-pass filtered (0.1-30 Hz) and 

digitized the signal at 256 Hz and wirelessly transmitted 

the signal to a laptop for processing. A linear 

discriminant analysis was applied.  

 

A commercially available EEG-based BCI 

consciousness assessment and communication system 

called mindBEAGLE (g.tec medical engineering 

GmbH, Austria) was used to perform the following 

tasks:  

 

Auditory ERP: This paradigm was based on the auditory 

evoked P300 which involved identification of a target 

auditory stimulus when they are presented randomly 

mixed with non-target stimuli (oddball paradigm). The 

auditory paradigm consisted of frequent low tones 

(87.5%) and infrequent high tones (12.5%). The patient 

was asked to close her eyes to minimize distractions, 

and to silently count the number of times she heard the 

infrequent, target stimulus. Classification accuracy 

reported by the mindBEAGLE was used as an outcome.  

Two sessions, two trials per session, were completed 

with two days.  

Vibrotactile ERP with two tactors (VT2): two vibro-

tactile stimulators were placed on each of the patient’s 

left and right wrists. The patient was instructed to count 

the rare (12.5%) stimuli presented to one wrist to 

elicited P300. Classification accuracy reported by the 

mindBEAGLE was used as an outcome. Three trials 

(two trials on the first session and one trial on the 

second session) were completed with two days.  

 

Vibrotactile ERP with three tactors (VT3): in addition 

to the two vibro-tactile stimulators that were placed on 

each of patient’s left and right wrists, a third tactor was 

placed on the patients left lower leg as a distractor. 

Classification accuracy reported by the mindBEAGLE 

was used as an outcome. Three trials (two trials on the 

first session and one trial on the second session)  were 

completed with two days.  

 

Motor Imagery (MI): this modality utilizes sensorimotor 

rhythm modulation using hand motor imagery. The 

patient was instructed to  imagine moving her right or 

left hand chosen randomly for 4s. The instructions came 

in random interval 0.5-2s to avoid adaptation. In total, 

the patient completed two runs of 30 imagined 

movements per run for each hand. Classification 

accuracy reported by the mindBEAGLE was used as an 

outcome. Three trials were completed on a single 

session.  

Auditory, vibrotactile and MI tests were conducted with 

15 min break between each paradigm. When the patient 

is tired, indicated by closing her eyes and not opening 

them for long time, the session was ended. For all tasks, 

data is extracted from -100 to 600 ms, around the 

simulation. The data is baseline corrected and averaged. 

A paired t-test was applied to measure significance 

difference between targets and non-targets, where the 

green shaded area indicates p<0.05[13]. 

 

For auditory and vibrotactile trials, the data is classified 

with a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to distinguish 

target  from non-target stimuli. This results in a 

classification accuracy ranging from 0 to 100 %.  For 

MI, the data is used to train a common-spatial pattern 

(CSP) algorithm that weights each electrode based on 

discrimination accuracy. The data from the window 3-5 

seconds is used to train the CSP algorithm followed by 

estimating a variance of a 1.5 sec window which is used 

to train LDA classifier. This results in a classification 
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accuracy ranging from 0 to 100 % with a chance 

accuracy level of 50 % (2-classes are 

discriminated)[13].  

 

Studies took place in the recently established Pediatric 

BCI Laboratory at the Alberta Children’s Hospital. 

Protocols have been approved by the institutional 

research ethics board. 

 

Clinical Neurophysiology 

 

Ambulatory EEG Recording:  Ambulatory Trex EEG 

was recorded for 21 hours using 19 electrodes 

connected to Xltek brain monitor (Natus Neuro, 

Middleton, USA). The sampling frequency for the EEG 

recording was 256Hz.  

Brainstem Auditory Evoked Potential (BAEP): BAEPs 

were evoked bilaterally using left and right monoaural 

rarefaction mixed frequency clinic stimulation at 

11.1Hz and were recorded with surface electrodes (Cz-

A1/A2).  

 

Somatosensory Evoked Potential (SSEP): The SSEPS 

were obtained by electrical stimulation of the left and 

right median nerves at the wrist (10.5mA, 2.5Hz) and 

posterior tibial nerve at the ankle (13.2mA, 2.9Hz). 

   

Visual Evoked Potential (VEP): VEPs were obtained by 

full-field monocular LED stimulation of the left and 

right eyes.  

 

RESULTS 

 

The patient and her parents attended 3 Sessions with 

each lasting 90-120 minutes. Tolerability appeared 

favorable though feedback from the patient was 

obviously limited. Fatigue was suggested by parental 

report at variable timing during the sessions. State 

changes were otherwise challenging to determine based 

solely on clinical observation. 

 

Clinical Neurophysiology 

 

Ambulatory EEG Recording:  The majority of the 

ambulatory EEG recording (~90%) consisted of 

generalized periodic discharges (GPD) at approximately 

1Hz frequency which increased during sleep states 

(figure 1). These discharges often assumed a triphasic 

wave appearance.  

 

BAEP: There were well defined and reproducible waves 

I, III and V on the left with no discernible peaks on the 

right. Absolute latency of peak II was normal, but the 

interpeak I-III latency was slightly over 2.5 SD above 

the mean. The interpeak III-V latency was normal, with 

a delayed absolute latency of peak V.  

 

SSEP: A robust twitch was reported during the study for 

both upper limbs. Reproducible peaks were recorded at 

the erb’s point and the corticomedullary junction with 

normal latencies (left Erbs 8.6ms, right Erbs 9.7). 

However, no discernible peaks were obtained cortically 

for the upper extremity. A robust twitch was noted in 

the right lower extremity, with a reproducible peak at 

the popliteal fossa (latency 8.9ms), however, no cortical 

peak was seen.  No twitch was reports with simulation 

of the left lower extremity, even with the stimulation 

intensities over 20mA. No reproducible peaks were 

obtained at the popliteal fossa or cortically.  

 

VEP: P1 waves recorded from Oz, O1 and O2 were 

present. Normal conduction latencies (90ms) were 

recorded in the visual pathways bilaterally.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Generalized Periodic Discharge (GPD) in the 

shape of triphasic waves  

 

 

BCI Assessment 

 

Auditory P300: Both the target and non-target stimulus 

produced an average P300  with peak amplitude 8.75 

µV, 7.68µV, 8.90µV and 8.77µV  at CP1, CP2z , CPz 

and Pz, respectively (Figure 2).. The median accuracy 

for the best trial on the first day was 10%. On the 

second day at the same electrode locations, the P300 

responses were 16.5uV and 10.8uV, respectively  with 

the median accuracy improved to 40%.  

 

 
Figure 2: Auditory Evoked Potentials. P300 waveforms 

from selected electrodes (CP1, CP2, CPz, Pz) evoked by 

target (green) and non-target (blue) auditory 

stimulation. The vertical red line indicates when the cue 
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is present to the patient. The green shades indicate the 

time when the target and non-target waves are 

significantly different.  

 

VT2 P300: The first VT 2 trial resulted in 0% median 

accuracy. The second and third VT2 trials resulted in 

35% and 40% median accuracy, respectively. For the 

trial with 40% accuracy, the peak amplitude were 

3.33µV, 9.35µV, 8.77µV and 5.48µV FCz, CP1, Cz, 

and C4, respectively, in response to target vibro-tactile 

stimulus (Figure 3).  

 

VT3 P300: All VT 3 trials resulted 0% median 

accuracy.  

 
 

 

Figure 3: Vibro-tactile Evoked Potentials (VT2). P300 

waveforms from selected electrodes (FCz, CP1, Cz, C4) 

evoked by target (green) and non-target (blue) vibro-

tactile stimulation. The vertical red line indicates when 

the cue is present to the patient. The green shades 

indicate the time when the target and non-target waves 

are significantly different. 

 

Motor Imagery: The first trial resulted in a median 

accuracy of 46.3%, which improved to 54.3% accuracy 

in after two trials (Figure 4).  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

While earlier results have shown that LIS patients can 

use BCI based on motor imagery[14], auditory P300 

[15] and vibro-tactile P300[16], this case study extends 

the potential use of such BCI systems for a child with 

LIS. With this patient, communication using any 

modality was not possible due to the low classification 

accuracy. This in part may have related to comorbid 

epileptic encephalopathy, suggesting that baseline 

clinical neurophysiology may be important in advancing 

BCI applications in such clinical populations. 

 

Our unsatisfactory BCI performance may partly be 

explained by the clinical neurophysiology that was 

observed. The presence of EEG-patterns consistent with 

epileptic encephalopathy may indicate more severe 

global cerebral dysfunction. 

 
Figure 4: Motor Imagery (MI) evoked event related 

desynchronization and accuracy. The top 4 graphs show 

EEG desynchronization map for the right (top) and left 

(bottom) imagination. The vertical red line indicates 

when the cue is present to the patient. The bottom plot 

shows accuracy for left MI (yellow), right MI (blue) and 

all combined (green). The horizontal purple line 

indicates 64.2% accuracy which is the threshold for 

significance.  

 

However, many other pediatric conditions that feature 

such frequent, generalized discharges are not uniformly 

associated with severe impairment of cognition or 

consciousness. For example, epileptic encephalopathies 

like continuous spike-and-wave discharges in sleep 

(CSWS), electrical status epilepticus I sleep (ESES) and 

Landau-Kleffner syndrome (LKS) can be seen in fully 

conscious, ambulatory children who might appear 

normal aside from slow effects on learning and 

development over time. In other words, young brains 

can sometimes be highly functional “beneath” such 

grossly abnormal EEG recordings. Such patterns are 

also potentially treatable with anticonvulsant 

medications or steroids[17,18], suggesting a potentially 

modifiable factor that could improve BCI performance 

in such subjects. 

 

The BAEP test also indicated abnormal auditory 

activation which may have affected BCI performance 

based on auditory evoked potentials. An earphone with 

identical right and left output may be used to overcome 

unbalanced auditory evoked potential.  

 

The abnormal SSEP of upper and lower extremities and 

lack of cortical responses suggest abnormal conduction 

above the cervicomodullary junction, consistent with 

the known injuries in this patient. The lack of twitches 
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also indicates peripheral nerve conduction defect. As a 

result, BCI performance based on both VT2 and VT3 

was likely limited due to interruption of the signal at 

cervicomodullary junction. This suggests SSEP results 

can inform better placement of vibrators for BCI based 

on vibro-tactile stimulation.  

 

The above results emphasize the importance of user-

centered design in BCI development. While some 

studies find that the visual modality to be superior to 

other[19], Kaufmann and colleagues[10] found out that 

vibro-tactile based BCI resulted in the highest 

classification accuracy. Furthermore, the accuracies 

achieved in healthy participants do not necessarily 

transfer too LIS patients[10].  

 

Unique ethical consideration must be taken into account 

when working with adolescent patients lacking 

autonomy and communication. As in the case of 

complete locked-in syndrome, consent to participate is 

determined by the child’s parent or guardian. Under 

such sensitive circumstance, it is important to maintain 

balance between offering hope for improved 

communication and realistic expectations among 

families.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This case study explored different BCI modalities that 

were used to establish communication in a child with 

LIS and epileptic encephalopathy. Our unsatisfactory 

assessment of BCI performance was partly explained by 

the clinical neurophysiology that was observe. Most 

patients have one or more clinical neurophysiology 

done following their injury. The data from these tests 

should be used to refine the classifier used in BCI as 

well as to choose the best BCI modality for better BCI 

performance.    
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ABSTRACT: Imagine having no functional control over 
your body—your cognition is unaffected, but you cannot 
speak or move. Unfortunately, this is the case for many 
children with severe neurological disabilities, including 
quadriplegic cerebral palsy. Brain-computer interfaces 
(BCIs) represent a potential solution for such individuals. 
BCIs have been widely studied in adults with 
neurological disabilities, however there is limited 
research into their use in children. We have therefore 
established a clinical pilot pediatric BCI program. In 
order to gauge competency in patients, we aimed here to 
establish the ability of normal children to use non- 
invasive BCI systems. Nine healthy children completed 
tasks on five established EEG-based BCI systems. 
Performance was assessed by accuracy scores for each 
paradigm. Our results demonstrate that children can 
effectively operate a BCI system with accuracies above 
60%—comparable to what’s been reported in adults. 
Establishing performance norms for typically developing 
children across specific BCI systems will inform 
program development and provide comparisons for 
children with disabilities. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Cerebral palsy (CP) is the leading cause of lifelong 
disability, affecting 17 million people worldwide [1]. It 
is estimated that 1 in 500 babies are born with CP each 
year, which translates to over 60,000 affected Canadians 
[2], [3]. A non-progressive neurologic condition 
characterized by motor impairments, CP is the result of 
an injury to the brain during early development. [4], [5]. 
CP may be induced by complications during birth such 
as hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy, stroke, 
prematurity, infections, brain malformations, or an 
accumulation of bilirubin [4], [5]. Depending on the 
severity of motor impairment and the limbs affected, CP 
can be classified into different subtypes: monoplegia 
describes mild impairments affecting only one limb; 
diplegia describes impairments of the lower body; 
hemiplegia describes impairments on one side of the 
body; and quadriplegia describes the most severe type of 
CP, which affects all four limbs [6]. Quadriplegic CP 
often results in devastating loss of all voluntary 
movement and verbal communication. A substantial 
proportion of such individuals have preserved cognitive 
function and may be intellectually normal but trapped in 

a body that cannot move. 
 

Perinatal stroke is a well understood human model for 
CP. Perinatal stroke is defined as “a focal disruption” of 
blood flow to the brain, which occurs between 20 weeks 
of fetal life up to three weeks after birth [7]. The 
outcomes for perinatal stroke survivors are usually poor, 
with neurodevelopmental deficits occurring in 75% of 
patients and often resulting in a lifetime of disability [8]. 
It is the leading cause of hemiparetic CP, which is 
characterized by unilateral motor deficits, as well as 
higher risks for other developmental disabilities [9], [10]. 
With no strategies for prevention, recovery mechanisms 
for children with CP involve supportive care and 
rehabilitation strategies. When perinatal stroke occurs 
bilaterally, it can result in quadriplegic CP much like the 
more global brain injuries described above. 

 
Therapies to improve motor outcomes for children 
affected by perinatal stroke are limited. Conventional 
rehabilitation strategies lack supporting evidence and 
numerous provided interventions are ineffective [11]. In 
randomized clinical trials, constraint-induced movement 
therapy (CIMT) has been shown to be effective in 
improving motor control in children with congenital 
hemiparesis [11]. However, this intervention excludes 
individuals with severe CP because they do not meet the 
minimum criteria for motor function necessary for 
participation [12]. Recently, neuromodulation therapies, 
such as transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) and 
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) have 
been combined with CIMT and have shown additive 
effects on improvement of motor function in children 
with hemiparetic CP [13], [14]. Recent evidence from 
adult stroke suggests that BCI can provide new avenues 
for motor rehabilitation [15], [16]. This concept has not 
yet been attempted in children with hemiparesis where 
limited understanding of how children can perform on 
BCI systems is a barrier to progress. 

 
Children with severe CP are unable to benefit from the 
combination therapies noted above due to their extensive 
motor impairments, which prevent them from moving 
their limbs and, in many cases, speaking. A 2012 review 
found that 1 in 3 children who have CP cannot walk, and 
1 in 4 children with CP cannot talk [17]. 
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In contrast to most children with perinatal stroke and 
hemiparetic CP, those with severe bilateral neurological 
disabilities such as quadriplegic CP, have limited or no 
motor function and are fully dependent on others for all 
activities of daily living [18]. Even more unfortunate is 
that in some children, the cortex is spared and cognitive 
function is partially or entirely preserved [18]. With 
virtually no way to communicate or interact with their 
environments, such cognitively aware children are 
literally trapped inside a body that does not work. 
Consequently, they are deprived of their fundamental 
human rights, including the right to freedom of 
expression. 

 
Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) represent a promising 
solution by which such children might be able to better 
communicate, interact with their environment, and better 
realize their own independence [19]. BCIs can allow for 
real-time mental control of an external device, such as a 
computer cursor or a communication device. This can be 
achieved via non-invasive sampling of brain signals with 
electroencephalography (EEG) [20]. Such mental control 
signals can be produced in response to external stimuli 
(evoked potentials and P300 event-related potentials) or 
they can be generated internally by imagined movements 
(sensorimotor rhythms) [20], [21]. While there has been 
an explosion in recent BCI development, the majority of 
studies have been in adults with a relative neglect of 
pediatric populations [21], [22]. BCIs represent a 
potential breakthrough for children with severe 
neurological disabilities, with the potential to greatly 
increase their independence and enhance their quality of 
life [23]. 

 
A recent study demonstrated that children can control 
simple EEG-based BCI systems with minimal training 
and performance comparable to adults [24]. Clinical 
research is required to fill a fundamental gap that 
currently exists between technology development and the 
pediatric patients and families who could benefit from 
these new tools [25]. We have therefore initiated a 
clinical pediatric BCI program to provide severely 
disabled children with unique opportunities to try a suite 
of BCI systems to explore possible new avenues for their 
independence. A major limitation in advancing this 
program is that we do not yet know how well typically 
developing children can perform such tasks. 

 
Therefore, the main goal of this study was to establish 
baseline levels of performance for typically developing 
children across a suite of non-invasive BCI systems and 
tasks. This will provide the foundational knowledge 
necessary for future applications of this technology in 
children with severe neurological disabilities that have no 
motor ability. We hypothesized that most typically 
developing children can achieve basic BCI competency 
on all modern systems comparable to that seen in adults. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

This was an open-label pilot study of typically 
developing, school-aged children. Participants were 
recruited from the community. Nine healthy volunteers 
aged 11-17 years (2 female) have participated at the time 
of this report (Tab. 1). Studies took place in the recently 
established Pediatric BCI Laboratory at the Alberta 
Children’s Hospital. Protocols have been approved by the 
institutional research ethics board. 

 
Table 1. Details of the participants in this study. 

Participant (P) Sex Age (years) 
1 M 14 
2 M 11 
3 M 16 
4 F 16 
5 M 17 
6 F 15 
7 M 12 
8 M 16 
9 M 14 

 
Modern, commercially available EEG-based BCI 
systems were employed (mindBEAGLE and intendiX 
systems from g.tec medical engineering GmbH, Austria). 
EEG voltage signals were acquired from the scalp using 
the g.USBamp EEG system (g.tec medical engineering 
GmbH, Austria) with either 8 or 16 active gel-based 
electrodes located according to the international 10-20 
system. Electrode locations differed based on which BCI 
system was being tested. For the mindBEAGLE system, 
signals were sampled from electrodes at positions FC3, 
FCz, FC4, C5, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6, CP3, CP1 CPz, 
CP2, CP4 and Pz. For the intendiX system, signals were 
sampled from electrodes positioned at Fz, Cz, P3, Pz, P4, 
PO7, Oz, and PO8. Additionally, a ground electrode was 
positioned at AFz and a reference electrode was placed 
on the ear lobe. Data were sampled at 256 Hz and signal 
features were extracted using band-pass filtering between 
0.1-30 Hz for the mindBEAGLE and 0.5-30 Hz for the 
intendiX. The digitized data was then transmitted to a 
laptop via universal serial bus (USB) for processing using 
a linear discriminant analysis (LDA). 

 
Five BCI paradigms well established in adults were 
studied: sensorimotor rhythms (SMRs), and auditory, 
visual, and sensory P300 event-related potentials (ERPs) 
(two- and three-tactor vibro-tactile stimulation). Each 
paradigm consisted of tasks with predefined goals. For 
the mindBEAGLE system, the first run of each paradigm 
was to train a classifier to recognize the unique brain 
signals of the individual participant. This was completed 
using a generic classifier calculated from an online mixed 
dataset of multiple participants [26]. For the intendiX 
system, a classifier was trained by spelling the word 
“LUKAS” at 15 flashes (the number of times each row 
and column flashed) [27]. The classification was done 
using LDA, as was developed by Guger et al. (2012) by 
extracting individual ERPs following each trial [28]. 
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Task 1: Communication board spelling using visual 
P300 event-related potentials: In the visual P300 
paradigm, participants performed a spelling task using 
the intendiX row-column speller at various difficulty 
levels (flash rates). Faces of adult celebrities were 
presented in colour as the stimuli for the flashing 
characters of the spelling board [29], [30]. Participants 
were seated in front of a laptop and were instructed to 
remain still and relaxed. Once a classifier was trained, the 
participant started by spelling the 3-letter word “cat” at a 
range of 8 (min.) to 10 (max.) flashes. The participant 
was instructed to pay attention to and to silently count the 
number of times the target letter flashed while 
disregarding other flashes, until a letter was selected and 
displayed on the screen. If a letter other than the target 
letter was chosen, the participant was instructed to move 
on to the next letter in the word. This trial was counted as 
a failed attempt at the specified flash rate and the 
participant was instructed to try again. If the participant 
was successful in spelling the word at this difficulty level, 
they advanced to the next level, which involved spelling 
the same word with less time (decreased number of 
flashes). Participants had three chances to spell the word 
before it was established that they were unable to perform 
the task at the difficulty level. If the participant was 
unsuccessful in spelling the word at the starting 
maximum of 10 flashes after three chances, the flash 
number was increased by two after each unsuccessful 
trial, up to a maximum of fourteen flashes. If the 
participant remained unsuccessful at fourteen flashes, a 
new classifier was generated and the participant retried. 
Accuracy was averaged over each trial per specified 
number of flashes. For example, if the participant 
correctly selected 1 out of 3 letters in the word ‘cat’, they 
received an accuracy score of 33% for that trial and were 
instructed to try again at the same flash rate. 
Subsequently, if they correctly selected 2 out of 3 letters, 
they received an accuracy score of 67% and were 
instructed to try again at the same flash rate. If, on their 
third try, the participant correctly selected all of the 
letters of the word, they received an accuracy score of 
100% for that trial and advanced to the next level with a 
lower flash rate. The accuracy scores for the three trials 
at the same specified flash rate were then averaged into 
one score for that flash rate. Performance was determined 
by the lowest number flashes in which the participant was 
successfully able to spell the word within three trials. 

 
Task 2: Identification of a target stimulus in the 

oddball paradigm using 3-tactor vibro-tactile P300 
event-related potentials (VTP3): Vibro-tactile 
stimulators were fixed on each wrist, with an additional 
distractor stimulator fixed to the lower right leg. Using 
the mindBEAGLE system (g.tec medical engineering 
GmbH, Austria), participants were asked to identify 
target stimuli during the oddball paradigm. Non-target, 
distractor stimuli on the leg were presented frequently 
(75%), while target stimuli on the left and right wrists 
occurred infrequently (12.5% for each wrist). 
Participants were asked to close their eyes to minimize 

distractions, and to silently count the number of times 
they felt the infrequent, target stimulus in order to evoke 
a P300 response. The primary outcome was classification 
accuracy, as generated by the mindBEAGLE software by 
comparing target and non-target signals generated by the 
system with those generated by the participant. 

 
 

Task 3: Identification of a target stimulus in the 
oddball paradigm using 2-tactor vibro-tactile P300 
event-related potentials (VTP2): Vibro-tactile 
stimulators were fixed on each wrist. Using the 
mindBEAGLE system, participants were asked to 
identify target stimuli during the oddball paradigm. Non- 
target stimuli were presented frequently (87.5%) while 
target stimuli were presented infrequently (12.5%). 
Participants were asked to close their eyes to minimize 
distractions, and to silently count the number of times 
they felt the infrequent, target stimulus in order to evoke 
a P300 response. The primary outcome was classification 
accuracy, which was calculated by the mindBEAGLE 
software. 

 
Task 4: Identification of a target stimulus in the 

oddball paradigm using auditory event-related potentials 
(AEP): In the auditory P300 paradigm, performance was 
assessed on the mindBEAGLE system and involved the 
identification of a target stimulus by selectively paying 
attention to deviant, target stimuli among frequent, non-
target stimuli (oddball paradigm). The auditory paradigm 
consisted of frequent low tones (87.5%) and infrequent 
high tones (12.5%) and lasted approximately 7.3 minutes. 
Participants were asked to close their eyes to minimize 
distractions, and to silently count the number of times 
they heard the infrequent, target stimulus. The primary 
outcome was classification accuracy, which was 
calculated by the mindBEAGLE software. 

 
Task 5: Sensorimotor rhythm modulation using hand 

motor imagery: In the SMR paradigm, participants were 
assessed on the mindBEAGLE system. They were 
instructed to imagine left- and right-hand movements 
(opening and closing of each hand) for 8 seconds, with 2 
seconds between trials. One run consisted of 60 imagined 
movements in randomized order, lasting approximately 9 
minutes. The primary outcome was a classification 
accuracy score ranging from 0 to 100%. This score was 
generated by the mindBEAGLE software via cross 
validation of the classifier data with the testing data. 

 
RESULTS 

 
All nine participants completed one or more sessions 
successfully. There were no serious adverse events. 
Procedures were generally well tolerated. One participant 
expressed that auditory stimuli in the AEP paradigm 
induced feelings of sleepiness. Sessions averaged 40-60 
minutes with the longest being 90 minutes. No 
participant ended the session early and all were agreeable 
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to participating again. 
 

Visual P300 paradigm: Figure 1 demonstrates the 
performance of each of 5 participants, as indicated by 
average accuracy score at various number of flashes. The 
average accuracy scores ranged from 33% to 100%. The 
general trend of the results show that performance 
decreased as the number of flashes decreased and, 
consequently, the difficulty level increased. Three out of 
the five participants achieved accuracy scores of 100% 
on the first two difficulty levels (8-10 and 6-8 flashes) 
(P1, P3, P9), however their accuracy scores decreased by 
as much as 45% at a flash rate between 4-6 flashes. The 
lowest number of flashes achieved by any participant was 
2-4 flashes, with the highest accuracy score at this flash 
rate being 50%. Participant 2 (P2) was unable to spell the 
word after three tries at 8-10 flashes, therefore the flash 
rate was increased by two up to 12-14 flashes. 
Correspondingly, a linear increase in average accuracy of 
33% was observed each time flash rate was increased, up 
to 100% at 12-14 flashes. 

 
VTP3 paradigm: Five participants were assessed in the 

VTP3 paradigm (Fig. 2). Accuracy scores ranged from 
25% to 100%, with a median accuracy of 70% and an 
average accuracy of 66%. Three out of the five 
participants demonstrated improvements in accuracy 
scores between their first and last run (P2, P7, P8). The 
accuracy score of participant 5 did not change between 
the first and last run (remained at 90%) however, once a 
new classifier was generated for the participant 
(following run 1) an improvement of 30% was observed 
between the second and third run and the last run. A 
decrease in performance was observed in participant 4, 
however this participant performed only two runs. 

 
VTP2 paradigm: Four participants were assessed in 

the VTP2 paradigm over two runs (Fig. 2). Accuracy 
scores ranged from 65% to 100%, with a median 
accuracy of 100% and an average accuracy of 94%. All 
four participants achieved 100% in the first run using the 
generic classifier. In the second run, one participant 
achieved 100% using their own classifier (P1), while 
participants 2 and 8 also achieved high accuracy scores 
of 90% and 95%, respectively. The lowest accuracy score 
observed in this paradigm was 65% (P4). 

 
AEP paradigm: Two participants were assessed in the 

AEP paradigm (Fig. 2). Participant 5 completed three 
runs and was able to achieve an accuracy score of 100% 
in all runs. Participant 8 completed one run using the 
generic classifier and achieved an accuracy score of 
100%. 

 
SMR paradigm: One participant was assessed in the 

SMR paradigm in one run using the generic classifier 
(Fig. 2). Participant 8 was able to achieve an accuracy 
score of 61%. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Average accuracy of five participants 
performing a spelling task using visual P300 event- 
related potentials on the intendiX row-column speller 
system. *indicates the starting number of flashes. 

 

Figure 2. Classification accuracies for six participants 
who completed various runs in VTP2, VTP3, AEP, and 
SMR paradigms using the mindBEAGLE system. 

 
DISCUSSION 

 
This pilot study investigated performance on multiple 
noninvasive modern BCI systems in a pediatric 
population. Our results suggest that many children can 
operate such systems with minimal training and 
favorable tolerability. Performance appears within the 
ranges established for adults though additional testing on 
larger samples is obviously required. Establishing 
pediatric-specific performance standards will facilitate 
the development of BCI training programs for children 
with severe neurological impairments. 

 
Our findings included children successfully completing a 
spelling task using the intendiX system with an average 
accuracy of at least 80% within a maximum number of 
14 flashes. This is comparable to performance in adults 
using the same system [31]. Most participants were able 
to achieve an average accuracy of at least 80% within a 
maximum of 10 flashes, except for one participant. 
Interestingly, this individual was also the youngest to be 
assessed in this paradigm and was at least three years 
younger than the other participants performing the same 
task. Such communication systems may be particularly 
valuable for clinical populations such as severe 
quadriplegic cerebral palsy where affected children are 
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often non-verbal but possess the visual fields and eye 
movements required to use such systems. 

 
Across the four paradigms assessed using the 
mindBEAGLE system, performance was more wide 
ranging across our modest sample. Abilities to operate 
were suggested in most subjects though accuracies 
ranged from 25% to 100%. The average accuracy was 
66% for the VTP3 paradigm, 94% for VTP2, and 100% 
for AEP. The sample size of this pilot study is too small 
to reach any conclusions regarding relative performance 
across the different tasks. However, our observed 
performance on the VTP2 and AEP paradigms does 
appear to be on par with that seen in adults [32]. Average 
performance in the VTP3 paradigm in adults has been 
reported to be 88% [32], [33]. Although we did not 
clearly observe comparable performance in this pediatric 
population, it is important to recognize that our 
performance results were all above the recommended 
threshold of 60% suggested by g.tec medical engineering 
[33]. The recommended threshold for the SMR paradigm 
is 61%, which was achieved by the sole participant in 
their first and only run. This accuracy score is comparable 
to and better than some scores achieved by healthy adults 
in multiple runs [32], [33]. All participants also achieved 
at least 60% accuracy in at least one run using the 
mindBEAGLE system. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
We report pilot data suggesting that many children can 
competently operate modern BCI systems with accuracy 
scores comparable to established thresholds necessary for 
determining conscious awareness, device control, and 
augmented communication. Additionally, we have 
demonstrated that at least some children can rapidly 
achieve BCI competency comparable to that observed in 
adults. The comparability in performance between 
children and adults has important implications for future 
BCI research in both populations where results from 
progressing adult research may be applicable to children 
while lessons learned in the more plastic brains of 
children may also advance the field of BCI. If nothing 
else, this work provides a useful starting point for 
screening programs and the development of BCI training 
programs for children with severe neurological 
disabilities. 

 
In future work, we intend to investigate performance on 
additional BCI systems across multiple runs and we will 
evaluate factors affecting performance, including age and 
gender. Additionally, once we have established a 
complete baseline level of performance across these 
systems in typically developing children, we can begin to 
modify the systems and tailor tasks specifically for use 
by disabled pediatric populations with no motor ability. 
This will provide such children with increased 
independence and will enhance their quality of life. 
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ABSTRACT: Individuals with locked-in syndrome can 
benefit from Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) as an 
alternative assistive technology for communication. The 
Utrecht NeuroProsthesis (UNP) is a fully implanted 
ECoG based BCI that provides the user with 
independent control of a computer using intentional 
brain signals. In order to avoid technology abandonment 
and to stimulate home use, a user-centered approach to 
design and development of the system is essential. Here 
we show accommodation of several of the needs 
expressed by users of the UNP system, including new 
features that provide the user with control over the 
system during the night and which increase training 
efficacy. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The Utrecht NeuroProsthesis (UNP; www.neuropros 
thesis.eu) has been recently presented as an 
augmentative and alternative communication system for 
individuals with severe paralysis and communication 
problems [1]. This system is fully implanted and is 
specifically designed for autonomous home use. It 
makes use of two electrocorticography (ECoG) strips, 
one placed over the hand area of the sensorimotor 
cortex and the other placed over the dorsolateral pre-
frontal cortex (DLPFC). The selection of these locations 
is based on previous work showing that neuroelectrical 
activity can be generated by patients with quadriplegia 
by attempting hand movements [2], and on work 
showing the feasibility of accurate BCI control by 
modulation of gammapower of the DLPFC in epilepsy 
patients [3]. The activity of the sensorimotor area is 
used for home use by both users as it yields the most 
consistent BCI control [1]. By attempting to move the 
hand, the user generates a decodable brain signal and 
can control the UNP with the resulting ‘brain click’, 
which selects the currently highlighted item on the 
screen, analogous to a mouse click. 

We have previously reported on the signal 
processing pipeline and presented the graphical user 
interface [4]. In short, the signal is processed by six 
consecutive filters that smooth and normalize the signal 
and convert it to a brain click. Simultaneously, the user 
can activate an ‘escape sequence’, which results in a 
specific screen being shown immediately, with the 
option to alert a caregiver [5]. The brain clicks and 

escape sequences are produced by attempting to move 
the hand with different durations: short and long 
respectively.  

To avoid technology abandonment and to improve 
home-use, the system needs to be usable in an easy and 
intuitive manner. To this end software was developed 
within a quality system for medical software that 
provides the user with a personalized user menu, 
training applications, a spelling application, possibility 
to alert a caregiver with sound, and stand-by functions.  

Here, we give an update on the development of the 
UNP software and describe the novel features of the 
system that have been employed in two users implanted 
with the UNP. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The UNP was implanted in two locked-in individuals, 
one suffering from late-stage Amyotrophic Lateral 
Sclerosis (ALS), referred to as UNP1 here, and another 
individual who suffered a brainstem stroke, referred to 
as UNP4. Subdural ECoG strips with 4 electrodes each 
(Resume II®, Medtronic, 4 mm electrode diameter, 1 
cm inter-electrode distance, off-label use) were placed 
over the sensorimotor hand region and over the DLPFC. 
Electrode strips are connected subcutaneously to an 
amplifier and transmitter device (Activa® PC+S, 
Medtronic, off-label use), subcutaneously placed under 
the left clavicula. This device amplifies and digitalizes 
the signals, both in the power and time domain, from 
pre-selected bipolar electrode pairs. Signals from 
sensorimotor and DLPFC strips can be used to control 
the UNP menu.  

User requirements have led to the development of 
new features in the UNP system. In this paper we 
address two new features: the Sleep Mode, and the 
Continuous Click Task (CCT). The Sleep Mode was 
developed on the request by one of the UNP users. It 
allows the user to autonomously wake the system up 
during the night and alert the caregiver. In this way the 
user can get help when needed during the night. The 
CCT was developed to allow users to more efficiently 
practice generating brain clicks.  
 The Sleep Mode can be accessed from the 
menu by both the user and caretaker, by means of a 
brain click or tap on the screen, respectively. When the 
Sleep Mode is activated, the screen turns black and the 
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brightness is decreased to not disturb sleep. A grey lock 
symbol indicates the system is in standby. The caretaker 
can exit the Sleepmode by tapping the screen, which 
brings up the main menu. The user can wake the system 
by activating an escape sequence, which requires a 
longer duration of attempted movement than the regular 
escape setting used during the day. This prolonged 
duration is used to prevent unintended waking of the 
system due to spontaneous brain activity occurring 
during sleep. When the user awakes the system, an 
auditory notification is played, which informs the 
caretaker that assistance is required. This notification 
continues to play until the caretaker taps the screen, 
after which three options are displayed: to return to the 
Sleep Mode, go to the main menu, or start the spelling 
application (Tobii Dynavox Communicator 5, referred 
to as ‘Typer’ in the menu), which allows the user to 
spell words on the screen. Based on the judgment of the 
caretaker an option is selected, allowing the user to 
either return to sleep, give further instructions through 
the spelling application, or access the main menu for 
any other desired actions. As a safety measure, in case 
the caregiver forgets to click one of the three options, 
the user can still activate the night mode escape, which 
will again sound the auditory notification, until a 
caregiver taps the screen. This flow of activity is 
depicted in Figure 1. 

The CCT is a modification of the previously 
reported click task [1] and was implemented with three 
options, aiming to make practicing more efficient using 
different approaches. In the ‘basic’ mode, the user can 
practice his or her timing of creating brain clicks. In the 
‘help’ mode, the system can aid the user with creating 
clicks during initial training, and in the ‘dynamic’ mode, 
the system can optimize the parameters of the task in 
real time. In all modi the interface is the same, to 
provide the user with a consistent view.  

Through this interface the user is shown a row of 
eight molehills, with a mole sitting on top of one. Aim 
of the task is to select the molehill with the mole on top. 
To this end a selection box highlights the molehills  
 

 
 
Figure 2: Interface of the CCT, showing the row of 
eight molehills. In this screenshot the mole sits on the 
seventh molehill and the selection box highlights the 
fourth molehill. Below this the feedback icons are 
shown. The scores for escape sequences and brain clicks 
are shown in the top corners. 

 
 
Figure 1: Schematic overview of the Sleep Mode. Solid 
black lines depict transitions between screens that both 
the user or caretaker can perform, red solid lines are 
transitions that only the user can perform, and dashed 
lines depict transitions only the caretaker can perform. 
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sequentially, starting from the left and moving to the 
right. After the rightmost hill is highlighted, the 
selection box returns to the leftmost hill and the process 
repeats. The user can at any time create a brain click to 
select the currently highlighted molehill. If this molehill 
has the mole on top, one point is awarded and the 
accuracy is displayed at the top-right corner of the 
screen. Below the row of molehills a green-boxed icon 
(a mole with X’s in his eyes) indicating a ‘hit’ (true 
positive) is added to a row of feedback icons. 
Conversely, if the highlighted molehill with the mole on 
top is not selected by the user, a ‘miss’ (false negative) 
is registered, adding a red-boxed icon of a mole sticking 
its tongue out to the feedback icons. To facilitate 
efficient practice, the mole changes position after a hit 
or miss. If a molehill is selected that does not have the 
mole on top, a red-boxed icon (an empty molehill), 
indicating a false positive, is added to the feedback 
icons. Escape sequences can also be trained using this 
task: in this case an icon of an escape sign is displayed 
above the row with molehills, cueing the user to 
produce an escape sequence. Based on whether an 
escape sequence is successfully produced, points are 
awarded and an escape sign is added to the feedback 
icons, with the colour of the border indicating whether 
the escape sequence was successfully created: green for 
successful and red for unsuccessful. These points are 
kept separately from the points awarded for hits with 
moles. Moles and escape cues can be presented within 
the same task run, or only moles or only escape cues can 
be presented. This process is depicted in Figure 2.  

In the basic modus the CCT works as described 
above. In the help modus the CCT can provide 
additional help to the user: in case of a false positive or 
negative the system can instead assign the input as a 
true positive or true negative and give feedback 
accordingly. The amount of help can be varied: from 
adjusting a high percentage of false classes to a few, and 
eventually to no help. Rationale here is to gradually 
increase the control the user has, allowing the user to 
gradually adapt and train to create brain clicks, an 
approach that has been used successfully in other BCI 
systems [6]. In addition, this approach helps in keeping 
the user motivated during training, in order to further 
facilitate efficient training.  

The dynamic mode allows for online optimisation of 
the parameters underlying user performance. These 
parameters pertain to either the feedback given to the 
user, such as the speed with which the molehills are 
highlighted (scan rate), or to the construction of a brain 
click, such as how long the movement should be 
attempted to create a brain click, or to the calibration of 
the signal, such as the z-scoring performed on the signal 
(cf. [4]). Based on the feedback (e.g. false positives or 
negatives) these parameters are continuously optimised 
online, converging to settings that allow the user to 
produce correct brain clicks and escape sequences as 
efficiently as possible. This modus can be used to make 
training more efficient by both reducing the time needed 
to optimise parameters required for optimal training, as 

well as allowing users to improve their performance by 
training with parameters that continuously alter towards 
increasingly effective performance. In addition, this 
modus allows us to monitor optimal parameter settings 
over time to see if (temporary) changes are useful, for 
example when the user experiences a period of time in 
which he or she is feeling more tired than usual, or is 
experiencing other temporary conditions that can alter 
the signal. To facilitate this, the CCT can be started by 
the user at home and the resulting optimal parameters 
are stored to be reviewed by the research team, allowing 
changes to be made to the standard parameters if 
necessary. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The Sleep Mode requires different settings with respect 
to the duration the control signal has to exceed the 
threshold, and with respect to the value of the threshold 
during sleep, compared to the wake situation. We are 
currently in the process of optimising the parameters to 
the characteristics of the brain signal during sleep to 
accommodate use of the Sleep Mode without spurious 
alerting of the caretaker. 
 The CCT has been used by both users for 73 runs in 
total, with UNP1 using an average run time of 80 
seconds and UNP4 an average time of 150 seconds. Of 
these runs, the basic mode has been used by both users, 
for a total of 46 runs, in order to practice timing. The 
help mode has been used 11 times by UNP4 and is 
perceived as more fun. Based on this feedback, the CCT 
was used during specific sessions to make training more 
rewarding. The dynamic mode has been used 16 times 
in total, by both users. With UNP1 we used this mode 
with the aim of reducing the scan rate. This resulted in a 
decrease of the used scan rate from 2.4s to 1.8s over the 
course of 7 training runs. UNP1 now uses the resulting 
1.8s scan rate for home use and reports being pleased 
with the task and the resulting optimised scan rate. 
 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 
 
User input and specifications are crucial for the 
development of home use assistive technology. In the 
last two years we have designed and developed new 
features of the UNP system based on the request and 
feedback provided by the users implanted with this BCI. 
We have reported on two new features, which provide 
the user with control of the system during the night and 
improve the accuracy of BCI control. These features are 
especially important for users in a nearly complete 
locked-in state, likely providing the only reliable 
communication channel once no volitional residual 
movement is left. 
 Preliminary results are promising: users report 
finding the CCT pleasant, and based on the use of the 
dynamic mode of the CCT, one user now uses a faster 
scan rate for spelling, allowing for faster 
communication. For the Sleep Mode no results are yet 
available. 
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The UNP system is continuously being updated to 
integrate user requests. There are a number of features 
that are expected to be implemented in the future, 
allowing, for example, faster menu navigation, and 
increased speed of spelling, both of which are features 
that users of BCI’s have reported to be desirable [7].  
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ABSTRACT: In stroke rehabilitation intelligent robots 

are required that can interpret walking intention 

accurately. This systematic review, guided by PRISMA 

and registered with PROSPERO (CRD42018112252), 

identifies current state-of-the-art in brain-computer 

interface (BCI) robotic walking in stroke using 

electroencephalogram (EEG). A detailed search strategy 

was applied across the following databases: PubMed 

(1949-2018), EMBASE (1947-2018), Web of Science 

(1945-2018), COMPENDEX (1967-2018), CINAHL 

(1982-2018), SPORTDiscus (1985-2018), ScienceDirect 

(1997-2018), Cochrane Library (1974-2018). Eligibility 

for inclusion was considered independently by two 

reviewers. From a total of 38895 publications, 2 studies 

comprising N=48 chronic stroke patients met inclusion 

criteria and rated moderate to strong in quality.  Different 

exoskeleton devices were employed in studies (EksoTM; 

H2 exoskeleton). No study closed the BCI loop.  

Longitudinal training was noted to increase classification 

accuracy. Improved frontoparietal connectivity in the 

affected side was observed during robotic gait training. 

BCI robotic gait training after stroke is not reported in 

the literature to date but shows promise with adequate 

training for classification.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Many patients with stroke experience a restriction in their 

mobility. Impairment of gait effects the functional 

ambulation capacity, balance, walking velocity, cadence, 

stride length and muscle activation pattern[1]. 

With conventional rehabilitation and gait training, 22% 

of all stroke patients do not regain the ability to walk[2]. 

Intensive gait training with or without body weight 

support (BWS), while associated with short term gains in 

walking speed and endurance does not increase the 

likelihood of walking independently [3]–[6]. Moreover, 

only patients with stroke who are able to walk benefit 

from such an intervention [3]–[6]. There is growing 

effort to increase the efficacy of gait rehabilitation for 

stroke patients using advanced technical devices. In the 

last decade, advances in robotic technologies, actuators 

& sensors, new materials, control algorithms and 

miniaturization of computers have led to the 

development of wearable lower-body exoskeleton 

robotic orthoses. There is also evidence that robotic-

assisted gait training has an additional beneficial effect 

on functional ambulation outcomes[7], [8] and increases 

the likelihood of walking independently[9].  

Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) technology is also a 

growing field in  stroke rehabilitation with promising 

results  as a therapeutic intervention in  upper limb 

training. [10], [11].  Gains in BCI based gait training in 

stroke lag behind and there is a critical need for reliable 

BCIs that interpret user intent directly from brain signals 

for making context-based decisions with respect to 

stepping.  

EEG recording in stroke, where the pathology is at brain 

level has been problematic when compared to other 

neurological pathologies such as spinal cord injury. 

Uncertainty exists in the literature on the best choice of 

EEG metric [12]–[14] and in inherent difficulties in 

identifying the precise role of the motor cortex during 

phases of the gait cycle due to difficulty capturing low 

artefact EEG in an ambulatory context and the proximity 

of both motor cortices to each other [15]. 

Our overarching goal in this review is to summarize 

existing studies employing BCI robotic walking in stroke 

using EEG. Thereby providing a current state-of-the art 

summary of this research field. Current BCI robotic 

walking devices, algorithms, signal processing methods 

and classification methods described in the literature are 

presented.  

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Study identification and selection 

 

A systematic literature search was conducted. As this 

review is related to engineering and physiotherapy / 

rehabilitation, an automated search in the following main 

databases available were undertaken to identify relevant 

publications: PubMed (1949-2018), EMBASE (1947-

2018), Web of Science (1945-2018), COMPENDEX 

(1967-2018), CINAHL (1982-2018), SPORTDiscus 

(1985-2018), ScienceDirect (1997-2018), Cochrane 

Library (1974-2018). The search terms and Boolean  
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ID Stroke 

patients 

RGD EMP BLC  

1 40 EksoTM 

FPEC 

CSE 

SMI 

N 

   

2 8 H2 
Neural 

Decoding 
N 

   

Table 1 | Table of studies. In the first row the three selected 

studies are shown. (1) Calabrò et al., (2) Contreras Vidal et 

al. 2018. RGD: Robotic gait device; EMP: EEG Measurement 

Protocol; BLC: BCI loop closure achieved; FPEC: 

Frontoparietal effective connectivity; CSE: Cortico-spinal 

excitability; SMI: Sensory-motor integration 

 

operators employed are summarised in figure 1. Only 

publications in English were considered. The following 

types of study were included: Randomized control trials, 

cross-over or quasi randomized control studies, case-

control studies, cohort studies, cross-sectional studies, 

case series and case reports. Reviews, opinion pieces, 

editorials and conference abstracts were excluded. 

 

Data extraction 

 

Two independent researchers reviewed the literature at 

title, abstract and paper stages and performed the data 

extraction and the results were compared afterwards. 

Disagreements were resolved by broad discussion and 

observance of the set criteria. Data extraction fields 

focused on the following topics: Fields relating to 

achievement of BCI, description of bio-signal capture, 

description of hardware/software devices employed, 

description of bio-signal recording, description of 

processing methodologies employed and description of 

bio-feedback mechanisms.  

 

Quality assessment 

 

Risk of bias was assessed using the effective public 

health practice project tool (EPHPP). Two reviewers 

independently rated the studies under headings of 

selection bias, study design, con-founders, blinding, data 

collection methods and withdrawal and drop-outs, a final 

rating of strong, moderate or weak quality.  

 

RESULTS 

 

The search was completed across the databases in 

November 2018. Figure 1 summarizes the studies 

identified from the search and those included at each 

stage of the review process. A total of 2 studies were 

identified following full manuscript review that met the 

inclusion criteria. These were rated by the EPHPP 

quality assessment as moderate to strong in quality. 

Table 1 provides a summary of the key characteristics of 

these studies. Results are then synthesized narratively 

under headings of interest. 

 

Feasibility of decoding walking from brain activity in 

stroke survivors 

 

Contreras-Vidal et al. (2018)[16] investigated the 

feasibility of decoding walking from brain activity in 

stroke survivors during therapy by using a powered 

exoskeleton integrated with an EEG-based BCI in five 

chronic stroke patients. Classification accuracies of 

predicting joint angles improved with multiple training 

sessions and gait speed, suggesting improved neural 

representation for gait and the feasibility of designing an 

EEG-based BCI to monitor brain activity or control a 

rehabilitative robotic exoskeleton. EEG was recorded 

using a high-input impedance amplifier (referential input 

noise < 0.5μVrms @ 1÷20,000 Hz, referential input 

signal range 150-1000mVPP, input impedance >1GΩ, 

CMRR > 100 dB, 22bit ADC) of Brain Quick System 

PLUS (Micromed; Mogliano Veneto, Italy), wired to an 

EEG cap equipped with 21 Ag tin disk electrodes, 

positioned according to the international 10-20 system. 

The cortical activations induced by gait training were 

identified from EEG recordings by using Low-

Resolution Brain Electromagnetic Tomography 

(LORETA). The brain compartment of the three-shell 

spherical head model used in LORETA was thereby 

restricted to the cortical gray matter using a resolution of 

7 mm, thus obtaining 2394 voxels. The voxels were 

collapsed into 7 regions of interest (prefrontal, PF, 

supplementary motor, SMA, centroparietal, CP, and 

occipital, O, areas of both hemispheres) determined 

according to the brain model coded into Talairach space, 

by using MATLAB. Then, structural equation modeling 

technique (or path analysis) was employed to measure 

the effective 

connectivity (that assesses the causal influence that one 

brain area, i.e., electrode-group, exerts over another, 

under the assumption of a given mechanistic model) 

among the cortical activations induced by gait 

trainings.  

 

This works builds from a previous publication (not 

included in this review) outlining a possible roadmap for 

EEG-based BCIs in lower body robotic exoskeletons 

using the NeuroRex System [Contreras-Vidal et al. 

(2013).  

 

The second study identified for inclusion was an RCT by 

Calabrò et al.[17]. This study with 40 sub-acute and 

chronic stroke patients employed EEG to evaluate 

frontoparietal effective connectivity (FPEC) as a metric 

of neuroplasticity to identify if additional gains were 

made from Robotic gait training in addition to 

conventional rehabilitation and overground walking 

when compared with same duration therapy and 

overground training alone. The 

strengthening effect of robotic gait training on FPEC 

when compared with the control group (r = 0.601, p < 

0.001) was observed. and were the most important 

factors that correlated with the clinical improvement 

following robotic gait training.  
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EEG was recorded in this study using a high-input 

impedance amplifier (referential input noise < 0.5 μVrms 

@ 1÷20,000 Hz) of Brain Quick SystemPLUS 

(Micromed; Mogliano Veneto, Italy), wired to an EEG 

cap equipped with 21 Ag tin disk electrodes, positioned 

according to the international 10-20 system. An 

electrooculogram (EOG) was also recorded for blinking 

artefact detection. The recording occurred in the morning 

(about 11am) and lasted at least 10 min, with the eyes 

open (fixing a point in front of the patient). The EEG end 

EOG were sampled at 512 Hz, filtered at 0.3-70 Hz, and 

referenced to linked earlobes. the cortical activations 

induced by gait training from the EEG recordings were 

identified by using Low-Resolution Brain 

Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA; LORETA-

KEY alpha-software) 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

This systematic review describes the current state of the 

art in robotic gait training with BCI integration in stroke. 

Following a scientifically rigorous systematic review 

identifying over 38,000 potentially relevant publications, 

only two studies met the criteria for inclusion by 

describing a clinical population of stroke, having a 

robotic gait training intervention and having registered 

EEG signals during gait training in the device. No study 

was identified that closed the BCI loop in robotic walking 

after stroke.  

 

Many papers reviewed presented data from healthy 

norms during robotic gait and identified utility for 

populations such as stroke. However, these foundational 

works have not yet translated into the next phase of 

testing in the clinical population of interest, suggesting 

barriers to implementation. Inclusion of study 

participants with physical disability requires 

interdisciplinary expertise beyond engineering and 

barriers to EEG in clinical practice have been identified 

including the length of time needed to mount traditional 

AgCl EEG electrodes [12] and uncertainty regarding 

choice of EEG metric [12]–[14]. Advances in EEG 

hardware, recording electrodes, and software analysis 

methods may now overcome many of these barriers with 

dense--array systems with up to 256 electrodes showing 

improved spatial resolution [18] and newer 

computational methods for example, using partial least 

squares (PLS) regression has outperformed traditional 

EEG methods in capturing behavioral variation in stroke 

populations [19]. Renewed, interdisciplinary focus is 

now required in this field. 

 

Of the two studies identified addressing robotic walking 

and EEG biosignals; data collection and processing were 

dealt with differently, limiting synthesis and future 

projections. Agreed standards in EEG capture and 

processing are required in this field to allow future meta-

synthesis. 

 

 

Contreras-Vidal et al. showed in their publication/s a 

foundation step towards EEG-based BCI controlled 

lower-limb rehabilitation using the NeuroRex system 

after stroke. They identified the feasibility of accurately 

decoding lower limb movements during robotic gait 

training after stroke, an important first step and presented 

a clinical neural interface roadmap for EEG-based BCIs 

in lower body robotic exoskeletons, identifying 

requirements that include: a reliable BCI system with an 

option of shared control between the user and the robotic 

device; appropriate risk assessment and a better 

understanding of the neural representation for the action 

and perception of bipedal locomotion at cortical 

level.fMRI-EEG. 

 

Calabrò et al. showed utility of EEG as an outcome 

measure for neuroplasticity, identifying a strengthening 

in the frontoparietal effective connectivity and 

demonstrating promise for robotic gait training as an 

intervention after stroke to driving positive brain 

plasticity over and above usual physiotherapy and 

overground gait training.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The small number of studies available in robotic gait in 

stroke and EEG limit conclusions that can be drawn 

about BCI integration in the future. A lack of 

standardization around EEG data capture and processing 

was evident that limited data synthesis. However, the 

current review revealed encouraging preliminary results 

in the road to BCI integration in robotic gait training after 

stroke.  
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Figure 1 | Scheme of systematic review search process. 
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ABSTRACT: Adaptive deep brain stimulation (aDBS)
can profit from data-driven approaches developed for
BCIs. These aDBS systems improve upon the constant
DBS in terms of efficiency and side effects amelioration
by taking the ongoing brain state into consideration.
The environment controlled by aDBS is governed by par-
tial observability, rendering classic control strategies sub-
optimal. In this regard, development of novel approaches
is critical for improved aDBS therapy. However, early
stage aDBS development is a difficult endeavor, given the
lack of suitable development platforms.
In our contribution, we present a simulated environment
that allows to modularly embed different surrogates of
key challenges found in the aDBS problem. Specifically,
we will focus on partial observability stemming from
non-stationary dynamics and noisy state representations.
Our simulations are used to analyze representative rein-
forcement learning approaches regarding their ability to
cope with the partial observability.
To allow reproducibility and encourage adoption of our
approach, the source code of our experiments is made
available online.

INTRODUCTION

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) has been established as
standard clinical treatment for movement disorders, such
as Parkinson’s disease (PD) and essential tremor (ET) [1,
2]. In addition, it is investigated to provide symptom re-
lief in several neuropsychiatric diseases such as obsessive
compulsive disorder (OCD) and major depressive disor-
der (MDP) [3, 4].
The stimulation characteristics and thus the efficiency of
DBS treatment can be shaped by a number of param-
eters, e.g., electrode contacts used to deliver the elec-
tric stimulation pulses, the shape, width and amplitude
of pulses and the frequency of these pulses. In a stan-
dard clinical setting, DBS parameters are determined by
a highly trained clinician and are kept constant until the
next consultation. This manual adaptation, performed a
few times per year, will ideally account for initial post-
surgical transient effects and long-term variations caused

by disease progress and DBS-induced plasticity changes.
However, such a constant DBS (cDBS) strategy can not
cope with changes occurring on much shorter timescales.
As a result, patients undergoing cDBS therapy are prone
to acute and chronic motor- and neuropsychiatric side-
effects, such as speech disorders, dysarthria, depression,
emotional disinhibition, and paresthesias [5–7].

Closed loop strategies for DBS: Fortunately, closed-
loop adaptive DBS (aDBS) provides a promising ap-
proach for tackling the shortcomings of cDBS strate-
gies [8, 9]. Closed-loop aDBS systems provide stimu-
lation as a function of symptoms and DBS-induced side-
effects surrogates, extracted directly from brain signals,
and termed neural markers (NMs) [10, 11]. Such NMs,
however, are highly contaminated by background activity
and are co-modulated by multiple brain processes; thus,
providing only a partial representation of the real neu-
ral state of the patient [9]. Furthermore, despite improv-
ing upon cDBS, aDBS systems usually implement con-
trol strategies—such as threshold-based and proportional
control—that neglect time dynamics.
Alternatively, more complex strategies have attempted to
use latent neural dynamics as a potential source of infor-
mation for improving aDBS efficacy [12–15]. While such
dynamics can originate from inherent temporal brain ac-
tivity, others can be explicitly associated with external
factors such as medication intake, activity of daily liv-
ing (ADL), and circadian rhythm. Another major source
of non-stationary dynamics is the so-called DBS washout
effect, describing the persistent clinical effect of DBS af-
ter stimulation withdrawal [16].

Data-driven approaches for dynamics-aware aDBS:
Many of the diseases treated with DBS, as PD and MDP,
are characterized by a remarkably heterogeneous pheno-
type [17, 18], where group studies are unable to deliver
NMs and stimulation strategies that are universally suit-
able. In contrast, data-driven optimization of dynamics-
aware control strategies offers a promising approach for
obtaining effective and efficient aDBS systems. In this
regard, Kumar and colleagues [19] presented a proof-
of-concept in-vitro study using a tabular reinforcement
learning (RL) strategy to control a neural network. Such
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classic RL strategies assume that the underlying con-
trolled system (environment, in RL literature) is Marko-
vian and fully observable, i.e., predictions of future states
of the environment depend solely on the current observa-
tion and this observation should offer a full representation
of the environment’s state. Given that in aDBS both as-
sumptions are not fulfilled, classic RL strategies might
deliver a sub-optimal control strategy (policy).
Strictly speaking, the non-stationary dynamics seen in
aDBS are a consequence of partial observability: if in-
formation about non-stationary sources is included in the
state representation (e.g., medication intake or ADL con-
text), then the environment could be considered station-
ary. However, such information is usually not available.
Consequently, we use the term partial observability to
cover non-stationary dynamics and noisy NMs, hereafter.

Development platforms for aDBS: Working directly
with patients is an expensive and strongly constrained en-
deavor (safety regulations), and in-vitro development pro-
tocols are relatively expensive and may suffer from over-
simplifying assumptions regarding the structure of the
underlying neural network. For these reasons, in-silico
frameworks have been widely utilized in early aDBS de-
velopment stages [20–22].
With our current contribution we introduce a novel in-
silico approach. We adopt a modified version of an
environment used in the standard RL testbench openAI
Gym[23] and show, how partial observability properties
of aDBS can be explicitly embedded into a RL task, thus
making partial observability a benchmarkable challenge.
Finally, we provide a comparison of state-of-the-art RL
algorithms that deliver a more efficient control strategy
than classic aDBS approaches under this partially observ-
able environment.

METHODS

The core concept of RL is to learn how to control
an environment alone from interactions with it. Dur-
ing the learning phase, the decision making agent
continuously improves its control policy based on the
reward it gains by interacting with the—potentially
unknown—environment. In the aDBS context, the
mapping between the RL components can be defined
as: agent↔DBS controller, environment↔neural system,
policy↔stimulation strategy, action↔apply a (parame-
terized) stimulation, and reward↔symptom suppression
/ side effects. This mapping can be formalized by defin-
ing an aDBS system as a Markov decision process, as
follows.

Closed-loop aDBS as a Markov decision process:
A closed-loop aDBS system can be defined as a
Markov decision process M = 〈S ,A ,T,R〉, where
the space S is formed by all possible motor states,
A is the set of possible stimulation parameters,
T : (sk,sk+1,a) 7→ p(sk+1|sk,ak) ∈ [0,1] is the probability
distribution over brain state transitions, such that apply-
ing the stimulation parameter ak ∈ A in the brain state

sk ∈S at time point k leads to a new brain state sk+1 ∈S
at time k + 1, and R : (sk,sk+1) 7→ R(sk,sk+1) ∈ [a,b] is
the reward function (bounded by {a,b} ∈R) obtained by
transitioning from sk to sk+1. In aDBS, a reward may
express, e.g., the amelioration of symptoms or the sup-
pression of DBS-induced side effects.

Partial observability in aDBS:
Noise regimes in NMs: Brain imaging techniques, such
as electrocorticographic recordings or local field poten-
tial recordings from deep brain electrodes, are contami-
nated by measurement noise and background activity and
are co-modulated by several, possibly independent, neu-
ral processes. In PD, the beta-band power of local field
potentials recorded from the subthalamic nucleus (STN)
is a widely used NM. However, it is not only determined
by the symptom state, but is also modulated by motor
preparation and execution[24, 25]—similar to cortical
beta band power—. These characteristics render many
extracted NMs highly noisy and thus they contribute to
partial observability found in aDBS.
Washout-induced non-stationary dynamics: The
washout effect observed in DBS contributes to partial
observability by generating non-stationary dynamics on
multiple timescales. For example in PD, DBS washout
effects w.r.t. axial symptoms that influence gait or speech,
can span from minutes to several hours, whereas washout
w.r.t. rigor, tremor, and bradykinesia, typically lasts sec-
onds only. In the Markov decision process defined above,
a washout phase amounts to state transition distribution T
that not only depends on the current stimulation, but also
on the history thereof.
As some classes of control algorithms have not been de-
signed to cope well with partial observability, it is im-
portant to investigate its effects upon the effectiveness
and efficiency of aDBS control strategies. However, in
in-vivo or in-vitro scenarios, it is difficult to analyze the
specific impact of such dynamics individually. A surro-
gate environment provides the possibility to model those
aDBS-specific challenges explicitly.

The flappingBird environment: We adapted the Flap-
pyBird environment provided in the openAI gym plat-
form to incorporate challenges of aDBS. We term the
adapted environment the continuous FlappyBird (CFB).
An agent’s goal in this environment is to fly through hor-
izontal tunnels that constantly pass by, as a gravity force
pulls the agent downwards.Two main criteria were con-
sidered for selecting CFB as our surrogate environment:
First, dimensionality of the state and action space is simi-
lar to the aDBS problem [26], and second, the model’s
engine provides a computationally inexpensive way of
modifying the environment dynamics.
State representation: The state of the CFB environment
is given by a 7-dimensional signal. It comprises 1) agent
vertical position, 2) agent vertical velocity 3) and 4) bot-
tom and top vertical position of the current tunnel, 5)
agent’s distance to the next tunnel and 6) and 7) bottom
and top position of the next tunnel. The dimensionality
of the CFB state space is similar to that of simple aDBS
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setups: S is usually represented by a small number of
power features extracted from local field potential sig-
nals [27–29]. Assuming that each of the bilaterally im-
planted DBS electrodes has 4 contacts, S results in an
8-dimensional representation.
Actions: The binary action space comprises two actions:
vertical thrust and no vertical thrust. In a simplified ap-
proach to aDBS, stimulus amplitude parameter can also
be defined as binary, i.e., DBS-on/off. Note that in more
advanced setups, the action space might be continuous
(if a continuous amplitude control is desired) or multidi-
mensional (if other DBS parameters like stimulation fre-
quency or stimulating contacts are considered).
Reward signal: Designing a good reward signal is diffi-
cult and problem specific. In aDBS, it requires a trade-
off between at least the amelioration of PD-related symp-
toms and stimulation-induced side effects. In CFB, we
define the reward signal as a function of the proximity
with the center of a tunnel, for each time point k:

R(sk,sk+1) =


0.1 if in sk+1 agent is inside tunnel
−0.4 if in sk+1 agent outside tunnel
−0.9 if in sk+1 top or bottom is hit

Partial observability in the CFB environment:
Noise in the state representation: Noisy state measure-
ments are embedded in the environment by adding zero-
mean Gaussian noise to each feature describing the state.
The standard deviation of each noise source is defined
individually per feature as σ f = ξ · (lu

f − ld
f ), where ξ de-

notes the noise level and the interval [ld
f , l

u
f ] define do-

main of feature f . This modified version of CFB is called
CFB-Nξ in the following.
History dependent action effect: The washout effect is
simulated as a sustained aftereffect of each thrust action,
and termed CFB-H. It is implemented using an action his-
tory which considers (at maximum) the last 100 thrusts.
Specifically, the decaying thrust T d

k at a time point k after
a sequence of Nthrust thrust actions in the last 100 time
steps is defined as: T d

k = T d
k−1−

T
Nthrust/3 , where T repre-

sents the thrust generated by a single thrust action. The
constants selected here for the decaying thrust function
are based on studies reporting ratios between accumu-
lated stimulation Nthrust and washout duration in a range
of 8:1 to 2:1 [30, 31]. The horizon is limited to a his-
tory of 100 time steps to ensure at least a limited level of
controllability in the CFB-H environment.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Choice of RL algorithms: Three model-free RL strate-
gies were chosen as base algorithms, from the three main
method families in RL: Value-function based, policy gra-
dient, and actor critic. The selection of specific meth-
ods involved the following criteria: First, we considered
the reported performance across multiple RL tasks in the
OpenAI benchmark1. Second, we took into account the

1https://github.com/openai/baselines-results

scientific impact of each algorithm within the RL com-
munity, as measured by the number of citations of the
corresponding papers, their publication date, and number
of appearances in review studies. The resulting collection
of representative RL base algorithms, each using a feed-
forward (FF) neural network, comprises: 1) Deep Q-
Learning (DQN) with experience replay and a target net-
work [32], an off-policy value function based method, 2)
Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C), a 1-step advantage actor-
critic method [33], and 3) Proximal Policy Optimization
(PPO), a 1-step advantage actor-critic method focusing
on an improved policy gradient estimate [34].
For comparison, we have also included a simple reac-
tive agent, designed to resemble a threshold-based con-
trol strategy. It applies thrust whenever the agent finds
itself below the center of a tunnel and stops when it is
above the tunnel.
RL approaches to non-stationary MDP: By their de-
sign, the RL base algorithms DQN+FF, A2C+FF and
PPO+FF can not be expected to deal well with partial ob-
servability of non-stationary origin. However, they can
be equipped with the ability to consider a (potentially in-
finite) state (or state-action) history as proposed by [35–
38]. For this reasons we have extended the DQN, A2C,
and PPO models by recurrent networks implemented us-
ing either gated recurrent units (GRUs) or long short term
memory (LSTM) units [39].
As a result, we could benchmark the following
nine RL approaches: DQN+FF, DQN+LSTM,
DQN+GRU, A2C+FF, A2C+LSTM, A2C+GRU,
PPO+FF, PPO+LSTM, and PPO+GRU.

Benchmark design:
Model architectures and hyperparameter optimiza-
tion: For all models, hyperparameters were optimized
using the sequential model-based configuration frame-
work introduced in [40]. The source code including all
parameter details used to optimize and train our agents
and the resulting architectures is provided online2.
Training stage: A population of twenty RL agents per
method was trained, each trained in an individual instance
of the same RL task, but initialized with different random
seeds. All agents were trained over two million interac-
tions in the environments CFB-N and CFB-H. An Adam
optimizer [41] updated a model’s parameters every 64 in-
teractions. The performance of a learning agent during
training is evaluated in an independent test environment
every 300 parameter updates. The performance reported
corresponds to the average reward obtained by each pop-
ulation of agents.
Testing stage: After training, each agent population is
tested in twenty randomly initialized environments dur-
ing 50k interactions. The reported performance corre-
sponds to the average reward for each agent population.

RESULTS

Performance in CFB-H environments:

2https://github.com/mVaihinger/RLAgentsFlappyBird
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The training performance of the different agents in the
CFB-H environments are depicted in Figure 1. Only the
A2C agents consistently achieved a better performance
than the reactive agents. PPO-FF achieved also a simi-
lar performance, however, it was less stable throughout
training. All DQN-based agents had a much slower con-
vergence rate and stayed considerably below the perfor-
mance of the simple reactive agents.

Figure 1: Time courses of training performance over two mil-
lion steps in the CFB-H task.

Consistent with the training stage, Figure 2 shows that
DQN agents yielded the worst performance in the test
stage, whereas agents based on A2C and PPO better than
the reactive agents on average. Overall, agents based on
LSTM units achieved the best performance.

∗∗ p < 0.005
∗p < 0.05

FF

LSTM

GRU

reactive

Figure 2: Boxplot of RL agent’s performance in the unseen
CFB-H test environments. Statistical significance was tested
with the Wilcoxon ranksum using Bonferroni correction.

Performance in CFB-N environments:
Figure 3 shows the training performance of all agents in
CFB-N environments. For the RL-methods, the main dif-
ference elicited by varying noise levels is the final train-
ing performance, while the convergence rate was rather
unaffected by noise. Among all, A2C and PPO agents
showed the greatest sample efficiency, as their perfor-
mance improved the fastest in early stages of training,
with A2C showing the most stable performance through-
out training. While A2C-LSTM showed the best per-
formance, even under strong noise regimes (ξ < 0.5), it
is interesting to see, that A2C+FF could still cope quite
well with the noise, while GRU-based models yielded the
worst performance. These observations also hold during
test stage, shown in Figure 4.

DISCUSSION

We have introduced a simulated environment to support
early development stages of data-driven aDBS strategies

based on RL. Specifically, the environment is designed to
study approaches coping with partial observability prop-
erties. In addition, we have benchmarked representative
RL methods, that have been modified to cope with the
challenges faced by an aDBS system.

Suitability of considered methods for partially observ-
able environments: The comparative analysis presented
was motivated by the hypothesis that models aimed at
capturing long term dependencies yield a higher end per-
formance in partial observable environments, compared
to classic approaches. We have shown that using LSTM-
and GRU-based models does not consistently improve
end performance compared to agents based on classic FF
networks; however, LSTM-based models enable higher
sample efficiency, as proved by the faster convergence of
such models in early stages of training. We have also ob-
served that the major performance difference is caused by
the RL method chosen, and not by the type of recurrent
units used in them.

CFB as a development environment of RL-aDBS: Al-
though it is not possible to establish a one to one cor-
respondence between a real aDBS environment and the
CFB environment used, our framework allows to study
specific characteristics of aDBS in early stages of control
algorithm development, when physiological and func-
tional constraints and clinical interpretability are not crit-
ical. A key feature of our contribution is the flexibility
to explicitly embed key challenges found in aDBS in a
modular fashion. In the present contribution, we have
studied precise non-stationary dynamics caused by DBS
washout, as well as noisy state representations. However,
our framework can easily include other major sources of
partial observability such as circadian rhythm variations,
medication induced changes, among others. The only
prerequisite is an appropriate scaling of time constants,
as we have exemplified with the CFN-H environment.
In conclusion, our framework provides a cost efficient
platform for early stage development of novel aDBS
strategies before accessing more complicated setups, as
physiologically-motivated simulations and, as a final
goal, patients.
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ABSTRACT: In brain-computer interfaces (BCI), the de-
tection of different mental states is a key element. In
Motor Imagery (MI)-based BCIs, the considered features
typically rely on the power spectral density (PSD) of
brain signals, but alternative features can be explored
looking for better performance. One possibility is the
integration of functional connectivity (FC). These fea-
tures quantify the interactions between different brain ar-
eas and they could represent a valuable tool to detect dif-
ferences between two mental conditions. Here, we in-
vestigated the behavior of coherence-based FC features
and PSD features, alone and in combination. For a better
comparison, we characterized the network centrality of
each brain area by computing the weighted node degrees
from the estimated FC networks. Our findings show that
in both alpha and beta frequency bands, and for almost all
the subjects, the fusion of FC network indices and PSD
features give better performance. This preliminary results
open the way to the use for network-based approaches in
BCIs.

INTRODUCTION

A brain-computer interface is a system that enables the
interaction subject-external world without peripheral
nerve or muscles [26]. It allows communication [17] and
the control of real or virtual objects [4]. Nowadays, the
performance of BCI appears to be inconsistent across
subjects. Indeed, there is an non-negligible percentage of
users who cannot use the interface [3], [24].
To face this problem, investigators historically searched
for better brain decoders [18]. To do so, one possibility
consists of working on the features extraction and

selection and more specifically of looking for alternative
features that could better discriminate the subjects’
mental state.
Recently, a great interest was born in connectivity
applied in brain-computer interfaces and in particular
in motor imagery, giving promising results [22], [2].
The reason behind this choice is that brain mechanisms
involved in BCI are complex and they could be better
described by functional interactions changes. Indeed,
connectivity describes the interaction between different
brain areas that can reflect specific mechanisms such
as synchronization in time-others in phase domain, or
the causal interactions for instance [11]. Notably, a
variation of inter hemispheric connections has been
found using phase-locking value, but in other case the
prominent mechanisms was the increase of information
flow regarding the contralateral motor area [15]. The
frequency band that appears involved in the task differs
being alpha, beta or gamma and a completely changing
behavior can be found in the different bands. These
contradictory results motivated us to investigate more the
subject.
Here, we hypothesized that features based on con-
nectivity can provide relevant information to better
discriminate the subjects’ mental state. For this purpose,
we first tested the feasibility of the use of connectivity-
based features already identified as a feature with high
discriminating potential in motor imagery task [7]. Then,
we tested the combination of features based on power
spectra and on connectivity to take advantage of their
complementarity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
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1. Experimental Protocol: Fifteen healthy subjects (aged
27.73 ± 4.45 years, 7 women) all right handed partici-
pated to our motor imagery-based BCI protocol. The
users were seated in front of a screen. When the target
was up, the subjects had to image to move the right hand
(e.g. grasping) [27]. When the target was down they had
to remain at rest. During the tasks, we recorded the elec-
troencephalography (EEG) activity with 74 electrodes in
a 10-10 standard configuration. We collected 64 trials for
motor imagery and 64 for resting state. Each trial lasted
5s. EEG signals were recorded with frequency sampling
of 1 kHz and then downsampled to 250 Hz. To remove
those related to eye and cardiac artifacts in the sensor
space, a pre-processing step consisted in an Independent
Component Analysis (ICA) [10] with Infomax algorithm
[1] performed with Fieldtrip toolbox [19]. The selection
of the components was performed by a visual inspection
of the signals.
2. Analysis: We can schematize our recording systems
in the following way. N signal samples were acquired at
frequency Fs in two different mental states, S1 and S2.
EEG samples were recorded from M electrodes for each
state, obtaining TS1 trials in S1 and TS2 trials in S2; the
same procedure was replicated for I subjects.
The signal Acquisition Stage (AS) in the two mental
states S1 and S2 for the i-th user, t-th trial, m-th channel,
n-th signal sample yields the real measurements’ sets:

X (S1) = {x(i,t)m [n]}, S1 AS} (1)

X (S2) = {x(i,t)m [n]}, S2 AS} (2)

We reported the framework of this study (Fig. 1). The
first step consisted of recording brain signals from a given
subject i followed by the features extraction. Here, we
considered two types of features: PSD, that reflects the
local activation of the cortex, and connectivity, describing
interactions of brain areas. The last step is the evaluation
of compact metric (node degree) that synthetically quan-
tifies the connectivity of each node. In the next sections,
a detailed description of each step is given.
2.1 Features estimations: For both the ASs, the following
power spectral estimates are computed:

P(i,t)
xm [k] =

1
LW

LW

∑
l=0

∣∣∣∣∣N−1

∑
n=0

wl [n]x
(i,t)
m [n]e− j2πnk/N

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(3)

P(i,t)
xm1 xm2

[k] =
1

LW

LW

∑
l=0

(
N−1

∑
n=0

wl [n]x
(i,t)
m1 [n]e− j2πnk/N

)
·(

N−1

∑
n=0

wl [n]x
(i,t)
m2 [n]e− j2πnk/N

)∗ (4)

where wl [n], with l = 0, · · ·LW −1 and n = 0, · · ·N−1 are
real windows LW , depending on the estimation method.
In the case of Welch method, a set of time orthogonal
functions are used [25].
For each subject i, each trial t, each frequency bin we
evaluated the two features. Specifically, Welch method

Figure 1: Schematic representation of different steps of our
analysis. EEG signals are recorded from each channels. Sig-
nals vary in time and frequency domain. Since we collected all
the signals, we can extract features, which can be local features
(as PSD) or connectivity (as coherence). We can use compact
measures based on graph theory (as weighted node degree).

is used for the evaluation of the auto and cross-spectrum.
Hanning time windows characterized by a length of 1s
and an overlap of 50% are used. To this aim,we narrowed
the frequency set, to select features from 4 to 40 Hz in
steps of 1 Hz.
The connectivity estimator that we use in this work, is the
spectral coherence [6], defined as:

C(i,t)
m1 m2[k] =

∣∣∣P(i,t)
xm1 xm2

[k]
∣∣∣(

P(i,t)
xm1

[k] ·P(i,t)
xm2

[k]
)1/2 (5)

This quantity reflects in the frequency domain the
synchronization in amplitude between two signals. The
advantage compared to the simpler cross-correlation is
that it is possible to separate different frequency bands.
This aspect is important in EEG applications where, the
response changes in different frequency bands.

We defined a graph as a set of vertices (or nodes) and
edges (or links)[5]. In our case, nodes represents the
EEG-electrodes and the edges are the connectivity esti-
mate, without thresholding or binarizing [11].
To extract information about the connectivity of each
electrode and following the approach in [7], we defined
the Coherence-based Node Degree (CND), as follows:

CND(i,t)
m [k] =

M−1

∑
c=0

C(i,t)
m c [k] (6)
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This measure describes in compact way the connectivity
of each node. In fact, it is evaluated for each node and
it represents how much one node is connected to all the
others [11].
To take into account the neurophysiology aspects under-
lying the task used here [21],[20], we decided to restrict
our study on the set of electrodes located in the controlat-
eral motor area (Fig.2). Nevertheless, the CND is evalu-
ated taking into consideration all the possible connections
including the selected nodes.

Figure 2: Representation of 74 electrodes in 10-10 standard
configuration as used in our experiments. Electrodes in left cen-
tral are circled in green

2.2. Features fusion: To understand if a combination of
different information would better discriminate between
two conditions, different approaches have been proposed
in the literature [23]. Notably, the fusion of features from
different modalities in motor imagery BCI has already
been studied, with promising findings [9]. In particular,
the fusion can be performed at the classifier level,
by attributing a specific weight to the output of each
classifier, or at features level. Here we used the latter
with a concatenation of the trials of different features.

2.3 Classification: To classify the subjects’ mental state,
we used the linear discriminant analysis (LDA) method
[12]. Our classifier operates on single subject, single fre-
quency bin and single channel. More specifically, for a
given subject, for the k -frequency bin and the m-channel
we randomly chose the 80% of the trials for the train-
ing set. The total number of trials for the training set is
103. The remaining 25 trials, related to the other 20%,
are used for the testing part. Performances of the clas-
sification were evaluated during the testing part. We re-
peated this operation 50 times and the performances re-
ported here corresponds to the average in all the repeti-
tions. For i -subject, k -bin, m -channel, we measured
classification performances, in terms of accuracy, sensi-
tivity, specificity, and area under curve (AUC). For a ne-
cessity of representation, we only reported here the most
significative results in terms of accuracy, defined as fol-

lows:

ACC =
T P+T N

P+N
(7)

Where TP are the true positives, TN the true negatives
and P and N are positives and negatives respectively.

RESULTS

We performed the classification test as explained before
and we repeated the operation for each subject, each
frequency bin and each channel. For each subject,
we selected the best value in terms of classification
performances (e.g. accuracy) comprised in the central
left area. The best accuracy value is associated with a
given (electrode; frequency bin) couple. In the Fig 3,
we represented the maximum accuracy obtained for each
subject and each modality. In particular, we reported in
a bar plot the maximum value of accuracy. In order to
make the results clearer, we associated to each frequency
bin, the related frequency band.
To be more precise, the frequency band that we use are:
Btheta = 4− 7Hz, Bal pha = 8− 13Hz, Bbeta = 14− 29Hz
and Bgamma = 30−40Hz.

In Fig. 3, when we compare the PSD with coherence,
we can notice that 9 on 15 subjects reached higher accu-
racy with PSD, while for the remaining 6, the coherence
is better. If we compare coherence with the fusion, the
latter is better in 9 over 15 subjects. The last comparison
is between fusion and PSD. The fusion of the two fea-
tures is better in 13 over 15 subjects. The mean values
of accuracy with the associated standard deviations are:
0.66± 0.03 for PSD, 0.66± 0.02 for coherence and 0.68
±0.02 for the fusion. The frequency bands associated
with the reported results vary according to the subject,
but the most selected bands are alpha and beta.
We reported a set of figures to represent the most fre-
quently chosen channels (Fig.4) The associated plots rep-
resent the occurrences on the scalp for each explored
mode, Coherence-based Node degree, PSD and fusion
and for each frequency band. In each picture, the di-
mension of the circle is proportional to the occurrence
of each electrode as the one related with the highest ac-
curacy. C5 and C3 channels are usually the most involved
in the task, have a high representation, especially in alpha
and beta band. Interestingly, the occurrences associated
with these two channels, in the case of coherence feature,
are also high in gamma band. For sake of completeness,
in Fig.5, for each subject and each feature we report the
standard deviation related to the cross validation. Specif-
ically, we evaluated the standard deviation of the accu-
racy across the 50 random repetitions for the best couple
channel-frequency bin.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Functional connectivity is a valuable tool to describe and
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Figure 3: Bar plot with the best accuracy level for each subject. Each value is related to a specific couple frequency bin-electrode. For
each subject we have three bars that refer to the three modes: PSD (in pink), Node Coherence (in green) and Fusion (in blue). On the
top of each bar we report the frequency band associated to the selected bin.

Figure 4: Table with occurrences of electrodes related to the
highest accuracy. The size of the circles is proportional to the
number of subjects for which that channel was the best. Each
frequency band and each mode is considered separately: PSD
in pink, coherence-based node degree in green and the fusion in
blue

explain the organization and functionality of the brain
during the tasks. For these reasons, we believe that it can
be an important feature for brain computer interface ap-
plications, in which the user has to perform difficult tasks,
involving different portions of the brain. In this work, we
presented a mental state classifier based on connectivity
features and we compared its performances with those
achieved using local spectral features. Most importantly,
we considered the classification results with the combi-
nation of the two features.
Our findings demonstrated that alpha and beta frequency
bands are usually more involved during the task. In fact,
the accuracy obtained in those bands are higher.Another
interesting result is that the fusion between connectivity
feature and a local one gives higher accuracy than PSD
alone for the majority of the subject, for 13 over 15. This
means that the integration of features reflecting different
brain mechanisms can be useful for the discrimination of
different mental states.
We notice that in general our accuracy values are higher
than the actual chance level that in this configuration cor-
responds to 63% [8]. In addition, we reported a relatively
high variance in the accuracy across the cross-validation
that is explained by the high inter-trial variability.
From our findings, we can notice that there is a high
variability between subjects concerning the best feature
to use. This is reflected by the high standard devia-
tion, 0.02 for coherence and fusion and 0.03 PSD. The
inter-subjects variability is also evident in terms of fre-
quency band of interest [16]. However, the most selected
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Figure 5: Table with values of standard deviation of the accuracy associated to cross validation folds. For each subject and each feature,
for the best couple channel-frequency bin, we evaluated the standard deviation related to the 50 random repetitions

bands are alpha and beta as expected because they are
usually related to motor tasks. Interestingly, in the case
of coherence, the gamma frequency band is intensively
involved. One possible explanation is that connectivity
mechanisms during motor imagery tasks happens also in
high frequencies [13].
In this preliminary work, we did not put a constraint on
the frequency band in the fusion case. Indeed, for each
case, we selected the best frequency bin independently
from all the other cases. For instance, it could be interest-
ing to put a constraint on the frequency band associated
to the fusion on the basis of the selected frequency band
for the other two ways. Alternatively, it could be possible
to select the same frequency for all the features. These
changes could help in the interpretation of the results.
For the fusion between two different features, another
possibility is to perform a fusion of the classifiers out-
put. In this case, the advantage will be a better control of
features contribution and it can be helpful for the inter-
pretation. Indeed, for each subject it will be possible to
determine which feature contributed the more to the fu-
sion [9]
Another possible improvement would be to increase the
number of selected features. Indeed, in this work, we
only considered the single feature case, or the combina-
tion of one of each class to obtain the fusion. One option
to integrate more features could be the ranking of the fea-
tures on the training set, based for instance of statistical
tests performed between conditions [14].
This preliminary work confirmed our hypothesis that con-
nectivity features bring relevant information on brain
functionality. Notably, the integration of these features
with standard one could increase BCI performances and
be a valuable tool to reduce the inter-subject variability.
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ABSTRACT: Online BCI has become a fascinating 
field of research nowadays. One of the main challenges 
in this field is to reduce the latency caused by the 
computational complexity of the signal processing 
algorithms. This issue leads to difficulty in processing 
real-time data. Usually, a trade-off needs to be 
considered between the number of input samples and 
precision of the processing algorithms. In this paper, 
heterogeneous computing concept is investigated to 
alleviate the computational complexity occurred in real-
time processing. An OpenCL was utilized to implement 
signal processing algorithms in parallel. Feature 
extraction methods including band power and statistical 
moments were selected to examine the power of 
heterogeneous computing using parallel sum reduction. 
As a result, varying the number of work-group sizes 
which is an essential parameter of parallel processing 
provided dissimilar computing times. Also, running at a 
higher sampling rate yielded a higher benchmark ratio 
between sequential and parallel. However, system 
optimization is still necessary when processing BCI in 
real time. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Processing signal in real-time brain-computer interface 
(BCI) could usually encounter many difficulties ranging 
from hardware level to software level. One of the most 
challenging issues is the system latency [1] which may 
raise a major problem because this could lead to missing 
some important data such as an EEG component or an 
event under half-second. To minimize the latency by 
only optimizing sequential algorithms to reduce the 
processing time may not be enough to capture those 
components. The most common solution on the 
hardware level is to increase the speed of data 
transmission, buffering a sufficient amount of incoming 
data, and using fast processing units [2]. This may cost 
developer much money and a comprehensive technique.  
Nowadays, high-performance computing (HPC) 
technology plays an important role in solving complex 
computational problems such as simulation, modeling, 
and analysis [3-4]. This technology does not only focus 
on developing faster hardware but the algorithms also 
[5]. According to the HPC, its concept is based on 
parallel computing for running application efficiently, 
reliably, and quickly [6]. To understand the concept of 

parallel computing, any sequential task can be split into 
a section which each is run separately on hardware 
acceleration. There is a lot of hardware acceleration 
available on the market that has a reasonable price such 
as consumer graphics processing unit (GPU) and a user-
friendly field-programmable gate array (FPGA) [7]. 
These hardware units are programmable with their 
specific languages that may take much time to learn in a 
programming language. To resolve this issue, an open 
computing language (OpenCL) has been developed to 
overcome cross-platform programming [8]. It means 
that any hardware acceleration unit can be executed 
with one-time coding. So far, the OpenCL platform has 
become an industry standard for programming those 
hardware units [9]. In addition, certainly understanding 
heterogeneous computing concept which is the use of 
parallel processing techniques is essential and required 
when programming in OpenCL [10].  
To demonstrate the heterogeneous computing concept 
for real-time signal processing, implementing in major 
processing steps and their bottlenecks was discussed in 
this paper. One of the most challenging BCI problems is 
running feature extraction algorithms in real time [11]. 
Since the number of processing channel is always much 
more than one or two, some complex features such as 
independent component analysis (ICA), autoregressive 
(AR) model, and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) are 
mostly implemented in an offline BCI [12]. However, 
these time-consuming features can be used in real-time 
processing with optimization that may limit the 
performance of the algorithms [13]. As an advantage of 
heterogeneous computing, these algorithms can be 
broken down into a smaller part and compute each part 
concurrently then concatenate to a final solution. 
In this paper, we applied the commercial and open-
source OpenCL technology into real-time signal 
processing which time-domain feature extraction 
methods including selective band power and statistical 
moments were selected to evaluate the computing 
performance. The system includes both EEG simulation 
and signal processing module. The proposed module 
offers up to 32 channels for real-time signal processing 
based on the heterogeneous computing concept. The 
archive EEG dataset was used to test the computing 
performance in real time with different sampling 
frequency acquired. The parallel computing time was 
compared to sequential processing approach as well.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
     Latency analysis: Regarding the cause of 
computational latency in real-time processing, this can 
be divided into four categories, i.e., signal acquisition 
hardware, data transmission, types of application, and 
processing algorithms. Table 1 shows the comparison of 
the latency causes in terms of delay and versatility. The 
comparison was on the basis of cost-effectiveness and 
current technology. According to Table 1, the main 
cause of latency in a real-time BCI is computational 
complexity of the signal processing algorithms. To 
overcome this bottleneck, using different approach such 
as parallel processing instead of traditionally sequential 
method could more reduce the latency. 
 
Table 1: Delay and versatility in signal processing 
Category Delay Versatility 
Signal acquisition Low Low 
Data transmission Medium Low 
Types of application Medium Low 
Processing algorithms High High 
 
     EEG dataset: The archive EEG, a collection of 32-
channel data from 14 subjects (7 males, 7 females), 
provided by Swartz Center for Computational 
Neuroscience [14] was used to evaluate the performance 
of our parallel design. According to the data, the 
participants were asked to perform a go-nogo 
categorization task and a go-no recognition task on 
natural photographs displayed every 20 milliseconds. 
The experiment ran a total of 2500 trials on each 
participant. Note that as the archive data was sampled at 
1000 Hz with a specific amplifier but for the purpose of 
full usage, the data were regenerated and rectified to 
appropriately match with the voltage range of the 
analog output device. 
     Simulation system: This study was developed based 
on Qt platform (Qt 5.12 LTS) using C++ programming 
language which can integrate the OpenCL and related 
libraries together. The simulation system consists of a 
signal generator and signal acquisition. The archive 
dataset was generated waveform through the 32-channel 
analog output device (NI PCIe-6738) and then fed back 
into the 32-channel analog input device (NI PCIe-6343) 
using RG58 50-Ohm coaxial cables. For the output 
device, each channel was generated at the sampling 
frequency of 1kHz according to the dataset. Note that 
the output resolution is 16 bits with voltage range of 
±10V. For signal acquisition, the sampling rate was 
varied, including 128, 256 512, 1024, and 2048 Hertz. 
     Heterogeneous signal processing: According to the 
general signal processing pipeline, it is frequently 
processed in sequential approach. This may result in a 
delay when loads of processing steps are added. Using 
heterogeneous computing concept in this problem can 
decrease the latency dramatically. In this paper, the 
calculation part of the feature extraction on each 
channel was processed separately and concurrently by 
multiple compute units. Fig. 1 demonstrates the overall 

system of the heterogeneous feature extraction which 
each channel processes simultaneously.  
 

 

Figure 1: The overall system of heterogeneous feature 
extraction for real-time BCI. 
 
     OpenCL initialization: As an advantage of the cross-
platform parallel programming, the graphics card is the 
easiest unit to be used with OpenCL. The AMD graphic 
cards (Radeon™ Pro WX 7100) were used to deploy the 
computation based on the OpenCL 2.0 which the shared 
virtual memory technique was introduced [15]. The 
shared virtual memory can reduce the latency of 
transferring data between the host and devices. Setting 
up the number of work items manually split into global 
and local to yield the best computing result. Fig. 2 
shows an overview of the structure of the OpenCL 2.0 
platform used in the study. 
 

 

Figure 2: The overview of the structure of the OpenCL 
2.0 platform. 
 
     Feature extraction: Many familiar feature extraction 
methods have been developed for processing BCI such 
as discrete Fourier transform (DFT) or power spectral 
density (PDS) and wavelet transform (WT) based which 
are based on frequency analysis. These methods are 
considered to be the most effective techniques for 
dealing with time-varying EEG signals. Regarding the 
time-domain analysis, the most commonly used method 
for EEG feature extraction is selective band power 
which is the average power of a signal in a specific 
frequency range. In this paper, the band power was used 
as a feature for event detection. Besides the band power, 
another time-domain method named statistical moments 
is also used to evaluate. The statistical moments are 
specific quantitative measurements in time domain 
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analysis. The general formula of the n-th order 
statistical moments was described in the literature [16-
17] which mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis are 
mostly used for feature extraction. In this paper, the first 
moment and second moment which are mean and 
variance were calculated concurrently on each channel. 
     Parallel sum reduction: To achieve the highest 
performance from the heterogeneous computing 
concept, as the calculation of band power and statistical 
moments mostly uses a summation, this can be managed 
by using a parallel sum reduction technique [18]. This 
technique maximizes the performance of compute unit 
by copying values from global memory into a local 
memory of the same work-group. Then each work-
group processes its local work-item concurrently that is 
partitioning the whole summation into a small 
summation and finalize when all work-items finished 
their own tasks. Fig. 3 shows the concept of parallel 
sum reduction which introduces the use of local 
memory to store each element concurrently and then 
reduce to half by using a stride.  Note that in the 
OpenCL 2.0 parallel sum reduction is integrated into a 
workgroup function so there is no need to write a nested 
loop to calculate the summation. 
 

 

Figure 3: The concept of parallel sum reduction. 
 
     Performance improvement: In order to improve the 
computational speed, fine-tuning parameters for parallel 
sum reduction is required. As the appropriate number of 
input data for sum reduction should be a power of 2, we 
decided the local work-item at 16, 32, 64, and 128, 
respectively. Conversely, using sum reduction inside the 
work-group function of the OpenCL 2.0, the input 
number is not necessary to follow the power of 2. 
     Benchmarking: The average computation time of a 
full command execution running on the GPU each local 
work-item are recorded for 100 times and compared to 
the result from sequential computing. Note that the full 
execution starts from transferring data from host to 
device, processing the kernel, and transferring data back 
to the host. This study ran on 64-bit Window 10 OS, 
with 32-GB DDR4 and Intel Xeon E5-1630 v4.  

RESULTS 
 
Feature extraction methods including band power and 
statistical moments were examined in real-time signal 
processing using the OpenCL platform. The execution 
time and benchmarking of sequential processing and 
parallel processing approach were reported in this 
section. Fig. 4 illustrates the execution time in 
microsecond when the band power feature was 
performed. Regarding the result, the execution time was 
related to the number of a processed sample which 
higher number required more processing time. With a 
modification of the number of work-group sizes, a large 
number of work-group size provided the better 
performance which the computing time was reduced. In 
addition, Fig. 5 shows the benchmarking of sequential 
processing and parallel processing on the same compute 
device. The ratio was calculated from the execution 
time of the sequential approach divided by the 
execution parallel approach. According to the 
benchmarking result, the higher the sampling rate set, 
the higher the ratio received. Apart from the band 
power, using statistical moments also provided likely an 
identical result. Fig. 6 presents its execution time at 
different numbers of input. Interestingly, adjusting 
work-group size had an impacted on speed especially at 
256Hz and 512Hz. Fig. 7 also showed the ratio as 
explained previously.  
 

 

Figure 4: Execution time of band power feature.  
 

 

Figure 5: Benchmarking of band power feature. 
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Figure 6: Execution time of statistical moments feature.  
 

 

Figure 7: Benchmarking of statistical moments feature.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
According to the results, the latency of feature 
extraction was relatively small and appropriately 
enough for real-time processing. For example, at 1kHz 
of the sampling rate, band power feature was about 0.06 
milliseconds while the statistical moments method was 
roughly 0.25 milliseconds. Fascinatingly, running data 
at 2kHz with band power method achieved the 
execution time about 0.11 milliseconds which is much 
higher than running at 1kHz (nearly double time) 
whereas statistical moments method yielded the slightly 
identical result at 1kHz. It is to be observed that running 
on different processors and environments may yield 
different computing times.  
Remarkably to the benchmarking results, the reduction 
technique provided a higher ratio when the size of the 
input was larger. Besides, increasing the number of 
work-group size from 16 to 64 provided almost the 
higher ratio for both features. While setting a work-
group size at 128, the ratio dropped slightly. This is 
because it is allowed enough times for the compute unit 
to initiate internal parameters (hardware level) and then 
process data continuously and efficiently as discussed in 
the previous study [19].  Therefore, a tradeoff between 
the number of input samples and the acceptable latency 
in the system should be considered. Note that the GPU 
used in the study has the maximum work-group size of 

256 work-items on each dimension.  
Regarding the sum reduction, it can be applied to other 
time-consuming algorithms such as frequency-domain 
analysis like DFT and WT. These multiple computing 
steps can be separated into multiple kernels and directly 
execute from device side without any request 
commands from the host side as introduced in the new 
features of OpenCL 2.0. This technique has also been 
implemented into the statistical moments which there 
were two kernels, i.e., one for mean calculation and 
another for variance calculation, running concurrently 
using shared virtual memory.  Not only running on the 
GPU, by using the same OpenCL program the project 
can be run on other systems such as FPGAs. This is 
expeditious and required only minor parameters 
adjustment.  
With regard to the latency analysis, some limitations 
can be resolved but have to tradeoff between time- and 
cost-effectiveness. Furthermore, an OpenCL library for 
signal processing could help researchers to gain the 
most benefit from heterogeneous computing because in 
this study we have developed all steps from the 
beginning including setting up complicated parameters 
such as initializing a platform and a context. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
This study presents the use of heterogeneous computing 
technique to implement into BCI processing. As a 
result, speeding up the computation by using a parallel 
processing scheme is possible and flexible for real-time 
computing. To reduce the system latency, optimization 
of both hardware and software should be considered 
when using in such real-time applications. Lastly, an 
OpenCL library could help researchers to reduce the 
developing time for the BCI applications which is the 
next step of our work.  
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ABSTRACT: The brain-computer interface research 
group of the University of Malaga (UMA-BCI) has 
developed a speller application based on the well-
known P300 potential which can be easily installed, 
configured and used. The application supports the 
common P300 paradigms: the Row-Column Paradigm 
and the Rapid Serial Visual Presentation Paradigm. The 
inner core of the application is implemented with a 
widely used and studied platform, BCI2000, which 
ensures its reliability and allows other researchers to 
apply modifications at will in order to test new features. 
There are many studies regarding brain-controlled 
spellers; however, these systems do not usually leap out 
of the lab because of technical and economic 
requirements. As a consequence, the potential end users 
do not benefit from these scientific advances in their 
daily life. The objective of this paper is to present a 
novel brain-controlled speller designed to be used by 
patients due to its versatility and ease of use. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Most of the studies regarding Brain-Computer Interface 
(BCI) research are carried out in experimental 
environments with healthy subjects. Even when patients 
suffering from different kinds of paralysis participate as 
subjects, they usually do it only for a few sessions in 
order to validate the proposed BCI systems. Several 
authors have also studied the use of BCIs taking into 
account the perspective of patients, caregivers, and 
professionals: 
- A recent study by Wolpaw et al. [1] found that, 
although there are more than 4000 research studies 
regarding BCI systems, only three cases corresponded 
to independent home use of a BCI for communication. 
Encouraged by these case reports, they carried out a 
research with 37 ALS patients who initially began to 
use a BCI system at home; when the study ended (after 
up to 18 months), only 7 patients kept the BCI for 
further use. The authors mention several reasons that 
explain this difference: 13 patients died during the study 
or abandoned it because of a rapid disease progression, 
9 patients could not use it, 4 lost interest and 2 preferred 
another assistive communication device, among other 
minor reasons. 
- The results of Taherian and Davies [2] showed that 

BCIs are not suitable for independent use outside 
experimental environments. For them, "the hardware 
needs to be configurable, comfortable and accommodate 
physical support needs. The training approach needs to 
be less cognitively demanding, motivating and support 
personalized mental tasks". They also cite how the 
reliability should improve and the need for adequate 
technological support. 
- Liberati et al. [3] concluded that four reasons were 
fundamental to understand the low intensity use of BCI: 
"i) lack of information on BCI and its everyday 
applications; ii) importance of a customizable system 
that supports individuals throughout the various stages 
of the disease; iii) relationship between affectivity and 
technology use; and iv) importance of individuals 
retaining a sense of agency". 

Taking into account these results, the BCI research 
group of the University of Malaga (UMA-BCI) decided 
to implement a BCI system based on a P300 speller that 
helped to solve some of the previously mentioned issues 
in order to be used by patients and caregivers at home. 
It should be an easy to install and use tool and it should 
be modular and configurable to support personalization. 
At the same time, the developed tool should be flexible 
enough to be used by researchers in the field in order to 
study variations and alternative paradigms. Both Row-
Column Paradigm (RCP) and Rapid Serial Visual 
Presentation (RSVP) P300-based paradigms should be 
supported. The target tool should include the possibility 
of providing dynamic spellers, i.e., spellers that change 
the items in their layout depending on previous 
selections. One last specification of the application is 
that it should be free and open source.  
  Three options were available: i) to fully develop a 
custom BCI system; ii) to use a general purpose 
platform to implement the desired speller; and iii) to 
partially develop a custom BCI system based on a BCI 
platform. We declined the first option because it would 
require a lot of development and testing in order to get a 
reliable application. The second option would avoid 
these processes, but it would be limited in its 
functionality and it would require advanced technical 
skills. Finally, we decided to benefit from the extended 
use of platforms to use reliable signal acquisition and 
signal processing modules, thus using a general purpose 
platform as the internal core of a custom application. 
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  There exist multi-purpose platforms for BCI analysis 
and development for scientists to carry out their 
research; a complete survey on these platforms can be 
found in [4]. As previously mentioned, the aim of this 
work is to provide end users with an easy to use P300 
speller that is flexible enough to be useful for 
researchers as well. From this point of view, BCI2000
[5] and OpenViBE [6] are the most interesting among 
the BCI platforms as they are both widely used, with 
up-to-date software releases, documentation and 
support. These two platforms are intended to build end 
user BCI applications, however, they still require 
technical skills in order to implement a P300 speller. As 
both are general-purpose platforms, with a high degree 
of configurability, it may be complex to parameterize 
them in order to obtain the desired speller. Besides, the 
tool proposed in the present paper is intended to be 
easily configurable for researchers as well, in such a 
way that the testing of new spelling modalities using 
alternative stimuli may help in their research (e.g.
through the use of images or the independent 
customization of each cell). BCI2000 is used notably 
more by researchers in their works [4]
based on it could be easier to use and modify by the 
scientific community than one based on OpenViBE
This was the main reason to choose BCI2000 
software core of the speller implementation
     BCI2000. This platform allows a system to be 
implemented using three modules: signal source

processing and application. Each one of these modules 
can be independently configured in order to adjust them 
to the desired system. The user can modify many 
parameters in order to configure the three modules:

• The signal source module supports multiple 
data acquisition hardware that can be selected. 
Besides, manufacturers can create their own 
C++ modules to be included. 

• The signal processing module allows the 
processing of the most common EEG signals 
(P300, steady-state visual evoked potential 
(SSVEP), sensorimotor rhythms (SMR), slow 
cortical potentials (SCP) etc.) with
or custom-implemented algorithms.

• The application module contains several basic 
graphical applications which use the data 
coming from signal processing as input.

All these parameters can be modified and saved through 
a tab-based GUI provided together with BCI2000 and 
they are stored in a parameters file with the extension 
.prm. The use of parameterization allows a high degree 
of customization, but at the same time it makes the 
application harder to configure. Among the pre
BCI2000 applications, the platform includes 
implementations of the RCP speller 
RSVP paradigm (StimulusPresentation)
Speller here presented is built using these
presentation paradigms. 
This paper is a short version of a full length manuscript 
sent to a scientific journal.  On the date this paper is 
written the full length version is under review
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
 
The UMA-BCI Speller is
application that is built using BCI2000, that simplifies 
the use of it and extends its functions acting as a 
wrapper of BCI2000 (see Fig. 1

Figure 1: UMA-BCI Speller scheme. The application 
acts as a wrapper of BCI2000
 
  Most of BCI2000's configurability is intentionally 
limited because UMA-BCI Speller

implement a P300 speller. For this reason, the BCI2000 
signal processing module is fixed to 
P3SignalProcessing, as well as the majority of the 
application module parameters (fixed to be 
StimulusPresentation for RCP or RSVP
and the source module (which loads the common 
electrode positions for a P300 
predefined settings are applied to BCI2
parameters file (uma_bci_speller.prm

uma_bci_speller_rsvp.prm) that is loaded automatically
Through the UMA-BCI Speller

indirectly modify some BCI2000 parameters that affect 
the source signal selection and the number of elements 
of the speller matrix (see Fig. 1
control the visual appearance of the speller through new 
options outside BCI2000 that let them change colours 
and add images. The set of configuration parameters 
that users can modify is group
file *.spl. Thus, users only control a reduced set of 
parameters in order to use and personalize their own 
P300 speller keyboard. Advanced users (i.e., users who 
already know how to manage BCI2000) can 
mentioned "uma_bci_speller.prm" file in ord
customize the application beyond what 
Speller offers by default (e.g.
timing of the speller). 
  The customization of UMA
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, as well as the majority of the 
module parameters (fixed to be P3Speller or 

for RCP or RSVP, respectively) 
and the source module (which loads the common 
electrode positions for a P300 experiment). These 
predefined settings are applied to BCI2000 through a 

uma_bci_speller.prm or 
) that is loaded automatically. 

BCI Speller GUI, users can 
indirectly modify some BCI2000 parameters that affect 
the source signal selection and the number of elements 

matrix (see Fig. 1). Besides, users can 
control the visual appearance of the speller through new 
options outside BCI2000 that let them change colours 
and add images. The set of configuration parameters 
that users can modify is grouped in a new configuration 

Thus, users only control a reduced set of 
parameters in order to use and personalize their own 

Advanced users (i.e., users who 
already know how to manage BCI2000) can edit the 
mentioned "uma_bci_speller.prm" file in order to 
customize the application beyond what UMA-BCI 

offers by default (e.g., parameters regarding the 

UMA-BCI Speller is achieved 
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through the GUI configuration, which can be modified 
in two ways: i) by changing the values of the parameters 
that are related to the general appearance of the speller 
(number of rows and columns, space in between them, 
background colour...) and to all the cells equally; and ii) 
by particularizing the appearance and function 
individual cell. There are two menus to modify these 
two sets of parameters, the grid parameters and the 
parameters menus, which will be described in their 
respective sections below. The UMA

configuration files (with extension .spl) save both types 
of parameters. 
  Fig. 2 shows the top partial view of the main screen
which contains a toolbar with the most common 
functionality: to create, open and save configurations;
start and stop experimental runs; to access the settings 
menu; to toggle full screen mode, RCP/
paradigms and calibration/online test mode; 
calibration text, the number of sequences
name and session; and to launch the classifier tool
image shows a calibration session with the word "tex
in which the two first letters have already been 
calibrated; the central column is being highlighted.
 

Figure 2. UMA-BCI Speller partial screen capture
 
     Grid parameters. This set of parameters (
accessed by double-clicking in the idle part of the GUI 
(i.e., the speller background). Users can modify the 
number of rows and columns of the display and specify 
the size of the cells, as well as the empty space in 
between. The typing bar layout is defined here as well. 
There are some other parameters that allow the user to 
make changes on the keyboard letters' font type and 
size, as well as the cells' background colour for either 
the idle or highlighted state. Through this menu, users 
can fix also the size of the stimulus in the case of 
activating the RSVP paradigm. These parameters affect 
all cells equally. 
The grid parameters shown in Fig. 3 configure the 
layout in Fig. 5b with four rows and three columns
highlighting the letters in blue. 

through the GUI configuration, which can be modified 
changing the values of the parameters 

that are related to the general appearance of the speller 
(number of rows and columns, space in between them, 
background colour...) and to all the cells equally; and ii) 
by particularizing the appearance and function of each 
individual cell. There are two menus to modify these 

arameters and the cell 
will be described in their 

UMA-BCI Speller 
) save both types 

shows the top partial view of the main screen 
which contains a toolbar with the most common 

e, open and save configurations; to 
access the settings 

toggle full screen mode, RCP/RSVP 
paradigms and calibration/online test mode; to set the 
calibration text, the number of sequences, the subject 

lassifier tool. The 
image shows a calibration session with the word "text" 
in which the two first letters have already been 
calibrated; the central column is being highlighted. 

 

partial screen capture.  

This set of parameters (Fig. 3) is 
clicking in the idle part of the GUI 

sers can modify the 
number of rows and columns of the display and specify 
the size of the cells, as well as the empty space in 

efined here as well. 
There are some other parameters that allow the user to 
make changes on the keyboard letters' font type and 
size, as well as the cells' background colour for either 
the idle or highlighted state. Through this menu, users 

e size of the stimulus in the case of 
activating the RSVP paradigm. These parameters affect 

rid parameters shown in Fig. 3 configure the 
and three columns, 

Figure 3. Grid parameters menu. 
 
     Cell parameters. The capability to customize each 
individual cell beyond the general appearance of the 
grid parameters is one of the main aspects of the 
BCI Speller. If users want to change a single cell's 
appearance, they can do it by double
particular item; a cell-specific menu will appear (
4). In this menu, two columns of parameters are present, 
Idle and Highlight, for the case of the cell being in idle 
or highlighted state, respectively. The cell
background colour for both states can be modified; if 
not marked in this menu, the values defined in the 
general grid parameters menu will apply.
 

Figure 4. Cell parameters menu.
 
Another important feature is that images can be 
included here instead of text, for both idle and highlight 
states (field Image). The images presented this way will 
fit the space of the corresponding cell determined 
through the grid parameters. 
In the field Types, users can set the text to be written in 
the typing bar when the cell is selected. In the common 
case of a speller matrix containing characters, the 

 

arameters menu.  

The capability to customize each 
individual cell beyond the general appearance of the 
grid parameters is one of the main aspects of the UMA-

. If users want to change a single cell's 
they can do it by double-clicking on a 

specific menu will appear (Fig. 
). In this menu, two columns of parameters are present,  

, for the case of the cell being in idle 
or highlighted state, respectively. The cell text and 
background colour for both states can be modified; if 
not marked in this menu, the values defined in the 
general grid parameters menu will apply. 

 

arameters menu. 

Another important feature is that images can be 
instead of text, for both idle and highlight 

The images presented this way will 
fit the space of the corresponding cell determined 

, users can set the text to be written in 
when the cell is selected. In the common 

case of a speller matrix containing characters, the Types 
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text should be a single character corresponding to the 
one actually shown. However, in other situations the 
Types field may be a whole word or sentence; tha
would be the case of cells containing pictograms that 
could mean "water", or "turn on the light", for example.
The field Sound allows a sound to be loaded to be heard 
when this cell is presented in the RSVP paradigm.
  Two checkable options are present, Read

With the first one, the user indicates that when this cell 
is selected, the system "reads" with a synthesized voice 
all the characters spelled to this point. The other option 
is used to include a Delete cell that removes the last 
spelled character. 
  Finally, the Load grid option allows the speller 
elements to be changed to a previously saved grid. In 
this way, the elements in the speller are updated 
depending on previous selections, so users can navigate 
through several keyboards, as in [7]. 
In the case of using the RSVP paradigm, only the 
Highlight parameters apply, as the symbols are 
presented serially in their highlighted state.
The cell parameters in Fig. 4 define the appearance of 
the upper-right cell in Fig. 5d: there, the same image 
with alpha channel is used for the idle and highlighted 
state; however, the highlighting is achieved through the 
use of a yellow background. When this 
the speller writes the word "Sleep". 
     P300 Classifier automatic calling. The offline signal 
processing procedure of the calibration data is 
simplified in the UMA-BCI Speller, as it is integrated 
with the tool: once the training session is finished, one 
single action groups all the subject's  EEG raw signals 
and performs the necessary steps to obtain the optimal 
classifier. Clicking on the button Classifier (
causes the system to open a window to select the files 
with the calibration data. Once selected, an internal 
process uses the BCI2000 tool P300 Classifier

the classifier parameters to be used in the free spelling 
session. Another window with the results of the process 
is then shown, which indicates if a cla
obtained with the supplied data and the classification 
accuracy corresponding to the number of sequences. 
This information can be used to determine the optimal 
number of sequences to be applied in the free spelling 
mode. 
     Settings Menu. This menu allows the user to 
parameterize some miscellaneous aspects of the 
application. One option in this menu is the 
selection: the process for using a bio-signal amplifier
UMA-BCI Speller is the same as in BCI2000: a specific 
module needs to be provided by manufacturers, which 
may be a .exe and a .dll file or source code to be 
compiled. In both cases, once the BCI2000 system is 
ready to use them, the UMA-BCI Speller

user to select the desired option in the Source

The Settings menu also allows the user to add 
additional .prm parameters file that directly affects any 
aspect of BCI2000, beyond the default settings 
determined by the automatically loaded parameters files 
(uma_bci_speller.prm or uma_bci_speller_r

text should be a single character corresponding to the 
wever, in other situations the 

field may be a whole word or sentence; that 
would be the case of cells containing pictograms that 
could mean "water", or "turn on the light", for example. 

allows a sound to be loaded to be heard 
when this cell is presented in the RSVP paradigm. 

Read and Delete. 
With the first one, the user indicates that when this cell 
is selected, the system "reads" with a synthesized voice 
all the characters spelled to this point. The other option 

cell that removes the last 

option allows the speller 
elements to be changed to a previously saved grid. In 
this way, the elements in the speller are updated 
depending on previous selections, so users can navigate 

In the case of using the RSVP paradigm, only the 
parameters apply, as the symbols are 

presented serially in their highlighted state. 
arameters in Fig. 4 define the appearance of 
right cell in Fig. 5d: there, the same image 
channel is used for the idle and highlighted 

state; however, the highlighting is achieved through the 
this cell is selected, 

. The offline signal 
processing procedure of the calibration data is 

, as it is integrated 
ession is finished, one 

the subject's  EEG raw signals 
and performs the necessary steps to obtain the optimal 
classifier. Clicking on the button Classifier (see Fig. 2) 
causes the system to open a window to select the files 

e calibration data. Once selected, an internal 
P300 Classifier to obtain 

the classifier parameters to be used in the free spelling 
session. Another window with the results of the process 

if a classifier could be 
obtained with the supplied data and the classification 
accuracy corresponding to the number of sequences. 
This information can be used to determine the optimal 
number of sequences to be applied in the free spelling 

. This menu allows the user to 
miscellaneous aspects of the 

application. One option in this menu is the signal source 
signal amplifier in 

is the same as in BCI2000: a specific 
needs to be provided by manufacturers, which 

file or source code to be 
compiled. In both cases, once the BCI2000 system is 

BCI Speller just needs the 
Source selector.  

The Settings menu also allows the user to add an 
parameters file that directly affects any 

aspect of BCI2000, beyond the default settings 
determined by the automatically loaded parameters files 

uma_bci_speller_rsvp.prm) 

mentioned before. The parameters loaded in this way 
overwrite those automatically loaded, but they do not 
persist for the next runs. If the users want to persistently 
update these parameters, the 
need to be directly modified (e.g.
     GUI configuration examples

variations obtained by mo
parameters; the last column is highlighted
examples. Fig. 5a corresponds to a common 
implementation of a P300 speller. Fig. 5b is the result of 
applying grid parameters to increment the number of 
rows and columns and to change the highlighting colour 
to blue (for details see Fig. 3). In Fig. 5c the 
highlighting and cell background colours are different 
the last column cells, it is achieved through the use of 
cell parameters. Finally, Fig. 5d shows the use of 
images in cell parameters: every cell contains a 
pictogram with white background while the highlig
consists of a changing the background colour; the 
upper-right cell parameters are detailed in Fig. 4.

Figure 5. GUI configuration examples
 
     Hardware and software requirements

BCI Speller application does not require any special 
features. As it wraps BCI2000, the whole system 
requirements would be those of BCI2000. The BCI2000 
platform is not a heavy software, it only requires a 
Windows-based operating system (Windows 2000 or 
newer) and one of the data acquisition devices that 
BCI2000 supports [8]. BCI2000 can also run 
and OS X systems, but there is no binary distribution for 
these systems (users would need to compile BCI2000 
before using it). Besides, only a minority of source 
modules support operating systems other than Windows 
(those modules that receive data
connection [9]). 
     Licensing and availability

application is implemented using BCI2000, which is 
available under the GNU General Public License 
(GPL). As a consequence, the use and distribution of 

The parameters loaded in this way 
overwrite those automatically loaded, but they do not 
persist for the next runs. If the users want to persistently 
update these parameters, the default parameters files 

(e.g., with a text editor). 
onfiguration examples. Fig. 5 shows four 

obtained by modifying grid and cell 
the last column is highlighted in all the 
Fig. 5a corresponds to a common 

implementation of a P300 speller. Fig. 5b is the result of 
applying grid parameters to increment the number of 
rows and columns and to change the highlighting colour 
to blue (for details see Fig. 3). In Fig. 5c the 

ting and cell background colours are different in 
the last column cells, it is achieved through the use of 

Finally, Fig. 5d shows the use of 
images in cell parameters: every cell contains a 
pictogram with white background while the highlighting 
consists of a changing the background colour; the 

right cell parameters are detailed in Fig. 4. 

 

GUI configuration examples.  

Hardware and software requirements. The UMA-

application does not require any special 
features. As it wraps BCI2000, the whole system 
requirements would be those of BCI2000. The BCI2000 
platform is not a heavy software, it only requires a 

based operating system (Windows 2000 or 
e of the data acquisition devices that 

. BCI2000 can also run on Linux 
and OS X systems, but there is no binary distribution for 
these systems (users would need to compile BCI2000 
before using it). Besides, only a minority of source 
modules support operating systems other than Windows 
(those modules that receive data through a TCP 

Licensing and availability. The UMA-BCI Speller 
ion is implemented using BCI2000, which is 

available under the GNU General Public License 
(GPL). As a consequence, the use and distribution of 
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UMA-BCI Speller is protected by the same GPL license. 
This means that anyone can use UMA-BCI Speller, that 
the source code is publicly available, and that anyone 
can develop and distribute derived software products 
under any terms, provided that the full source code of 
the derived product is made publicly available for 
download under the terms of the GPL. 
The installation files of UMA-BCI Speller, the full 
source code and a detailed User Manual with all the 
information regarding the installation, configuration and 
use can be accessed in the following URL: 
https://proyectos.diana.uma.es/umabci_speller. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
We have presented in this paper a BCI tool focused on a 
speller application: the UMA-BCI Speller. The aim of 
this tool is to provide end users with an easy to use open 
source P300 speller. It is based on the widely used 
platform BCI2000, so it takes advantage of the 
reliability that such a platform offers. The UMA-BCI 

Speller wraps BCI2000 in such a way that its 
configuration and use is more visual and easier, a fact 
that can enhance the use of BCI systems at end users' 
homes. The UMA-BCI Speller allows new features to 
be added in order to test different variations of the 
speller layout, a capability that BCI researchers can 
exploit. The UMA-BCI Speller supports two P300 
stimulations: RCP and RSVP. Users can configure their 
speller more appropriately using characters, images or 
sound cues, and they can navigate through different 
layouts, thus opening the door to complex speller 
configurations. 
  The UMA-BCI Speller uses the current release of 
BCI2000 (v3.0.5); however recent beta versions (e.g. 
BCI2000 v3.6) include new features that enable a 
"quasi-asynchronous" control and let the system 
dynamically change the number of stimulus repetitions 
through the use of the parameters MinimumEvidence 
and AccumulateEvidence [10]. Upcoming versions of 
UMA-BCI Speller will be updated to include the new 
features of BCI2000 beta releases. 
  Other features to be included could be the support of 
variations of the RCP (e.g. the Checkerboard paradigm 
[11]) and RSVP (e.g. Triple RSVP [12]). Other current 
trends on BCI could help to reduce the calibration time, 
like the use of generic models or adaptative calibration 
techniques. It would be interesting also to adapt the 
interface in order to extend its functionality beyond 
spelling, for example, use it to browse the internet or to 
activate external actuators.  
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ABSTRACT: In a case study with a person with high cer-
vical spinal cord injury, we show a first proof-of-concept
on how to detect and classify different movement at-
tempts of the same upper limb. The lesion was complete
(AIS A) at level C4 and no hand function was preserved.
We detected in a self-paced online setup hand open and
palmar grasp with an accuracy of 68.4 % (chance level
50%).

INTRODUCTION

A brain-computer interface (BCI) can detect various in-
tentionally modulated brain signals and use them as a
control signal or as a communication channel [15]. Per-
sons with cervical spinal cord injury (SCI) may profit
from a BCI combined with functional electrical stimu-
lation (FES) [26], a so called motor neuroprosthesis. The
BCI detects the user’s movement intention, and trans-
forms the movement intention into a real movement via
FES. It is a technical bypass of the lesion in the spinal
cord. So far, several attempts have been shown to restore
grasp function in persons with SCI using a BCI with FES
[16, 22, 24]. Non-invasive BCI/FES neuroprostheses of-
ten exploit modulations of brain oscillations in the mu or
beta band accompanying movement imaginations (MIs)
[21]. However, these BCIs have also a downside. Despite
using brain signals to control motor functions, the mental
strategy used to modulate the brain signals is often not
similar to the intended movement. For example, [16, 20,
22] used a repetitive foot MI or contralateral hand MI to
control the hand. Furthermore, details how the MI is per-
formed are hardly accessible in EEG brain oscillations.
EEG brain oscillations rather allow to detect the state of
performing repetitive MI, i.e. that one moves the limb but
not how it is moved [1]. However, there is evidence that
source imaging can be used to classify more complex MI
[6].
Instead of brain oscillations, we exploit another brain
signal called movement related cortical potentials (MR-
CPs) [28]. MRCPs were shown to encode, e.g. force [10]
or reaching directions/targets [7, 13, 29], and were fur-
thermore used to detect movements [18]. MRCPs could
provide a non-invasive control signal which allows for a
more natural neuroprosthesis control compared to EEG
brain oscillations. A BCI based on MRCPs could detect
movement attempts in persons with SCI like hand open,

Table 1: ISNCSCI motor scores of the right upper limb
motor key muscles score
elbow flexors C5 4

wrist extensors C6 1
elbow extensors C7 0

finger flexors C8 0
finger abductors T1 0

palmar grasp, pronation, supination, etc., and use these
detections for neuroprosthesis control. In that context,
we have shown that single movements of the same up-
per limb as well as grasps can be classified from MRCPs
in healthy persons [19, 27]. However, a classification of
self-paced attempted movements in the ongoing EEG of
a person with SCI is lacking. We therefore propose in
this work an MRCPs-based asynchronous online classi-
fier, and show a proof-of-concept (without FES) of de-
tecting hand open and palmar grasp in a person with SCI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participant: We recruited a right-handed male partici-
pant of age 55 with a chronic cervical SCI. The SCI has
been sustained 6 years ago with a neurological level of
injury of C4 and AIS A classification, i.e. complete SCI.
No hand function is preserved, see Table 1 for ISNCSCI
motor scores. Written informed consent was obtained.

Paradigm: We measured two sessions with the partic-
ipant. He sat in his wheelchair in front of a computer
screen and carried out instructions given on the computer
screen. A training paradigm and a test paradigm were
used to evaluate the asynchronous online classifier.
The training paradigm comprised of two types of trials:
movement and rest. Movement trials were used to record
hand open and palmar grasp. A movement trial started
with a beep and a class cue which indicated either hand
open or palmar grasp, see Figure 1. At second 2, the
ready cue appeared and replaced the class cue. The ready
cue was a green circle with a smaller inner white cir-
cle. 0.5 s to 1 s after the appearance of the ready cue,
the green circle started to shrink within 2 s to 4 s to the
size of the inner white circle. We instructed the partic-
ipant to attempt the movement when the outer circle hit
the inner circle. We refer to this moment as go cue. In
session 1, we instructed the participant to attempt to open
or grasp, and deliberately hold the position until the end
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of the trial, i.e. attempt a sustained movement. In ses-
sion 2, we gave the instruction not to hold the position,
but to make a short single movement attempt. Two sec-
onds after the go cue, the trial ended and the screen turned
black. During the movement trials, a cross was shown in
the middle of the screen to fixate the gaze. Trials were
spaced by a 2 s to 3 s time interval. In rest trials, a cross
was shown for 70 s, and we instructed the participant to
avoid any movement during this period. We recorded 5
movement runs and 4 rest runs. A movement run com-
prised of 30 movement trials, and a rest run comprised of
1 rest trial. In total we recorded 150 movement trials (75
trials per movement class) and 4 rest trials. We epoched
then the 70 s long rest trials at random positions so that
we had 150 rest trials.
The test paradigm is shown in Figure 2. The class cue
(hand open, palmar grasp, rest), a beep, and a fixation
cross were presented at the trial start. After 5 s, the class
cue disappeared and only the fixation cross remained
on the screen for 60 s. We instructed the participant to
attempt several self-paced movements of the respective
class during this 60 s period, or avoid any movement if it
was a rest class. The participant was instructed to wait at
least 5 s between movement attempts, and to report every
movement attempt 2 s later by a soft speech sound. How-
ever, due to a misunderstanding, the participant reported
movement attempts immediately afterwards in session
1 (but not session 2). When the participant reported a
movement attempt, the experimenter pressed a button on
the computer to log the time point of the movement event.
The online classifier was constantly active and showed
the respective movement icon (i.e. hand open or palmar
grasp) for 2s whenever a movement attempt was detected.
Thus, it was a closed-loop classification as feedback was
provided. We recorded 6 runs in session 1 and 5 runs in
session 2. Each run comprised of 4 movement trials and
1 rest trial.

Figure 1: Training paradigm. A green filled circle shrunk at ran-
dom speed. The participant attempted a hand open movement
or palmar grasp when the green circle hit the inner white circle
(the go cue).

Recording: We measured EEG with 61 electrodes cov-
ering frontal, central, parietal, and temporal areas. Refer-
ence was placed on the left earlobe and ground on AFF2h.
Signals were sampled with 256 Hz with four 16-channel
biosignal amplifiers and an active electrode system (g.tec

Figure 2: Test paradigm. The participant attempted several sin-
gle self-paced movements.

medical engineering GmbH, Austria). A notch filter at
50 Hz and a band-pass filter with 0.01 Hz to 100 Hz (8th
order Chebyshev filter) were used.

Preprocessing: We excluded channel AFz, and re-
referenced the remaining channels to a common average
reference (CAR). Next, we filtered signals with a causal
4th order Butterworth filter with 0.3 Hz to 3 Hz to extract
low-frequency signals. In the training paradigm, artifact
contaminated trials were removed with a statistical out-
lier rejection method like in [19].

Classifier and Detector: We classified the EEG from
the training paradigm with a multi-class shrinkage lin-
ear discriminant analysis (sLDA) [3]. The input fea-
tures to the sLDA classifier were the preprocessed EEG
data, which were extracted from a causal time-window of
length 1.4 s (feature extraction window). To find the opti-
mal training time point, we time-locked to the go cue and
calculated offline classification accuracies with a 10-fold
cross-validation. For this purpose, we shifted the right
corner of the feature extraction window from 1 s to 2 s
relative to the go cue, and calculated for each time point
the classification accuracy. The time point with the high-
est classification accuracy was then found as ttrain (ttrain =
1.875s in training session 1, and ttrain = 1.625s in training
session 2). The output of the classifier was subjected to a
softmax transformation to obtain class probabilities.
The classifier included two additional classes: a pre and a
post class. MRCPs have a duration of more than 2 s, and
the pre and post classes are supposed to detect the early
and late phases of MRCPs (irrespective of hand open or
palmar grasp). These MRCPs phases could otherwise in-
crease the chance of detecting a wrong movement class
if the MRCPs are not yet (or are no longer) fully covered
by the feature extraction window during online operation.
We grouped therefore the movement classes (hand open
and palmar grasp) at ttrain − 500ms and ttrain + 500ms
to pre and post classes, respectively. The final online
classifier was then trained on hand open, palmar grasp
and rest classes at ttrain, and on the time shifted pre and
post classes, yielding in fact a 5-class classifier. See Fig-
ure 3 for an explanation how the trial-averaged classifier
output looks like when applied on the training paradigm
and time-locked to the go cue. An attempted movement
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should lead to a peak of the pre class probability, followed
500ms later by a peak of the hand open or palmar grasp
class probability, and another 500ms later by a peak of
the post class probability.
We build then a detector which detected attempted move-
ments based on the time-sequences of the classifier out-
puts. This detector employed 3 time windows specified
relative to t0, see Figure 4. A movement was detected if
the 3 peaks of the pre class, movement class, and post
class fell within these 3 windows. The pre window was
centered at t0 −500ms, the movement window at t0, and
the post window at t0+500ms. Pre and post windows had
a length of 300 ms, the movement window had a length
of 100 ms. To detect a movement, the pre class probabil-
ity had to be above 0.7 for at least half of the pre window
(and analog for the post probability and window), and
hand open class or palmar grasp class probabilities had
to be above 0.9 for at least the full movement window. If
all conditions were fulfilled, the movement class with the
highest probability in the movement window (i.e. hand
open or palmar grasp) was then eventually detected. A
refractory period of 2 s followed every detection.

Figure 3: Trial-averaged output of the classifier for hand open
trials in the training paradigm. The plot is time-locked to the
go cue (0 s). One can see the peak of the hand open class, and
preceding and subsequent peaks of the pre and post classes, re-
spectively.

Detection delay: Several factors caused a delay be-
tween the onset of the movement attempt and the detec-
tion. As we do not know the true onset of the movement
attempt we have to make some assumptions to estimate
the delay. First, we assume that the onset of the move-
ment attempt coincided with the go cue. Second, the
average post class probability was maximal 500 ms af-
ter ttrain and symmetric. There is a first delay between the
onset of the movement attempt and the classifier training
time point, found as ttrain. This delay is due to the fil-
ter delay and the length of the feature extraction window.
Furthermore, there is a second delay due to the detection
logic based on pre and post classes. We can only provide
a conservative estimation of this delay, i.e. the average
maximum delay. We presume that the average post class

Figure 4: Illustration of the pre, movement and post windows
of the detector. All windows had to be crossed for a certain
amount of time by their respective probability to cause a move-
ment detection.

probability crosses the post window probability-threshold
(0.7) for exactly the length of the time-threshold (150ms,
half the post window size). Shorter crossings do not cause
a detection, and longer crossings cause an earlier detec-
tion. This second delay is the time from ttrain to the point
when the post class probability falls below the post win-
dow probability, which would be (under the second as-
sumption) 500 ms + 75 ms after ttrain. Thus, the maxi-
mum detection delay is then on average ttrain + 500 ms +
75 ms.

Definition of the true-positive window:
We defined a true positive window to evaluate the on-
line classifier. Every detected movement onset within
the true positive window was counted as a true positive
(TP), irrespective if it was a hand open or palmar grasp
class. Every detection outside this window was a false
positive (FPwin). The length of the TP window was set
to 2 s which allowed for not more than one detection per
window due to the refractory period of the detector. The
center of the TP window was set with an offset to the
logged movement onset, and accounted for the detection
delay. Thus, the center should correspond to the assumed
movement onset (i.e. the detection time point corrected
by the detection delay). To find the offset between the
TP window center and the logged movement onsets, it
was necessary to compensate for the response time of the
participant and the reaction time of the experimenter dur-
ing reporting. As the average response and reaction times
were unknown, we used a systematic approach to deter-
mine the offset. We iterated the offset from 0 s to 5 s and
calculated the TP/FPwin ratio for each offset. The offset
with the maximal TP/FPwin ratio was then determined as
the final offset (the offset was 2.2 s in session 1, and 4.2 s
in session 2).

RESULTS

We present our results separately for detection and clas-
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Figure 5: Electrode potentials of the test paradigm in session 1.
Shown are the 95% confidence intervals at electrode Cz time
locked to the assumed movement onset. The detection time
point and the assumed onset are shown (i.e. the detection time
point corrected by the detection delay).

Figure 6: Electrode potentials of the test paradigm in session 2.
Shown are the 95% confidence intervals at electrode Cz time
locked to the assumed movement onset. The detection time
point and the assumed onset are shown (i.e. the detection time
point corrected by the detection delay).

Figure 7: Test paradigm topoplots. The time lags are the input
to the classifier when a movement was detected (the topoplots
are time-locked to true positive movement detections, second
0 corresponds to ttrain). a: Topoplots from session 1. b:
Topoplots from session 2.

Table 2: Detection and classification results of both sessions.
TPR and FP/min were calculated independent of the movement
class. Accuracy was calculated on TPs.

sess. TPR [%] FP/min acc. [%] sig. level [%]
1 26.6 3.2 66.0 62.4
2 36.9 3.6 70.8 65.3

sification. Detection refers to the identification of any
movement class in the ongoing EEG, regardless if it was
hand open or palmar grasp. Here, the detection perfor-
mance is quantified with true positive ratio (TPR) and
false positives per minute (FP/min). TPs were all de-
tections within the TP window, FPs were all detections
during the 70 s rest trials (not to be confused with FPwin).
Classification refers to the identification of the movement
class itself and considers only TPs. Thus, detections out-
side the true positive window were ignored. The classi-
fication performance is quantified with the classification
accuracy. The results of both sessions are shown in Ta-
ble 2; the significance levels were determined with an ad-
justed wald interval [2, 17] with α = 0.05. When aver-
aging over both sessions, we obtained a TPR of 31.8 and
3.4 FP/min, with an accuracy of 68.4 %.
We also analyzed if the classification in the test paradigm
is based on plausible brain signals. The electrode poten-
tials on Cz are therefore shown in Figure 5 (session 1)
and Figure 6 (session 2) for both movement classes. We
considered only TP, and aligned to the assumed move-
ment onset, i.e. the detection time point minus the detec-
tion delay. The detection delay was 2.5s in session 1 and
2.2s in session 2. The plots include 95% confidence in-
tervals based on a t-distribution over trials. Both plots
show around movement onset the characteristic negative
deflection present in MRCPs. Noteworthy, the EEG sig-
nal in Figure 5 and Figure 6 are non-causally filtered to
avoid phase distortion and ease the interpretation.
Furthermore we show in Figure 7 the topoplots of the
trial-averaged time lags used as input to the classifier
when a movement was detected (i.e. the feature extraction
window). The topoplots indicate that the classifier used
brain signals originating from lateral and central motor
areas.

DISCUSSION

We show a first proof-of-concept on how to detect and
classify attempted hand open and palmar grasp move-
ments in a closed-loop. Noteworthy, the participant suf-
fered from a complete SCI at level C4 and was not able
to execute any movements with his hand.
The motivation of detecting movements online is to con-
nect a BCI with a motor neuroprosthesis and restore
movements in persons with SCI. We did another step to-
wards that goal with an online detection in a closed-loop
in a person with SCI. However, the performance is mod-
est and at the moment not sufficient to control a motor
neuroprosthesis in daily life activities. Most of all, the FP
rate is not acceptable. Other movement detectors were
shown to achieve better performances [10, 18]. Reasons
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may be that those studies did not test participants with
SCI, and furthermore relied on lower limb movements
which produce larger amplitude MRCPs than upper limb
movements [14]. The brain is adaptive and user train-
ing could therefore improve the performance, as seen in
oscillation-based BCIs [8]. However, there is evidence
that such a training is of limited benefit [11], and – if pos-
sible at all – novel training strategies need to be found.
We chose hand open and palmar grasp as movement
classes because the participant was not able to execute
these movements. We have shown in healthy partici-
pants that MRCPs encode other movements like prona-
tion, supination, or different grasps [19, 27]. We expect
therefore that the detection and classification is not lim-
ited to hand open and palmar grasp and generalizes also
to other movements.
The externally-cued MRCPs elicited in the training
paradigm should be similar to the MRCPs elicited in
the self-paced test paradigm. Otherwise the classifier
would haven been trained with improper data. We can ex-
pect that this is the case as MRCPs preceding self-paced
and regular-cued movements are similar in shape and to-
pography [5, 9]. Furthermore, we employed a training
paradigm with no sudden appearance of any visual or au-
ditory stimulus around the go cue. With that strategy we
avoided any evoked potential related to low-level stimu-
lus processing in the brain. However, we can not exclude
that our training paradigm was contaminated with con-
tingent negative variation (CNV) potentials [30]. CNVs
can be elicited with a warning and an imperative (i.e. go)
stimulus, which is also the basic structure of our training
paradigm. CNVs comprise of two main components: one
after the warning stimulus and one before the imperative
stimulus. The latter component could form a potential
complex with the Bereitschaftspotential (BP) [12]. How-
ever, with longer intervals between the warning and im-
perative stimulus (in the second range), the second com-
ponent of the CNV becomes similar to the late BP in time
course and scalp distribution [4, 23, 25], and therefore
should not have strongly affected the classifier calibra-
tion.
We show that the source signals originate from the brain
and are not residual movement artifacts for example. The
topoplots indicate that the classifier mainly exploited a
lateralized positivity for movement classification (pre-
ceded by a broad but centralized negativity). This positive
deflection followed the typical negative peak of MRCPs
[28] (c.f. Figure 5 and Figure 6).
The offset of the true positive window was chosen sys-
tematically to avoid any subjective influence on the clas-
sification accuracy. As the offset was chosen to maximize
the TP/FPwin ratio of the movement trials, we may have
made an overoptimistic estimation of the TPR (the FP
measure is not affected as FP were counted on the rest tri-
als). Nevertheless, the main result of this work is the clas-
sification of hand open vs palmar grasp in a closed-loop.
A suboptimal choice of the true positive window would
have led to a suboptimal estimation of the true classifica-

tion accuracy, as the estimation would then consider more
false positives and/or less true positives.

CONCLUSION

We introduce a proof-of-concept on how to detect and
classify attempted hand opening and palmar grasp move-
ments based on MRCPs. We tested our proof-of-concept
on a person with a complete cervical SCI without any
preserved hand function. We achieved a significant clas-
sification accuracy but also a high number of false pos-
itive detections. Thus, attempted hand movements can
be non-invasively decoded from EEG, even if no hand
function has been preserved. If the detection and classi-
fication performances can be improved, this may provide
a control option for future neuroprostheses.
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ABSTRACT: Mental Imagery based Brain-Computer In-
terfaces (MI-BCI) are a mean to control digital technolo-
gies by performing MI tasks alone. Throughout MI-BCI
use, human supervision (e.g., experimenter or caregiver)
plays a central role. While providing emotional and so-
cial feedback, people present BCIs to users and ensure
smooth users’ progress with BCI use. Though, very little
is known about the influence experimenters might have
on the results obtained. Such influence is to be expected
as social and emotional feedback were shown to influence
MI-BCI performances. Furthermore, literature from dif-
ferent fields showed an experimenter effect, and specif-
ically of their gender, on experimental outcome. We
assessed the impact of the interaction between experi-
menter and participant gender on MI-BCI performances
and progress throughout a session. Our results revealed
an interaction between participants gender, experimenter
gender and progress over runs. It seems to suggest that
women experimenters may positively influence partici-
pants’ progress compared to men experimenters.

INTRODUCTION

Brain Computer Interfaces (BCI) enable their users to
interact with technologies by extrapolating their inten-
tions from their brain activity, often measured using an
electroencephalogram (EEG). In this article, we focus on
Motor-Imagery based BCI (MI-BCI), for which users ex-
press their intentions by performing Motor Imagery (MI)
tasks, such as imagining hands or feet movements, to in-
duce change in their EEG signals and thereby control the
BCI. MI-BCI represent promising new technologies. For
example, they have proven effective for motor rehabili-
tation post-stroke and to interact with a variety of auto-
mated system, such as orthoses or video games [6].
Though, currently, MI-BCI do not enable a sufficient ac-
curacy in detecting which task is performed by users [17].
Indeed, on average when trying to differentiate one MI
task between two from EEG signals, a task is correctly
recognized 75% of the time [1]. Users need to train to ac-
quire MI-BCI skills. Yet, around 10 to 30% of users are
unable to control MI-BCI [1]. Therefore, MI-BCI are still
mainly at the development stage in research laboratories.
During MI-BCI experimental protocols, experimenters

play a key role [27]. For instance, they introduce the tech-
nology to the participants, provide the participants with
advice regarding how they should perform the MI tasks
and keep the participants motivated throughout the train-
ing. Nonetheless, social and emotional feedback were
shown to have an impact on user experience, motivation
and MI-BCI performances [23]. Despite the main role
that experimenters have in the experimental process and
the literature regarding the impact of social and emotional
feedback, no studies had yet been led in MI-BCI to eval-
uate the influence experimenters might have on their own
experimental results.

Experimenter related biases are an important concern in
other fields such as ethics and business [19], social re-
search [26] or economic research [32]. Literature from
different fields states that the characteristics of the ex-
perimenter may consciously or unconsciously affect the
responses, behavior and performance of the participants
via direct and/or indirect interactions [26]. For example,
it has been shown that an “experimenter demand effect”
occurs when participants unconsciously try to fit the ap-
propriate image reflected by the experimenter’s behavior
and therefore want to please and assist the experimenters
in obtaining their expected results [26].

Several studies investigating experimenters’ influence
suggested that gender-interaction could have an impact.
For example, the interplay of participant’s and experi-
menter’s genders may shape the experimenter demand ef-
fect. When participants are instructed by an opposite-sex
experimenter, they seem more likely to act in ways that
confirm the experimenter’s hypothesis [21]. Also, men
participants seem to elaborate more on autobiographical
memory report with women experimenters than with men
experimenters and more than women participants in gen-
eral [8]. Proxemics studies, which study the amount of
space that people feel necessary to set between them-
selves and others, provide another example of gender in-
teraction. Men participants seem to keep a shorter dis-
tance from women than from men [29]. Interestingly,
participants also prefer a larger comfort and reachabil-
ity distance when facing a virtual man as compared to a
virtual woman [9]. In a pain-related study, it was shown
that men participants tend to report higher cold presser
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pain to a man experimenter than to a woman one [14].
Studies revealed that there were no interactions in the
physiological data between experimenter gender and par-
ticipant gender, suggesting that men participants report-
ing lower pain report to women experimenters is prob-
ably due to psychosocial factors [2]. Another gender-
related example would be that defensiveness is associated
with greater relative left frontal activation in the pres-
ence of experimenters from the opposite-sex compared
to experimenters from the same-sex [12]. Thus, partici-
pants who work with an opposite-gender or same-gender
experimenter can have different neurological responses,
such as differences in their EEG recordings [5]. In a re-
cent study examining the effect of psychosocial factors
—particularly sex-related effects— on a given neurofeed-
back training (learning to modulate sensorimotor rhythm
power and theta/beta power), women participants trained
by women experimenters learned significantly less than
their counterparts trained by men experimenters [31].
These observations have led us to think that a gender-
interaction could have an effect on MI-BCI experimental
results. Yet, it has never been tested in BCI. The aim
of our study was therefore to investigate if there was an
influence of the experimenters’ gender depending on the
participants’ gender on MI-BCI performances and pro-
gression (i.e., the evolution of performances).

MATERIALS & METHODS

Participants:
Fifty-nine healthy MI-BCI naïve participants (29 women;
age 19-59; X̄=29; SD=9.318) completed the study. None
of them reported a history of neurological or psychiatric
disorder. Experimenters who conducted the study were
six scientists (3 women; age 23-37; X̄=29.2; SD=5.60)
among which two experienced in BCI experimentation
(1 woman) and four beginners who were trained to per-
form a BCI experiment beforehand. Each experimenter
was randomly assigned to 10 participants (5 women and
5 men) they had never met before the session.
Our study was conducted in accordance with the relevant
guidelines for ethical research according to the Decla-
ration of Helsinki. Both participants and experimenters
gave informed consent before participating in the study.
In order to avoid biased behavior, this study was con-
ducted using a deception strategy, partially masking the
purpose of the study. Participants were told that the study
aimed at understanding which factors (unspecified) could
influence BCI progress and/or performance. The study
has been reviewed and approved by Inria’s ethics com-
mittee, the COERLE.

Experimental protocol:
Each participant participated in one MI-BCI session of 2
hours. The session was organized as follows: (1) con-
sent form signature and completion of several question-
naires (around 20 min), (2) installation of the EEG cap
(around 20 min), (3) six 7-minute runs during which par-
ticipants had to learn to perform two MI-tasks, i.e., imag-

ine right or left hand movements, (around 60 min, in-
cluding breaks between the runs), (4) completion of post-
session questionnaires (around 5 min) and (5) uninstalla-
tion and debriefing (around 10 min).
During each run, participants had to perform 40 trials (20
per MI-task, presented in a random order), each trial last-
ing 8s. At t = 0s, an arrow was displayed on the screen.
At t = 2s, an acoustic signal announced the appearance
of a red arrow, which appeared one second later (at t =
3s) and remained displayed for 1.250s.The arrow pointed
in the direction of the task to be performed, namely left
or right to imagine a movement of the left hand or the
right hand. Finally, at t = 4.250s, a visual feedback was
provided in the shape of a blue bar, the length of which
varied according to the classifier output. Only positive
feedback was displayed, i.e., the feedback was provided
only when the instruction matched the recognized task.
The feedback lasted 3.75 s and was updated at 16Hz, us-
ing a 1s sliding window. After 8 seconds of testing, the
screen turned black again. The participant could then rest
for a few seconds, and a new cross was then displayed on
the screen, marking the beginning of the next trial.
The training protocol used was the Graz protocol [22]
which is divided into two steps: (1) training of the sys-
tem and (2) training of the user. The first two runs were
used as calibration in order to provide examples of EEG
patterns associated with each of the MI tasks to the sys-
tem. During the first two runs, as the classifier was not yet
trained to recognize the mental tasks being performed by
the user, it could not provide a consistent feedback. In or-
der to limit biases with the other runs, e.g., EEG changes
due to different visual processing between runs, the user
was provided with an equivalent sham feedback, i.e., a
blue bar randomly appearing and varying in length.
We respected the following recommendations: encour-
age the user to perform a kinesthetic imagination [20] and
leave users free to choose their mental imagery strategy
[13], e.g., imagining waving at someone or playing the
piano. Participants were instructed to find a strategy for
each task so that the system would display the longest
possible feedback bar. Instructions were written in ad-
vance so that all the participants started with the same
standardized information.

Questionnaires:
We assessed personality and cognitive profile for both ex-
perimenters and participants with the 5th edition of the 16
Personality Factors (16PF5) [4], a validated psychomet-
ric questionnaire to assess different aspects of personal-
ity and cognitive profile. This questionnaire identifies 16
primary factors of personality, such as anxiety or auton-
omy. Participants also completed a mental rotation test
measuring spatial abilities [30].

EEG Recordings & Signal Processing:
To record the EEG signals, 27 active scalp electrodes, ref-
erenced to the left ear, were used (Fz, FCz, Cz, CPz, Pz,
C1, C3, C5, C2, C4, C6, F4, FC2, FC4, FC6, CP2, CP4,
CP6, P4, F3, FC1, FC3, FC5, CP1, CP3, CP5, P3, 10-20
system). Electromyographic (EMG) activity of the hands
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were recorded using two active electrodes situated 2.5cm
below the skinfold on each wrists. Electrooculographic
(EOG) activity of one eye was recorded using three active
electrodes. Two, situated below and above the eye, aimed
at recording vertical movements of the eye and one on the
side aimed at recording horizontal movements. Physio-
logical signals were measured using a g.USBAmp (g.tec,
Austria), sampled at 256 Hz, and processed online using
OpenviBE 2.1.0 [25].
To classify the two MI tasks from EEG data, we used
participant-specific spectral and spatial filters. First, from
the EEG signals recorded during the calibration runs, we
identified a participant-specific discriminant frequency
band using the heuristic algorithm proposed by Blankertz
et al. in [3] (Algorithm 1 in that paper). Roughly, this
algorithm selects the frequency band whose power in
the sensorimotor channels maximally correlates with the
class labels. Here we used channels C3 & C4 after spatial
filtering with a Laplacian filter as sensorimotor channels,
as recommended in [blankertz08]. We selected a dis-
criminant frequency band in the interval from 5 Hz to 35
Hz, with 0.5Hz large bins. Once this discriminant fre-
quency band identified, we filtered EEG signals in that
band using a butterworth filter of order 5.
Then, we used the Common Spatial Pattern (CSP) algo-
rithm [24] to optimize 3 pairs of spatial filters, still using
the data from the two calibration runs. Such spatially fil-
tered EEG signals should thus have a band power which
is maximally different between the two MI conditions.
We then computed the band power of these spatially
filtered signals by squaring the EEG signals, averaging
them over a 1 second sliding window (with 1/16th second
between consecutive windows), and log-transforming the
results. This led to 6 different features per time window,
which were used as input to a Linear Discriminant Analy-
sis (LDA) classifier [18]. As mentioned above, this LDA
was calibrated on the data from the two calibration runs.
These filters and classifier were then applied on the sub-
sequent runs to provide online feedback.

Variables & Factors:
The aim was to evaluate the influence of the gender of
the experimenters and participants on the MI-BCI perfor-
mances of the participants over a series of 4 runs with
online BCI use. Two measures were used to assess the
performance of the participants.
The first is the mean classification accuracy which is tra-
ditionally used by the community. This measure repre-
sents the percentage of time windows from the feedback
periods that were correctly classified. However, this met-
ric only considers whether the classification was correct,
but not the quality of this classification, i.e., it does not
take into account the classifier output. Since our partici-
pants were instructed to train to obtain not only a correct
classification, but also a feedback bar as long as possi-
ble, we also studied a metric considering the feedback
bar length, i.e., the classifier output.
Thus, we also used the Quality-Weighted Accuracy
(QWA), the standard performance metric provided in

OpenViBE MI-BCI applications, which is inspired by the
SensoriMotor Rhythm quality score in [7]. To compute it,
we first summed the (signed) LDA classifier outputs (dis-
tance to the separating hyperplane) over all time windows
during a trial feedback period. If this sum sign matched
the required trial label, i.e. negative for left hand MI and
positive for right hand MI, then the trial was considered
as correctly classified, otherwise it was not. Finally, a run
QWA was estimated as the percentage of trials considered
as correctly classified using this approach.

RESULTS

Comparability of groups:
Among 59 participants, 3 outperformed the others (by
more than two SDs) both in term of mean classifica-
tion accuracy (Outliers X̄1=88.94, X̄2=90.36, X̄3=94.51;
X̄grp=59.33%; SDgrp=12.3) and QWA (Respectively,
outliers X̄1=98.13, X̄2=98.13, X̄3=99.38; X̄grp=62.78%;
SDgrp=16.2). Thus, the following analyzes are based on
the results of 56 participants (27 women).
Before it all, we verified if the distribution of the data
collected was normal using Shapiro-Wilk tests. The
variables describing the mental rotation scores (p=0.34),
anxiety (p=0.06) and autonomy (p=0.14) of our partici-
pants could be considered as having a normal distribu-
tion. Though, the mean classification accuracy of the runs
did not have a normal distribution (p≤10−3) and neither
did the QWA metrics for the different runs (p≤10−3).
We also checked that groups formed by participants’ gen-
der, i.e., “ParGender”, and experimenters’ gender, i.e.,
“ExpGender”, were comparable. We focused on mental
rotation scores (MRS), anxiety or autonomy, which were
shown to influence on MI-BCI performances [10]. Par-
ticipants with low MRS [30], anxious or non-autonomous
(both measured using the 16PF5 questionnaire [4]) were
shown to have lower MI-BCI performances than the oth-
ers [10, 28]. To check that groups were comparable, we
ran 2-way ANOVAs with “ExpGender*ParGender” as
independent variables and either mental rotation scores,
anxiety or autonomy as dependent variable.
Results indicate that groups are comparable in terms
of anxiety. Though, participants’ gender influence
their MRS [F(1,52)=17.47; p≤10−3, η2=0.25]. Men
(X̄men=0.072; SD=0.024) had higher MRS than women
(X̄women=0.045; SD=0.023), which is in accordance
with the literature [15]. Furthermore, participants train-
ing with men or women experimenters did not have
the same level of autonomy [F(1,52)=4.01; p=0.05,
η2=0.07]. Participants training with men experimenters
(X̄menExp=6.35; SD=1.74) were more autonomous
than participants training with women experimenters
(X̄womenExp=5.67; SD=1.66). Therefore, we controlled
for the influence of these variables in our subsequent
analyses by using them as covariates in ANCOVAs (see
paragraph Checking for confounding factors).

Participants’ and experimenters’ gender:
Then, we analyzed the influence of the gender of the
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experimenters and participants on the MI-BCI perfor-
mances of the participants over the runs, i.e., “Run”. To
do so, we performed a 3-way repeated measures mixed
ANOVAs with “ExpGender*ParGender*Run” as inde-
pendent variables and the repeated measures of perfor-
mance over the runs, i.e., mean classification accuracy or
QWA, as dependent variable. Even though the normality
of the data is a pre-requisite of an ANOVA, the ANOVA
is considered as robust against the normality assumption
and to the best of our knowledge no other non parametric
test enabled to perform such analysis.
First, we performed such ANOVA using the mean clas-
sification accuracy. Results revealed no simple effect of
“Run” [F(3,156)=1.53; p=0.22, η2=0.03], “ExpGender”
[F(1,52)=0.26; p=0.61, η2 ≤0.01] and “ParGender”
[F(1,52)=0.23; p=0.64, η2 ≤0.01]. They revealed
no interaction of “Run*ParGender” [F(3,156)=1.92;
p=0.13, η2=0.04], “Run*ExpGender” [F(3,156)=0.23;
p=0.87, η2=0.01] nor “ParGender*ExpGender”
[F(1,52)=0.92; p=0.34, η2=0.02]. Finally, the interaction
of “Run*ParGender*ExpGender” was not significant
either [F(3,156)=1.38; p=0.25, η2=0.03].
Next, we performed this same analysis using QWA. Re-
sults revealed no simple effect of “Run” [F(3,16)=1.81;
p=0.15, η2=0.03], “ExpGender” [F(1,52)=0.54; p=0.47,
η2=0.01] nor “ParGender” [F(1,52)=0.09; p=0.76,
η2=0.01]. They also revealed no interaction of
“Run*ExpGender” [F(3,16)=0.08; p=0.97, η2=10−2]
nor “ParGender*ExpGender” [F(1,52)=0.60; p=0.44,
η2=0.01]. Though, the “Run*ParGender” interaction
was significant [F(3,156)=5.98; p=0.001, η2=0.1]. Fig-
ure 1 represents the evolution of the participants’ QWA
depending on their gender.

Figure 1: QWA evolution depending on participants’ gender
with standard errors.

Finally, a significant “Run*ParGender*ExpGender” in-
teraction was found [F(3,156)=3.46; p=0.02, η2=0.06].
Figure 2 represents the participants’ QWA evolution de-
pending on the participants’ and experimenters’ gender.

Figure 2: Participants’ QWA evolution depending on the partic-
ipants’ and experimenters’ gender with standard errors.

Checking for confounding factors:
As stated before, the groups of participants formed using
the participants’ and experimenters’ gender had differ-
ences in terms of mental rotation scores and autonomy.
Therefore, we studied the potential impact these differ-
ences could have had on our results. First, we checked
if a correlation could be found between our metrics of
performances and these variables. No significant corre-
lation was found between the autonomy and the mean
classification accuracy (r = −0.11, p = 0.40) nor the
QWA (r = −0.07, p = 0.62). The correlations between
the mental rotation score and the mean classification ac-
curacy (r = −0.13, p = 0.36) or the QWA (r = −0.24,
p = 0.08) was not significant either.
Second, we ran a 3-way repeated measures mixed AN-
COVA with “ExpGender, ParGender, Run” as indepen-
dent variables and one of the measures of performance,
i.e., mean classification accuracy or QWA, as dependent
variable, with the autonomy, i.e., “Aut”, or the mental
rotation score, i.e., “MRs”, of the participants as covari-
ate. When performing the analysis on the QWA we did
not find any single effect or interaction of the autonomy
(“Aut” [F(1,51)=0.26; p=0.61, η2=10−2], “Aut*Run”
[F(3,15)=0.81; p=0.49, η2=0.02]) or the mental rota-
tion score (“MRs” [F(1,51)=1.75; p=0.19, η2=0.03],
“MRs*Run” [F(3,15)=1.52; p=0.21, η2=0.03]).
When investigating the mean classification accuracy
we found as well no impact of the autonomy
(“Aut” [F(1,51)=0.44; p=0.51, η2=10−2], “Aut*Run”
[F(3,15)=1.46; p=0.23, η2=0.03]) or the mental rota-
tion score (“MRs” [F(1,51)=1.05; p=0.31, η2=0.02],
“MRs*Run” [F(3,15)=1.35; p=0.26, η2=0.03]).

DISCUSSION

We analyzed results using two metrics of performances:
QWA which represented what the participants were in-
structed to improve during training, and the mean clas-
sification accuracy, a traditional measure of BCI perfor-
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mances. Initial differences in mental rotation scores and
autonomy between groups did not seem to bias results.
No influence of the experimenters’ and/or participants’
gender on the mean accuracy performance was found.
Though, we found a significantly different evolution
across runs of QWA between men and women partici-
pants (see Figure 1). Women participants seemed to start
the training with already good QWA, which decreased
on the second run and increased again during the last
run. Men participants however, started with rather low
QWA and then drastically improved on the second run
and then stagnated to reach slightly higher final QWA
performances than women.
In addition, experimenters’ gender seemed to have an in-
fluence on this previous interaction. Indeed, the evolu-
tion of the QWA appear to depend on participants’ and
experimenters’ gender (see Figure 2). On the one hand,
we found the same tendency for men participants to start
with lower QWA at the beginning of the session inde-
pendently of the experimenter’s gender. However, men
seemed to start with drastically lower QWA performances
when they were training with men experimenters. They
also seemed to have higher QWA performances through-
out the session when they were training with women
experimenters. On the other hand, women participants
seemed to start with higher QWA when training with men
experimenters, though their QWA performances tended
to drop throughout the session. However, when training
with women experimenters they seemed to have a great
increase in QWA during the last run.
Interestingly enough, this result does not match those of
a recently published neurofeedback study [31], in which
the combination woman experimenter–woman partici-
pant appeared to hamper the training outcomes of the last,
so that no learning effect was observed in this group.

CONCLUSION

We investigated the potential influence of the experi-
menters’ gender depending on the participants’ gender
on MI-BCI performances and progression throughout one
MI-BCI session. Six experimenters (3 men; 3 women)
trained 59 participants (30 men; 29 women). The general
observation emerging from this study is that women ex-
perimenters seemed to induce better QWA performance
progress for both men and women participants. Men par-
ticipants seemed to start with substantially lower perfor-
mances when they were training with men experimenters
compared to when they were training with women exper-
imenters. Also, even though women participants started
with higher performances when training with men exper-
imenters, their performances decreased throughout the
session when they overall increased when training with
women experimenters.
These results naturally need to be confirmed with larger
populations. Further analysis are also needed regarding
other variables that might influence or provide insights
on our results. This includes inter-experimenter variables

(e.g., traits or teaching competence), intra-experimenters
variables (e.g., appearance or states), inter and intra-
participants variables (e.g., traits or motivation) and inter-
action related variables (e.g., quantity and quality of in-
teraction between the participant and the experimenter).
There might also be other analysis to perform based
on different performance metrics reflecting user perfor-
mances independently of the classifier output [16].
Further formal studies investigating the role of the BCI
experimenter are needed. The need for research methods
that explicit larger amounts of influencing factors (such
as the experimenter) emerging from experimental proto-
col and context is equally important. In BCI research, the
instructions (i.e., what participants are instructed to do
during mental-imagery tasks) are rarely formalized, or in
any case they are not taken into account and mentioned
in papers. Similarly, protocols rarely evoke demonstra-
tions [17] (i.e. showing a demonstration of a successful
BCI use to the participant, together with a demonstration
of feedback during (in)correctly performed mental tasks).
It is common practice for studies in the BCI field not to
report experimenter gender, though the literature as well
as our results indicate that the influence of experimenters
should be considered carefully while designing and re-
porting experimental protocols.
Literature suggests several solutions to limit the poten-
tial bias arising from the experimenter [19, 26]. These
methods include: monitoring participant-experimenter
interaction; increasing the number and diversity of data
collectors; pre-testing the method and controlling ex-
pectancy; providing an extensive training for adminis-
trators/ data collectors; monitoring and standardizing the
behavior of experimenters with detailed protocol and pre-
written instructions for the participant; and statistically
controlling for bias.
Beyond the potential bias that could arise from the ex-
perimenters’ presence, the social and emotional feedback
that experimenters provide could benefit MI-BCI. Indeed,
the use of social feedback in BCI has been encouraged
[27]. Social presence and trust relationship between the
user and the experimenter are essential for maintaining
training motivation, which has been shown to facilitate
the BCI learning process [11].
During MI-BCI training, using a learning companion to
provide the participants with social and emotional feed-
back have proven effective in improving the user experi-
ence [23]. An advanced conversational agent could also
be used to supplement the role of the experimenter. It
would represent yet another interesting method to con-
trol and/or enhance the experimenter influence. Taking
experimenter-related factors into account might lead to a
conjoint progress of the global BCI performance and the
validity and understanding of BCI experimental results.
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ABSTRACT : Neurofeedback (NF) consists in using
electroencephalographic (EEG) measurements to guide
users to perform a cognitive learning using information
coming from their own brain activity, by means of a real-
time sensory feedback (e.g., visual or auditory).
Many NF approaches have been studied to improve atten-
tional abilities, notably for attention deficit hyper activity
disorder. However, to our knowledge, no NF solution has
been proposed to specifically reduce drowsiness. Thus,
we propose an EEG-NF solution to train users to self-
regulate an EEG marker of drowsiness, and evaluate it
with a preliminary study.
Results with five healthy subjects showed that three of
them could learn to self-regulate this EEG marker with
a relatively short number of NF sessions (up to 8 ses-
sions of 40 min). Clinical trials with sleep-deprived sub-
jects should begin in 2019 to study possible cognitive and
clinical benefits of this self-regulation. This NF solution
implementation is available for free, with the OpenViBE
platform, under the AGPL-3.0 license.

INTRODUCTION

Brain-computer interfaces (BCI) and Neurofeedback
(NF) are two inter-related disciplines, that can and should
learn from each other [12]. A substantial part of BCI re-
search is dedicated to train computational models to clas-
sify patterns of brain activity and translate them into com-
mands for a machine [16]. For instance, BCIs are often
used to classify imagined movements of the left and right
hand from brain signals [20]. NF, on the other hand,
mostly focuses on teaching users to self-regulate their
own brain activity to reach a desired state [23], which
may possibly lead to clinical or cognitive benefits. For
instance, the desired state could be an increased attention
level, as measured by an electroencephalographic (EEG)
marker of attention, to treat attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD) [18]. NF is thus a form of cognitive
remediation guided by physiology.
One of the main clinical application of EEG-NF is ADHD
rehabilitation [18, 19]. However, while several papers

reported positive clinical benefits with NF, there is cur-
rently a debate in the community about the origin of these
benefits [17, 26], and the level of evidence is still rela-
tively weak [11, 12, 25]. This recently motivated the NF
community to encourage further research into NF with
higher research standards, e.g., by identifying open re-
search challenges or by proposing consensus evaluation
and reporting guidelines [1, 3, 9, 22]. Among the iden-
tified open challenges, exploring innovative psychiatric
applications of NF, other than ADHD rehabilitation, has
been encouraged [4].
To the best of our knowledge, there is no NF approach
that has been studied to reduce excessive daytime sleepi-
ness (EDS) and drowsiness so far. EDS is a common
complaint among young people between 18 and 30 years
of age [10]. EDS leads to increased accident risks. How-
ever, to date, there is no countermeasure to EDS based on
the principles of cognitive remediation such as NF. Al-
though EDS is linked to ADHD [2, 5], sleep disorders are
rarely highlighted in ADHD research. Moreover, EDS
may have a physiological target that can be more easily
identified than attentional markers [7]. NF might thus be
used to train subjects to regulate their EEG activity, and
in particular an EEG marker of drowsiness, in order to
reinforce their ability to stay awake. This could hope-
fully reduce their drowsiness and increasing their cogni-
tive performance.
Therefore, in this paper, we present the design, imple-
mentation and preliminary evaluation of a complete NF
protocol that is designed to train subjects to self regulate
a neurophysiological target related to drowsiness. In this
preliminary evaluation, we aim at validating our NF solu-
tion, i.e., at assessing whether subjects can self-regulate
the identified marker of drowsiness using NF. The objec-
tive quantification of drowsiness, and how it varies with
NF training, is not addressed in the present study. How-
ever, it will naturally be the primary outcome measure of
the future clinical study based on our NF solution that is
now validated.
This paper is organized as follows: first it details, in the
materials and methods section, the different methodolog-
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ical, hardware and software elements used for our solu-
tion. Then, it describes the three main components of this
protocol: the EEG signal processing methods, the train-
ing procedure and the learning evaluation. This section
finishes by describing a preliminary evaluation of our NF
solution with five healthy users. The results section then
reports on the preliminary data obtained with such evalu-
ation. The paper ends with a discussion on these results
and the future clinical studies.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview: Our NF system (see Figure 1) first consists
in measuring and extracting a marker of drowsiness from
EEG signals. Then, it consists in providing subjects with
a visual feedback representing this EEG marker, in order
to train them to self-regulate it. To do so, subjects are
rewarded with an audio feedback if they manage to sub-
stantially reduce this EEG marker of drowsiness. To pre-
vent artifacts from deteriorating this EEG self-regulation
learning, we also need to detect them in order to adapt
the feedback accordingly. In the following, we describe
these various components.

Figure 1: Our NF system: The EEG cap measures brain signals
that the software analyzes to extract a marker of drowsiness.
Then, a visual feedback representing this marker is provided to
subjects. With feedback training, subjects should learn to self-
regulate it and thus, hopefully, to reduce their drowsiness.

Hardware: We used a g.Nautilus (g.tec, Austria) wire-
less EEG acquisition device with 16 g.SAHARA active
dry electrodes localized at Fp1, Fp3, F3, Fz, F4, T7, C3,
Cz, C4, T8, P3, Pz, P4, PO7, PO8 and Oz.

Software: We used OpenViBE [21], a free and open
source software platform for the acquisition, processing,
classification and visualization of brain signals.

Signal Processing: As a neurophysiological target
(EEG marker of drowsiness), we chose the homeostatic
sleep pressure defined in [7] as the power of the spectral
band θ -α (6.25-9Hz) in Cz. In that paper, it was shown
that during sustained wakefulness, the θ -α spectral band
in Cz was the one whose power increased the most over
time.
However, this spectral band power may increase indepen-
dently of the homeostatic sleep pressure, due to a gen-
eral increase of EEG activity for example. In order to

overcome this problem, we used a second spectral band,
also related to drowsiness, to compute a ratio of spectral
band power. This solution is quite common in NF [18].
Some noises and artifacts that may affect the whole sig-
nal will be attenuated (or suppressed) in a ratio of spectral
band power, since we divide one band power by the other.
Inspired by ADHD studies [18], we chose to divide our
main target (i.e., θ -α power in Cz) by the power of the
β (15-30Hz) spectral band, also in Cz. Indeed, this band
is related to vigilance and its power should thus decrease
with drowsiness [18].
Overall, we thus used as neurophysiological NF target
θ -α

β
, which should be related to the subject’s level of

drowsiness. The β band power should indeed decrease
with increasing drowsiness whereas the θ -α band power
should increase with increasing drowsiness. In order to
give subjects a more positive impression of exercising,
we defined their goal during NF training as to increase
their wakefulness. Therefore, we reversed this ratio to
use the β

θ -α ratio as a target that subjects should learn to
up-regulate, i.e., to increase.
To estimate the power of a spectral band, we first band-
pass filtered the EEG signal, here in Cz, in the selected
band (e.g., 15-30Hz) using a fourth order Butterworth fil-
ter [6]. Next, we used a sliding window analysis, with
1s long windows with an interval of 1/16s (0.0625s) be-
tween consecutive windows (with overlap). For each
window, we squared the filtered EEG signals from that
window, and then averaged them over the window dura-
tion to obtain the power of the selected spectral band. We
then log-transformed the data (x′ = log(1+ x)) to make
these spectral band power values more normal-like.
In order to deal with artifacts, we eliminated the only
easily identifiable ones, i.e., those leading to EEG sig-
nal amplitudes greater than 100 µV. These are typically
considered as artifacts due to electrode movements or to
muscular or ocular activities, resulting in larger EEG am-
plitudes. Epochs whose samples exceeded 100 µV were
thus considered as artifacts and marked as such. These
epochs were rejected and no feedback was provided to
participants during them.

Training - sequencing: Regarding the duration and se-
quencing of the NF training, we arranged a NF session as
follows (Figure 2):

• 1 calibration block of 2min.

• 6 work blocks of 5min.

• 1 transfer block of 5min.

• Each block is separated by a break of about 30s.

• Total Time = 2+7× (0.5+5) = 40.5min

The calibration block (baseline) aims at measuring EEG
activity "at rest", without any NF task. This was used
as a reference, with measurements under similar condi-
tions each time. During the work blocks, the subjects
had to perform the various training tasks with feedback:
the subject had to find a mental strategy to increase his
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wakefulness level by using the provided feedback. This
feedback represents the value of the band power ratio de-
scribed above. The last type of block is called a transfer
block and consists in performing a work block without
any feedback, in order to ease the transition between NF
training and everyday life (where there is no feedback).

Training - rewards: Rewards were given to subjects via
a sound (audio feedback) and a score system, when their
wakefulness level, as measured using the EEG marker,
became high enough during 0.25s. These audios rewards
were thus provided when subjects managed to make their
EEG band power ratio exceeds a given threshold. On the
other hand, if subjects’ wakefulness level was judged too
low (i.e., lower than a given threshold), the experimenter
was warned, as he could see the subject’s count of "neg-
ative" points increasing on a visual display. Note that
such negative points were not shown to subjects, who did
not receive any negative feedback when their wakeful-
ness level was too low. In order to deal with EEG sig-
nal non-stationarities, we regularly updated our threshold
values. More precisely, we updated the thresholds every
two work blocks (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Session sequencing: 1 Calibration block, 3 pairs of
work blocks (the dotted lines indicate the times when the thresh-
old values were updated) and one last transfer block.

Current NF literature usually does not mention how the
reward thresholds are defined, except when this is the pa-
per central topic, see, e.g., [8]. This is however a crucial
point in any NF protocol design. Indeed, such thresh-
olds are used to define the EEG target values that subjects
should reach or avoid. Here, we defined 4 thresholds:

• A theoretical minimum (Sm) and maximum (SM),
used to identify the interval in which the neurophys-
iological target value varies. They are used to create
a standardized color range for the visual feedback.

• A threshold to be reached to receive a reward (SR).

• A threshold to be avoided, not to receive negative
points (SC) (again, these negative points are only
shown to the experimenter).

Visual inspections of our NF target empirical values
showed that it was approximately normally distributed, or
at least normal-like enough so we could define the thresh-
olds according to its mean and variance. The NF target
mean and variance are estimated before blocks 1, 3, 5
and 7 (Figure 2) on all the neurophysiological target val-
ues from the previous block pair (for block 3, 5 and 7), or
from the calibration block (for the first work block).
By estimating the mean µ and variance σ of the NF target
distribution (assuming a Gaussian distribution), we can

then define our 4 thresholds as follows (see Figure 3):

Sm = µ−3×σ SM = µ +3×σ

SC = µ−1.5×σ SR = µ +1.5×σ

Assuming normally distributed data, we can estimate the
probability of a value to belong to a specific interval (Fig-
ure 3) :

P(Sm ≤ x≤ SM)≈ 99.73%
P(SC ≤ x≤ SR)≈ 86.64%

Figure 3: Distribution of thresholds (with σ the standard devia-
tion and an average of 0 for this example).

Training - feedback: The last key element of NF train-
ing is the neurophysiological target visualization, i.e., the
feedback. As a metaphor of the notion of wakefulness,
we displayed as feedback a gray level that goes from
black (low wakefulness) to white (high wakefulness), as
can be seen in Figure 4. The gray color range was de-
limited by our thresholds Sm and SM. Subjects could also
see, at the bottom of the screen, the elapsed time since
the beginning of the block, the time points at which they
received rewards and the time points when artifacts were
detected.

Learning: NF training aims at favoring learning over
sessions, which requires to define the number and fre-
quency of the training sessions. This project is a proof of
concept of NF training in a small number of sessions. We
thus chose to train subjects for a maximum of eight ses-
sions. In order to help subjects to assimilate their training
sessions, to reflect on their strategies and to test them in a
real situation, the training frequency was defined as from
1 to 2 sessions per week. Finally, the 8 sessions had to be
completed in a maximum of 6 weeks.
In addition, to facilitate EEG self-regulation learning,
which is not something humans are used to do con-
sciously, we offered subjects discussion times at the be-
ginning of the protocol, between the work blocks and at
the end of each session. The first discussion explained
subjects the principle of the protocol, to demystify the NF
process. Note that subjects were already provided with
information on NF beforehand, but this allowed them to
ask questions if necessary. This step aimed at preventing
any apprehension with the EEG machine or any suspi-
cion with the overall NF method. The discussions be-
tween work blocks were used to guide subjects to gain
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Figure 4: Work block Feedback for low (top figure) and high
(bottom figure) wakefulness level estimates.

insights about the strategies they used and their effective-
ness. Thus, oriented questions were used to help subjects
becoming aware of what they thought and felt during the
NF training. In addition, when thresholds were changed,
the practitioner indicated to the subjects whether it in-
creased or decreased. At the end of each session, subjects
were shown the different curves representing the EEG
signal, the β

θ -α ratio, the number of rewards received and
the threshold changes over time and blocks.

Preliminary Experimental Validation: As a proof of
concept, in order to assess whether our NF training pro-
tocol could enable subjects to self-regulate the selected
EEG marker of drowsiness, we tested it with five healthy
medical students (two women and three men). They were
able to perform between 4 and 8 NF sessions each, de-
pending on their availability. Each session was held at a
fixed time for each subject (at 10am for S1 and S2 and
2pm for the others) with a minimum of 2 days between
two sessions.

RESULTS

Figure 5 shows the evolution of the average value of the
β

θ -α ratio over sessions, for each subject, while Figure
6 shows the same information averaged across all sub-
jects. Such results suggest a positive evolution of the
neurophysiological target of interest for 3 subjects (S1,
S3, S4). For one subject (S2), there does not seem to be
any subtantial change over time. Moreover, for this sub-
ject, the experimenter could observe that the subject was
bored during the sessions, due to a lack of success with
self-regulating the EEG marker. The last subject (S5) ob-
tained inconclusive results because he obtained rewards

during two sessions by playing with the artifacts detec-
tion system, using micro movements of his jaw.

Figure 5: Evolution of the physiological target ( β

θ -α ratio) dur-
ing the sessions. For each subject, we averaged the value of
the physiological target on each session. We then normalized
these values so that the first session normalized value was 100.
Thus, this gave us a percentage of evolution over the sessions.
The displayed standard deviations represent the variation of the
ratio average value across work blocks.

Figure 6: From Figure 5. Average across subjects, for the ses-
sions in which they participated.

We also analyzed the change of the average target value
during NF blocks as compared to its average value dur-
ing the baseline of each session (see Figure 7), i.e., the
relative increase of EEG marker value with respect to the
baseline. To do so, we estimated the difference of the av-
erage target value during work blocks with its value dur-
ing the baseline, expressed as relative percentage of the
baseline value. Positive values thus indicates that the tar-
get value was higher during the work blocks than during
the baseline of the same session.
Here as well, we observed that the same 3 subjects who
showed a substantial increase in EEG marker absolute
value across sessions, also showed a subtantial increase
of EEG marker relative increase with respect to the base-
line, across sessions. Interestingly enough, the other 2
subjects, who did not reveal any subtantial change of ab-
solute target value across sessions, are the ones with the
weakest intra-session relative target changes. This further
confirmed that these 2 subjects did not succeed to learn to
self-regulate our EEG marker of drowsiness.

Finally, we statistically analyzed these relative EEG
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marker increases, to assess whether learning did occur
across sessions, or whether this was due to chance. To
do so, for each subject, we computed the pearson cor-
relation between the time index of each work block and
the relative EEG marker increase of that block. We ob-
tained correlation of ρ = 0.67 (p < 0.00005), ρ =−0.36
(p = 0.02), ρ = 0.7 (p < 0.000000001), ρ = 0.66 (p <
0.000005) and ρ =−0.13 (p= 0.43), for subjects S1, S2,
S3, S4 and S5 respectively. This confirmed that subjects
S1, S3 and S4 significantly improved across blocks and
sessions, and thus successfully learned to self-regulate
the EEG marker, whereas subjects S2 and S5 did not.

Figure 7: Average value of the physiological target ( β

θ -α ratio)
for each session, evaluated as a relative percentage difference
with the baseline average target value.

DISCUSSION

The results of the preliminary study described above on
five subjects are encouraging, as they show that three of
them could learn to increase the neurophysiological target
across sessions. However, it is still unknown whether this
successful self-regulation could lead to improved vigi-
lance in day-to-day tasks, or whether this could reduce
drowsiness for people affected by EDS. Thus, further
studies are necessary. Accordingly, a clinical trial with
a panel of 20 sleep-deprived subjects should start in the
coming months. Such clinical trial will include clinical
and objective measures of drowsiness and cognitive per-
formances. It will aim at complementing, confirming or
invalidating our results, as well as at assessing this NF
training influence on subjects drowsiness and cognitive
performances.
There are many open questions about the effectiveness of
NF [25], as well as about how to best design relevant NF

protocols. Some of these questions are actually common
with BCI research. Is there a better neurophysiological
target? Here, we used results from neurophysiology re-
search to define the main target of interest according to a
spectral band that was found related to drowsiness. How-
ever, it is likely that the optimal spectral band and EEG
channel may be slightly different depending on the sub-
jects. Another open question is whether we could further
improve learning by exploring different feedback. For
example, could the use of screen brightness in our exper-
iment have a similar influence on performance as tactile
feedback had for motor imagery BCI experiments [14]?
Next, we should evaluate whether learning is effective
in the long term and therefore induces neuroplasticity.
Moreover, as often in NF and BCI experiments, the re-
sults between subjects vary greatly. Thus, research on
identifying predictive variables of learning [13, 15] could
help us to understand the cause of these variations, and
thus possibly help us to reduce them.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we presented a complete NF protocol to
train subjects to self-regulate an EEG marker of drowsi-
ness, with a longer-term objective to reduce drowsiness.
Starting from the neurophysiological target to be ana-
lyzed and the signal processing methods, we have defined
a training program for NF that aims at guiding subjects
to learn to develop strategies to self-regulate their wake-
fulness level. We conducted a preliminary study on five
healthy subjects, that showed that three of them managed
to learn to increase the selected neurophysiological target
across sessions.
The work done during this study allowed us to develop
a set of signal processing algorithms, features, feedback
and scripts for the OpenViBE software. All sources are
available1 under AGPL-3.0 license for later use with or
without modification. In addition, we did our best to re-
port all the parameters of our experiment to favor repro-
ducibility.
A clinical trial is planned in 2019 to validate these pre-
liminary results, and assess possible clinical benefits.
Many of the previously mentioned NF training parame-
ters could be optimized to further improve learning. For
instance, we believe that interviews could be used to rein-
force the insights that subjects have about their strategies.
Pre NF training procedures, as meditation training did to
improve some BCI protocols [24], could also be consid-
ered to improve this NF protocol. Finally, it would also
be interesting to identify the optimal frequency, duration,
and form of training and feedback that would maximize
the subjects’ performance, learning and clinical benefits.
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ABSTRACT: It has been shown that brain-computer 

interface (BCI) technology can help in assessing the 

cognitive abilities of patients with minimally conscious 

state (MCS) and can provide a platform for 

communication. In this study the effects of a vibro-tactile 

BCI oddball paradigm with three different stimulation 

location (VT3) were investigated. Seven MCS patients 

performed 10 VT3 P300 BCI sessions over 10 days with 

8-12 runs each day. Changes in the classification 

accuracies over the 10 days were investigated. Coma 

Recovery Scale – Revised (CRS-R) was assessed before 

and after the 10 sessions. The average classification 

accuracy in the best sessions was 80±15%. Four out of 

seven patients showed an improvement in the CRS-R 

score of 2 to 7 points. This study shows the importance 

of repeated BCI measures in assessing MCS patients. The 

improvement in the CRS-R score is an important fact 

which should be considered in future studies.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Some patients diagnosed with disorders of consciousness 

(DOC) recover to a chronic state of poor responsiveness 

to stimuli. Nevertheless these patients show evidence of 

awareness of themselves and their environment, 

depending on their motor control and cognitive abilities 

[1]. The fluctuations in responsiveness in these patients 

is a challenge for the diagnosis[2]. Behavioral tests such 

as the  Glasgow Coma Scale or the Coma Recovery Scale 

– Revised (CRS-R) are commonly used tools to 

determine the diagnosis of these patients [2]–[5]. The 

limitation of using these scores is their dependence on 

voluntary motor control.  

 

Alternatively, brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) have 

shown promising results in providing a platform for 

assessment and communication for DOC patients [6]–

[8]. BCI systems rely on different neurophysiological 

phenomena and can thereby utilize different approaches 

like transient evoked potentials, for example the P300, a 

positive amplitude rising 300ms after the stimulus in the 

EEG signal [9]. Other techniques include slow cortical 

potentials and mu or beta rhythms [10], [11].  

 

Visual P300 paradigms yielded high accuracies in 

patients with motor paralysis [12], [13]. However, DOC 

patients do not always have control of eye movements, 

which may cause difficulties in orienting attention to a 

specific location in the visual field. Therefore, we here 

chose to focus on a vibro-tactile paradigm.  

 

The current study investigated the changes in the CRS-R 

score before and after ten sessions of a vibro-tactile P300 

BCI paradigm with three stimulators used in seven MCS 

patients. Also, the changes in the classification 

accuracies during the training were explored. Our 

principal aim was to seek the possibility that training with 

a vibro-tactile BCI paradigm could facilitate recovery. 

Our secondary aim was to show that one or only a few 

sessions would not be sufficient for evaluating a patient’s 

cognitive capabilities and that these results cannot be 

used potentially for BCI-based communication. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
Sample 

 

This study included data acquired from 7 different MCS 

patients in a stable chronic stage. Patient Nr. 1 and 2 were 

located at the University of Palermo, Italy (PA) and 

patient Nr. 3-7 at the Shanghai Rehabilitation Hospital 3, 

China (SH). The following inclusion criteria were used: 

patients had to be over 18 years old, and diagnosed with 

MCS state according to the CRS-R scale administered by 

experienced neurologists. The CRS-R Score was 

measured the day before and after the 10 VT3 BCI 

sessions.  
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Table 1 presents the patients’ demographic data. We are 

presenting 7 MCS patients (Median age: 60; Min: 39; 

Max: 69).  

 
Table 1: Patients’ demographic and CRS-R data. (A) Age (years); (B) Sex (M: 

Male, F: Female); (C) Diagnosis (CH: Cerebral Hemorrage, ENC: 

Mitochondrial Encephalopathy, TBI: Traumatic Brain Injury, HT: Hematoma, 

SH: Subdural hematoma); (D) Clinical State Before; (E) CRS-R before; (F) CRS-

R after; (G) ∆ CRS-R  

# A B C D E F G 

1 39 F CH MCS 11 11 0 

2 30 F ENC MCS 12 14 2 

3 66 M TBI MCS 7 9 2 

4 60 M CH MCS 7 6 -1 

5 56 M HT MCS 7 9 2 

6 69 M Anoxia MCS 13 12 -1 

7 61 F SH MCS 7 14 7 

 

Brain-computer interface system 

 

For data acquisition the mindBEAGLE system (Guger 

Technologies OG, Austria) was used. The gel-based EEG 

electrodes g.LADYbirds (Guger Technologies OG, 

Austria) were used. The electrodes were connected to a 

biosignal amplifier (g.USBamp, g.tec medical 

engineering GmbH, Austria). The amplifier has a 24-bit 

resolution combined with a high oversampling rate to 

increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The amplifier was 

connected to a computer using a USB cabel, and the EEG 

data were recorded with a sampling rate of 256 Hz. The 

EEG signal is presented for visual inspection on a 

monitor during the measurement. The data are stored in 

floating point format for later data analysis.  

 

A bandpass filter between 0.1-30 Hz was used to filter 

the EEG signal. This was done to remove baseline shifts 

and eliminate most EEG artifacts. The electrode 

positions for recording were FCz, C3, Cz, C4, CP1, CPz, 

CP2 and Pz according to the extended international 10-

20 electrode system. The reference electrode was 

mounted on the right earlobe, while the ground electrode 

was placed on the forehead. This system relies on P300 

and motor imagery BCI approaches, and step-by-step 

explanations of system operation can be found in [7], [9]. 

In this study only the vibro-tactile P300 approach was 

used.  

 

Paradigm 

 

Three vibro-stimulators were placed on the left and right 

wrist of the patient. A third stimulator was placed on the 

foot to act as an additional distractor. The paradigm 

consists of 480 stimuli per run, with 60 groups of 8 

stimuli. Via earbuds the patients were instructed to 

silently count vibro-tactile pulses on either their left or 

right wrist. All vibrotactile stimuli lasted 100 ms with a 

100 ms pause between stimuli. The whole paradigm 

required around 2.5 minutes per run. Patient 1 and Patient 

2 participated in 10 sessions over 10 consecutive days. 

For Patient 1 and Patient 2 each session consisted of 12 

VT3 runs. Patient 3-7 participated in 10 sessions over 10 

consecutive days. For Patient 3-7 one session consisted 

of 8 VT3 runs.  

 

Data Analysis 

 

Data segments of -100 ms to 600 ms around each 

stimulus were extracted and the EEG signal was 

averaged and baseline corrected. Trials with a signal 

amplitude +/- 100 µV were rejected from further 

processing. An automatic artifact detection was used 

during the run so the trial number varied.  

 

To calculate the classification accuracy, the following 

steps were done. The target and nontarget trials are 

randomly assigned into two equal sized pools. One pool 

is used to train a classifier, and the other pool is used to 

test the classifier. The classifier is tested on an increasing 

number of averaged stimuli out of the test pool. At first, 

it is tested on only one target and seven nontarget stimuli. 

If the classifier detected the target stimulus correctly, the 

resulting accuracy is 100 %; otherwise, it is 0 %. This 

process is repeated for two averaged target stimuli and 14 

averaged nontarget stimuli, for three nontarget stimuli 

and 21 target stimuli, and so on until the full test pool is 

used. This produces a plot of 30 single values (for 30 

target stimuli in the test pool), each one either 100 % or 

0 %. The averaging of 10 single plots results in values 

ranging from 0 % to 100 %. From these plots we selected 

the median value, the maximum value and first value on 

the x-axis the plot reached the maximum percentage. The 

accuracy value represents how well the data could be 

discriminated by the classifier, with a high value 

indicating a good separability of the EEG data.  

 

The EPs from target and nontarget trials are averaged for 

all channels separately. Examples of EPs are shown in 

Figure 1. For each sample point, a Kruskal Wallis test 

(p<0.05) is done to find statistical differences between 

target and nontarget trials. A Wilcoxon rank sum test was 

performed to test the significance of the classification 

accuracies. 

 

Figure 1: EP’s and classification accuracies of patient P1 in the first session 

compared to the best session on the electrodes C3, CZ and C4.  
 

A Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed to test both the 

significance of the classification accuracies and the 

significance of the CRS-R score. The factor was the 

timing of measurement (first run vs best run) for the 

classification accuracy and the timing of measurement 

(before vs after) for the CRS-R score. 

RESULTS 

 

Classification Accuracy 
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The results are shown in Figure 2. The classification 

accuracy in the first run ranged between 30% and 100% 

(Mean: 49%) cross all seven patients. The best 

classification accuracy of each patient yielded from 60% 

to 100% (Mean: 80%). Notably, P6 and P7 reached 100% 

in the best run. The median accuracy over 10 days ranged 

from 10% to 40% (Mean: 21%). A Wilcoxon rank sum 

test was performed on each single classification accuracy 

and revealed a significant difference between the 

accuracies in the first run compared to the accuracies in 

the best run (p < 0.01).  
 

Figure 2: Classification accuracies of all 7 MCS patients. Blue bars indicate the 

classification accuracies of the first run. Cyan bars indicate the best classification 

accuracy and the yellow bars show the median classification accuracy over all 

sessions.  
 

CRS-R score 

 

Table 1 shows the total CRS-R scores of each patient 

before and after the 10 sessions. It shows also the delta 

of the CRS-R scores, i.e. the difference between the pre- 

and post- scores. The change in CRS-R score is on 

average 1.6 points (Max: 7; Min: 0). Specifically, 4 out 

of 7 patients (P1, P2, P5, P7) showed an improvement of 

two point or more after the VT3 BCI sessions. P1, P2 and 

P5 changed with a total improvement of 2 points. P7 

showed the biggest improvement of 7 points. 1 patient 

did not show a change of the CRS-R score (P1) and 2 

patients showed a decline in the score by 1 point (P4, P6). 

Of these 4 patients with improvement in CRS-R, 3 

improved in auditory function, 3 in visual function, 2 in 

motor function, 1 in oromotor/verbal function, 2 in 

communication and 2 in arousal. 

 

The Wilcoxon rank sum test revealed a significant 

difference in the CRS-R score before and after the 10 

VT3 P300 BCI sessions (p < .01).  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

In this study the changes in the CRS-R score before and 

after ten VT3 P300 BCI sessions and the changes in the 

classification accuracies were investigated.  

 

During the 10 VT3 P300 BCI sessions, the classifier 

resulted in accuracies of 60% or higher in the best runs 

of the patients. This is an indicator that the patients are 

able to follow commands as tested with the active P300 

VT3 paradigm, according to the study by Guger et 

al[14].. This study also showed that a single session is not 

sufficient to assess command following in MCS since 

these patients have large fluctuations. By comparing the 

grand average accuracy of 49% in the first run with the 

grand average accuracy of 80% in the best run, the 

importance of repeated measurements are highlighted. 

This difference could be attributed to many factors in 

MCS patients, like motor or language impairments and 

vigilance fluctuations[15].  The best run is even in the 

range of healthy controls (N=6) who achieved 83 % 

classification accuracy after one VT3 run [16]. This 

highlights the importance of repeated testing of DOC 

patients to show command following [14]. It also shows 

that MCS patients can reach results similar to healthy 

controls.  

 

An improvement in the CRS-R score was observed in 4 

out of 7 MCS patients. In 3 patients the score improved 

for 2 points, in 1 patient it improved 7 points. We do not 

currently claim that the improvement was caused by the 

VT3 paradigm and that there is a causal link between the 

CRS-R scores and vibrotactile results. Although this 

should be investigated in future studies. In the past, 

studies indicated large-scale cerebral networks exist in 

MCS patients [17], [18]. These findings indicate that 

there might be residual functional capacity in some 

patients that could be supported by therapeutic 

interventions. Schiff et al. also showed activity in the 

postcentral gyrus during bilateral tactile stimulation of 

the hands[18]. A prior work reported that the repetition 

of behavioural assessments in DOC can influence the 

clinical diagnosis [19].  

 

Following limitations of this study are listed. Firstly, the 

sample size of 7 MCS patients is too small. For the future, 

the effect on the CRS-R score will be investigated on 

more patients and compared to a control group. 

Secondly, CRS-R score that was used to measure the 

changes, was assessed only once on the day before and 

after the VT3 paradigm. Wannez et al. showed in a study 

that ingle CRS-R score evaluations are not reliable in 

about 35% of the patients [19], which may reflect 

fluctuations in conscious awareness and/or arousal that 

would also increase BCI performance variability. In the 

future repeated CRS-R score measurements will be done 

before and after the experiment to minimize the chance 

of fluctuations in the level of consciousness.  

 

CONCLUSION 
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A tactile P300 BCI was performed on 7 MCS patients 

over ten consecutive days, showing significant changes 

in the CRS-R. 4 patients showed high classification 

accuracy and therefore are potential to use a BCI for 

communication. In the future the possible recovery 

effects of vibro-tactile P300 BCI paradigms will be 

further explored.  
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ABSTRACT: Mental-Imagery based Brain-Computer In-
terfaces (MI-BCIs) make use of brain signals produced
during mental imagery tasks to control a computerised
system. The current unreliability of MI-BCIs could be
due, at least in part, to the use of inappropriate user-
training procedures. In order to improve these pro-
cedures, it is necessary first to understand the mecha-
nisms underlying MI-BCI user-training, notably through
the identification of the factors influencing it. Thus,
this paper aims at creating a statistical model that could
explain/predict the performances of MI-BCI users us-
ing their traits (e.g., personality). We used the data of
42 participants (i.e., 180 MI-BCI sessions in total) col-
lected from three different studies that were based on the
same MI-BCI paradigm. We used machine learning re-
gressions with a leave-one-subject-out cross validation to
build different models. Our first results showed that using
the users’ traits only may enable the prediction of per-
formances within one multiple-session experiment, but
might not be sufficient to reliably predict MI-BCI per-
formances across experiments.

INTRODUCTION

Brain computer interfaces (BCIs) enable users to inter-
act with the environment using their brain activity alone
(which is measured, most of the time, using electroen-
cephalography - EEG) [1]. In this work we particularly
focus on Mental-Imagery based BCIs (MI-BCIs), that
require users to perform specific mental-imagery tasks,
e.g., imagining movements of a hand or performing men-
tal calculations, to control systems such as assistive tech-
nologies [2] or video games [3]. While promising, those
new technologies remain barely used outside laboratories
notably because of their low reliability [4]: the average
performance of MI-BCI users is most of the time rather
low, i.e., around 75% of classification accuracy for 2 class
MI-BCIs [5]. In addition, a large proportion of MI-BCI
users, between 15% to 30% [6], seems to be unable, while
they are performing MI tasks, to produce brain activity
patterns that can be discriminated by the system. To make
MI-BCIs more reliable, researchers have mainly focused
on hardware (e.g., electrodes) and software (e.g., signal
processing algorithms) improvements, but less on the im-
provement of user-training procedures. Yet, this aspect

is also essential. Indeed, if MI-BCI users cannot gen-
erate “understandable” signals (i.e. stable and distinct
brain signals for each task), they will not be able to con-
trol the system, even if provided with the best hardware
and software solutions. Producing such brain signals is
a skill to be acquired by the MI-BCI user [7]. Each user
having different skills, states and traits, the training pro-
cedure should be specifically adapted to each of them,
which is not currently the case [8]. In order to better
understand the mechanisms underlying MI-BCI control,
and consequently design training strategies adapted to
each user, several studies have investigated MI-BCI per-
formance predictors [9]. These predictors could explain
between-subject differences and thus variability in terms
of MI-BCI control abilities. They can be related to de-
mographic characteristics. For instance, in [10] a positive
interaction was found between the participants’ age and
amount of daily hand-and-arm movements (e.g., practice
of video games, musical instruments or sports) and their
mu-power at rest, which itself has been shown to correlate
with MI-BCI performances [11]. Moreover, Randolph et
al. [12] have suggested that playing at least one instru-
ment, not being on effective drugs, being a woman, and
being over the age of 25 increased the likeliness of obtain-
ing high MI-BCI performances. Beyond demographic
variables, psychological traits like self-reliance and ap-
prehension have been shown to linearly correlate with
MI-BCI performances [13], just as mental rotation scores
do, which suggests that spatial abilities influence MI-BCI
performances. This last correlation was replicated in two
further studies [14, 15]. Finally, [16] revealed a pos-
itive significant correlation between BCI performances
and visuo-motor coordination abilities, which was repli-
cated in [17], strengthening the fact that spatial abilities
might strongly influence MI-BCI users’ performances.
Once the factors influencing MI-BCI performance have
been identified, this influence can be quantified using
modeling. For instance, [13] experimentally revealed a
model including 4 factors (mental rotation scores, self-
reliance, apprehension and the visual/verbal sub-scale of
the Learning Style), using a step-wise linear regression.
The average prediction error of this model was below
3%. Hammer et al. [16] proposed a model including
the visuo-motor coordination factor and tested it across
studies [18]. The average prediction error of this model
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was below 10% for more than 50% of the participants.
While they are potentially insightful, these results have
been revealed in individual experiments, each including a
small number of subjects and sessions or univariate mod-
els. Moreover, most of the highlighted factors have not
been replicated since. Yet, to be useful, these correla-
tions/models should be stable, accurate, should consider
multiple variables and should generalize across experi-
ments and datasets. Thus, in this paper, by combining
data from three different experiments based on the same
BCI paradigm, we explored the feasibility of determin-
ing stable, accurate and generalizable multivariate mod-
els that would explain/predict MI-BCI performance vari-
ability. The participants of the included datasets took part
in 3 (for two of the datasets) or six (for one dataset) MI-
BCI sessions, each session being structured into 5 runs.
We gathered data from 42 subjects, for 180 BCI sessions
in total. In these 3 experiments, the participants had
to complete psychometric tests and were asked to learn
to perform three MI tasks, namely, left-hand movement
imagination, mental rotation and mental subtraction. We
created six groups from the 3 datasets in order to pair
the participants of the different experiments according to
their specific experimental paradigms. We used a LASSO
(Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator) re-
gression to determine explanatory and predictive models
of MI-BCI performance for each group.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

In order to build predictive and explanatory models of
performance, we used a LASSO regression that only se-
lected relevant features. We ensured the stability of the
selected features by using a leave-one-subject cross val-
idation. Then, to evaluate the reliability of the models
and guarantee that the prediction was not due to chance,
we empirically estimated the chance level in mean abso-
lute error, based our data, using permutation tests. This
approach is detailed in the following paragraphs.

Data sets: To maximize the number of subjects, we
used data from three different experiments [13, 19, 20].
They were all based on the same BCI paradigm, as in-
dicated before. The participants’ personality and cog-
nitive profiles were computed using different question-
naires (detailed in the Variables and factors section).
Nonetheless, they were designed with some differences
(see Fig. 1). The purpose of the first experiment (XP1
[13]), was to determine how users’ cognitive and per-
sonality profiles influenced their MI-BCI performances.
For this experiment, 18 BCI-naïve participants (9 women,
9 men; aged 21.5±1.2 year-old) took part in 6 MI-BCI
sessions, on 6 different days. The second experiment
(XP2 [19]) was designed to assess the influence of a Spa-
tial Ability (SA) training procedure on MI-BCI perfor-
mances. Fourteen participants (8 women, 6 men; aged
22.6±4.6 year-old) took part in this XP2. Each of them
did 3 MI-BCI training sessions and 3 other cognitive
training sessions (without BCIs), which consisted either

Figure 1: Details of the three different studies:XP1, XP2, XP3

in a SA training (7 participants) or in a verbal compre-
hension training (7 participants) procedure. In the third
experiment (XP3 [20]), 10 subjects (5 women, 5 men;
aged 20.7±2.1 year-old) were accompanied by a Learn-
ing companion called PEANUT (Personalized Emotional
Agent for Neurotechnology User-Training) providing so-
cial presence and emotional support during 3 MI-BCI
training sessions. The goal of this XP3 was to evalu-
ate the influence that PEANUT had on MI-BCI perfor-
mances. The 3 studies were conducted in accordance
with the relevant guidelines for ethical research accord-
ing to the Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the
ethical committee of Inria. In total, we included the data
of 42 participants (22 women, 20 men; aged 21.6 ±2.9
year-old) among which 18 took part in 6 MI-BCI sessions
(with 5 runs per session, i.e. 30 runs) and 24 took part in
3 MI-BCI sessions (with 5 runs per session, i.e. 15 runs).

Experimental paradigm: Each BCI session was di-
vided into 5 runs of 45 trials each. The paradigm was
the same for all studies (see FIG. 2). For each trial, a
cross was first displayed with on its left, a left hand pic-
togram (representing a L-HAND MI task); on top, a sub-
traction to perform (mental SUBTRACTION task) and
on its right a 3D shape (mental ROTATION task). The
MI task to be performed was then announced by a "beep"
and a red arrow pointing towards the corresponding pic-
togram. Then, a blue bar was displayed as continuous vi-
sual feedback. The direction of this bar indicated the MI
task recognized by the classifier and its length the classi-
fier confidence in this recognition. The bar was displayed
only when there was a match between the instruction and
the recognized task. The first run of the first session was
used as the calibration run to train the BCI classifier and a
sham feedback (i.e. a blue bar) was provided to the user.
For more details about the experimental paradigm, please
refer to the related papers [13, 19, 20].

EEG recordings and pre-processing: For all studies,
EEG signals were recorded using 30 active scalp elec-
trodes. The EEG signal-processing pipeline used to clas-
sify the three mental imagery tasks online was the same
one for all studies. EEG signals were spatially filtered
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Figure 2: Timing of a trial. The first black screen shows each
task, i.e., (1) L-HAND, (2) SUBTRACTION & (3) ROTATION.

using 3 sets of Common Spatial Pattern (CSP) filters
[21] and classifier using a shrinkage Linear Discriminant
Analysis (sLDA) classifier [22]. For more details about
the preprocessing, please refer to [13, 19, 20].

Variables and factors: In the 3 studies, the partici-
pants were asked to complete psychometric and person-
ality questionnaires, which aimed to assess different as-
pects of their personality and cognitive profile. The learn-
ing style inventory [23] was used to identify the partici-
pants’ preferred learning styles according to four dimen-
sions: visual/verbal, active/reflective, sensitive/intuitive
and sequential/global. The 16 Personality Factors 5 (16
PF5 – 5) [24] provided a score for sixteen primary factors
(warmth, reasoning, emotional stability, dominance, live-
liness, rule consciousness, social boldness, sensitivity,
vigilance, abstractness, privateness, apprehension, open-
ness to change, self-reliance, perfectionism and tension)
as well as for five global factors (extraversion, anxiety,
tough mindedness, independence and self-control) of per-
sonality that are computed as linear combinations of the
primary factors. The Mental Rotation test [25] assessed
the participants’ spatial abilities. In total, we used 21 pa-
rameters (only the 16 primary factors of 16PF5 were used
in our study to avoid colinearities between primary and
global factors) to represent the personality and cognitive
profile of each participant. We thus had 21 features avail-
able to find a predictive/explanatory model.

Grouping the experiments: As not all the three studies
had the same number of sessions, we made 6 groups out
of the 3 datasets. The first three ones correspond to the
BCI sessions of the three datasets taken separately (i.e.
XP1, XP2 and XP3). The fourth group corresponds to
the sessions 1, 5 and 6 of both XP1 and XP2 (the sessions
2, 3 and 4 of XP2 not being BCI sessions but SA or VC
sessions, see Fig. 3). The fifth group gathers the sessions
1, 2 and 3 of XP1 and the three sessions of XP3. Finally,
in order to have all the 42 subjects together, the last group
includes the first session of XP1, XP2 and XP3 (Fig. 3) as
it is the only session where all participants were trained to
BCI control at the same time in the protocol (see Fig. 3).

Performances: MI-BCI performance was assessed in
terms of mean classification accuracy X (mean perfor-
mance measured over all the windows of the feedback
periods of the runs 2 to 5 i.e., all 1s long sliding windows
-separated by 0.0625s- between t=4.250s and t=8.250s
of each trial). We used the mean performance Per freal
over the different sessions as the target variable to be ex-
plained/predicted by our models. All participants man-

Figure 3: Details of BCI sessions for each group. In Blue ses-
sions concerning XP1, in orange XP2 and in green XP3

aged to control the BCI interface. The outcome models
provided us with a predicted performance Per fpred . Our
objective consisted in minimizing the mean absolute er-
ror (|Per freal−Per fpred |).

LASSO regression: In order to have a stable and reli-
able model, we used a LASSO [26] regression to obtain
models that could predict the performances of MI-BCI
users from their profile. The LASSO regression uses a
L1 regularization (see Eq. 1) that promotes sparse solu-
tions, i.e., that selects only a small number of variables
(many coefficients will be zero using this regularization).
It is particularly adapted to reduce the number of rele-
vant features (21 in this study) when the number of those
features tend to be higher than the number of subjects
[27]. In addition, the LASSO regression is more robust
than a simple linear regression [28] and is easily inter-
pretable as only few features are selected for the model.
For a usual linear regression set up, we have a contin-
uous output vector Y ∈ Rn (MI-BCI performance to be
explained/predicted), a matrix X ∈ Rn×p of p features
(users’ traits) for n examples (the users) and a coefficient
vector β ∈ Rn. The LASSO estimator is defined as:

βlasso = argmin
β∈RP

||Y −Xβ ||22 +λ ||β ||1 (1)

where, ||u||22 = ∑
n
i=1 ui for u ∈ Rn and ||β ||1 = ∑

p
j=1 |β j|.

For some values of the penalty parameter λ , some com-
ponents of βlasso will be set exactly to 0. Once βlasso ob-
tained, the MI-BCI performances of the ith user Per f i

pred
can be predicted from this user’s traits xi as Per fpred =
βlasso× xi. In order to evaluate the stability and reliabil-
ity of the different models, we use a leave-one-subject-
out cross validation process. We also use an inner cross-
validation (total number of subjects N - 2) to find the opti-
mal λ (200 λ ∈ [0.1;0.5]), i.e. the one that minimizes the
mean absolute error and provides us with a small number
of features. We use this optimal λ to build a model and
then, the outer cross-validation (N-1 subjects for training,
1 for testing) is used to evaluate this model.

Random model: In order to determine the reliability
of the models we estimated the empirical chance level in
terms of mean absolute error, given our data. First, we
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Table 1: Group details. Mean performance (XGroup) and Stan-
dard Deviation (SD) for the 3-class MI-BCI over the sessions,
for each group (chance level is estimated to be 37.7% [29])

Group XGroup SD
Outlier

(Mean Performance)
1 52.50% 5.62 Subject 1 (67.21%)
2 50.64% 9.47 -
3 50.74% 7.77 -
4 51.48% 7.87 -

5 52.04% 6.40
Subject 1 (67.21%)
Subject 37 (38.97%)
Subject 38 (38.49%)

6 53.27% 9.54 Subject 7 (32.80%)

randomly permuted the mean MI-BCI performances of
the training sets, while keeping the profile variables iden-
tical, thus breaking the relationship between profile and
performance. Then, we used the LASSO as explained
above to predict the MI-BCI performance of the left-out
subject. We repeated this process 10000 times and stored
each mean absolute error to obtain the distribution of the
prediction performance. Then, we sorted those values in
descending order and the 99th, 95th and 90th percentiles
were used to identify the chance level for the mean abso-
lute error for p=.01, p=.05 and p=.1, respectively.

RESULTS

Outliers’ detection: We excluded from the analyses
all the participants whose mean classification accuracy
was above or below two standard deviations (SD) of the
group’s performance (see Table. 1).

Predictive models of MI-BCI Performances for each
group: A LASSO regression and a leave-one-subject-out
cross-validation (CV) were used to reduce the number of
features and determine a reliable predictive model of each
user’s average MI-BCI performance obtained across the
different training sessions. For each cross-validation of
each group, different features were selected (see Fig. 4).
We only showed three groups (1, 5 and 6) on Fig. 4:
Group 1 because it was better than chance level (p≤.05),
Group 5 as it failed to reach significance but still had
a tendency towards significance and Group 6 as the se-
lected features are quite stable but the average predic-
tion error is high. This first step allowed us to assess
the stability of the results. For the Group 1, 16 mod-
els among the 17 generated included the same three fac-
tors: Mental Rotation scores, Self-reliance and Tension.
Regarding the Group 5, 24 models among 25 included
Warmth, Reasoning and Mental Rotation scores. Finally,
for the Group 6, 36 models among 42 included Rea-
soning, Rule Consciousness, Social Boldness and Self-
Reliance. The results or these 3 groups are depicted in
Fig. 4. For the Groups 2, 3 and 4, the results were not
conclusive (we decided not to show them due to space
restrictions). Indeed, for the Group 2, an average of
9 features were selected for each generated model and
14 features (among 21) were chosen in total. For the
Group 3, a different model was generated for each CV

Table 2: Comparison of the Mean absolute error with the mean
absolute error of the random model (after 10000 permutations)

Group
Mean absolute

error (%)
(pValue)

Mean absolute
error (%) of random

model (p < .01)

Mean absolute
error (%) of random

model (p < .05)

Mean absolute
error (%) of random

model (p < .10)
1 3.03 (p = 0.047) 2.60 3.05 3.21
2 7.98 (p = 0.19) 6.26 7.02 7.16
3 11.09 (p = 0.86) 3.28 4.51 5.24
4 6.69 (p = 0.37) 5.62 6.03 6.22
5 3.87 (p = 0.11) 3.35 3.68 3.84
6 7.85 (p = 0.20) 6.98 7.43 7.62

and 17 different features were selected in total and finally
for the Group 4, rule-consciousness, Apprehension, Self-
Reliance, the "Active/Reflective" subscale of the Learn-
ing Style were all selected in half of the models. In a
second step, we determined the reliability of the models
by testing each of them on the participant not included in
the training set during the cross-validation process. We
then computed the mean absolute error of all the mod-

els, i.e, ∑
n
i=1
|Per fpred(i)−Per freal(i)|

n , n being the total number
of models generated for the group. In order to ensure
that the prediction of MI-BCI performances was not due
to chance, we performed a permutation test (see Section
Random model and Table. 2). The results indicated that
only the Group 1 was better than chance (p<.05), with
a mean absolute error of 3.03%. The chance levels for
each group are displayed on Table. 2. We also computed
the correlation between the real and predicted MI-BCI
performances for each subject. We only obtained a sig-
nificant correlation for Group 1 [r = 0.6, p<.01].

DISCUSSION

In this study, we gathered the data of 3 experiments in or-
der to maximize the number of subjects, and investigated
the feasibility of predicting/explaining MI-BCI perfor-
mances, independently of the experiment, using a statisti-
cal model based on the participants’ traits only. We were
able to find a model reaching significance for the Group 1
(p<.05) with an average prediction error of 3.03%. This
model included three main factors: Self-reliance, Tension
and the Mental Rotation scores. Those factors were only
slightly different from the ones revealed, on the same
dataset, by Jeunet et al. [13] using a step-wise-linear-
regression. Indeed, the Self-Reliance, Apprehension, vi-
sual/verbal subscale of the Learning Style and the Mental
Rotation scores were included in their model. It should
be noted that both the Apprehension and Tension fac-
tors are related to the same global factor, Anxiety. Be-
sides, the Apprehension and Self-Reliance factors were
also selected in 80% of the CV models of the Group 4
(even though the reliability for this group was not bet-
ter than chance –p=0.37–). However, these factors were
not automatically included in all the models for the other
groups. For instance, in the Group 5 (XP1 and XP3),
no factor representing the anxiety of a subject was se-
lected in the CV models (Fig. 4). Regarding the Men-
tal Rotation scores, they were selected in both our mod-
els and in [13]. This result stresses that this parameter
has a strong influence on MI-BCI performances. Further-
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Figure 4: Results of the different models generated for Groups 1, 5 and 6. On the left, the percentage of Cross-Validation models
including each factor. On the right, in black (circle), the real performance of each subject and in red (cross), the predicted performance
of each subject generated using the model generated from the training dataset (All subjects except the target one). Finally, in the right
plots, the correlation between the real and predicted performances. Only the models for group 1 had better than chance predictions.

more, even though the other models failed to reach signif-
icance, in five out of the six groups, the Mental Rotation
scores were included in a large majority of the CV mod-
els. Interestingly enough, both XP2 and XP3 had been
designed to influence the factors that had been identified
in XP1 [13]: with a spatial ability training in XP2 dedi-
cated to the improvement of the participants’ Mental Ro-
tation scores, and a learning companion in XP3 aiming to
help the anxious and non self-reliant participants. There-
fore, it is consistent to observe a reduced influence of the
Mental Rotation scores and Apprehension/Self-Reliance
factors in the groups including the data of XP2 and XP3,
respectively. Still it is interesting to notice the tendency
towards a stable and reliable model when grouping XP1
and XP3. In fact, the Mental Rotation scores were se-
lected for all the CV models except one. It strengthens
the fact that having good spatial abilities might have a
positive influence on MI-BCI performances [14, 15].
Furthermore, only the average error of Group 1 models
reached significance, which could be due to the many
differences existing between the 3 studies. Indeed, they
did not include the same number of participants, nor the
same number of MI-BCI sessions. The number of ses-
sions over which performances are averaged is likely to
influence the average performance variability (because of
between-session variability due to, e.g., fatigue or moti-
vation changes). Those variations can be significant and
become an issue when computing the mean performance
over all the MI-BCI sessions. Averaging performances

over 6 sessions enabled us to reduce the between-session
variability, and make the mean MI-BCI performance esti-
mation more accurate. This might be one possible expla-
nation of the fact that we only found stable and reliable
models for the Group 1 (XP1). As Traits are supposed
to remain stable in time, having a more stable measure
of performance (here with more sessions) could help us
to find a more reliable model. Alternative metrics of per-
formance, reflecting users performances rather than clas-
sifier performances, such as the ones proposed in [30],
could also be used in the future to predict or explain BCI
performances better.
Regarding the LASSO regression, it appears to be more
stable than a regular linear regression as only a few fac-
tors were chosen for most of the groups. However, by
using the LASSO we hypothesized that there was a lin-
ear correlation between those factors and MI-BCI perfor-
mances, while it could be non-linear. In the future, com-
bining users’ traits with their states (e.g., inferred from
neurophysiological data or questionnaires) could help us
explain the between- and within-subject variability and
better explain/predict MI-BCI performances over several
sessions, but also better predict performances per session,
per run and per trial.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we used a LASSO regression to deter-
mine experiment-independant predictive and explanatory
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model of MI-BCI users’ performances using their traits
alone. Our results suggest that using only traits might not
be sufficient to build such a model. Indeed, the between-
session variability is high and seems to be multi-factorial.
Further studies considering, for instance, an estimation of
the users’ states, the timing of the experiment and new
metrics to assess performances are necessary to reveal
more reliable models.
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ABSTRACT: Electroencephalography (EEG)-based 
brain-computer interface (BCI) system is useful for 
rehabilitation and external device control. In this study, 
we analyzed the decoding of five different grasping tasks 
in actual movement and motor imagery (MI) paradigms. 
Eight healthy subjects participated in this experiment. 
They executed and imagined five sustained grasping 
tasks. In this actual movement and MI experiment, we 
proposed a muscle-related temporal segmentation 
method by detecting the electromyograph (EMG) signals. 
At the same time, we used common spatial patterns 
(CSP) and the regularized linear discriminant analysis 
(RLDA) for the EEG analysis. As a result, we classified 
the five different grasping tasks in the offline experiment 
and obtained average classification accuracies of 60.85±

7.71% for actual movement and 37.95±7.86% for MI, 
respectively. This result is encouraging, and the 
proposed method could potentially be used in future 
applications, such as a BCI-driven robot hand control for 
handling various daily use objects such as cup, ball, 
pencil, bolt, and card. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are promising tools for 
detecting user intention and controlling robotic devices 
such as upper limb prosthesis [1]. Many research groups 
use electroencephalography (EEG) based BCI because of 
its cost-effectiveness and convenience. The EEG signals 
which are generated by brain activities can be separated 
from different paradigms or physiological phenomena 
such as visually evoked potentials, slow cortical 
potentials, and sensorimotor rhythms. In particular, 
sensorimotor rhythms include two kinds of amplitude 
modulations known as event-related desynchronization 
(ERD) and event-related synchronization (ERS) that are 
generated by sensory stimulation, motor behavior, and 
mental imagery [2, 3]. ERD and ERS are often used in 
such movement-related BCI studies and detected in the 
mu band [8-13] Hz. In this study, we used common 
spatial patterns (CSP) to avoid using the mu band only 
and extracted features from the extended frequency 
bands. The CSP method shows clear patterns and spatial 
features of brain activities so that it is effective in 
classifying motor imagery (MI) and actual movement 
[3].  
Three related kinds of research inspired our study. 

Schwarz et al. [4] tried to decode natural reach and grasp 
actions from human EEG. They attempted to identify 
three different executed reach and grasp actions, namely 
lateral, pincer, and palmar grasp, utilizing EEG neural 
correlates. Throughout the experiment, they achieved 
binary classification accuracies of 74.2% between grasp 
types and 65.9% for the multi-class grasp types 
classification at the offline actual movement experiment.  
In the other case, Ofner et al. [7] had encoded single 
upper limb movements in the time-domain of 
low-frequency EEG signals. The primary goal of the 
experiment was to classify six different movements, and 
those are elbow flexion, extension, hand grasp, spread, 
wrist twist left, and twist right. They achieved the final 
classification accuracies of 55% in actual movement and 
27% in MI. 
Agashe et al. [8] had decoded hand motions with a 
different approach. They demonstrated that global 
cortical activity predicts the shape of the hand during 
grasping. It was an offline study, and they inferred from 
EEG hand joint angular velocities as well as synergistic 
trajectories as subjects perform natural reach-to-grasp 
movements. Classification accuracy between the 
predicted and the actual movement kinematics was 49%. 
They showed real-time closed-loop neuro-prosthetic 
control of grasping by an amputee and the feasibility of 
decoding brain signals of a variety of hand motions. 
However, these three related studies could not achieve 
robust decoding performance in MI paradigm due to its 
complex characteristic of the brain signal data. We tried 
to solve the problem with a new approach and 
perspective. 
In this paper, we present the classification of grasping 
tasks within EEG signals for non-invasive BCI. The 
objective of this study is to confirm whether the method 
of muscle-related temporal segment selection by 
detecting the change of signals from each 
electromyograph (EMG) channel improves the BCI 
performance of each subject or not. At the same time, we 
proved the feasibility of classifying various grasping 
tasks in the right hand from EEG signals with the 
proposed method in the MI paradigm. The EEG signals 
from different participants were acquired, and we only 
selected muscle-related temporal segments from a 
whole-time domain. With the running of sufficient 
experiment trials and data analyses, we were able to 
construct a robust decoding model using our proposed 
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EEG Recording
• EEG signals recorder 
• EEG cap (ActiCap) 
• 64 electrodes 
• Signal amplifier (BrainAmp)

Cylindrical (Cup)

Tripod (Pencil)

Spherical (Ball)

Pincer (Bolt)

Rest (Start)

Lateral (Card)

Additional Setup
• 4 electrodes for EMG recording 
• 32 inches LCD screen       

(visual cue)
• External speaker (auditory cue)

 

Figure 1: Description of the five grasping tasks and the experimental setup. (left) Five different reach-and-grasp tasks 
and the starting position. Five different grasping actions are matching to specific objects. (right) Experimental 
environment for EEG and EMG signals acquisition.  

method to classify five different grasping tasks, which 
can be contributed to developing a robot hand control 
system driven by EEG signals and based on MI in the 
future. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
     Participants: Eight healthy subjects with no history of 
neurological disease were recruited for the experiment 
(right-handed males aged 24-33 years). At the same time, 
we purposely chose every subject who already 
experienced the BCI experiment in order to maintain the 
stability of EEG and EMG signals as musch as possible. 
For the best results and to verify the feasibility of 
decoding complex grasping tasks, we only acquired data 
from trained subjects.  
This study was reviewed and approved by the 
International Review Board, at Korea University 
[1040548-KU-IRB-17-172-A-2], and written informed 
consent was obtained from all participants before the 
experiements. 

     Experimental Setup: During a session of the 
experimental protocol, the subjects sat in front of a 
32-inch LCD monitor screen, in a comfortable chair. The 
screen was installed horizontally on the table to make 
subjects can see the objects and visual cue (flashing 
yellow circle around the targeted object) without moving 
their head. Figure 1 indicates the experimental setup and 
the environment during the entire session. The subjects 
were asked to perform or imagine a specific grasping 
task following each auditory and visual cue. The subject 
imitated the designated grasping tasks, including a 
half-opened hand shape that indicates muscle relaxation 
during the rest period (in the starting position). During 
the experiment, the subjects were asked to perform five 
different grasping tasks, which are illustrated in Figure 1.  
     Data Acquisition: EEG and EMG signals were 
collected using maximum possible channels for data 
collection for future analysis. During the experiment, the 
EEG data were collected at 1000 Hz using 64 Ag/AgCl 
electrodes in 10/20 international system via BrainAmp 
(BrainProduct GmbH). At the same time, a 50 Hz notch 
filter was used to remove power frequency interference. 
The FCz and FPz were used as reference and ground 
electrodes, respectively. All impedances were 
maintained below 10 kΩ. From the entire 64 EEG 
channels, only 20 channels (FC5, FC3, FC1, FC2, FC4, 
FC6, C5, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6, CP5, CP3, CP1, CPz, 
CP2, CP4, and CP5) were used for data processing, 
because we expected to suppress the artefacts such as 
signals from eye movements by removing peripheral 
channels except on the motor cortex. The 20 channels 
were located only on the motor cortex to make sure that 
the recorded EEG signals are highly related to the 
motor-related potentials, which are from the actual 
movement and MI, as shown in Figure 3.  
In the case of EMG data acquisition, we used 5 Ag/AgCl 
electrodes (CH1: extensor pollicis brevis, CH2: extensor 
digitorum, CH3: flexor digitorum profundus, CH4: 
flexor digitorum superficialis, CH5: reference) from the 
same equipment during EEG data recording. The EMG 
channels were attached on the right arm to detect signal 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of experimental protocol to 
decode five class reach-and-grasp actions in actual 
movements and motor imagery paradigm. 
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Figure 2: Illustration of experimental protocol to 
decode five class reach-and-grasp actions in actual 
movements and motor imagery paradigm. 
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Figure 3: (left) EEG location of selected 20 channels that minimize the artefacts. (right) Proposed method to select 
subject-specific time segments during the classification. Measuring EMG signals to find the optimized time segments 
for feature selection on a trial. Select a specific 2.5-second length of time segment from 0 to 4s total length of a single 
trial. 

change while the subject performed grasping tasks [7]. 
The one channel on extensor digitorum (CH2) was 
selected, and the EMG signals were first processed by 50 
Hz notch and filtered by a 5-500 Hz band-pass filter [8, 
9].    
Every subject performed 75 trials per each grasping task 
(375 trials: 5 classes x 75 trials).  They were also asked to 
perform or imagine a specific grasping task once but not 
repetitively in the actual movement/motor imagery 
period of 4 sec, shown in Figure 2.      
     Data Analysis: Filtering the EEG signals was a 
significant process in the experiment. We grouped the 
three most used motor-related EEG bands mu [8-13], 
beta [13-30], and delta [0.1-3] in Hz using a 2nd order of 
Butterworth filter [5, 10]  and tested for the best 
performance. In particular, we chose [0.1-3] Hz to 
decode our EEG data because it showed the best 
classification result compared to using the other bands in 

this experiment. EMG signals were analyzed to detect 
muscle-related temporal segments by measuring the 
activation of muscles when the subject performed the 
actual movement. We calculated the mean integrated 
EMG (IEMG) as the indicator of the muscle activity 
during each grasping task. IEMG is capable of reflecting 
the contraction property of muslces [8-10].  
It is defined as:  

𝐼𝐸𝑀𝐺 = Σ𝑖=1𝑛 |𝑥𝑖|
 (1) 

Here, xi represents the ith sample of EMG signal and n 
represents the length of time segment. 
We separated one trial of 4 seconds in eight (0.5 seconds 
for each segment) and selected only muscle activation 
point when performing grasp. We excluded the 
segmented EEG signals when the proposed model 
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Figure 4: Classification accuracies for decoding 5-class grasping tasks in [0.1-3] Hz. Average MI decoding accuracy 
was 37.95% and average actual movement accuracy was 60.85%, respectively. 10 by 10 cross-validation was applied. 
*Conventional: using fixed 4-second temporal segmentation to extract CSP features  
*Proposed : using subject-specific temporal segmentation of 2.5-second based on muscle-related signals  
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estimates the stages are in progress of rest, reach, and 
return. This temporal segment indicates when the 
subjects actually move their hand to grasp the designated 
object. These temporal segments are subject specific so 
that if a subject has the temporal segment in between 1 
second to 3.5 seconds (2.5-second length), we can apply 
this segment to analyze training and test data. However, 
we need to find differernt temporal segments for the 
other subjects.     
After selecting these temporal segments, we applied the 
segment to cut the original EEG data in limited length so 
that eventually we could pick the data at the 
movement-related time point. Common spatial patterns 
(CSP) and regularized linear discriminant analysis  
(RLDA) were applied for further feature extraction and 
classification.  

Of course, we could not measure any distinguishing 
characteristic in EMG data during the MI paradigm [10, 
11]. However, applying the trained temporal segment 
using the data from the actual movement experiment was 
effective to most of our subjects when classifying MI.  
 
RESULTS 
 
Through the experiment, we confirmed the feasibility of 
classifying five different grasping tasks in the right hand. 
Figure 4 presents the classification accuracy results in 
actual movement and MI with bar graphs. In the actual 
movement session, in the red bars of Figure 4, every 
subject excluding S4 ans S6 showed increasing trends of 
accuracies approximately 3 to 12% compared to the 
conventional method. Classification accuracies of S3 and 

Table 1: Classification accuracies of 5-class grasping task according to motor-related frequency bands 

 
Actual movement 

(Cylindrical / Spherical / Pincer / Tripod / Lateral) 
Movement imagery 

(Cylindrical / Spherical / Pincer / Tripod / Lateral) 

[0.1-3] Hz [8-13] Hz [13-30] Hz [0.1-3] Hz [8-13] Hz [13-30] Hz 

Sub 1 73.38 % 65.80 % 57.70 %  45.52 % 41.25 % 43.55 % 

Sub 2 67.87 % 33.60 % 41.40 % 31.17 % 36.01 % 27.53 % 

Sub 3 52.27 % 37.93 % 43.80 % 29.33 % 24.75 % 28.65 % 

Sub 4 58.73 % 45.60 % 38.75 % 39.30 % 25.25 % 33.82 % 

Sub 5 62.50 % 53.73 % 45.58 % 36.55 % 37.09 % 55.48 % 

Sub 6 59.12% 69.06% 57.40% 28.45% 22.54% 21.99% 

Sub 7 63.12% 51.43% 58.32% 44.39% 30.03% 29.32% 

Sub 8 49.85% 43.44% 35.93% 48.90% 34.94% 44.33% 

Avg. 60.85 % 50.07 %  47.36 %  37.95 % 31.48 % 35.58 % 
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Figure 5:  Confusion matrices of (left) actual movement classification and (right) MI classification results. Showing 
significant differences among each class especially on the power grasping tasks (cylindrical and spherical) and 
precision grasping tasks (pinch, tripod and lateral). The classification result of MI shows a similar tendency to the 
result from the actual movement.    
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S7 when using 2.5-second length of time segmentation 
were dramatically improved and finally peaked at 
63.12% while the other subjects showed little increase 
compared to the conventional method. On the other hand, 
during the MI session, the classification accuracies 
continuously increased, while some of the subjects 
showed a decrease. Most of them reached the higher 
classification accuracies when we applied our proposed 
decoding method. In the case of the S2 and S5, the 
classification accuracy started to decrease, but the 
subjects showed little decrease, while the other subjects 
showed a more significant increase in accuracy. For 
example, S4 and S8 achieved dramatic improvements of 
7.42% and 8.81%, respectively.  
According to the results, each subject showed the highest 
actual movement or MI performance  at a different point 
in time, but most of them showed increase in 
performance with applying muscle-related temporal 
segment selection method.  
The different results in five class multi-classification 
accuracies between actual movement and MI are 
strongly affected by the muscle-related time segment 
selections. For some subjects, such as S4 and S8, more 
improvement was shown in the classification accuracy 
when adopting the proposed method that was trained 
with actual movement data and applied in the MI 
paradigm than when using the same method with the 
actual movement paradigm. For instance, during the MI 
classification, the average accuracies of the proposed 
method increased by almost 2 to 9%. These were higher 
than the accuracies of the conventional model, using an 
ordinary fixed 4-second temporal segment.  
Table 1 presents entire classification results of all 
subjects in three different motor-related frequency bands. 
First, we analyzed classification accuracies in delta band 
[0.1-3] Hz. Several related researches already showed 
the feasibility of decoding upper limb or hand 
movements in low frequency EEG [4, 5]. In the delta 
band most of subjects showed the best classification 
accuracy compared to the other bands. Traditionally the 
beta and mu bands are widely used to decode actual 
movement and MI from EEG signals. The classification 
results in the both two motor-related frequency bands are 
similar. Some of subjects showed the best results at the 
[8-13] or [13-30] Hz but most of them are performed the 
best in low frequency.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
In this study, we confirmed the effectiveness of using our 
proposed muscle-related temporal segment selection to 
improve classification accuracy in both of actual 
movement and MI paradigms. As we can see in Figure 4, 
the results showed the feasibility of the proposed method 
as a temporal segment selection strategy feature to 
increase multi-class classification accuracy on set 
purpose, especially in actual movement paradigm. 
Although the visual cue-based synchronous system 
executed the experiment in an offline scenario, the 
subjects completed MI with different speed, trajectory, 

and force. We could see that the muslce-related temporal 
segment selection is working and adaptive in the MI 
paradigm even though it was trained with actual 
movement data. We suppose it is because the subjects 
imagine in a similar way and rhythm to actual movement. 
During each of the trials, the subjects only used intuitive 
motor imagery when they were asked to perform the 
specific grasping task. Hence, selecting the 
muscle-related temporal segment length to extract the 
apparent movement-related EEG features at the exact 
time interval for each particular individual during MI 
paradigm is useful when the situation in which the 
subjects perform is unobservable and there are variable 
motor-related brain activities.  
 
CONCLUSION  
 
Classifying five different grasping tasks from EEG 
signals within a hand is very challenging, but fortunately, 
we confirmed the feasibility. The results showed 
improvements to the overall classification accuracies 
with our proposed method. In the future work, we will 
focus on increases in reliability and efficiency to develop 
a robust MI decoding method based on muscle-related 
signal data with advanced machine learning and deep 
learning approaches. We will also modify our offline 
experimental protocol to be asynchronous and 
online-oriented for the development of practical BCI 
based robot hand control. 
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ABSTRACT: P300-based BCI are widely explored for 

item selection but few studies have examined if this 

interface can be used by children... The aim of the current 

study was to evaluate the performance of healthy 

children playing three different calibration-free P300 

BCI games. 19 children played all three games in a 

random order. EEG-based online selection relied on 

template signals derived from a previously acquired 

database. All children performed the task significantly 

well even though all children underwent an inevitable 

drop of performance when comparing offline 

(individual) with online (template based) accuracies. 

Offline analyses revealed no difference in performance 

between games. Transfer learning from one game to the 

others proved possible although one game appeared 

slightly less generalizable. Finally, offline ERP analyses 

revealed differences in the early (visual) components, 

which we relate to each game graphical specificity. In 

contrast, all games did involve a strong contribution of 

the P300 component, which is essential to support high 

attention-based control.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
The most well-known P300 BCI is the so-called P300-

speller which allows the user to spell words without using 

the peripheral nervous and muscular pathways. This 

interface has been developed for people with very severe 

neuromuscular disorders, in the aim of enabling them to 

communicate [1]. A good control of this interface is 

partly based on the subject’s ability to elicit well 

distinguishable brain signals after a target and after a 

non-target stimulus, respectively. Discriminating 

between those two classes highly depends upon the 

voluntary engagement of the subject in this selective 

attention task [2]. A way to enhance the motivation is to 

provide a more playful environment. With this in mind, 

P300-based BCI games have been developed [3]. 

Moreover, it seems also possible to increase the 

amplitude of the P300 with training, both in the auditory 

[4] and visual domains [5]. Although these trainings were 

short and have involved very few participants, an 

improvement over practice was reported which was 

concomitant with an increase in the P300 amplitude. 

With the aim of setting up a BCI-based training for 

children with ADHD [6] we decided to develop new 

P300-based games to increase the diversity of the games 

on offer. To propose various games could be essential to 

keep up the motivation over long training periods, and to 

avoid as much as possible the drop out of participants. 

Another particularity of our training is that children do 

not control the BCI based on their own calibration signal. 

Indeed, ADHD children having a diminished P300 

compared to controls [7], the brain response of targets 

and non-targets might not be distinguishable and thus the 

subsequent classification might not be accurate. The 

whole purpose of the training is to restore a proper P300 

signal in those children. Therefore, we decided to build a 

template of the expected electrophysiological responses 

in healthy children and use it as the target 

electrophysiological response for the training of children 

with ADHD [6]. We used covariance matrices as features 

and Riemannian geometry for subsequent online 

classification [8]. Such an approach has shown very good 

results for both classification and generalization [9]. The 

template was built from data of a previous study were 

children played with a P300-based connect 4 (Fig. 1) [6].  

The aim of the present study was first to evaluate the 

classification accuracy with 3 new games and to assess 

whether the difference in game configuration would 

induce differences in electrophysiological responses. 

Finally, we wanted to evaluate the robustness of transfer 

learning between games, and between subjects.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
     Template construction 

The template was built on data from a previous 

experiment conducted in 34 healthy children. They had 

to control a Connect 4 game (Fig. 1a). After a short 

calibration, each child played for about 80 trials. The data 

from 5 children were finally discarded because of 

technical problems or too low performance. We thus 

ended up building template signals on data from 29 
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children (6-16 years old; 14 girls). It consists in two 

covariance matrices, one for the target and one for the 

non-target class. Precisely, the prototype ERP response 

is obtained by averaging the single trial responses from 

the target class. Then each single target trial is 

concatenated with this prototype ERP to create so-called 

super trials. These super trials are used to build 

covariance matrices thanks to the Sample Covariance 

Matrix estimator. These matrices are then averaged using 

the Riemannian mean to obtain the typical target 

covariance matrix. The same procedure applies to obtain 

the typical non-target covariance matrix [9].  

 

     Experimental setup: 19 healthy children (6-16 years 

old; 11 girls) took part in this new experiment. Children 

had never used a BCI before and reported normal or 

corrected-to-normal vision. The study was approved by 

the ethics committee n°2016-013B. EEG signals were 

recorded from 16 channels using an active EEG electrode 

system and a Vamp amplifier (Brain Products, 

Germany). EEG channel locations were Fz, Cz, CP5, 

CP1, CP2, CP6, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, PO9, O1, Oz, O2 and 

PO10 following the international 10-20 system. 

 

     Experimental procedure: The 3 games have been 

designed and implemented by Black Sheep Studio1 using 

Unity 3D [10]. The first one, Connecticut4 (C4) (Fig. 1b) 

is a connect 4 game, whose aim is to align 4 pawns before 

the computer does. For the second game, IceMemory 

(IM) (Fig. 1c), the aim is to memorize and find cards to 

make one’s own character move and grab the opponents. 

The third game named Armageddon (AR) (Fig. 1d), is a 

strategic game where the goal is to protect an island from 

asteroids. In each game, each possible target (7 in C4, 9 

in IM and AR) was visually intensified 6 times in random 

order before a decision was made. Both the flash duration 

and the interstimulus interval (ISI) were set to 100ms. 

Children were instructed to focus their (overt) attention 

onto the target and count the number of times it was 

flashed. To ensure that the children did not suffer from 

attentional disorder, parents filled-up the ADHD rating 

scale. One child has been removed from the analyses 

because of a high inattention score. We used an eye-

tracker (ET, SMI REDn scientific 60Hz) to know about 

the targets chosen by the children. After a short 

calibration of the ET, children could start playing 

directly, thanks to the above-described template. Each 

child played all three games (about 20 trials each). We 

counterbalanced the order of the games over children. 

 

Online processing: EEG data were processed in real-

time within a home designed pipeline coded in Python 

among which Pyacq (https://github.com/pyacq/pyacq). 

Data were sampled and bandpass filtered between 1 and 

20Hz. After each flash, the epoched signal (0-600ms) 

was concatenated with the prototype ERP response (see  

1 Black Sheep Studio is an SME located in Paris, France 

specialized in video games (blacksheep-studio.com). 

 
(a) Connect 4 from the previous study 

 
(b) Connecticut4 

 
(c) IceMemory 

  
(d) Armageddon 

Figure 1: Screenshots of the BCI games, in the absence 

of flashes (left panel) and during one flash (right panel). 

 

template construction section) to build a covariance 

matrix. Using the Riemannian distance, this covariance 

matrix was then compared to the target and non-target 

covariance matrices, respectively. We then used as a 

feature for (probabilistic) classification, the log ratio 

between those two distances. The result of this online 

processing was sent to the BCI-game by TCP using a 

ZeroMQ socket [11]. The true target location was given 

by analyzing the eye-tracking measures. Therefore, 

seven or nine zones, depending on the game, were 

defined on the screen, corresponding to the seven or nine 

potential targets. At each trial we obtained a vector of 

seven or nine values, providing to amount of time the 

child had spent looking at each zone. We considered as 

the target, the area that was looked at the most. 

 

     Electrophysiological offline analyses: The EEG data 

were finely analyzed offline, with the MNE software 

package [12]. EEG data were filtered between 1 and 

20Hz. Then the signal was segmented into epochs of 

800ms (-200ms to 600ms peri-stimuli time) and a 

baseline correction was applied. Epochs with an EEG 

signal above 150 µV or below -150 µV were marked as 

artifactual and discarded. To identify spatio-temporal 

differences between target and non-target epochs, a 

cluster-based permutation test was performed at the 

group level. Then for each spatio-temporal significant 

cluster we computed the averaged amplitude of the 

signal, for each game (C4, IM, AR) and each class 

(Target and Non-Target). We constructed a linear model 

of the averaged amplitude as a function of Games and 

Classes. The between subject variability limits the 

comparison and means that data cannot simply be pooled 

for analysis. Using a linear mixed-effect model (lme4 

package, Linear Mixed Effects version 4) [13] is the best 
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way to deal with such datasets, as they allow for 

correction of systematic variability. We accounted for the 

heterogeneity of accuracy values across subjects by 

defining them as effects with a random intercept, thus 

instructing the model to correct for any systematic 

differences between subjects (interindividual 

variability). We used a binomial distribution to describe 

the model errors. 

We then analyzed the influence of two possible fixed 

effects onto signal amplitude: 

(i) the Game effect (three levels) (ii) the Class effect (two 

levels). We ran a type II analysis of variance. Wald chi-

square tests were used for fixed effects in linear mixed-

effect models. For post-hoc tests we used the Lsmean 

package (Lsmean version 2.20-23) [14] where effects 

were considered as significant when p<0.05 and adjusted 

for multiple comparisons  (Tukey method). All statistical 

analyses were performed using the R Statistical 

Software.  

 

     Self versus template accuracy: To evaluate the 

efficacy of the template, we compared in each child, the 

self-accuracy with the template-based one. The latter 

corresponds to the actual online accuracy experienced by 

the children. 

Self accuracy refers to a (theoretical) offline measured 

performance that is only based on the user data. We 

computed it following a cross-validation procedure. 

Therefore, we splitted each child’s data into a training set 

(75% of the data) and a testing set (the remaining 25%). 

This random split was repeated 500 times to compute an 

estimate of what we refer to as self accuracy. This 

measure was used for comparison with the template 

accuracy.  

It was also used for comparing performance over games 

using a linear model of self accuracy as a function of 

games. Finally, we also evaluated the self accuracy 

within games, following the same computational 

procedure as above, but considering each of the three 

games independently. 

Computing the self accuracy this way does not allow us 

to take in account a potential effect of time. To evaluate 

such a possible additional effect, we used the data of the 

first game presented to the children as the training set and 

tested the performance on the subsequent two games. We 

compared the generalization performance to the second 

and third game using a two-sided t.test.  

 

     Transfer between games: In order to evaluate the 

transfer between games, we computed the target and non-

target covariance matrices with the signal of one game 

and performed the classification on the two other games 

We then constructed a linear model of the accuracy as a 

function of the game used for training. For post hoc tests 

we used the Lsmean package where P-values were 

considered as significant at P<0.05 and adjusted for the 

number of comparisons (Tukey method). 

 

     Relating gaze fixation and BCI accuracy: To have a 

more precise measure of the gaze fixation we computed 

a gaze fixation index G as follows: 

 
where Sobs is the Shannon entropy of the actual gaze 

orientation over possible location and Smax is the 

theoretical maximum entropy used for normalization (it 

corresponds the case where the child would have looked 

at all targets for the same amount of time. A G close to 1 

means a very good gaze fixation on the target. 

Conversely, a G close to 0 corresponds to a trial where 

children had a poor fixation performance. For each child, 

we averaged this index over all trials. We then computed 

the Pearson correlation coefficient between G and self-

accuracy, over subjects. 

 

     Good and poor performers: Relating G and self-

accuracy revealed two sub-groups, one of good 

performers and one of poor performers. We thus decided 

to test the difference between targets and non-targets 

signals for those two groups separately. We constructed 

a linear model for each cluster and each game of the 

average signal amplitude as a function of Classes and 

Performance (good vs. poor performers).  

We then analyzed the influence of two possible fixed 

effects on signal amplitude as in the section: 

Electrophysiological offline analyses. 

 

RESULTS 

 

     Electrophysiological analyses: Over all games and 

subjects, the cluster-based permutation test revealed 4 

significant clusters showing differences between targets 

and non-targets. The first cluster corresponded to the 

P100 component in occipitals areas (Time: 67-98ms; 

sensors: O1 and O2). The second one corresponded to the 

left hemisphere N200 (Time: 160-229ms; sensors: CP5, 

P7 and P3) and the third one to the right hemisphere 

N200 (Time: 194-204; sensor: CP6). These two clusters 

have been combined into one, named further the N200 

cluster (Time: 194-204ms; sensors: CP5, P7, P3 and 

CP6). The last cluster corresponded to the P300 

component (Time: 244-481ms; sensors: CP5, CP6, P7, 

P3, P4, P8, O1 and O2) (Fig. 2). 

 
Figure 2: Spatio-temporal clusters differentiating the 

target and the non-target responses over all three games. 
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 For each of the 3 above clusters, each game and each 

class, we computed the mean amplitude of the ERP. For 

the P100, the 3*2 repeated ANOVA (game*class) 

revealed a main effect of class (p <0.001) and a 

significant interaction. For both the N200 and P300, the 

ANOVAs revealed a main effect of the class only (Fig. 

3). 

 
Figure 3: Averaged amplitude of the ERP for the targets 

and the non-targets on each cluster and for each game. 

There is a main effect of the class for each cluster and a 

significant interaction games*classes for the cluster 1.  

Error bars indicate S.E.M.     

 

 

Evaluation of the games: Whether the learning 

was computed on all games or a single game only, the 

repeated measure ANOVAs showed no significant 

difference between the game classification accuracies. 

We found no difference between the accuracy computed 

on all games and the ones computed on each game 

independently (learning on all the games: mean = 

84.79%; S.E.M = 1.82; learning on one game: mean = 

86.45; S.E.M = 1.8). For subsequent analyses we thus 

considered the self-accuracy computed on all games 

only. Finally, we found no effect of time as we found no 

significant difference between the two classification 

accuracies when learning on the 1st game data 

(generalization to 2nd game: mean = 67.00%, S.E.M. = 

5.34; generalization to 3rd game: mean = 70.33, S.E.M. = 

4.90). 

  

     Transfer between games: To evaluate whether 

transfer is possible between games, we computed 

accuracies where the learning was based on trials from 

one game and the testing was performed on all trials from 

the other two games. The ANOVA showed a significant 

effect game used for learning. Post hoc analyses revealed 

higher accuracy when the learning was based on IM and 

AR trials compared to when it was based on C4 ones. 

Besides, we found a significant decrease of theses 

accuracy (p < 0.001) compared to self-accuracy.  

 

     Template evaluation: To test the possibility of using 

directly the template to control the games and thus get rid 

of the calibration, we compared the self-accuracy 

computed offline to the template-based accuracy. The t-

test showed a significant decrease of accuracy when the 

children played with the template (mean = 0.55; S.E.M = 

0.05). At the individual level, all children obtained a 

lower accuracy when playing with the template 

compared to self-accuracy. However, we observed a 

significant correlation between self-accuracy and 

template-based accuracy (cor = 0.62; p = 0.006). The 

more the children succeed in controlling the games (as 

measured by self-accuracy), the higher their performance 

calculated based on the template. When they played with 

the template all children but one performed above chance 

level. The comparison between the 3 games showed no 

significant difference between games. 

 

     Correlation between gaze fixation and BCI accuracy  

There was a significant correlation between the gaze 

fixation index and the self-accuracy (cor = 0.77; p 

<0.001). Hence BCI accuracy increased with the gaze 

fixation. This correlation also revealed two groups, one 

of 11 children referred to as good performers, with 

accuracy above 85% and a gaze fixation index above 

0.90; and a second of 7 children referred to as poor 

performers, with an accuracy below 85% and a gaze 

fixation index below 0.90 (Fig. 4).     

 

    Good vs. Poor performers: For the P100, the 2*2 

repeated measure ANOVA (good/poor performers * 

classes) we obtained a main effect of class and no effect 

between good and poor performers for all games. For the 

N200, we obtained a main effect of class for C4 and a 

trend for IM (p = 0.061). For AR, the interaction proved 

significant and was driven by the target class: the N200 

amplitude was 

 
Figure 4: Correlation between the self accuracy and the 

gaze fixation index (cor = 0.77; p <0.001) 

 

higher for good performers (p = 0.047). Finally, for the 

P300, we obtained a main effect of class for all three 

games, a main effect of group for IM and an interaction 

effect for C4 and IM, with a significantly higher 

amplitude in good performers compared to poor 

performers for class target (C4: p = 0.05; IM: p = 0.005) 

(Fig. 5). 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

This study had two main aims, first to evaluate the 3 new 

P300-based BCI games and then to test the transfer or 

generalizability between games. As shown in Fig. 1, 

stimulation configurations differ between games. In C4, 

a stimulus corresponds to the flash on one column, so it 

covers the full height of the screen. In IM the flashes are 

much smaller and grouped in the center of the screen. On 

the contrary, in AR the flashes are bigger and cover the  
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Figure 5: Averaged amplitude of the ERP for target and 

non-target, in each cluster and for good (blue) and poor 

(red) performers, respectively. We found a significant 

difference between good and poor performers for class 

target in C4 and IM, in the P300 cluster; and for AR in 

the N200 cluster. Error bars indicate S.E.M.   

   

whole screen altogether. These differences between the 

flash configurations may induce differences in the ERPs. 

The ERPs corresponding to the average over target trials 

from all games, revealed the three components: early 

visual potential P100; the N200 and the P300 [15], [16]. 

To evaluate the implication of these three ERP 

components in differentiating target and non-target 

stimuli, we compared them for the three games, 

respectively. The significant difference between targets 

and non-targets for the three clusters suggests that the 

three components participate to the classification in all 

three games. The interaction between games and classes 

for the first cluster suggests that even if all the games 

elicited a P100, its relative contribution varies between 

games. In AR, the non-targets do not elicit a P100 at all, 

contrary to targets that elicit a high P100. In C4 and IM, 

the non-targets elicit a small P100 and the difference 

between targets and non-targets is less pronounced. 

Visual early potentials (P100 and N200) are larger when 

the stimulus is foveated [17], which may explain the 

larger influence of the P100 in AR, where stimuli are 

large and more far away from each other. Because of this 

configuration, it is easier for the subject to look at one 

flash only and to ignore the other (distracting) ones. This 

explains the absence of P100 for non-targets stimuli in 

AR. In other games, as the flashes are more grouped, it is 

more difficult to ignore the non-relevant flashes, that do 

yield a small P100. 

In contrast, the fact that we observe a large P300 

component in response to target stimuli, regardless of the 

game, indicates that the ability to selectively fixate the 

target is not affected by stimulus size and configuration. 

Indeed, we did not find any difference in self accuracy 

between games. A result in BCI performance that is in 

line with the ERP findings. 

We then tested if transfer learning is possible between 

games. We found a significant difference in performance 

when learning from C4 trials compared to when learning 

for the other two game data. C4 appears less 

generalizable. Reasons for that are not obvious given the 

ERP findings. However, one should not forget that the 

ERP clusters do not exactly match the BCI features used 

online. Covariance matrices are built with the signal of 

all electrodes and a large time window, while the clusters 

are spatially and temporally more limited. Including all 

the electrodes, the design of C4 might induce covariance 

matrices more distant to the covariance matrices of the 

other games. When children played based on the 

template, which was the case online, we obtain a lower 

accuracy compared to the self-accuracy computed offline 

following a cross-validation procedure. However, 

despite this inevitable loss of accuracy when relying on 

template signals obtained in other children and BCI 

conditions [18], [19], all children but one performed 

above chance level online. Many studies have tried to 

reduce the calibration time without impacting the 

classification performance. One possibility is to use a 

subject dependent approach. It consists in using only a 

few epochs of each class from the subject, to tunes a 

template built on other subjects. Adding a small amount 

of data from the new subject seems to be sufficient to 

compensate for the inter-subjects variability [9]. An 

approach that could prove useful in this context too, in 

the near future.  

Interestingly, the positive correlation between self-

accuracy and template-based accuracy suggest that good 

performer behave alike, which fits perfectly with our 

objective to establish a template for the training of 

ADHD children in order to teach them how to produce a 

typical P300, which would be the hallmark of the ability 

to deploy sustained, spatial selective attention. 

We also observed a positive correlation between stability 

in gaze fixation and BCI accuracy. It seems obvious that 

focusing gaze on the target concurs to focusing attention 

onto that target. Conversely, a lower gaze fixation index 

could indicate that children have been distracted by the 

non-target flashes and made saccade towards them, 

hence yielding BCI selection errors and a lower accuracy. 

This correlation also allowed to dissociate two groups: 

good performers (n = 11) showing a good classification 

accuracy and a good gaze fixation, and poor performers 

(n = 7) showing the reverse pattern. This allowed us to 

compare them in terms ERPs which revealed no 

difference in early visual potentials (P100) but mostly a 

difference in the P300 and N200 in a lesser extent. This 

suggest that although gaze fixation was high overall, 

including in poor performers (as testified by a large 

difference in P100), slight instability in gaze fixation is 

accompanied by some instability in attentional focus and 

has a dramatic effect on later, attention related, 

components, especially the P300. Although less reported 

in this context, the N200 is known to underline both 

processes of gaze fixation and attention to the target [20]. 

Altogether, these results emphasize that gaze orientation 

is mandatory for good BCI performance, but not 

sufficient as the most important ERP components are the 

ones related to (covert) sustained attention. A finding that 

supports the idea that P300 based BCI training could be 

efficient in ADHD children. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

We conclude that it is possible to use this kind of 

template to play BCI P300 games without calibration. 

There is an obvious drop of performance compared to an 

individual calibration, but the use of this kind of template 

may prove sufficient in the context of training. We found 

no difference in classification accuracies between games 

but differences in game design yielded differences at the 

physiological level. This should be further investigated 

in the future in order to optimize the training, for instance 

by presenting the games in a specific order. Theses 

results could also allow to guide the design of new games 

to target specific components, toward a more 

individualized approach.  
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ABSTRACT: Interacting with the environment using a
brain-computer interface involves mapping a decoded
user command to a desired real-world action, which is
typically achieved using screen-based user interfaces.
This indirection can increase cognitive workload of the
user. Recently, we have proposed a screen-free interac-
tion approach utilizing visual in-the-scene stimuli. The
sequential highlighting of object surfaces in the user’s en-
vironment using a laser allows to, e.g., select these object
to be fetched by an assistive robot.
In this paper, we investigate the influence of stimulus
subclasses—differing surfaces between objects as well as
stimulus position within a sequence—on the electrophys-
iological response and the decodability of visual event-
related responses. We find that evoked responses differ
depending on the subclasses. Additionally, we show that
in the presence of ample data subclass-specific classifiers
can be a feasible approach to address the heterogeneity of
responses.

INTRODUCTION

In the context of assistive robotics, brain-computer inter-
faces (BCIs) can offer impaired users means to supervise
or control the robot. Brain signals can be used to di-
rectly move the robot [1] or for high-level commands in
a shared-control setting [2]. While user goals in robotic
applications mostly correspond to objects or positions in
the environment (e.g., which object to fetch and deliver
to the user), most existing BCI setups require an auxil-
iary interface for stimulus presentation.

This interface is typically implemented using a graphical
user interface on a screen, but auditory or haptic inter-
faces are also possible [3–5]. Actions in the world cannot
be executed directly using the BCI but need to have a
representation in this interface. In BCI paradigms based
on visual event-related potentials (ERPs) [6], on visual
steady-state evoked potentials [7], motion-onset visual
evoked potentials [8] or visual noise codes [9], the screen
has been considered an enabling, indispensable building
block of the experimental paradigms. But even in BCI
paradigms based on mental imagery tasks, the translation

laser pointer

O1
O2

O3
O4

Figure 1: Overview of the experimental setup. In each con-
dition, four objects were highlighted repeatedly with a laser
pointer. Annotated objects and average responses correspond
to condition C250, the remaining objects correspond to condi-
tion C500.

of these tasks into actions requires a supporting interface.
The indirection step introduced by the interface, however,
comes at a price. First, the user is required to switch
attention between the screen representation and the real
world in order to deliver commands. Second, the inter-
face creates additional mental workload, as the user has
to carefully plan a mapping from a desired real-world ac-
tion into a sequence of potentially unrelated tasks.
To address both issues, we recently proposed to select
objects based on visual ERPs in a novel screen-free in-
teraction [10]. We use a robotic arm to highlight ob-
jects in the scene. We attach a laser pointer to the arm
to generate the visual stimuli. This novel screen-free ap-
proach circumvents the aforementioned indirection step,
avoids frequent attention switches and may therefore re-
duce cognitive workload. In short, it allows for a more
“intuitive” BCI usage.
While we could show the feasibility of the novel ap-
proach [10], the screen-free paradigm introduces other
challenges. First, we found that decoding performance
requires improvement specifically in the presence of het-
erogeneous candidate objects and surfaces (see Figure 1).
Second, as the novel paradigm interacts with the real
world, it entails different experimental constraints than
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T1
C250 C250 C250 C250C500 C500 C500 C500

T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8

Rep. 1 Rep. 2 Rep. 3

O1 O2 O3 O4

Figure 2: Structure of a single experiment block. Trials were
alternated between two conditions (C250 and C500) (row 1) in a
pseudo-randomized manner. Each trial consisted of three repe-
titions (row 2) in which each object (row 3) was highlighted for
a single sequence of 6 or 12 stimuli (row 4).

traditional screen-based ERP paradigms. Most impor-
tantly, the repositioning of the robotic arm between high-
lighting different objects as well as differing optical prop-
erties of stimulus objects necessitates a careful consider-
ation of non-i.i.d. effects in the obtained ERP data.
Previously, the class-wise distributions of auditory ERPs
with regard to individual stimuli within a sequence have
been found to differ based on the position in the sequence,
duration as well as target-to-target intervals [11]. Inves-
tigating the influence of subclasses (e.g., stimulus iden-
tity), Höhne and colleagues have proposed to incorpo-
rate subclass information into the decoding approach by
selecting different shrinkage targets for Linear Discrimi-
nant Analysis (LDA) [12].
In the following sections, we characterize the influence
of within-sequence stimulus position and object surface
properties on the resulting evoked responses using data
from six subjects who participated in an in-the-scene ob-
ject selection paradigm. We present corresponding re-
sults in the form of decoding performances using a classi-
fication pipeline utilizing Riemannian geometry in differ-
ing data size regimes and discuss implications for usage
in a BCI.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental Paradigm and Data Collection:
We recorded the electroencephalogram (EEG) data from
six healthy subjects (aged 26±3 years), who each par-
ticipated in a single session of an experiment. None of
the participants had previously used a BCI. Following the
declaration of Helsinki, we received approval by the lo-
cal ethics committee for this study and obtained written
informed consent from participants prior to the session.
Subjects were seated in front of a table on which eight
objects, denoted O1 to O8, were placed. A Kuka iiwa
robotic arm outfitted with a laser pointer next to the end
effector was positioned in front of the table and used to
highlight objects (c.f., Figure 1). Each object was high-

100% 67% 33%
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t e
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C500
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pooled
obj
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Figure 3: Number of target epochs per subclass based on con-
dition (C250 and C500) and data sizes (100 % to 33 %).

lighted either six or twelve times before the robotic arm
was repositioned to highlight the next object. Switch-
ing the arm position after each single highlighting event
was prohibitive considering the delay introduced by the
movement time of the robotic arm.
The surface types—and therefore, optical properties—of
objects O1 to O4 differ from each other, while objects
O5 to O8 are made of the same material (see Figure 1).
Highlighting O1 resulted in a diffuse and partly specular
reflection (away from the subject), whereas highlighting
the other objects resulted in diffuse reflections only. Sub-
jectively, O2 showed the strongest reflection among these
three objects, the reflection intensity of O3 was reduced
and the reflection intensity of O4 was weakest.
We acquired the brain signals using a cap holding ns = 31
Ag/AgCl gel-based passive EEG electrodes positioned
according to the extended 10-20 system with a nose ref-
erence. We kept channel impedances below 20 kΩ. The
amplifier sampled the EEG signals at 1 kHz.
The experiment consisted of six blocks, each containing
eight trials. Within a trial, we defined one out of four
candidate objects as the target object. As depicted in Fig-
ure 2, in each of three repetitions per trial all four can-
didate objects were highlighted with a stimulus sequence
that lasted 3 s per object. For each highlighting, the laser
pointer was activated for 100 ms.
Trials were divided into two conditions: In condition
C250, the candidate objects consisted of O1 to O4 (i.e.,
they are heterogeneous) and highlighting stimuli were
presented with a stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA) of
250 ms (i.e., 12 stimuli per sequence). In the condition
C500, O5 to O8 were the (homogeneous) candidate ob-
jects and stimuli were presented with an SOA of 500 ms
(i.e., 6 stimuli per sequence). The latter condition directly
corresponds to the experiments performed in [10].
Target objects were balanced, i.e., each object was a tar-
get once per block. To assure this, a cue denoting the
target object was presented to the user before each trial.
We instructed users to attend the target object for the du-
ration of the trial without mandating visual focus. After
each trial, feedback on the decoded object was given (c.f.,
[10]). In a post-experiment questionnaire, subjects gave
feedback on the experiment task using visual analogue
scales.
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Figure 4: Evoked responses in condition C250 by object type (O1–O4) and stimulus position, i.e., first in sequence or additional (stimuli
2–12). The thin lines represent the class-wise average for each subject and the thick lines the grand average over all six subjects. Note
the differing y-axis limits between rows. In the top row, each response is averaged based on 108 target and 324 non-target epochs,
respectively. In the bottom row, averages correspond to 1,188 and 3,564 epochs. Stimulation intervals are marked with green bars.

Data Analysis:
We analyzed the data separately for each subject and each
condition (SOA) in an offline manner. We filtered data
to a band of 0.50 Hz to 16 Hz using a FIR filter before
downsampling to 100 Hz.
We extracted epochs from −0.20 s to 1.00 s relative
to each stimulus onset (leading to ns = 121 samples
per epoch) and subsequently corrected them separately
for signal drifts using the first 0.20 s as a baseline.
Hence, each epoch Xi can be associated with a class
y(i)∈{target,non-target}, SOA s(i)∈{250,500}, object
o(i) ∈ {1, . . .8} as well as the position within the stimu-
lus sequence p(i) ∈ 1, . . .12. Since we expect most vari-
ation between the first and subsequent stimuli [11], stim-
ulus positions can be aggregated to p̃ with p̃(i) = first
if p(i) = 1 and p̃(i) = additional for p(i) > 1. We re-
jected epochs in which the peak-to-peak amplitude ex-
ceeded 100 µV in any channel.
For the epoch-wise decoding of the target/non-target
response, we used a covariance-based feature repre-
sentation [13, 14]. On training data, we extracted
nx xDAWN-filters [15] for both target and non-target
epochs. Epoch data was projected using these filters
and subsequently augmented with prototype responses
based on the xDAWN-projected class means in the train-
ing data. We calculated the Ledoit-Wolf-regularized co-
variance of each 4nx× ns-dimensional augmented epoch
separately. These covariances are projected into the Rie-
mannian tangent space at the mean of the training data
and subsequently classified using Logistic Regression.
We investigate three different subclass-specific regimes
per condition: pooled, obj and stim. In all regimes we

performed a chronological 5-fold cross-validation. For
pooled, we train a single classifier per cross-validation
fold. For obj, we trained four separate classifiers in
each fold based on a partition of the data into ob-
jects {Xi|o(i) = k},k ∈ {1, . . . ,4} and classified each
test epoch with its object-specific classifier. Similarly,
for stim, we partitioned the data into {Xi|p̃(i) = l}, l ∈
{first,additional} and trained two different classifiers per
fold.
We used nx = 3 components per class for the pooled clas-
sification and nx = 2 components per class and subclass
for stim and obj classification, resulting in 6 total compo-
nents for pooled, 8 total components for stim and 16 total
components for obj.
Note that this implies different amounts of training
epochs per classifier in the three settings. To investi-
gate the general performance degradation based on re-
duced training data, we performed the above analysis
also with 67 % and 33 % of the data by only keeping the
first two or only the first repetition of each trial, respec-
tively. The size of the resulting data sets is depicted in
Figure 3. We evaluate classification performance on an
epoch level (i.e., keeping proportions between data parti-
tions) using the area under the receiver-operating charac-
teristic (AUC).

RESULTS

User Feedback:
All of the subjects were able to attend the stimuli and
none reported difficulties perceiving the laser highlight-
ing. On visual analogue scales (“easy” to “demanding”),
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Figure 5: Evoked responses in condition C500 by object (O5–O8) and stimulus position, i.e., first in sequence or additional (stimuli
2–6). The thin lines represent the class-wise average for each of subject and the thick lines the grand average over all six subjects.
Note the differing y-axis limits between rows. In the top row, each response is averaged based on 108 target and 324 non-target epochs,
respectively. In the bottom row, averages correspond to 540 and 1,620 epochs. Stimulation intervals are marked with green bars.

users rated the task’s mental demand with 26±26 %, the
physical demand with 52±28 % and the temporal de-
mand with 21±21 %. The required effort was rated with
56±31 % on a scale from “low” to “high”.

Electrophysiology of Responses:
In both conditions, we observed strong visual evoked po-
tentials which differ between target and non-target stim-
uli, most prominently approximately 200 ms after stimu-
lus onset (see Figure 4 and Figure 5). The first stimulus
in each sequence on average evoked higher amplitudes
than subsequent ones, with initial amplitudes surpassing
10 µV compared to the preceding baseline for some ob-
jects.
The evoked responses for condition C250 with heteroge-
neous objects are shown as thick lines in Figure 4. Differ-
ent objects resulted in differing grand average ERP wave-
forms. Specifically object O4—having a black surface—
resulted in a much smaller amplitude, with target re-
sponses for later stimuli having similar amplitudes as
non-target responses for the other objects. Looking at
individual subjects (shown as thin lines in Figure 4), ERP
latencies are similar for objects O1 to O3 yet appear to
vary substantially between subjects for O4.
In condition C500 with homogeneous object surfaces, ini-
tial stimuli similarly evoked higher potentials than subse-
quent ones, yet the difference is smaller than in condition
C250 (see Figure 5). The grand average responses to the
four different but homogeneous objects O5–O8 have a
higher similarity than the ones in C250.

Decoding results:
The classification of single epochs into targets and non-
targets is possible with a mean AUC of 0.81 for C250 and
0.86 for C500, as determined by cross-validation on the

pooled data sets of the respective conditions. Analyzing
the classification performance in this setting on all epochs
corresponding to a single object, we found that it is simi-
lar for all (homogeneous) objects in C500, while it differed
substantially between (heterogeneous) objects in C250 (in
decreasing order of performance: O1, O2, O3, O4).
As the ERP responses differed for object surface types
(O1–O4) and sequence positions, we investigated parti-
tioning the data into different subclasses. As this involved
a reduction of training data per sub-classifier (c.f., Fig-
ure 3), we also examined the influence of data set sizes.
Partitioning based on sequence position: We found that
treating stimulus position (“first” vs “additional”) with
specialized classifiers did not yield a clear performance
improvement or decrease for any of the three data set
sizes (100 %, 67 % and 33 %, see Figure 6).
Partitioning based on object: Training separate classifiers
for each object in condition C250, as shown in the first col-
umn of Figure 6, increased the AUC from 0.81 to 0.84,
whereas we observed a performance decrease in the C500
setting with homogeneous objects (from 0.86 to 0.81).
We found that the improvements obtained with object-
specific classifiers for heterogeneous objects (C250) de-
pend on the availability of sufficient training data. As
shown in the top row of Figure 6, a reduction of data size
to 67 % reduced performance of the obj classifier to 0.83,
and on 33 % the obj classifier performed worse than the
pooled one (0.78 compared to 0.79). Looking at classi-
fication performance for individual epochs on full data,
we observed gains for all objects, with greatest gains for
O1. In condition C500 with homogeneous objects, the per-
formance differences between classifiers did not change
with the different data sizes evaluated.
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Figure 6: Classification performances of subclass-specific clas-
sifiers for different training data sizes (column) as well as SOA
and object heterogeneity (rows). In the pooled case, data is not
partitioned and a single classifier is trained. The means and
standard deviations over the six subjects are reported.

DISCUSSION

Highlighting candidate objects directly reduces the lev-
els of indirection of BCIs and can therefore entail greater
usability. Yet it comes at the price of reduced con-
trol over stimulus presentation compared to traditional
screen-based paradigms. This manifests itself in hetero-
geneous ERPs when object surfaces differ and similarly
in distinct responses to initial stimuli (compared to sub-
sequent ones). Whereas stimulus presentation is easily
modifiable in screen-based solutions, it is neither desir-
able nor feasible to adapt properties of objects in the
scene—leaving the question of how to handle the hetero-
geneity.
If maximal performance is not required, the non-i.i.d.
characteristics of the data can be ignored, since using a
single classifier based on the pooled data (i.e., ignoring
the subclass information) still allows an effective decod-
ing on average (however, performance on difficult sub-
classes suffers). The higher performance for C500 com-
pared to C250 in the pooled setting can be attributed partly
to the homogeneous object surfaces and partly to the
larger SOA, which implies a larger fraction of (stronger)
responses to initial stimuli in this condition.
Addressing the differing surfaces in the condition C250,
object-specific classifiers yield an improvement in AUC.
This improvement by specialization is particularly inter-
esting considering the reduced amount of training sam-
ples available for each classifier (c.f., Figure 3). The lack
of heterogeneity in surfaces is the likely reason for the
subpar performance of object-specific classifiers in con-
dition C500, since in condition C250 even reduced data al-

lows for improvement compared to the pooled one.
Contrasting the improvement using object-wise classi-
fiers to the lack thereof for sequence-specific ones, two
observations can be made: First, the aforementioned re-
duced data size and therefore higher variance of subclas-
sifiers can offer an explanation for the lack of improve-
ment since the minority class (first stimulus) makes up
only 17 % (C500) or 8 % (C250) of the data. Second, the
(pooled) covariance-based features (as opposed to utiliz-
ing mean potentials) might be more robust to variations
in amplitude (as observed between sequence positions)
compared to variations in waveforms (for heterogeneous
objects), avoiding the need for specialization in the for-
mer case.
Hence, subclass-specific classification of heterogeneous
responses is feasible and can offer improved performance
in the presence of highly differing ERPs and sufficient
data. They are, however, not a “silver bullet” solu-
tion to this problem, and—without automatic relevance
selection—inspecting the subclass data is necessary to
identify suitable subclass partitions.

CONCLUSION

Utilizing in-the-scene stimuli for a brain-computer inter-
face implies an influence of scene properties on observed
brain responses. In this paper, we find that heterogeneous
object surfaces as well as stimulus position within a se-
quence result in differing ERPs. Addressing this with
subclass-specific classifiers can offer improved decoding
performance, with the caveat of increased data require-
ments as well as unfavorable performance in the absence
of subclass differences. For future work it would be in-
teresting to automatically infer relevant subclasses and to
investigate approaches capable of handling low-data sce-
narios [12].
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ABSTRACT: We investigated the effect of performance 

expectancy and achievement motive on P300 BCI 

performance. Thirty-eight participants were separated in 

two groups according to their achievement motive and 

classified as either avoiding failure (AF) or approaching 

success (AS). Participants were presented with three 

different matrices in the colors red, green and blue and 

were told that spelling would be difficult, moderately 

difficult or easy depending on the color. We 

hypothesized AS participants to perform best and to 

show highest P300 amplitudes in a spelling condition 

perceived to be moderately difficult. AF participants 

were hypothesized to perform worst and to show lowest 

P300 amplitudes in the spelling condition perceived to 

be moderately difficult. Participants spelled six five-

letter words in each perceived difficulty condition. We 

found highest P300 amplitudes in the easy condition 

irrespective of achievement motive; however, no 

differences concerning performance in percent correct 

responses. Even though we could not find an effect of 

performance expectancy on the behavioral level, we did 

show that performance expectancy does affect BCI 

performance on the physiological level.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

     Motivation. Heckhausen and Heckhausen [1] 

describe motivation as a collective term for 

psychological processes that are necessary to choose a 

certain behavior and manage the required effort for 

pursuing that behavior after evaluation of expected 

results. Motivation, more precisely, summarizes 

processes such as stringency, beginning and finalizing a 

behavior, returning to a behavior after an interruption, 

possible conflict between several behavioral goals und 

the solution of this conflict. Heckhausen subsumed the 

cognitive processes related to motivation in his 

Cognitive Model of Motivation [2]. Based on this 

model, a person’s motivation could be estimated (fig. 

1). Four different components contributing to 

motivational force were distinguished: 1.) perceived 

situation, 2.) action, 3.) intended goal or outcome and 

4.) consequences (see fig. 1). Transferred to a BCI 

context, the perceived situation would be the possibility 

to use a BCI system. The action to be taken would be 

the willingness to use the system and therefore, some 

kind of mental effort, such as focusing attention in a 

BCI system based on evoked potentials. The intended 

goal would be the successful selection of letters in a 

P300 BCI for spelling or, more general, BCI control. If 

successful, that would lead to the anticipated 

consequence of successful interaction with the 

environment. A person’s subjective expectancy of a 

behavior leading to a certain outcome or consequences 

contributes to motivational force.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: The Cognitive Model of Motivation [2]. 

 

In case, a BCI system would be usable but the user does 

not expect to be able to control the BCI system, 

motivational force would be low. Expectancies that 

influence the interaction between the mentioned 

components were classified by Heckhausen as follows: 

1.) situation-outcome expectancy, 2.) action-outcome 

expectancy and 3.) outcome-consequence expectancy. 

Situation-outcome expectancy (SOE) describes the 

expectancy that an outcome will occur, even without 

taking any kind of action. In case such expectancy is 

high without changing behavior, motivation for action 

taking would be low. In a BCI context of course, 

without the user taking action, no BCI control will be 

possible, therefore the user can only develop action-

outcome expectancy (AOE) by engaging in the BCI 

task. The user should expect a certain action, in this 

case focusing attention on the stimulation to influence 

the outcome, which would be P300 based spelling. 

Outcome-consequence expectancy (OCE) describes the 

expectancy that a desired consequence will follow the 

outcome. In a BCI context, the user might anticipate the 

desirable consequence of being able to interact with the 

environment based on his or her brain activity. 

Heckhausen also postulated two kinds of incentives that 

influence motivation: 1.) action specific incentives and 

2.) incentives from future events. In a BCI context, 

action specific incentives might be interest in the 
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functionality of a BCI system and having the possibility 

to control such a system. In addition, of course, there 

are incentives from BCI performance as in a P300 

speller, feedback directly informs the user about his or 

her performance level. Incentives from future events 

might be improvements in BCI use over time or 

achievement of goals based on BCI use, such as 

painting pictures [3]. Naturally, incentives from future 

events are more relevant in case BCI end-users with 

disease are involved as compared to healthy students 

who might never use a BCI system again after 

participation in one experiment. We cannot fully 

transfer Heckhausen’s assumptions [2] postulated for 

non-BCI situations to a BCI context. When participating 

in a BCI study, some students volunteered without 

knowing anything about a BCI system. There is no 

deliberate choice to engage in BCI use. There even 

might be a deliberate choice to collect credit points by 

participation, such that there is a motivational goal 

underlying BCI use that is completely independent from 

BCI spelling. Thus, theoretical components such as 

situation-outcome expectancy might change during 

participation (“I volunteer for credit points” versus “I 

am really getting interested and believe that I can 

control this device by focusing attention”). Nonetheless, 

BCI use will most likely touch a persons’ performance 

motivation specifically during P300 spelling, as it 

becomes immediately clear whether a person would be 

able to communicate via the BCI. Therefore, an 

inherent, cross-situational achievement motive might be 

triggered as a trait variable of motivation and should be 

addressed in this context.  

 

     Achievement motivation. In his theory of 

achievement motivation Atkinson postulated a person 

inherent achievement motive to influence motivation in 

achievement situations [4]. This motive consists of two 

specifications that might differ in every person and 

together add up to a person’s individual tendency to 

undertake an achievement-oriented activity. One 

specification is the motive to approach to success, 

which describes a person’s need to succeed or tendency 

to expect success. The other specification is the motive 

to avoid failure, which represents a person’s fear of 

failure. Atkinson postulated persons with high tendency 

to approach success to prefer performance situations of 

medium difficulty. In such situations, the likelihood of 

success seems highest and chances to succeed are most 

promising. People with a high tendency to avoid failure 

were hypothesized to prefer situations of low or very 

high difficulty. Very easy tasks might be easily 

manageable; therefore, fear of failure would be low. 

Very difficult tasks might be judged as so difficult that 

failure would not result in a threat towards a person’s 

abilities. Tasks of moderate difficulty are potentially 

threatening as in these tasks ability (and inability) might 

become obvious.  

 

As postulated in the triarchic model of P300 amplitude 

[5], P300 amplitude varies depending on the value the 

stimulation represents for the BCI end-user. Based on 

the individual achievement motive as expressed by the 

motive to approach success or to avoid failure, the P300 

speller stimulation might be perceived of different value 

when a BCI task is perceived to be easy, moderate or 

difficult which in turn will influence situation-outcome 

expectancy, action-outcome expectancy and outcome-

consequence expectancy. 

 

     Studies on motivation in a BCI context. To our 

knowledge, there are no BCI studies yet, in which the 

influence of trait variables of motivation were 

investigated in the context of BCI use. Motivation was 

assessed as a state variable and it was shown that 

healthy participants usually highly motivated in a P300 

spelling task [6]. In several studies [7, 8, 9] motivation 

was assessed using the Questionnaire for the assessment 

of Current Motivation during BCI use (QCM-BCI, 

[10]). The QCM-BCI is a BCI adapted version of the 

original QCM [11] to account for using a BCI instead of 

making predictions about performance and success in 

cognitive learning tasks. The QCM-BCI comprises 18 

items divided into four subscales incompetence fear, 

mastery confidence, interest and challenge. 

Incompetence fear correlated negatively with BCI 

performance in healthy participants [12]. In stroke 

patients, mastery confidence correlated positively with 

BCI performance and negatively with spelling speed 

[12].  

 

Therefore, state variables of motivation, such as mastery 

confidence and incompetence fear seem to influence 

BCI performance. It remains unclear whether trait 

variables of motivation such as the motive to approach 

success or the motive to avoid failure [13] also 

influence BCI performance. As P300 based spelling can 

be perceived as a performance task, trait variables might 

be activated. Dependent on the individual expression of 

the mentioned motives, P300 amplitudes and BCI 

performances might vary with perceived task difficulty. 

We hypothesized participants with a high motive to 

approach success to perform best and to show highest 

P300 amplitudes in a P300 spelling paradigm perceived 

to be moderately difficult. Participants with a high 

motive to avoid failure should perform worst in a task 

perceived to be moderately difficult and to show lowest 

P300 amplitude in this condition.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

     Sample. Thirty-eight healthy students participated in 

this study, n=27 were female. Mean age was 22 

(SD=3.00). All participants were naïve to BCI use and 

gave written informed consent to the study. The study 

was approved by the Ethical Review Board of the 

Medical Faculty, University of Tübingen, Germany.   

 

     Procedure. To measure the motive to approach 

success and the motive to avoid failure, the Multi-

Motiv-Gitter [MMG, 14] was used. MMG test criteria 
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are satisfactory with a re-test reliability between .88 and 

.92. The MMG is a semi-projective questionnaire, in 

which a participant judges a situation shown as a 

drawing. Several statements to that drawing are offered 

and the subjectively fitting ones are to be selected. 

Exemplary statements are: “you can lose your 

reputation here” or “you can impress with 

performance”. Based on the answers, a score is 

calculated for both motivation tendencies. The 

difference between the sums of both tendencies is the 

performance motivation score. As established and tested 

by the authors [14] a score above 0 indicates higher 

motive to approach success (AS) while a score below 0 

indicates a higher motive to avoid failure (AF). The 

MMG is an instrument with which a motive is judged as 

a stable variable. As other trait variables, such as 

personality traits, it can be assumed that motive 

manifestation is permanent.  

 

To manipulate participants’ action-outcome expectancy, 

we developed a cover story. Participants were told that 

an effect of matrix color on BCI performance was found 

when using the P300 speller. The goal of the study 

would be to further investigate this finding. Therefore, 

the participants should spell the same words using three 

different matrix colors (red, green, blue). Participants 

were randomly assigned to one of six groups. In each 

group, the difficulties assigned to a color changed such 

that each color (red, green, blue) was assigned to each 

difficulty (easy, moderately difficult, and difficult). 

Physically, all matrices were of the same luminance to 

avoid real color effects on BCI performance. Only the 

cover story suggested three different difficulties where 

spelling with the matrices was of equal difficulty in all 

conditions. For calibration, participants spelled two 

words (BRAIN and POWER). For the copy-spelling 

runs, participants spelled six five-letter words in each 

spelling difficulty condition without receiving feedback. 

Data of all difficulty conditions were aggregated based 

on the respective task difficulty irrespective of the 

colors that were assigned to the difficulties.  

 

     P300 speller and stimuli. A 6x6 P300 speller matrix 

was used which included the letters of the alphabet, the 

numerals 1 to 9 and an underscore. For calibration, we 

used ten flash sequences. During copy-spelling, we used 

two sequences to avoid ceiling effects found in an 

earlier BCI study [15]. Flash duration was 62.5 ms and 

the inter-stimulus-interval was 250ms. The inter-trial-

interval was 2500ms. Flash color was white as a 

positive effect of a colored matrix together with colored 

flashes on performance was suggested [16] and we did 

not intend to really manipulate task difficulty. The word 

to spell appeared in a line above the matrix and the 

letter to spell was displayed in parentheses next to the 

word to spell. For data acquisition and experimental 

control, we used the BCI2000 Software [17].  

 

     EEG data acquisition. For EEG measurement we 

used a g.USB amplifier (Guger technologies, Austria) 

with a low pass filter of 60Hz, a highpass filter of 0.1 

Hz and a notch filter of 50Hz. We placed 12 Ag/AgCl 

ring electrodes on the positions Fz, FCz, C3, Cz, C4, 

CPz, P3, Pz, P4, PO7, PO8 and Oz. The right mastoid 

was used as reference, the left mastoid as ground. 

Impedances were kept below 5kΩ. To control for eye 

movement artefacts, four EOG electrodes were added. 

 

     Data analysis. EEG data were analyzed using 

BrainVision Analyzer Software. Data were artifact 

corrected (above 50 µV amplitudes), and baseline 

corrected (-100 ms). The P300 detection was performed 

semi-automatically with peak detection in a time 

window of between 250 and 600 ms after stimulus 

onset. For the research question addressed here, we used 

electrode position Pz. Statistical analysis was conducted 

with IBM SPSS © version 24. Concerning our statistical 

analysis we would have needed 60 participants when 

assuming a medium effect with a power of .8 and a 

significance level of α=.05. Our data met the criteria for 

parametric testing, however, the required sample size 

was not fulfilled.  

 

RESULTS 

 

To investigate our hypotheses we applied a mixed 

model with achievement motive as between subjects’ 

factor and perceived difficulty as within subjects’ 

factor. The dependent variables were the P300 

amplitude and the performance in percent correct 

responses.  

 

Mean performance ranged between 57% and 64% 

correct selections. Performance was not affected by the 

suggested difficulties (F(2)=.06, p=.93), and not by the 

achievement motive (F(2)=1.72, p=.19); the interaction 

was also not significant (F(4)=1.84, p=.14). For the 

P300 amplitude, we found a main effect of perceived 

difficulty (F(2)=7.77, p<.01) but no main effect of 

achievement motive (F(2)=1.76, p=.19).  

 

The P300 amplitude found in the moderately difficult 

condition was lowest (MAS = 6.10 µV, SD=3.13, 

MAF=6.43 µV, SD=1.87, see fig. 2 and 3). It was found 

to be significantly lower as compared to the condition 

perceived easiest (F(2)=13.01, p<.01) in which highest 

P300 amplitudes were shown in both groups (MAS = 

6.85 µV, SD=2.81, MAF=7.75 µV, SD=1.58, see fig. 2 

and 3). In the difficult condition, P300 amplitudes were 

moderately high (MAS = 6.54 µV, SD=2.39, MAF=7.40 

µV, SD=2.02, see fig. 2 and 3).  

 

Irrespective of suggested difficulty, on average, the AS 

tendency group had P300 amplitudes of M=6.50 µV 

(SD=2.63) and the AF group showed P300 amplitudes 

of M=7.19 µV (SD=1.60).  
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Figure 2: P300 amplitude for the approach success (AS) 

group. Black=non-targets averaged, red=condition 

perceived easy, green=condition perceived moderately 

difficult, blue=condition perceived difficult.  

 

 
 
 

Figure 3: P300 amplitude for the avoid failure (AF) 

group. Black=non-targets averaged, red=condition 

perceived easy, green=condition perceived moderately 

difficult, blue=condition perceived difficult.  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

In this study, our goal was to investigate the effect of 

action-outcome expectancy and achievement motive in 

a BCI setting. We hypothesized action-outcome 

expectancy to affect P300 spelling performance and 

P300 amplitude and that there would be an interaction 

of this effect with achievement motive. While people 

who avoid failure should perform worst and show 

lowest P300 amplitudes in the condition suggested to be 

moderately difficult, we hypothesized that people who 

approach success to perform best and to show highest 

P300 amplitudes in this same condition.  

 

We found no interaction of achievement motive with 

perceived difficulty. However, participants with the 

motive to avoid failure showed on average higher P300 

amplitudes as compared to participants with the motive 

to approach success. We reject our hypothesis that 

participants who approach success to perform best in 

the condition perceived as moderately difficult and to 

show highest P300 amplitudes in this condition. Both 

groups showed highest P300 amplitudes in the condition 

perceived as easy. Irrespective of achievement motive, 

we see an effect of suggested difficulty on P300 

amplitude even though this effect is not strong enough 

to affect performance on the behavioral level. It might 

be that our sample size was too small and potentially 

existing effects were not revealed in this data set.  

 

Both groups of participants showed highest P300 

amplitudes in the condition perceived as easy. 

Concerning performance, participants with a high 

motive to avoid failure performed best in the condition 

perceived as moderately difficult, while participants 

with the motive to approach success performed best in 

the condition perceived to be easy. These results are not 

in line with Atkinson’s assumptions postulated in his 

theory of achievement motivation [4]. However, 

performance in this study was rather low and ranged 

between 57% and 64% correct. The number of event-

related potentials to average might have been too small 

overall and therefore we possibly could not detect 

potential effects on performance.  

 

It must be mentioned that Atkinson’s theory was 

already challenged in the past. To name just two 

examples, self-efficacy beliefs [18], and interest [19] 

were found to influence performance motivation and 

therefore, to play a role in performance situations. In 

this study, we did not investigate other psychological 

variables that might affect achievement motivation. 

Especially, the role of incentives should be elucidated 

further as in a BCI spelling situation the incentive of a 

task might change according to personal performance 

expectancy [2]. Additionally, in a BCI situation not only 

performance motivation might be activated but also 

motivation components such as the need for affiliation 

[20]. Most participants ask about the goal of BCI 

research and the clinical applications and might 

experience compassion for the patients who are BCI 

end-users. Such influencing variables should be 

considered in future work.  

 

Overall, there seems to be an effect of action-outcome 

expectancy on the P300 amplitude and expectancy value 

theories of motivation seem to be applicable in a BCI 

context [21]. Future research not only should address 

individual motives possibly influencing the perception 

of BCI situations, but also address explicit as implicit 

components of achievement motivation in a BCI 

situation. Only by identifying and investigating factors 

influencing BCI performance [22, 23], variance in BCI 

performance that can be explained by psychological 

factors, can be integrated into a theoretical framework 

[24] on the effect of motivation in BCI performance 

[21].  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Performance expectation does influence BCI 

performance on a psychological level. More studies 

with higher numbers of participants are required to 

finally judge the influence of motivation on BCI 

performance. Creation of a theoretical framework on the 
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effect of motivation in BCI performance seems useful 

and indicated.  
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ABSTRACT: The auditory brain-computer interface 
(BCI) system based on auditory stream segregation was 
tested. In this system, three oddball sequences consisted 
of musical tones at different frequency bands were 
presented alternately to subject’s right ear. Stimulus 
parameters were set that subjects could perceive these 
three oddball sequences as streams (stream segregation). 
Subjects were requested to pay attention to one of the 
streams during experiments. It was shown that the P300 
was elicited only by the deviant stimuli in the attended 
target stream in two out of three subjects, and the target 
stream could be detected by pattern classification with 
high accuracies on all subjects. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

The brain-computer interface (BCI) system based 
on selective attention to specific sensory input has 
attracted interests. The selective attention to the sensory 
stimulus of user’s interests is reflected by the P300, one 
of the event-related potential (ERP) components of 
human EEG. The P300 and an earlier ERP component, 
mismatch negativity (MMN), can be elicited when user 
perceives an oddball sequence, on which frequently 
presented stimuli (standard stimuli) are presented while 
some of which were randomly replaced by infrequently 
presented stimuli (deviant stimuli). Such a P300-based 
BCI has been practically applied as a virtual keyboard [1] 
or other types of menu selection systems [2]. 

On almost all of the P300-based BCIs, visual 
domain has been used. Visual stimulation contains rich 
information comparing to other sensory domains and it 
can be easily controlled and delivered to users. Another 
reason is that it is easy to pay attention to the specific 
visual targets. However, on P300-based BCI with visual 
stimuli, the visual functions are “occupied” by the BCI 
system and not available during operation. 

The BCI system which uses auditory stimulation 
(auditory BCI) can be used without restricting user’s 
visual function. And it can be applied to blind patients. 
However, only a few types of auditory BCI have been 
realized. Hill et al. proposed a P300-based auditory BCI 
[3]. In this system, two kinds of auditory oddball 
sequences are presented to user’s left and right ear, 
respectively, and user was asked to pay attention to one 

of the sequences presented to left or right. Schreuder et 
al. proposed multi-class auditory BCI with multiple 
oddball tone sequences presented from different 
locations by speakers placed around subjects [4]. 

The authors proposed the novel auditory BCI based 
on stream segregation [5]. Stream segregation is the 
phenomenon that the series of tones at similar 
frequencies tend to be bound together and are perceived 
as a stream of tones, even if tones at different frequencies 
were inserted between segregated tones. This 
phenomenon is one of the auditory illusions which have 
been discussed in the studies of auditory scene analysis 
[6] of the Gestalt Psychology. The mechanism of the 
phenomenon can be understood that the two constraints 
for perceptual grouping of multiple tones, similarity of 
tone frequency and the factor of time continuity, compete 
with each other [7]. In this auditory BCI system, two 
individual oddball sequences at different frequency 
bands were presented alternately to user’s single ear to 
realize the stream segregation. Subjects were requested 
to pay attention to one of the tone streams. By classifying 
P300 and MMN components, high detection accuracy 
was achieved. However, only a few EEG channel data 
was recorded in the previous study, and the detailed 
investigations were left for further study. 

In this study, the auditory BCI system proposed by 
the authors [5] was evaluated by multichannel EEG 
measurements. The three streams which consisted of 
musical tones were used as auditory stimuli. It was 
shown that the P300 was elicited only by the deviant 
stimuli in the attended target stream (target stream) in 
two out of three subjects, and the target stream could be 
detected by pattern classification with high accuracies on 
all subjects. 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Stimulus presentation: MIDI musical tones were 
used for presenting stimuli. All the tones were generated 
by using digital auditory workstation (Cakewalk by 
BandLab, BandLab Technologies, Singapore) and 
software sound source (SampleTank3, IK Multimedia 
Production, Italy).  Piano tones (Grand Piano 1 SE) were 
used to enhance the stream segregation. All the tones 
were presented to subjects by DSP (System3, Tucker-
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Davis Technologies, USA) and headphones (HDA200, 
Sennheiser, Germany). Timing and order of presented 
tones were controlled by Arduino UNO. 

Stimulus setting: Stimulation tone sequences 
consisted of three streams with different frequency bands. 
Fig.1 shows a schematic diagram of stimulation tone 
sequence. Stream 	( = 1, 2, 3)  consisted of standard 
tone 	( = 0.9)  and deviant tone 	( = 0.1) . The 
frequencies of standard and deviant tones in the three 
streams were shown in Tab. 1. The duration and rise/fall 
time of each tone was 150 ms and 10 ms, respectively. 
SOA was set to 180 ms. 

Experiments: Three volunteers (one female, 21 ~ 22 
years old) with normal hearing functions took part in the 
experiments as subjects. Subject sat on a comfortable 
armchair in a sound-proof electromagnetically-shielded 
room (Music Cabin, Takahashi Kensetsu Co. Ltd., Japan). 
During experiment, subject was requested to pay 
attention to one of the three streams (indicated by 
experimenter before starting experiments) and to count 
the number of deviant tones in the target stream. The 
experiment to each subject consisted by two sessions, 
which were performed in a day. In each session, three sets 
of experiment were executed. In each set in a session, the 
object of selective attention was stream 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively. 

EEG measurement: 64-channel EEG (Fp1, Fp2, 
AF7, AF3, AFz, AF4, AF8, F7, F5, F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, 
F6, F8, FT9, FT7, FC5, FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC4, FC6, 
FT8, FT10, T7, C5, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6, T8, TP9, 
TP7, CP5, CP3, CP1, CPz, CP2, CP4, CP6, TP8, TP10, 
P7, P5, P3, P1, Pz, P2, P4, P6, P8, PO7, PO3, POz, PO4, 
PO8, O1, Oz and O2) was measured during experiments 
by Ag-AgCl electrodes (EasyCap, EasyCap GmbH, 
Germany). Reference and ground electrodes were placed 
at right and left earlobe, respectively. Measured signal 
was amplified at 0.1 Hz to 100 Hz, and acquired to PC 
with sampling frequency of 1000 Hz (BrainAmp 
MRplus/DC/ExG, Brain Products GmbH, Germany). 

Data analysis: Acquired data was analyzed by 
MATLAB. The data was band-pass filtered (2nd order 
Butterworth filter, 1~40 Hz), and the responses to the 
tone were extracted (−100~500 ms from the stimulus 
onset). The extracted data was referred to the mean 

amplitude in the pre-stimulus baseline (−50~0 ms). EEG 
epochs with amplitudes exceeded ±100	μV  were 
excluded from further analysis. The pre-processed epoch 
data was averaged over trials, and the difference between 
the responses to standard and deviant tones was 
statistically tested. 

Pattern classification: The ability to detect the 
selective attention to the target stream was evaluated by 
pattern classification. Three linear discriminant analysis 
(LDA) classifiers [8] to detect event-related potentials 
(P300) elicited by the deviance on stream 1, 2 and 3 were 
designed. 

The feature vectors were calculated in the following 
way. The pre-processed data (shown above) at electrodes 
F3, Fz, F4, Cz, P5, Pz and P6 was used for pattern 

 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of tone sequences 

Table 1: Frequencies of the tones used in this study 

Stream Standard tone Deviant tone 

1 :  C3   (131 Hz)  :  G3  (196 Hz)  

2 :  D5   (587 Hz)  :  A5  (880 Hz)  

3 :  E7   (2637 Hz)  :  B7  (3951 Hz)  

SOA Time

Fr
eq
.

1

2

3

Stream

(a) Attended to Stream 1 

 

(b) Attended to Stream 2 

 

(c) Attended to Stream 3 

 

Figure 2: Averaged responses to deviant tones in 
Stream 1 ( : red), Stream 2 ( : green) and Stream 
3 ( : blue) on Subject A (electrode Pz). Figures (a), 
(b) and (c) show responses when the subject paid 
attention to Stream 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Grey box 
denotes the significant difference between responses 
to target (attended) and non-target deviant tones. 
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classification. Data taken from each channel was down-
sampled to 500 Hz. The resulting data was concatenated 
(300	samples × 7 = 2100  dimensions). The principal 
component analysis (PCA) was applied to sample data 
which has dimensions of 2100 × N  ( N : number of 
samples) to reduce dimensions and to determine a linear 
transformation matrix by limiting the variance to 99%. 
Dimensions of test data was reduced by the linear 
transformation matrix determined above. 

A set of the data taken in a session was used as a 
sample data set, and that in another session was used as a 
test data set. For evaluating detection rate, all the 
responses to deviant tones in 10 s time window were 
classified and a classification accuracy was calculated in 
each stream [5]. 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Fig. 2 shows the examples of averaged responses to 
deviant tones in three streams. Grey box denotes the 
significant difference between responses to target 
(attended) and non-target deviant tones (Student’s t-test, < 0.01). On Figs. 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c), the responses to 
the deviant tones when this subject paid attention to 
Stream 1, 2 and 3 are shown, respectively. In each of the 
graph, the responses to the deviant tones in Stream 1 ( : 
red), Stream 2 ( : green) and Stream 3 ( : blue) are 
displayed. From these figures, it was found that only the 
corresponding deviants to the target stream for selective 
attention elicited P300 at the latencies around 300 to 400 
ms (  in Fig. 2(a),  in Fig. 2(b) and  in Fig. 2(c)). 
This result was observed clearly on Subjects A and B. 

Fig. 3 shows the topographies of the averaged 
responses to deviant tones in Stream 1, 2 and 3 ( ,  
and  respectively) on the same subject if Fig. 2 
(Subject A). On Figs 3(a), 3(b) and 3(c), time courses of 
the topographies on three conditions when the subject 
paid attention to Stream 1, 2 and 3 are shown. From this 
figure, it can be found that the P300 component was only 
observed in the response to the deviant tones in the target 

(attended) stream. Like the result shown in Fig. 2, such a 
phenomenon could be observed clearly on Subject A and 
B. On Subject C, although no such a clear phenomenon 
was observed, the unique and corresponding responses 
were shown on the ERP responses to the deviant tones 
according to the target stream to pay attention. 

Tab. 2 shows the classification accuracy to detect 
the object stream for subject’s selective attention.  There 
are two sessions that were executed for each subject, and 
the data sets taken from each of the two sessions were 
used as sample and test data for pattern classification. 
The classification accuracies on Subjects A and B were 
high, and the result on Subject C was much higher than 
chance level. 

On the results shown above, it was shown that if the 
subject paid attention to one of the three tone streams, the 
deviant tone in the attended target tone stream elicited 
P300 activities and the target tone stream could be 
detected by pattern classification. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

In this study, the auditory brain-computer interface 
(BCI) system based on auditory stream segregation was 
tested. This BCI system was the extension of the BCI 
proposed by the authors, on which two kinds of streams 
were used [5]. In this study, three oddball sequences 
consisted of musical tones at different frequency bands 
were presented alternately to subject’s right ear, and 
stimulus parameters were set so the subjects could 
perceive these tone sequences as three segregated tone 
streams. Subjects were requested to pay attention to one 
of the three streams during experiments. 

It was shown that the P300 was elicited only by 
target stream in two out of three subjects, and the target 
stream could be detected by pattern classification with 
high accuracies on all subjects. 

The results in this study indicate that such an 
auditory stimuli based on auditory scene analysis [6] or 
auditory illusion can extend the auditory sound space for 
stimulus presentation and improve the current auditory 
BCI system. The evaluation of the present system by 
many subjects, and the detailed investigation on elicited 
ERP components and their pattern classification are left 
for further study. 
  

Table 2: Classification accuracy to detect the target 
stream for selective attention. Number of the data set 
for sample and test data, and the accuracy to detect 
Streams 1, 2 and 3 are shown. 

Subject 
Data Set Accuracy [%] 

Sample Test 
Stream 

1 
Stream 

2 
Stream 

3 

A 
1 2 93.3 93.3 87.1 

2 1 93.5 96.7 96.7 

B 
1 2 100.0 90.0 93.5 

2 1 100.0 80.0 96.8 

C 
1 2 93.5 73.3 60.0 

2 1 77.4 96.7 90.0 
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ABSTRACT: Kinaesthetic and haptic somatosensory
feedback is an integral part of the natural movement feed-
back loop. Afflictions like spinal cord injury potentially
disrupt both efferent and afferent pathways, and thus neu-
roprosthesis research must address both control and feed-
back. Artificial somatosensory feedback has great poten-
tial to inform the user in an intuitive way and facilitate
the integration of a prosthesis into their body image.
Our aim is to provide kinaesthetic feedback of arm move-
ments via a sparse grid of vibrating actuators, manipu-
lating actuator intensities in such a way that tactile illu-
sions of temporally and spatially continuous movement
are evoked. To this end, we examine parameter spaces of
apparent tactile motion and phantom sensations, in order
to design a comprehensive feedback system.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to move is a vital prerequisite to leading
a self-determined life. The goal of neuroprosthesis
research is to provide a person afflicted with e.g. spinal
cord injury with a tool to reclaim part of their autonomy
in their daily life. An ideal neuroprosthesis would closely
mimic the feedback loop of natural movement.
In recent years, progress has been made concerning
intuitive control parameters from non-invasive electroen-
cephalography, with respect to detecting goal-directed
movement intention [1], [2], decoding grasps and upper-
limb movements [3], [4] and decoding of kinematics
[5], [6], as well as concerning the potential use of
Error-Related Potentials to trigger corrective actions [7].
Apart from the challenges posed by the aspect of control,
it is imperative that we also address feedback in order
to facilitate intuitive use of neuroprosthesis. In many
scenarios, neuroprostheses provide no natural means of
somatosensory feedback to the user. Most commonly,
(natural or artificial) visual feedback is used to com-
pensate. While the visual sense has a high capacity
to process a variety of information, the absence of
other feedback modalities restricts the use of the visual
sense for other tasks by mandating that the actions of
the prosthesis be monitored at all times. Furthermore,
matching the feedback modality and properties as closely
as possible to the natural scenario would go a long way
towards making prosthesis use more intuitive.

The absence of kinesthetic feedback has been shown to
negatively impact the ability to produce cortical motor
control commands [8]. Somatosensory feedback also
plays an integral part in perceptually incorporating a
prosthesis into one’s own body image. In fact, a lack
of tactile feedback is a prominent factor in prosthesis
abondonment [9].
In non-invasive tactile stimulation, the most common
modalities are mechanotactile [10], [11], electrotactile
[12], [13], and vibrotactile. The vibrotactile modality
has been used to provide force feedback [14] or discrete
coded feedback for BCI applications [15], [16], but
has also been demonstrated to be suitable to produce
moving sensations by exploiting the inaccuracy of tactile
perception.
As [17] and [18] demonstrated, when two stimuli are
active with a certain temporal offset, termed Stimulus
Onset Asynchrony (SOA) or Inter-Stimulus Onset
Interval (ISOI), a moving sensation between stimulus
locations ("apparent tactile motion") is perceived. If
the SOA is too large, the two stimuli are perceived
separately. If on the other hand it is too small, the
two stimuli feel like one merged stimulus. In [19], a
linear equation of optimal SOA control is proposed in
dependence of the stimulus duration to reliably produce
an apparent tactile motion.
Furthermore, two simultaneously active stimuli in rela-
tive proximity are perceived as a "phantom sensation"
[20] in between the two stimulation sites. The location of
the phantom sensation depends on the relative intensities
of the physical stimuli. If they are equally strong, the
perceived location of the phantom sensation is at the
midpoint between the physical stimuli, while if they
are uneven, the perceived location moves closer to the
stronger stimulus. Concerning the mapping between
stimulus intensities and the location of a phantom sensa-
tion, [20] examined linear and logarithmic relations, and
claimed that a logarithmic mapping maintains constant
intensity. Similarly, [21] compared one linear and three
logarithmic models via a rating system with respect
to consistency of perceived strength, location of the
phantom sensation, and direction of movement, and
found that the linear model fell short in all categories. In
[19], a third mapping model was introduced, based on the
energy summation model in the Pacinian channels. This
publication concluded that this model can accurately
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predict the intensity of the phantom sensation, and
works better to map the phantom sensation location
than both the linear and logarithmic models. Recently,
[22] compared the three models with different actuator
layouts and stimulation locations, in conjunction with
subject-specific sensitivity adjustment, and concluded
that the power model performs best for circular layouts
while the logarithmic model is preferred for straight
layouts. Sensitivity-adjusted models outperformed
generic models across the board.

We are developing a vibrotactile stimulation system
providing spatiotemporally continuous kinaesthetic
feedback via a sparse tactor grid. To this end, we wish to
exploit the aforementioned tactile illusions (i.e. apparent
tactile motion and phantom sensations).

This work presents the results of two experiments that
were performed to inform design choices for a vibrotac-
tile stimulation system providing kinaesthetic feedback
of arm movements.
In experiment 1, we employed a similar paradigm as pro-
posed in [19] to determine the limits of SOA to reliably
produce apparent tactile motion. The main objective was
to verify that we can obtain comparable results with con-
siderably larger stimulus durations.
Experiment 2 served the purpose of finding out which
phantom location mapping model was best suited for our
feedback system.
Experiment 1 was performed with a preliminary setup,
while experiment 2 was performed using a prototype of a
stimulation device for comprehensive feedback.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experiment 1: Seven participants (7 female, average
age 27 years) took part in the first experiment. Two C-2
tactors (Engineering Acoustics Inc., Casselberry, USA)
were placed on the subjects’ right shoulder blade, with
a horizontal inter-tactor spacing of 5 cm. The control
signal was produced using an Arduino UNO (Arduino,
Turin, Italy).
The stimulation frequency was fixed to 250 Hz, the
recommended driving frequency of the C-2 tactors which
is near the sensitivity peak of rapidly adapting Pacinian
corpuscles [23]. Three stimulus durations were tested:
1200 ms, 2000 ms and 2800 ms. The order of the tactors
and thus the direction of the perceived movement was
varied pseudorandomly between subjects. In the begin-
ning of the experiment, subjects completed a practice
run to get used to the procedure, followed by one run per
stimulus duration.

Participants were seated in front of a computer screen.
They were subjected to a 1I-2AFC (one-interval
two-alternative forced choice) paradigm with one-up
one-down adaptive procedures. One run consisted of a
test for the upper SOA threshold (continuous moving

sensation vs. two discrete stimuli) and the lower SOA
threshold (moving sensation vs. one perceptually merged
stimulus) for a given stimulus duration.
In the test for the upper threshold, the initial SOA was
considerably larger than the expected threshold (which
was estimated in pre-tests). The stimulation sequence
was presented to the subject, along with the instruction
to focus on whether the stimuli felt apart or whether
they could feel a transition. Then, they were prompted
to answer the question of whether they perceived the
stimuli as separate on a keyboard with "y" (two separate
stimuli) or "n" (transition between the two stimuli).
Subjects were allowed to take their time and replay the
stimulation sequence as often as they wanted in order
to produce a decisive answer. When the answer was
"y", the SOA was decreased, in the opposite case it was
increased again. After the SOA was decreased and then
increased twice, the step size was decreased. After three
more changes of direction at the smaller step size, the
iteration was terminated.
The test for the lower threshold worked in a similar
fashion. It started at a low SOA, and subjects were asked
whether they perceived a movement sensation ("y"), as
opposed to the stimuli feeling simultaneous ("n"). At
every "y" answer, the SOA was decreased, while at every
"n" answer it was increased.
The subject-specific thresholds are determined by aver-
aging over the decisions after the first change of direction
at the smaller step size.

The responses were recorded to a log file and analyzed
using Matlab (Mathworks, Inc., Nattick, USA).

Experiment 2: The second experiment was conducted
with six participants (4 female and 2 male, average age
27). Tactors were arranged as illustrated in Fig. 1, and
held in place on the right shoulder blade using a custom
shirt. To assure good contact of the tactors as well as
comfort for the participants, shirts in several sizes were
prepared. The inter-tactor spacing was between 5 cm and
6 cm, depending on the shirt size.
The stimulation frequency was 250 Hz. Each stimulation
sequence lasted for 2 s. The direction of the simulated
movement and the pairing of models (as well as their or-
der) was varied pseudorandomly.
The tactors were controlled via an ARM Cortex M4
micro-controller (STMicroelectronics, Geneva, Switzer-
land) and custom amplifiers.
Participants were seated facing a computer screen.
Tactor intensities were calibrated such that they were
well perceived but not uncomfortable, and perceived
equally strongly.
In each trial, the participant was presented with two
stimulation sequences evoking the sensation of a uni-
directional movement, starting from the middle tactor to
one of the outer ones. Each sequence was computed to
represent a movement with constant velocity, according
to one of the three intensity models (linear, logarithmic,
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Figure 1: The stimulation device and tactor layout used in ex-
periment 2. Inter-tactor spacing: 5-6 cm.

power). After the presentation of the sequence pair, the
participant was prompted to choose which sequence they
perceived to have a more constant velocity by clicking on
the corresponding button on the screen using a computer
mouse. Participants were allowed to replay sequence
pairs as often as they needed.

The responses were recorded to a log file and analyzed
using Matlab.

RESULTS

Experiment 1: Fig. 2 shows the distributions of the
thresholds across subjects, where the upper box plots
correspond to the upper thresholds, and the lower box
plots to the lower thresholds, respectively. Median
values are indicated in red. Fig. 3 depicts the mean
thresholds over subjects with black circles. The shaded
area between represents the parameter space where a
movement sensation exists, with the center of this space
indicated by the black line. This line represents the opti-
mal offsets to evoke apparent tactile motion. The dashed
blue line is an extrapolation of the analogous line deter-
mined in [19] for stimulus durations of 40 ms and 160 ms.

Experiment 2: The distribution of subject choices is il-
lustrated in Fig. 4. The colours in the left-hand plot iden-
tify the individual subjects. The preferred model of each
subject is marked with a star.
Three subjects preferred the power model (on average by
15% compared to the logarithmic model), and two sub-
jects narrowly preferred the log model over the power
model (by 3%), while one subject equally preferred those
two models. The linear model was the least preferred by
every subject.
Subjects 1-5 most frequently replayed sequences for the
pairing of the logarithmic vs. the power model, while
subject 6 replayed more often for the linear vs. logarith-
mic pairing. Furthermore, it took subject 1-4 the longest
to reach a decision between the logarithmic and the power
model; subjects 5 and 6 took longer to decide between the
linear and the logarithmic model. The individual average

Figure 2: Upper and lower SOA thresholds. The top box plots
represent the distribution of the upper thresholds across sub-
jects, and the bottom box plots the distribution of the lower
thresholds, respectively, each for the three durations that were
tested.

Figure 3: Mean thresholds and optimal SOA for movement sen-
sation. The black circles mark the average thresholds, with the
parameter space in between (where a movement sensation ex-
ists) shaded in grey. The black line indicates the optimal SOA
as the center of this space, while the dashed blue line identifies
an extrapolation of the analogous result obtained for stimulus
durations of 40 ms and 160 ms in [19].

response times and number of repeats are listed in Fig. 5,
where the response time is defined as the total amount of
time needed to reach a decision, including the presenta-
tion of the stimulation sequences.

DISCUSSION

We conducted two experiments to tune parameters for a
vibrotactile feedback system utilizing tactile illusions to
provide smooth kinaesthetic feedback.

In experiment 1, we identified the range of SOA to
produce apparent tactile movement, employing a similar
paradigm as in [19], but with longer stimulus durations
(by a factor of ≈ 20-30). On average, a line of optimal
SOA control can be determined that is similar to the
extension of the one proposed in [19], albeit with a rather
large inter-subject variance.
Some subjects initially struggled to identify the transition
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Figure 4: Distribution of model choices. Black stars mark
the preferred model for each subject (white stars indicate equal
preference of two models).

(a) Average response times (b) Average number of repeats

Figure 5: Average response times and number of repeats of in-
dividual subjects. The response time is the time needed to reach
a decision, including the presentation of stimuli.

around either the lower or upper threshold, but proceeded
to oscillate around their perceived threshold after some
time.

The objective of experiment 2 was to determine the
optimal mapping of tactor intensities to produce a
smooth movement sensation. To this end, we chose a
paradigm using dynamic stimulation sequences rather
than temporally discrete stimuli. Our results are in
agreement with previous ones obtained in different
testing scenarios with discrete stimuli ([19], [20], [22],
[21]), in that logarithmic and power models are found to
be superior to a linear model.
Most subjects found it harder to decide between loga-
rithmic and power model sequences, as reflected in the
longer response times and the higher number of replays
for these pairings.

The first experiment was conducted with a makeshift
setup that permitted fewer options to adapt to subjects’
sensitivity profiles. However, this did not constitute a
problem, since a calibration of the output intensities of
both tactors to the same value proved to be sufficient, and
all intensities were kept constant over the duration of the
experiment.
Experiment 2, on the other hand, demanded a more flexi-

ble setup with fine control of individual tactor intensities.
In both instances, subjects reported the stimulation to be
pleasant.

CONCLUSION

The results presented above are used to tune parame-
ters for a vibrotactile feedback system intended to pro-
vide artificial kinaesthetic somatosensory feedback of
arm movements.
During experiment 2, a prototype of a custom stimula-
tion device was utilized. We conclude that the device, as
well as the tactor shirts and calibration procedure are well
suited to our purposes.
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ABSTRACT: Since neurodegenerative diseases or brain 

injuries causing locked-in-syndrome (LIS) might lead to 

loss of vision, different approaches of vision-

independent BCIs were developed, for example P300 

BCIs using auditory or tactile stimuli. However, BCI-

inefficiency has been reported in these approaches as 

well, with high workload proposed as an underlying 

problem. 

In this contribution, a motivating training study design 

is introduced to compare auditory with tactile P300 

BCIs using a streaming-based approach of stimulus 

presentation that was proposed as a relatively low-

workload alternative to classic approaches of sequential 

stimulus presentation. 

First performance results of N = 6 healthy participants 

were examined case-wise – all participants were able to 

use at least one BCI version successfully. The 

preliminary results indicate high motivation and show 

that there is no superior modality per se but individual 

preferences in stimulus modalities. This should be 

considered for future research with healthy as well as 

LIS users. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The P300 BCI enables users to control various 

applications, for example text spelling devices, via the 

non-muscular pathway of electroencephalography 

(EEG), primarily relying on event-related potentials 

(ERP), in particular the P300 component [1].  

To elicit the P300, an external stimulation is necessary – 

in P300 BCIs, visual stimulation has until recently been 

the major focus of research. However, since the eye-

gaze dependence of these visual approaches has been 

pointed out – which is especially problematic for a main 

target population of potential BCI users, namely 

severely paralyzed patients suffering from locked-in-

syndrome (LIS), a condition often accompanied by a 

drastic loss of gaze control – eye-gaze independent 

BCIs exploring alternative P300 stimulation methods 

have become a new focus of research [2]. 

Promising results with LIS patients have been reported 

in a training study using a multi-class auditory P300 

BCI; however, cases of BCI-inefficiency occurred as 

well, with high workload of the auditory multi-class 

stimulation approach being identified as a problematic 

factor [3]. A multi-class tactile P300 BCI also showed 

encouraging results in a training study with elderly 

healthy participants aged between 50 and 73, but BCI-

inefficiency occurred in this approach, too [4]. 

Eventually, it also yet has to be tested with LIS users 

and might be problematic with regard to a potentially 

high workload for this user group in a similar way as the 

auditory sequential multi-class approach. 

To decrease workload problems, an alternative 

approach, the streaming-based auditory P300 BCI, has 

been developed. This approach alters the common 

sequential multi-class presentation of stimuli in one 

stimulus stream by arranging them in a two-class 

stimulus presentation with two stimulus streams. First 

positive results with healthy and LIS users could be 

shown as well, indicating its potential as an intuitively 

usable communication device [5]. 

The current study aimed to replicate the positive results 

of this intuitive two-class auditory streaming-based 

P300 BCI with alternative stimuli and furthermore to 

create a two-class streaming-based tactile P300 BCI in a 

detailed training case-study approach. Since potential 

pitfalls of BCI training studies have been pointed out 

[6], attention was focused on developing a user-friendly 

study design. Therefore, outcome measures were 

selected based on the user-centered design approach to 

evaluate exhaustively the usability of BCI-controlled 

applications [7]. To ensure high motivation during the 

whole study, the guidelines by [8] were followed and 

ideas from BCI gaming literature were taken into 

account (e.g. [9]), resulting in a “Star Wars”-themed 

study design. 

We hypothesized that the streaming-based P300 BCI 

version with auditory stimulation as well as the version 

with tactile stimulation are both intuitively usable and 

that user performance would further increase via 

training. Subsequently, preferences for one of the BCI 

versions and a potential transfer of learning were 

explored in an additional transfer session after three 

training sessions, where users switched from the 

auditory version to the tactile version or vice versa. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
     Participants: Herein reported are data from N = 6 

healthy participants between 20 and 41 years (2 female). 

Participants were recruited via internet advertisement 

and compensated financially for participation. 

Exclusion criteria were: no auditory or neurological 

impairments, no use of psychotropic substances, no left-

right disorientation and no previous BCI-use. All 

participants spoke German at native-speaker level. The 

study was conducted in accordance with the ethical 

guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki [10]. 

     EEG data collection: EEG was recorded using a 

g.USBamp-amplifier and 16 Ag/AgCl active electrodes 

(g.Ladybird electrodes on a g.Gamma cap; products of 

g.tec Medical Engineering GmbH, Austria, 

http://www.gtec.at/). Electrodes were placed on the 

following 10-20-system positions (modified 

international standard [11]): AF7, Fpz, AF8, F3, Fz, F4, 

FC3, FCz, FC4, C3, Cz, C4, CP3, CPz, CP4 and Pz. 

The reference electrode was attached to the right 

earlobe, the ground electrode to position AFz. The 

signal was band-pass filtered between 0.1 to 30 Hz, 

notch-filtered at 50 Hz and recorded with a sampling 

rate of 256 Hz. A Hewlett–Packard ProBook 6460b 

with Dual-Core-CPU, 4 GB RAM and 64-Bit Windows 

7 was used for data collection, BCI2000 was used for 

P300 stimulus presentation as well as recording and 

processing of the signal [12]. These EEG data formed 

the basis for calculating objective measures for 

successful BCI-use, covering the BCI-usability criteria 

effectiveness and efficiency. 

     Design of the streaming-based P300 BCIs: As a first 

step, the intuitive streaming-based P300 BCI version 

with auditory stimulation was designed as a slight 

modification of the one introduced by [5]. The 

streaming-based tactile P300 BCI was inspired by the 

auditory version and furthermore incorporated ideas 

from earlier tactile P300 BCI research [4]. A major 

focus while designing the two BCI versions was to 

maximize their comparability. In both versions, an 

object on a computer screen had to be moved toward a 

target, via a predetermined pathway of single steps 

leading left, right, up or down. The participants’ task 

was to choose the correct direction using the BCI. In the 

current study only left and right selections had to be 

actively chosen. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the task 

accompanied by a more detailed description. 

For the auditory streaming-based P300 BCI version, one 

stimulus-channel was presented to the right ear and the 

other stimulus-channel to the left ear, via stereo-

headphones (Sennheiser HD 280 PRO, http://de-

de.sennheiser.com/hd-280-pro). On the right ear, the 

German word “rechts” (meaning “right”) served as a 

target-stimulus and the English word “right” served as a 

non-target-stimulus, while on the left ear, the German 

word “links” (meaning “left”) served as target-stimulus 

and the English word “left” served as non-target 

stimulus. The words “links” and “left” were spoken by a 

female voice, the words “rechts” and “right” by a male 

voice, duration of each word was standardized to 500 

ms, volume and tone of voice were kept neutral. At the 

end of the setup, volume was individually adjusted for 

each participant, so that all stimuli were pleasantly 

audible, easy to discriminate and none more salient in 

comparison to the other stimuli.  

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of the users’ task. Since the current 

study involved only healthy participants without severe 

visual impairments, the direction selections that had to 

be chosen via BCI were announced visually on a 

computer screen. An object (cuboid) had to be moved 

along a predetermined pathway of glowing left/right 

arrows to a goal (glowing ring). In addition, up/down 

arrows were integrated, to create more diverse pathways 

and to potentially expand the task and the P300 BCI by 

including two more direction selection possibilities. In 

the current study the up/down arrows were 

automatically shown and selected with the previous left 

or right arrow. Only the currently relevant direction 

selection arrow was shown on the computer screen, to 

facilitate concentration on the currently relevant 

direction selection and to not forestall the whole 

pathway of arrows, which might have induced boredom. 

After every correct direction selection, users received 

auditory feedback in form of a positive sound. If users 

selected the wrong direction, the sound remained 

absent. Then the hitherto existing arrow vanished, the 

object was moved to the next position, the next and now 

currently relevant arrow appeared and the next direction 

selection began. The glowing goal ring was presented 

permanently on the screen. For the object, the screen 

wallpaper, the arrows and the goal, different pictures 

were inserted to increase task variability.  

 

The tactile streaming-based P300 BCI version used the 

right forearm as one stimulus-channel and the left 

forearm as the other stimulus-channel. Therefore, four 

tactile stimulators which were able to induce tactile 

sensations via vibration were attached using elastic 

bands (C-2 Tactors, Engineering Acoustics, Inc., 

https://www.eaiinfo.com/). One stimulus-channel 

consisted of two tactile stimulators on the inner side of 
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the right forearm and the other of two tactile stimulators 

on the inner side of the left forearm. On each of those 

two stimulus channels one tactile stimulator was placed 

near the right/left wrist. These two tactile stimulators 

were defined as the emitters of the tactile target-stimuli 

to select a right direction selection (right wrist) or a left 

direction selection (left wrist). The remaining tactile 

stimulators were placed near the inner side of the elbow 

on the right/left forearm and defined as the emitters of 

the tactile non-target-stimuli. All four tactile stimulators 

vibrated with a stimulus duration of 125 ms and an 

inter-stimulus-interval of 250 ms from the end of one 

stimulus to the beginning of the next stimulus. A paper 

tissue was placed between the skin and each tactile 

stimulator to reduce EEG artifacts that could potentially 

originate from the tactile stimulators. As in the auditory 

version, participants were eventually asked, if the tactile 

stimuli were easy to discriminate from each other and if 

the caused vibrations were perceived as equally strong 

and pleasant.  

In both versions, auditory as well as tactile, a stimulus-

selection-sequence consisted of 10 stimuli in total with 

one target stimulus and four non-target-stimuli per 

channel. After the start of the first stimulus on one 

channel, the stimuli of the other channel were started in 

constant anti-phase to the stimulus-stream of the first 

channel – in both streaming paradigm versions, the 

stimuli of the second channel started 375 ms after the 

corresponding stimuli of the first channel, which lead to 

the total length of each stimulus-selection-sequence 

being 3.75 seconds. Within each stimulus-selection-

sequence, the target-stimuli and non-target-stimuli were 

presented in a pseudo-randomized order to enlarge the 

P300 effect via heightened unpredictability. To give 

participants a chance to refocus, a break of four seconds 

was included after the last stimulus of each stimulus-

selection-sequence, before the next stimulus-selection-

sequence could get started. 

     Training protocol: Since recent training studies 

mainly showed increases until the third training session, 

but mostly plateau effects in the sessions thereafter (e.g. 

[3, 4]) and the streaming-based P300 BCI approach has 

been shown to be intuitively quick to learn [5], the 

current study included three training sessions, t1, t2 and 

t3, before the additional transfer session, t4, where users 

switched from the auditory version to the tactile version 

or vice versa, so all in all four sessions. The sessions 

were individually assigned on four different days with 

at least one day and at most six days without BCI-use 

between each session. Before the first session, the 

participants were pseudo-randomly assigned to one of 

two groups: Group AT, using the auditory BCI version 

at t1, t2 and t3, transferring to the tactile version at t4, 

and Group TA, using the tactile BCI version at t1, t2, 

and t3, transferring to the auditory version at t4. 

Each training session started with an individual 

calibration to estimate the optimal parameters for EEG 

signal classification (based for example on [3]). First, 

users sat down in front of the computer screen in a 

comfortable position, then EEG, headphones, and in 

case of the tactile version, tactile stimulators were set up 

as described above. To prevent EEG artifacts, 

participants were instructed to keep their eyes open and 

to avoid unnecessary movements during the stimulus-

selection-sequences. Thereafter the experimenters 

explained the BCI, recommending two strategies, first, 

focusing on the relevant stimulus-channel and blending 

out the irrelevant stimulus-channel, and second, 

counting the target-stimuli of the relevant stimulus 

channel as a way to focus attention on them. Then the 

participants could ask questions. The calibration 

consisted of 24 direction-selections, each consisting of 

10 stimulus-selection-sequences, divided in two runs 

with 12 direction-selection-sequences and a one-minute 

break in between. Based on that, the optimal 

classification weights and the number of optimal 

stimulus-selection-sequences for the subsequent online-

classification-runs were estimated using the heuristic 

described by [3]. The online-classification-runs had 12 

direction selections and per training session, four 

online-classification-runs had to be completed, resulting 

in 48 direction selections. For both the calibration-runs 

as well as the online-classification-runs, the total 

number of left direction selections was exactly equal to 

the total number of right direction selections. Sequence-

effects were balanced and each direction selection did 

not occur more than three times in a row, to avoid 

monotony which might lead to a weaker P300 response.  

To embed the calibration-runs into the motivational 

context of “Star Wars”, they were named 

“Introduction”, like the introduction to the magical 

“Star Wars” power called “the Force”, which some 

“Star Wars” characters experience in their adventure 

stories. The object that needed to be moved was a “Star 

Wars” light saber and it was moved before a “Star 

Wars” background, a “Jedi Knight Temple”. The 

online-classification-runs were called “Missions”, 

where different objects out of the “Star Wars” movies 

had to be moved through different “Star Wars” 

backgrounds, with each object and background forming 

a scene from a “Star Wars” movie. To give immediate 

feedback on successful direction selection, a one-second 

long feedback sound was given via headphones after 

each successful selection, in the auditory as well as the 

tactile version. A positive sound of the popular “Star 

Wars” droid “R2D2” was chosen (“R2D2a.wav”, 

http://www.galaxyfaraway.com/gfa/1998/12/star-wars-

sounds-archive/), to fit into the “Star Wars” context. If 

the selection was incorrect, no feedback sound was 

given. To further support the atmosphere, short pretexts 

inspired by the introduction text from the “Star Wars” 

movies were created and presented, to announce the 

upcoming task (example: “Move the Millennium Falcon 

through the clouds of Bespin…”). All object and 

background pictures were collected via internet search 

engines, each object-background combination was 

checked for perceptibility and the backgrounds were 

checked to be free of potential distractions (as 

recommended by [9]). 

     Data analysis: To evaluate the effects of our 
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experimental design consisting of two independent 

variables, group (AT, TA) and session (t1, t2, t3, t4), the 

following dependent variables were analyzed: EEG 

ERPs following targets and non-targets, online-

selection-accuracy (P), information transfer rate (ITR) 

and the number of possible selections per minute 

(SPM), which was selected based on the users’ 

performance during the offline-calibration. 
EEG data were analyzed offline with the MATLAB 

toolbox EEGLAB and additional MATLAB scripts 

([13], https://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab/). Artifacts were 

removed using artifact subspace reconstruction on the 

continuous data [14]. The data were segmented in 

epochs ranging from -200 ms to 800 ms surrounding 

stimulus-presentation, the epoch of -200 ms to 0 ms 

before stimulus presentation served for baseline 

correction. Epochs with extreme amplitudes or 

distributions were rejected. Epochs related to target-

stimuli were grouped and averaged; the same procedure 

was applied to the non-target-stimuli. Since the P300 

was expected to be most pronounced at electrode 

position Cz (e.g. [3, 4]), analysis was focused on Cz. 

To determine the weights and the number of necessary 

stimulus-selection-sequences for online-run signal 

classification, a stepwise linear discriminant analysis 

(SWLDA) was applied to the EEG data from the 

calibration-runs, for a detailed description of the used 

algorithm see [15]. SWLDA has been used successfully 

in earlier auditory and tactile paradigms, with the best 

results obtained if calculated anew for each individual 

session, allowing the weights and number of stimulus-

selection-sequences to change from session to session 

via training (e.g. [3]).  

To explore successful BCI-use on an objective level, P 

and ITR were calculated. P served as a measure for the 

BCI-usability criterion effectiveness and was defined as 

the percent value of correct selections out of all given 

selections of a session. As a measure of BCI-

inefficiency it was analyzed how many participants 

could exceed the threshold of 70% selection-accuracy 

introduced by [16]. ITR served as a measure for the 

BCI-usability criterion efficiency, and was defined as 

the amount of correctly transferred information during 

the time interval of one minute, using the following 

formula (1) as recommended by [17]: 

 

𝐵 =  log2 𝑁 +  𝑃 ∗ log2 𝑃 + (1 − 𝑃) ∗ log2 (
1−𝑃

𝑁−1
) (1) 

 

With B standing for bits per selection, N standing for 

number of possible selection-targets and P standing for 

the estimated probability of a correct classification, 

based on the online-selection-accuracy. To calculate the 

ITR, B was multiplied with the SPM, using the 

following formula (2), with S as the number of 

stimulus-selection-sequences that was chosen for each 

participant at each session and taking into account the 

duration of each stimulus-selection-sequence (3.75 s) as 

well as the post-stimulus-selection-sequence break (4 s): 

 

𝑆𝑃𝑀 =  
60 s

𝑆 ∗ 3.75 s + 4 s
 (2) 

 

 

RESULTS 

 

EEG ERP data averages for each participant are 

depicted in Figure 2. Visual inspection suggests that the 

participants AT-1, AT-2, AT-3 and TA-2 were able to 

produce a solid P300 ERP pattern, with AT-2 slightly 

increasing and TA-2 slightly decreasing between t1, t2 

and t3, while AT-1 and AT-3 remained stable between 

t1, t2 and t3.  AT-1 is the only participant that increased 

to t4, while AT-2, AT-3 and TA-2 show a lesser to 

equally pronounced P300 ERP at t4. TA-1 and TA-3 do 

not show a solid P300 pattern over t1, t2, t3 and t4. 

Figure 2: Average EEG ERP patterns for each participant over sessions t1, t2, t3 and t4, indicated by color, see legend. 

ERPs following target stimuli occurring at 0 ms are indicated by continuous lines, ERPs following non-target stimuli 

are indicated by dotted lines. Since earlier studies found the most pronounced P300 ERP pattern at electrode position Cz 

(e.g. [3, 4]), current analysis was focused on Cz. 
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Table 1 shows the development of P over t1, t2, t3 and 

t4 for each participant. While AT-1 shows a steadily 

increasing value of P that is above the BCI-inefficiency- 

threshold of 70% at t1, t2, t3 and t4, AT-2 shows a 

value of P above the BCI-inefficiency-threshold at t1, t2 

and t3, but below the BCI-inefficiency-threshold of 

70% selection-accuracy at t4. AT-3 shows values 

slightly above 70% at t1 and t3, the lowest value of P of 

all participants at t2 (27.08%), but the highest value of P 

of all participants at t4 (97.92%). TA-1 and TA-3 show 

values of P above the 70%-criterion at session t2 and t4 

(TA-1) and t1, t2 and t3 (TA-3). TA-2 shows the 

highest P of all participants at t1 (89.58%), but values 

below the 70%-threshold at t2, t3 and t4.  

 

Table 1: Development of P (% correct selections) over 

training sessions t1, t2 and t3 to transfer session t4 for 

the participants of group AT and group TA, values 

below the BCI-inefficiency-threshold of 70% selection-

accuracy [16] are highlighted by grey background 

Participant t1 t2 t3 t4 

AT-1 77.08 79.17 87.50 95.83 

AT-2 75.00 93.75 81.25 64.58 

AT-3 70.83 27.08 72.92 97.92 

TA-1 56.25 87.50 64.58 87.50 

TA-2 89.58 68.75 68.75 66.67 

TA-3 75.00 81.25 83.33 58.33 

 

ITR values over t1, t2, t3 and t4 for each participant are 

listed in Table 2. Since P contributes a substantial part 

to the calculation of the ITR, it is to be expected, that if 

participants had low values of P at a certain session, the 

ITR is relatively low as well. This pattern is evident in 

Table 2, especially if participants were not able to 

exceed the 70%-criterion. 

 

Table 2: Development of ITR (bits/min) over training 

sessions t1, t2 and t3 to transfer session t4 for the 

participants of group AT and group TA, values affected 

by values of P below the BCI-inefficiency-threshold of 

70% selection-accuracy [16] are highlighted by grey 

background 

Participant t1 t2 t3 t4 

AT-1 0.51 0.69 1.20 1.98 

AT-2 0.43 2.09 1.20 0.16 

AT-3 0.29 0.00 0.31 1.93 

TA-1 0.02 1.03 0.14 1.20 

TA-2 1.17 0.21 0.27 0.16 

TA-3 0.50 0.96 1.10 0.05 

 

SPM is reported in Table 3 over t1, t2, t3 and t4 for each 

participant. Since the ITR is determined by P and the 

SPM, ITR scores are relatively high, if a relatively high 

value of P is achieved in combination with a relatively 

high SPM value, which lead to ITR values that are more 

than twice as high as the ITR at t1, for example at t2 

(AT-2, TA-1, TA-3), t3 (AT-1, AT-2, TA-3) or t4 (AT-

1, AT-3, TA-1). 

Table 3: Development of SPM (1/min) over training 

sessions t1, t2 and t3 to transfer session t4 for the 

participants of group AT and group TA, numbers in 

brackets indicate the corresponding number of chosen 

stimulus-selection-sequences based on the offline-

calibration-heuristic [3] 

Participant t1 t2 t3 t4 

AT-1 2.26 (6) 2.64 (5) 2.64 (5) 2.64 (5) 

AT-2 2.26 (6) 3.16 (4) 3.93 (3) 2.64 (5) 

AT-3 2.26 (6) 1.98 (7) 1.98 (7) 2.26 (6) 

TA-1 1.45 (10) 2.26 (6) 2.26 (6) 2.64 (5) 

TA-2 2.26 (6) 1.98 (7) 2.64 (5) 1.98 (7) 

TA-3 2.64 (5) 3.16 (4) 3.16 (4) 2.26 (6) 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The descriptive analysis of the six participants revealed 

a high variety of inter-individual differences of BCI-

usability, measured by EEG ERPs at electrode position 

Cz, P, ITR and SPM. The analysis of P, ITR and SPM 

revealed that five participants were able to use the BCI 

version they were first assigned to intuitively with 

above 70% accuracy in the first session (all except TA-

1) and five participants profited from training at the 

second and/or third session (all except TA-2). Three 

participants profited from transfer to the BCI version 

they did not use before in the last session (AT-1, AT-3, 

TA-1), while three were not able to transfer successful 

BCI-use in the last session (AT-2, TA-2, TA-3). Even 

though BCI-inefficiency occurred in some sessions, all 

participants showed successful BCI-use in at least one 

session, using either the developed streaming-based 

P300 BCI version with auditory stimulation or the 

tactile version or in three cases with both versions, 

where also successful transfer of learning was possible 

(AT-1, AT-3, TA-1). Despite some participants partly 

showing BCI-inefficiency, there were no drop-outs and, 

defying potentially discouraging results, every 

participant completed all sessions, leading to success for 

example in the case of AT-3, who showed the lowest 

value of P of all participants at the second training 

session (27.08%), but eventually the highest value of P 

of all participants at the transfer session (97.92%), 

potentially facilitated by transfer of learning.  

Yet, several limiting aspects have to be noted, 

indicating the need for further research. After showing 

the best results in the first training session, participant 

TA-2 failed to replicate these results in the following 

three sessions, even though TA-2 produced a relatively 

solid ERP pattern. TA-2 reported emerging monotony 

throughout the paradigm post-hoc after the last session, 

indicating that the used tactile BCI version might not be 

optimal. Furthermore, the P300 BCI is thought to be 

driven by P300 elicitation, but high values of P, ITR or 

SPM did not always correspond with a clear P300 

pattern at Cz (e.g. TA-1 at t2 and t4, TA-3 at t2 and t3) 

or vice versa (e.g. AT-2 at t4, AT-3 at t2, TA-2 at t2, t3 

and t4). This should be further examined, especially 
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since only one electrode position was considered in the 

current analysis. 

Training lead to relatively high ITR increases, but ITR 

in general was relatively low in comparison to earlier 

studies (e.g. [3, 4]). Both used BCI versions should be 

optimized with regard to ITR maximization, for 

example by lowering the amount of time needed for 

target-selection (e.g. using less non-targets) and by 

updating the signal processing pipeline (e.g. using 

shrinkage LDA). Eventually, both BCI versions have to 

be tested by LIS users, for example in multiple training 

sessions or long-term independent home use [1, 3] and 

therefore include a completely non-visual task design. 

For future research, a more exhaustive analysis on a 

higher number of participants is planned, taking into 

account data not yet reported in this paper, like 

questionnaire measures of motivation and of the user-

centered design criteria efficiency and satisfaction, 

further ERP analysis (e.g. different electrode positions) 

as well as including inferential statistics. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The presented results indicate that the streaming-based 

P300 BCI is a promising approach with auditory stimuli 

as well as with tactile stimuli and that the study design 

motivated the participants; all could achieve successful 

BCI-use in at least one session of the current study. It 

seems that there is no superior modality, but individual 

preferences. These findings should be considered for 

future research with healthy and LIS users. 
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ABSTRACT: “Flip-that-Bucket” is an open source, 
portable and enjoyable BCI game suitable for 
investigating or demonstrating movement intentions 
using scientific experiments or educational 
demonstrations in noisy environments. In the game, a 
sneaky virtual robot aims to predict a player’s intentions 
to act based on their action history, muscle activity, or 
brain activity. The game can be used to assess (1) the 
accuracy of brain-based movement predictions, (2) the 
timing of these predictions relative to movement onset, 
(3) the potential benefit of brain-based over behavior-
based predictions, and (4) the correlation between 
certain brain signals (e.g. the readiness potential and 
event-related desynchronization between 8-30Hz over 
the pre- and primary motor areas) and the experience of 
an intention to move. Answering each of these questions 
may greatly benefit future applications in prosthetics 
and motor rehabilitation. Flip-that-Bucket is made as an 
extension to the open-source buffer_bci toolbox, 
encouraging further development. Here, we demonstrate 
the idea, its practical implementation, the ‘fun factor’ 
and a first analysis of experimental results.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
When we move, imagine movement or observe 
movement, specific parts of our brain activate: the 
premotor, supplementary and primary motor cortices 
(termed ‘motor cortex’ in the remainder of this paper). 
When we perform self-paced voluntary movements, we 
typically see a readiness potential (RP) and event-
related desynchronization (ERD) at 8-30Hz across the 
motor cortex [3, 5, 6, 8, 11]. Interestingly, these brain 
signals are visible on average around 1.5s before a 
person reports a conscious feeling of wanting to move. 
This suggests that the brain starts preparing a movement 
before a person reports a conscious intention to move 
[7]. Other studies show that using a real-time probing 
method, awareness of an intention to move can be 
reported up to 2s prior to movement onset [12]. How 
exactly a conscious intention to move relates to these 
neural signals remains unclear. 
In this paper, we present “Flip-that-Bucket”: a BCI 
game that serves as a tool to investigate or demonstrate 
the relation between the neural preparation and reported 
awareness of movement intentions (see Figure 1). In 
contrast to previous research [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], the  

A  

B  
Figure 1. Screenshots of Flip-that-Bucket. The game 
consists of several rounds during which both the player 
(the scientist) and the robot can gather as much gooey 
green slime as possible. At the start of each round, an 
empty bucket is displayed for 2s. (A) This bucket fills 
with green slime over time, although the exact content 
of the bucket remains hidden. (B) The player and robot 
can flip over the bucket and empty its contents onto 
their opponent any time they want. Whoever flips the 
bucket first, will get points for the amount of slime they 
threw over their opponent. Whoever has been slimed the 
least wins the game.  
 
game provides an engaging real-time set-up to measure 
spontaneous self-paced right hand movements in an 
intuitive way. In the game, players try to beat a virtual 
robot opponent in a slime-bucket challenge. Across 
multiple rounds, both the participant and robot try to 
gather as much green slime as possible to throw it over 
their opponent’s head. Both the player and robot have 
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access to the same bucket, which can flip over only 
once each round to spill out its gooey content. The robot 
is sneaky: he tries to predict a player’s intention to 
move using their action history, muscle activity, or 
brain activity. As soon as the robot detects a player’s 
intention to move, he will flip over the bucket of slime. 
Because the robot uses different types of predictions 
(based on action history, muscle or brain activity), the 
game serves as a thought-provoking means to explain to 
a general public how movement intent travels from the 
brain to the muscles in order to perform a voluntary 
movement. 
In a first experiment, we use robot predictions based on 
action history. We collect EEG data to assess whether 
there is a strong correlation between the RP and/or ERD 
and the awareness of an intention. To do so, participants 
are asked to report whether they experienced an 
intention to move at the moment when a prediction is 
made (i.e. when the robot moves). This ante-hoc 
probing strategy measures awareness of movement 
intent prior to movement performance, which avoids the 
potential confound of movement execution on post-hoc 
awareness reports [4]. We expect to see a clear RP and 
ERD prior to a movement intent prediction that is 
reported as “intended” and no (or a weak) RP and ERD 
prior to a movement intent prediction that was reported 
as “unintended” (see Figure 2).  
Flip-that-Bucket is implemented as an extension to an 
existing open-source BCI development toolbox called 
“buffer_bci”,1 encouraging further development of our 
project ideas by both academics and the general 
developer community. Anyone with access to an EEG 
system can try the game. It can be used at home, during 
public events or in scientific experiments. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Participants: 41 healthy volunteers were tested at the 

                                                
1 www.github.com/jadref/buffer_bci  

InScience festival in Nijmegen, the Netherlands.2 The 
experiment was conducted in accordance with the 
ethical standards provided by the 1964 Declaration of 
Helsinki. The study protocol was approved by the local 
Ethics Committee of Faculty of Social Sciences of the 
Radboud University Nijmegen. All participants gave 
their written informed consent. Ten participants were 
excluded from analysis because they did not follow 
instructions correctly or would not stop talking or 
moving during the experiment. 
 
Task: Participants play 4 blocks of Flip-that-Bucket3 
(see Figure 1): a practice block of 3 trials, a training 
block of 60 trials, a hidden validation block of 15 trials 
and a test block of 60 trials. This experimental structure 
is used to accommodate future experimentation 
including brain-based robot predictions. In between the 
training and validation block is a self-paced break and a 
short questionnaire. Participants are informed that we 
are testing a new BCI that attempts to predict the 
moment at which they intend to move and asked to 
report whether or not they wanted to move when a 
prediction (i.e. robot move) was made. During the 
training block, predictions of movement intent are made 
based on the participant’s action history. Based on [12], 
we expected awareness of intending no earlier than 2s 
prior to action onset. Each trial, a minimum cost 
function takes the current mean and standard deviation 
of the player’s action times (relative to trial start) and 
calculates a distribution of possible robot action times 
such that: 1/5 of robot acts are performed earlier than 2s 
prior to the average scientist move, 3/5 of robot acts 
between 2s and 0s prior to the average scientist move, 
and 1/5 of robot acts are performed after the scientist 
moves (i.e. the robot loses). The robot action time for a 

                                                
2 www.insciencefestival.nl  
3 Flip-that-Bucket can be found at: 
www.github.com/jadref/buffer_bci/tree/master/matlab/
movementBCIgame  

Figure 2. Schematic visualization of the possible moments in time at which a robot could predict a player’s intention to 
move (movement onset is at time 0s). We distinguish four possible categories of robot predictions. (1) Too early: no 
visible ERD/RP, no visible muscle activity, only negative intention reports. (2) Early: no or weak ERD/RP, no visible 
muscle activity, more negative/unknown intention reports than positive ones. (3) On time: medium to strong ERD/RP 
(possibly including an LRP), low to high muscle activity, more positive intention reports than negative/unknown ones. 
(4) Too late: strong (lateralized) ERD/RP, high muscle activity, no intention reports collected. 
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given trial was drawn randomly from this distribution. 
After the training block, a combined features classifier 
(incorporating both RP and 8-30Hz ERD features of 
pre-move and non-move data) was trained on the 
collected labeled EEG data and used to provide brain-
based predictions during the test block. Unfortunately, 
due to technical errors (i.e. accidentally including post-
move data in the training set and switching class labels 
during real-time prediction) the brain-based predictions 
were not executed properly and the predictions made in 
the second block were roughly random.  
At the end of the train and test block, participants fill in 
a short questionnaire asking them (1) what they thought 
about the game on a scale of 1 (boring) to 5 (fun), (2) 
whether they felt free to do what they want (Yes/No), 
(3) how difficult it was to win on a scale of 1 (easy) to 5 
(difficult), and (4) how accurate the robot was in 
predicting their actions on a scale of 1 (inaccurate) to 5 
(accurate). At the end of the test block, they were asked 
how good they thought the robot predictions were in the 
second block compared to the first on a scale of 1  
(worse) to 5 (better). For additional motivation, a high-
score list across all players and robots is maintained. In 
total, the experiment took 24 minutes (excluding cap 
fitting).  
 
Data acquisition: The experiment was run in Matlab.4 
Instructions and visual stimuli were displayed using a 
17 inch TFT screen with a resolution of 800 by 600 
pixels and a refresh rate of 60Hz that was placed 
roughly at 70cm directly in front of the participant. To 
flip the bucket, participants press SPACE with their 
right hand on a regular keyboard. EEG data was 
collected using the TMSi Porti system,5 with water-
based electrodes sampled at 512 Hz placed at Fp1, Fp2 
F3, Fz, F4, C4, Cz, C4, P3, Pz, P4, POz, TP9 and TP10 
(according to the International 10/20 system). In 
addition, muscle activity was recorded using two EEG 
electrodes in a bipolar pair on the wrist and the center of 
the right forearm (flexor pollicis longus). 
 
Analysis: All analyses were performed on the 31 
participants who followed instructions correctly. To 
assess the correlation between the RP and/or ERD and a 
reported intention to move, epochs of -15 to 15s around 
a player and robot act are analyzed. Epochs around a 
robot act are further subdivided in epochs in which the 
robot acted when the participant did or did not want to 
move. To ensure a decent baseline period, only epochs 
in which the player or robot acted slower than 4s after 
trial start are kept for analysis. Linear trends are 
removed from the data. Subsequently, the data is re-
referenced by subtracting the average signal from all 
outer channels (Fp1, Fp2, F3, P3, POz, F4, P4, TP9, 
TP10) from each individual channel. This was done to 
subtract as much noise as possible without subtracting 
the signals of interest. Since most recorded channels 

                                                
4 www.mathworks.com  
5 www.tmsi.com/products/porti/  

cover the motor cortex, a full common average 
reference would subtract much of the signal of interest 
along with the noise (leading to a decrease in RP 
amplitude). Eye-artifacts are removed using linear de-
correlation of channels Fp1 and Fp2 with respect to the 
other EEG channels. Only the central channels (F3, C3, 
P3, Pz, Fz, F4, Cz, C4 and  P4) are kept for further 
analysis. Channels that differ more than 2 times the 
standard deviation in power from the median are 
removed. If necessary, spherical spline interpolation is 
used to reconstruct missing central channels. The data is 
band-pass filtered between 0.2 and 35Hz. Bad trials that 
differ more than two times the standard deviation in 
power from the median are removed. For the ERD, 
frequencies of interest are defined from 4 to 30Hz using 
2Hz bins. A flexible Hanning window is used such that 
it includes at least 7 cycles of each frequency of interest. 
The baseline activity is defined per electrode, frequency 
and trial as the median power between 3.5 and 2.5s 
prior to action. A relative baseline (where a value of 1 
means no signal change compared to baseline) is 
subtracted from the data. The ERD is calculated per 
participant by taking the median power across trials for 
each electrode, frequency and trial. 
 
Offline classification: For each participant, a linear 
classifier is trained using 10-fold cross-validation to 
distinguish baseline data from pre-movement data. 
Baseline data is extracted from the last 500ms of the 
baseline period. Pre-movement data is extracted from 
the last 500ms prior to a player move. All training data 
is extracted from the training block. The data is pre-
processed using the same steps as described in the 
Analysis section. The RP features consist of 257 time 
points for each channel and epoch. The ERD features 
consist of the average power of each of the 14 
frequencies (4,6,…,12,14Hz) for each channel and 
epoch. The classifier is trained on both RP and ERD 
features, giving a total of 2439 features per epoch. Data 
from the validation block is used to set an optimal 
threshold for classification. This threshold is set such 
that the number of on time (between 1 and 0s prior to a 
player move) predictions is maximized whereas the 
number of too early (more than 2s prior to a player 
move) predictions is minimized (see Figure 2). The 
accuracy of the classifier is assessed using data from the  
 

 
Figure 3. Distribution of player and robot moves 
relative to trial start (0s) across all participants during 
the training block.  
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Figure 4. Questionnaire results. Participants felt 
significantly less free to do what they wanted during the 
test compared to the train block. In question 4, “this 
block” refers to the test block and “the previous one” 
refers to the training block.  
 
test block. The trained classifier is applied to non-
overlapping 500ms epochs starting from the start of a 
trial until a player or robot move. For each trial that 
includes an intention to move (the player moved or 
reported an intention to move at the time of a robot 
move), the first classifier prediction that exceeds the 
optimal threshold for motor intention detection is 
selected. The timing of each first motor intention 
prediction is determined relative to the corresponding 
robot or player move and categorized as too early, 
early, on time or too late (see Figure 2).  
 
RESULTS 
 
An average of 69 (min:42, max:104) player moves, 20 
(min:5, max:54)  robot moves with player intent and 33 
(min:9, max:67) robot moves without player intent are 
collected across the experiment. An overview of player 
and robot move times during training is provided in 
Figure 3.  
The majority of participants reported the game as fun 
and slightly difficult to win (see Figure 4). Although 
opinions on the accuracy of the robot predictions varied 
greatly, participants judged the robot predictions of the 
second experimental block as more accurate than the 
first (even though these predictions were roughly 
random). Furthermore, a within-subject t-test on the 
questionnaire data of the first en second experimental 

blocks revealed that participants felt significantly (p < 
.05) less free to act during the second block of the 
experiment compared to the first. No significant 
differences were found between the number of robot 
actions that happened at a time when the player did or 
did not intend to move during the first and second 
experimental blocks.  
 

 
Figure 5. Grand average EEG data of Flip-that-Bucket. 
Left column: grand average ERPs including the 
standard error, and topoplots across the last 500ms 
prior to a player/robot move until action onset (0s). 
Right column: grand average spectrogram across 4 to 
30Hz before player/robot action onset (at 0s). Baseline 
activity between 3.5 and 2.5s prior to action onset is 
subtracted from the ERD data. Although a clear RP and 
ERD is visible prior to a player move (top row), no RP 
and or ERD is visible prior to a robot act that happened 
when the player did not intend to move (bottom row). A 
weak RP and ERD is visible when the player did intend 
to move when the robot acted (middle row). 
 
A clear RP and 8-30Hz ERD are visible in the grand 
average prior to a player move, starting 1 to 2s prior to 
movement onset respectively (see Figure 5).  A weak 
RP and ERD is visible prior to a robot act that happened 
at a time when the player intended to move (i.e. a 
correct prediction), and no RP or ERD is visible prior to 
a robot act that happened when the player did not intend 
to move (i.e. an incorrect prediction). After a robot acts, 
a big positive response is visible in the recorded EEG. 
This response is due to the additional button press that 
is required to report whether the robot moved at a time 
when the player wanted to move. Any differences 
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between the post robot move responses may be due to 
the presence or absence of an intention to move, leading 
to an superimposed error potential in one case rather 
than the other. Moreover, a player may show different 
levels of surprise or frustration after the robot moved, 
depending on the presence or absence of an intention to 
move.  
Classifiers are trained on an average of 48 (min:44, 
max:50)  pre-move and 47 (min:42, max:50) baseline 
epochs from the training block. A mean classifier 
performance of 74% across all participants is found on 
the training data. Although these results seem 
promising, the performance of the classifier on the 
sequential test data are rather poor. On average a mere 
12% of all motor intentions is detected on time (within 
1s prior to a player or robot move). The majority of 
motor intentions is detected too early (24%) or too late 
(54%).  
 
PP Perf. Too 

early 
Early  On time  Too  

late 
1 76 7 0 0 93 
2 92 0 8 13 79 
3 64 6 8 8 78 
4 90 17 0 12 71 
5 78 15 6 17 62 
6 90 18 0 20 63 
7 79 45 15 10 30 
8 61 64 31 6 0 
9 72 21 38 29 13 
10 60 41 14 5 41 
11 69 0 0 0 100 
12 83 56 12 9 23 
13 88 4 0 2 93 
14 66 29 3 12 56 
15 60 28 26 16 30 
16 74 70 17 4 9 
17 75 85 5 5 5 
18 61 21 3 18 59 
19 65 2 2 2 93 
20 84 0 0 0 100 
21 76 21 50 25 4 
22 59 35 13 15 37 
23 98 19 2 7 71 
24 71 17 22 26 35 
25 68 0 0 0 100 
26 80 24 10 19 48 
27 68 6 2 10 82 
28 60 32 6 3 58 
29 82 17 9 20 54 
30 70 23 12 37 28 
31 65 35 7 11 48 
mean 74 24 10 12 54 
Table 1. Offline classification results. For each 
participant the cross-validated test performance of the 
classifier on the data of the  training block is provided. 
Furthermore, for each trial in the test block that 
includes a motor intention, the first classifier prediction 
that exceeds the chosen threshold for motor intent is 
determined. These predictions are categorized as too 
early, early, on time or too late relative to the robot or 
player move. The percentage of predictions within each 
category compared to the total number of motor 
intentions present is provided in the remaining columns. 

DISCUSSION 
 
Moving your body at will seems trivially easy. You 
probably do it all the time. You can knock on a table, 
stomp with your feet and flap your arms whenever you 
want to. But what mechanism enables you to initiate 
these movements? Moreover, how does this mechanism 
relate to your conscious experience of wanting to move? 
Flip-that-Bucket is a fun and thought-provoking EEG-
BCI game on movement intentions. In the game, a 
virtual robot tries to predict a player’s intention to move 
using the player’s history of action times, the onset of 
muscle activity or the neural preparation for movement. 
Flip-that-Bucket can serve as a means to educate a 
general public about the neural mechanisms that 
underlie our ability to perform voluntary movements: 
the connection between a participant’s brain signals and 
their voluntary movements are made explicit to them by 
means of the robot opponent.  
Here, we demonstrate that predictions based on action 
history are effective to create a competitive game. 
Furthermore, we demonstrate that both the RP and 8-
30Hz ERD are clearly visible across the motor cortex 
prior to a player move, whereas it is not visible prior to 
an incorrect robot prediction (i.e. the robot acted when 
the participant did not experience an intention to move). 
In case of a correct robot prediction (i.e. the robot acts 
when the participant experienced an intention to move), 
a weak RP and 8-30Hz ERD are visible across the 
motor cortex. Along with previous research [1, 2, 9, 10], 
these results suggest that brain-based predictions of 
movement intent may be reasonably successful. If this is 
the case, brain-based predictions may be used to assess 
the relation between the RP and ERD in real-time in 
further experiments. It would be interesting to see 
whether brain-based predictions are more accurate 
compared to behavior-based predictions (i.e. the robot 
predictions are more often reported to be correct when 
using brain-based rather than behavior-based data). 
Flip-that-Bucket can also facilitate scientific 
investigations on the neural preparation for a voluntary 
movement. Although some studies aimed to predict 
movement onset in real-time prior to movement 
performance based on the RP and 8-30Hz ERD across 
the motor cortex, e.g. [1, 2, 9, 10], the accuracy and 
timing of single-trial predictions remains difficult to 
assess since often only averages across participants are 
reported. Flip-that-Bucket can be used to assess the 
accuracy and timing of brain-based predictions on  
single-trial continuous data. A correct prediction of 
movement intent would happen at a time when a 
participant reports that they want to move, their muscles 
are active in preparation of the upcoming movement or 
when it coincides with movement performance. 
Furthermore, predictions that happen very early (more 
than 2s) prior to movement onset would be considered 
incorrect (false positive), whereas those happening 
shortly (within 1s) prior to movement onset would be 
correct (true positive). A first offline analysis of these 
prediction results suggests that our combined features 
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classifier would perform rather poorly, detecting only 
about 12% of all motor intentions. The current 
discrepancy between the performance on the training 
and test data, may be due to a potential expectation 
effect that builds up during a trial: the longer a trial 
develops, the more likely a player or the robot is to act. 
This expectation effect may induce additional brain 
responses that are maximally different between baseline 
and pre-move training data, but less so between 
subsequent epochs of test data. Based on previous 
research [1, 2, 9, 10], we expect that better results 
should be possible. Possible improvements could be 
made by (1) including more instances of “non-move” 
data during classifier training, (2) implementing a more 
sophisticated method to set an optimal threshold for 
detecting a motor intention or (3) using different brain 
signals that are indicative of movement preparation.  
Assessing the accuracy and timing of real-time 
predictions of movement intent on continuous data may 
greatly benefit future applications in prosthetics and 
motor rehabilitation. Delays in activating an assistive 
device could be minimized by detecting movement 
intent early on, which potentially increases the 
therapeutic benefit by minimizing the time between 
motor planning in the cortex and the execution of that 
plan with the assistive device. 
Flip-that-Bucket is made as an extension to the existing 
open-source buffer_bci development toolbox, 
encouraging further development of the game by both 
academics and the general developer community. This 
extended toolbox is available to anyone with access to 
an EEG system. It can be used at home, during public 
events or in scientific experiments. 
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ABSTRACT: A major objective of Brain-Computer 
interfaces (BCI) is to restore communication and control 
in patients with severe motor impairments, like people 
with Locked-in syndrome. These patients are left only 
with limited eye and eyelid movements. However, they 
do not benefit from efficient BCI solutions, yet. Different 
signals can be used as commands for non-invasive BCI: 
mu and beta rhythm desynchronization, evoked 
potentials and slow cortical potentials. Whatever the 
signal, clinical studies show a dramatic loss of 
performance in severely impaired patients compared to 
healthy subjects. Interestingly, the control principle is 
always the same, namely the replacement of an 
impossible (overt) movement by a (covert) attentional 
command. Drawing from the premotor theory of 
attention, from neuroimaging findings about the 
functional anatomy of spatial attention, from clinical 
observations and from recent computational accounts of 
attention for both action and perception, we explore the 
hypothesis that these patients undergo negative plasticity 
that extends their impairment from overt to covert 
attentional processes. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Since its early days, brain computer interfaces (BCI) aim 
at improving autonomy for people with paralysis. 
However and despite numerous efforts and 
improvements, BCI are still not used in clinical routine 
[1], [2]. In this article, after a brief overview of non-
invasive BCI for communication with patients with 
severe motor impairment, we show how empirical and 
theoretical results in cognitive neuroscience could help 
explain the failure of technological transfer that our field 
is facing. 
 
THE TARGETED CLINICAL POPULATION 
 
The « classical » locked-in syndrome (LIS) is caused by 
a lesion of the brainstem, most of the time due to a stroke 
[3], [4]. The patient is totally paralyzed. Only the vertical 
eye movements and blinks are spared and allow him to 
communicate. This condition can also be encountered in 
other pathologies, like in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis 
(ALS), a neurodegenerative disease of the motor 
neurons, at the late stage. Different forms of this disease 

exist, some affect more the lower motor neurons 
(progressive muscular atrophy), cortico-spinal motor 
neurons (primary lateral sclerosis), brainstem motor 
neurons (bulbar ALS) or cortico-frontobulbar motor 
neurons (pseudobulbar palsy) [5]. In all these forms, 
oculomotor muscles are usually preserved, except in the 
extremely late stages.  
 
EEG-BASED BCI  
 
To control non-invasive BCI, users have to learn unusual 
means of interactions. As we will highlight in this article, 
the signals used as commands for BCI all rely on some 
form of (covert) selective attentional process. 
 
Synchronous BCI:  
     P300: The most exploited neurophysiological marker 
in this context is arguably the P300, a positive wave 
observed in response to external stimuli (about 300ms 
later), if rare and relevant to the user, surrounded by more 
frequent but irrelevant stimulations (distractors). If the 
"P300-speller" mainly uses the visual modality, the P300 
wave can also be observed after auditory or tactile 
stimuli. For selection, the patient has to actively attend 
the expected target stimulus. 
 
     Steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP): SSVEP 
are characterized by a rhythmic neural responses to a 
flickering stimuli at the frequency of the flicker and its 
harmonics [6]. BCI protocols use several targets with 
different flickering frequencies. The amplitude of the 
SSVEP is increased when the subject pay attention to the 
target, which allows to detect which stimulus the subject 
is attending. 
 
Asynchronous BCI:  
     Motor imagery: The imagination of a movement 
produces a brain activity globally similar to that observed 
during the actual production of that same movement [7]. 
A desynchronization (i.e. a drop in EEG signal strength) 
in the mu and beta  frequency bands occurs during the 
preparation and during the execution or the imagination 
of a movement. It is measured next to the primary motor 
cortex, mainly on the contralateral side of the movement. 
I If the number of commands remains limited, many 
publications have shown, in healthy volunteers, the 
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ability to control a cursor on a screen. Studies in patients 
are fewer but the feasibility has been demonstrated [8]. 
However, these interfaces require a long training, offer 
limited performance and above all a large number of 
healthy volunteers are unable to produce the desired 
signals, to the point of "illiteracy in BCI" for nearly 30% 
of users [9]. 
 
     Slow cortical potentials: These potentials result in a 
slow drift of the signal that reflects a change in cortical 
excitability. A depolarization of a large neuron assembly 
corresponds to greater excitability, whereas a 
hyperpolarization corresponds to a greater inhibition. 
These signals were among the first used in patients. 
Several healthy subjects and patients managed to 
communicate using a BCI exploiting these potentials, but 
at the cost of several months of training and with a 
writing speed of the order of one character per minute, 
well below the means for alternative communication 
when these are accessible [10], [11]. 
 
BCI PERFORMANCE IN PATIENTS WITH SEVERE 
MOTOR IMPAIRMENT 
 
     The communication with LIS patients through non-
invasive BCI is often put forward by the press when the 
publication of encouraging but mitigated results is 
released. Truth is that BCI has been used routinely by 
patients only in very rare cases [12]. Researchers and 
clinicians point to the lack of usability of current systems 
that are still difficult to use on a daily basis without the 
help of experts [13], [14].  
However, looking more closely at the results of the few 
studies already conducted in patients, and despite their 
heterogeneous conclusions, another observation is 
necessary. These interfaces work well, on average, in 
severely disabled patients who, due to the residual 
muscle activity they still enjoy, could use another type of 
interface (lighter and more efficient like a gaze tracking 
system). Conversely, in patients who most need these 
BCI because they have more or almost no means of 
communication, i.e. with abnormal oculomotor 
movements or in a complete LIS (CLIS, no residual 
movements, including oculomotor ones), possibilities of 
restoring communication remain controversial. 
Most studies tend to show that brain computer interfaces 
work poorly with CLIS patients [2], [15]–[17]. Even in 
LIS, some patients do not achieve a sufficient accuracy. 
For example a recent study revealed that amongst 37 
persons at a late stage of ALS, 9 (24%) could not control 
a P300-BCI [12]. 
Two studies published in 2017 claimed that a 
communication was restored with CLIS patients [18], 
[19], but some of the methodological aspects of these 
studies remain unclear, and their results are debated in 
the BCI community[20]. 
     A longitudinal study, where a patient could learn to 
use a BCI at the LIS stage and then maintain some control 
when becoming a CLIS, was more convincing. This 
study included three subjects with ALS at the LIS state, 

and one became a CLIS over the 27 months follow up 
[21]. 
     This patient, a 37-year-old woman who had ALS for 
6 years, was asked to control a binary SSVEP-BCI by 
either focusing on one LED, or ignoring it. From month 
three onwards, the electro-oculogram could not show any 
difference between the attended and ignored conditions 
(confirming the CLIS). However, she performed BCI 
control with 79% accuracy online, with accuracies above 
the confidence limits in 18 out of the 27 months and in 
27 out of 40 sessions.  
This case of communication in CLIS remains an 
exception, and the reliability of communication 
happened to be fluctuant.  
     Some researchers raised the question of a possible 
"extinction of goal directed thinking" that would 
accompany the occurrence of a total handicap [16]. This 
concept was refined later by the same team in terms of 
“ideomotor silence”, which would lead to a loss of 
voluntary responses and operant learning in long-term 
paralysis of human patients [23], [24].  
      
WORKING HYPOTHESIS 
 
     Severe motor impairment come with and/or yield 
cognitive deficits such that handling a BCI is made 
difficult if not impossible. In particular, we postulate that 
severe motor impairments lead to altered spatial and/or 
temporal selective attention abilities.  
      
SUPPORTING EVIDENCE 
 
     Persons with severe motor disabilities often present 
with cognitive impairments 
     The neurological examination of these patients is 
limited by the lack of communication. Some adaptations 
of the usual technics were necessary to overcome this 
impairment [25] and to have a better overview of their 
neurological status.  
 
      ALS 
     Sensory functions: In ALS patients, the oculomotor 
system was classically considered as spared [26], [27], 
but the development of life support systems, exceeding 
the natural course of the disease, led to observation that 
oculomotor impairments can be present at the late stage 
[28]. These impairments can be both peripheral (nuclear) 
and supranuclear. It is noticeable that the oculomotor 
system is crucial to maintain interaction with the world. 
An earlier onset of oculomotor troubles in the ALS has a 
pejorative effect: it is correlated with a higher probability 
to progress from the locked-in state to CLIS [29], [30]. 
ALS subjects present other sensory abnormalities [31], 
[32]. 
 
     Neuropsychological assessment: 30% of ALS 
patients (without fulfilling the criteria for dementia) 
show deficits in fluency, language, social cognition, 
executive functions and verbal memory. Amongst all the 
function tested, only visuoperceptive functions were 
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preserved [33].  
 
     Electrophysiological assessment:  
A longitudinal observation in electrocorticography was 
conducted in a patient with ALS, around the time when 
he lost all muscle control [22]. Whereas the P300 wave 
was still observable at the time of this dramatic evolution; 
three months later, it was no longer detectable.  
A recent MEG study showed that the late stage of ALS is 
associated with higher connectivity in all frequency 
bands, more scale-free and disassortative brain networks 
[34]. The auditory event-related potentials are different 
than in control subjects, namely the location and 
amplitude of the late positivity, the amplitude of the early 
negativity (N200), the latency of the late negativity [35] 
and the mismatch negativity (related to automatic change 
detection) [36].  
 
      LIS  
     Sensory functions: neuro-ophtalmological evaluations 
suggest visual impairment in all locked-in syndrome 
subjects [37]. This is a multifactorial impairment 
including binocular diplopia or oscillopsia, refractive 
errors, dry eye syndrome, keratitis or visual field defect.  
Tactile perception is usually spared in LIS patients, as the 
typical cases are due to bilateral ventral pontine lesions, 
which usually preserve the posterior part of the brainstem 
that mediates sensory afferences [3]. However, studies 
assessing the ability of the patients to discriminate the 
precise location of a stimulus are missing.  
 
    Neuropsychological assessment: First studies reported 
intact cognitive abilities in LIS with classical 
neuropsychological assessments [38]–[41]. More recent 
studies [42],[43] revealed disparity between patients. 
Study [42] revealed a decreased short-term memory in 4 
out of 10 persons with LIS, and an alteration of executive 
functions in 2 out of 10. The authors assumed that these 
impairments could be related to additional cortical or 
thalamic structural brain lesions [42]Another study 
highlighted impairments in auditory recognition 
(associative level), oral comprehension of complex 
sentences, delayed visuospatial memory, mental 
calculation and problem solving, compared to matched 
healthy subjects  [43]. 
Studies testing specifically embodied cognition 
hypothesis found some abnormalities. LIS subjects have 
severe troubles to mentally manipulate hand images (a 
task that imply a mental manipulation of the subject’s 
own hand), whereas they are still able to mentally 
manipulate images [44]. Contrary to healthy subjects, 
having the presentation of the hand in the correct 
physiological side (e.g. left hand on the left) doesn’t help 
them to solve the task. This failure of action simulation 
was interpreted as a defect of embodied cognition. This 
points to aspects that are usually not tested in these 
patients, namely modifications of their peripersonal 
space.  
 

     Neurophysiological and anatomical data obtained in 
LIS reveal some abnormalities that are not yet well 
explained. Cortical neuronal synchronization 
mechanisms in the resting state condition are altered [45]. 
Lugo et al, 2016, report an absence of auditory P300 in 
four LIS subjects amongst seven tested in a passive 
condition where subjects were asked to listen only. In an 
active condition, where the subjects were asked to count 
the deviants, there were still two LIS subjects out of 
seven who did not present a P300 [46].  
Finally, an anatomical MRI study showed a selective 
cortical volume loss in patients, in regions that could be 
linked to an alteration of the mirror neuron system [47], 
further supporting the idea that embodied simulation 
process is altered in these patients.  
       
Chronic complete SCI 
There are contradictory results between behavioral and 
electrophysiological assessments in SCI subjects.  
      
     Behavioral assessment: Studies report that patients 
experienced movement duration and sensation of effort 
as normal subjects do [48].  
      
     Electrophysiological assessment: There are abnormal 
event-related potentials [49] and patterns of cortical 
activation during motor imagery tasks [50]. In 2013, 
Lazzaro et al showed some modifications of the auditory 
P200 latency (earlier than control) and a diminished 
bilateral posterior P300 amplitude. This was correlated 
behaviorally with increased false-positive errors and 
greater variability of response time in the SCI group [51]. 
These observations were interpreted as a defect of 
inhibitory functions in both early perceptual encoding 
processes and later executive functioning that engages 
contextual and memory-updating operations. 
 
Impaired motor execution alters motor planning and 
action selection 
     Studies with induced limb immobilization on healthy 
subjects [52] show that limb nonuse may affect both 
motor execution and motor imagery performances. These 
changes happen within days and even hours of 
immobilization. 
 
Impaired motor preparation leads to impaired (covert) 
attention 
     Rizzolatti et al. postulated in 1987 that spatial 
attention is the consequence of activation of the premotor 
system. They proposed this framework based on the 
observation of the oculomotor system, especially covert 
attention. Covert attention is an attentional effort, without 
any concomitant movement (except involuntary micro-
saccades). They assumed a strict link between the covert 
orienting of attention and the programming of explicit 
ocular movements. The fact that oculomotor mechanisms 
and visuospatial attention share similar cortical networks 
was confirmed by other studies [53]–[55].  
Interestingly, motor preparation is so much related to 
covert attention, that when eyes cannot move to a 
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location, also the attention cannot move [56], [57]. 
Furthermore, in healthy subjects, when movements are 
preceded by an invalid motor cue (Posner like paradigm 
in the motor domain), an increase in reaction times is 
observed [58], suggesting that motor preparation is a top-
down attentional process and that this biasing is mediated 
at low level in the motor hierarchy.  
Despite criticisms of some aspects of the premotor theory 
of attention, Smith and Schenk proposed in 2012 that a 
limited version of this theory is still valuable, namely the 
tight link between exogenous attention and motor 
preparation [59]. This could be sufficient to impact the 
P300 marker, which is simultaneously associated with 
attentional, exogenous and endogenous processes and 
action selection processes [60], [61]. 
This is confirmed by some BCI studies addressing the 
problem of covert attention. Be it in healthy subjects [62] 
or patients with oculomotor impairments [63], it was 
observed that BCI performance are much higher or 
involve much less mental workload when the gaze can be 
directed toward the target. 
To overcome these visual impairments, some auditory 
BCI were proposed. Surprisingly, in the few clinical 
studies with auditory BCI, including ours, most of the 
patients continue to show poor performance compared to 
healthy subjects [64]. This multi-modal impairment 
could be explained by the fact that attention would be 
mediated by a supra-modal network. For instance, 
orienting attention toward a tactile target triggers an 
automatic displacement of spatial attention in the visual 
modality [65]–[67]. Furthermore, a subpopulation of 
neurons in the frontal eye field (FEF, orienting the gaze) 
is directly activated by auditory cues. As the FEF is 
involved in the planning of both covert and overt 
attentional orienting, an impairment could prevent 
accurate orientation of attention in the auditory domain 
when the oculomotor modality is impaired.  
 
Connectivity changes induced by focal lesions in motor 
pathways 
     The motor networks and the attentional ones are so 
interdependent that the question remains about the 
attentional consequences of chronic severe motor 
impairments. The general concept of connectional 
diaschisis (opposed to focal diaschisis) was recently 
proposed to address this question [68]. Connectional 
diaschisis is defined as the changes of structural and 
functional connectivity between brain areas distant to a 
lesion. The authors consider that those changes should be 
maximal immediately after the insult and then 
progressively improve, or sometimes even normalize in 
parallel with clinical function. Diaschisis is only one 
phenomenon of connectomal changes impact after 
cerebral injury, amongst other confounding factors like 
neuroplasticity and vicariation. All of these factors 
combined could induce important changes in all systems 
tightly linked with the motor system, including attention 
networks.  
 
An action oriented view of cognition 

     Our hypothesis is in line with an action-oriented view 
of cognition, which is currently experiencing a strong 
revival of interest [69]–[71]. This theory postulates that 
cognition should not be understood as providing models 
of the world, but as subsuming action and being 
grounded in sensorimotor coupling. Thus, a bundle of 
theoretical as well as empirical and clinical arguments 
contribute to reinforce the hypothesis that a negative 
plasticity, generated by the occurrence of an extreme 
sensorimotor disability including oculomotor ones, could 
be at the origin of the degradation of some cognitive 
capacities at the heart of which lie attentional processes. 
We especially suspect diminished spatial selection 
abilities with detrimental consequences for the control of 
non-invasive brain-machine interfaces. 
 
ADDITIONAL FACTORS AND OBSERVATIONS 
THAT NEED TO BE ACCOUNTED FOR 
 
Cognitive impairments due to the physiopathological 
causes of the disease   
 
     ALS: ALS is not only a motoneuron disease. There is 
a continuum between ALS and other degenerative 
disorders, the most frequent being fronto-temporal 
dementia. About 20% of ALS patients meet the criteria 
for fronto-temporal dementia This implies that even in 
patients that do not fulfil the whole criteria for fronto-
temporal dementia, the observed cognitive impairments 
could be due to some incomplete form of the disease.  
      
     LIS: BCI studies approach LIS patients as a 
homogenous group. However, from a clinical point of 
view, the variety of etiologies should be taken into 
account when estimating their cognitive status. Indeed, 
the most common cause of LIS is stroke. Stroke patients 
have a bad cardio-vascular condition that can lead to 
multiple small cerebral stroke that impair cognitive status 
[72]. The problem is similar with traumatic lesions that 
can induce acute diffuse axonal lesions, frontal and/or 
occipital cortical lesions. Detecting of these lesions is 
difficult, as the routine (anatomical) imaging technics 
lack sensibility in that respect [73]. The finest assessment 
is done by neuropsychological and ecological 
assessments in communicating patients with traumatic 
brain injury, but with LIS patients, this is often not 
feasible, except in expert teams. Other etiologies like 
infectious and/or toxic ones share the same risk of 
multiple direct injuries of the central nervous system. 
      
     Chronic complete SCI: when the etiology is traumatic, 
a traumatic brain injury is frequently associated, in at 
least one third of the cases [74]. Some studies highlighted 
the cognitive impact of breathing disorders like sleep 
apnea induced by the tetraplegia in chronic [75]. Sleep 
apnea concerns up to 91% of these chronic complete SCI 
patients [76]. More severe chronic apnea was associated 
with decrease performance in verbal attention and 
concentration, immediate and short-term memory, 
cognitive flexibility, internal scanning and working 
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memory. 
 
Differences in performance due to a bias in patient 
selection  
Only a few BCI studies addressed the direct comparison 
between performance of healthy subjects and patients, 
and even less did control for age, gender and socio-
professional status. Other authors noted that the healthy 
subjects included in the BCI studies are on average 
younger and more educated than patients, whereas these 
factors impact cognitive abilities and 
electrophysiological data. This bias could explain in part 
the decrease of performance reported in patients.  
Besides, the publication bias favors the reporting and 
diffusion of successful BCI studies. This yields a 
probable overestimation of patients’ performance. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Years of BCI attempts to help patients with severe motor 
impairment have revealed a paradox. These patients have 
long been regarded as cognitively intact and motivated 
enough to be the ideal candidates to benefit from 
neurotechnologies made for communication. However, 
the performance of BCI in these patients is lower than in 
healthy controls and no BCI solution is routinely used by 
these patients who have no other solution yet. This is 
endorsed by the BCI studies we briefly reviewed. Most 
importantly, it urges our community to consider the 
possible factors that beyond imperfect BCI systems and 
algorithms, may explain this striking observation. 
In this short paper, we first question the simplistic view 
of those patients as being purely motor impaired, with 
intact cognitive function. It turns out that whatever the 
etiology, cognitive impairments do come with motor 
ones. 
Precisely, we hypothesize that the attentional processes 
could be altered in these patients, concomitantly with 
their motor disorders or because of a negative plasticity 
resulting from motor disorders. In particular deficits in 
oculomotricity as selective spatial attention has been 
shown to be closely related to overt eye movements. This 
is endorsed by prevalent theories in cognitive 
neuroscience, namely the premotor theory of attention 
which is supported by both behavioral and 
neurophysiological evidence. And this could explain 
poor BCI performance as most protocols heavily rely on 
spatial attention. 
Interestingly, this view is also endorsed by recent 
computational theories of the brain that tightly couple 
perception and action, and namely attention as a gain 
control process to select visual features and eye 
movements towards salient spatial locations [77].  
We conclude that improving the way we approach those 
patients requires addressing those questions in all their 
complexity, by using neuropsychological assessments, 
by considering the heterogeneity of etiologies and 
patient’s trajectories, by testing patients in a longitudinal 
and multi-dimensional manner and also by reporting 
negative BCI results. This might be the only way to 

design new and efficient BCI solutions.  
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ABSTRACT: Deep neural networks (DNN) have great
success in solving difficult recognition tasks such as
speech and image processing. However, performance de-
pends on the amount of data available for training the
network. In BCI, very large datasets are still missing
and EEG data are particularly complex and noisy. Nev-
ertheless, it is of interest to investigate whether DNN
may prove efficient in this context. We tested 6 differ-
ent deep learning models to accomplish binary classifica-
tion of single-trial ERPs and compared them with Rie-
mannian Geometry based classifiers. Each model im-
plements a different architecture and uses two differ-
ent input formats: an image (2D) or a video (3D). All
models were tested on two different datasets, and under
three different scenarios: within-subject, cross-subject
and cross-experiment classification. Finally, to get in-
sights about the decision process of the most successful
DNN, we visualized the learned features using saliency
maps. This revealed informative and interpretable differ-
ences between the two empirical datasets used for evalu-
ation.

INTRODUCTION

This work focuses on the application of deep learning
methods to EEG recordings for Brain-Computer Inter-
faces (BCIs) [1]. A BCI is a device that allows interaction
with a machine through brain signals, bypassing normal
neuromuscular outputs. For example, the P300 Speller
[2] is a BCI which helps to restore communication with
people who cannot control their muscles anymore (e.g.
patients with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis). The P300
Speller exploits the P300 event-related potential (ERP)
and performs a binary classification task: detecting the
presence or not of a P300 wave. To accomplish this
task, Riemannian Geometry classifier (RGC) and shrink-
age based linear discriminant analysis classifier (sLDA)
seem to be, to date, the current state-of-the-art method
[3].
Deep learning methods have emerged from the connec-
tionism movement in cognitive science that hopes to ex-
plain intellectual abilities using connectionist architec-
tures known as artificial neural networks (ANN [4]).
Connectionist architectures have existed for more than
70 years, but new architectures and graphical processing

units (GPUs) brought them to the forefront of artificial
intelligence. Depending on their architecture, neural net-
works excel at speech and language recognition (RNN,
LSTM [5]) or image and video recognition with convo-
lutional neural networks (CNN [6]). CNN exploit the
local connectivity concept that makes them suitable for
EEG data. Although still few in number, recent studies
have shown that deep learning methods can be effective
in classifying ERP components [7–10].
In the current study, we compare the performance of 6
deep learning network architectures for application to a
P300 Speller [2] (26 subjects) and a RSVP [2] (11 sub-
jects) paradigm, both exploiting the P300 and N200 com-
ponents. This makes it possible to observe the behavior of
deep learning methods in two different paradigms. We in-
troduce different deep learning network architectures and
compare them with state-of-the-art methods that combine
XDAWN algorithm [11] and Riemannian geometry [12].
In order to explore the intra-subject and inter-subject gen-
eralization abilities, we compare the performance of the
classifiers for two different scenarios: Within-Subject
testing and Cross-Subject testing. In addition, the best
model resulting from these scenarios is tested in a cross-
experiment scenario where it is trained with data coming
from one experiment and tested on the other.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Datasets: Two datasets were used for evaluation
and model comparisons. The first one is denoted as
P300 Speller and implements the P300 speller proto-
col [2]. This protocol consists in displaying a grid of 36
symbols on screen (the 26 letters of the alphabet, the un-
derscore and the 9 digits) and asking the user to focus
attention on the desired item. The flashing of the items
was similar to that reported in [13], i.e., the splotch stim-
ulus presentation. Twelve pre-defined groups of 6 non-
adjacent items are flashed (one at a time) in a pseudo-
random order. Each item belongs to two groups only
and these two groups have only this particular item in
common. A P300 evoked potential is expected when
the desired symbol is flashed. A single pass on all
groups (all symbols twice) is referred to as a repeti-
tion. The P300 Speller dataset is an electroencephalo-
graphic (EEG) collection of 56-channel recorded from
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Table 1: Description of the datasets
Name Rsvp P300 Speller
Type RSVP P300 Speller
Subjects 11 23
Sensor 48 48
Repetitions 10 2 to 4
Sampling Frequency 200 600
Down-sampled to 100 100
Band pass filtered 1Hz-20Hz 1Hz-20Hz
Epoched between 0ms and 600ms 0ms and 600ms

23 healthy subjects during one of our previous studies.
We made the spelling challenging by considering very
short (2 repetition-long) and short (4 repetition-long) tri-
als [14].
The second dataset denoted as Rsvp and available
online [15], was acquired during a Rapid serial visual
presentation (RSVP) task. The RSVP paradigm is a
variant of the P300 speller where all the symbols are
presented one-by-one in a serial manner and in the center
of the screen (on fovea). This dataset is made of data
from 12 healthy subjects but we discarded the data of
subject VPgce because of the use of a different set of
channels. In this experiment, item selection relied on 10
repetitions (see [15] for a thorough description of the
paradigm).

Data formats and pre-processing: Table 1 summarizes
the main characteristics and pre-processing steps for the
two studied datasets. They were preprocessed in the
same manner: for each subject, raw signals were band-
pass filtered between 1Hz and 20Hz and downsampled to
100Hz. Epochs were extracted from 0ms to 600ms af-
ter stimulus onset, resulting in two big matrices (contain-
ing the Target/Non-Target samples) X ∈ RN×C×T with the
number of EEG sensors denoted by C, time samples de-
noted by T and the number of epochs denoted by N. We
selected 48 electrodes common to both datasets (F1-F8-
Fz, FC1-FC6-FCz, T7-T8, C1-C6-Cz, TP7-TP8, CP1-
CP6-CPz, P1-P8-Pz, PO7-PO8-POz, O1-O2).
We considered two different data formats for subsequent
classification with deep learning models. The first one
is the standard method where each sample is a matrix
X ∈ RC×T with the number of EEG sensors denoted
by C and time samples denoted by T . This is more
convenient for an online application where no additional
transformations are needed. But the disadvantage is that
the classifier is dependent on the number of electrodes
on which it has been trained. This format is denoted by
2D from now on. The second format aims at alleviating
the disadvantages of the first format. Considering the X
matrix presented above, it consists of interpolating the
space vector (sensors) into a square matrix (16×16) for
each time sample. It results in a matrix X ∈RH×W×T with
H = 16 and W = 16 which correspond to a topographic
scalp map evolving over time (a video). Therefore we
used a 2D clough tocher (cubic) interpolation [16].
Having a spatial representation (as a pixelized image)
allows better processing of datasets with different EEG

electrode montages. It also makes perfect sense to apply
such a spatial smoothing, because of the blurring effect
of head tissues. Because of their excellent performance
on natural images, we expected convolutional neural
networks to better handle this kind of format [17, 18].
However, we must bear in mind that such a transforma-
tion has a cost (computation time) and can complicate
the real-time pipeline. It also increases the number of
degrees of freedom, hence the complexity and training
time. This format is denoted by 3D from now on.

Models and training procedures: Riemannian geom-
etry based classifiers – We compared our deep learning
models with two classifiers based on Riemannian geom-
etry which outperformed other approaches in BCI com-
petitions. This method is considered as a strong refer-
ence in the field [12]. We used a Riemannian method
based on tangent space mapping which shows overall bet-
ter performance compared with the minimum distance
to mean algorithm. A recommended pipeline is to es-
timate XDAWN covariances and project them into the
tangent space, then classify with logistic regression [12].
We used 2 components to estimate the XDAWN covari-
ances corresponding to the 2 classes (Target/Non-Target).
XDAWN reduces the dimensionality of data, which fa-
cilitates and accelerates training. This pipeline is de-
noted as XDAWN + Riemann. We also used a variant with
no XDAWN filters as XDAWN is not very effective in
transfer learning situations. This pipeline is denoted as
Riemann.

Deep learning classifiers – With the use of the two data
formats, we developed 6 deep learning models that ex-
ploit the temporal and spatial dimensions of the data.
Also, EEG signals are known to have inherent tempo-
ral and spatial smoothness properties. In other words,
close features in space and time dimension are dependent.
Thus, we wanted to test different architectures with dif-
ferent assumptions about local dependencies over space
and time. CNN and GRU (Gated Recurrent Unit) layers
are both strong candidates to accomplish this task. CNN
layers are known to be very effective for the classifica-
tion of image-like data with spatial pixels. As for the
GRU layers, they enable the learning of temporal depen-
dencies. GRU layers are a less resource-intensive alterna-
tive to LSTMs, while maintaining good performance. We
first developed three models that take the 2D format as in-
put. MLP is a multilayer perceptron (MLP) composed of 1
hidden layer. This is the simplest architecture: it does not
take into account the temporal and spatial dependencies
in EEG data. The CNN1D_T2 is composed of a convolu-
tional layer. It is inspired by the proposed EEGNet one
[9] but only one convolution operation was done to learn
both spatial and temporal features in one go. We found
empirically that splitting the operation into two steps does
not improve performance. The learned filters are also
more easily interpretable. This is a 1-dimension convo-
lution because the convolutional filters are moved in only
one direction. The 10 filters of size 48×2 represent a
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time window of' 10ms (2 timesteps at 100Hz). The fea-
ture maps are passed directly to the final LogSoftMax
layer with no additional dense layers in-between (non-
linear activations). This has been proven to work effec-
tively while reducing the number of parameters [19]. The
CNN1D_T2_GRU is the CNN1D_T2 with an additional out-
put GRU layer. A GRU layer is a recurrent layer that al-
lows the learning of temporal dependencies [20]. We then
developed three other models that take the 3D format as
an input: The CNN2D_S3 exploits the 3-dimensional input
format by learning spatial features with a 2-dimensional
convolutional layer applied to the spatial dimension. The
weights of the filters are shared across the spatial di-
mension but not across the temporal dimension. The
CNN2D_S3_T2 is a variant of CNN2D_S3 that shares the
weights of the convolutional filters over the temporal di-
mension. A 3-dimensional convolutional layer is needed
to perform this operation. The CNN2D_S3_T2_GRU is the
CNN2D_S3_T2 with an additional output GRU layer.
All models also include a batch normalization layer that
influences the training by normalizing the data before
they enter the hidden layer and the LogSoftmax layer at
the end, before predicting the output probabilities pertain-
ing to the two classes.
All deep learning models were trained with the RMSProp
optimization algorithm that allows adapting the learning
rate during training. We used an early stopping strategy
during training, meaning that the training was interrupted
as soon as the valid loss started to increase. Precisely,
we train for N epochs (big enough not to fall into an
under-fitting situation) and we go select the epoch with
the smallest valid loss. The learning rate was set to
10−4 or 10−5 depending on the experiment. We set
the batch size to 128 and the optimizer momentum to
0.9 as recommended in [21]. We performed L2-norm
regularization with a weigh decay of 5−4. All deep learn-
ing models terminate with a LogSoftMax layer. The
negative log-likelihood loss was used for our two-class
classification problem (Target/Non-Target). No manual
rescaling weight or over/undersampling methods were
used to balance the samples between the two classes.
The unbalanced dataset is not problematic because of the
final averaging (in a Bayesian fashion, see below).

Evaluation metrics and statistics: In such a BCI pro-
tocol, there are two levels of classification, hence two
levels of accuracy. The first one is the accuracy at the
level of the binary classifier (number of correctly clas-
sified Target/Non-Target trials). The second one is the
accuracy corresponding to the number of correctly clas-
sified (or spelled) symbols in a given sentence. We only
report the latter that corresponds to the one of interest for
BCI use. Initially, all items are assumed to be equiproba-
ble targets. At each new observation (after computing the
probability for the current sample to be a target), this be-
lief is updated following Bayes rule, by optimally com-
bining the data likelihood and prior and by considering
the posterior belief as the prior for the next observation.

In this way, all items of the sentence are predicted. At
the end of the sentence, we compute the final spelling
accuracy (number of correct symbols) with different rep-
etitions. Obviously, better accuracy is expected as rep-
etitions increase. For statistical significance, we used a
one-way ANOVA (III) and post-hoc Tukey Test on the
spelling accuracy.

Evaluation procedures: We evaluated the spelling ac-
curacy of the classifiers with three different scenarios:
within-subject, cross-subjects and cross-experiments.
Within-subject testing – We first explored the intra-
subject generalization. In both datasets, each subject
completed a calibration phase and a test phase. In order
to simulate online classification, we trained our classifiers
using calibration data only and tested on the test phase
data. To avoid overfitting, we perform cross-validation in
a way that the data from the subject’s calibration phase is
split to form the training (80%) and validation (20%) sets.
The dataset’s test phase simply formed the test set. Thus,
N tested subjects lead to N fits composed by a training,
validation and test set.
Cross-subjects testing – Many studies attempt to reduce
the time of the calibration phase. In fact, the calibra-
tion stage is exhausting and demotivating for the subject.
The ideal situation would be to completely free oneself
from it. To assess the ability of the classifiers to gener-
alize from a pool of subject to a new subject, we built
a scenario where each subject is tested with a classifier
which has been trained with the calibration plus test data
of all other subjects. More specifically, the data from
each subject’s calibration and test phase minus the tested
one were merged to form the training and validation sets
(80%/20%). The data from the test phase of the tested
subject simply form the test set. Thus, N tested subjects
lead to N fits composed by a training, validation and test
set.
Cross-experiment testing – To further assess the ability
of the models to generalize across different experiments
involving different subjects but also different protocols,
we chose the model that performed best in the two
previous scenarios and tested it in a cross-experiment
scenario. We trained the chosen model on the calibration
data of the P300 Speller dataset plus the full Rsvp
dataset except tested subject.

Exploring the learned features:
Deep learning models are able to automatically extract
the relevant features for classification, in an unsupervised
manner. Apart from the choice of design and hyperpa-
rameters, no a priori knowledge was injected into the
model to accomplish the classification task. Although
interesting and useful, this property makes it difficult to
apprehend the rationale of the decision process that the
model implemented. Thus, the purpose of this experi-
ment was to reveal the features that the neural networks
identified as most relevant in order to classify a sample
as a target or non-target response. Also, understanding
what neural networks have learned may point to interest-
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Table 2: Number of model parameters and training time
(approximate ratio) on Rsvp dataset.

Classifiers #Params Within Cross
Riemann XDWAN - 1x 1x
Riemann - 12x 150x
MLP 5862 6x 11x
CNN1D_T2 1582 11x 28x
CNN1D_T2_GRU 1662 52x 85x
CNN2D_S3 4242 44x 192x
CNN3D_S3_T2 3287 83x 450x
CNN3D_S3_T2_GRU 2317 152x 780x

ing and unknown neurophysiological phenomena. In im-
age classification, a common approach to understand the
decisions of a classifier is to find regions of an image that
were particularly influential (saliency maps). We chose
a simple technique which allows elucidating the relevant
pixels in the input image [22]. We chose the CNN1D_T2
model to test this method. It takes the 2D format as an
input.

RESULTS

We used PyTorch to build the models. The code to
reproduce the results and a more detailed description
of the models are available online.1 Figure 1 shows the
accuracy performance at 2 repetitions for all classifiers
applied to the two datasets in Within-subject testing and
Cross-subject testing. Accuracies can be interpreted as
online accuracies because only calibration data were
used for training. Table 2 shows the training time for
each classifiers on Rsvp dataset. The number of model
parameters is also reported. The training times are
approximated and have been calculated by multiplying
the time of an iteration by the number of iterations (for
deep learning models). Note that the training time of a
model has been chosen to ensure that the model has been
fully trained. Therefore, the optimal training time of a
model may be less than the one indicated.

Within-Subject testing:
Result 1 – Deep learning classifiers that use the 2D for-
mat as input do as well as Riemann’s classifiers on both
datasets.
Result 2 – Deep learning models that use the 3D input
format are statistically less effective than others on both
datasets (p-value < 0.05).
Result 3 – Training deep learning classifiers took sub-
stantially longer than Riemann ones, at least for the most
complex ones.

Cross-Subject testing:
Result 4 – XDAWN + Riemann is significantly worse than
Riemann (p-value < 0.05).
Result 5 – Overal Cross-Subject testing performance is
significantly worse than the Within-Subject testing (p-
value < 0.05).

1https://git.io/fj317

Result 6 – All classifiers (except CNN3D_S3_T2_GRU) do
as well as Riemann on both datasets (p-value < 0.05).

Cross-Experiment testing: Figures 2 shows the accu-
racy performance for the Cross-Experiment testing.
Result 7 – Cross-Experiment performance is no better
than Cross-Subject performance.

Exploring the learned features: – Figure 3 shows, for
CNN1D_T2 model, the absolute value of the difference be-
tween the mean gradient of the Target samples and the
mean gradient of the Non-Target samples. In other words,
pixels with relatively high gradient values are useful for
distinguishing target from non-target samples.
Result 8 – CNN1D_T2 has learned well known features
on both datasets (N200 around 200ms on P300 Speller
dataset and P300 around 300ms on Rsvp dataset).
Result 9 – CNN1D_T2 focuses on earlier features (around
200ms) when trained on P300 Speller dataset com-
pared to when trained on Rsvp dataset (around 300ms).

DISCUSSION

This study explored the performance of deep neural net-
works for feature extraction and classification in the con-
text of ERP-based BCIs, namely the P300-Speller and
RSVP paradigms. Overall, we showed that deep learning
methods with an appropriate architecture can perform as
well as Riemannian geometry for intra-subject and cross-
subject generalization, on both paradigms.
A surprising result is that the MLP model, a very simple
one, proves able to perform as well as the best models,
even in a transfer learning situation. Keeping in mind that
the raw data are band-pass filtered in the low frequencies
and downsampled, this certainly eases the learning in the
time domain. Besides, we noticed that the Batch Normal-
ization step plays a major role in the convergence of the
models. Hence a MLP could be a strong candidate for
BCIs, since its simplicity implies short training time.
In this study, We also compared two different input for-
mats for EEG data: an image (2D) versus a topographic
video of the scalp (3D). From a practical point of view,
the first one is easy to use and does not require much
computing power but requires that the model is compat-
ible with the montage (the number and position of sen-
sors). Conversely, the latter is convenient for mixing
datasets from different experiments with potentially dif-
ferent setups. However, transforming EEG signals into
a topographic video is time-consuming and can become
challenging in real-time. In terms of performance, we
found that the suggested models that use the 3D format
are no better than those that use the 2D format. Although
it might be that other model architectures might be able
to extract more information for the video format, our re-
sults suggest that despite its flexibility with regard to the
number of channels, it did not yield higher performance
in the tasks we studied.
Note that obviously, these results do not reflect a fully
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Figure 1: Spelling accuracy performance of all classifiers for Within-subject testing and Cross-subject testing on the two datasets, at 2
repetitions.

Figure 2: Accuracy performance of model CNN1D_T2 for
cross-experiment testing. RSVP only (resp. P300 Speller
only) is the performance of the model when trained on the

Rsvp data (resp. P300 Speller data) and tested on the P300
Speller (resp. Rsvp) data. Rsvp / Cross-experiment

refers to the performance of the model when trained on data
samples from the two datasets and tested on the Rsvp dataset.
For comparison Rsvp / Cross-subject is the one obtained

when trained and tested on the Rsvp data only.

Figure 3: Absolute value of the difference between the mean
gradient of the Target samples and the mean gradient of the

Non-Target samples (normalized between 0 and 1).

realistic simulation of an online experiment. These deep
learning models have a well-known limit that could affect
their real-time use: the training time. Although the pro-
posed 2D models (and the MLP) seem applicable using
a laptop computer with few resources, this will probably
not be the case for 3D models. But this will have to be
carefully evaluated in practice, online.
Explaining the decisions of the neural networks is very
interesting, notably to have more confidence in the model
but also to discover new relevant features in the data. Vi-
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sualization techniques can help to tackle this difficulty.
In this aim, we applied a well-known approach com-
ing from image classification in deep learning to visu-
alize the inner space of trained neural networks. Our re-
sults show that, when trained on P300-Speller and Rsvp
data, deep learning models learn well-known discrimi-
nating features such as the N200 and P300 components.
In addition, the models trained on the P300 Speller
dataset seem to focus on the N200 ERP while the mod-
els trained on the Rsvp dataset rather exploit the P300
ERP. This actually fits quite well with the specificity of
these two paradigms. Indeed, in Rsvp, the target and non-
target stimuli are all displayed at the same location on
the screen, and at the center of the fovea, with the same
intensity. This means that only attention related compo-
nents will contribute to the classification, hence mostly
the P300. Conversely, in P300-Speller, only the target
is flashed at the center of the fovea, which implies that
early visual components will also contribute to the clas-
sification.

CONCLUSION

To conclude, we showed that fairly simple Deep learn-
ing models are serious candidates for ERP-based BCI,
showing similar performance as state-of-the-art methods.
In addition, their reasonable calibration times make them
suitable for real-time application. On the other hand, we
have shown that visualization techniques are promising
for explaining the decisions of neural networks and for
identifying possible new electrophysiological markers.
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ABSTRACT: To interact with the brain in closed-loop
applications despite low signal-to-noise ratios, brain-
computer interfaces can make use of data-driven linear
spatial filtering approaches to improve the single-trial
classification performance. While the transfer of spatial
filters between users and within multiple sessions of the
same user under the same experimental paradigm is fea-
sible to some extent, it is unclear, whether changing ex-
perimental conditions affects this transferability.
To investigate this question with regards to spatial filters,
we evoke event-related potentials by an auditory odd-
ball paradigm under various stimulus onset asynchronies
(SOAs). Using four similarity and distance measures, we
analyze the between and within subject transferability of
xDAWN filters.
We found that the used measures reflect the differences
of spatial filters between subjects. Within the same sub-
ject, the measures indicate similarity of the spatial filters
for almost all SOA conditions. We conclude, that our
proposed measures can be used to give indications under
which circumstances spatial filters can be transferred.

INTRODUCTION

Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) are systems which use
machine learning to interpret the brain signals of its users
in single trial in order to obtain information and possi-
bly act upon this information. Popular applications for
BCI are the control of wheelchairs [1], spelling appli-
cations for patients [2, 3], stroke rehabilitation [4] and
non-clinical applications [5, 6]. One non-invasive way
of obtaining the brain signals is to use electroencephalo-
gram (EEG) recordings which are obtained via electrodes
placed on the scalp of user.
In order for the brain signals to be recorded by the EEG,
they have to travel through the brain, the skull and the
skin of the subject. Having low signal amplitudes, they
are easily masked by non-neural signal sources as the sen-
sitive electrodes collect all sorts of electric activity, such
as power line frequency, muscle activation or currents in-
duced by electrode movements. These interfering elec-
tric activities are called artifacts. As a result, the obtained

neural signals have generally a poor signal quality, i.e., a
bad signal-to-noise ratio. In BCI, one is usually inter-
ested only in a specific type of brain signal while back-
ground EEG activity and artifacts are to be ignored. Fre-
quently used techniques to deal with these problems are
frequency filtering [7], spatial filtering [8, 9] and artifact
removal [10]. Applying these methods is oftentimes nec-
essary to extract useful information from the EEG signal.

The aforementioned spatial filtering methods try to find
weights on electrodes that minimize the influence of
noise while maximizing the brain signal of interest.
General purpose approaches such as Laplacian filter-
ing [11] can usually be applied without special consid-
erations. However, subject-specific data-driven spatial
filtering methods, e.g., common spatial patterns [8] or
SPoC [12] for oscillatory brain signals or xDAWN [9] for
event-related potentials (ERPs), usually outperform these
general approaches. The drawback of subject-specific
methods is that the filters have to be trained on data from
the subject, therefore requiring additional training data.

One experiment to elicit auditory ERPs is the simple
two-class auditory oddball paradigm, where the subject
is asked to attend to rare high-pitched target tones and
to ignore frequent low-pitched non-target tones. While
each tone stimulus elicits an ERP response, they have dif-
ferent spatio-temporal characteristics depending on the
class (i.e., target or non-target) of the played tone. Ad-
ditionally, the waveform of these ERPs can look differ-
ently depending on other stimulation parameters. In this
work, we investigate the influence of stimulation onset
asynchrony (SOA), which denotes the time between the
onset of two successive tone stimuli. The SOAs we ex-
amine are in the range of 60 ms to 600 ms. The so-called
P300 response is a positive potential occurring approxi-
mately 300 ms after a target stimulus over central elec-
trodes. This ERP component can be evoked by oddball
tasks. Its delay relative to the stimulus onset has been
reported to vary with task difficulty [13], among oth-
ers. Thus the P300 rise may occur earlier in simple au-
ditory oddball tasks. Besides the P300, other modality-
dependent and task-dependent ERP components can be
elicited, which have shorter or longer delays compared to
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Figure 1: Averaged ERP waveforms elicited by auditory target
stimuli delivered at time t=0 ms for two SOAs. Top: waveforms
observed at channel Cz (no spatial filter was applied). Bottom:
waveform observed after applying an xDAWN spatial filter.

the P300. For multiple stimuli presented at short SOAs,
it thus is known, that elicited ERP responses do overlap.
The used xDAWN method is specifically suited to reduce
this overlap in the filtered ERP responses.
Figure 1 shows examples, how changing the SOA pa-
rameter can influence the averaged waveform of the ERP
responses recorded at the Cz electrode. However, when
looking at the same signals filtered using an xDAWN fil-
ter, the average ERP responses look more similar. Please
note, that in this example one xDAWN filter was deter-
mined specifically for each SOA condition based on train-
ing data.
Finding solutions to reduce the amount of necessary
training data is beneficial in BCI for many reasons.
Transfer learning of spatial filters and full classifiers be-
tween repeated sessions of one user or even between
users has been investigated in this context [14]. For
changing experimental conditions, however, it is unclear,
if such transfer is feasible. Thus we will focus on the
question, how well spatial filters trained under a specific
SOA condition can be transferred to a different SOA con-
dition, but within the same user.
To investigate this, we will first propose four measures
that quantify transferability. Finally, we will apply these
measures to within subject transfers of xDAWN filters
obtained under different SOA conditions in an auditory
oddball experiment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data-driven spatial filtering algorithms learn a weight
matrix W with Nw×Nc dimensions that is applied to the
Nc×Nt -dimensional EEG signal X with Nc channels and
Nt number of time samples. The filtered signal

S =WX (1)

retains Nw×Nt dimensions, while the number of filters
Nw is usually much smaller than the original number of
channels Nc. In this work we focus on a single individual
spatial filter w only, such that we retain a weight vec-
tor instead of a matrix, i.e., Nw = 1. The physiological
interpretation of spatial filter weights is not straightfor-
ward. As described by Haufe et al. [15], one usually cal-
culates the activation pattern of a filtered signal to sup-
port the interpretation. This activation pattern A can be
calculated using the channel covariance matrices of the
original EEG signal Σx and the filtered EEG signal Σs

A = ΣxWΣ
−1
s . (2)

The covariance matrices are calculated for a time interval
of interest. As we only consider a single spatial filter w,
we also look at only a single spatial pattern a.
We use the xDAWN algorithm to find spatial filters w
that enhance target ERPs elicited in an auditory oddball
paradigm. The xDAWN spatial filter is obtained by solv-
ing a generalized eigenvalue problem. Therefore, the re-
sulting spatial filters do not always have the correct—in
the sense that the P300 ERP is actually positive—sign
and have no longer interpretable amplitudes. We usually
chose the spatial filter on the first rank, unless visual in-
spection suggested that the filters on second or third rank
represented the P300 ERP better.
After receiving an ethics vote from the local ethics com-
mittee in Freiburg, and after obtaining written informed
consent, EEG data from 13 subjects (six female, seven
male, mean age: 24.9 years, standard deviations: 5.1
years) was recorded. Within a single session 20 trials
(split in four blocks with five trials each) of an auditory
oddball paradigm were conducted for three to five dif-
ferent SOA conditions, where one trial consisted of 15
target and 75 non-target stimulus presentations. In total
this yields 20 trials for each SOA condition. The order of
the stimuli was pseudo-randomized such that at least two
non-target stimuli were presented between any two tar-
get stimuli. The recorded EEG data was preprocessed for
offline analysis by zero phase band-pass filtering in a fre-
quency band from 1.5 Hz to 40 Hz. While this frequency
range is atypical for traditional ERP analysis, the usage
of very short SOAs down to 60 ms required this higher-
frequent upper limit of the low-pass. After frequency
filtering, the signal was downsampled from 1000 Hz to
100 Hz. The signal was then epoched from −200 ms to
1000 ms around a stimulus. Each epoch was baseline cor-
rected relative to the interval of −200 ms to 0 ms. We
chose not to perform any artifact removal to keep the
amount of data comparable between all subjects and to
estimate how robust the xDAWN filter is under the in-
fluence of potential artifacts. For each subject and SOA
condition we trained an individual xDAWN filter in the
interval of 0 ms to 600 ms as suggested in [9]. Addition-
ally, we trained an xDAWN filter on a mixture data set
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containing trials from each SOA condition such that its
size was equal to the number of trials for the individual
SOAs. As one xDAWN filter is obtained per SOA and
one for the mixed data set, we finally obtain four to six
spatial filters per subject. This yields a total of 66 differ-
ent xDAWN spatial filters.
On this data we applied several similarity and distance
measures that should allow to determine whether a spatial
filter can be transferred to other conditions or subjects.

Comparing spatial filter weights:
In order to quantify commonalities or differences be-
tween two spatial filters, we can employ a similarity mea-
sure. The spatial filters determined by xDAWN are rep-
resented as weight vectors that unfortunately are deter-
mined only up to sign and amplitude. However, this
representation still allows us to use the cosine similar-
ity measure, i.e., the cosine of the angle θ between two
weight vectors w1 and w2:

cossim(w1,w2) = cos(θ) =
w1 ·w2

||w1|| · ||w2||
(3)

Angles between weight vectors has been proposed for
comparing spatial filters before [16, 17]. A cosine sim-
ilarity of 1 indicates collinearity of the vectors, while 0
indicates orthogonality. Negative values indicate that the
vectors point to opposite half spaces. Please note, that
the cosine similarity disregards spatial relations between
electrodes.
Applied to our setup we expect smaller angles between
xDAWN filters within one subject, i.e., cos(θ)→ 1. For
analysis, we calculate pairwise cosine similarities of all
possible pairs within the 66 xDAWN filters obtained over
subjects and SOA conditions.

Comparing elicited patterns:
Aside from similarity of the actual spatial filters, the
similarities of the elicited patterns may be informative.
Patterns tend to be more homogeneous than spatial fil-
ters and the interesting information is the distribution
and location of the pattern on the scalp. Therefore, in-
stead of using the location invariant cosine similarity to
compare patterns, we utilize the optimal transport (OT)
distance [18] (also known as earth mover’s distance or
Wasserstein distance). This OT distance tries to find the
minimal transport plan or flow F that transforms a distri-
bution A into distribution B. In our case A and B are the
elicited spatial patterns.
For our data set we expect smaller OT distances when
comparing two patterns obtained for different SOAs
within one subject than when comparing two patterns for
different subjects.

Comparing ERP waveforms:
We also need to quantify differences between ERP wave-
forms, that result from spatially filtered EEG signals. As
amplitude values generally are not comparable anymore
after the application of xDAWN filters, we first rescale
each filtered waveform to a standard deviation of one.
To lower the influence of noise prior to applying a
waveform-specific distance metric, we reduce the tem-
poral resolution of the waveforms to six predefined time

Figure 2: Matrix of all pairwise cosine similarities between
xDAWN filters trained for each subject and SOA condition. The
thick black lines separate subjects from each other. Note that
the green-bordered blocks on the main diagonal correspond to
within subject filter similarities under different SOA conditions.

intervals by averaging over multiple samples. Further-
more, we average the waveform features over trials of the
same condition and subject. Thus, we obtain six ampli-
tude features per SOA and subject.
Then the difference between the amplitude features of
two filtered ERP waveforms s1 and s2 is quantified by
using the Euclidean distance.

Classification performance:
We have limited our analysis to a single spatial filter per
SOA condition and subject. However, if a spatial filter
w captures the relevant features of the ERP responses
evoked by the experimental paradigm, then applying it
to a data set X should nevertheless lead to a target/non-
target classification performance well above chance level.
We will make use of a linear discriminant analysis clas-
sifier with covariance shrinkage regularization (rLDA) to
estimate the class discriminative information provided by
a filter, given by the area under receiver-operator char-
acteristic curve (AUC). As a single xDAWN component
w may not capture the full ERP information, we gener-
ally must expect a slight performance decrease by apply-
ing a single spatially filter compared to using the high-
dimensional unfiltered signal [9]. To quantify this perfor-
mance drop, we trained an rLDA classifier on each data
set, first without applying any spatial filtering and then
(consecutively) using each of the derived 66 xDAWN
spatial filters. Utilizing a 4-fold chronological cross-
validation scheme we can report the estimated perfor-
mance loss ∆AUC = AUCfilt−AUCnofilt for each spatial
filter when transferred to each data set.
Successful transfer of filters should be expressed by an
only small drop in performance.

RESULTS
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Table 1: List of SOA conditions (in ms) used for each subject.

Subject SOAs in ms
1 60 175 200 460 —
2 60 111 200 218 446
3 60 123 175 380 —
4 60 193 286 506 —
5 60 208 226 508 —
6 60 175 296 474 —
7 60 226 235 518 596
8 60 177 256 446 —
9 60 180 400 447 —
10 60 220 325 402 —
11 60 179 194 513 —
12 60 193 220 600 —
13 60 211 518 — —

First, we utilize the cosine similarity to investigate the
similarity between xDAWN filters. In Figure 2, the co-
sine similarities between all spatial filters calculated for
each subject and SOA condition are visualized. Black
lines indicate the boundary between subjects. Within
one subject, the SOA conditions on which individual fil-
ters were trained are in ascending order from top to bot-
tom / left to right. The concrete SOAs for each subject
are shown in Table 1. The last filter of each subject was
trained on a mixed data set of all SOAs with an equivalent
number of trials.
Intense red entries in the diagonal blocks indicate, that the
similarities between spatial filters obtained from within a
single subject are generally high. Specifically, they are
considerably larger than filter similarities between sub-
jects as indicated by the off-diagonal blocks. Within sub-
jects, the fastest SOA of 60 ms seems to take a special
role: its spatial filters are substantially different from the
ones calculated under slower SOA conditions for most
subjects. Additionally, for subjects 4, 5, and 12, there ex-
ist some SOA conditions which do not produce a spatial
filter comparable to the rest. Interestingly, subject 8 pro-
duces spatial filters that are specific for the two fast SOAs
and different spatial filters specific for the two slower
SOAs. Additionally, the last row/column of each subject
generally shows consistent similarities to other filters for
this subject (data not shown). This observation is in line
with our expectations, as this filter had been trained on
the mixed data set consisting of all SOAs of the subject.
The histograms in Figure 3 provide a closer look at the
within subject vs. between subject cosine similarities of
the xDAWN filters. As expected, we can observe higher
similarities of filters within a subject (blue color, median
similarity 0.695) than across subjects (orange color, me-
dian similarity of 0.218). Introspection into the data re-
vealed that values close to zero cosine similarity were
caused mostly by filters of the very fast 60 ms SOA.
The optimal transport distance between patterns provides
a novel view upon the similarity of xDAWN components.
The histogram in Figure 4 shows, that the differences of
the distance of patterns between and within subjects are
not as emphasized as for cosine similarities which acts on
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Figure 3: Distribution of the similarities between spatial filters
within and across subjects. Dashed lines indicate median values
of 0.218 (between subjects) and 0.695 (within subjects).
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Figure 4: Distribution of the optimal transport distances be-
tween spatial patterns within and across subjects. Dashed lines
describe median values of 0.728 (within subjects) and 1.023
(between subjects).

the filters. This is due to the fact, that the xDAWN algo-
rithm has almost always found a component representing
the P300 evoked potential for each data set (although we
had to manually select this component in few cases). As
the pattern topology does not differ greatly between sub-
jects and between conditions, we obtain small optimal
transport distances. The peak in the within subject his-
togram values around distances >1.5 are caused by pat-
terns that do not show a typical P300 topology. Overall
we conclude, that looking at the pattern alone is not in-
formative enough to describe (dis)similarities in the ERP
domain.
To determine the general variability of ERP waveforms
and how it affects the Euclidean distance between two
ERPs, we calculated the Euclidean distances for three
different settings: (1) how ERPs differ between subjects
(including different SOA conditions), (2) how ERPs dif-
fer within subject under different SOA conditions and
(3) how changing the spatial filter but not the underlying
data within subjects but across SOA conditions affects the
ERP waveform. Hereinafter, we will call this last setting
within subject filter transfer.
Figure 5 shows the histograms for the three aforemen-
tioned settings. Interestingly, the distances resulting from
within subject filter transfer are the lowest on average.
This indicates that the spatial filters trained on different
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SOAs of one subject can be re-used for other SOA con-
ditions of the same subject without affecting the evoked
ERP waveform drastically.
Finally, we quantified how strong the rLDA classifier per-
formance of the xDAWN-filtered data deteriorates when
applying a spatial filter trained on a different data set. As
shown in Figure 6, the performance losses (provided as
∆AUC values) are much larger when spatial filters from
a different subject had been used, than when using spatial
filters from the same subject. This fits with our previous
observations, that spatial filters derived within a subject
but across different SOAs still are very similar.
An example for within subject filter transfer is given in
Figure 7. We can see that most xDAWN filtered ERP
responses look highly similar regardless of which spa-
tial filter we use. Only the filter for SOA 60 seems to
extract a different ERP waveform—it generally prolongs
the latencies of the ERPs. Applying the filter trained on
SOA 60 to the data of SOA 513 even eliminates the P300
ERP completely. This indicates that the filter extracted
for this extremely fast SOA value cannot be transferred
to the other SOA conditions.
As a contrast, in Figure 8 it is shown how the data
recorded for the first four SOA conditions of subject 11
changes when using spatial filters obtained from sub-
ject 13. The ERP curves look very different compared
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Figure 7: ERP waveforms as a result of filter transfer within
subject 11. Each subplot shows a data set on the SOA given in
the title. The different colors indicate which spatial filter was
applied to the data set. If title and line have the same color, this
means that the spatial filter trained specifically on this data set
was used to create the filtered ERP signal.
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Figure 8: Applied filter transfer from subject 13 to subject 11.
Each subplot shows a data set of subject 11 on the SOA given
in the title.

to the within subject filter transfer case. Additionally, the
difference of ERPs for one data set is much more pro-
nounced by changing the spatial filter.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Motivated by the widespread use of data-driven spatial
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filter methods in the field of BCI, we have described
methods to quantify similarities and differences of spatial
filters and have applied it to xDAWN filters in the ERP
domain. Making use of these methods, we could make a
novel contribution to the field by showing that the transfer
of spatial filters is feasible for spatial filters trained under
different SOA conditions but within one subject—at least
if the SOAs are not prohibitively fast. In this context we
could report evidence that using solely spatial patterns is
not sufficiently informative to characterize spatial com-
ponents obtained under ERP paradigms.
Our finding may pave the way for a more flexible param-
eterization of ERP paradigms over multiple sessions of a
subject, as it reduces the effort of recording training data
for each SOA condition separately in order to get a spe-
cialized filter for each condition. An empirical question
for future research is, how well this within subject trans-
fer performs if experimental conditions other than SOA
are changed, and if the observed successful transfer of
filters will be possible also for session-to-session transfer
within subjects and between conditions.
In future work, the measures for filter comparison will
be examined whether they are applicable also with other
spatial filter algorithms and under different experimen-
tal paradigms, e.g. CSP, SPoC or ICA in mental imagery
tasks or whether there exist measures that can even bet-
ter reflect transferability properties. Furthermore, an au-
tomatic framework that can decide for few data points
obtained under varying conditions, whether the resulting
spatial filters are transferable or not could help to reduce
unnecessary calibration effort.
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ABSTRACT: It is well-known that human neural 

representations of grasping movement observation and 

execution share similarities. However, it remains unclear to 

what extent neural patterns of movement observation relate 

with behavioral covariates of the movement, such as muscle 

or kinematic activity, or with categorical models that 

describe hand posture or object properties. In this study, we 

explored the relation between EEG neural representation of 

observing a large variety of hand-object interaction images 

and two representations of the observed movement’s 

execution: the behavioral covariates and categorical models. 

We found that the EEG representation of the observation 

phase was correlated with the muscle representation during 

the execution most strongly in the movement holding phase. 

Furthermore, we found similarities with the categorical 

model that reflects the shape and the size of the object. With 

these findings we gain a joint understanding of the relation 

between movement observation and execution and a mean to 

facilitate an intuitive control of neuroprostheses in motor 

impaired individuals. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

Movement is the main way we can interact with the world. 

The motor system is involved in all types of movements, 

including speech, walking, reaching, grasping and many 

others. In particular, the ability to perform grasping 

movements plays an essential role in independent everyday 

activities. Spinal cord injury (SCI) or stroke can cause motor 

impairments that hinder the execution of these movements. 

Therefore, great effort is devoted towards the control of 

robotic limbs or neuroprostheses in people with motor 

impairments [1], [2]. Since these individuals cannot execute 

the desired movements, they can instead attempt or imagine 

the movement. When performing these tasks similar brain 

activations have been found as in an actual movement 

execution task, leading to the discovery of the mirror-neuron 

system [3], [4]. The existence of the neural mirroring 

activity and the observation-execution matching has been 

first reported in macaques [5], [6], and later in humans [7], 

[8], [9]. In humans, the mirroring system is thought to play a 

role in understanding others' actions [10] and in a range of 

social cognitive processes, such as action planning or 

anticipation [11], [12], perceiving intention [13], [14], [15], 

imitation [16], or in other social interactions [10], [17]. 

Moreover, the observation of movements or hand-object 

interactions, even in static pictures has been shown to 

involve the motor and visuo-motor areas [4], [18]. 

In individuals with SCI, we lack information about muscle 

activations during movement execution and for the control 

of neuroprostheses we can rely on the EEG correlates of the 

imagination or attempt of hand movements [19]. We have 

recently shown that brain activity shares similar activation 

with the muscle activity during grasping and holding phases 

of the movement [20]. While observation and execution also 

share similar brain activations, the relation between the brain 

patterns associated with the observation of hand postures 

and the actual muscle components during movement 

execution remains unclear. We believe that a better 

understanding of the relation between these movement 

stages and their covariates could lead to an intuitive control 

of neuroprostheses or robotic limbs.    

Explaining how behavior is implemented by neural 

mechanisms is a challenging task. One possibility is that 

tackling both of these challenges simultaneously may be 

more tractable than addressing each separately at its own 

level of analysis [21]. Hence, it is essential to establish a 

reliable relation between observation and execution in terms 

of both neural and behavioral representations. 

In this study, we explored the similarity between the neural 

representation while observing static images of hand-object 

grasping interactions and the associated behavioral 

representation (in terms of muscle and kinematic activations) 

while executing the observed grasping interaction. We also 

categorized the grasps based on the shape and size of the 

object, position of the thumb relative to the palm, in addition 

to the more conventional grasp type categorization in power, 

pincer and intermediate, and then built three different 

categorical models. We applied representational similarity 

analysis (RSA) [22], [23] to investigate the similarities 

among the effects of the neural, behavioral (muscle and 

kinematic) representations and categorical models at 

different time stages of grasping movements. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
A previously recorded dataset has been used in this study 

[20]. The dataset contains simultaneously acquired neural 

(EEG) and behavioral (muscle and kinematic) data of thirty 

one participants, in a task that involves observation and 
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execution of different grasping movements. The 

experimental protocol was approved by the ethical 

committee of Medical University of Graz (approval number: 

29–352 ex16/17), and all subjects gave written informed 

consent before participating in the experiment. Fig. 1A 

illustrates the structure of the experimental protocol. 

 

 
 
Figure 1: (A) Experimental protocol. Each of the 33 blocks 

contained eight consecutive repetitions (trials) of the same grasp. 

Each trial had four phases: fixation (three seconds long), 

observation (four seconds long), execution (four seconds long) and 

relaxation (four seconds long). (B) Experimental setup. Photos of 

one participant during the observation and execution phases, and 

the materials used during recording. (C) Pictograms of the grasping 

movements.  

 

During the fixation period, participants were instructed to 

focus their gaze on a cross located in the middle of the 

screen and avoid eye movements for three seconds. Next, 

during the observation phase which lasted four seconds, 

participants were presented with a static image showing a 

hand in a final grasping position together with the grasped 

object. During this observation phase, participants could 

move their eyes and observe the shape and size of the object, 

as well as the position of the fingers and the overall shape of 

the hand. During the fixation and observation phases, as well 

as during the break, participants rested their hand on a 

transparent, custom-made plexiglass hand support, shown in 

Fig. 1B. We built this hand support to reduce hand fatigue 

and recorded the resting position using the Leap Motion 

optical tracking device. During the execution phase which 

was also four seconds long, participants were instructed to 

focus their gaze on the “x” symbol located in the middle of 

the screen and to lift their hand from the resting support, 

move it slightly to the left and perform the grasping 

movement that they had observed during the previous phase. 

The acquisition of the blocks was divided in 4 parts. The 

first three parts contained 8 blocks and lasted 16 minutes 

each, while the last part contained 9 blocks. After each part, 

we offered longer breaks to the participants. The total 

duration of one recording was, on average, an hour and a 

half. The participant shown in Fig. 1B gave her informed 

consent for the photo to be made available in the conference 

publication. Fig. 1C shows the pictograms of the 33 grasping 

movements with their ordinal numbers. The order of the 

grasping conditions (blocks) was randomized among 

participants.  

In the dataset, EEG and EOG data was recorded using a 64-

channel ActiCap System with two BrainAmp amplifiers 

(BrainProducts, Germany). The ground sensor was placed on 

AFz and the reference sensor on the right mastoid. To record 

the muscle activity, we used a Myo armband (Thalmic Labs 

Inc., Canada). The armband was located on the right arm 

close to the elbow, above the extrinsic hand muscles. To 

record the kinematics related to the grasping movements, we 

used the Leap Motion controller (Leap Motion Inc., CA, 

USA).  

For all data preprocessing and analyses, we used Matlab 

R2016b (Mathworks, Inc. USA). EEG data was first filtered 

using a Butterworth fourth-order, zero-phase, band-pass 

filter between 0.1–40 Hz and then downsampled to 100 Hz. 

We rejected the trials in which the task was incorrectly 

performed (e.g., start of movement before the associated 

cue). From the EEG data we extracted the first seven 

seconds associated with the fixation and observation period 

and performed a similar cleaning processing pipeline as 

described in [20]. Next, we computed the time-frequency 

representation using Morlet wavelets with a resolution of 0.5 

Hz in between 0.1 and 40 Hz. To compute the ERD/S 

patterns, we used the fixation period (1-3s) as baseline.  
The eight EMG data channels were processed using Hilbert 

transform, standardized using z-score and, finally, the 

envelope of the data was computed. From the signals 

recorded using the Leap Motion controller, we used nineteen 

joint angles for the rest of the analysis. These joint angles 

correspond to the five proximal (one artificially created for 

the thumb and four for the other fingers), five intermediate 

and five distal joints of each finger, as well as the four in-

between fingers joints. Given the high degree of correlation 

between some of the explored joints, we applied principal 

component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimensionality of 

the kinematic data. We retained for each subject the first five 

components, which accounted, on average, for more than 

95% of the data variance. 
For each of the three acquisition modalities (EEG, EMG and 

joint angles), we averaged single repetitions of the same 

grasp condition both within subject and between subjects 

leading to one group-level representation per grasp 

condition. For the averaging of the joint angles, we used the 

circular mean, as implemented in the CircStat toolbox [24]. 

For the extraction of the behavioral features of interest we 

defined three temporal windows in the movement execution 

segment. The windows were consecutive and each window 

was 500 ms long, which is in line with the latencies of the 

grasping phases previously reported in the literature [25]. 

The first window was associated with the reaching and pre-
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shaping of the hand, and it started from the movement onset. 

The second window was associated with the finalization of 

the grasping movement. The third window contained 

information about the holding position of the grasping. From 

the three windows we extracted the features of interest from 

the two behavioral data acquisition modalities: EMG and 

joint angles. For the neural data, we extracted the 4-second 

window corresponding to the observation phase. 

Our strategy consisted in comparing the neural information 

from the observation period with the behavioral information 

from the three windows of the execution period. 

For the EEG pattern extraction, we implemented a 

searchlight technique to extract ERD/S patterns 

simultaneously at different spatial locations and frequency 

bands. We present the searchlight approach in more detail in 

[20]. For the analysis, we defined 31 centroids in the channel 

space and 26 in the frequency space. One neighborhood, in 

either of the spaces, had five members: one centroid and four 

equidistant neighbors, and had 2 members in common with 

any other neighbourhood. The two-dimensional window 

defined by the channel and frequency neighborhoods was 

slid across the two dimensions. Each frequency 

neighborhood corresponded to a 2 Hz-wide band and had an 

overlapping step of 0.5 Hz. 

We applied the searchlight technique on the entire 4-second 

long window from the observation segment. All the 

information within a two-dimensional window was 

concatenated into a vector. This vector defined the EEG 

pattern of activity for the region with a given centroid in 

space and in frequency. For the EMG envelope and for the 

kinematic joint angles, the behavioral patterns resulted from 

the concatenation of all channels (components) of data over 

each of the three inspected temporal windows. 

For each of the three temporal windows, we compared the 

behavioral patterns of different grasping conditions with the 

neural patterns of the observation period. We used 1-r 

(where r is the Pearson correlation) as the distance metric 

between the patterns of different conditions. Next, we 

ranked and scaled the distances between 0 and 1, and 

computed the representational dissimilarity matrix (RDM) 

[23] between pairs of grasping conditions.  In addition to the 

neural and behavioral representations, we also implemented 

categorical models. These models were built from previous 

categorizations based on the type of grasp, position of the 

thumb relative to the palm, defined in the largest pre-

existing taxonomy of static and stable grasps [26], and on 

the shape and size of the object [20]. The RDMs of these 

categorical models were binary representations, which 

contained a 0 for each pair of stimuli falling into the same 

category and a 1 for each pair of stimuli falling into different 

categories. We define as reference RDM the neural 

representation during the observation phase and as candidate 

RDMs both the behavioral representations during the 

execution phase and the categorical models. 
To evaluate the consistency of our obtained RSA effects we 

conducted a bootstrap analysis with 500 iterations. We 

performed the bootstrap analysis on a pool of 31 different 

samples corresponding to our subject number. In each 

iteration, we replaced the 31 samples with other randomly 

pulled 31 samples. Through bootstrapping, we could 

estimate the confidence interval, as the variance of the mean 

distance between the reference and candidate RDMs in our 

population of 31 subjects. We report the 95% confidence 

interval (CI) of the procedure together with the obtained 

mean effect.  

 

RESULTS 

 

We computed the reference representations based on the 

searchlight analysis of the time-frequency representation of 

the EEG data during the observation period. We then 

computed the representational similarity between the 

reference (EEG) RDM and the behavioral (EMG and joint 

angles) representations in the three time windows of interest 

of the movement execution period: hand pre-shaping (0 – 

0.5 s), reaching of the final grasping posture (0.5 – 1 s) and 

holding (1 – 1.5s). We also computed the RSA between the 

reference representation and the three categorical models.  

Fig. 2 describes, at a population level, the results of the 

representational similarity analysis between the reference 

neural representation (during the observation period) and the 

candidate behavioral representations (described by muscle 

and joint angles information) and the categorical models 

(type of grasp, position of the thumb relative to the palm and 

shape of the object). We observed that the reference neural 

representation during movement observation is more similar 

(smaller 1-r distance) to the muscle than to the kinematic 

representation during movement execution. This similarity 

becomes even stronger during the holding phase of the 

movement, in which the hand maintains the final grasping 

posture (1-r = 0.69, 95% CI: [0.66, 0.72]) in the mu and low 

beta frequency bands in parietal and occipital areas. In the 

previous movement phases the values of similarity were: 1-r 

= 0.74 during hand pre-shaping and 1-r = 0.71 during the 

reaching period of the final grasping posture.  Moreover, 

from the categorical models, the reference representation is 

more similar to the model that encodes the shape and the 

size of the object also in mu and beta frequency bands over 

parieto-occipital brain regions (1-r = 0.79, 95% CI: [0.77. 

0.8]) compared to the other categorical models.  

In Fig. 3, we focused on the previously observed effects and 

assessed their significance at the population level. Fig. 3A 

shows the topographical representation of the similarity 

effects relative to the behavioral representations (top and 

middle) and categorical model Object shape (bottom). Next, 

we conducted a bootstrapping analysis and we show in Fig. 

3B the effects and their 95% confidence interval. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

In this exploratory study, we investigated the similarities 

among neural, behavioral and categorical representations of 

observing and executing a large repertoire of unique 

grasping movements [26]. Using a searchlight approach, we 

extracted EEG patterns from the observation period at 

different frequencies and brain areas, and compared them 

with behavioral (muscle and kinematic) representations of 

the executed movements, as well as with three categorical  
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Figure 2. Representational similarity analysis between the candidate representations and the reference representations extracted through a 

searchlight implementation. The vertical black lines mark the area covered by the midline centroids. The horizontal lines mark the mu 

frequency band. The space centroids are sorted from periphery-to-midline and anterior-to-posterior.  

models that describe the type of grasp, the position of the 

thumb during grasping and the intrinsic properties of the 

object (shape and size).   

We found that the parietal and occipital areas encode 

information about grasping movements during the 

observation period. Moreover, we found that the muscle 

representation during the holding phase of the movement  

showed similarities with the EEG representation during the 

observation period in the mu and low beta frequencies. We 

also found similarities between the EEG representation 

during observation and the categorical model that describes 

the shape and the size of the objects. These similarities were 

more pronounced in the contralateral parietal and occipital 

regions in the mu and beta frequency bands. EEG activation 

in parietal and occipital brain regions in mu and beta 

frequency bands have been reported also by [27] when 

observing hand-object interactions. According to the 

ideomotor theory [28], [29], actions are represented by their 

perceived effects. Hence, external or internal events can 

trigger the corresponding actions.  

During the observation of grasping hand postures, the neural 

processes related to the concept of movement result from 

peripheral sensations generated by previous knowledge 

about how the movement would be executed, plus 

proprioception [29]. In our study, all the observed grasping 

postures were familiar to the participants.  It has been shown 

that attention to kinesthetic perception of the movement also 

triggers activations of motor areas in similar frequency 

bands [30]. Desynchronization of the mu and beta rhythms is 

a commonly used measure of motor cortex activation [31], 

[32] in movement observation tasks.  Mu desynchronization 

has been identified as a possible measure of the mirroring 

system [33]. We also found activations in the frequency 

range of the mu band (8-13 Hz) both in the parietal and 

occipital brain areas. Indeed, the two activations originate 

from distinct processes, the first being related to the motor 

planning and the second to the visual processing. 

Furthermore, Pfurtscheller et al. [31] made a division into 

lower and upper alpha (mu) bands. The upper alpha band is 

shown to be associated to stimulus identification and 

response preparation in a movement task. Indeed, our 

findings show that in this frequency band the ERD/S 

representation during observation has similarities with the 

muscle representation during execution. In particular, we 

found stronger similarities during the holding phase of the 

movement, which indicates that when visually processing  
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Figure 3. (A). Topographical RSA in the specified frequency bands. On the top, the dissimilarity w.r.t. the EMG representation in the time 

window between 1–1.5 s. The middle topographical plot shows the dissimilarity w.r.t. the joint angles representation in the time window 1–

1.5 s. The bottom topographical plot shows the dissimilarity w.r.t. the categorical Object shape model.  (B)  Bootstrapping results of the 

RSA for the three representations shown on the left (A) panel. Centro-parietal and occipital brain regions show smaller distances (higher 

correlations) between the reference (EEG) representation and the candidate (behavioral EMG - top left and categorical Object shape – top 

right) representations. The shaded area indicates the 95% confidence interval computed after 500 bootstrapping iterations. 
 

the hand-object grasping interaction, we focus on the final 

grasping posture.      

As we have already observed before in [20], the kinematic 

representations based on joint angles were  similar to the 

EMG representations; however, the similarity between the 

kinematic representation and the EEG representation during 

the observation period was lower, indicating that the 

kinematic representations may contain additional grasping 

information that is not encoded in the EEG brain patterns 

related with visual processing or motor planning.  

Concerning the categorical models, we found that the model 

describing the type of grasp is the least correlated with the 

EEG representation during the observation of grasping hand 

postures, the model describing the thumb position during 

grasping movements showed slight similarities with the EEG 

representation during observation on central and ipsilateral 

regions in the low beta frequencies. Furtheremore, the model 

based on the object’s shape showed the largest similarities 

(smallest distances) to the EEG representation during the 

observation period.  

These similarities were found in occipital areas in the low 

beta frequency range. The large similarities in both mu and 

beta bands with the Object shape model indicate that during 

the observation phase there are neural processes related with 

visual processing (potentially due to a sequential search 

[34]) as well as motor planning or imagination of movement. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

To sum up, our findings indicate that the neural 

representation of observing images of hand-object grasping 

interactions shares similarities with the muscle 

representation during the grasping posture holding phase as 

well as with the model that encodes the information about 

intrinsic properties of the object, such as shape and size. 

These findings are of particular relevance for the control of 

neuroprostheses based on EEG signals and shed some light 

on the joint relation between neural processes such as 

planning or imagination (inevitable when observing a hand-

object interaction) and the actual behavioral representations 
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associated with grasping execution. 
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ABSTRACT: Interpretability, accuracy and a solid 

neurophysiological basis can be considered as the main 

requirements for the classification model to monitor 

motor imagery tasks in post-stroke motor recovery 

paradigms supported by the brain-computer interface 

technology.   

This study aimed at comparing the accuracy performance 

of different classification approaches applied on a dataset 

of 15 stroke patients. We also explored how the variation 

in the dimensionality of the feature domain would 

influence the different classifier performance. 

To this purpose, stepwise linear discriminant analysis 

(SWLDA), shrinkage linear discriminant analysis, 

logistic regression, support vector machine, multilayer 

perceptron, decision tree and random forest classifiers 

entered in the performance analysis.  

SWLDA statistically outperformed the classifiers 

commonly used in sensorimotor-BCI paradigms, 

achieving 80% in classification accuracy even in case of 

feature domain dimensionality reduction. The linearity, 

the interpretability and the accuracy of the SWLDA 

model, even just by means few EEG electrodes, yielded 

to consider SWLDA an optimal solution to fulfil the main 

requirements of the rehabilitation context.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Electroencephalogram (EEG)-based brain-computer 

interfaces (BCIs) have been recently proposed to assist 

motor recovery training in stroke patients [1], [2]. In this 

context two main approaches have been identified: the 

first employs brain activity to control devices to assist 

movement [1], the second aims at modifying brain 

activity to improve motor behaviour [2].  

In [2], BCIs monitor the modulation of brain activity 

induced by the movement imagination. Indeed, motor 

imagery (MI) practice as well as motor execution elicits 

event-related desynchronization that occurs within EEG 

frequency bands (alpha and beta) and primarily over the 

scalp in sensorimotor cortical regions contralateral to the 

part of the body involved in the task. Therefore, the 

rationale behind such BCI approach is based on the 

assumption that the practice of mental imagery with 

motor content could influence brain plasticity and thus, 

enhance post-stroke functional motor recovery.  

Although many approaches have already been proposed 

to detect and classify EEG signals [3], i.e. sensorimotor 

rhythms (SMR), classification algorithms are still being 

investigated. Low signal-to-noise ratio of EEG signals, 

their non-stationarity over time and the limited amount 

of training data available to calibrate the classifiers are 

the main challenges faced by classification methods for 

BCI [4].  

In the context of SMR classification, although a survey 

of classifiers’ performances has been already approached 

[3], no conclusive results were achieved because of the 

different context, i.e. different set of subjects, set of 

features and parameters, in which the studies took place.  

To overcome that limitation, Bashashati et al. [5] built a 

unified comparison framework to evaluate the 

performance of different classifiers (two feature 

extraction methods and seven classification methods) on 

several sensorimotor BCI dataset collected from healthy 

subjects. Multilayer perceptron, logistic regression, 

support vector machine and linear discriminant analysis 

classifiers resulted in the best performance in 

synchronous BCI paradigms. Moreover, the authors 

concluded that, since pre-processing of the data, feature 

extraction and feature selection all change the 

distribution of the data in the feature space, a BCI system 

should be viewed as a unit consisting of different blocks 

in which all the block settings and parameters should be 

adjusted jointly for each individual subject.  

In contrast to other fields of application where optimal 

control is pursued, in the rehabilitation context the aim is 

also to reinforce the appropriate sensorimotor activation 

in terms of both topographical and spectral 

characteristics. Therefore, physiological constraints 

should be considered in the classification process to take 

into account neurophysiological evidences and 

rehabilitation principles.  

In [2], neurologists selected the proper EEG features, i.e. 

BCI control parameters, basing on the visualization of 

EEG pattern in form of statistical index matrix obtained 

by the comparison between two conditions (task and 

rest). Those features and their weights (conventionally 

fixed to -0.5) were merged in a linear classifier.  

From this approach, we have recently moved toward a 

semiautomatic selection, based on physiological 

constraints, able to reproduce the choices of neurologists 

[6]. The possibility to combine a proper feature selection 
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and a linear classifier (fast and powerful in interpretative 

terms) led us to apply the stepwise linear discriminant 

analysis [7], [8].  

Since the specific rehabilitative context and the 

neurophysiological constraints, this study aimed to 

compare our classification approach and those proposed 

for the classification of sensorimotor rhythms. The 

experimental group, 15 stroke patients, made unique this 

analysis. Seven classification methods were compared, 

even on varying of the feature space size (two, ten or all 

available features). The methods, proposed in [5] as the 

best for synchronous BCI paradigms, i.e. the linear 

discriminant analysis, the logistic regression, the support 

vector machine and the multilayer perceptron were 

considered. The random forest classifier and its 

elementary module, the decision tree, were included in 

the comparative framework because of good 

classification performance achieved by the former [9] in 

binary classification of imaginative tasks.   

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
     Data collection: EEG data were previously collected 

from fifteen stroke subjects according the procedure and 

the protocol in [2]. Scalp EEG potentials were acquired 

from 61 electrodes, assembled on an electrode cap 

(according to an extension of the 10–20 International 

System, linked ears reference, mastoid ground) and 

bandpass filtered between 0.1 and 70Hz.  

All signals were digitalized at 200 Hz and amplified by a 

commercial EEG system (BrainAmp; Brain Products, 

Gilching, Germany). 

     Experimental protocol: During the acquisition all 

subjects were comfortably seated in an armchair in a 

dimly lit room with their upper limbs resting on a desk. 

Visual cues were presented on a screen on the desk. 

All subjects were trained to perform the kinesthetic 

motor imagery of the hand movements (grasping and 

finger extension) with their affected upper limbs. Each 

run comprised 30 trials (15±1 rest, 15±1 motor imagery). 

The total duration of each trial was 7 seconds with an 

inter-trial interval of 3.5 seconds. In each trial the 

experimental task took up just 4 seconds.  

     Pre-processing and Feature Extraction: Runs 

collected during the motor imagery of grasping and 

finger extension movements were concatenated.  

EEG data were notch filtered at 50 Hz. EEG signal 

intervals containing artefacts (muscular, environmental) 

were identified, using a semi-automatic procedure based 

on the definition of a voltage threshold, and discarded. 

EEG data were spatial filtered by means the common 

average reference spatial filter.  

EEG data were divided into epochs 1 second long and 

spectral features were extracted using the maximum 

entropy method (16th order model, 2 Hz resolution, no 

overlap) [10]. Two hundred and forty epochs were at 

most available for each dataset (one for each subject).  

Given the specific motor rehabilitation context, spectral 

features belonging to the sensorimotor strip (i.e. FC, C, 

CP electrodes) in the contralateral scalp area to the hand 

involved in the task and in the range from 7 Hz to 25 Hz 

were used for the following steps.  

After extracting features from each relevant channel (i.e. 

FC, C, CP in the affected hemisphere, 12 channels) and 

frequency bin (10 frequency bins), the features were 

assembled to build a feature vector, which was supplied 

to each classifier. 

     Feature selection: All classifiers were tested, even on 

varying of the feature number. Two features, ten features 

and all features (120 features) were considered.  

To select the best two or ten features the recursive feature 

elimination cross-validation approach was used [11].  

Recursive feature elimination (RFE) is a feature selection 

method that fits a model and removes the weakest 

features until the required number of features is reached. 

Features are ranked by the model’s attributes, and by 

recursively eliminating a small number of features per 

loop, RFE attempts to eliminate dependencies and 

collinearity existing in the model. To find the optimal 

number of features, cross-validation strategy is applied. 

RFE cross-validation (RFECV) scores different feature 

subsets and selects the best scoring collection of features. 

In our approach the number of folds for the cross-

validation was set to 3. Although in its first formulation 

RFE was applied jointly with the support vector machine 

(SVM) [11], we opted for the decision tree (DT) as 

estimator. The choice was based on the best classification 

results obtained in the comparison between SVM and DT 

as estimators. For conciseness, results of those analyses 

were not reported in this work.  

RFECV was applied before all classifiers with the 

exception of the stepwise linear discriminant analysis, 

since the last intrinsically includes a feature selection 

process. This process can be controlled by the 

experimenter in term of number of features to be selected. 

As above reported, two or ten features was set also for 

the stepwise linear discriminant analysis.  

     Classification: Seven classifiers were compared in 

terms of classification performance.  

Stepwise linear discriminant analysis (SWLDA) is an 

extension of the Fisher’s Linear Discriminant that 

performs feature space reduction by selecting suitable 

features to be included in the discriminant function. In 

this classifier, a combination of forward and backward 

stepwise analysis is implemented. The input features are 

weighted using the Fisher’s Linear Discriminant to 

predict the target labels. Starting with an empty model, 

the most statistically significant input feature for 

predicting the target label (having a p-value < 0.05) is 

added to the discriminant function. After each new entry 

to the discriminant function, a backward stepwise 

analysis is performed to remove the least significant 

features, having a p-value > 0.1. This process is repeated 

until the discriminant function includes a predetermined 

number of features, or until no additional features satisfy 

the entry/removal criteria [7].  

Shrinkage linear discriminant analysis (sLDA) is a 

standard linear discriminant analysis (LDA) classifier in 

which the class-related covariance matrices used in its 

optimization have been regularized using shrinkage. The 
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sLDA classifier has been demonstrated to be more 

effective and more robust for small dataset than LDA [4]. 

In our implementation, the optimal shrinkage parameter 

was determined following the lemma introduced by 

Ledoit and Wolf.  

Logistic regression (LR) is a discriminative learning 

classifier that directly estimates the parameters of the 

posterior distribution function. The maximum likelihood 

method is used to approximate such parameters [12]. In 

our implementation, the regularized logistic regression 

was optimized by means the liblinear [13] algorithm that 

supports both L1 and L2 regularization.  

Support vector machine (SVM) is a classifier that uses a 

discriminant hyperplane to identify classes. The selected 

hyperplane is the ones that maximizes the distance 

(margin) from the nearest data points (support vectors) of 

each class [12]. In this study, we implemented the linear 

SVM and set the penalty parameter to c=1. Before 

selecting the value, three values (c=0.1, c=1 and c=10) 

were tested. No statistically significant differences were 

found among values.  

Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a neural network. For 

this analysis, we implemented a MLP that trains using  a 

quasi-Newton algorithm which uses a backpropagation 

implementation of the gradient. We considered one 

hidden layer MLP with 20 neurons, ReLU (rectified 

linear unit) as activation function of the neurons and L-

BFGS solver. This final setting has been defined after  

testing a combination of different values for  the number 

of neurons of the hidden layer (10, 20, 40 and 80 

neurons), the activation functions (ReLU, sigmoid) and 

the solvers (L-BFGS, Adam and RMSProp). The 

combination that gave the best results, in terms of 

classification accuracy average across subjects, was that 

used in this analysis.  

Decision tree (DT) is a classifier which partitions the 

feature space until terminal nodes, each one assigned to 

a predicted value. Although decision trees are very easy 

to use for no-statisticians, they work for non-linear 

functions and the treatment of missing values is more 

satisfactory than most other model classes, we might not 

be able to find the best model at all. Moreover, results 

can be quite variable: small changes in the data can 

potentially lead to completely different splits (i.e. trees) 

[14].  

Random Forest (RF) classifier is a set of decision trees 

merged by a probabilistic scheme. To classify an epoch, 

the corresponding feature vector is the input for each tree 

in the forest. Each tree makes a prediction and the forest 

chooses the prediction having the most votes over all the 

trees in the forest. RF can work on high-dimensional data 

and it can be applied to any model. Despite of its ability 

to returns the variable importance, it is very hard to 

interpret [14]. 

Many variant RF parameters impact on the algorithm 

accuracy. For each subject, we tested both the number of 

trees (10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000, 2000) and the 

minimum number of samples required to split an internal 

node (from 2 to 24 in steps of two ). The best set in terms 

of accuracy average (across subjects) was considered for 

the following analysis: 2000 trees and 4 samples required 

to split an internal node.  

     Validation: A 10-times cross-validation (Fig. 1) was 

implemented to compare classifiers and number of 

features. For each iteration the feature domain (epochs x 

number of features, at most 240 x 120) was shuffled 

along the first size (epochs). The first ninety and the last 

ten percent of the data have been the training and testing 

dataset, respectively.  

Training dataset was the input for the feature selector 

(RFE-CV based on DT). It performed the feature 

selection ten times using the same dataset and returned 

the list of features sorted according to the more selected 

among the feature selection iterations.  

The first two or ten features were considered to reduce 

the feature domain or all features if feature selection was 

not required.  

 

 
 

Figure 1: Validation approach. For each iteration (10 in 

total) the steps in the hatch block were repeated. 

Specifically, feature domain was shuffled and divided in 

training and testing dataset. The former was used to 

train the classifier (and to select the best two or ten 

features, if that was the condition under investigation), 

the latter to test the classifier. The performance index 

was computed for each iteration.  

     

The feature domain, properly reduced (only for 2 or 10 

features analysis), was the input for each classifier. Each 

classifier was trained from the training dataset. The 

testing dataset, never seen before, was used to test the 

model and compute the performance index.  

For each pair number of features-classifier (e.g. 2 

features – MLP) the average of the performance index 

across all iterations (10 in total) has been considered the 

emblematic value for that pair.  

     Performance Measures: For each pair number of 

features (2, 10, 120 features) and classifier (SWLDA, 

sLDA, LR, SVM, MLP, DT, RF) classification accuracy 

was computed.  
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     Statistical Analysis: For each pair number of features-

classifier the Shapiro-Wilk test was applied to assess the 

normality of each performance index distribution. 

To investigate the effect of the number of features as well 

as of the classifier and their potential interaction, 

classification accuracy was analysed by the repeated 

measure two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The 

Tukey HSD post hoc analysis was applied to assess 

pairwise differences. The threshold for statistical 

significance was set to p<0.05. Results are presented as 

mean ± standard error (SE) across subjects.   

 

RESULTS 

 

The statistical analysis revealed the significant effect of 

the classifier factor (F=77.22, p<0.001) as well as the 

number of the features (F= 19.11, p<0.001) on the 

classification accuracy and the significant interaction 

among factors (F= 13,20, p<0.001).  

Figure 2 shows for each pair (classifier-number of 

features) the results, presented as average and standard 

error across subjects. 

The post-hoc analysis, applied to the classifier factor, 

pointed out the overall superiority of the SWLDA 

classifier over all classifiers as well as better performance 

obtained by the sLDA respect to those of the LR, SVM, 

MLP and DT classifiers. All classifiers outperformed DT 

classifiers.  

Moreover, better performances were globally (number of 

features factor) achieved when ten or all available 

features were used than those obtained for two features.  

Since the number of features directly impacts on the 

number of physical EEG electrodes required to collect 

EEG data and, therefore, extract the needed features, 

results from interaction between classifiers and number 

of features were deeply analysed and reported in Fig. 3. 

With equal number of features (both for 2 and 10 

features), SWLDA (accuracy average= 0.78 evaluated 

for 2 features, accuracy average= 0.79 evaluated for 10 

features) statistically outperformed all classifiers. DT 

classifier, instead, (accuracy average= 0.62 evaluated for 

2 features, accuracy average= 0.67 evaluated for 10 

features) did not reached good performance, revealing to 

be the worst classifier (Fig. 3 upper panel, left side).  

When all available information were used to train the 

classifiers, no statistically significant differences 

emerged among SWLDA, sLDA and RF (Fig. 3 upper 

panel, right side).  

Increasing the size of the feature domain significantly 

improved performances in both sLDA (0.70, 0.75, 0.80 

accuracy average for 2, 10 and 120 features) and RF 

classifiers (0.67, 0.73, 0.80 accuracy average for 2, 10 

and 120 features). Conversely, SWLDA performances 

(0.78, 0.79, 0.80 accuracy average for 2, 10 and all 

features) did not differ among them varying on feature 

number.     

 

 
Figure 2: Classification accuracy, presented as mean ± standard error (15 stroke patients), computed for seven 

classifiers: stepwise linear discriminant analysis (SWLDA), shrinkage linear discriminant analysis (sLDA), logistic 

regression (LR), support vector machine (SVM), multilayer perceptron (ML), decision tree (DT), random forest 

(RF). For each classifier, accuracy was evaluated when the feature domain had been reduced to include two features 

(in blue), ten features (in green) and all available (black) features, i.e. no feature domain dimensionality reduction.  
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Figure 3: Post-hoc test results of the ANOVA interaction factor. Upper panel, left side: comparison among 

classifiers with the same number of features. Pairwise differences among classifiers, for 2 and 10 features, were 

presented in same matrix since they had returned equal results. Upper panel, right side: comparison among 

classifiers when all features were considered. Lower panel, left side: comparison between classifiers trained from 

2 features and those trained from 10 features. Lower panel, centre: comparison between classifiers trained from 2 

features and those trained from all available features. Lower panel, right side: comparison between classifiers 

trained from 10 features and those trained from all available features.  

Matrix reading: The classifier in each column header statistically differed/ did not differ from the classifier 

reported in the row header. Significant/no-significant differences correspond to coloured/white boxes. Green 

(orange) boxes means that the classifier in the column (row) header outperformed that in the row (column) header.  

 

 

The increasing trend in accuracy was observed also for 

LR, DT and MLP classifiers: for the first the increase 

from 2 to 10 or 120 features statistically improved 

classification accuracy, for the neural network model the 

trend was not supported by the statistical results. SVM 

seemed, instead, to be prone to overfitting (0.70, 0.75, 

0.71 accuracy average for 2, 10 and 120 features).  

Lastly, the cross-check between classifier and number of 

features revealed that even the best model of the sLDA 

and RF (120 features) did not significantly differ from 

the SWLDA based just on two or ten features (Fig. 3, 

lower panel, centre and right side). Therefore, even if 

sLDA and SWLDA are both linear and, therefore, 

interpretable models, the last reached comparable 

performance by means few features (i.e. 10 features, less 

than 10 EEG channels).  

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Identifying the optimal classification method, based on 

relevant features, fast and able to provide an interpretable 

model of the EEG reinforced pattern, is a milestone in 

post-stroke rehabilitation protocols supported by BCI 

technology. In contrast to other fields of application 

where optimal cursor control is pursued, in a 

rehabilitation context the reinforcement of the proper 

sensorimotor activation in terms of both topographic and 

spectral characteristics is the main aim.  

Spectral features belonging to the sensorimotor area of 

the affected hemisphere, in alpha and beta bands, were 

extracted from EEG data of 15 stroke subjects to compare 

seven classifiers in terms of classification accuracy. 

Performance was also analysed varying on the number of 

features considered in the feature domain.  

Stepwise linear discriminant analysis (SWLDA) revealed 

being the best classifier even just considering two or ten 

features. Considering all available features (120 features) 

shrinkage linear discriminant analysis (sLDA) and 

random forest (RF) achieved good results and 

comparable to those of SWLDA. Nevertheless good 

results, linear models (SWLDA and sLDA), resulting 

from the linear combination of features properly 

weighted, are more interpretable than RF model.  

In our approach, indeed, monitoring the cursor trajectory, 

feedback provided to the therapist and directly related to 

the combination of proper features, allows to explain 

single trial and rehabilitative session performances.  

RF belongs to the bootstrap aggregating methods based 
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on decision tree classifiers and, although decision tree is 

the simplest model because the intuitive interpretation, 

the structure of the RF (in our case 2000 decision trees) 

decreases the interpretability of the model by the 

clinicians. Among linear models, instead, even if 

SWLDA and sLDA reached the same performance, 

SWLDA built the model by less than 120 features: in 

most cases, the embedded feature selection process, 

starting from the empty model, did not add all predictors 

to the model. Moreover, the interaction among ANOVA 

factors did not highlight differences between SWLDA, 

trained with two or ten features, and both sLDA and RF 

trained by all features.  

The linearity, the interpretability and the possibility to 

achieve good classification results also thank to the 

embedded selection process (not covered by the nature of 

the other classifiers) yielded SWLDA to be considered 

the best classification approach in the rehabilitation 

context. Furthermore, the possibility to monitor EEG 

patterns to reinforce by means few electrodes (10 

features i.e. less than 10 EEG channels,) matches the use 

of BCI technology in clinical context.  

Focusing for each classifier on the number of features 

factor, if from one hand for SWLDA the increasing trend, 

justified by the increasing number of features (2, 10, less 

than 120 features), was not supported by the statistical 

analysis, from the other hand the trend revealed being 

significant for both sLDA and RF. Moreover, with equal 

number of features, no differences were observed 

between sLDA and RF, supporting, therefore, the use of 

RF model as a good approach to the binary classification 

of motor imagery tasks, as proposed in [9]. Although 

Steyrl et al. observed the superiority (3% in accuracy) of 

the RF approach to the sLDA, the characteristics of their 

approach, i.e. different tasks, number of channels, 

pipeline of EEG signal processing, should be considered 

in the comparison. For similar reasons, our results did no 

confirm results in [5]. Although we used similar spectral 

features, the application of the common spatial pattern 

filter and the lower number of the recorded EEG channels 

may be the reason why the multilayer perceptron and the 

logistic regression did not show good performances.  

 
CONCLUSION 

 

SWLDA classifier statistically outperformed those 

commonly used in SMR-BCI paradigms, achieving good 

performance even in case of feature domain 

dimensionality reduction. Monitor the brain activity by 

means few EEG electrodes, indeed, is the key to use BCIs 

in clinical realm. Linearity, interpretability and impact on 

the usability yielded to positively evaluating SWLDA 

approach in the upper limb post-stroke motor recovery 

protocols supported by BCI.   
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ABSTRACT: The use of an EEG expectation-related 
component, the expectancy wave (E-wave), in brain-
machine interaction was proposed more than 50 years 
ago, but active exploration of this possibility has started 
only recently, in the context of developing passive 
brain-computer interfaces for the enhancement of gaze 
interaction. We report, for the first time, the results of a 
systematic experimental study that revealed an EEG 
marker for selecting intentionally an object among other 
moving objects using smooth pursuit eye movements. 
This marker appeared to have the same nature as the E-
wave previously observed in the EEG accompanying 
the selection of static objects with gaze fixations. A 
convolutional neural network classified the intentional 
and spontaneous smooth pursuit eye movements with 
average ROC AUC 0.69±0.13 (M±SD). These results 
suggest that the E-wave might be robust enough to 
serve, after further improvement of the methodology, as 
the basis of hybrid eye-brain-computer interfaces 
applied for selection in dynamically changing visual 
environments.  

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the oldest proposals for the design of a brain-
computer interface (BCI), put forward by Grey Walter 
more than 50 years ago, was the use of the expectancy 
wave (E-wave), the electroencephalogram (EEG) slow 
negative wave that arises when a person is waiting for a 
stimulus. In this paradoxical BCI design expectation of 
the interface triggering was proposed to be used to 
trigger the interface [1]. Although in the subsequent 
decades the E-wave (later known also under the name of 
stimulus preceding negativity, SPN) and the more 
complex phenomenon, the contingent negative variation 
(CNV), were among the most studied EEG phenomena, 
they still not received much attention in the BCI world. 
One important exception was the proposal to use an 
expectation based passive BCI to support gaze 
interaction [2, 3] – more specifically, to solve the Midas 
touch problem, one of the most serious obstacles for 
using gaze as a tool to control computers and other 
devices. The Midas touch problem is the inability of 
gaze based human-machine interfaces to differentiate, in 

many cases, eye movements and fixations intentionally 
used for control from spontaneous ones, e.g. those used 
for visual scene exploration [4]. Later, an EEG 
component with the time course and topography similar 
to a typical SPN/E-wave and enabling classification of 
the gaze fixation intentionally used to make moves in a 
game vs. spontaneous gaze fixations was described [5] 
and first online tests of a hybrid eye-brain-computer 
interface (EBCI) based on this design were run [6]. In 
these studies, static visual layout was used, while the 
Midas touch problem may be more severe when the 
scene is changing dynamically.  

Recently, the selection of moving objects with 
smooth pursuit eye movement was found to be very 
effective, in addition to the long-used gaze fixations and 
saccades [7]. In the presence of multiple moving 
objects, however, any of such objects can easily attract 
attention and become pursued with gaze automatically. 
The use of an EBCI instead of a merely gaze-based 
interface for moving object selection thus seems 
reasonable, however, only experimental studies can 
show if this is feasible, as multiple factors may change 
EEG components in such dynamical settings (see 
discussion on such factors for the case of selection of 
moving objects with the P300 BCI in [8] and for the 
case of using the fixation-related EEG P300 wave in the 
context of visual search in [9]). The EEG under smooth 
pursuit eye movements was studied very little, and we 
found no prior studies of EEG accompanying 
intentional object selection with the smooth pursuit eye 
movements.  

In our preliminary studies [10, 11] we observed an 
EEG component resembling the SPN/E-wave prior to 
moving object selection by gaze, but a similar wave also 
accompanied smooth pursuit eye movements in control 
conditions, where the intention to select an object could 
not appear. We concluded that certain form expectation 
or at least estimation of time to execute certain 
operation (a related cognitive activity) easily appears 
under various conditions when a pursuit is intentionally 
used to follow instruction. In the current study, we 
designed a control condition that was free from this 
shortcoming and corrected some other details of the 
study design. With the new design, we collected data 
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from a larger group of participants, which allowed us to 
analyze the difference between the EEG accompanying 
spontaneous smooth pursuit and intentional selection of 
moving objects by gaze, and also to model their 
classification in the framework of an EBCI using a 
convolutional neural network. 
 
METHODS 
 

Participants: 14 healthy volunteers (8 male, 6 
female), aged 22–52 (M±SD 28±8) years participated in 
our study (participant #1 participated in two sessions on 
different days). Except for four participants, others had 
prior experience with a gaze-based interface. Ten 
participants had normal vision, others had corrected to 
normal vision (3 with glasses and 1 with contact lenses).  

Data acquisition: A consumer grade eye tracker 
Tobii 4C (Tobii, Sweden) was attached to the lower 
edge of the monitor. EEG was recorded from 19 
locations (F3, Fz, F4, C3, Cz, C4, P1, P3, Pz, P2, P4, 
PO7, PO3, POz, PO4, PO8, O1, Oz, O2) at 500 Hz with 
NVX52 amplifier (MCS, Russia). Digitally connected 
electrodes at earlobes served as reference. The vertical 
electrooculogram (EOG) was recorded using electrodes 
about 2 cm below the right eye, and the horizontal EOG 
with electrodes above the eyebrow and near the outer 
canthi, both with the same amplifier. Impedance was 
kept below 20 KOhm. In the last four experiments, a 
signal from a microphone was also recorded with the 
same amplifier to enable detection of time periods when 
the participants reported their answers.  

Task: The participants were presented with 15 
“balls” (circles), each 80 px in diameter (2.8°), 
displayed on an 18.5" monitor, at a distance of about 64 
cm from their eyes (Fig. 1). The balls were numbered 1 
to 15 and contained 5 to 8 dots around the number (Fig. 
1, right). In the “dynamic” conditions (SMB, FA, CT) 
balls moved linearly on the screen at ~230 px/s (6.8°/s) 
speed, changing their movement direction in a natural 
way when hitting each other or the screen edges.  

Balls with randomly varying numbers of dots were 
generated as 15 different images, separately for each 
block of four runs. Each image was assigned to each 
ball number at the start of a run.  

In a run, the participants were asked to complete one 
of the following tasks: 

Select moving balls (SMB) – select 15 balls one by 
one according to their numbers in ascending order and 
then (only for subjects 7-14) in descending order (see 
details about selection below). 

Select static balls (SSB) – select 15 balls one by one 
as in the SMB condition, but in this case, the balls were 
fixed at their initial positions. 

Find accelerated (FA) – find the ball that was 
moving faster than the other balls. This target ball, 
randomly chosen, accelerated once after 15 to 20 s from 
the block start by 1.3˚/s (19% of the basic speed). 
Participants were advised to announce the number of 
the ball that appeared to be the fast one only when they 
made sure that it was actually faster than the others.  

Counting task (CT) – find, one by one, five objects 
with a specified number of dots and summarize the 
objects’ numbers. In the CT condition, participants were 
asked, five times in a row, to find a ball with the 
number of dots specified by the experimenter (this 
number could be from 5 to 8, chosen randomly each 
time). After they had heard the number, they had to find 
an appropriate ball and summarize its labeling number 
with previous the number(s) of the previous ball(s).  

 

 

Figure 1: A screenshot of a typical experimental layout 
(left), and examples of “balls” with different amount 
and positioning of dots (right). 

 
The SMB and SSB tasks modeled intentional gaze 

selection, while FA and CT tasks served to collect data 
on smooth pursuit eye movements without intention to 
make a selection. The SMB task was similar to the task 
used in [12] where gaze based selection was compared 
to a mouse-based one. However, in the current study the 
number of balls and their speed were set at lower levels 
in all tasks, otherwise, FA and CT tasks appeared to be 
too difficult. 

At the beginning of the run, all the balls were dark 
grey. In the SMB and SSB conditions, a selected ball 
was highlighted with a green color. Ball color returned 
to dark grey when another ball was selected. 
Participants were asked to select the 15 balls in 
ascending order (all participants) and then in descending 
order (only participants 7-14) as soon as possible. In the 
FA and CT conditions, the balls that were considered 
selected by the online selection algorithm were not 
highlighted.  

Online Gaze-Based Selection: In all conditions, the 
median distance from the gaze position to each ball’s 
center was calculated in a moving window of ~867 ms 
length. If this measure computed for a ball did not 
exceed 55 pixels (in other words, the distance from the 
gaze position to this ball’s center did not exceed 55 px 
longer than half of the length of this window) and was 
the smallest among all balls, this ball was selected. 
Some samples from the eye tracker (sampling rate 90 
Hz) were discarded from time to time to maintain 
synchrony with the monitor (its refresh rate was 75 Hz). 
Using a high-speed video camera (240 fps) we found 
out that a delay between a saccade start and the start of 
a gaze-controlled cursor moving was approximately 140 
ms. To improve synchronization between the gaze and 
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balls coordinate streams, the latter was intentionally 
delayed by the same value. The eye trackers’ built-in 
alignment filter was not applied. With a few exceptions, 
the selection algorithm followed one described in [12]. 

Algorithm triggering time was recorded using a 
photosensor attached to the lower left edge of the 
screen, where a circle not visible to a participant 
changed its brightness as selection algorithm triggered 
(in the SMB and SSB conditions, it was in the same 
video frame when the visual feedback was given). The 
signal from the sensor was recorded synchronously with 
the EEG by the amplifier. In addition, the ID of the 
selected ball was recorded regardless of its highlighting. 

The visual task and the selection algorithm were 
implemented in C++ and QML with the use of the Qt 
framework. 

Procedure: Participants were seated in an adjustable 
chair in front of an office table with the monitor. To 
ensure head position stabilization a chin rest was used. 

The experiment consisted of six blocks, each 
containing all four tasks (conditions). The order of 
conditions was the same over the blocks for a single 
participant but counterbalanced in the group of 
participants. Conditions where balls were intentionally 
selected with gaze (SMB, SSB) were not allowed to 
immediately follow each other. Each condition in a 
block included one run of ~2 min duration.  

Before the start of the first block, the experimenter 
showed the moving balls and in detail explained the 
tasks. The first block was considered as a practice, and 
the participants were allowed to ask any questions 
during the tasks. The data from the subsequent five 
blocks were used for analysis. Before each block, native 
7-points calibration of the eye tracker was used. Also, 
calibration was monitored by the experimenter during 
SMB and SSB conditions. If the participant felt 
discomfort at those conditions, re-calibration was run 
and the condition was overwritten. Within a single 
block, participants were asked to avoid movements to 
prevent calibration distortion. After completing one 
block, the participants were allowed to rest for a few 
minutes. 10 minutes break came after the third block. 

In the end of an experiment, participants were asked 
to rate how difficult was performing a task by putting a 
mark on four visual analog scales (VAS), one per 
condition. Left end of the scale was labeled “very easy” 
and the right end was labeled "very difficult". 

Data Analysis: In SMB and SSB conditions we 
considered only selections in right order (balls #1, #2, 
… #15, #14, … #1).  

Averaging of pursuit-related EEG was triggered 
using a sensor (photodiode) placed in the bottom left 
screen corner, which was activated (not visible to the 
participant) as the algorithm triggered. In SMB and SSB 
conditions, this was followed with a ball highlighting. 
In FA and CT conditions, highlighting didn’t happen, 
but the data about fixations still recorded.  

Preprocessing: All EEG analysis was made offline 
using the data collected during the experiments. For 
individual trial analysis, EEG data were filtered with 

lowpass Butterworth 4th order filter with cutoff at 30 
Hz and then cut into epochs around the time of interest, 
including the time of online gaze-based selection 
algorithm triggering and the time of gaze pursuit initial 
fixation onset. The latter was found using gaze velocity 
estimated from the EOG prior to the algorithm 
triggering (our Tobii eye tracker license did not allow 
for gaze coordinate offline analysis). Epochs (trials) 
were discarded from analysis if either of the following 
conditions were met: 

1) Pursuit duration was shorter than 450 ms or 
exceeded 1200 ms 

2) The trial was not in the correct selection 
sequence (for SMB and SSB) 

3) The trial resulted in the selection of the 
accelerated ball (for FA) 

4) Speech sounds were detected between fixation 
onset and algorithm triggering (for participants 
11 and 14) 

5) Amplitude range in any EEG or EOG signal 
exceeded 150 μV during gaze pursuit 

The resulting dataset was used for the EEG data 
analysis and classification.  

Signal preprocessing, segmentation and visualization 
was performed using MATLAB (MathWorks, USA). 
Function topoplot from the EEGLAB package [13] was 
used to create topographical amplitude maps.  
Сlassification: For training, the SMB and SSB data 

were joined together and the second class consisted of 
the CT data, while during testing the SMB and SSB data 
were considered separately, and the second class again 
was CT. Features were amplitudes from the time 
interval starting -400..0 ms relative to online gaze-based 
selection triggering. Average over -100..0 ms interval 
was subtracted from the same channel data in each trial, 
i.e., was used as a baseline. Note that a saccade 
typically preceded the start of pursuit, thus we could not 
use the pre-pursuit EEG as the baseline in single-trial 
processing without special measures to remove the 
EOG, while such measures could introduce data 
distortions that are difficult to control.  

We used Keras implementation of the convolutional 
neural network EEGNet [14] 
(https://github.com/vlawhern/arl-eegmodels) under 
Python 3.6. The procedure consisted of 4-fold cross-
validation (80% of the whole dataset) and testing on the 
holdout set (20% of the whole dataset). Target to non-
target class ratio was preserved when forming the test 
subset. For each fold, we saved the best model after the 
optimal number of training iterations with respect to 
performance on the validation set of each fold, and for 
each trial from the testing set, we averaged predicted 
probabilities from these four models. We used 
hyperparameters optimized for the case of classifying 
the EEG accompanying static object selection by gaze 
in our study [15] (see it also for other details of the 
classification procedure). Since the EBCI design makes 
possible the use of classifiers with relatively low 
sensitivity while maintaining high specificity, but the 
balance between them might be dependent of the use 
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case [3, 5, 6], we found more relevant to present the test 
results using the ROC AUC measure which is not 
related to the choice of the classifier threshold. 
 
RESULTS 
 
In the responses to the questionnaire, the FA condition 
was ranked as the most “difficult” (M±SD 71.8±17.6), 
while for the CT condition the difficulty score was  
46.3±22.7 (the score could be between 0 and 100). Only 
two participants perceived CT as more difficult than 
FA. The intentional selection conditions, SMB and 
SSB, were scored as less difficult: 19.2±21.3 and 
10.2±9.1, respectively (the difference from the CT 
condition was significant, with p=0.33 in both cases, 
according to Wilcoxon matched pairs test). 

According to visual inspection of the averaged EEGs 
with and without rejection of epochs containing speech 
signal, they did not substantially differ. For further EEG 
analysis and classification, we excluded data obtained 
from two participants: #12, who often did not follow 
instructions correctly enough, and #13, who had issues 
with several EEG electrodes. The number of EEG 
epochs obtained in each condition for the remaining 12 
participants is shown in Table 1. 

Fig. 2 shows the grand average EEG amplitude at 
the electrode POz. In all conditions, a similar EEG 
pattern was observed about 0.5-0.6 s prior to the 
selection algorithm triggering, i.e., near the beginning of 
the pursuit (the largest positive peak could be the 
lambda wave, well known in the EEG accompanying 
static gaze fixations). In SMB and SSB, a slow negative 
wave was developing up to the time of the online gaze-
based selection algorithm triggering; soon after it, the 
amplitude abruptly went in the opposite direction 
(evidently, in response to the visual feedback). The time 
course of EEG amplitude in the FA condition was quite 
similar to the SMB and SSB conditions along most time 
before the selection algorithm triggering, while in the 
CT condition only very light deviation to negative 
direction was observed.  

The EEG amplitude head maps (Fig. 2, bottom) 
demonstrated a pattern similar to previously reported for 
the intentional static object selection with gaze [5] in the 
SMB and SSB conditions, and its weaker variant in the 
FA condition, but nothing similar in the CT conditions. 

Mean EEG amplitude at POz over the last 100 ms 
before selection triggering varied significantly across 
conditions, as determined by one-way ANOVA (F(3,43) 
= 6.97, p = 0.0006). A Tukey post hoc test revealed that 
POz was significantly more negative in SMB and SSB 
compared to CT (p=0.003 and p=0.001, respectively). 
Amplitude in FA showed no significant difference when 
compared to any other condition. 

 

 
 
Figure 2: (Top) The grand average EEG amplitude at 
electrode POz relative to gaze-based selection algorithm 
triggering (N=12, baseline -1200...-700 ms). Feedback 
was provided to the participants at zero time in SMB 
and SSB but not in CT and FA conditions. (Bottom) 
Topographical maps of the EEG amplitude averaged 
over the last 100 ms before triggering.  
 

Fig. 3 demonstrates the variability of the individual 
EEG data and shows (in its right part) the EEG 
dynamics with a more precise synchronization with the 
pursuit start. As in the studies of static object selection 
with gaze [5, 6], the E-wave was evident in the 
intentional selection conditions in all participants. 
Improvement of synchronization with the pursuit start 
tended to improve tracking the E-wave, although the 
difference between the two types of averaging was not 
large. In some participants (here, S09 and S10) the EEG 
dynamics in the pre-triggering time interval in the CT 
condition was similar to the SMB and SSB. Visual 
comparison of the averaged posterior EEG and EOG 
waveforms revealed no correspondence between them.  

Classification results are presented in Table 1. We 
did not obtain enough data in the FA condition, so the 
classifier was trained and tested on both intentional 
conditions only against the CT condition (for training, 
the SMB and SSB subsets were collapsed). Note that 
intentional moving object selection with smooth pursuit 
eye movements (SMB) was classified almost as good as 
the selection of static objects with gaze fixations (SSB). 
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Figure 3: Averaged EEG amplitude at POz for two 
participants with good (S01, S02) and weak (S09, S10) 
separation of the SMB and SSB conditions from the CT 
condition: (Left) Synchronized (zero time) with gaze-
based selection algorithm triggering (baseline -1200...-
700 ms). (Right) Synchronized (zero time) with smooth 
pursuit start and truncated at online algorithm triggering 
(averaged curves truncated where n of trials was < 25; 
baseline -700 to -200 ms). 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
This study, with the preceding preliminary studies [10, 
11], demonstrated for the first time that intentional 
selection of a moving object with smooth pursuit eye 
movements can be accompanied by a posterior EEG 
negativity, similar to the phenomenon observed earlier 
in the selection of static objects with gaze fixations.  

In our preliminary studies in small groups of 
participants who selected moving objects with their 
gaze [10, 11] we found it difficult to find appropriate 
control condition in which moving objects are often 
pursued but without expecting any upcoming event. 
Moreover, when the participants were instructed just to 
pursue a moving object for a certain time without any 
other task, a similar negative wave also developed, 
likely due to mental counting time. In the current study, 
pursuit under the instruction to look for a faster ball also 
evoked a similar EEG dynamics, which could be related 
to waiting for a good opportunity to compare the speed 
of the pursued ball with the speed of some other ball(s) 
(a common strategy to solve this task). Surprisingly, 
even the less expectation-loaded condition, the CT 
(counting the dots on the moving balls and adding up 

the number of the ball to the previous sum), was 
accompanied with a similar deviation of the averaged 
EEG in some participants. Thus, cautions are due 
concerning the specific relation of the marker to 
intentional selection. Nevertheless, in the majority of 
participants and in the grand average (Fig. 2) the 
difference between the intentional selection and this 
control condition was clear.  

 
Table 1: Number of epochs per condition used for EEG 
analysis and classification, and the classification results.  

Subject 
N of epochs ROC AUC 

SMB SSB CT SMB vs 
CT 

SSB vs 
CT 

1 124 148 149 0.59 0.69 
2 47 62 99 0.50 0.46 
3 62 62 112 0.70 0.65 
4 40 34 49 0.89 0.86 
5 58 62 90 0.45 0.53 
6 60 64 121 0.74 0.74 
7 184 165 140 0.76 0.70 
8 155 161 139 0.74 0.77 
9 123 123 155 0.68 0.76 
10 122 128 66 0.69 0.85 
11 123 130 61 0.89 0.89 
14 118 128 74 0.71 0.67 
M 101.3 105.6 104.6 0.69 0.71 
SD 46.4 45.6 36.8 0.13 0.13 

 
Another concern could be inflation of the 

classification results due to the EEG contamination by 
the EOG. However, we used only features from the 
pursuit time interval. While it was accompanied by 
certain EOG dynamics, the longest possible distance 
during the time interval used for feature extraction 
could be 3° and in the majority of trials the distance was 
much lower, so the EOG contribution to EEG could not 
be strong. Removing the frontal electrodes from the 
analysis did not lead to a substantial decrease in ROC 
AUC, demonstrating that the EOG contribution could 
not strongly support classification. Nevertheless, 
additional study will be needed to quantify possible 
effects from the EOG or other sources not specific to 
the intentional selection that may inflate the 
classification results. Moreover, cleaning data from 
EOG might even help to improve classification. 

Unlike in the studies of static object selection with 
gaze fixations [5, 6], the task in the current study was 
not free from visual search, and the pursuit could often 
start just after identification of the target object. Thus, 
the P300 wave that provides the most useful features for 
classification in the case of visual search [9] could also 
contribute to classification in our case. However, we did 
not observe a strong P300 wave in the averaged 
waveforms (Fig. 2, 3; as the first large positive peak 
was likely the lambda wave, the P300 peak could be 
expected 200 ms after it or later), so its contribution to 
classification could not be high. 

We used an advanced classifier that demonstrated 
impressive performance in several BCI paradigms [14] 
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and also in the EBCI paradigm, i.e. in the classification 
of intentional vs. spontaneous gaze fixations [15]. The 
hyperparameters used in this study, however, were 
tuned for a different setup. It is possible that their more 
specifical tuning would provide better classification 
results. It is also possible that other improvements can 
enhance the interface design and the data processing 
pipeline, making the EBCI performance sufficiently 
good at least for certain applications requiring selection 
in a dynamically changing visual environment. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The results obtained in this study suggest that the EEG 
negative wave that is developing when a gaze-based 
input user expects feedback from the interface might be 
robust enough to serve, after further improvement of the 
methodology, as the basis of hybrid eye-brain-computer 
interfaces applied for selection in dynamically changing 
visual environment.  
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ABSTRACT: Brain-computer interface (BCI)
applications are characterized by real-time feature
extraction and classification. Thus, brain activity
reconstruction is not generally performed due to the long
computation times required to estimate brain activity.
Here, we present a method for applying brain mapping
solutions to BCI applications, based on a reduced
model of the brain covering the occipital region using
only four local electrodes (P3, P4, O1, and O2) for
the classification of red, green, and blue (RGB) visual
stimuli. We obtained a classification accuracy of 100%
within feasible estimation times for BCI applications
using an event-related potential (ERP) dataset. We first
validated the occipital-zone model with a test using
synthetic EEG data to evaluate its performance for local
brain mapping with a small number of electrodes. In
a second test, we used the validated partial model to
map the occipital and part of the parietal lobes for RGB
classification with outstanding results.

INTRODUCTION

Brain-computer interface systems (BCI) use brain
activity to control external devices, improving the
capacity of the interaction of people with disabilities
or allowing a user to generate a command to actuate a
device directly from the brain. BCI systems based on
electroencephalograms (EEGs), use the electrical signals
from electrodes in the scalp as a non-invasive technique
to obtain neural activity information corresponding to
human activity or external stimuli. Then, a feature
extraction process from the data allows the classification
of several human activities to generate a command that
can actuate devices. Thus, the time between data
acquisition and generation of the command is critical for
developing real-time applications. The brain-mapping
approach has not been considered for BCI applications
due to the computational time required to process large
head models and estimate a solution.

Brain mapping solutions provide an estimation of the
cortical activity from the information measured with
electrodes in the scalp. Such an estimation is known as
the inverse problem solution from EEG. It has, however,
the characteristics of being ill-posed and ill-conditioned,

due to the reduced number of electrodes (hundreds),
limited available information, and the high quantity of
points of activity or distributed sources (thousands) to
be estimated. Several methods have been presented in
the literature to overcome such conditions, but brain
mapping is a time-consuming technique and the quality
of the solutions is highly dependent on the number
of electrodes. Thus, BCI systems are rare and have
not been widely studied. However, in [1] the authors
present a simplified EEG inverse solution through the
use of a small quantity of dipoles in the Broadmann
areas, where the dimension of the inverse problem
is reduced, opening the possibility to use this type
of representation in BCI systems due to the reduced
computational time. In [2] the feasibility of combining
the source of information and electrode information was
studied using a right-hand imaginary task. This study
paved the way to the possibility of improving BCI
solutions with brain mapping. However, in both studies,
a full-brain model was considered and the solutions were
not focused on specific areas of the brain, as we are
proposing.

Here, we investigated a method for estimating brain
activity using a partial brain model, based on a specific
zone of the brain, the occipital zone and part of the
parietal region, and fewer electrodes around this zone.
Moreover, we present a BCI application for classifying
RGB colors, obtaining a remarkable improvement over
the classification results shown in [3], using the same
database for classifying the three colors in real-time.
This method paves the way for online BCI applications
involving brain mapping techniques.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

EEG Forward model:
The equation which relates the signals measured in the
scalp with the activity inside the brain is known as the
EEG forward equation, and can be represented as shown
below in 1

yk = Mxk + εk (1)

with yyyk ∈ Rd×N being the observed EEG measurements
and containing the signals of d electrodes and N the total
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number of samples, where the subscript k is the sample
associated with the time instant tk = kh which represents
the k−th sample of the EEG recording, where k = 1, ...,N
and h the sample time. The term xk ∈ Rn×N represents
the source activity inside the brain that produces the
measured electrical impulses. In a head model based on
distributed sources, n is the number of sources considered
in the brain. The matrix M ∈ Rd×n is the lead field
matrix or sensor matrix, which relates the measured EEG
yk to the neural activity xk; and represents the current
flow from each source to each electrode. In addition,
white noise is considered in the measurements and is
represented by εk with a mean of zero and Cε covariance.

EEG Inverse problem solutions:
The EEG inverse problem has several characteristics that
are difficult to manage -the neural activity reconstruction
is an ill-conditioned and ill-posed problem- where the
solution is highly noise dependent and an infinite
number of estimations of the activity x̂k can explain
the same measurement in the EEG yk. These issues
can be overcome by several potential solutions found
in the state-of-the-art, based on constrained minimum
norm regularization, such as minimum norm estimation
(MNE) [4], low-resolution tomography (LORETA) [5]
and and the iterative regularization algorithm based on
the L2 norm (IRA L2) [6],and probabilistic frameworks,
such as the dynamic multi-model source localization
method (DYNAMO) [7] and multiple sparse priors
(MSP) [8]. We selected two methods to estimate the
underlying neural activity, MSP and IRA L2, of which the
approaches are briefly presented below. The MSP method
assumes a priori that the activity xk follows a normal
distribution with zero mean and covariance Cx. Based
on this assumption, the expected operator is applied to
estimate the activity.

x̂k = E[p(xk|yk)] (2)

After applying the Bayes theorem and further
mathematical manipulations, the estimation is performed
by:

x̂k =CxMT (Cε +MCxMT )−1yk (3)

where the problem is centered on estimating the
covariance matrices Cε and Cx. On the other hand, the
IRA L2 method is based on a constrained minimum norm
solution adding spatial and temporal constraints, such as
the following cost function:

J = ||Mxk− yk||22 +ρ
2
k ||xk||22 +λ

2
k ||xk− xk−1||22 (4)

where the solution involves the temporal behavior of
the sources and their location, involving the terms
ρk and λk, which are the regularization parameters
related to the spatial distribution of the sources and the
temporal evolution of the activity. The estimation can be
performed using the equation below:

x̂k = (MT M+ρ
2
k I +λ

2
k I)−1(MT yk +λ

2
k xk−1) (5)

Zone-Based Partial Brain Model:
The lead field matrix M represents the current flow
from each of n sources to each of d electrodes. This
matrix usually involves the conductivity of the skull, skin
and grey matter as in [9], which is obtained to relate
the neural activity xk to the measurements in the scalp
yk as well as possible. The formation of the matrix
is developed by numerical methods, such as the finite
element method (FEM) and the head model considers
the position of the electrodes and establishes the position
of the distributed sources. For the proposed zone-based
partial brain model, the model for a specific zone is
created by applying a spatial filter for evaluating which
sources belong to the target zone. Then, the columns
corresponding to the sources in the target zone are
selected from the gain matrix M and appended in a new
temporal matrix Mrs ∈ Rd×rs, with rs being the number
of reduced sources. At this point of the reduction, we
work under the first assumption that all the measured
activity in the electrodes can be found in the target zone,
an assumption that is not true, because the activity can be
generated in another zone of the brain and projected in the
target zone. However, a second assumption is considered,
in which the activity registered in an electrode mostly
represents activity in the neighbor spaces around it.
Under this assumption, the rows corresponding to the
nearest electrodes in the zone can be selected from the
matrix Mrs, and appended to form a lead field matrix of
the target zone Mrz ∈Rrd×rs with rd being the number of
reduced electrodes. This assumption reduces the effects
of the first and allows us to create a hypothesis in which
the activity in a reduced zone, can be mapped with a
reduced number of electrodes around such a zone. Here,
the forward reduced problem can be represented by the
following equation:

yrzk = Mrzxrzk + εk (6)

where yrzk represents the measurements in the reduced
set of electrodes and xrzk the activity in the sources that
belong to the target zone.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We performed two experiments to evaluate the presented
hypothesis and explore the use of the zone-based partial
model in a BCI application. We used a database presented
and used in [3] for RGB color classification, which
contains the information of the electrodes P3, P4, O1, and
O2. The tests are described below:

Test 1: Mapping the Occipital region:
We evaluate the hypothesis by simulating the activity
of one random source in the aforementioned region and
calculating the EEG with 60 electrodes (Fpz, AF7, AF3,
AFz, AF4, AF8, F7, F5, F3, F1, Fz, F2, F4, F6, F8,
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Figure 1: Simulated activity in the occipital region using the full
brain model.

FT7, FC5, FC3, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC4, FC6, FT8, T7,
C5, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6, T8, TP7, CP5, CP3, CP1,
CPz, CP2, CP4, CP6, TP8, P7, P5, P3, P1, Pz, P2, P4,
P6, P8, PO7, PO3, POz, PO4, PO8, O1, Oz, O2, and Iz)
according to the standard 10-10 layout, using equation
1 involving the standard head model presented in [9], in
which a mean head model from a 152 participant MRI
study was computed using the FEM method, considering
the position of 231 electrodes. The zone model was
computed for the occipital and part of the parietal regions.
Fig.1 shows an example of simulated activity in the
target zone using the full brain forward equation. The
simulated activity corresponds to normal activity based
on a continuum brain model of the neuronal activity
presented in [10], which was used in [6] and [11]
performing a sampling using the model in Eq.7, in which
the activity is represented in discrete time.

1
γ2

d2xxx(t)
dt2 + 2

γ

dxxx(t)
dt = c1xxx(t)+ c2xxx(t− t0)+ c3xxx2(t)+ c4xxx3(t)+η

(7)
where the constants Ci with i = 1,2,3,4 represent
the instantaneous feedback due to nearby neurons and
delayed feedback via an extra-cortical loop, t0 is a time
delay, and γ is a characteristic decay rate of the field
activity xxx(t). η is random white noise and considered
to be an external stimulus that perturbs the brain states.
With the activity xk equation 1 was computed to obtain
an EEG. Then, noise was added in the electrodes using a
signal-noise-ratio (SNR) of 50db, after which, the brain
mapping was performed in two ways: the first, using
the full head model with 2000 distributed sources and 60
electrodes, and the second, using the set with the occipital
model with 622 distributed sources, and the P3, P4, O1,
and O2 electrodes as the EEG dataset in [3]. In both
cases, the MSP and IRA L2 methods were applied to
estimate neural activity. The overall process followed is
summarized in the Fig.2
Five thousand trials of random activity were generated.
The error measurements to evaluate the performance of
the algorithms with the zone-based partial brain model
and full brain model were: the localization error of
the estimated source and the relative error between the
simulated and estimated activity, using the following
expressions:

RelE =
||x̂k− xk||22
||xk||22

(8)

Figure 2: Test 1: Flowchart explaining the zone-based partial
brain model and its validation procedure.

LocE = ||P̂x−Px̂||2 (9)

where Px represents the 3D position in a coordinated
space of the simulated activity and Px̂ the position of the
maximum amplitude source in the estimated activity.

Test 2: RGB ERP classification using the occipital
region-based partial brain model:
A dataset of seven subjects exposed to red, green, and
blue visual stimuli was used in this experiment, as
presented in [3]. The event-related potentials (ERP) were
taken with a g.tec g.MOBIlab+ portable device sampled
at 256 Hz, for which each color was randomly presented
60 times, resulting in 60 trials of each color for each
subject. These data were used to perform brain mapping
using an occipital lobe and part of parietal lobe partial
brain model with 622 distributed sources, involving the
four aforementioned electrodes. The inverse solutions
were performed using the MSP and IRA L2 methods to
obtain the source space. The mapped source space was
divided into 64 and 81 sub-regions, using the mean of
the sources involved in each one of the sub-regions as
features for classification. The data were normalized and
then classified using the naive Bayes and decision tree
classifiers techniques with 10-fold cross-validation.
The procedure followed for the test, feature extraction
and classification of the activity are summarized in Fig. 3
and how the division was performed for the 81 features is
depicted in Fig. 4 depicts . As shown in the images, there
were no sources involved in the upper corners. Thus,
these features were removed and not considered for the
classification process.
An evaluation of computational time performing brain
mapping, feature extraction, and classification are part of
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Figure 3: Test 2: Flowchart explaining the RGB ERP
classification procedure.

Figure 4: Occipital Zone division for feature extraction.

the study. To measure the execution times and run the
algorithms, a computer with the following characteristics
was used: 16GB RAM, Core i7-4790 processor, OS
windows 10 64-bit, and Matlab® 2016b.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Test 1 Results: The results from the first test are shown
in Figs. 5, 6 and 7, in which the Fig. 5 shows the mean
of the localization error and the relative error, measured
between the simulated and estimated sources with the two
applied methods for the reconstruction with 60 electrodes
using the full brain model and four electrodes using the
occipital model. As expected, the localization errors
were higher if the zone model was used. The the error
using the zone model was approximately 23mm, whereas
the mean separation between was approximately 13 mm.
This can be explained by the loss of information due to
the reduction in the number of electrodes.
The localization error can be reduced by increasing the
number of sources in the brain model. Nonetheless,
the activity was clearly identifiable in all the cases (6).

Figure 5: Mean localization error (Top) and mean relative rrror
(Bottom) across the 5000 trials with the proposed zone-based
partial brain model and MSP and IRA L2 methods.

MSP with the full brain model achieved the lowest
relative error, because MSP gives the best results in
experiments with one source estimation, as explained in
[12]. However, the partial model with MSP obtained
a lower error value than IRA L2 method with the full
brain model. In addition, the activity with the partial and
full brain models showed a highly similar pattern, with
similar amplitude, using MSP (Fig. 7). The activity with
IRA L2 showed a simmilar pattern but the amplitude was
attenuated, explainning why the relative error with IRA
L2 was higher in the two cases (Fig. 7).
A reconstruction between the simulated activity and the
solutions with the full brain and partial occipital brain
model for visual comparison, performed with the MSP
method, showed the simulated and reconstructed activity
to be highly similar with a only small error in source
localization (Fig. 6). The simulated activity and each
of the reconstructions results obtained using MSP and
IRA L2 are shown in Fig. 7. The MSP reconstruction
with the brain model overlapped the simulated activity.
The other reconstructions followed a pattern similar to
the original, with the MSP reconstruction using the zone
model showing a smaller difderence in amplitude than for
the other reconstructions.
The differences in amplitude between IRA L2
reconstruction and the simulated source can be explained
by the fact that the IRA L2 solutions are smooth, which
means that the source amplitude of the true source is
represented by a combination of amplitudes of several
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Figure 6: Simulated activity (A), estimated activity using the
full brain model with MSP (B) and estimated activity using the
zone model with MSP (C).

neighbors sources in the reconstruction and the source
with the maximum mean activity in time is used for
calculating the relative error.

Figure 7: Simulated activity (blue dots), MSP (orange) and
IRA L2 (purple) reconstructions using the full brain model and
MSP (yellow) and IRA L2 (green) reconstruction using the zone
model.

Test 2: RGB Classification Results: The classification
results of the second test are summarized in 1, in which
the naive Bayes classifier achieved and accuracy of
99.6% and 100% with 64 and 81 features, respectively.
The decision tree classifier achieved a 100% for both
number of features. These results shown that each of the
RGB colors can be uniquely represented as a combination
of activity in terms of localization and intensity as shown
in Fig. 8 in which the mean of the 64 features for the
seven subjects and 420 trials is presented for each color.

Table 1: Classification accuracy with the two classifiers, and
feature numbers for RGB visual stimuli.

Feature Numbers Naive Bayes Decision Tree
64 99,6% ± 0,3 100% ± 0
81 100% ± 0 100% ± 0

The computational time for brain mapping, feature

Figure 8: Mean of 64 features for the seven subjects for red (A),
green (B) and blue (C).

extraction, and classification using the two inverse
solutions for a three-second window of the trial is shown
in Table 2. In summary, a solution that includes the
aforementioned steps can be performed in approximately
150 ms for the longest combination, using MSP for
brain mapping and naive Bayes for classification, and
45 ms for the shortest combination, using IRA L2 and
the decision-tree for classification. These results show
that the methodology proposed here is feasible for BCI
implementation and general online applications.

Table 2: Computational times for brain mapping, feature
extraction, and classification steps in the RGB classification.

Time (ms)
Process /Methods MSP zone IRA L2 zone
Brain Mapping 101,8 ±5,2 27,3 ±3,2

Feature Extraction 12,1 ±0,2
Naive Bayes Classification 35,1 ±0,2
Decision Tree Classification 4,9 ±0,1

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We performed experiments with the zone-based partial
brain model methodology using synthetic EEG and visual
ERP. We studied the behavior of the estimations using
a reduced number of local electrodes. Based on the
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accuracy of the results presented herein, activity can be
mapped using a zone-model and electrodes around this
area for the given stimuli.
Our classification results showed high accuracy in
relatively short computational times, suitable for BCI
applications. These encouraging results show promise
for the extension of the same methodology to other brain
zones, depending on the neuro-paradigm studied. Some
immediate applications could be the classification of
motor cortex activity in motor or imaginary motor tasks,
diverse visual and auditory stimuli, and emotions.
The signature of the RGB colors can be represented as
a combination of intensities of activities in the sources
located around the visual cortex in the occipital lobe.
This test can be extended for the evaluation of more
colors and their differentiation in the cortical space.
The next step in this research will be the experimental
demonstration of the uniqueness of the RGB signatures
in device actuation. An ON/OFF actuation command
will be sent to actuate a device using the signatures
obtained from RGB stimuli on-line with the proposed
method. The partial brain model approach will be
further evaluated for various neural activities to assess
the real-time capabilities of the method for a wider set
of human activities and external stimuli.
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ABSTRACT: Motor impairments are the most common 

and incapacitating consequences for the stroke 

survivors. As of today, the effects of this pathology in 

the central nervous system as well as the brain 

proprieties to restore the function are still not fully 

understood. The conventional physical therapy 

techniques are limited and sometimes have an 

innocuous effect for non-cooperative or strongly 

impaired patients who only can receive passive 

movement treatments. Brain Computer Interface (BCI) 

systems are adding new possibilities for the stroke 

patient’s rehabilitation, helping the patients in the 

relearning process of lost movements, and inducing 

neuroplastic changes in the affected motor cortex. The 

electrical brain signals can provide valuable information 

about the brain functions, thence the BCI systems can 

process these signals to understand what is happening in 

each situation. The event-related synchronization and 

even-related desynchronization (ERD/ERS) calculated 

with the brain signals during the motor imagery tasks, 

could be related with the functional state of the stroke 

patients. The Laterality Coefficient (LC) is a parameter 

calculated using the ERD/ERS changes in the mu wave. 

Twenty-six stroke patients with hemiparesis in the 

upper limb have been enrolled on this study and 

performed 25 sessions of BCI therapy. All of them 

performed assessment sessions before and after the 

therapy. The results showed significant correlation 

between the LC and functional scales like the Fugl-

Meyer Assessment (FMA) or Box and Block Test 

(BBT). The findings of this experiment suggest that the 

LC parameter could be a good biomarker for the 

functional state of stroke patients. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Stroke is one of the most prevalent pathologies around 

the world, with severe effects to the motor and sensory 

system that hinder the daily living activities. The major 

part of the stroke patients needs a long rehabilitation 

process to overcome the hemiplegia and adapt again to 

the environment. The conventional rehabilitation 

techniques have a roof effect to get a complete degree 

of rehabilitation. New technologies like the Brain 

Computer Interfaces (BCI) are important tools to 

improve the functional results of the rehabilitation 

process. The BCI systems are able to measure the brain 

activation and to generate a control signal for external 

devices in real-time [1], [2]. After the stroke, the brain 

signals do not follow a normal activation, usually the 

affected cortex presents less excitability due to the 

change in the cortical representation areas and other 

physiological alterations on the nervous tissue [3], [4]. 

However, BCI systems can help the stroke survivor to 

relearn the lost movements, using EEG signals during 

Motor Imagery (MI) exercises [5]. The detected brain 

oscillations can be used to move a virtual reality avatar 

or trigger a functional electrical stimulator device to 

reproduce the imagined movement with the paretic limb 

(e.g. [6], [7]). This way it provides the patient a closed 

loop feedback to ease the motor learning process. 

During the MI tasks the patient should concentrate on 

performing an indicated movement mentally. At this 

moment typical brain waves appear in the EEG. During 

MI, the contralateral motor cortex produces a 

desynchronization (event-related desynchronization or 

ERD) of motor neurons, showing a decrease in the EEG 

amplitude in the frequency of 8-13 Hz (mu frequency 

rhythm). When the imagery period is finished, the 

contralateral motor cortex restores the synchronization 

state (event-related synchronization or ERS) and 

increases again the amplitude of the EEG ([3], [4], [8], 

[9]). 

Considering the stroke patients do not present normal 

brain signals, the ERD and the ERS patterns could be 

atypical as well. Kaiser et al. [4] investigated the 

relation between these patterns versus the patient’s 

functional state and spasticity, using a new parameter, 

the Laterality Coefficient (LC). For functional 

assessment they used the European Stroke Scale (ESS), 

the Medical Research Council (MRC) and the Modified 

Ashworth Scale (MAS).  The LC presented significant 

correlations with the MRC scale and MAS. The findings 

of Kaiser and colleagues showed that strong ERD 

patterns on the contralesional hemisphere are related to 

a high degree of impairment [4]. 

The objective of this study is to find correlations 

between the LC parameter in alpha and beta band, 

calculated using the ERD/ERS patterns, with other 

functional scales like the Fugl-Meyer Assessment 

(FMA). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

     Study design: Twenty-six stroke patients with upper 

extremity hemiparesis were recruited for this study. All 

these patients have been classified in four groups based 

on their stroke diagnosis: Cortical, Subcortical, Cortical 

+ Subcortical and Unknown. The inclusion criteria 

were: i) able to understand written and spoken 

instructions, ii) residual hemiparesis, iii) the stroke 

occurred at least four days before the beginning of the 

study, iv) Functional restriction in the upper extremities, 

v) stable neurological status, vi) willing to participate in 

the study and to understand and sign the informed 

consent, vii) have the opportunity to attend meetings. 

All patients have completed between 23 and 25 sessions 

of BCI therapy, two sessions per week. Two assessment 

visits have been performed by an expert clinician before 

and after the therapy to track the therapy effect in the 

functional patient state. The Pre1 assessment is 

performed 1 month before starting the therapy, and Pre2 

assessment is performed just before the therapy starts. 

Post1 is performed just after the last session, and Post2 

is performed one month after the last session. 

Table 1 shows the used scales for the assessments. In 

the first column appears the scales name, the second 

column is the short name of each scale, the column 

number three shows a short description of each scale 

and the last column presents the worst and best possible 

score. For the Fahn Tremor Rating Scale (FTRS) and 

BBT we have assessed both hands. For the BBT, the 

patient is asked to move as many blocks as possible 

from one box to the contralateral box in less than 1 

minute. In the case that the patient cannot move any 

block, the final score would be 0.  

The FMA scale has two different parts; the first part (up 

to 66 points) is for the motor assessment, and the other 

part is for the assessment of the sensation (up to 12 

points). 

     BCI System: The BCI system used on this study is 

recoveriX
®
 (g.tec medical engineering GmbH, Austria). 

The recoveriX system combines the visual feedback 

using a virtual reality avatar with a proprioceptive 

feedback using functional electrical stimulation (FES). 

Every patient performed 25 sessions of BCI training. 

The patient was seated in a comfortable chair with the 

arms on the table. In front of the patient was a computer 

screen, showing two hands in virtual reality. The total 

time of one session was about 60 minutes, including 

preparation and cleaning. Every session was composed 

by up to 3 runs of 80 trials, depending of the patient’s 

fatigue. Patients wore EEG caps with 16 active 

electrodes (g.LADYbird or g.Scarabeo, g.tec medical 

engineering GmbH). The electrode positions were 

according to the international 10/10 system (extended 

10/20 system): FC5, FC1, FCz, FC2, FC6, C5 C3, C1, 

Cz, C2, C4, C6, Cp5, Cp1, Cp2, Cp6. A reference 

electrode was placed on the right earlobe and a ground 

electrode at position of FPz. 

Two FES electrodes were placed on the skin over wrist 

extensors of the left and right forearms. The stimulation 

parameters (g.Estim FES, g.tec medical engineering 

GmbH, Austria) were adjusted for each patient and 

session individually, to find the optimal passive 

movement without pain. 

The frequency was set to 50 Hz, the pulse-width to 

300µs.  

Then, the therapist increased the current amplitude until 

the optimal stimulation point was observed. 

The sequence of trials (motor tasks) was specified by 

the recoveriX software in pseudo random order. One 

single motor task is depicted in Fig. 1. 

The patients first heard an attention beep. Two seconds 

later, an animated arrow with spotlight to the expected 

hand for motor imagery indicated the task of each trial 

with an auditory instruction saying either “left” or 

“right” in the patient’s mother tongue. The patient 

started to imagine the movement and recoveriX 

processed the EEG using the features from a Common 

Spatial Patter (CSP) filter and using a Linear 

Discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifier to infer which 

hand the patient is imagining. If recoveriX detected the 

appearance of the expected hand side, FES and avatar 

feedback were activated during the feedback phase. 

Feedback was otherwise deactivated. Updating the 

feedback was carried out five times per second. The 

animated forearm movement in avatar simultaneously 

performed the similar wrist dorsiflexion as produced by 

FES. The full recoveriX system is described in Figure 2. 

Both hands are trained, the patient should learn the 

strategy used with the healthy hand to move the affected 

one. This is a key point for a correct embodiment and 

activate the motor learning process.  

     Laterality coefficient analysis: The EEG raw data 

recorded during the recoveriX sessions has been used to 

calculate the LC parameter. 

The LC coefficient (1) is calculated for each session 

twice: one time for trials of MI of the paretic (p) hand 

and another time for the trials of the healthy (h) hand. 

Assessment scales 

Scale name Short name Description 
Score 

Worst Best 

Barthel Index BI 
Daily living 

activities 
0 100 

Fahn Tremor 

Rating Scale 
FTRSa 

Degree of 

tremor 
12 0 

Modified 
Ashworth 

Scale 

MAS Spasticity 4 0 

Box and 
Block Test 

BBTa Grasp 
Block’s 
number 

Fugl-Meyer 

Assessment 
FMA_motor 

Motor 

function on 

upper limb 

0 66 

 FMA_sens 
Sensation 
of Upper 

extremity 

0 12 

Table 1: Scales used in the assessment visits 
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 LCp/h = (C-I) / (C+I) 

Where C and I refer to the contralateral and ipsilateral 

values of the ERD/ERS patterns during the MI. C and I 

are calculated following these steps: 1) band filtering 

(8-13 Hz or 13-30Hz) of the EEG signal on the C3 and 

C4 electrodes. 2) Artifact rejection. 3) Laplacian 

derivation using the surrounding electrodes. 4) 

Calculate ERD/ERS patterns according to [9]. 5) 

Summation of all ERD/ERS values from second 2 until 

the end of the ERD map (second 8). And 6) apply the 

formula to obtain the LC coefficients. 

 

RESULTS 

     Participant baseline information: The mean age of 

the participants was 61.5 years (±12.8), the maximum 

age was 86 years, and the minimum was 33 years old. 

The mean time since the stroke was 4.2 years (±4.8), the 

maximum time since stroke was 24 years, and the 

minimum 10 months. In terms of kind of stroke; 

fourteen patients had a subcortical stroke, one had a 

cortical stroke, five a mixed cortical+subcortical and for 

six of them the kind of stroke is not clear. From the total 

number of patients, eight of them presented a 

hemiparesis on the right side, and eighteen on the left 

side.  

    Functional scales: The FMA mean before the therapy 

was 23.08 points, with an SD of ±16.99 points. The 

highest possible FMA score is 66. The BI mean was 

78.46 (±21.45) points, the mean FTRS of the healthy 

hand was 0.53 (±2.00) points, the one of the paretic 

hand 8.98 (±4.83) points. The mean of the MAS scale of 

the wrist was 1.76 (±1.34) points, the MAS of the 

fingers 2.11 (±1.12) points. The mean of the BBT of the 

healthy hand was 56.67 (±14.38) boxes, and the same 

scale with the paretic hand was 4.96 (±11.90) boxes. 

    LC variance: Fig. 3 shows the variance of the LC 

parameter in alpha and beta band. In both bands, the LC 

of healthy hand (LCh) is strongly related with the 

results of the LC of paretic hand (LCp).   

     LC during BCI therapy: Fig. 4 shows the delta of the 

LC parameter calculated in the alpha band during the 

BCI therapy. Typically, the LC delta in both hands goes 

to values near 0 through the therapy.  

The LCh and LCp delta are a mean of the delta of each 

participant. Two of these participants only performed 22 

sessions of BCI therapy, for external problems no 

related with the study. For this reason, the Fig.4 only 

shows the LC behavior between session 1 to session 22.  

     Correlation with the functional scales: Statistical 

analysis was performed using MATLAB R2015a. The 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test showed that this data does 

not follow a normal distribution. Hence, for the 

statistical analysis we have used a non-parametrical 

method, the Spearman Test. 

No significant correlations have been found between the 

functional scales and the LC of the beta band. 

The average of the LC calculated during these 25 

sessions in the healthy hand (LCh), shows significant 

correlations with the FTRS score of the paretic hand, 

also with the BBT score of the paretic hand, and the 

FMA of the motor part and the FMA of the sensation 

part.  

The average of the LC calculated during the therapy in 

the paretic hand (LCp) shows correlations with the BBT 

of the paretic hand, and the different parts of the FMA 

scale. 

     Laterality Coefficient of the healthy hand: Fig. 5.A 

shows a moderate relation between the tremor degree of 

the paretic hand using the FTRS, and the LC parameter 

of the healthy hand. This correlation is present in all the 

assessment (pre and post) less on Pre2 assessment, 

where the p-value is near to 0.05. 

 
 

Figure 1: Timing of one trial. 

 
Figure 2: Components of the recoveriX system. 

 

Figure 3. Variance of LC in alpha and beta band 

 
Figure 4. LC parameter in alpha band during BCI therapy 
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Finally, there are significant correlations between this 

parameter and the FMA scale. On the Fig. 5.B appears 

the relationship between the LCh and the FMA_motor. 

Fig.5.C shows the relation of this parameter and the 

sensation part of the FMA scale. 

     Laterality Coefficient of the paretic hand: The BBT 

on the paretic hand, also present a significant relation 

with the LCp, but in this case the correlation is present 

in all the assessment except on Pre2 (Fig. 6.A). 

In Fig. 6.B appears the correlation between LCp and the 

FMA_motor. The correlation is only significant in the 

two post assessment visits, in the case of the other non-

significant cases (Pre1 and Pre2), the p-value is near to 

0.05 points. 

Finally, in Fig. 6.C appears the correlation with the 

sensation part of the FMA scale.  

The correlations present coherence amongst them. The 

correlation coefficients express that the high levels of 

functionality are related with LCp values near to 0, and 

the low functional levels are related with very negative 

LCp values. Furthermore, the LCh have the opposed 

sign on the correlation coefficient with the scales. 

In terms of the used functional scales, the high scores 

are related with values near to 0 in LCh and LCp, and 

the low scores with values near to 1 of LCh, and -1 in 

LCp. The FTRS is a special case of this typical positive 

or negative trend related with the LCh or LCp, because 

on the FTRS the high score is related with high degree 

of tremor. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

Figure 5. Correlation of LCh and functional scales 

 

Figure 6. Correlation of LCp and functional scales 
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The objective of this study was to find correlations 

between the LC parameter in the alpha band, calculated 

using the ERD/ERS patterns with the functional state of 

stroke patients. For this, we analyzed 26 stroke patients 

who performed 25 sessions of therapy with BCI system. 

Usually the EEG parameters present high variability, 

but this is not the case for the LC parameter, as Fig.3 

shows.  

The LCh in alpha band shows significant correlations 

with the tremor degree, with the global functionality of 

the upper extremity and with the sensation part of the 

FMA. In the other hand, the LCp in alpha band shows a 

marked correlation with the grasp functionality (Fig. 

6.A), with the global motor function in the upper 

extremity (Fig. 6.B) and the sensation degree (Fig.6.C). 

The general rule that can be applied to all these 

correlations is: LC values near to 0 points are related 

with high functional degree. LCh values near to 1 and 

LCp values near to -1 are related with poor functional 

degree. 

The first important result to point out is that our 

significant results of the LC against the MAS are not 

similar to the results presented by Kaiser et al. The 

different kind of stroke patient, or the sample size could 

explain this. 

Another important finding is the correlation with the 

FMA motor score. The FMA is a very extended scale, 

used to evaluate the patient’s functional state. FMA has 

been validated many times by many researchers, and the 

correlations between this scale with EEG features are 

not common. This correlation is especially interesting 

because it could mean that the quantification of the 

cortical activation, using the LC parameter is related to 

the peripherical motor performance. This relation is 

present in the affected hemisphere and also in the 

healthy hemisphere. The healthy hemisphere is not 

related directly to the motor activity of the paretic side, 

but for the LC calculation it is necessary using and 

compare the signals of both hemispheres. This is a 

reason why the LCh are important values for the 

assessment of the paretic side. Even though the sample 

size in our study is too small to give conclusive results, 

it is worth to point out the significance of this finding.  

And last but not least, the LC alpha also presented a 

strong correlation with the FMA sensation scale part. 

The superficial sensitivity and the proprioception are 

essential players on the BCI systems. The patients 

should feel as much as possible the feedback that the 

system provides for a correct closed loop interaction. 

Only if a correct synchronization between the intention 

of movement and the real feeling of this movement is 

provided the motor learning process is optimal [10]. 

This is only possible with BCI, and this is the greatest 

limitation of the conventional therapy techniques like 

the mirror therapy. 

The other used scales of this study did not present 

significant correlations with the LC parameter. Again, 

the sample size of our study could be a limitation to find 

such correlations.  

Concerning the LC of the beta band, it shows only some 

isolated significant correlations with the scales.  

Further studies with more patients will be needed to 

confirm these correlations and to find out how useful 

the LC parameter is in the daily clinical practice. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The results of this study suggest that the LC parameter, 

calculated using the ERD/ERS of the stroke patients 

could be related with the Fugl-Meyer Assessment scale. 

This study opens the door to find more correlations 

between the EEG parameter with the patient’s 

functional state. 
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ABSTRACT: We report a case study where a user 
provided with a fully implantable Brain-Computer 
Interface (BCI) has been using the BCI at home for 
almost three years for communication. At the start of 
participation ECoG electrodes were placed subdurally 
over motor cortex and signals are amplified and 
transmitted to a tablet with BCI software. This software 
processes and translates the brain signal to control AAC 
software. To select letters on the tablet, the user 
generates clicks by attempting hand movement. Since 
the start of home use, the participant used the BCI on 
average during 11 sessions per month with an average 
duration of 21.2 hours per month. Use of the BCI 
correlates with situations in which other means of 
communication are more difficult.  
An auditory spelling paradigm was investigated for 
future use. Auditory spelling was reliable, but speed 
was lower than vision-based spelling. 
This report emphasizes that a BCI has an added value to 
a user.  
 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) that restore 
communication promise greater autonomy and 
independence for people with locked-in syndrome 
(LIS). BCIs will give them the possibility to self-initiate 
communication with family, friends and caregivers.  
Over the last decades BCIs for communication have 
developed into systems with increasingly better 
performance, with users and researchers gaining more 
experience with BCIs. However, the proof of the 
pudding is in the eating, i.e. a BCI can only be 
perceived as an added value for a user if the user is 
actually using the BCI at home. 
Abandonment of assistive technology is a concern for 
augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) 
technology. This is true for BCIs as well. A study of 
home use by people with LIS due to late stage 
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) with EEG based 
BCIs [1] showed that not all participants kept their BCI 
at home for future use, even though reliability of the 
BCI was high. The use of this BCI was discontinued for 
several reasons, including preference for other methods 
of communication. In this study 24% of potential users 

could not use vision-based BCIs, however, the vast 
majority of BCIs rely on visual feedback. Auditory 
BCIs do exist, but communication is slower than with 
visual BCIs [2]. 
Here we report a case study of a user with an implanted 
BCI who has been using the system at home for almost 
three years. The system is fully implantable BCI and 
wirelessly interfaces with a tablet with speech synthesis 
for communication [3]. The system was designed to be 
used at home by the user without help from experts, 
with 24/7 functionality. Due to progression of the 
disease over the three years, other means of 
communication became more difficult and use of the 
BCI increased. In addition, on request of the user and 
caregivers, auditory BCI was investigated for future use 
to mitigate increasing problems with closing the eyelids. 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
     Participant: The user is a woman with late stage 
ALS, who was diagnosed with the disease in 2008 and 
required positive-pressure mechanical ventilation 
through a tracheostomy. At the start of the study she had 
a score of 2 on a scale of 40 on the Amyotrophic Lateral 
Sclerosis Functional Rating Scale (ALSFRS). She gave 
informed consent in September 2015, when she was 58 
years old. The study was approved by the MREC 
Utrecht and was conducted in accordance with the 
Declaration of Helsinki (2013). The study protocol 
allows for yearly extension of participation, which the 
participant did for three consecutive years.  
Her methods of communication in September 2015 
were rudimentary speech, an AAC device controlled by 
eye-movements with spelling software (Tobii, 
Communicator-5, Tobii Dynavox) and eye-blinks for 
answering yes/no to closed questions. Since then her 
ability to use these means of communication declined. 
     Implanted BCI: In October 2015 the participant was 
implanted with a BCI system as the first participant in 
the Utrecht Neuroprosthesis study.  
The Utrecht Neuroprosthesis records ECoG signal from 
two subdural electrodes strips (Resume II®, Medtronic, 
4 electrodes each, 4mm diameter, 1cm distance, off 
label use) which were implanted through burr holes 
(1cm diameter) over the hand area of the left motor 
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cortex and over the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. 
The target areas were determined by an fMRI session 
several weeks prior to implant, where the participant 
performed motor and counting backwards localizer 
tasks. The strips were connected subcutaneously to an 
amplifier/transmitter device (Activa® PC+S, Medtronic, 
off label use), that was placed subcutaneously under the 
clavicle. ECoG data is streamed through an antenna to a 
receiver which is connected to a Microsoft Surface 3 
tablet computer running BCI software derived from the 
BCI2000 software platform.  
     BCI Control: The participant attempts to move her 
hand to generate a click. Bandpass filtered data with 
center frequencies of 20Hz and 80Hz are streamed 5 
times per second to the tablet where the BCI software 
filters the data and translates the data into a click. 
The BCI software converts this click to a keypress 
signal in Communicator-5 AAC software (Tobii 
Dynavox). A matrix of letters (and a few icons for e.g. 
backspace and pronunciation of a written word or 
sentence) is presented and a moving rectangle highlights 
the letters one by one. Several schemes are used to 
speed up spelling, e.g. selecting letters in two steps 
(rows, columns) or three steps and predicted words are 
presented as an option to select. The rectangle moves at 
a fixed scan rate of once per 2.4 s. Recently, the speed is 
increased, the scan rate is now once per 2.0 s. The user 
decides to pronounce by selecting the pronounce icon. 
In the auditory version the letters are announced one by 
one, by a different voice than when the spelling result is 
pronounced. Similar to the visual interface, letters can 
be selected by making a click. The scan rate is reduced 
to allow for announcing letters to once every 3 or 4 s. 

     BCI data: Frequency and duration of home use is 
logged, but no ECoG data is analysed to preserve 
privacy. Therefore, we rely on user feedback for what 
the BCI is used for.  
Data from auditory BCI was recorded during research 
visits and is available to the researchers. The 
communication software does not allow for precise 
logging. The task was to copy-spell words of 3-5 letters. 
Accuracy is defined by (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN). No 
home use of the auditory paradigm was performed yet. 
 
 
RESULTS 
 
The participant used the eye-tracker as the main means 
of communication for free spelling, but she reported 
before implant that the performance of eye-tracking was 
unsatisfactory outside her home due to different light 
conditions. Prior to eye-tracker use she preferred her 
voice, but unfortunately, she lost the ability to use her 
voice within months after giving informed consent. In 
autumn 2018 progression of the disease reached her 
orbicularis oculi muscle, causing difficulties to close her 
eyelid, and drying out of the cornea. With this, the use 
of the eye-tracker became painful. 
 
Since May 2016, home use, outside of research visits, 
was on average 1270 minutes per month, which equals 
21.2 hours (Fig. 1). Frequency of BCI use however was 
closely correlated with seasonal frequency of outdoor 
activities and progression of the disease. The user 
reports that the BCI is used mostly for spelling, and 
secondly to alert the caregiver.  

 
 
 
Figure 1. Summary of home use 
of the BCI. The number of 
sessions per month since the start 
of home use in May 2016 until 
January 2019 is shown in the 
upper panel. The total number of 
minutes where the BCI was used 
is depicted in the lower panel. 
The duration of home use in the 
periods May-June 2016 and 
February-October 2017 are 
estimated, because logging 
turned out to be unreliable. 
Note that in winter periods use 
was lower than during summer, 
correlated with outside use of the 
BCI. In the first month of home 
use (May 2016) many short 
sessions were performed as 
home practice. The increase of 
BCI use since August 2018 
corresponds to decline of control 
over the orbicularis oculi muscle. 
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Spelling with an auditory paradigm was performed in 
12 runs. In 9 runs the word was spelled correctly, 1 run 
was aborted for technical reasons. In all runs, 
corrections were allowed. Total accuracy over 12 runs 
was 90.2%. On average 1.3 correct characters were 
spelled per minute.  
 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
In this report the user has continued use of the BCI until 
present, almost three years after she gained reliable 
control of the BCI and the system was left at her home. 
Commitment to use an implanted BCI is arguably larger 
than with a non-invasive BCI, given the required 
surgery. However, BCI use was mainly associated with 
failure to use other available methods for 
communication. The user preferred spelling with the 
eye-tracker over spelling with the BCI, because of speed 
of communication. In situations where the eye-tracker 
was less reliable (outside her home or when problems 
with her eyelid caused dryness of her eyes), BCI was 
her primary (and increasingly only) method of 
communication.  
In this study feedback proved to be of quintessential 
importance to improve on the design of this BCI and 
BCIs in general. The user requested a function to alert 
the caregiver, which gave her an improved feeling of 
safety [4]. She also requested an auditory feedback 
mode, anticipating loss of control over her eyelids. 
Continued participation in the study is voluntary and not 
required for home use. Provisions for post-trial access to 
intervention, as required in the declaration of Helsinki, 
are made in this study. The BCI software in this study is 
developed compliant to the requirements of medical 
software.   
 
Use of the BCI using an auditory paradigm showed that 
this compromised speed. The speed of auditory EEG 
based BCI is reported to be approximately 1 character 
per min [2]. It has to be noted that the user had ample 
experience with the BCI with a visual paradigm. It is 
unknown whether the same speed and accuracy would 
have been reached without prior visual feedback. These 
results emphasize a clear need to improve on auditory 
paradigms. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
The implanted BCI system proves to be valuable to the 
user. It functions as a fail-safe method for 
communication when other AAC technologies are not 
(or no longer) accessible or available. 
Auditory BCI was successful, although at a reduced but 
encouraging speed, and may give the user reassurance 
that communication remains possible when control over 
eyelids fails.  
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ABSTRACT: Group decision-making is the process
where two or more people are engaged in generating a so-
lution for a given problem. In the last decade, researchers
started exploiting collaborative Brain-Computer Inter-
faces to enhance group performance. Various meth-
ods have been proposed to integrate EEG data of mul-
tiple users showing the improvement in group decision-
making over single-user BCIs and non-BCI systems. In
this study, we investigate four EEG integration strategies:
EEG averaging across participants, the standard majority
voting rule and two weighted voting system. For each ap-
proach, we evaluate three different scenarios varying the
number of iterations necessary to perform a single selec-
tion. In all cases, it is possible to exceed 90% of accuracy
with at least one collaborative BCI.

INTRODUCTION

Group (or Collective, or Collaborative) decision-making
is the process where two or more people are engaged in
generating a solution for a given problem [1]. Combina-
tion of sensing and cognition capabilities allow a group
to make better decisions than single individuals [2]. Nev-
ertheless, group decisions can be negatively affected by
several factors, such as lacking of time, sharing of infor-
mation, group and leadership style and communication
biases [2, 3]. In the last decade, researchers started to
use Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) to enhance group
decision-making. BCIs allow people to interact with the
environment without requiring any peripheral muscle ac-
tivity to complete the interaction [4]. Brain signals are
acquired and processed by a computer to identify a partic-
ular type of neural process called event-related potential
(ERP), which is the brain response resulting after spe-
cific sensory or cognitive events. ERP-based BCIs use an
oddball paradigm to elicit the ERP components: the user
has to focus on ’target’ (rare) stimuli which are inserted
in a stream of ’non-target’ (frequent) stimuli. As target
and non-target stimuli elicit different responses, they can
be distinguished and exploited by the BCI. Single-user
BCIs are widely exploited for clinical purposes, most
of them aiming at restoring communication capabilities
to severely disable people [5]. Instead, a collaborative
Brain-Computer Interface (cBCI) is a system designed
for integrating brain signals from a group of users for im-
proving a decision-making process.

In the last decade, various approaches to integrate EEG
signals have been proposed. For example, single-trial
ERPs can be averaged across group members and then
processed as a single-user BCI. Alternatively, neural fea-
tures can be inferred from the EEG data of each user and
concatenated afterwards to build a feature vector for the
group, which is then passed to a single classifier. Finally,
the output of several single-user BCI can be combined
by means of a voting system to compute the group deci-
sion [6]. In [7], these approaches have been applied to
the EEG data collected from 20 subjects in a movement-
planning experiment. In the voting method, a SVM clas-
sifier was trained for each subject. The classification out-
put was then weighted according to each user’s training
accuracy. All the three cBCIs outperformed the single-
user BCIs. Moreover, the voting strategy turned out to be
the optimal method for collaborative EEG-based classifi-
cation. In [8] and [9] the same strategy has been applied
to a visual target detection task and a visual Go/NoGo
task, respectively. The output of the single-user SVMs
has been used as the input for a second-layer SVM. In
[10], the authors integrated the EEG of 20 individuals en-
gaged in the discrimination among pictures of cars and
faces, using various voting decision rules for combining
information across user. The advantages of a cBCI has
been evaluated also in [11], where data recorded using a
P300 speller paradigm have been analyzed showing that
combining data from users led to an improved accuracy
with respect to fusing data from the same participant over
time. In [3], a completely different weighted majority
rule has been introduced. The authors developed a hybrid
cBCI that does not predict the user decision but combines
neural signals and response times to determine the deci-
sion confidence of each user and then weights their be-
havioral responses accordingly to produce the group de-
cision. This hybrid cBCI was evaluated on several tasks,
such as visual matching [3], visual search with simple
shapes [12], visual search with realistic stimuli [2].
In literature, cBCIs have been tested on several visual
tasks showing their reliability. Moreover, various stud-
ies suggest that voting methods are often optimal for
collaborative EEG-based classification, especially when
the scores of the single classifier (instead of the pre-
dicted class) are used for the integration [6]. In this work
we propose a voting method for a cBCI that exploits
several information behind a standard ERPs stimulation
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paradigm to achieve a global group decision.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Datasets: In this study, we test our voting strategy on
a healthy-subject dataset recorded using a P300-Speller
paradigm. The dataset can be downloaded from the BNCI
Horizon 2020 database data09 (Dataset 9: Covert and
overt ERP-based BCI (009-2014)). In a standard P300-
Speller paradigm [13], cues are organized in a 6 × 6 ma-
trix. Given a character (also referred as a trial) to select,
each row and column of the matrix flash every 250ms in
a pseudo-random order. A single flash is called stimu-
lus. A block of twelve different stimuli, six rows and six
columns, constitutes a stimulation sequence (or an itera-
tion). Due to the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of EEG
signals, several iterations have to be carried out and then
averaged in order to perform a single selection step. We
analyzed data recorded from 10 participants that had to
select a total of eighteen characters. Each selection con-
sists of eight iterations. In summary, for each participant,
we analyzed a total of 1728 stimuli (18 trials × 8 itera-
tions × (6 columns + 6 rows)). The characters to select
as well as the used pseudo-random stimulation sequences
and timings are the same for all participants. Therefore
it is possible to test offline the benefits of combining this
EEG data to perform a group decision.

Pre-Processing and Classification: For each partici-
pant, we analyze six pairs of training and test sets. Pairs
differ in terms of the number of training trials. More in
detail, the number of training characters ranges from one
to six. As a result, the number of test trials varies from
seventeen to twelve. We use a linear Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) [14] to classify the response of each stimu-
lus. This classifier discriminate brain responses by means
of a separating hyperplane, that is built on the basis of the
training data, and it is defined as:

f (x) = wT x+b (1)

where w is the vector containing classification weights
and b is the bias term. In (1) the right-hand side is called
decision value. Its absolute value represents a measure
of the distance of the sample point x from the separat-
ing hyperplane. In a typical P300-Speller [13], based on
the assumption that the P300 is elicited by one of the six
rows/columns stimuli, the target class is assigned to the
stimulus matching the maximum decision value for the
respective rows, as well as for the columns. The pre-
dicted character is identified as the intersection of the pre-
dicted row and column in the matrix [15]. In this work we
use the Decision Weighted Function (DWF), introduced
in [16] to classify the brain responses. Consider, without
loss of generality, the rows stimuli. The computed de-
cision values are normalized by dividing for the norm of
vector w and sorted in decreasing order. We assign a score
to each stimulus based on both the sign of their decision
values and their position with respect to the separating
hyperplane. We set a distance-threshold (t) equal to the

Figure 1: Score assignment procedure. Consider rows stim-
uli. The stimulus having the maximum decision value (the blue
square) gets the maximum score, that is equal to 9 (obtained
as round(1.5× 6). The stimuli that fulfill the second condition
in (2) get a score equal to 5 (obtained as round(0.85× 6)). A
score equal to 4 (obtained as round(0.6×6)) is assigned to stim-
uli fulfilling the third condition. Stimuli with negative decision
values and that fulfill condition number four get a score equal to
1 (obtained as round(0.1×6)), otherwise they get a score equal
to 0.

median of the normalized decision values. This threshold
represents an overall measure of the stimuli’s distribution
with respect to the separating hyperplane. We assign a
score to each stimulus based on both the sign of their de-
cision values and their position with respect to t. The
score s j

i is defined for redstimulus i at the iteration j as:

s j
i =



1.5×n, if d j
i = m

i
ax(d j

i )

0.85×n, if d j
i ≥ 0∧|d j

i | ≥ t
0.65×n, if d j

i ≥ 0∧|d j
i |< t

0.1×n, if d j
i < 0∧|d j

i |< t
0, otherwise

(2)

For each stimulus, the assigned scores are summed up
iteration by iteration. We assign the target class to the
stimulus having the highest total score at the last itera-
tion. Whenever the maximum score at the last iteration
corresponds to more than one stimulus, a suitable rule for
breaking the ties is applied looking to the scores at the
previous iterations. The same procedure is applied over
columns stimuli. The predicted character is identified as
the intersection of the predicted row and column in the
matrix. Figure 1 shows an example of score assignment
procedure given the distribution of the decision values as-
signed to six stimuli (think as an example to six rows of
P300 Speller matrix).
Collaborative BCI: Four different collaborative decision
making approaches are evaluated.
EEG Grand-Averaging (Avg_EEG): For each stimulus,
the EEG responses are averaged across participants. The
obtained responses are then classified using the DWF.
Majority (Maj): For each participant a single classifica-
tion task is performed. According to a standard majority
voting system, the target class is assigned to the character
chosen by the majority of the participants. Ties are ran-
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domly broken by a flip of coin.
Accuracy-weighted voting rule (AW): For each partici-
pant a single classification task is performed. Let yi be the
character chosen by the participant i among the j avail-
able characters. The accuracy-weighted voting rule is de-
fined as follows:

y∗ = max j ∑
i

wiyi (3)

where wi is the weight of the i-th participant. The weight
wi is given by the training accuracy of the i-th participant.
In case of parity, a random selection is performed among
the contenders.
Confidence-weighted voting rule (CW): A classifi-
cation task is performed for each participant. The
confidence-weighted voting rule is defined as in (3), but
the weight wi is defined as follows: let t be the target
trial, and let si

t be the total score assigned to it by DWF,
the confidence of the i-th subject is computed as

wi =
∑

n
t=1 si

t

nS

where n is the number of training trials and S is the max-
imum achievable score. Note that wi ∈ [0,1].
In case of ties, a random decision is made.
We also investigate whether a cBCI approach can be ap-
plied in order to reduce the number of iterations necessary
to select a single character and, therefore to speed up the
selection rate. Indeed, in BCI systems, to perform a sin-
gle selection step, several iterations are carried out and
averaged in order to improve the EEG signal-to-noise ra-
tio. Typically, a larger number of iterations implies higher
accuracy but lower selection rate. We then evaluate three
different scenarios: in the first scenario, we consider each
iteration as a single selection step. As a result, let n be the
number of characters to copy-spell and let t the number of
iteration we perform n× t selection steps. In the second
scenario we consider two iterations as a single selection
step, therefore we perform n× t/2 selection steps. In the
third scenario we evaluate four iterations at a time, thus
performing n× t/4 selection steps.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the accuracy (i.e., the percentage of cor-
rectly classified characters) over the test set for both
single-user and collaborative BCIs using all the available
iterations (i.e., considering a block of eight iteration as a
single selection step). The single-user classification ac-
curacy varies according to the number of characters used
to train the model. It is not possible to identify a com-
mon trend across the participants. Six training charac-
ters allow participants 01, 02, 05, 07 and 10 reaching the
100% of accuracy. For users 02, 05 and 10 the same result
can be obtained also with a number of training characters
ranging from three to six. Three or at most four training
characters are necessary to achieve the 100% of accuracy
for subjects 04 and 09. Subjects 03, 06 and 08 reach their

best result using five and four training characters, respec-
tively. Note that for the single-user BCIs in some cases
increasing the number of training characters can lead to
a decay of the performance due to overfitting. Except for
the accuracy-weighted voting rule with two training char-
acters, all the evaluated cBCIs allow to get the 100% of
accuracy with any number of training characters.

Models
Number of training trials

1 2 3 4 5 6
01 29.41 81.25 86.67 78.57 84.61 100
02 47.06 62.5 93.33 92.86 100 100
03 23.53 43.75 60.0 50.0 61.54 58.33
04 64.71 68.75 100 100 92.31 91.67
05 94.12 87.5 100 100 100 100
06 52.94 50.0 80.0 85.71 84.61 83.33
07 23.53 43.75 86.67 57.14 76.92 100
08 47.06 37.5 73.33 85.71 76.92 75.0
09 82.35 93.75 93.33 100 92.31 91.67
10 94.12 93.75 100 100 100 100

Avg_EEG 100 100 100 100 100 100
AW 100 93.75 100 100 100 100
Maj 100 100 100 100 100 100
CW 100 100 100 100 100 100

Table 1: Single-user and collaborative BCIs test accuracy using
all the available iteration with training characters ranging from
1 to 6

Figure 2 shows the cBCI accuracy over the test set con-
sidering each iteration as a single selection step varying
the number of training characters. None of the cBCIs al-
low to reach the 100% of accuracy. All the cBCIs reach
a high accuracy (> 85%) using only three training char-
acters. This implies that these systems can be efficiently
used to communicate.

Figure 2: Comparison of the different cBCIs considering each
iteration as a single selection step with training characters rang-
ing from 1 to 6

Figure 3 depicts the cBCI accuracy over the test set con-
sidering each pair of iteration as a single selection step
varying the number of training characters. Except for the
Avg_EEG approach, all the cBCIs guarantee an accuracy
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> 90% using only two training characters. The grand-
average of the EEG signals across the users allows reach-
ing 100% of accuracy using only four training characters.
Figure 4 shows the cBCI accuracy over the test set look-

Figure 3: Comparison of the different cBCIs considering each
pair of iteration as a single selection step with training charac-
ters ranging from 1 to 6

ing upon a block of four iterations as a single selection
step and varying the number of training characters. All
the cBCIs allow reaching an accuracy > 90% using only
one training character. Moreover, three training trials are
sufficient to get 100% of accuracy with any collaborative
approach.

Figure 4: Comparison of the different cBCIs looking upon a
block of four iterations as a single selection step with training
characters ranging from 1 to 6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In the last decade, researchers started exploiting col-
laborative BCIs to enhance group performance. Vari-
ous methods have been proposed to integrate EEG data
of multiple users showing the improvement in group

decision-making over single-user BCIs and non-BCI sys-
tems. In this study, we investigated four EEG integra-
tion strategies: EEG averaging across participants, the
standard majority voting rule and two weighted voting
system. All the evaluated cBCIs outperform single-user
BCIs confirming the trend found in the collaborative BCI
literature. Moreover considering all the available itera-
tions per selection step, it is possible to obtain 100% of
accuracy with just one training character. The possibility
to reduce the number of training characters preserving the
test accuracy not only reduces the training computational
effort but also corroborates the reliability of the evalu-
ated cBCIs. A high number of iterations typically means
higher accuracy but lower selection rate. In this work,
we also investigated whether it was possible to reduce
the number of iterations necessary to make a group deci-
sion preserving the 100% of accuracy. We thus evaluated
three different scenarios choosing three different values
for the number of iterations necessary to perform a sin-
gle step selection: one iteration, pairs of iterations and
blocks of four iterations. Note that this implies that we
could speed up the test phase of a factor of 8, 4 or 2 de-
pending on the chosen number of repetitions. In all the
examined scenarios, it is possible to exceed 90% of ac-
curacy with at least one collaborative BCI. Thus the sys-
tems can be efficiently used for communication. More
in details, at least four iterations per selection step are
necessary with one training character. With two or three
training characters two iterations per selection step are
enough. From four training characters on, a single itera-
tion is enough. The minimum number of training charac-
ters and iterations that allow reaching 100% of accuracy
is two and four respectively. Our results corroborate the
cBCIs stability and indicate that it is possible to choose
the best scenario depending on the application, in other
terms based on the desired trade-off between accuracy
and communication speed.
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ABSTRACT: Regardless of the term used to designate 

them, Brain-Computer Interfaces are “Interfaces” 

between a user and a computer in the broad sense of the 

term. This paper aims to discuss how BCIs have been 

defined in the literature from the day the term was 

introduced by Jacques Vidal. From a Human-Computer 

Interaction perspective, we propose a new definition of 

Brain-Computer Interfaces as “any artificial system that 

transforms brain activity into input of a computer 

process”. As they are interfaces, their definition should 

not include the finality and objective of the system they 

are used to interact with. To illustrate this, we compare 

BCIs with other widely used Human-Computer 

Interfaces, and draw analogies in their conception and 

purpose. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In 1973 Jacques Vidal introduced the term Brain-

Computer Interface [1]. The “BCI” project as it was 

imagined back then, was meant to exploit the electrical 

activity arising from the brain to control a computer 

program. Even though other terms can be found in the 

literature to designate BCIs: Brain-Machine Interfaces 

(BMI), Direct Brain Interfaces (DBI), Direct Neural 

Interfaces (DNI) or Brain-Interfaces (BI). It is admitted 

that they all designate the same thing [2]: an interface 

between a brain and a computer (in the broad sense of 

the term). This is even noticeable from the fact that 

most of them share the “I” of “Interface”, a term 

commonly used in Human-Computer Interaction, the 

field that aims to design, evaluate and implement 

interactive systems [3]. 

The main goal of this paper is to stimulate discussion 

around the terminology of BCIs from a Human-

Computer Interaction point of view by discussing the 

current definitions of BCIs, by highlighting the 

definition of an “interface” and by setting up an analogy 

between BCIs and other popular computer interfaces, 

leading to a new definition of BCI. 

 

 

 

CURRENT DEFINITIONS OF BRAIN-COMPUTER 

INTERFACES 

 

The most widely recognized definition of a BCI was 

proposed by Wolpaw et al. in 2002: “A Brain-Computer 

Interface is a communication system in which messages 

or commands that an individual sends to the external 

world do not pass through the brain’s normal output 

pathways of peripheral nerves and muscles” [4]. The 

main goal of a BCI would be then, to allow users who 

may be suffering from “locked in” syndrome or 

“paralysis” to communicate and to express their wishes 

to caregivers, or to operate word processing programs 

and neuroprostheses. The very core idea of a BCI would 

thus be to provide the brain with “a new, non-muscular 

communication and control channel for conveying 

messages and commands to the external world”. This 

brings up a core element of a BCI which is the “non-

muscular” nature. A BCI derives its input solely from 

the brain activity. 

A few years later, Blankertz stated that a BCI is “a new 

augmented communication system that translates 

human intentions reflected by suitable brain signals, 

into a control signal for an output device such as a 

computer application or a neuroprosthesis” [5]. An 

interesting feature of this definition is the concept of 

translation. In order to interact using a BCI, the brain 

activity has to be transformed into commands or 

messages. 

According to Daly and Wolpaw [6], a BCI system 

“enables a new real-time interaction between the user 

and the outside world” specifying that the signals 

extracted from brain activity “are translated into an 

output” from which the user receives feedback that 

affects his brain activity. This definition highlights the 

real-time component of a BCI system and introduces the 

notion of closed-loop between the user and the system 

through the feedback. 

Aggregating the previously mentioned features, 

Grainmann et al. [7] stated 4 criteria under which a 

system can be called a BCI: (1) A BCI system has to 

acquire its inputs directly from the brain activity; (2) 

The signal has to be processed and translated in real-

time; (3) The user must obtain feedback from his 

activity; (4) The user has to send intentional commands 
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to the system. The last criterion though, has been 

qualified by a newer classification of BCIs proposed by 

Zander and Kothe [8] who distinguish between active, 

reactive and passive BCIs depending on the endogenous 

and intentional nature of the interaction. Today, passive 

BCIs should also be considered as BCIs. 

All these definitions across time have helped better 

understand and better design Brain-Computer 

Interfaces. They are remarkably complementary and 

perfectly describe what most of the BCI systems are 

able to achieve today, in terms of communication and 

control. However, most of these definitions go beyond 

what can etymologically fall into the definition of an 

interface.  

From an HCI perspective, considering the usage of the 

term “interface”, strictly speaking, the term Brain-

Computer Interface should only be applied to describe 

the intermediary hardware and software components 

between the brain and the interactive system. 

 

A NEW DEFINITION OF A BRAIN-COMPUTER 

INTERFACE 

 

In the Oxford dictionary, the word “interface” defines 

“A point where two systems, subjects, organizations, 

etc. meet and interact” [9]. In the context of computing, 

it defines “A device or program enabling a user to 

communicate with a computer”. From both of these 

definitions, it clearly appears that the notion of interface 

only makes sense when considering the items it helps to 

bridge. In HCI, these two items are the “user” and the 

“interactive system”. 

A system is said to be interactive if it depends on 

unpredictable inputs incoming from an external 

environment that it does not control [10]. In HCI, the 

unpredictable inputs are the user commands. 

In this context, an interface is the set of hardware and 

software means by which the user communicates with 

the interactive system. The interface comprises the input 

device (the hardware), the algorithms and methods to 

process the outcomes of the input device, and the 

presentation mechanisms to render the feedback. The 

final objective of the system though, does not belong in 

the boundaries of the interface. A computer mouse for 

example, is made of hardware parts, comprising the 

plastic box, the motion sensor and the microcontroller, 

for measuring the user movements. It also requires a 

transfer function for translating these movements into 

the motion of a pointer displayed on screen, and the 

presentation of graphical elements (i.e. buttons) so that 

the user can designate elements to interact with. 

We believe that any BCI comprises the same set of 

components as any user-computer interface. Hence, 

arising from an HCI perspective, we propose to define a 

Brain-Computer Interface as:  

 

“any artificial system that transforms brain activity into 

input of a computer process”. 

 

 

COMPARATIVE STUDY: A COMPUTER MOUSE 

VS. AN SSVEP-BASED BCI 

 

Brain-Computer Interfaces have a lot in common with 

other Human-Computer Interfaces. Both aim to allow 

the communication between a user and a computer 

system. Moreover, even in terms of design and 

components, BCIs and HCI interfaces often share the 

same high-level architecture. 

In this section, in order to explain our point of view, we 

choose to illustrate the similarities between a Steady-

State Visual Evoked Potential (SSVEP) based BCI, 

based on EEG, and a computer mouse. SSVEP is a 

reactive paradigm based on the property that the brain, 

when the subject is focused on a periodic visual stimuli 

of frequency f, reacts with an increase in its activity at 

the same frequency f. In other words, it means it is 

possible to determine the frequency of periodic 

stimulation the user is focused on. Interested readers 

may refer to [11] for more details.  

The choice of the SSVEP and a computer mouse is 

arbitrary, and the same analogy could be drawn with 

other instances. Figure 1 illustrates the different 

components of this analogy.      

Hardware components: The first thing that comes to 

users’ mind when they hear “computer mouse”, is the 

plastic-made body. Similarly, the first thing that comes 

to mind when evoking a BCI is the EEG cap itself with 

its electrodes. In fact, both of them correspond to the 

entry point of the interface for the user. The second 

component of the mouse is usually a digital camera, the 

microcontroller and the LED lens embedded in the body 

which are responsible of acquiring the user’s hand 

movements. In the case of an EEG BCI, it is the 

amplifier that provides one time-dependent signal per 

measured electrode. 

Software components: In both of the computer 

mouse and the BCI, the software components hold an 

important part. In the mouse, the direction, amplitude 

and speed of the hand movement are translated into new 

coordinates for the cursor on the screen using a transfer 

function. These movements can typically be predicted 

by Fitts’ law [12]. In a BCI, the amplified EEG signal is 

processed and classified into a mental state. Depending 

on the mental state, and depending of the position of the 

cursor when clicking, a particular command is 

determined from the interface and sent to the interactive 

system. 

Presentation: In the cases of the mouse and an 

SSVEP BCI, a graphical presentation is primordial. For 

the SSVEP BCI, it is essential to have external stimuli 

under the form of flickering targets, in order to infer 

different commands from the BCI. This is what makes 

SSVEP a reactive paradigm. For the mouse, on the other 

hand, it is necessary to present buttons or specific areas 

on the screen so that the user knows where to click. In 

the same way as clicking on different buttons generate 

different commands, focusing on targets flickering at 

different frequencies will generate different commands. 

This analogy between a mouse and a SSVEP BCI do 
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apply to other reactive paradigms. Yet, it is possible to 

draw the same kind of comparison for active or passive 

BCIs. In the case of Motor Imagery for instance, we can 

easily make an analogy with a joystick or a game 

controller. When the subject imagines left or right-hand 

movement, the appropriate command is sent to the 

interactive system, without the need for a graphical 

presentation, even though a feedback mechanism can 

help. 

For passive BCIs, it is possible to draw a comparison 

with proactive and transparent interfaces. A good 

example of this would be a smart-home interface, where 

the user’s behaviors and locations are transparently 

monitored to infer commands to send to the smart-

home. Adapting a system to the user’s mental state can 

somehow be seen as automatically turning on the light 

when the user moves into the room.  

These comparisons and analogies have to be seen as 

what they are meant to be: illustrative examples. They 

are not intended to be exhaustive nor universal truth, but 

they serve to illustrate that a Brain-Computer Interface 

can fundamentally be seen as a Human-Computer 

Interface. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

There have been several definitions of Brain-Computer 

Interfaces since Jacques Vidal introduced the name. 

Today, research and innovation in the field of BCIs is 

very transversal. Neuroscientists, computer-scientists, 

medical doctors and engineers have different 

perspectives on what Brain-Computer Interfaces are. 

The definition we proposed, present the advantage of 

being very inclusive because it does not comprise the 

finality of the interactive system.  

Instead, we consider “any” system, that unlike muscles 

is “artificial” and falls in the proposed definition as a 

BCI. The purpose of this system is to “transform” the 

brain activity into “inputs” that a “computer process” 

can exploit.  

A similar reflection has been conducted by Jeunet et al. 

[13] when comparing Neurofeedback and Motor 

Imagery. They highlighted that both Neurofeedback 

(NF) and MI-BCI users have to learn how to regulate 

their neurophysiological activity, sometimes with 

similar features, through given feedback but the final 

objective is different. While MI-BCI consists in 

producing a specific EEG pattern to send a command, 

the goal of NF is to learn how to generate the specific 

pattern. 

If one wants to designate the whole interaction between 

a user and an interactive system using a BCI to achieve 

a particular role, one should use the term Brain-

Computer Interaction. 

With our new definition of Brain-Computer Interfaces 

(BCI), any artificial system that involves the 

exploitation of brain signal, can be considered as using 

a BCI, instead of being the BCI itself. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this discussion paper, our goal was to explore the 

different definitions of Brain-Computer Interfaces. All 

these definitions are very complementary, reflect the 

transversality of the field, and illustrate what it is 

possible to achieve with BCIs today. In an attempt to 

aggregate these definitions, in order to be as inclusive of 

new and incoming types of BCIs as possible, we 

proposed a new definition motivated by the etymology 

of the term, and with our perspective from the Human-

Figure 1: Illustration of the components comprised in a user interface. (Top) A Brain-Computer Interface comprises an 

acquisition equipment, a signal amplifier and all the methods used to transform the signal into a computer input. 

(Bottom) A computer mouse is made of a hardware body, a microcontroller and a transfer function. 
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Computer Interaction domain. We illustrated and 

grounded our point of view through an analogy between 

BCIs and more widely used interfaces. 

We believe that this new definition could support the 

future discussion about what BCIs are, and that it could 

constitute a first step towards the design of Brain-

Computer Interfaces as interaction medias. 
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ABSTRACT Brain-Computer Interface as an alternative 

channel to access Assistive Technologies for 

communication disorders is not currently available in 

the AT-centers portfolio. A step forward such 

availability would consist in BCIs integration with 

existing AT inputs thus, resulting in a personalized 

hybrid BCI-based communication device.  

The overall aim of the study is to generate profiles 

of patients that would potentially use the BCI as an 

additional/alternative channel for AT-access. 

In an AT-center, we have started to systematically 

screen patients with different degree of disability. 

Currently, 10 patients have been screened in relation to 

their needs by means of the Individual Prioritised 

Problems Assessment (IPPA) and the matching AT 

solutions. 

Preliminary results of IPPA showed that the most 

common problems to be solved with AT were 

“reading/writing” (N=8), “communication” (N=7) and 

“phone access” (N=6). AT solutions were mostly 

characterized by input devices (touch screen, eye 

tracker) controlling a customized user interface. 

As a next step, participants will be screened for P3-

based-BCI control. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Communication is a basic need and right of every 

human being. Many common brain disorders or 

neuromuscular diseases lead to severe and complex 

impairments of communication and interaction abilities. 

These disabilities could create social isolation and 

dependency, having a considerable impact on a person’s 

quality of life (QoL). Assistive technologies (ATs) 

could restore basic communication capabilities and 

improve interaction in people with complex 

communication needs, alleviating dependency and 

supporting the participation in society. This would 

significantly improve their own and their caregivers’ 

QoL. 

AT was defined as ”an umbrella term indicating any 

product or technology-based service that enables people 

of all ages with activity limitations in their daily life, 

education, work or leisure” [1]. The definition includes 

both “mainstream” technologies (general-purpose 

technologies) and “assistive” technologies (purposely 

designed for people with disabilities), whose assembly 

varies case-by-case, depending on the individual 

characteristics of the person, the activities he/she is 

intended to perform, and the physical and human 

context where he/she lives [1]. Current ATs provide a 

powerful array of communication, information, 

organization, and social networking options for 

individuals with complex communication needs [2]. 

Several AT solutions are available for end-users to 

improve accessibility to communication and 

environmental control technologies: those are based on 

various technological approaches and interaction 

modalities (e.g. eye-trackers, adapted joysticks, speech 

recognition …) which are available in the portfolio of 

the AT-centers. AT-centers are AT service delivery, 

where AT experts with various backgrounds (such as 

therapists, psychologists, engineers, medical doctors) 

are responsible for the selection of AT solutions and for 

their customization to users’ needs and their motor, 

sensory and cognitive impairment (disabilities). 

Furthermore, AT experts are responsible for training the 

users in the AT daily-life usage. 

Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCIs) measure signals 

related to specific brain activity and translate them into 

outputs to control external devices for a range of 

applications such as communication, environmental 

control, movement control and motor rehabilitation [3]. 

It was widely demonstrated that BCI can provide people 

with communication disorders with an AT, restoring 

their interaction with the environment [4, 5, 6]. Thus, 

the primary motivation of BCI research in this field has 
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been the reestablishment of communication and 

facilitation of daily life activities for people with 

communication and interaction disabilities, due to many 

common disorders such as neurodegenerative diseases 

(amyotrophic lateral sclerosis-ALS, spinal muscular 

atrophy –SMA), spinal cord injury (SCI), acquired brain 

injury (ABI). 

Currently, BCIs are not available in the portfolio of AT-

centers for a full deployment to end-users even though 

BCI technology could improve the inclusiveness of AT 

solutions. A step forward for the inclusion of BCIs in 

AT-centers is their integration with existing (available 

in the market) assistive or mainstream technologies. 

This integration would result in a hybrid BCI-based 

communication device [7] that will allow more end-

users to use standard means of communication 

integrating a BCI with their residual muscular activity 

[4]: the end-users will be able to switch to BCI channel 

when the muscular one is fatigued or weak (e.g. touch 

screen, buttons, eye tracker, joysticks); alternatively, 

he/she will use them as complementary channels.  

The first step to bridge the translational gap between 

BCI development and end-users, by incorporating BCI 

technology into an AT device for everyday 

communication and interaction, consists in the clear 

definition of the users’ characteristics and their relation 

with the abilities to control a BCI. Indeed, the 

development of prototypic BCIs and ATs, as well as the 

definition of their specifications, often take place in 

research laboratories, whit exiguous contact with end-

users. The involvement of AT centers in the 

development of innovative devices and in their 

customization and validation could bridge this gap. 

ALS patients were often considered as the target 

population of BCI technologies, because of the 

neurodegenerative characteristics of the disease [8]: it 

leads to a progressive muscular paralysis causing a loss 

of communication and interaction ability. However, 

users attending AT centers are affected by many 

different diseases with many different etiologies, and 

complex sensorial, physic, functional and cognitive 

disabilities.  

Here we present a study aimed at investigating the 

characteristics of patients attending an AT-center 

(needing an AT for communication and environmental 

interaction), who could take advantage from BCI 

introduction in AT-centers as an additional/alternative 

AT channel. Ten patients were involved in this 

preliminary study: they underwent multidisciplinary 

evaluation and AT training, performed in the AT-center 

of Fondazione Santa Lucia, Roma, to identify the 

problem (related to communication and environmental 

interaction) that they wished to solve with the AT and 

also to identify the best AT solution to solve such 

problems. Such users will be screened in a following 

session for their abilities to control a P3-based BCI. 

We will analyze the clinical, functional and 

neurophysiological features influencing such ability. 

Furthermore, during the BCI control evaluation users’ 

eye movements will be recorded, in order to evaluate if 

they influence the BCI classification and how the two 

control channels (eyes and brain) can be used 

complementary and/or alternatively as part of an AT 

solution.  

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
     Participants. Ten patients (43.3 ± 9.9 years old, 2 

men) with different diagnosis were enrolled in the 

study: 1 participants with traumatic brain injury (TBI), 3 

with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), 1 with 

Friedreich’s ataxia, 1 with autosomal dominant 

leukodystrophy, 2 with hemorrhagic stroke, 1 with 

encephalitis, 1 with multiple sclerosis (MS). All patients 

had undergone a multidisciplinary evaluation and an AT 

training in the AT-center (SARA-t) in Fondazione Santa 

Lucia, IRCCS, Rome, because they were limited in (at 

least) one aspect related to interpersonal communication 

and/or interaction with digital technologies 

(smartphone, PC, Tablet).  

Participants were recruited through the AT-center 

SARA-t, where the study was conducted. 

Patients with other concomitant neurological or 

psychiatric disorders, any impediment in the acquisition 

of electroencephalography (EEG) data from the scalp 

(e.g. wounds, dermatitis), severe concomitant 

pathologies (fever, infections, metabolic disorders, and 

severe heart failure), global cognitive impairment, 

aphasia, or episodes of reflex epilepsy were excluded 

from the study.  

Participant’s functional disability was assessed by 

means of the “World Health Organization Disability 

Assessment Schedule 2.0 (Whodas, 12 items version 

[9]). Whodas investigates the functioning level in six 

life domains with 2 items each: understanding and 

communicating, getting around, self-care, getting along 

with people, life activities (i.e., household, work, and/or 

school activities), and participation in society. Each 

item asked the participant to rate how much difficulty, 

(from 1=“none” to 5=“extreme or cannot do”) he or she 

has had in specific areas of functioning during the past 

30 days. 12 items Whodas 2.0 scores range from 0 (“no 

disability”) to 100 (“full disability”). Mean Whodas 

scores was 67.08 ± 15.6 (range from 45.83 to 85.42). 

Patient’s demographic and clinical information are 

reported in Table 1. 

 

 

Table 1: Demographic and clinical information 

Participant Age Gender Diagnosis 

P1 

P2 

46 

30 

F 

F 

ALS 

Encephalitis 

P3 58 M Hemorrhagic stroke  

P4 47 F Hemorrhagic stroke 

P5 48 F ALS 

P6 33 F Friedreich’s ataxia 

P7 

P8 

P9 

30 

50 

53 

F 

F 

F 

TBI 

Leukodystrophy 

ALS 
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Participant Age Gender Diagnosis 

P10 

                                                

38 M MS 

 

 

 

    Protocol. The protocol consists of two parts, i) need 

assessment protocol (results presented here) and ii) 

Brain-Computer Interface protocol (presented here and 

to be performed in a following study). The study was 

approved by the Independent Ethics Committee of 

Fondazione Santa Lucia, IRCCS, Rome. 

 

    Needs assessment protocol. Patients were 

administered with the Individual Prioritized Problems 

Assessment (IPPA [10]) questionnaire during the 

multidisciplinary evaluation. They were asked to list (a 

maximum of seven) problems that they wished/expected 

to improve/solve with the AT. Moreover, they had to 

score the perceived importance (1 = “not important at 

all” to 5 = “most important”) and the difficult (1 = “no 

difficulty at all” to 5 = “too much difficulty to perform 

the activity at all”) associated to each problem. After the 

needs assessment participants were involved in the AT 

training. The training was aimed at the identification of 

the AT solution matching user’s need and their motor, 

sensorial and cognitive characteristics. Table 1 lists the 

problems reported by participants and the AT solution 

used by each participant. Patients were proposed to and 

agreed to participate in the BCI session, which will be 

performed in the next weeks. 

 

   

    Brain-computer Interface protocol. Scalp potential 

will be acquired by means of a 16-channel amplifier 

(g.USBamp, g.tec, Austria) from 16 active electrodes 

(g.Ladybird, G.tec, Austria) placed according to 10-10 

international standard (Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz, P3, P4, PO7, 

PO8, F3, F4, FCz, C3, C3, CP3, CPz, and CP4 (right ear 

lobe reference; left mastoid ground). Signals will be 

digitized at 256Hz. Stimulus paradigm and online 

delivery will be managed by means of the BCI2000 

framework [11]. A P3-speller [12] interface (5 by 6 

matrix of alphabetic items) will be displayed full screen, 

placed approximately at eye level and at a distance of 

60 cm. 

In the calibration phase (i.e., no feedback on 

performance), subjects will be asked to focus on 15 

items forming 3 predefined words (3 runs; 5 items for 

each run). The target to focus on will be shown to the 

participant by a single flash, after which rows and 

columns will randomly be intensified for 125ms, with 

an inter stimulus interval (ISI) of 125ms (Stimulus 

Onset Asynchrony, SOA, 250ms). A stepwise linear 

discriminant analysis (SWLDA) will be applied offline 

to determine the classifier coefficients [13] for the 

testing phase. During the testing phase (i.e., provision of 

feedback on performance), participants will have to 

spell four predefined (copy mode) words (4 runs; 5 

items for each run 20 characters in total). 

The Tobii Technology 4C eye-tracker will be used to 

collect eye-gaze data. The 4C is a binocular, IR eye 

tracker that samples at a frequency of 90 Hz. The eye-

tracker estimates the user’s gaze or point of focus on the 

monitor in both the vertical and horizontal axis. The 

initial calibration will be performed using Tobii’s 

calibration software Gaze Point Bundle (version 2.0.8). 

This software allows also for mouse pointer control. 

During EEG recording mouse pointer will be not visible 

and its x and y-coordinates will be recorded and 

synchronized with EEG signal as a BCI2000’s state. 

The monitor used in this experiment has a resolution of 

1280 × 1024 (width × height) pixels and is 17′′ along 

the diagonal. 

 

RESULTS 

 

    Needs assessment protocol. The mean total IPPA 

Score was 19.58 (± 3.04 SD, min = 15, max = 25). 

Fifty-eight problems in total were identified, with an 

average of 5.8 problem for participant (SD = ±1.9; min 

= 1, max = 7). Problems identified were grouped in the 

following 10 categories:  

1) Reading/Writing, reported by 8 patients; 2) 

Communication, reported by 7 patients; 3) Phone access 

reported by 6 patients; 4) TV access, 5 patients;  5) 

Social Network access, reported by 5 patients; 6) PC 

access, reported by 4 patients; 7) Listen to music, 4 

patients; 8) Relationship/Social life, 3 patients; 9) Turn 

on/off the light, 1 patient. The AT solutions matching 

with the problems that users wished to solve with the 

AT solutions and with their motor, sensorial and 

cognitive characteristics are reported in the following. 

The touch screen was used as input by 4 patients, the 

eye tracker was used by 3 patients and the head tracker 

was the AT commercial input used by 2 patients. One 

patient used mainstream accessibility settings to 

improve control accuracy in controlling the PC and 5 

patients accessed to the device by mean of a customized 

user interface. 

Problems pointed out from and AT solutions identified 

for each patient are reported in Table 2.  

 

    Brain-Computer Interface protocol. Significant 

relationships between patients clinical (e.g. aetiology, 

onset, score in the functional scales, lesion...) and 

neurophysiological characteristics (e.g. ERPs amplitude 

and latency) and BCI control performance will be 

reported. Influence of the number of fixations on the 

target and off the target, and influence of the mean 

duration of single on-target fixation (measured by 

means of the eye tracker) on BCI control will be 

investigated and reported. 

 

 

Table 2: problems identified with IPPA and AT 

solutions 

Participant IPPA AT solution 

P1 Phone Access 

TV Access  

Customized 

User Interface  
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PC Access  

Reading/Writing 

Communication   

Input device: 

eye tracker to 

control mouse 

cursor and 

mechanical 

switch to 

perform clicks 

P2 Social Network  

Phone Access 

Reading/Writing 

Music 

TV Access 

Customized 

User Interface 

Input device: 

touch screen 

P3 Communication Commercial 

text-to-speech 

application 

Input device: 

Touch screen 

P4 Relationship/Social 

Life 

Communication 

Reading/Writing 

Music 

Social Network  

TV Access 

Accessibility 

settings to 

improve 

accuracy using 

PC 

P5 Relationship/Social 

life 

Communication 

Reading/Writing 

Music 

Customized 

User Interface  

Input device: 

eye tracker 

P6 Communication  

Relationship/Social 

Life 

Music 

Social Network 

Phone Access 

Customized 

User Interface  

Input device: 

eye tracker to 

control mouse 

cursor and 

mechanical 

switch to 

perform clicks 

P7 Communication 

Reading/Writing 

Social Network 

Commercial 

text-to-speech 

application and 

accessibility 

settings 

Input device: 

Touch screen 

P8 Phone Access 

PC Access 

Reading/writing 

TV Access 

Social Network 

Accessibility 

settings 

to facilitate the 

access to tablet 

Input device: 

Touch screen 

P9 Reading/writing 

Phone Access 

Communication  

PC Access 

Customized 

User Interface  

Input device: 

head tracker to 

control mouse 

cursor and 

mechanical 

switch to 

perform clicks 

P10 Phone Access 

Reading/Writing  

PC Access  

TV Access  

Turn on/off Light 

Head tracker  

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The assumption of this study is the need and potential 

benefit to include BCIs in AT-centers as an 

alternative/additional input channel. Indeed, despite the 

demonstration that BCI can provide people with 

communication disorders with an AT, such technology 

is currently absent in the AT-centers portfolio. We 

propose, as a step forward to such inclusion, BCI 

integration with existing AT as a hybridization of the 

BCI-based communication device.   

To meet this aim, we propose a screening of the ability 

to control a P3-speller BCI, in a group of participants 

with various diseases considering their needs and their 

clinical and neurophysiological characteristics. 

Participants involved were attending the AT-center 

SARA-t during the period of neurorehabilitation that 

was taking place in Fondazione Santa Lucia. They 

needed an AT for communication to support daily 

interaction with communication partners, to access to 

mainstream communication devices (tablet, smartphone, 

personal computer) and also to support the process of 

neurorehabilitation.  

Preliminary results on their need (IPPA) and the 

matching AT solutions showed their need of an AT to 

improving reading and writing abilities (8 participants), 

communication abilities (7 participants) and smartphone 

access possibility (6 participants). AT solutions were 

identified as matching participants needs and their 

motor, sensorial and cognitive (dis)abilities and were 

various input devices (e.g. touch screen, buttons, eye 

tracker) mostly controlling a customized user interface. 

As a next step, participants will be screened for their 

ability to control a P3-based BCI (P3-Speller) recording 

eye movements during the BCI session. 

 Aim of this second part of the protocol is to investigate 

the relationship between participants’ clinical and 

neurophysiological characteristics and BCI control. This 

will allow the definition of various profiles of BCI 

accessing to different versions of personalized hybrid 

BCI for communication. Such personalization will 

match end users’ motor, sensorial and cognitive 

characteristics. 

The hybridization of the BCI based communication 

device by mean of BCI integration with existing AT 

would lead to the concept of a highly personalized 

(hybrid) BCI customized for each user and merged with 

input channels specific for each user. This would follow 

the patient in the course of neurorehabilitation 

consequently improving their QoL and also the quality 

of rehabilitation and will open the way for multicentric 

studies to be performed in different AT-centers. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

In the present study, involving 10 patients with different 

degree of disabilities, we reported preliminary data 

about the screening of needs of potential end-users of a 

hybrid-BCI device for communication and we also 

reported the matching AT solutions. The overall aim 

was to generate profiles of patients that would 

potentially use the BCI as an additional/alternative 

channel for AT-access.  

Results showed that a range of input channels 

customized on the basis of patients motor, sensorial and 

cognitive (dis)abilities was used to solve/improve 

problems related to reading and writing abilities, 

communication ability and smartphone access ability.  

In the next step, their performance in controlling a P3-

based BCI for communication will be investigated and 

the relationship with the user’s characteristics (among 

witch eye movement’s peculiarities) will be established.  

We consider this as an important step for the integration 

of BCI with daily/commercial AT devices, for the 

consequent development of a personalized hybrid BCI 

device for communication and for BCI inclusion AT-

centers portfolio. 
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ABSTRACT: In the last two decades, brain-computer 
interfaces (BCI) triggering external devices to perform 
movements for upper-limb rehabilitation after stroke, 
have proven to be successful. However, the literature is 
quite heterogeneous in terms of targeted patient 
population and study protocols. In this systematic review, 
we aim at identifying those patient characteristics and 
protocol features that might best explain the variance 
observed in treatment-induced motor recovery. Using the 
data from 15 studies and a total of 168 patients with a 
BCI-based intervention, patients in the sub-acute phase 
and mildly impaired patients showed significantly 
stronger improvement with the BCI-based intervention. 
Furthermore, receiving conventional therapy 
additionally to the BCI-based intervention leads to a 
significantly larger improvement. In summary, BCI-
based neurorehabilitation combined with conventional 
therapy might induce a synergistic effect leading to 
stronger functional recovery. Larger patient samples in 
studies and more information on individuals 
characteristics and protocol features would be desirable 
in order to build predictive models for motor 
rehabilitation towards personalization of interventions. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In the last two decades, the use of rehabilitation 
technologies for motor recovery after stroke has 
increased [1]. Among these, BCI is a very promising 
technology. Its goal is to re-create contingency between 
voluntary brain activation in the motor cortex, movement 
induction and afferent peripheral sensory feedback, often 
given by an exoskeleton or functional electrical 
stimulation (FES). This contingent activation of the 
efferent (motor) and afferent (sensory) part of 
movements is thought to be one of the main 
neurophysiological mechanisms BCI-based therapy 
relies on. This leads to neuroplastic changes following 
Hebbian learning principles supporting reorganization 
and the recovery process. This intended contingency is 
achieved with the following framework: brain activity is 
continuously recorded and fed to a decoding algorithm 
trained to differentiate between specific brain states (e.g. 
rest vs. motor intention); whenever such signal is 
detected, an external device/machine is triggered to 
perform a motor action and provide a well-timed sensory 

feedback contingent to brain engagement. BCI is still a 
relatively new technology for stroke rehabilitation and 
the current literature is mainly based on proof-of-
principle clinical trials targeted to provide first evidence 
for feasibility and efficacy of this intervention in 
comparison to more standard rehabilitation treatments. 
Meta-analyses on the topic [2,3] have shown that BCI 
therapies result in significantly stronger motor 
improvement compared to various controls (i.e. standard 
therapy [4,5], external device alone [4,6,7], sham BCI 
where feedback is given randomly, but with the same 
external device [8,9,10]). Certainly, these reviews and 
the respective trials highlight the potential of BCI-based 
rehabilitation for motor recovery after stroke. Although a 
positive effect of BCI-based rehabilitation has been 
suggested, the BCI protocols used are not standardized 
and are quite heterogeneous; the same applies to the 
targeted patient population in the different trials. 
Therefore, the present review addresses whether specific 
intervention parameters relate better to stronger motor 
recovery in experiments using BCI-based therapy.  
Considering all the studies (controlled and non-
controlled) that recruited stroke patients for motor 
rehabilitation using BCIs, large differences in outcome 
measures, protocol design, as well as individual patient 
characteristics are apparent. Main differences are found 
e.g., in total intervention duration, external device used, 
performed movements, and in terms of individual patient 
characteristics, impairment at baseline and stroke onset. 
The goal of our systematic review is to determine, within 
BCI studies, how the degree of motor recovery is related 
to these features.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
     Articles retrieval strategy and inclusion criteria: 
Within this review, protocols and patient characteristics 
which could be potential parameters for predicting motor 
recovery in stroke patients were evaluated. The retrieval 
of relevant papers used the following keywords in 
Google Scholar research: brain-
computer/machine/robotic interface, 
exoskeleton/orthosis/robot, functional/neuromuscular 
electrical stimulation, upper-limb, stroke, rehabilitation. 
In addition, we looked through the references of the 
retrieved papers and reviews on the topic. Papers 
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published until the end of 2018 were considered. 
Moreover, only studies that reported clinical motor 
assessment were included. In particular, for this 
preliminary review, we only accepted studies using the 
Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) or the Action Research 
Arm Test (ARAT) since they are the most widely used 
scales and because a correlation between the two has 
already been extensively confirmed [11,12]. Given the 
objective of this review, we could only include articles 
reporting the motor improvement for each patient (i.e. if 
only the average recovery of a group was given, the study 
was not considered). If the study was a randomized trial, 
we only considered patients in the experimental therapy. 
Finally, due to this “individuality” feature we had no 
limitation in sample size. Whenever an eligible article 
was lacking data, we tried to contact the authors multiple 
times.  
     Analyses methods: In terms of study protocol, we 
looked at six characteristics. (1) The device giving the 
sensory feedback and (2) the type of movement 
produced. (3) The type of instruction to calibrate and 
exploit the BCI was also considered, specifically we 
divided into motor imagery (with no inner subdivision, 
as most studies explicitly say they used the kinesthetic 
type) and active motor intention (“try to move the 
arm/hand”). (4) The additional feedbacks received (e.g. 
visual, auditory, tongue stimulation). (5) Overall 
intervention therapy and (6) if any, additional standard 
therapy. When possible, some characteristics of the 
patients were also taken into account: motor impairment 
at baseline and the time after stroke in months.  
In these analyses the dependent variable is always the 
motor improvement. For each binary comparison, we 
computed non-parametric tests for the means, namely the 
Mann-Whitney test and the effect size with the Cohen’s 
d [13]. For non-binary features, such as the intervention 
duration, we looked at the correlation. Along the article, 
we will refer to motor improvement as the difference in 
motor score between the end and the beginning of the 
study. We will call proportional motor improvement the 
motor improvement normalized by the baseline. All the 
values are normalized by the maximal achievable score. 
This choice was made since some studies used a modified 
FMA [8,14] and because the maxima of the ARAT and 
the FMA differ. 
 
RESULTS 
 
     Search results: The pruned research gave overall 30 
eligible papers. Of these, 6 were redundant reports, 1 
used both motor imagery and attempt the movement as 
instruction, 3 used no motor scale, 2 did not assess motor 
abilities with FMA nor ARAT and 3 did not report the 
motor scores for each subject. This left us with 15 papers.  
     Overall characteristics of protocols and samples: A 
summary of study protocols and overall subject 
characteristics for each of the 15 articles can be found in 
Table 1. In total, we included 168 patients who 
underwent non-invasive BCI therapy that triggered 
sensory feedback. For 120 of them, the device used was 

an exoskeleton. The remaining received above motor-
threshold FES. Additional feedbacks ranged in terms of 
visual response (6 studies), the therapist voice (2 studies) 
or tongue stimulation (1 study). In some cases, more than 
one additional feedback was given. Overall intervention 
time ranged between 5 and 64 hours (µ=17.13 σ=16.76). 
Some studies also involved conventional therapy (if 
present, it was between 7.50 and 40 hours, sometimes in 
higher amount compared to the experimental therapy 
[7,15]). In terms of personal characteristics, we could not 
retrieve the age and sex for most of the time. However, 
83 subjects (chronic patients) had a stroke more than 6 
months before participating in the experiment (µ=53.88, 
σ=53.03 months) and 26 were sub-acute (µ=2.83, σ=1.06 
months). For two studies [10,16] this parameter was not 
given. In terms of severity of impairment, almost half of 
the subjects were severe (FMA<=20 and ARAT<=20) 
and the remaining moderate-to-mild (here we refer to 
mild as less impaired than moderate). 
     Patient characteristics: For patient individual 
characteristics only stroke onset and impairment at 
baseline was investigated, due to lack of data for other 
parameters (e.g. age, lesion side). In Fig. 1 the difference 
between binarized groups of subject is displayed: chronic 
vs. acute/sub-acute, severe vs. moderate/mild and the 
combination of the former. Patients in the sub-acute 
phase showed significantly better recovery compared to 
the other groups (Fig. 1b), the same can be observed for 
patients who are rather mildly impaired before starting 
the experiment (Fig. 1a). When combining the two 
groups (chronic and severe vs. sub-acute and moderately 
impaired), the effect size is increasing. 
 

 
Figure 1 – Density plots for comparison between patients’ 
characteristics and their motor improvement, normalized by the 
maximum score. We consider their impairment at baseline (severe or 
not) and the chronicity (stroke occurred more than 6 months before 
study). (a) Impairment at baseline; (b) chronicity. In blue: severe and 
chronic, in red: moderate–to-mild impairment and sub-acute patients 
respectively. The dashed lines represent the mean of each contribution. 

     Protocol features: One source of variance for the 
motor improvement comes from the subjects’ 
characteristics, another from the design of the 
experimental protocol. The 15 studies considered all 
differed in terms of intervention time, duration (if any) of 
an additional conventional therapy, type of instruction to 
command the BCI and the device exploited for sensory 
feedback. The type of movement triggered by the BCI 
also changed among studies. We divided them into 
proximal (shoulder, arm and elbow), distal (hand and 
wrist) and movements combining distal and proximal 
parts (e.g. reach and grasp). As motor improvement also 

(a) (b) 
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significantly differed according to the baseline, we 
decided to use proportional improvement of motor 
functions as dependent variable to take into account 
baseline differences and give stronger importance to 
improvements in severe patients. We acknowledge that 
there are also other computational approaches that could 
have been used [15]. Due to space limitations detailed 
technical aspects related to BCI and EEG recordings 
were not addressed in the review; also, thorough 
information about these aspects is often not available. 
Nevertheless, it is obvious that the processing pipelines 
used, as well as the classifiers, were quite heterogeneous. 
The targeted brain signal was mainly the sensorimotor 
rhythm, but recorded from different areas; moreover, the 
pre-processing pipeline varied and the decoding 
algorithm ranged from support vector machine to 
common-spatial patterns, from naïve Bayes and Gaussian 
classifiers to independent component analysis. 
Firstly, instructions given to subjects to command the 
BCI were addressed. In most papers, they were asked to 
perform motor imagery (MI) and in fewer to try and make 
the movement that the device would have then actually 
completed. Patients using MI, had a better recovery 
compared to the other group with a moderate, but not 
significant effect size (d=0.3). Attempting the movement 
was never tried in studies that included non-severe 
subjects to avoid the possibility of some actively initiated 
movements for only a subgroup. However, the results did 
not change when we only looked at severe patients. This 
may be due to the fact that proportional improvement 
rather than motor improvement was used.  
No significant difference in recovery was observed when 
comparing the devices used, nor the number of additional 
feedback provided.  
Interesting results can be observed when looking at the 
proportional improvement according to the movement 
performed. All the movements were quite simple (e.g., 
hand opening, elbow flexion) and only in two study more 
complex ones (i.e. reaching and grasp [8,17]) were 
attempted. For these specific cases, complexity goes 
along with an action involving distal and proximal parts. 
Fig. 2 shows significant larger improvement when the 
latter types are performed compared to movements 
involving either part. 
 

 
Figure 2 – Proportional motor improvement according to type of 
movement trained with either device. There is a significant difference 
in recovery when a movement involving both distal and proximal parts 
of the upper-limb is used compared to movements involving only one 
part. ** p<=0.001 

Other significant results arose when studying the explicit 
use of conventional therapy in parallel with the 
experimental one. Initially, we grouped the subjects 
according to whether or not they received additional 
standard therapy. The effect size was quite strong 
(d=0.5), and the two distributions significantly different 
(p<0.001) with the group receiving conventional therapy 
showing larger improvement. Secondly, we stratified 
patients into more groups according the total amount of 
standard therapy received and reported the results in Fig. 
3a. Examining correlations between the total amount of 
therapy received and the respective proportional 
improvement, we found r=0.34, p<0.001. However, no 
significant correlation was found when looking at the 
total amount of experimental therapy. Finally, we 
summed the total hours of therapy (experimental with 
BCI and standard) and found a strong correlation (r=0.24, 
p<0.01). Boxplots can be seen in Fig. 3b. 
 

 
Figure 3 – Proportional motor improvement compared to overall hours 
of therapy received. (a) Additional conventional therapy; (b) sum of 
interventional and conventional therapy. If not explicitly specified in 
the study protocol, standard therapy was considered as none. 

 
DISCUSSION 
 
This systematic review aimed at looking at possible 
relationships between patient and study protocol 
characteristics and motor improvement of the upper-
limb. The target population was stroke patients who 
managed to control a BCI to trigger an external device 
for supporting the movement and delivering sensory 
feedback; specifically, we looked at studies with FES or 
exoskeletons.  
     Stroke onset and severity at baseline: chronicity and 
severity of impairment at baseline were found to be both 
important features. As expected, the group of sub-acute 
patients generally improved more compared to the 
chronic ones. This is probably due to the “high-
neuroplasticity window” that opens for around 8-12 

(a) 

(b) 
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weeks right after the stroke incident in which also the 
brain naturally starts to re-organize [24]. During this 
period re-learning processes are more efficient and 
efficacious [25]. Overall, this result is in agreement with 
recent meta-analyses on BCI rehabilitation [2]. We also 
observed that starting at a lower level of motor capability 
leads to smaller improvement, even though the range for 
improvement is much higher. Considering that often 
larger impairment results from larger lesions, it seems 
reasonable that the capability for reorganization, plastic 
changes and re-learning might be limited.  
     Motor imagery vs. attempted movement: Among the 
protocol design features, we were expecting to see larger 
improvement when the instruction to command the BCI 
was to try to attempt the movement rather than MI, as this 
should try to re-activate the “normal” motor pathways. 
Yet, there is a great overlap between MI and real-
movement pathways. This correspondence has been 
proven both with fMRI studies [26] and in terms of 
physics law preservation in MI, such as the Fitt’s law of 
timing [27]. In this analysis, it seems that MI leads to a 
larger, although not statistically significant, recovery. A 
clear limitation here is that the number of patients for the 
two groups is very different, being the group of MI 
almost double in size compared to the other. 
Furthermore, the group attempting to do the movement is 
composed only of severe patients, who generally have 
lower performance. Nonetheless, when focusing only on 
hemiparetic stroke subjects, the results do not differ 
much. Therefore, a feature to look at, rather than the 
instruction given, is the BCI classifier and the accuracy 
obtained. However, because the primary outcome of all 
the included studies was motor recovery, the classifier 
algorithm exploited was seldom reported in detail. 
Moreover, it was seen that performance, whenever 
reported, had been computed in different manners (i.e. 
different proportions between true/false 
positive/negatives), making comparisons difficult. 
     Movement type: We found significantly stronger 
motor recovery when the repeated movement contained 
joints in both the proximal and the distal part of the 
upper-limb. Moreover, there was a slight trend for which 
distal movements perform better than proximal ones, 
though the difference is not statistically significant. 
Overall, findings from this section suggest that doing 
more complex movements, and possibly different types 
of movement during the BCI therapy, may lead to better 
motor improvement [28]; additive effects may be 
obtained with functional movements [5]. At this regard, 
we speculate that more movements can be achieved by 
combining an orthosis with FES. Such a union has 
already been tested in other studies, but rarely triggered 
by a BCI [29]. 
     Therapy quality or quantity?: In one out of three 
reviewed studies, for a total of 53 patients, conventional 
therapy was provided in addition to the experimental one. 
From the current analyses, patients who received it 
showed significantly better improvement, with a strong 
effect size. Furthermore, the amount of training hours 
significantly correlated with the degree of recovery. A 

similar correlation was observed when looking at the 
total amount of therapy, of either type, during the study 
period. On the contrary, no correlation was found 
between the total hours of the intervention and motor 
recovery. It must be pointed out that except for [19], the 
hours of intervention and additional therapy were kept 
constant for patients belonging to the same study. Taken 
together, one could summarize that the addition of 
standard therapy (1) increases the total amount of therapy 
and (2) although not working on the synchrony between 
brain intentions and feedbacks, helps the patient doing 
more types of movements and especially functional ones. 
Two randomized clinical trials [4,5] evaluated the 
difference between BCI and conventional rehabilitation; 
unfortunately, due to the lack of individual data, they 
were not included in this review. Nonetheless, in [5] the 
BCI group received additional therapy, having 50% more 
overall time of therapy with respect to those receiving 
only standard. Differently, in [4] the control with 
standard therapy received an overall same amount of 
therapy. In both studies, the experimental group 
improved significantly better than their control and when 
reported, kept this improvement in the follow-up 
measurement. To more deeply investigate the role of 
standard therapy and how a BCI performs compared to 
it, a randomized clinical trial should be designed in which 
the total duration for the BCI and the conventional 
therapy are exactly the same, as well as the performed 
movements.  
     Limitations: In this systematic review only studies 
providing individual data for motor assessment were 
included. Therefore, the overall sample size was limited. 
Moreover, the restriction on the motor scales, led to 
discard some studies. Indeed, adding other motor scales 
would be relevant. In terms of characteristics, we here 
only looked at two patients’ personal features: motor 
score at baseline and stroke onset. In further analyses, it 
would be interesting to add more parameters such as age, 
lesion site, lesion size or hemispheric dominance and 
handedness. Due to space limitation technical aspects of 
BCIs used in rehabilitation settings were also not in 
detailed scope of this review. To make BCI-based 
interventions more comparable and standardize them it is 
of crucial importance that the details about classifiers and 
analytical pipelines are provided and the different 
approaches compared. As a brief overview aspects 
relevant for the classifiers are both the type of pre-
processed signal fed to the decoder and the algorithm 
itself. Furthermore, related to the neurophysiological 
mechanisms targeted, the location side from which the 
signal is read is also important and may have an effect on 
the motor improvement. 
Finally, within the present review each feature impacting 
on the effect of the intervention was addressed 
separately, however in upcoming meta-analyses it is 
essential to combine the different aspects and features to 
develop a strong predictive model. 
    Recommendations: Limiting factors in these analyses 
were related to the absence of some features, especially 
for each individual. A more detailed reporting of 
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individual therapy, BCI-based features, patients’ 
characteristics and treatment durations will also help to 
better compare studies and develop standards and 
optimized interventions to maximize the treatment 
effects. In terms of BCI-therapy, it is important to 
develop devices which support multiple, functional, 
longer, and more complex movements. However, at this 
concern, we acknowledge that multi-class discrimination 
with non-invasive techniques may be strenuous. 
Therefore, developments towards hybrid BCI or invasive 
techniques might pave the way towards these goals. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In the present review, we identified five features that 
show relevance for driving motor recovery of the upper-
limb in stroke patients in BCI rehabilitation. In terms of 
patient characteristics, being in the sub-acute phase and 
mildly impaired support functional improvement within 
this treatment strategy. Regarding protocol features, we 
observed the importance of adding conventional therapy 
that can be related to both longer rehabilitation duration 
and more variety and functionality of executed 
movements.  
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ABSTRACT: This research looks at the possibility to
actuate devices by looking at primary colors, which is
thought to be especially useful for impaired individuals
having restricted motor control. Such a brain-computer
interface (BCI) requires reliable detection of color related
features captured in electroencephalograph (EEG) data.
This paper presents analytic and empirical signal analy-
sis methods for analyzing EEG signals, motivated by the
search for features directly related to the color perception
in the human brain. Methods used are Fourier transform
(FT) and short time Fourier transform (STFT). Empiri-
cal mode decomposition (EMD) is used to extract infor-
mation used for feature extraction. Classification accu-
racies are tested using the machine learning algorithms:
random forest (RF), support vector machine (SVM), k-
nearest neighbors (kNN), decision tree (DT) and naive
Bayes (NB). Using data from 7 subjects, a general model
classifies RGB with 0.37, while the best subject specific
model achieves an accuracy of 0.58. The classification
accuracy between gray and any one of the RGB colors is
0.98 with NB. These results are encouraging and can be
improved by further exploring features and classification
techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Electroencephalographic signals (EEG) represent the
electrical activity in the brain. By placing electrodes
on the scalp, one can record these signals. One elec-
trode records the cumulative electrical activity of neu-
rons. EEG signals are non-stationary, time-dependent,
and because of cumulative electrical activity, most likely
multicomponent signals [1]. Also, non-invasive EEG sig-
nals have a small amplitude and are extremely noisy.
These properties are but a few of the reasons raw EEG
signals do not provide useful information alone, and ded-
icated signal analysis is therefore required to extract rel-
evant information contained within the signal.
Choosing a suitable signal analysis method is a crucial
step in the process of finding useful information in EEG
data. In general, no particular method will provide the
best results. Choice of signal analysis tool depends for
instance on the characteristics of the signal and the aim
of the experiment.
The goal of most EEG experiments is to classify sig-

nals produced by specific brain activity correctly. A fea-
ture is an individual measurable property of the process
being observed [2], and any recorded EEG activity in-
cludes many different features [3]. Researchers, there-
fore, search for a limited amount of features that can dif-
ferentiate signals with certainty.
The process of selecting only a subset of variables in the
input which can efficiently describe the data is called fea-
ture selection. Feature selection decreases the effect of
noise, irrelevant or redundant variables are reduced, and
the predictor performance improved [2][4].
Researchers have explored techniques to predict which
color a subject is looking at using different indirect ap-
proaches such as analyzing psychological and emotional
response to color [5][6]
Recently, classification of EEG signals produced by ran-
dom visual exposure to primary colors was presented in
[7]. Independent component analysis (ICA) was used
to remove artifacts. Event-related spectral perturbations
(ERSP) were used as features for a support vector ma-
chine (SVM), and the highest classification accuracy was
0.97, more information at [3]. In general, empirical mode
decomposition (EMD) for feature extraction from color
related EEG signals has proven to be successful in sev-
eral studies [8].
A neural signature of the unique hues (red, yellow, green,
and blue) were discovered 230 ms after stimulus onset at
a post-perceptual stage of visual processing [9]. This in-
teresting study uses ERPs (recorded neural activity time-
locked to an event) evoked in the response to different
hues.
In this paper, analytic and empirical signal analysis meth-
ods are investigated in order to evaluate their ability to
reveal color specific patterns in EEG signals produced by
exposure to primary colors. EMD is used as basis for
feature extraction. Identifying a set of features for color
identification in EEG signals would enable less complex
machine-learning based models, reducing the computa-
tional time for real-time color identification. A reliable
real-time classification of EEG signals produced by look-
ing at a color could enable physically disabled people
with cognitive functions to control their environment. For
instance, a user can open and close doors by looking at
colored signs.
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METHODS AND MATERIALS

Fast fourier transform (FFT):
Information is often contained in the frequencies of a sig-
nal. A signal is transformed from the time domain to the
frequency domain with the Fourier transform (FT). The
discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [10] is defined as

Fn =
N−1

∑
k=0

fk · e
(
− 2πink

N

)
For faster computation, FFT is often used. FFT com-
putes the DFT of a signal. For a signal of length N,
DFT needs 2N2 computations, while the FFT uses only
2N · log(N). A significant drawback of the FT is the loss
of time characteristics and is therefore not suitable for in-
terpreting time-dependent signals. Methods based on the
time-frequency domain have been developed for feature
extraction in non-stationary signals.

Short time Fourier transform (STFT):
STFT preserves information about time domain by win-
dowing the signal around a particular instant in time and
calculating the local FT for each time window. The infor-
mation obtained from the STFT is presented in a spectro-
gram. Spectrograms show how the spectral density of a
signal varies with time, giving the information about the
quantity of the frequency, and at what time this frequency
is present.
STFT is limited due to windowing of the signal, which
causes a trade-off between time precision and frequency
resolution. Frequency resolution must be sacrificed to
detect an event precisely in time, and vice verse. This
trade-off between time and frequency resolution makes it
essential to choose an appropriate window size to opti-
mize both time and frequency [11].

Empirical mode decomposition (EMD):
EMD is a well-known technique used to analyze non-
stationary and non-linear data [12]. EMD does not make
assumptions regarding stationary or linearity of data,
which motivates it’s use for analyzing EEG data [8]. In
contrast to FFT and STFT, EMD is data-driven, based on
the assumption that a signal consists of several intrinsic
mode functions (IMFs), that must satisfy two basic con-
ditions:

• Number of zero-crossings must equal or differ by
one compared with number of extrema in the signal.

• The mean value of the upper and lower envelope of
the signal must be equal to zero at any point.

The EMD algorithm finds all the IMFs trough a process
called Sifting. The calculation of the IMFs given a signal
x(t) are done as follows [12]:

1. Identify all extrema (maxima and minima) in x(t)
2. Interpolate between minima and maxima, generat-

ing the upper and lower envelope; eupper and elower

3. Determine the local mean as a(t) = eupper+elower
2

4. Extract the mean from the signal; h1(t) = x(t)−a(t)

5. Decide whether it is an IMF or not based on two
basic conditions for IMFs mentioned above

6. Repeat step 1 to 4 until an IMF is obtained.
7. Subtract the IMF from the original signal
8. Repeat steps 1-6 until there are no IMFs left to ex-

tract, the last extraction resulting in a residue

The decomposition is complete when the sum of the
IMFs and the residue is negligible.

Feature extraction and classification:
The main method used for feature extraction and clas-
sification is based on the work presented in [13]. The
feature extraction stage for each electrode consists on the
computation of energy (instantaneous and teager energy)
and fractal (Petrosian and Higuchi fractal dimension) fea-
tures, but additionally, in this paper, a set of statistical
values (min, max, mean, median, variance, standard de-
viation, kurtosis, skew) are computed for each channel.
This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1. Lastly, super-
vised machine-learning based models were created using
10-folds cross validation using the accuracy metric. The
machine-learning based algorithms used are, random for-
est(RF), support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neigh-
bors (kNN), decision tree (DT) and naive Bayes (NB).

IMF 1

IMF 2

IMF 3

Selected 
IMFs

Statistical
Energy
Fractal

F
eature vector

...

Statistical
Energy
Fractal

IMFs

Raw signal

Figure 1: Flowchart illustrating the feature extraction procedure
using EMD. The procedure is the same for each channel

Dataset description:
The dataset consist of EEG signals that were recorded
from P1, P2, O1 and O2 channels according to the 10-20
international system using the BCI200 with g.tec’s MO-
BIlab portable device with a sample rate of 256 Hz [7].
The dataset consist of EEG signals from 7 Subjects while
watching RGB colors, each color was presented ran-
domly 60 times to each subject. Signals were band
pass filtered from 0.1 − 30Hz. To reduce the effect
of abnormal values, signals crossing ±60µV were re-
moved. In addition, some trails were excluded due to
electromyogram- (EMG) and electrooculogram (EOG)
artifacts. The final dataset used in this paper consist of 52
trails for each color, in order to obtain a balanced dataset
Next, the data was re-organized in 3 seconds long
“epochs” (768 data points). One epoch contains samples
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from all channels where the subject is looking at gray for
one second, followed by two seconds of looking at one of
the RGB colors. The colored light switched on at t = 1s
in all the following results.

RESULTS

Signal analysis:
Fig. 2 shows a single EEG signal, where the red vertical
line indicates the moment of color exposure, and green
background illustrates when green light is continuously
on.
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Figure 2: Example of one EEG signal where green light is
switched on at t = 1, from channel P1

As an example of FFT from the above EEG signal is pre-
sented in Fig. 3. A larger magnitude at lower frequencies
0−10Hz than 10−33Hz is observed. Presence of higher
magnitudes in 0 − 12Hz is expected. These frequency
bands corresponds to Delta, Theta and Alpha rhythms in
the brain [14]. It is reasonable to believe that the person
in the experiment was in a day dreaming / relaxed / wide
awake state during data collection, and FFT satisfies the
expectation. There are no frequencies above 33Hz, con-
firming successful prepossessing. As frequencies with
lower magnitude are by eye inspection uniformly spread,
it is difficult to draw further conclusions about frequen-
cies in the EEG signal based on FFT.
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Figure 3: FFT of grand average EEG signal (green)

Since the aspect of time is lost in FFT, STFT was applied

to investigate possible changes of frequencies over the
given time period. A STFT with a “Hanning” window
size of 200 samples, overlap off 200− 10 samples and
sampling frequency of 256 Hz was used to produce the
spectrogram in Fig.4
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Figure 4: Spectrogram of grand average EEG signal for RGB

The spectrogram represents the grand average for RGB
respectively. Despite apparent prevalence of noise, there
is an amplitude increase in 2− 12Hz for all colors, and
for green there is also a notable amplitude increase for
0−5Hz in the time frame 1−2s. Hence, averaging data
reveals a change caused by visual stimuli from gray to
RGB colors 200 − 300ms after exposure. However, is
clear from their overlap that frequency alone is not suf-
ficient to separate three colors. In addition, there is no
lasting change in frequency, even though all subjects are
continuously looking at color from from t = 1s to t = 3s.
Information gain from STFT is limited, and doubtfully
sufficient to reveal a signal feature specific for each of
the colors.
For this reason, EMD algorithm was applied on the sig-
nal, and after 10 siftings, the residual fulfills IMF re-
quirements discussed in the methodology section. Fig.
5 shows an example of the 5 IMFs and the residual for
color green.
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Figure 5: Original EEG signal, extracted IMFs and the residual.
Green background represents green light is continuously on

EMD does not use windows. Using windows in analysis
of the signal would force the ends to zero, and therefore
mask end effects. The end effect problem has not been
taken into account in this paper. In Fig. 6 a spectrogram
of each of the IMFs are plotted. EMD successfully ex-
tracts the highest frequency components in the first IMFs.
IMF1 reveals slight increase in magnitude for all frequen-
cies at t ≈ 1.5. This might be related to color exposure
or change of mental state for the person in the experi-
ment. Extracted IMFs can be representing physical prop-
erties of the process from which the signal is obtained.
However, the problem of mode mixing in EMD caused by
presence of adjacent frequencies will cause loss of mean-
ingful information in the IMFs. A new method for sep-
arating closely spaced spectral tones using EMD is pre-
sented in [15][16], and could be implemented to improve
results.
Neither spectrograms nor IMFs reveal distinct color de-
pendent frequency or amplitude related characteristic by
visual inspection.

Classification:
To test if machine-learning models can classify RGB col-
ors from EEG signals using features based on EMD, the
following experiments are proposed:

1. Classify RGB colors from gray color
2. Classification of red, green and blue colors for each

subject
3. Classification of red, green and blue considering the

EEG signals from all the subjects

The aim of the first experiment is to provide experimen-
tal information about the performance of the method and
to check if there are feature that can separate these two
classes (gray or RGB colors).
In the second experiment mentioned, the classifier con-
sist of three classes (red, green and blue) with the aim to
check if using the proposed method is possible to differ-
entiate between them. It can be the second step for a real
implementation of a BCI based on RGB colors. Since the
first step can identify when a RGB color is presented and
then recognize the specific color. Following this aim is
important to check the feasibility of a general model for
the second experiment, that is why, the last experiment
consist of the same experiment but considering the EEG
signals from all the Subject to create the classifier.
For all experiments, the procedure described for Feature
extraction and classification is used. Accuracy metric af-
ter 10-fold cross-validation is presented. All the classi-
fiers are tested with different kernels, number of neigh-
bours or deph depending of each one and the best param-
eters are automatically selected. Unless otherwise stated,
default parameters of scikit-learn classifiers are used [17].
Note that the chance level for the first experiment is 0.5
of accuracy, and for experiment 2 and 3 it is 0.33

Experiment 1; gray vs RGB:
For a possible real-time application, it will be important
to clearly distinguish if the subject is looking at nothing
in particular, or decisively looking at a color. To simulate
“nothing in particular”, gray color is used. The complex-
ity of such differentiation was investigated by first clas-
sifying if subjects were looking at gray or an RGB color.
An event-related potential (ERP) (P300) is expected ap-
proximately 300ms after presentation of an infrequent
stimulus. The part of the signal where the subject is ex-
posed to the color will therefore contain the P300 com-
ponent, and it can easily be distinguished from a signal
not containing an ERP. Therefore, classification remov-
ing data points between t = 1− 2 was investigated, and
referred to as “data excluded”. Results for gray vs color
classification are presented in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Accuracy (Acc) obtained for the first experiment using
all the features (feats.), the statistical features (S.) and only one
statistical feature (the mean).

Acc Acc, data excluded
All feat. 0.99 RF depth 5 0.87 RF depth 5
S. feat. 0.92 linear SVM 0.89 RF depth 6
Mean 0.91 8-NN 0.92 4-NN

Surprisingly, when excluding data from t = 1−2, the ac-
curacy only decreases accuracy by 0.12 using all features.
An interesting finding is a 0.92 accuracy when using data
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Figure 6: Spectrogram of original EEG signal, each IMF and residual

without ERP, and only one feature; the mean. These re-
sults yields a promising first step towards a less com-
plex real-time application for separating between gray
and RGB colors.

Second experiment; classification of red, green and
blue color:
Firstly, a model including data from all seven subjects
were developed, reaching an accuracy of 0.37 using a
Gaussian distributed NB. Limited amount of data and in-
dividual differences are believed to impair the result, and
hence subject specific models were developed. No clas-
sifier alone performed better for all subjects; but rather
different classified yield better result dependent on the
subject. There were in particular one subject that con-
sistently obtained higher accuracy, when testing with all
classifiers: 0.58 of accuracy using NB, 0.51 using linear
SVM, 0.47 with 6-NN, 0.53 using DT, and finally 0.57
using RF with depth 4. On the other hand, another sub-
ject model classified at chance level. Tab. 2 summarizes
accuracies of the RGB models considering each subject
separately.

Table 2: Accuracy (Acc) reached for the second experiment,
classifying red, green and blue colors considering each subject
separately

Accuracy Classifier
Average 0.42 Depends on the subject
Max 0.58 NB

The mean accuracy for the subject model is found by
finding the maximum accuracy for each subject individ-
ually, and then performing the mean of these. The best
performing classification algorithm differs dependent on
the subject, and hence no algorithm in particular can be
preferred. The maximum accuracy is the highest individ-
ual accuracy obtained for one subject.
Interestingly, the accuracy increase when including only
one feature - the mean. A possible explanation can be that
redundant features forms the model, due to very limited

source data.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, several methods have been explored in or-
der to check if there exist features that can be useful to
describe the EEG data while the subject is looking at gray
or RGB colors, and also considering RGB separately. In
the signal analysis step, FFT, STFT and EMD were in-
vestigated.
The FFT indicates that the subject was in relaxed and/or
in an awake state during the data collection, which indi-
cates a realistic dataset. The STFT successfully identify
the P300 when averaging all the data for each color.
The EMD method decomposed the original signals from
each channel into several IMFs. Since the IMFs alone
do not provide any information, they are analyzed further
with STFT for visual inspection, and later used as basis
for feature extraction.
None of the methods yields a lasting unique frequency
marker sought after for RGB, however, there where clear
frequency modulations detected in the spectrogram of
each IMF. The frequency modulation after color expo-
sure is confirmed with a successful classification of gray
and RGB color with 0.99 of accuracy.
Accuracies from the second experiment, classifying RGB
considering all subjects together yields incomplete or
poor results, considering the chance level of 0.33 for the
3 classes, and with the best accuracy of 0.37 using NB.
The highest classification of RGB on individual subject
level was obtained using NB with and accuracy of 0.58.
It can be concluded that color classification suffers from
subject dependencies. Though NB yields highest accu-
racy in the classifications, it should not be concluded as a
general preference for RGB classification algorithm.
These results indicate the feasibility of using the method
for feature extraction and experimental evidence of dif-
ferences between RGB colors EEG-based. Considering
the results obtained in this paper and the experiments
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proposed, it is reasonable to assume that improving the
feature extraction stage with a subject tailored system,
the accuracy can improve, which will be tested in future
works.
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ABSTRACT: Imagined speech is gaining traction as a 

communicative paradigm for brain-computer-interfaces 

(BCI), as a growing body of research indicates the 

potential for decoding speech processes directly from the 

brain. The development of this type of direct-speech BCI 

has primarily considered feature extraction and machine 

learning approaches typical to BCI decoding. Here, we 

consider the potential of deep learning as a possible 

alternative to traditional BCI methodologies in relation to 

imagined speech EEG decoding. Two different 

convolutional neural networks (CNN) were trained on 

multiple imagined speech word-pairs, and their 

performance compared to a baseline linear discriminant 

analysis (LDA) classifier trained using filterbank 

common spatial patterns (FBCSP) features. Classifiers 

were trained using nested cross-validation to enable 

hyper-parameter optimization. Results obtained showed 

that the CNNs outperformed the FBCSP with average 

accuracies of 62.37% and 60.88% vs. 57.80% (p<0.005).  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
A direct-speech brain-computer interface (DS-BCI) is 

one in which a user’s imagined speech is harnessed as the 

mode of communication between themselves and a 

computer, or interlocutor [1]. Imagined speech is the 

internal pronunciation of words or sentences, which does 

not result in any audible output [2]. Imagined speech has 

received relatively little attention from BCI researchers 

in comparison with more common paradigms such as 

motor imagery (MI) or steady-state visually-evoked 

potentials (SSVEP) (see [3] for a review). However, a 

DS-BCI does offer the possibility of a more naturalistic 

form of communication and must therefore be considered 

an important field of study within the BCI community. 

Both invasive and non-invasive approaches to data 

acquisition have been applied to the recording of 

imagined speech, primarily through electrocorticography 

(ECoG) [4] and electroencephalography (EEG) [5]. In 

this study, we focus specifically on the decoding of 

imagined speech from EEG recordings.  

Approaches to imagined speech decoding have typically 

employed traditional BCI feature extraction and 

classification algorithms. Among the features used to 

represent imagined speech from EEG are autoregressive 

coefficients [6], common-spatial patterns [7] and 

spectrotemporal features [8]. More recently, Mel 

Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [9], [10] and 

Riemannian manifold features [5] have enabled imagined 

speech classification.   

Several traditional machine learning approaches have 

been applied to the task of decoding imagined speech 

from EEG. These include support vector machines 

(SVM) [9], [11], Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 

[6], [12], Naïve Bayes [12], k-Nearest Neighbors [10] 

and Random Forests [13]. Of these, the SVM has been 

the most-often utilized classification method, resulting in 

accuracies of 71.3% [7] and 69.3% [14] in binary tasks.  

However, to-date no combined feature extraction and 

classification method has proven itself to be the dominant 

approach. For this reason, research into a deep learning 

approach to imagined speech classification is a logical 

undertaking. Deep learning has been enormously 

successful across fields such as computer vision [15] and 

automatic speech recognition [16]. More recently, it has 

been successfully applied to BCI in relation to MI [17] 

and SSVEP [18] but its application to imagined speech 

has been relatively sporadic [19]. Of the deep learning 

approaches available, convolutional neural networks 

(CNN) have been the most heavily-utilized in relation to 

BCI/EEG. Among many others, the applicability of 

CNNs has been demonstrated for automated screening of 

depression [20], and prediction of drivers’ cognitive 

performance [21]. For a review into deep learning 

analysis of EEG, see [22].  

Here we evaluate the performance of two CNNs tasked 

with decoding imagined speech from EEG. The data used 

consisted of fifteen word-pairs extracted from a dataset 

containing six Spanish words produced with imagined 

speech. The performance of the CNNs are rated in 

comparison with a regularized-LDA (rLDA) trained on 

FBCSP features. A nested approach to cross-validation is 

implemented to facilitate parameter-optimization and 

improve the robustness of results. The results obtained 

show that the CNNs perform significantly better than the 

rLDA classifier, and that the performance of the deep 

CNN was significantly better than that of the shallow 

CNN.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

The methodology implemented in order to classify 

imagined speech production from EEG signals is    
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Figure 1Depiction of the methodology followed for this study

depicted in Figure 1 and described throughout the 

remainder of this section, beginning with the dataset. 
      

     Dataset: The dataset used for this research was 

recorded at the offices of the Laboratorio de Ingeniería 

en Rehabilitación e Investigaciones Neuromusculares y 

Sensoriales (LIRINS) in the Faculty of Engineering at the 

National University of Entre Ríos (UNER) by Pressel 

Coretto et al. [23]. EEG signals were recorded while 15  

subjects performed overt and imagined speech tasks 

corresponding to the production of Spanish words and 

vowels. Only the EEG associated with imagined word 

production was analysed for this study. Thus, the EEG 

data used consisted of those trials recorded while 

participants imagined the production of six Spanish 

words: “arriba”, “abajo”, “derecha”, “izquierda”, 

 
Figure 2 The EEG montage used to acquire data. 

“adelante” and “atrás” (corresponding to the English 

words up, down, left, right, backward and forward). 

These words were selected as commands a user might 

make when interacting with a BCI. The experimental 

protocol for the imagined words tasks required 

participants to imagine speaking one of the prompted 

words at three audibly-cued time-points during the 4-

second trial-period. Prior to the trial-period, stimuli were 

presented in both visual and auditory form, showing each 

subject the word for 2 seconds before being removed 

during the trial. EEG signals were recorded using a six-

channel system, sampled at 1024 Hz. Electrodes were 

positioned according to the 10-20 international system 

over F3, F4, C3, C4, P3 and P4 (Figure 2). 

     Preprocessing: The original dataset was filtered 

between 2 Hz and 40 Hz using a finite impulse response 

bandpass filter [23], so no further filtering was applied 

for this study. Artefact detection and removal were 

implemented using Independent Component Analysis 

with Hessian approximation preconditioning [24].  

     Data splitting: In order to facilitate the analysis of 

multiple binary classifiers, all possible pairs of words 

were extracted from the dataset (Figure 1B). This 

resulted in 15 different pairs of imagined words for 

binary classification (e.g. arriba vs. abajo). The number 

of trials per class varied across subjects, with a maximum 

of 51. However, all pairs were balanced prior to training.   

Due to the high computational load associated with the 

nested cross-validation scheme employed for this study 

(see below), a 500 ms segment was extracted from each 

4000 ms trial (Figure 1C) to act as the classification 

window. The selection of this window was based on the 

description of the experimental protocol described in 
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[23], in which three audible clicks directed participants 

when to imagine speaking. Therefore, a window was 

extracted to encompass the first of these periods of 

imagined speech production, about the 1-second mark of 

the overall trial. Concretely, this was the 500 ms segment 

between 750 ms and 1250 ms of the overall trial window. 

     Classification methods: Three distinct methods of 

classification were applied to the imagined words EEG 

data. The first of these methods, was the use of FBCSP 

features to train a rLDA (Figure 1D). The rLDA classifier 

is a regularized version of the LDA algorithm [25], which 

reduces the dispersion of the eigenvalues of the sample 

covariance matrix when a diverging dimension p is large. 

It has been employed elsewhere as a classification 

method for EEG signals [26], and is used here to provide 

a baseline reference for the performance of the CNNs. 

Unlike CNNs, the rLDA requires separate feature 

engineering and classification, and thus the type of 

features must be selected prior to training. FBCSP is a 

widely-used feature extraction algorithm across multiple 

BCI paradigms [27]. Linear combinations of the EEG 

channels are computed to enhance discrimination of band 

power features between classes. FBCSP has been proven 

successful in MI tasks, including as the winner in several 

EEG decoding competitions (e.g. [28]). Its proven results 

as a decoding algorithm in BCI, and the fact that there is 

no clear benchmark specifically for imagined speech, has 

led to selection of FBCSP as a reasonable baseline in this 

study.  

The second classifier tested was a deep CNN designed by 

Schirrmeister et al. [29] specifically for EEG decoding 

applications (Figure 1E). The network architecture is 

based on similar CNNs used in computer vision [30] and 

is constructed to extract a wide range of features from the 

EEG signals. Figure 3 depicts the composition of the 

deep CNN. The input block of the CNN consists of two 

convolutional layers, one to perform convolution over 

time and one for spatial filtering. This first block also 

contains batch normalization, a non-linear activation 

 

  
Figure 3 Deep CNN architecture designed by [22]. 

function and a mean-pooling layer. Following this are 

three identical convolution blocks, each containing 

dropout, convolution, batch normalization, non-linear 

activation and mean-pooling.  Finally, the output consists 

of a dense softmax layer for classification. The second 

CNN has been constructed with a shallow architecture 

and designed to decode band power features from EEG 

[29]. The shallow CNN is constructed of the same series 

of layers featured in the input block to the deep CNN 

(Figure 3), followed by dropout and a softmax 

classification layer. Here, we set dropout to 0.1 and 

selected the leaky rectified linear units activation 

function to add non-linearity into the two networks. Both 

CNNs used the ADAM optimizer [31] and the cross 

entropy loss function, and were allowed to train for 60 

epochs with a patience of 30. A batch size of 64 was used. 

The CNNs were implemented in PyTorch [32], using the 

Braindecode repository [29]. 

     Nested cross-validation: A nested approach to cross-

validation has been applied to training and testing of both 

the rLDA and the CNNs, with only small differences 

implemented when required by the respective classifiers 

(Figure 1D and E). Although not typically employed in 

deep learning contexts, nested-cross validation is utilized 

here to improve the robustness of results and to facilitate 

hyper-parameter optimization. Based on principles 

described in [33], the data are first split into 4-folds, one 

of which is retained in the outer-fold. An inner fold is 

then instantiated using the remaining 3 folds. The 

combined inner-fold is then re-split into 4 folds, with 

each fold iteratively acting as the test-set. The inner-fold 

facilitates training and testing of the two classifiers using 

each possible combination of hyper-parameters. The 

hyper-parameter combination with the best average 

accuracy across all inner-folds is then used to train the 

classifier on the entire inner-fold data. The outer-fold is 

then used as the test-set, or in the case of the CNNs, both 

validation- and test-sets. The classification accuracy is 

reported as the average accuracy across all 4 outer folds. 

     Hyper-parameters: Two hyper-parameters were 

selected for optimization with each classifier (Table 1). 

In the case of the rLDA, hyper-parameters required in the 

computation of FBCSP features were used. The first of 

these is the number of selected spatial filter pairs 

(1,3,4,5). The second hyper-parameter used here was the 

mutual information quantization level, with the values 

considered being 6, 8, 10 and 12. Hyper-parameters 

selected for the deep CNN were learning-rate and the 

number of filters implemented in the final convolutional 

layer (Table 1). The four learning-rates evaluated were  

 
Table 1 Hyper-parameters optimized using nested cross-

validation. 

 Hyper-parameter 1 Hyper-parameter 2 

FBCSP # spatial filters: 

(1,3,4,5) 

mutual information: 

(6,8,10,12) 

Deep 

CNN 

learning–rate: 

(1,0.1,0.01,0.001) 

# final layer filters: 

(100,500,1000,1500) 

Shallow 

CNN 

learning-rate: 

(1,0.1,0.01,0.001) 

# spatial filters: 

(20,40,60,80) 
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1.0, 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001 and the number of filters used in 

the final layer of convolution was 100, 500, 1000 and 

1500. The same learning-rate range was used for the 

shallow CNN but the second parameter considered was 

the number of spatial filters (Table 1).    

     Statistics: Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to 

determine whether or not differences between the 

classifiers were statistically significant. 

 

 RESULTS 

 

Here we report classification accuracies for each subject 

in the cohort and for each word-pair used to train the 

classifiers. Cross-subject classification accuracies are 

presented in Figure 4. Here, the highest classification 

accuracy obtained was 65.67%, achieved by subject 13 

with the CNN. The shallow CNN showed similar peak 

performance with 65.28% average accuracy for subject 

8.  Results obtained by the baseline rLDA and the CNNs 

are significantly above chance accuracy (50%) for all 

word-pairs across all subjects. The average classification 

accuracies for the word-pairs when trained on the rLDA 

and the two CNNs were 57.80%, 62.37% and 60.88% 

respectively (Figure 5). The Wilcoxon signed rank tests 

determined that the greater performance of both the 

CNNs across word-pairs was significant in comparison 

with the FBCSP (p<0.005). The greater performance of 

the deep CNN was also significant in relation to the 

shallow network (p<0.05). Accuracies for the different 

word-pairs do not deviate substantially from the mean for 

any of the combinations (Figure 5). The highest average 

classification accuracy for a single word-pair was 

64.55%, achieved by the abajo vs derecha pair, using the 

deep CNN (Figure 5). The highest single-subject 

accuracy obtained for a single word-pair was 78.33%, 

achieved by subject 11, also for the abajo vs derecha pair 

with the deep CNN.  

The number of spatial filters used for FBCSP feature 

extraction was selected by the nested cross-validation as 

5 (Table 2), although the difference between selecting 5, 

4 or 3 was minimal. A mutual information coefficient of 

8 was most often selected for optimization. In the case of 

 

 
Figure 4 Subject classification accuracies for rLDA and CNNs. 

Table 2 Hyper-parameters selected with nested cross-

validation. 

 Hyper-parameter 1 Hyper-parameter 2 

FBCSP # of filters = 5 mutual info. = 8 

Deep lr = 0.001 # of filters = 1000 

Shallow lr = 0.001 # of filters = 20 

  

the CNNs, the hyper-parameter optimization selected a 

learning-rate of 0.001 more often than any of the other 

options. 1000 filters were selected for the final analysis 

of the convolution layer of the deep network and 20 were 

selected for spatial convolution in the shallow CNN. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The results presented here support the assertion that 

employing deep learning methodologies to the task of 

decoding imagined speech from EEG is a reasonable 

undertaking. For each subject, and for each word-pair, 

the CNNs outperformed the FBCSP-trained rLDA, 

achieving accuracies significantly above chance in each 

case. Despite indicating promise, the results also show 

that this level of performance is not yet close to what 

would be required of a functional DS-BCI. However, the 

greater overall performance of the deep architecture in 

relation to the shallow CNN does indicate the potential 

of deep learning for imagined speech decoding. Hyper-

parameter optimization through nested cross-validation 

enabled selection of parameters most appropriate to the 

current task. Here, we determined that 5 spatial filters and 

a mutual information coefficient of 8, resulted in greater 

performance. Of the CNNs, 0.001 was the optimum 

learning-rate for use with the ADAM optimizer. The 

number of filters selected for the final convolutional 

layer was 1000. While this is greater than the number in 

the original paper [29], it provided the best accuracies 

here.    

A weakness of the present study is the selection of a 

single 500 ms classification segment from the 4000 ms 

trial window. Although this approach was followed in the 

interests of computational efficiency, it is likely that a 

sliding-window would have improved overall 

classification performance. Furthermore, the number of 

trials per class was quite small, ranging from 39 to 51 for 

a single word. This relatively small volume of data 

constrains the classifiers’ ability to infer classes by 

recognizing common patterns. Clearly, if deep learning 

is going to become a useful decoding approach for DS-

BCI, larger datasets are required.  

Interestingly, the results presented in Figure 5 do not 

suggest any significant differences in the effects of the 

linguistic content of the word-pairs. This may be a direct 

result of the choice of words used for this study. 

However, we agree with views expressed elsewhere [1], 

[2] that neurolinguistics research into imagined speech 

can aid the design of experiments in future research. 
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Figure 5 Classification accuracies for imagined speech production, by word-pair

CONCLUSION 

 

In this study, we trained three different types of classifier 

with the purpose of decoding imagined speech from 

EEG. A rLDA using FBCSP features, and two CNNs, 

were trained on a 500 ms classification window extracted 

from trials where subjects imagined speaking Spanish 

words. 15 word-pairs were extracted from the dataset to 

enable multiple binary classifications. Nested cross-

validation was employed to facilitate hyper-parameter 

optimization during training.  

Results showed that the CNNs performed significantly 

better than the rLDA classifier with average accuracies 

of 62.37% and 60.88% vs. 57.80%. The differences 

observed between the two CNNs were significant, with 

the deeper network performing better. Results also 

indicated that differences in the accuracies obtained 

between the different word-pairs were not significant. 

The results suggest that, while further work is required in 

the field, deep learning is a realistic decoding 

methodology for imagined speech EEG.  
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ABSTRACT: Communication is a critical human 

function that can be severely compromised in patients 

with neurological diseases such as amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis (ALS). The P300 speller is a brain-computer 

interface (BCI) device that restores communication in 

these patients by detecting evoked responses in subjects’ 

electroencephalography signals. One of the bottlenecks 

of these systems is the pause after character selections. 

This pause has been necessary for the P300 speller 

because it signals users that a character selection has been 

made and gives them time to transition to the next 

character. If this pause is too long, the system is slowed 

down unnecessarily. If it is too short, stimuli for the next 

character begin before the user is ready. We propose a 

system that does away with the pause entirely and 

continually flashes stimuli. We employ a joint model that 

determines the target characters as well as the transition 

times so that users can change between characters at their 

own pace. A preliminary study on eight subjects showed 

a selection rate of 16.35 characters/minute and an 

average accuracy of 94.85%, both significant 

improvements over performance in an equivalent system 

with standard flashing. These results suggest that the 

P300 speller could be improved by implementing a 

continuous flashing paradigm. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Communication is a critical human function that can be 

severely compromised in patients with neurological 

diseases such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). 

Brain-computer interfaces (BCI) provide a unique 

opportunity to restore communication in severe cases 

where traditional augmentative and alternative 

communication devices are unusable due to lack of motor 

control. The P300 speller is one BCI system that provides 

this communication ability by detecting evoked 

responses after flashing characters on a visual display [1]. 

Limits to the signal to noise ratio require multiple stimuli 

before making a selection, leading to slow typing rates. 

Several projects have improved performance by 

incorporating optimizations such as varying the 

dimensions of the character matrix [2], [3]; optimizing 

system parameters [4], [5]; and employing various 

signal-processing methods [6], [7]. 

Recent work has involved the incorporating of language 

models into the classifier [8]. This movement in BCI 

research integrates knowledge about the domain of 

natural language to improve classification, similar to 

methods used in other domains such as speech 

recognition [9]. Several BCI studies have shown 

incremental improvements in system speed and accuracy 

using n-gram language models, first using Naïve Bayes 

[10], [11] and later using a partially observable Markov 

decision process [12] and a hidden Markov model [13]. 

Recently, a particle filter (PF) algorithm made the use of 

more complicated language models possible, which was 

shown to have superior results [14]. 

One area that language models have had particular 

impact is the ability to provide prior probabilities for 

dynamic stopping [8]. These methods compute the 

probability distribution over all characters after each 

stimulus and select that character after the probability of 

a character reaches a threshold [11], [15]. This method 

has the potential to drastically improve typing speed as 

selections are made once the system is confident in a 

selection rather than continuing until a set number of 

stimuli is reached. It also allows the system to spend 

more time on selections where the confidence is lower so 

that it can collect more information rather than forcing a 

selection. 

A P300 speller with continuous stimulus presentations is 

an extension of the dynamic stopping paradigm in that it 

allows subjects to move at their own pace rather than 

forcing them to wait a predefined period of time between 

character selections. It also allows them to take more time 

if they are unable to find a character or are unsure of what 

they want to say next. It accomplishes this task by 
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computing the joint probability distribution over possible 

target characters and transition times between characters 

after every stimulus presentation. 

In this study, we propose a novel P300 speller system that 

incorporates continuous stimulus presentations. This 

system was incorporated into the BCI2000 [16] 

framework using a previously published particle filtering 

classifier [14]. A pilot study of eight healthy subjects was 

conducted to compare typing performance using this 

paradigm to the traditional P300 speller system. 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
     Data Collection All data collection was performed 

using g.tec amplifiers, active EEG electrodes, and 

electrode cap (Guger Technologies, Graz, Austria); 

sampled at 256 Hz; referenced to the left ear; grounded 

to AFz; and filtered using a passband of 0.1 – 60 Hz. 

Additional artifact detection (e.g., eye blinks) was not 

performed as it was left to the classifier to determine 

whether a signal contained a valid ERP. The electrode 

montage consisted of a previously reported set of 32 

electrodes [5]. The subjects for the online study consisted 

of eight healthy volunteers with normal or corrected to 

normal vision between the ages of 20 and 35. The system 

used a 6 x 6 character grid, famous faces stimuli [17], 

row and column flashes, and a stimulus onset asynchrony 

of 125 ms. Using the standard interface, a 3.5-second gap 

was included between characters to allow subjects time 

to find the next character in the sequence. 

To validate our methods, we implemented the continuous 

P300 speller in BCI2000 [16]. In a pilot study, eight 

subjects used the continuous speller to type out the 

sentence: “THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER 

THE LAZY DOG.” Eye tracking was not used, so 

training sessions consisted of two copy spelling sessions 

using the traditional P300 speller. When using the online 

speller, subjects were instructed to focus on each 

character for approximately three seconds (about two 

complete sets of flashes) before moving to the next 

character. Feedback was turned off to avoid distraction. 

     Continuous Speller The continuous speller 

formulation is similar to the traditional p300 speller with 

dynamic stopping [11]. After each flash, the probability 

distribution across the set of characters is estimated based 

on a set of observation probabilities and transition 

probabilities based on a language model. The main 

difference is the introduction of a variable 𝑑𝑡 that 

represents the amount of time the subject will remain at 

the current state, 𝑥𝑡. 
𝑝(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑑𝑡|𝑦𝑡 , 𝑥0:𝑡−1, 𝑑𝑡−1)

∝ 𝑝(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑑𝑡|𝑥0:𝑡−1, 𝑑𝑡−1)𝑝(𝑦𝑡|𝑥𝑡) 
In this model, 𝑑𝑡 is reduced after each flash until it 

reaches zero. At that point, the transition probability is 

determined by the language model as in the traditional 

speller. 

𝑝(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑑𝑡|𝑥0:𝑡−1, 𝑑𝑡−1)

= {
𝑝(𝑥𝑡|𝑥0:𝑡−1)𝑝(𝑑𝑡|𝑥𝑡) 𝑑𝑡−1 = 0

𝛿𝑥𝑡−1
𝑥𝑡 𝛿𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝑡+1 𝑑𝑡−1 > 0
 

A Gaussian distribution was used to estimate the time 

taken to transition between characters, 𝑝(𝑑𝑡|𝑥𝑡). 
Initially, this distribution was set empirically at a mean 

of one second and a standard deviation of 0.5 seconds 

(with a minimum of zero seconds). To further tailor this 

distribution, expectation maximization was used to find 

the distribution for each subject in an unsupervised 

manner. This process was similar to the methods used in 

previous studies that trained the P300 speller with 

unlabeled data [18], [19]. In this version, the empirical 

distribution was used to find preliminary labels for and 

transition times for all characters. These labels were then 

used to find more accurate parameters for the transition 

distribution. Iteration between these two steps continued 

until the distribution stabilized. 

Because it will always take time for the subject to find 

new characters in the grid, an additional state needs to be 

made for when the subject is transitioning between 

letters. During this time, the stimulus responses will look 

different from those when the subject’s attention is on a 

character. The observation probability distribution needs 

to take this into account. 

𝑝(𝑦𝑡|𝑥𝑡) = {

𝑓(𝑦𝑡|𝜇𝑎, 𝜎𝑎
2) 𝑥𝑡 ∈ 𝐴𝑡

𝑓(𝑦𝑡|𝜇𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 , 𝜎𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠
2 ) 𝑥𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠

𝑓(𝑦𝑡|𝜇𝑛, 𝜎𝑛
2) 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

     Language Model: A language model is used to 

determine the transition probabilities, 𝑝(𝑥𝑡|𝑥0:𝑡−1). This 

probability can be simplified using the nth-order Markov 

assumption to create a n-gram model [11], [20]. While n-

gram models are able to capture character patterns, they 

allow for strings that are not valid words on the language. 

A probabilistic automaton (PA) creates a stronger prior 

by creating states for every substring that starts a word in 

the corpus. Thus, the word “the” would result in four 

states: “t”, “th”, “the”, and the start state which 

corresponds to a blank string. Each state then links to 

every state the represents a superstring that is one 

character longer. Thus, the state “th” will link to the states 

“the” and “tha” (Fig. 1). 

 

Figure 1: Example language model containing only the 

words at, that, the, and them. 

Transition probabilities are determined by the relative 

frequencies of words starting with the states’ substrings 

in the Brown English language corpus [21]. 
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    Particle Filter: As more sophisticated language 

models are used, the ability to fully represent the 

probability distribution over possible output sequences 

becomes impractical. Particle filtering (PF) is a method 

for estimating this distribution by creating a set of 

realities (called particles) and projecting them through 

the model based on the observed data [22], [23]. Each of 

these particles contains a reference to a state in the model, 

a history of previous states, and an amount of time that 

the particle is going to remain in the current state. The 

distribution of states occupied by these particles 

represents an estimation of the probability distribution. 

When the system begins, a set of 𝑃 particles is generated 

and each is associated with the root node of the language 

model. At the start of a new character, samples are drawn 

from the proposal distribution defined by the transition 

probabilities from the previous state. 

𝑥𝑡
(𝐿) ∼ 𝑝(𝑥𝑡|𝑥𝑡−1

(𝐿) ) 
The time that the particle will stay in that state is drawn 

from a distribution representing how long the subject is 

expected to spend looking at that character. After each 

stimulus response, the probability weight is computed for 

each of the particles. 

�̂�𝑡
(𝐿) ∝ �̂�𝑡−1

(𝐿) 𝑝(𝑦𝑡|𝑥𝑡
(𝐿)) 

The weights are then normalized and the probability of 

possible output strings is found by summing the weights 

of all particles that correspond to that string. When 

feedback is enabled, the string with the highest 

probability is then displayed to the user. The effective 

number of particles is then computed. 

𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓 =
1

∑ (�̂�𝑡
(𝐿))

2

𝑖

 

If the effective number falls below a threshold, 𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ , a 

new set of particles are drawn from the particle 

distribution. 

After each stimulus, the amount of time for a given 

particle to remain in a state is decremented. Once that 

counter reaches zero, the particle transitions to a new 

state in the language model based on the model transition 

probabilities 𝑝(𝑥𝑡|𝑥0:𝑡−1). 
     Evaluation: Performance of the system is evaluated in 

terms of the speed and accuracy of typing characters. 

Selection rate (SR) is the average number of characters 

selected per minute and accuracy (ACC) is the 

percentage of those characters that match the target 

sentence. Because of the tradeoff between speed and 

accuracy, performance is also evaluated in terms of 

information transfer rate (ITR), which measures the bits 

of information conveyed through the output message 

divided by time. ITR has been shown to be an imperfect 

measure of BCI communication due to assumptions 

about the uniform probability across characters and the 

independence of selections [24], [25]. However, it 

remains a standard metric used in the BCI field and can 

compare relative performance on identical sequences. 

Calculation of ITR starts by computing the number of 

bits of information contained per symbol in the output 

sequence. 

𝐵 = log(𝑁) + 𝐴𝐶𝐶 log(𝐴𝐶𝐶)

+ (1 − 𝐴𝐶𝐶) log (
1 − 𝐴𝐶𝐶

𝑁 − 1
) 

Where N is the number of characters in the grid (36). ITR 

can then be found by multiplying the by SR. Significance 

was tested using Wilcoxon rank-sum tests. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Even though subjects were all instructed to type at the 

same speed (three seconds per letter), each subject typed 

at a slightly different pace (Fig. 2). 

 

Figure 2: Output for each subject during the first 60 

seconds of use of the continuous speller. Each subject 

was attempting to spell “THE QUICK BROWN FOX 

JUMPS OVER THE LAZY DOG.” 

Table 1. Selection rate (SR), typing accuracy (ACC) and information transfer rate (ITR) for the traditional P300 speller 

and the continuous speller (CS). 

 SR (characters/minute) ACC (%) ITR (bits/minute) 

Subject P300 CS P300 CS P300 CS 

1 14.06 17.79 93.33 100.00 62.92 89.89 

2 13.81 18.18 95.00 90.91 63.91 77.50 

3 13.77 16.51 100.00 91.11 71.21 75.74 

4 7.58 11.94 75.00 100.00 23.33 61.72 

5 13.43 16.28 95.00 90.70 62.13 69.12 

6 12.63 16.31 100.00 95.35 65.30 72.64 

7 13.69 17.45 65.00 97.73 33.42 85.47 

8 13.04 17.09 75.00 93.02 40.13 75.98 

Mean 12.71 16.35 89.05 94.85 54.60 76.01 
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Overall, subjects types an average of 16.35 

characters/minute using the continuous speller, which 

was a significant improvement over the 12.71 

characters/minute achieved using the traditional P300 

speller (p=0.004, Tab. 1). When using a generic model 

for dwell and transition times, the average selection 

accuracy for the continuous speller (85.4%) was lower 

than the P300 speller (89.05%), although the difference 

was not statistically significant (p=0.42). The resulting 

ITR for the continuous speller (64.5 bits/minute) was 

higher than that of the P300 speller (54.6 bits/minute), 

although the difference was not statistically significant 

(p=0.13). Once subject-specific transition distributions 

were learned, the accuracy rose to 94.9%, resulting in an 

average ITR (76.0 bits/minute) that was significantly 

higher than that of the P300 speller (p=0.004). 

 

 

Figure 3: Boxplots of ITR values using the standard 

P300 and the continuous speller (CS). 

 

In general, subjects’ gaze times were close to the 

suggested value of three seconds (Tab. 2). One subject 

(subject 4), however, spent over one second longer per 

letter on average. The other subjects’ averages were 

between 2.93 and 3.32 seconds. The average time spent 

transitioning between characters was also fairly 

consistent across the subjects with an average of 0.36 

seconds. 

 

Table 2: Average gaze and transition times 

Subject Gaze Time (s) Transition Time (s) 

1 3.28 (0.58) 0.14 (0.06) 

2 2.93 (0.65) 0.31 (0.23) 

3 2.98 (0.75) 0.35 (0.26) 

4 4.39 (0.73) 0.59 (0.28) 

5 3.13 (0.70) 0.41 (0.31) 

6 3.32 (0.61) 0.32 (0.21) 

7 3.06 (0.61) 0.32 (0.27) 

8 3.07 (0.63) 0.43 (0.31) 

Mean 3.27 (0.47) 0.36 (0.13) 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

The average typing speed achieved using the continuous 

speller was 16.35 characters/minute, which was 

significantly faster than the 12.71 characters/minute 

achieved by the same subjects using the traditional P300 

speller. The bit rate for the P300 speller was similar to 

values achieve in previous studies using similar systems 

[14]. 

Only one subject failed to achieve a typing speed greater 

than 16 characters/minute. While this subject was still 

able to type at a speed faster than she did using the 

standard P300 speller, it was substantially slower than the 

other subjects in this study, taking over a minute longer 

to type the sentence than any other subject. This 

difference is likely because she dwelled longer on each 

character than the suggestion of three seconds. 

The results achieved using continuous spelling 

demonstrate that this system has the potential to 

outperform existing ERP-based BCI systems. However, 

the results from this study are likely far from optimal, as 

most of the parameters were not optimized for this 

system. For instance, the flashing rate and ISI values used 

were optimized for the traditional p300 speller, and do 

not necessarily reflect the best configuration for this 

system. We also used the row/column flashing paradigm 

as it is the standard stimulus paradigm for the P300 

speller. There are various other paradigms that have been 

introduced, including the checkerboard [2], 

combinatorial [3], and asynchronous [26] paradigms, 

which could improve typing performance in this system 

as well. Finally, the strategy of looking at each character 

for approximately three seconds was chosen empirically 

as it gave approximately four positive stimuli for each 

character, which we felt would be sufficient to make an 

accurate classification. It is possible that less information 

is needed, which could allow the system to achieve even 

greater speeds. 

This study was conducted using healthy volunteers who 

did not have the same constraints as “locked-in” patients, 

such as restrictions on eye gaze. While a similar P300 

speller system was previously tested in the ALS 

population [27], it is unclear whether the continuous 

flashing will be more difficult and therefore offset the 

gains seen by applying continuous flashing. The healthy 

subjects in this study generally had no problems with the 

additional cognitive task, and therefore appreciated the 

added speed that continuous flashing afforded. However, 

it is possible that his additional task will make the system 

more taxing for ALS patients, which could make it less 

practical despite the performance increase. Future studies 

in the ALS population should be conducted to determine 

how these results in healthy subjects translate to affected 

population. If continuous flashing is a hindrance to some 

subjects, those subjects could continue to use the 

traditional P300 speller with the continuous flashing 

paradigm included as an option for those subjects who 

would benefit. 

The results presented in this study are promising, but they 

represent offline performance which does not include 

several factors that occur in an online implementation. 

For instance, offline systems do not include feedback to 
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the user, which can provide additional motivation or 

allow the user to adjust their strategy. Particularly in this 

system, feedback can be difficult to implement because 

the user does not have specific built in to allow for 

checking past input. Also, the fact that the system 

optimizes over multiple characters at once means that the 

system will likely make changes to the displayed text, 

which can distract the user’s focus from the current 

character. The lack of feedback can make the task more 

difficult, however, as subjects can lose track of where 

they are in the target word or phrase. They are also unable 

to adjust their strategy such as slowing down if the 

system is unable to make accurate selections. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Overall, continuous stimulus presentation allowed 

subjects to type an average of 16.35 characters/minute 

with an accuracy of 94.85%, resulting in an average ITR 

of 76.01 bits/minute, all significantly higher than the 

values achieved using the standard P300 speller. Future 

work involves optimizing system parameters for the 

continuous flashing paradigm, and implementing 

feedback in an online system. 
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ABSTRACT: Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a 
neurodegenerative disease, which leads to the 
progressive loss of muscle control. In Denmark, 
approximately 150 people are diagnosed with ALS each 
year. The ensuing burden on related health care costs 
increases substantially as patients lose the ability to 
perform tasks of everyday living. Brain-computer 
interface (BCI) systems provide an approach to allow 
these patients some interaction with their environment. In 
this ongoing study we investigate whether the 
movement-related cortical potential (MRCP) extracted 
from electroencephalography (EEG) signals can be used 
for BCI control of an assistive glove in ALS patients. To 
this aim, the BCI needs to detect the intention of the 
subject to open and close the hand. The MRCP is a slow 
negative drift that commences 2 seconds prior to 
movement onset and contains features that differ between 
different types of movement, making it an ideal signal 
modality for multi-dimensional BCI control. Preliminary 
analysis from three ALS patients reveal a classification 
accuracy above 85% for the best channel between 
movement and rest conditions. However, classification 
accuracy between movement types (hand 
opening/closing), was lower (>65% for the best channel). 
Combining MRCP detection, with methods that allow 
using a single input (brain switch) to select multiple 
commands, may thus be a viable solution for this patient 
group. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a debilitating 
progressive neurological disease. In Denmark, more than 
150 new ALS patients are diagnosed per year. Symptoms 
vary from patient to patient, but may be manifested by 
reduced muscle strength, muscle wasting, fatigue, 
increased muscle tension, convulsions, muscle soreness, 
dysfunction, speech impairment, and difficulty 
breathing; several patients also present with behavioral 
changes and Frontotemporal Dementia. In Denmark, 
approximately 20% of ALS patients end up with 
respiratory therapy due to respiratory problems [1]. ALS 
has both personal as well as societal consequences. The 
economic impact of ALS at the community level is high 
[2], a large proportion being due to the care costs when 
patients can no longer perform everyday activities like 
personal care due to muscle weakness [3]. Therefore, it 

is of great interest to provide these patients with assistive 
systems that would facilitate and/or prolong functional 
independence, and thereby decrease the need for constant 
care.  
The focus of the present study is on the assistance of hand 
grasping function. Several methods can be used to assist 
grasping function in paralyzed patients (e.g., functional 
electrical stimulation – FES and exoskeletons) [4]. For 
example, rigid exoskeletons are efficient in restoring 
movements but they are also bulky and esthetically 
unappealing. FES can be delivered using a compact 
hardware but the movements are difficult to control 
precisely and selectively. Recently, a number of soft 
exoskeletons have been proposed [5], [6]. A typical 
solution comprises a textile glove that is actuated using a 
network of tendons pulled by a motor placed somewhere 
on the body (e.g., around the waist). These systems 
combine good controllability and compact design, and 
therefore, represent an attractive solution to assist highly 
disabled patients. 
The overall aim of the present project is to develop a 
brain-computer interface (BCI) [7], [8] that can be used 
to control a soft hand exoskeleton in ALS patients. The 
envisioned BCI will be based on detection and 
classification of movement related cortical potentials 
(MRCPs) [9]. The MRCP is a characteristic modulation 
of brain potentials comprising a negative deflection that 
anticipates the movement, followed by a positive 
rebound. The MRCP has been selected because it does 
not require training, it is present during motor execution 
and imagination, and it has been successfully detected in 
different patient populations [10], [11], including ALS 
[12]. In order to control a soft glove, the user should be 
able to generate opening and closing commands via BCI 
(Fig. 1). Previously, the MRCPs related to foot 
dorsiflexion were successfully detected and used for 
online control of a foot orthosis [13]. In addition, several 
studies have used MRCPs to detect and classify hand 
motions, including different grasp types [14], and 
movement speed and force [15].  In a recent study [16], 
low-frequency time domain features within the 
bandwidth of the MRCP were used to detect and classify 
natural reach-to-grasp movements. However, these 
studies were performed in healthy subjects, except [15] 
which was conducted in stroke patients.   
In the present study, electroencephalography (EEG) 
signals during hand opening and closing were recorded 
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in three patients suffering from ALS. The patients were 
recruited at different stages of ALS, as assessed by the 
ALS functional rating scale [17]. The aim was to 
preliminarily assess the feasibility of detecting the patient 
intention to perform the two hand movements (closing 
vs. rest, opening vs. rest) as well as to discriminate 
between them (closing vs. opening).  
 

 
Figure 1: The envisioned BCI system for restoring 

grasping using a soft exoskeleton glove 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Patients 
Three patients with ALS participated to the recording. 
All signed an informed consent form approved by the 
local ethical committee. The patients were recruited by a 
neurologist, who also determined the functional score 
using the ALS functional rating scale [18]. The scores for 
the patients numbered 13, 14 and 23 were 0, 0, and 3.6, 
respectively. All recordings were performed at the 
patient’s home.  
 
Signal acquisition 
 
Non-invasive electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings 
were obtained using the g.USBamp (g.tec, AU) and 
g.GAMMAcap equipped with nine active electrodes 
(g.LADYbird). The electrodes were arranged according 
to the standard 10-20 system over the motor area of the 
arm/hand (channels: F3, FC1, FC5, Cz, C3, C7, CP1, 
CP5, P3) contralaterally to the dominant hand of the 
patient. Electromyography (EMG) was recorded from the 
hand flexor and extensor muscles using a bipolar 
configuration (Ag/AgCl electrodes (AMBU Neuroline, 
US)). The ground for the EMG recording was separate 
from the EEG ground. The sampling frequency was set 
to 1200 Hz for all signals and no filtering was activated 
in the amplifier.  

 
Figure 2: The cue-based data collection paradigm 
comprising focus, preparation, hold and rest phase. The 
protocol is explained in the text. 
 
The patients were seated in a chair in front of a table. 
Since two of the patients had no residual hand function, 
EMG could not be implemented to indicate movement 

 
Figure 3: The traces (mean ± standard deviation) for rest 
(black line), MRCP during closing (red line) and opening 
(blue line) for patient P14 (top) and P23 (bottom). 
Movement onset is at 0 s. Two representative channels 
are depicted (FC1 and CP5). 
 
onset and thus to extract the MRCP of each trial. Patients 
were thus presented with a visual cue that was displayed 
on a computer screen following a predefined 
experimental paradigm (Fig. 2). In the focus phase, the 
patient was asked to focus on the middle of the screen. In 
the preparation phase, the movement to be executed was 
indicated by a text message (open/close) and a triangular 
cursor started moving across the screen. When the cursor 
arrived at the middle of the screen, it instantly jumped, 
indicating the moment when the patient should perform 
the movement. The patient was instructed to hold the 
movement, until the cursor disappeared from the screen 
(hold phase). This was followed by a resting phase. In 
each recording block, 15 hand opening and 15 hand 
closing movements were collected in randomized order, 
and two blocks were recorded in the experimental 
session, hence 30 movements in total in each class.  
 
Signal processing 
 
The EMG signals were bandpass filtered using a second 
order Butterworth filter with a cut off frequency at 10 Hz 
(movement artifacts) and 3 Hz (linear envelope). The 
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EEG signals were bandpass filtered between 0.01 and 3 
Hz (zero-phase Butterworth 2nd order) which is the 
bandwidth of the MRCP. Segmenting the epochs was 
challenging due to noise from the electrical/medical 
equipment (e.g., patient respirator) and low signal levels 
(e.g., weak or no EMG). Therefore, a custom-made 
Matlab application was developed and used to manually 
inspect each trial and to discard those that were 
corrupted. In all patients, there was at least 20 good trials 
in each movement class. The onset of the trial was 
identified either manually based on the recorded EMG or 
based on the cue to move. 
The selected “good” trials were then segmented to extract 
the MRCP and rest. The interval from -2 s to 2 s, with 
respect to the movement onset (0 s), was considered as 
an MRCP and the interval between -6 s and -2 s was 
assumed to be the resting state. The MRCPs were 
baseline corrected by subtracting the mean of the resting 
state.  
  
Classification 
 
For the purpose of classification, the time domain 
features were computed from the epochs (MRCP and 
rest). Most studies that rely on MRCP consider only the 
phase preceding the movement (negative deflection). 
This is done to minimize the detection delay and provide 
timely feedback using electrical stimulation following 
the paradigm of Hebbian learning [19]. In the context of 
the present project, however (Fig. 1), the overall 
reliability of detection and classification is more 
important than the delay since the focus is on robust 
control. Therefore, the entire epoch was considered, 

including both pre and post movement phases (i.e., 
deflection and rebound of the MRCP). 
Each epoch was divided in windows (500 ms) and the 
mean and the slope of the signal were computed within 
each window, resulting in 16 features per epoch. Linear 
discriminant analysis was used for classification between 
the pairs of classes (open vs. rest, close vs. rest, and open 
vs. close). The classification was tested for each 
individual channel. Due to the low number of trials, the 
classifier was validated using the leave-one out cross 
validation scheme. The classification accuracy was 
adopted as the outcome measure.  
 
RESULTS 
 
The average traces of the rest and MRCP epochs 
recorded in two patients with substantially different 
functional scores are shown in Fig. 3. In both cases, the 
MRCP is prominent for both movements, and there is a 
difference between the two MRCPs, particularly during 
the rebound phase. However, there is also a significant 
variability and overlap between the MRCPs 
corresponding to opening and closing.  
The distribution of the time domain features for the same 
data as in Fig. 3 top (patient 14, channel FC1) is depicted 
in Fig. 4. Both mean and slope features exhibit clear 
differences between movement and rest, and this reflects 
the morphology of the MRCP. The mean in the windows 
4, 5 and 6 indicate the negative deflection of the MRCP. 
The slope in the windows 4 and 6 exhibit the change in 
the sign, which corresponds to the downward (negative 
slope) and then upward (positive slope) trend of the 
MRCP. The difference in the features between the two 

 
Figure 4: Distribution of time domain features extracted from the epochs shown in Fig. 3 (Patient 14). The boxplots 
indicate median, interquartile range and min/max values for mean (top) and slope (bottom) in each time window for 
rest (black), closing (red) and opening (green). 
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movements is however less visible, i.e., nevertheless, 
there seems to be a difference in the mean in time 
windows 7 and 8 and in the slope in time windows 6 and 
7, reflecting the faster and stronger rebound of the MRCP 
associated to hand opening (see also Fig. 3).  
The channel-wise classification success rates obtained 
using the leave one out cross validation scheme are 
shown in Table 1. The grayed cells indicate the channels 
with the highest classification success rate.  
 
DISCUSSION 
 
In the present study, EEG data were collected during 
hand opening and closing movements from three ALS 
patients, and the MRCP profiles were extracted. An 
important conclusion from the collected profiles is that a 
pronounced MRCP can be observed even in highly 
disabled ALS patients (patient 13 and 14). The profiles 
resemble, in shape as well as in depth, those that were 
collected in a more functioning patient (patient 23). This 
is in line with the results reported in [12] where they 
compared the MRCPs of ALS patients to those of healthy 
subjects and found no significant difference in the peak 
negativity.   
A preliminary classification of the collected patterns has 
demonstrated that they have sufficient discriminative 
information to be correctly classified. Both opening and 
closing could be differentiated from rest with high 
accuracy. Classifying between opening and closing was 
however a substantially more challenging task, as can be 
seen from the low classification accuracies for many 
channels (O/C in Table 1). An important insight is that 
the classification should likely consider the post 
movement period, since this is the phase where the two 
profiles somewhat diverge (Fig 3).  
The present test is a first and simple evaluation of the 
feasibility of discriminating between the patterns. The 
next step is to implement classification using a sliding 
window during pseudo online (offline data) and online 
applications. This represents a more difficult task and it 
is to be expected that the accuracies will be lower than 
those reported here (Table 1). In addition, instead of 
classifying on each channel individually, they could be 
combined using a spatial filter [20] and classification 

could be performed on the surrogate channel. Finally, for 
the offline analysis in the present study, the corrupted 
trials were eliminated manually. During an online 
application, an automatic artifact rejection scheme needs 
to be implemented [21], [22]. 
Nevertheless, the obtained results are encouraging for 
detection (movement versus rest), which is the most 
important command for the online system. Even if direct 
classification (closing versus opening) is revealed 
insufficiently reliable, the lack of this input can be 
circumvented using state machine and/or recently 
presented electrotactile menus [15]. Both of these 
methods allow using a single input (brain switch) to 
select multiple commands.  
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ABSTRACT: Sensorimotor rhythm-based brain-

computer interfaces (SMR-BCI) may enable patients 

with prolonged disorders of consciousness (PDoC) or 

severe physical impairment to learn to intentionally 

modulate motor cortical neural oscillations. SMR-BCI 

could mitigate the need for movement-dependent 

behavioural responses, hence providing diagnostic 

information and/or communication strategies.  Here, an 

SMR-BCI was evaluated in a three-staged protocol for 

PDoC. Stage I assessed awareness and capacity to 

modulate brain activity intentionally. Stage II facilitated 

SMR-BCI learning via stereo-auditory feedback 

training. Stage III tested use of SMR-BCI to answer 

closed categorized yes/no questions. Out of 14 patients 

with PDoC and locked in syndrome (LIS), eight patients 

showed capacity to modulate brain activity during stage 

I and thus participated in stage II. For practical reasons 

only five of these patients completed stage III. Two 

able-bodied participants were enrolled for 

benchmarking. Five of the eight participants performed 

significantly greater than chance level in 50-100% of 

runs (p<0.05). Average top run performance accuracy 

correlated with diagnoses category. Participants across 

the PDoC spectrum showed capacity to engage with 

SMR-BCI to answer closed questions. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A gold standard assessment tool for Prolonged 

Disorders of Consciousness (PDoC) is yet to be 

realized, and communication strategies are difficult to 

establish. Consciousness requires arousability and 

awareness. Patients with PDoC have altered states of 

consciousness whereby, unresponsive wakefulness 

syndrome (UWS) is defined by clear signs of arousal 

but absence of awareness; minimally conscious state 

(MCS) is defined by preserved arousal level and 

distinguishable yet shifting signs of awareness. An 

individual with locked-in syndrome (LIS) is both 

conscious and aware, yet unable to communicate 

verbally or move. In LIS, usually blinking and vertical 

eye movements are retained and occasionally used to 

communicate [1], [2].  

Standardization of PDoC clinical evaluation has been 

established through response scales such as the Coma 

Recovery Scale-revised (CRS-R) or Wessex Head 

Injury Matrix (WHIM). The CRS-R Scale is composed 

of six sub scales testing: audition, vision, motor, 

oromotor/ verbal, yes-no communication and arousal 

[3]. The WHIM is a 62-item hierarchical scale of 

defined behaviours that are considered to be 

sequentially more advanced [4]. These assessments are 

intended to decipher discrimination and localization 

from reflexive behaviours, and degree of patient 

interaction with environment, to establish the state of 

consciousness. However, since the introduction of 

several behavioural scales (including the 

aforementioned) as recommended by the Royal College 

of Physicians National Clinical Guidelines (RCP NCG) 

[5], misdiagnosis rates are still reportedly ~15-40% 

indicating an enduring unmet need for better assessment 

protocols [6], [7].  

Applying sensorimotor rhythm (SMR)-brain-computer 

interfaces (BCI) to PDoC may augment clinical 

evidence supporting diagnoses and/or increase response 

reliability as a movement-independent communication 

channel. The primary sensorimotor cortex consists of 

topographic mapping dedicated to sensory and motor 

processing of anatomical divisions of the body. The 

SMR denotes localized frequencies in the μ (8–13 Hz) 

or β (15–30 Hz) range of electroencephalography (EEG)  

recorded across the sensorimotor cortices [8]. μ-rhythm 

decreases/ desynchronization is observed contralateral 

to left/right hand motor imagery (MI), similar to 

preparation or execution of movement. Classification of 

different motor imageries through SMR-BCI could 

facilitate discriminatory choice-making, independently 

of motor pathways, yet dependent on purposeful 

modulation of the motor cortex. Based on the premise 

that a PDoC patient is able to achieve above chance 

performance accuracy (AC) in SMR-BCI, it may be 

inferred that the individual has intact short-term 

memory in order to recall instructions, an ability to 

remain attentive for periods, and some degree of 

awareness. Cruse et al. [9], [10] showed 19% (three out 

of 16) UWS and 22% (five out of 23) MCS patients 

were able to perform command following via imagining 

squeezing their right hand or moving their toes in a 

single session. Coyle et al. showed that patients with 

PDoC can modulate visual and auditory feedback when 

learning to control an SMR-BCI and pilot data showing 

response to questions [11]–[13]. 

Here, an SMR-BCI protocol is evaluated in PDoC to 

further evidence its potential to assess awareness, and to 

develop an understanding of the influence multisession, 

SMR stereo-auditory feedback training in preparation 
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for patients to engage with a Q&A system, whereby 

imagined movements are used to answer closed 

questions with known answers. The Q&A paradigm is 

derived from three main influences: a BCI-functional 

near-infrared spectroscopy study in amyotrophic lateral 

sclerosis [14]; the Montreal Cognitive Assessment 

(MOCA) [15]; and  annex 1a of the NCG - Operational 

evaluation of parameters for demonstrating consistent 

functional communication using autobiographical and 

situational questions [5].  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

The study involved two able-bodied (AB) participants 

(as a benchmark) and 14 patients: eight with 

unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS), three with 

minimally conscious state (MCS), and three with 

locked-in syndrome (LIS). Two participants with UWS 

were included in previous studies: [13], [16], [17]. The 

study was approved by National Rehabilitation Hospital 

of Ireland and carried out in accordance with the 

Declaration of Helsinki. Proxy-consent was given by 

participants’ families. Trials were conducted in patient 

homes, care homes and hospitals in the Rep. of Ireland. 

EEG was recorded from 14 channels, Fp1, Fp2, F3, Fz, 

F4, C3, Cz, C4, P3, Pz, P4, PO7, Oz, PO8 (g.Nautilaus 

amplifier with active electrodes (g.tec Medical 

Engineering, Austria)) at a sampling rate of 250Hz. The 

reference electrode was fixed on the right earlobe and 

the ground electrode was mounted on the forehead. The 

data were resampled at 125Hz. Bad channels were 

identified and removed via spectrum and kurtosis 

thresholding functions from an EEGLAB toolbox [18]. 

The number of channels removed varied from 0-4 

channels. Data recorded were visually inspected for 

significant artefacts (e.g., eye-blinks). Trials with strong 

artefacts in most of the electrodes were removed.  

Stage I (Session 1) entailed a block design assessment. 

Participants were asked to imagine one movement per 

block, cued with an auditory tone circa every 8s (6 

blocks, 15 trials/block). In Stage II, following 

assessment, real-time stereo-auditory feedback was 

given as broadband (pink) noise or music samples (see 

[17] for details), over 5-10 sessions of 1-4 runs (60 

trials/run, randomized equal number per class) cued 

with voice command e.g., "left", "feet" or "right" to 

matching ear via earphones: cue at 3s, feedback at 4-7s, 

followed by a “relax” cue. Feedback was modulated by 

continually varying the sound's azimuthal position 

between ±90° via imagined movement. Stage III, 

following training with auditory feedback, involved 4-6 

question-answer runs (over 2-5 sessions) of 48 closed 

yes-no questions. Instructions were repeated at the start 

of each run and participants were asked to respond yes 

or no with respective hand/feet imagery. 96 unique 

closed questions were asked in total and were repeated 

across runs. Four question categories were evaluated: 

biographical, situational, basic logic, and numbers and 

letters. The questions and statements posed were 

adapted from the MOCA and NCG for PDOC [5], [15]. 

"Yes" questions had semantically similar "no" questions 

e.g., "You are 33 years old" vs "You are 47 years old". 

Recordings of family members reading questions were 

played back to participants in a timed paradigm. 

Familiar voices were recorded in order to encourage 

participants engagement through self-relevant stimuli 

[19], [20].  A CRS-R and WHIM assessment was 

conducted each day BCI sessions took place with UWS 

and MCS participants. 

     BCI setup: Throughout each stage of the 

experimental paradigm (i.e. assessment, stereo-auditory 

feedback and Q&A) the cue occurred at 3s and the 

window of interest was 3s prior and 5s post cue. During 

Q&A the cue was the end of each question, which lasted 

no longer than 7s. Event related offline peak accuracy 

(AC) was compared to random accuracy (RA) (class 

labels for the trials in the test sets were permuted 

randomly) and offline pre-cue (baseline) accuracy, 

respectively. The AC during the task execution period 

should be significantly higher than RA and the pre-cue 

accuracy (baseline period). Online single-trial 

accuracies were computed too. 

Offline analysis was conducted through a filter bank 

common spatial patterns (FBCSP) framework, detailed 

in [21], to train a classifier to be applied in the auditory 

feedback runs. In this FBCSP framework, the EEG data 

are filtered into 9 frequency bands as shown in Fig. 1, 

and common spatial pattern (CSP) features are extracted 

from each band on a 2s sliding window. The features 

from all the frequency bands are concatenated together, 

and then between 4 and 12 features are selected using 

mutual information. The best individual feature mutual 

information was used as detailed in [21].  

The parameters to be optimized in the FBCSP setup 

used are the number of features selected and CSP filters 

pairs (between 1 to 4 pairs). These parameters are 

optimized in a nested cross-validation (CV): 6-fold-CV 

with an inner 5-folds-CV. A 2s sliding window was 

used (with an 80% overlap) in the task related period of 

the trial. At each window’s position the parameters are 

optimized in the inner 5 folds cross-validation. An 

LDA, trained on the inner folds’ data (i.e., training set 

of the outer fold) with the optimized parameters, is used 

to classify the outer fold test set. For each outer fold, the 

classifier with highest accuracy from different window 

positions is then used to classify the fold’s test set at 

each time point of the trial segment. The resulting 6 

time-courses of accuracy are averaged to get the time-

course of cross-validation accuracy (CVAC). The 

parameters for the FBCSP differ across the 6 folds so 

the fold with highest accuracy is used to determine the 

parameters to be applied online. Using these parameters, 

 
Fig. 1: The FBCSP-based framework. 
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Tab. 1: Patient demographics, overall CRS-R and WHIM average scores, and top run performance accuracy with corresponding 

performance accuracy at 2 seconds during baseline period. UWS-unresponsive wakefulness syndrome, MCS-minimally conscious 

state, LIS-locked-in syndrome, AB-able-bodied, baseline 2s (A), (F), (Q) represent baseline for Assessment, feedback and Q&A runs 

respectively. WHIM score reported is the total number of behaviors observed. 

 

ID Sex Age Type of injury 
Time since 

onset 

(months) 

Av 

CRS-R 

Av 

WHIM 

BCI Top run Performance Accuracy (%) 

Baseline 

2s (A) 
Assess 

Baseline 

2s (F) 
Feedback 

Baseline 

2s (Q) 
Q&A 

1 UWS 

2 UWS 

3 UWS 
4 MCS 

5 MCS 

6 LIS 
7 LIS 

8 LIS 

1AB 

2AB 

M 

M 

M 
M 

F 

F 
M 

F 

M 

M 

34 

34 

29 
49 

56 

34 
28 

27 

20 

23 

Non-traumatic 

Non-traumatic 

Traumatic 
Non-traumatic 

Traumatic 

Non-traumatic 
Traumatic 

Non-traumatic 

- 

- 

192 

103 

74 
23 

35 

11 
25 

36 

- 

- 

5 

3 

5 
11 

18 

- 
- 

- 

- 

- 

4 

3 

4 
16 

17 

- 
- 

- 

- 

- 

55 

61 

58 
53 

67 

52 
71 

70 

61 

65 

63 

61 

69 
66 

80 

60 
73 

78 

69 

78 

62 

57 

47 
52 

57 

50 
58 

40 

45 

52 

72 

76 

73 
73 

80 

88 
75 

68 

98 

88 

- 

- 

54 
- 

52 

52 
58 

56 

42 

50 

- 

- 

69 
- 

77 

81 
67 

88 

79 

79 

Average of BCI Top run Performance Accuracy (%): 61 68 52 79 52 77 

 

the final classifier to be deployed in the online feedback 

setup is trained at a 2s window positioned at the time of 

CVAC peak.  

A permutation test was used to evaluate if the AC 

during the task execution is significantly higher than 

RA with a 95% confidence interval. The RA is 

computed by repeating the 6-fold cross-validation 100 

times, and each time the trials’ labels are randomized. 

This leads to 100 time-courses of random CVAC 

corresponding to 100 permutations. At each time-point 

of non-random CVAC, the probability that the 

classification accuracy is achieved by chance is 

computed using expression (1) as in [22]: 

 
ˆ| { : ( ) ( )} | 1

1

D D ac D ac D
p

n

   



  (1) 

where, D̂ is a set of n-randomized versions D’ of the 

original data D, and ac(D) is the accuracy achieved with 

the non-randomized data D. The computed p is the 

probability that given the permuted data, we can achieve 

accuracy level that is higher or equal to the accuracy 

achieved with non-permuted data. The Null hypothesis 

that classification accuracy was achieved by chance is 

rejected for p < 0.05. The p-value at each time point is 

computed enabling assessment of the time-course of 

CVAC significance. 

     Online feedback setup: For online processing during 

feedback runs, at each sample point, a distance is 

computed from the classifier’s learned weights vector, 

distance referred to as time-varying signed distance 

(TSD) [23] [24]. The TSD value at a given time point t 

during n
th

 trial is given by expression in (2). The 

distance’s sign indicates the classifier’s output label and 

its magnitude measures the classification confidence. 

The magnitude of the TSD indicates how the direction 

and amplitude of the audio feedback (panning to the 

right or left ear). The performance in online auditory 

feedback runs is given by the percentage of the trials 

with TSD’s sign correctly matching the trial’s task 

(class). 

  ( ) ( )

0
n n

t t

Ttsd w a   (2) 

where Tw and 
0

a  are  the slope and bias of the 

discriminant hyperplane, respectively, of our trained 

LDA, 
( )n

t


 is the features vector at the time point t of the 

n
th

 trial. The tsdt is debiased by subtracting the mean of 

tsd for the past 30-35s. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Six patients were withdrawn from the study after stage I 

(assessment stage) as AC was not significantly different 

to baseline (inclusion criteria for stage II). This 

withdrawal was not necessarily based on an inability to 

respond to command: it was difficult to acquire clean 

data from two participants with large frontal and 

bifrontal craniectomies and data contained noise as a 

result of persistent movement artefacts. The remaining 

patients completed study stage II: three UWS, two 

MCS, three LIS (3 Female). Time since condition onset 

varied between 11 months and 16 years (median= 3 

years). For practical reasons, Stage III was only 

completed by one UWS, one MCS and three LIS. 

Clinical data are provided in Tab. 1. The three-staged 

paradigm was validated on two AB participants, whom 

achieved average AC of 77% and 84% across all session 

types. Every run’s peak AC was significantly greater 

than baseline accuracy and RA (p<0.05), aside from 

three runs whereby peak AC was not significantly 

different from baseline accuracy. AB participants 

showed across session improvement, especially 1AB 

with AC increasing to 98%, but then decreasing to 

~78% for Q&A runs (refer to Fig. 4). 3UWS and 5MCS 

both achieved top ACs of 69% and 77% during Q&A 

runs. Every participant was able to achieve above 70% 

accuracy during at least 1 run (refer to Tab. 1), with the 

top average run AC correlated with severity of 

diagnosis i.e., ascending from VS, MCS, LIS through to 

AB participants (Refer to Fig. 3).  Across patients, AC 

did not progressively increase as a function of number 

of training sessions, and the top AC run did not 

necessarily appear in the latter half of total runs 

completed (Refer to Fig. 4).  In five participants 50-

100% of run ACs were significantly greater than RA 

(p<0.05). 53%, 57%, 56% and 100% of runs were 

significantly different from RA in 3UWS, 5MCS, 6LIS, 
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Fig. 5: Example time courses of top performance 

accuracies (AC) of assessment, feedback and Q&A on 

best participants per diagnostic group (top 4 panels), 

green and shaded area indicates mean and variation in 

accuracy from randomly permutated trials. One 

example corresponding ERDS map per participant 

(bottom 4 panels). MI = Motor imagery, left, right 

refers to hand.  

A
C

 (
%

) 
A

C
 (

%
) 

1AB respectively. For Q&A, five participants presented 

significant peak ACs relative to RA (p<0.05) in 50-

100% of runs apart from 6,7LIS (refer to Fig. 4). 

However, Peak AC was significantly different from 

baseline AC in ≥50% of Q&A runs for four participants 

6,8LIS and AB1,2 (p<0.05).  Across participants, on 

average, baseline AC was significantly different from 

RA in 7% of runs. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the time courses of the top AC runs 

across participants from each group/condition: 3UWS, 

5MCS, 6LIS and 1AB, with select corresponding event-

related desynchronization (ERDS) plots. Across these 

runs, AC is at chance level at the start of the trial (cue at 

3s) and increases (deviating from chance level) as the 

participant executes the task. Peak AC during feedback 

runs are maximal and have a similar time course for 

1AB and 6LIS. The maps show the power change with 

respect to the baseline (pre-cue period of 0.2-3s). For 

the MI tasks, activation is expected in electrodes placed 

around the motor cortex (C3, Cz, and C4). The ERDS 

map for 1AB shows clear contralateral activation 

indicated by mu (8-12Hz) rhythm ERD in the electrodes 

mounted around the motor cortex (C3 for right MI and 

C4 for left MI). Patients present task differences for 

ERD/S plots, however these do not conform entirely to 

typical observations expected for MI.  

Average CRS-R and WHIM for UWS and MCS 

patients are shown in Tab. 1. As expected, there is 

strong positive correlation between CRS-R and WHIM 

scores (r=0.88, p<0.0001). Average BCI AC during 

assessment sessions for UWS + MCS was shown to 

have a positive, yet insignificant, correlation to the 

average sessional CRS-R (r=0.4, p>0.05) and WHIM 

scores (r=0.4, p>0.05) (2 tailed Spearman’s rank 

correlation). A weak relationship was observed in 

comparing all average session ACs for UWS+MCS to 

CRS-R (r=0.18, p>0.05) and WHIM scores (r=0.09, 

p>0.05) (2 tailed Spearman’s rank correlation). A 

Spearman’s rank correlation (2-tailed) with average AC 

for MCS patient, showed a positive correlation to CRS-

R scores, r=0.42, with a tendency towards significance, 

p=0.057; and an insignificant correlation to WHIM total 

behavior scores at the participant level r=0.07, p>0.05. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

We sought to determine if AC could be used to provide 

indication of awareness in a 1-2 sessions of assessment 

(stage I) and whether this corresponded with 

 
Fig. 3: Whisker-box plot of average top run 

performance accuracy per participant diagnostic 

category. X’s demarcate the mean, central line is the 

median, and inclusive median quartile calculation is 

displayed. Performance is shown to increase across 

levels of awareness.  

 
Fig. 4: Run accuracies of best patients and best able-

bodied participant across sessions. ss=session, 

a=assessment run, t = training run, f= feedback run, pn 

= pink noise, q= q&a run biosit = biographical and 

situational, lognum = logic and numbers/letters. p<0.05 

signified by*, p<0.01 signified by **(Wilcoxon signed 

ranks test). 
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conventional scales (e.g. CRS-R and WHIM). We 

observed that 3/8 UWS, 2/3 MCS and 3/3 LIS 

participants were capable of modulating brain activity 

through SMR strategies during stage I. Both assessment 

and feedback average ACs in MCS participants, were 

found to weakly positively correlate with CRS-R scores, 

and there was no correlation with WHIM scores. UWS 

participants demonstrated significant above chance AC 

during multiple runs, which conflicts with their UWS 

diagnoses. An insignificant correlation between 

UWS+MCS participants and behavioral scores was 

found, indicating SMR-BCI may provide supplementary 

or corroborative diagnostic information in PDoC. These 

results further demonstrate that EEG-based SMR-BCI 

provides evidence of awareness not detected by 

standard behavioral tests in UWS. Some analytical 

hurdles have been reported concerning block-design 

[25], [26],  however this was necessary for the 

assessment stage in order for the cue to be demarcated 

by a tone rather than a word describing the type of MI. 

This eliminates the likelihood of the response being 

automatic/unconscious [27] and requires short term 

memory of the instruction given at the start of the block. 

In Stage II, during multisession stereo-auditory 

feedback training runs, most participant ACs were 

significantly greater than RA, indicating cohort-wide 

engagement. However, across patients, progressive AC 

increase as a function of number of completed runs was 

not observed. ≥70% accuracies were not consistently 

reported (AC of 70% being viewed as the lower limit 

for ability to communicate effectively with a BCI [28]). 

AC variation across runs and sessions may be 

influenced by many factors such as patient motivation 

Proper patient positioning may encourage arousal/ 

minimize involuntary movements or persistent 

involuntary hypertonicity that may be induced by 

frustration due to miscommunication, particularly in 

LIS. Other studies reported that after post learning 

during early training, patients AC stabilizes within the 

first 10–20 training sessions [29]. This is in line with 

across session performance observations observed here. 

Individuals were trained over the period of a few weeks, 

in some cases months due to various interruptions, 

which may have impacted performance. Our dataset is 

consistent with other studies in terms of patients 

obtaining higher inter-run/session  and inter-individual 

variability relative to AB participants [30], [31]. In 

stage III, ability to encode yes/no responses through 

motor imageries to closed questions was assessed. The 

feedback sessions were implemented to encourage SMR 

learning prior to the more complex Q&A. All diagnostic 

groups were able to respond at above chance levels in at 

least one Q&A run demonstrating feasibility of adoption 

by this patient cohort. High intersession variability is 

also demonstrated in Q&A runs indicating the 

importance of multiple sessions, as recommended with 

behavioural scale assessments by the RCP NCG for 

PDoC [5]. It is yet to be established whether consistent, 

sufficient accuracy can be achieved across the patient 

cohort to enable communication and further sessions 

with these patients will be conducted. Given availability 

of more data, AC as a factor of question category could 

isolate different cognitive deficits in relation to 

knowledge of self and environment, logic and 

numbers/letters. It would be interesting to test further 

iterations of the paradigm e.g. tailoring the response 

time window. Here, this was set to 5s and might not 

have been sufficient for some participants. Response 

time was constrained as AC is hinged on a trade-off 

between duration/complexity of task/keeping patient 

fatigue to a minimum and maximizing the amount of 

trials/answers collected. 

PDoC is a challenging patient group to evaluate due to 

tendencies for; heterogeneity in aetiology and potential 

neural atrophy and cortical remapping; muscle spasms, 

seizures, fluctuating arousal, ease of exhaustion; limited 

memory capacity; medication affecting vigilance e.g. 

muscle relaxants, anti-epileptics and anxiolytics; and 

suboptimal EEG recording due to ocular, respiratory 

and muscular artefacts. EEG quality may have been 

affected by presence of nutritional life supporting 

systems or other equipment where private rooms away 

from other hospital equipment e.g., airbeds was not 

possible. 

In future, it would be ideal to analyse the relationship 

between AC and type of injury, time since altered 

consciousness onset, time of day of session. A further 

investigation might be to add a third “I don’t know” 

class reflected by another MI to maximize separability 

for yes/no classes. The existing paradigm assumes the 

user will polarize their response when the answer is 

unclear. Having three classes would increase the 

cognitive load, nonetheless other groups have also 

experimented with providing options beyond yes/no in 

PDoC, e.g. a 4-choice auditory oddball EEG-BCI 

paradigm based on a P300 response [32]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This study showed demonstrable feasibility of an initial 

assessment of SMR engagement; multisession auditory 

feedback to train SMR-BCI control; and an SMR-BCI 

Q&A system in PDoC and LIS. Adaptation of the 

paradigm in order to maximize the number of runs 

where 70% AC is reached prior to commencing Q&A is 

crucial to effective adoption by patients with a PDoC. 

This is the first targeted group of this patient cohort and 

further training is necessary to progress to open Q&A 

sessions. 

     Acknowledgments: We are indebted to the patients 
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